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BEER AND WINE ADVERTISING: IMPACT OF
ELECTRONIC MEDIA
TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1985
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
CONSUMER PROTECTION, AND FINANCE,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Timothy E. Wirth
(chairman) presiding.
Mr. WIRTH. The subcommittee will come to order.

Our hearing this morning focuses on the impact of broadcast alcohol advertising on the Nation's many alcohol-related problems. It
is an extremely controversial issue, often filled with a good deal of
rhetoric.
We are here today to try to move away from the rhetoric toward
a more thorough analysis.
Thib is not a new issue. It did not just surface a few months ago.
Back in the late 1930's, Senator Edwin Johnson introduced legislation to ban alcohol advertising on radio. Johnson was introduced by
Harry S. Truman, who noted that the Colorado Senator had some-

thing important to say. Johnson replied that he did not have anything important to say, he was just goinecr to make a speech.
According to the Congressional Record of August 3, 1939, Senator

Johnson commer ded both the National PTA and the National Association of Broadcasters for their support of a total ban on radio
advertising of alcoholic beverages. That was, of course, a long time
ago. We have representatives from both groups with us today, but I
have a feeling that now, 46 years later, there may be slightly less
agreement between these two associations.
When this issue again came to the forefront a few months ago,

the question posed was whether beer and wine ads should be

banned from television and radio. There was agreement that there
are quite a few alcohol advertisements on TV 'And radio, as well as
far too many alcohol-related problems in society.
The key question was whether there was a causal relationship
between the two. That question is still very much with us, but with
an additional focus: whether advertising for beer and wine presents
only one side of the issue of alcohol consumption, placing drinking
in a positive light. If that is so, should there be an opportunity for
the presentation of views relating to negative aspects of alcohol
consumption?

(1)
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There are a lot of questions for which I have no easy answers.
Should broadcasters be required to present ads that provide information about problems related to alcohol consumption? Is it necessary to find a causal relationship between ads and abuse to answer
"yes" to that question? If all agree that educating the public about
alcohol problems is important and necessary, should such messages
be mandated or are voluntary efforts by the broadcast industry sufficient?

We must consider a number of other questions as well. If counterads are to be mandated, where does one draw the line in terms
of products subjected to counterads? What about ads for food products, drugs or cosmetics? If we start down such a path with beer
and wine ads, where does it stop?
If there is a requirement in this case for counterads, what would

be the economic impact on the broadcast industry, particularly in
terms of its ability to provide certain types of programs? How does
the enhanced constitutional protection afforded commercial speech
in recent years affect our analysis of this issue?
Many factors influence how our attitudes about alcohol use develop and why some people become alcoholics. Peer pressure and
parental attitudes clearly contribute. Many believe that the MESS
media also influence our attitudes about alcohol.
Today's focus is on the responsibility the broadcast media have
in shaping our attitudes and what steps, if any, need to be taken to
reduce any negative impact. In this regard, I want to commend the
broadcasters on the steps they have taken to reduce drunk driving
during last winter's holiday season, with regular warnings of the
dangers of alcochol abuse and drunk driving, and during Operation
Prom Night.

Broadcasters around the country are now taking their public

trustee responsibilities in this regard very seriously. It is gratifying
to see this responsiveness to community needs.
Imposing mandatory counterads or bans are not actions that the
Government can take lightly. Those requesting such actions clearly
have the burden of making their case.
Today we will hear from individuals on all sides of this issue. We
will seek to establish whether there is, in fact, a problem caused by
broadcast alcohol advertisements and, if so, what the proper response of all of us might be to deal with the problem.
Mr. Swift.

Mr. SwiFr. It it my understanding that our colleague, Mr. Seiberling, has another meeting, and I would be happy to defer my opening statement until after his testimony if that would help
Mr. WIRTH. If that is agreeable, Mr. Seiberling.
Our first witness is our distinguished colleague from the State of
Ohio, John Seiberling.
John, welcome; and thank you very much for being here.
Mr. SEIBERLING. Thank you very much.

Mr. WIRTH. We will include your statement in full in the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN F. SEIBERLING, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. SEIBERLING. Thank you. I will attempt to be brief.
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Mr. Chairman and colleagues, I really appreciate the opportunity
to be here today at this hearing on the impact of alcohol advertising and speak on behalf of H.R. 2526, the Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act, which I introduced last week.
This bill would require that when any alcoholic beverage is advertised on television, radio or cable, equivalent time shall be provided for the presentation of messages regarding the various adverse affects that may be attributable to consumption and misuse
of alcohol.

I introduced this bill because I believe, as I am sure all of you do,
that one of the most serious problems afflicting our society today
and threatening the health, safety and productivity and quality of

life of many Americans is the misuse of alcohol.
I will let others here today testify about some of the specific adverse consequences of alcohol misuse, but suffice it to say the problem causes immense suffering for millions of people and costs our
Nation billions of dollars every year.

There are certainly many factors that are responsible for the alcohol problem in this country: stress, family influence, peer pressure and lack of information on health effects, just to mention a
few. But whatever the other factors, it is clear that the nature of
alcohol itself has a big role.
Unfortunately, you would never know the extent of the problem
from viewing the large number of slick advertisements promoting
the sale and consumption of alcohol which are saturating the air

waves. These give the impression that alcohol is the road to a

better, more enjoyable life, not the doorway to trouble and tragedy
that it really is.
Let me emphasize that I do not believe that beer and wine commercials promote the misuse of alcohol, nor do I think that these
ads directly cause such misuse. However, it is undeniable that by
portraying happy, successful, healthy people drinking wine and
beer, these ads do project the image of a total lifestyle which appears enviable. They are thus influential, especially on impressionable young people.

The influence of such commercials may be subtle, but it is real
and powerful; nevertheless. The Fairness in Alcohol Advertising
Act addresses the need to offset these images of glamorous lifestyles and to show that, unfortunately, there is a dark side to alcohol.

H.R. 2526 would amend the Communications Act to specifically
provide that in order to air commercial messages promoting alcoholic beverages, a radio or television licensee or cablc, operator
must ensure that equivalent advertising time for the broadcast of
counterbalancing messages is given to responsible spokespersons.
Under the bill, those spokespersons would receive only the free
air time. They would have to bear their own production and other
costs. The bill is not intended to allow the disparagement of any
particular brands but to allow the fullest possible discussion of the
problems associated with alcohol in general. Nor is it the intent to
detract from the many existing public service announcements dealing with community needs and problems other than those associated with alcohol.
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Broadcasters are doing a great service to their communities by

providing t' .ese messages, but my bill specifically states that the alternative ,Alcohol messages required by the bill may not be used to

discharge the broadcasters' public interest obligations in other
areas.

I would like to make it clear that I am opposed to prohibition

and I am not seeking a ban on either the product or the alcohol ads

themselves. In introducing this bill, I am not saying that people
should become teetotalers. I am not a teetotaler. But I do think
people should know about the risks associated with drinking.
I recognize that the wine and beer industry and the broadcasting

industry share the concern about the misuse of alcohol and have
responded positively by mounting campaigns against it, and while
these are commendable, I do not think, however, they are reaching
a sufficiently wide audience or covering a sufficiently broad range
of problems associated with alcohol consumption.

The public needs to be better educated regarding the many risks

associated with alcohol when it is consumed even in modest

amounts. Alcohol is a mind-altering drug and can affect the body
in many disruptive ways. There is hardly any organ, tissue or function of the body that is immune to alcohcl's damaging effects.
The challenge facing us is to come to grips with this problem, but
I do not pretend that this legislation offers a full answer. In fact,
one would have to come up with a bill to prevent human folly in
general to prevent the misuse of alcohol. But H.R. 2526 is a step
forward and I hop that it provides a focus for your deliberations
here today and also the opportunity for a wider public discussion of
this issue.
I think H.R. 2526 would help deter individuals from becoming
problem drinkers. The journey of 1,000 miles starts with the first
step, and the alcoholic becomes one only after he starts with that

first drink; so it does seem to me that it is time to focus on the
total problem.

I have, of course, received many letters opposing this bill from
the broadcasting industry and also from the wine and beer industry. These folks are entitled to a fair and balanced legislrAtive hear-

ing, which I know they will receive from your committee, Mr.
Chairman. My bill is simply intended to aid this hearing process

and provide a focal point and, hopefully, result in some legislation
that will move on this serious problem.
I would be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Seiberling follows:]

9
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Statement of

CCICRESSM aosN r. SUN;
in support of HR 2526
The Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act
before the Subcommittee on Teleccarunications,
Consumer Protection and Finance
May 21, 1985

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the
opportunity to be here today at this hearing on the impact of alcohol
advertising, and to speak on behalf of HR 2526, the Fairness in
Alcohol Advertising Act. This bill, which I introduced last week,
would require that when any alcoholic beverage is advertised on
television, radio, or cable, equivalent time Shall be provided for the
presentation of messages regarding the various adverse effects that
may be attributable to consumption and misuse of alcohol.
I introduced this bill because I believe, as I an sure that all
..71 you do, that one of the most serious proUems afflicting our
society today and threatening the health, safety, productivity, and
quality of life of many Americans is the misuse of alcohol.
Alcohol is a dangerous and addictive drug, but unfortunately,
many people do not understand that. As a result, this nation suffers
hundreds of thousands of alcohol-related deaths and serious injuries
every year. In addition to drunk driving accidents, alcohol misuse
often plays a role in incidents of child and spouse abuse, suicide and
crime. Alcohol can also have serious adverse health consequences and
has been linked to birth defects, liver disease, heart disease and
several forms of cancer, to name only a few. All of this causes
immense suffering for millions of people and costs our nation billions
of dollars every year.

One of the saddest aspects of the alcohol problem is that it is
reaching epidemic proportions among many young people. Alcohol is the
drug of choice for many teenagers. According to the National PTA, of
the estimated 13 to 15 million alcoholics and problem drinkers in the
U.S., more than 3 million are under the age of 18.
There are certainly many factors that are responsible for the
alcohol problem in this country -- stress, parental behavior and
influence, peer presrure, and lack of health information are just
sane. tut whatever the other factors, it is clear that the nature of
alcohol itself plays a big role. Unfortunately, you would never know
the extent of the problem from viewing the large number of slid,
advertisements promoting the sale and consumption of alcohol which are
saturating the air waves. These give the impression that alcohol is
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the road to a better, more enjoyable life, not the doorway to trouble
and tragedy that it really is.

As a parent concerned about the youth of this country, as someone
who observed at first hand the birth of Alcoholics Anonymous fifty
years ago, as a preventive health advocate who believes in the
importance of fitness, good nutrition and health education, and as a
member of Congress who feels we have a responsibility to help create
and maintain a healthier and safer society for everyone, I think it is
time we took effective action to see that the public is given all
sides of the picture about alcohol and the perils of alcohol use and
misuse.
Essentially, HR 2526 adopts the Fairness Doctiine approach.
Currently, the Fairness Doctrine requires that when a broadcast or
cable station presents one side of a controversial issue of public
importance, the station must afford a reasonable opportunity for the
presentation of contrasting points of view. However, in 1974, the
Federal Carmunications Commission found that standard product
cousercials do not trigger the Fairness Doctrine right to presentation
of a contrasting view. The Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act dew
not overturn that decision but simply recognizes that alcoholic
beverage advertisements promote a special kind of product which
present unique problems thus requiring separate and unique treatment.
The bill amends the Communications Act to specifically provide
that in order to air omamercial messages promoting alcoholic beverages, a radio or television licensee or a cable operator muse usure
that equivalent advertising time for the broadcast of countemalancing
Under the bill, those
messages is given to responsible spokespersons.
spokespersons would receive only the free air tire; they would have to
bear their own production and other costs.
I think that broadcasters are currently doing a good job of
complying with the Fairness Doctrine in terms of the many controversial issues facing American society today. I know that it is not
always an easy task and I commend them for their efforts. This bill
is not intended to force broadcasters now to give their air waves over
to outside parties for whatever messages those parties may wish to
convey. The bill's language attempts to give broadcasters and cable
operators reasonable discretion in meeting their new responsibilities
required by the bill. The bill also requires the FCC, in consultation
with both the Bureau of Alcohol, Ibbacco and Firearms and the Public
Health Service, to issue guidelines to help broadcasters carry out
their obligations under this bill.

This bill is not intended allow the disparagement of any
particular brands of beer and wine, but to allow the fullest possible
discussion of the problems associated with alcohol in general. Nor is
it the intent of this bill to detract from the many exicting public
service announcements dealing with cum unity needs and problems other
than those associated with alcohol. Broadcasters are doing a great
service to their communities by providing important messages on behalf
of many different causes including Red Cross, United Way, hunger and
disaster relief, voter education, job training and many others. my
bill specifically states that the alternative alcohol messages
required by the bill may not be used to discharge the broadcasters'
public interest Obligations in other areas.
The bill defines alcoholic beverage advertisement as programming
which is intended to promote the purchase nr consumption of alcubolic
beverages ard for which air time is Turchased from the broadcaster.
Excluded from this definition are anz,uncements which are limited
simply to sponsor identification of a erogram, such as the recognition
given corporate sponsors of PBS programs. Alcoholic beverage is
defined in this bill as it was in last year's amendment to the Highway
Safety Act establishing a national minimum drinking age.
With regard to the equivalent time requirement, this bill looks
to the approach now followed regarding the use of broadcast time by
candidates for public office.
The Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act
provides that the counterbalancing messages be afforded air time which
is of Equal duration to that used for the presentation of alcoholic
beverage advertisements, and which has an audience size and compsiticn approximately equivalent to that received by the alcoholic
beverage adVertismants. These requirements ensure that the counterbalancing ads ca,'t be lumped together into one big spot and aired at
2:00 a.m.
I realize that this equivalent time standard goes beyond the
reasonable opportunity standard which is applied to other issues under
the Fairness Doctrine. However, I don't think that any other issue
receives the same significant amount cf. time for its promotion as the
commercials for alcoholic beverages now do. Thus, I believe thzt this
imbalance justifies the requirement of equal time.
Let me empbasize that I do not believe that beer and wine
commercials promote the misuse of alcohol, nor do I think that these
However, it is undeniable that by
ads directly cause such misuse.
portraying happy, successful, healthy people drinking wine and seer,
these ads do project the image of a total lifestyle which appears
enviable. They are thus infllential, especially on impressionable
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young people. The influence of such commercials may be subt7e, but it
is real and powerful, nevertheless. As Rose K. Goldeen, A.D., a
professor of sociology at Cornell University has written:
'Conventional wisdom insists on establishing a measurable
connection between exposure to the ads and drinking as 'proof'
that they do anything at all. But we miss the culture-Moping
power of oanmercials if we think that's how they do their main
work. Not many children. are likely to respond to a beer commercial by dashing to the nearest bar for a beer on draft, nor
is it our custom to admit kids to bars. But since it is our
custom to beam the bars into our homes every day, it's hard to
grow up in this country without learning the advertisers'
glamorized versions of the culture of bars and how delightful
are those grownup lifestyles that drinking no enhances.

Tal children aspire to adulthood and prepare fm. it by trying
rat the various behavioral repertoires their envirwmnent makes
familiar and paints as admirable. That environment is now
saturated with repertoires pi kern up from TV, including the
substantial input made by ommercials glamorizing drinking.
The Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act addresses the need to
offset these images of glamorous lifestyles and to show that, unfortur
nately, there is a dark side to alcohol.
I know that the wine and beer industries and the broadcasting
industry share the concern about the misuse of alcohol and have
resporied positively by mounting campaigns in schools and on the air
against alcohol abuse. However, most of their efforts have focused on
drunk driving and while these efforts have been commendable, I don't
think they are reaching a sufficiently with audience or are covering a
sufficiently broad range of the preblems associated with alcohol
consumption. Let me emphasize here that I es talking about
consumption even in relatively modest amounts and sot just the grossly
excessive consumption usually comprised under the terms 'abuse° or
" misuse. The public needs to be better educated regarding the many
risks associated with alcohol consumption. Alcohol can affect the
brain and body in many disruptive ways. There is hardly any organ,
tissue or function of the body that is immune to alcohol's damaging
effects.
I want to make clear that I an opposed to prohibition. I an not
seeking a ban on either the product or on the alcohol ads themselves.
And in introducing this bill, I am not saying that people should
become teetotalers. But I do think people should know about the risks
associated with drinking, even in moderate amounts.

13
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The challenge facing us is to come to grips with the national
tragedy of alcohol misuse and the dangers it poses to health, safety,
family life, mental acuity and social development. I don't pretend
that this one piece of legislation offers the full answer. But it is
a step forward. This bill would zovide an opportunity for a wider
dissemination of responsible information regarding the dangers or
alcohol misuse. It seeks to increase. the public's knowledge and
understanding of the many risks and consequences associated with
alcohol misuse and to educate high risk populations, such as pregnant
women, alcoholics and adolescents about the special concerns and risks
associated with the consumption of alcoholic beverages. Finally, I
think that enactment of this bill would not only help deter
individuals from terrain; problem drinkers, but also help discourage
minors fray using alcohol and teenagers and young adults fray
developing lifestyles which include excessive alcohol consumption.
I have, as you might suppose, already received numerous letters
and visits from people in the brcaitasting industry, as well as the
beer and wine industry, opposing my legislation and raising many
questions and objections. All of than are entitled to careful
consideration and should be evaluated through this kind of thorough
and balanced legislative hearing in which all sides have an
opportunity to make their case. My bill is intended to aid this
hearing process, and provide a focal point. Surely all points of view
can only benefit by a full and frank public discussion of this very
real and important issue.
Thank you again for giving me this opportunity to testify.

Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Seiberling, thank you very much, and we cer-

tainly appreciate your interest and concern for this important

issue. I know you have a very busy morning ahead of you.
Let me ask my colleagues what questions they may have.
Mr. Swift.
Mr. Swim. No questions at this time.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Seiberling, just one question. You are aware
that I have a bill which is a study rather than a ban or a counter-

advertisement. Have you had a chance to look at my particular

bill?
Mr.

SEIBERLING. No, I have not. In fact, I was not aware that you
had such a bill, and I will take a careful look at it.
Mr. NIELSON. You mentioned that you feel that the broadcasters
are not doing a sufficient amount to talk about the abuse of alcohol. Do you believe they are Lig a good job in saying that you
should not drink at all? Are they promoting drinking among adults
and youth, in your view?
Mr. SEIBERLING. Well, I think they are doing a fairly good job on
alcohol abuse, although the amount of broadcast time used for this
purpose, as ! understand, is about 3 percent of the amount that is
devoted to alcohol advertising.
I would not go so far as to say that we should have advertising
promoting a total abstention. I think that is up to the individual.
But it should be an informed individual who knows the full risks of
alcohol consumption. For example, pregnant women can damage
the fetus by drinking even as much as one drink a day, a glass of
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wine a day. How many women know that fact and have it borne
home to them? That is the kind of information that I think needs
to be gotten out, not just alcohol misuse but the total risk spectrum.
Mr. NIELSON. Thank you.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Oxley.

Mr. OXLEY. John, you would not support then, I understand, a
total ban on beer and wine advertising?
Mr. SEIBERLING. I think that would be going much too far. In
fact, it would be the opposite of what I would promote. My bill extends free speech by giving all parties the opportunity to be heard
and not just those who can afford to pay the freight.
Mr. OxLEY. In light of recent developments in the field of counteradvertising, or at least the informational campaign that, as I understand, we are going to see some examples of later this morning,

isn't that action on the part of the broadcasters taken under their
own initiative, not mandated by the Federal Government, a better

approach and a more effective approach than your legislation?
Mr. SEIBERLING. If they were devoting equal time, I would say it
would be as good an approach and better, since it is voluntary; but
3 percent of the total time is not, I consider, to be a balanced presentation. Furthermore, their ads focus on alcohol abuse, which is
commendable, but that is only part of the picture.

Long before a person becomes an alcohol abuser, he usually

starts off drinking in moderation and gradually builds up, and even
that produces some adverse effects on his mind and body. So it does
seem to me that that picture needs to be brought out.
Mr. OXLEY. How many cosponsors do you have on your bill?

Mr. SEIBERLING. I don't have any that I know of. I only introduced it abouttoday is Tuesday about 6 days ago. I have not circulated it yet for cost ,nsors.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Moorhead.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I have no questions.
Mr. WIDTH. Mr. Luken.
Mr. LUKEN. No questions.

Thank you, Mr. Seiberling.

Mr. SEIBERLING. Thank you.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Scheuer.

Mr. SCHEUER. I have no questions, but I do want to commend my

colleague for his leadership for delving into this matter and bringing this information and his very thoughtful and sensitive insights
to the attention of our committee.
Mr. SEIBERLING. Could I volunteer one more point, Mr. Chairman? You will hear claims that this is an infringement of freedom
of the press and freedom of speech. I have taken a look at the Supreme Court and other decisions, and clearly it is within the permissible ambit of constitutional law and Federal regulation. It is
commercial speech, which is not protected to the same degree as
noncommercial speech.

There is an important public interest to the health and safety of
the public involved, which gives Congress the basis for reasonable

regulation. And or cource, the electronic media are clearly not

given the same degree of freedom as the print media, and there are
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plenty of precedents, which I am sure the chairman and this committee are aware. I think it is important to get that in the record.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Seiberling, thank you very much. And as you
pointed out, your legislation will be the focus of a great deal of discussion this morning and later. We appreciate your being here and

your very constructive additions to the debate on this subject, as
always.

Mr. SEIBERLING. Thank you.

Mr. SwIFr. I think it would be useful to place into the context of
our discussion this morning what broadcasters have been doing
with regard to this difficult national issue. I think probably the or-

ganization which really raised this to a broad level of public awareness was Mothers Against Drunk Driving, and I think two types of
institutions responded very effectively to MADD's concerns, one
being legislatures throughout the States, and the other the broadcasters, who I think took that message and amplified it enormously.

This, I would like to point out, was done before, really, this particular proposal came to the front. To demonstrate that, I would
like to, with the permission of the Chair, present a videotape,
which will do two things. First, it will present a public service announcement which was produced by the Washington State Association of Broadcasters and carried by all of the television stations in

the State, and the sound track was used as a radio spot on all of
the radio stations in the State, drawing the public's attention in a
very creative way to a tough new State law that had been passed
with regard to drinking and driving.
The second presentation is actually a compilation of an overall
program or series done by KOMO Television in Seattle. It is not
one program. It is excerpts from public service announcements,
from special prime time programs, from regularly scheduled pro-

grams that devoted a portion of their time to the issue and so
forth.

I think both of these will give some idea of typical responses that
broadcasters made on this issue prior to the kind of proposal that
we are looking at today being made.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that that presentation be

made.
[Video presentation.]
Mr. SwIFr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Warn. Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That's a hard act to

follow.

I would like to thank the chairman for holding this hearing on
the most timely subject of beer and wine advertising. It seems

almost everyone has an opinion about this issue and almost no one
is neutral about it.
One thing that everyone agrees upon is that alcohol abuse and
drunk driving have become a problem of major proportions in this
country. There is an increasing sentiment in the country that beer
and wine advertising, particularly in TV and radio, may be contributing to the problem. Some individuals advocate an all-oat ban on
beer and wine commercials on TV and radio, and others have, as
Congressman Seiberling, recommended counter advertising.
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The debate presently centers on the prospect of mandatory equal
time for alcohol counter ads, whether commercial speech should be
subject to any fairness doctrine, as is political speech. Either a ban

or mandatory equal time would be somewhat drastic until more
conclusive scientific evidence is obtained.

I also recognize the seriousness of the alcohol problem in this
country and the growing concern of the American people, and
that's why I introduced H.R. 1901, which I feel is a good and equitable approach to the problem. So much controversy and emotion
surround this issue. Economic resources, free speech all play vital
roles.

It is important that we take steps only after as much scientific

evidence as possible. My bill would require a study to be completed
by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms with input from
the SEC and the Surgeon General.
The study would examine the extent to which beer and wine ad-

vertising encourages consumption of alcohol, particularly by the
youth and problem drinkers. It would examine other promotional
practices which encourage consumption of alcohol. It would examine the extent to which such advertising and other promotional
practices are subject to private industry self regulation, and, if so,
the extent of such regulation.
It would also examine the extent to which other forms of public
information may neutralize or reduce any adverse effects of such
advertising and promotion. The study would take a year, at the end
of which a report would be made to Congress with recommendations for legislation or administrative action.
As a professor of statistics, I recognize the value of having scien-

tific information before taking actions that can have very far-

reaching consequences. The study would determine if action needs
to be taken and, if so, what approach would be the most productive.

I hope my colleagues will support me in my endeavor to find a
fair, equitable, and reasonable approach to this problem. I hope the
hearing today will help us gain insight and valuable knowledge.
I thank the chairman for his holding the hearings, and I look forward to hearing from the witnesses.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Nielson.
Mr. Luken.
Mr. LUKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

In this whole area of alcohol abuse, there seems to be encouraging signs abroad. We read certain articles in the media. We might
believe that a revolution is brewing in America. Americans are
drinking less and perhaps enjoying life more. Excessive drinking is
being questioned. Laws are being passed to ban happy hours.
I just read an editorial in my own daily paper today, "Pub Calls
for Charity." Perrier is in, and physical fitness. Young people are
meeting at health spas rather than bars or restaurants. Drinking
seems, from popular network programs, to have been cut down,
and new themes, as we have seen some evidence of that here today,
as to the effects of alcohol abuse are becoming popular. Even Time
Magazine had a cover story about alcohol abuse, as it characterized
it, "a sobering reversal of America's long-standing love affair with
a social sip or two."
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I noted the other day that the Soviet Union, which has one of the
most serious drinking problems of any nation in the world, has initiated a new crackdown on alcohol abuse, raising the drinking age
from 18 to 21, delaying the opening of liquor stores on workdays,
increasing fines for public drunkenness, and even gradually reducing the production of vodka.
In short, the American public is being treated to something of a

media blitz on this subject, and I think the American people are

reacting to it.
Now, this brings us to the question: Should we ban all beer and
wine commercials? And what effect will that have? Will it actually

result in a decline in drinking and alcohol abuse? We will hear
more about that today.

We .earned in prohibition that there did not seem to be any

effect upon drinking habits of total prohibition. Surveys would tell
us that people want to prohibit others from drinking; on the other
hand, in Ohio just last year, we had a vote on raising the drinking
age to 21, and all of the registered voters of Ohio were allowed to
vote. Overwhelmingly, the people of Ohio spoke after quite a public
debate and said they were not in favor of raising the drinking age
from 18 to 21.

I think all of this reflects the swings in public opinion, in tastes
in a free society. I would come down on the side, if we are to err in
this matter, on the side of erring in favor c : freedom of speech and

expression. I am not even, Mr. Nielsonas much as I appreciate.
your suggestionsI'm not even sure I'm too interested in the surveys because I think we are talking about matters that are in the
common experiences of men and women, matters of taste and ex-

pression, literature, reLgion, these things that are in common experience, and I don't think the surveys or the studies are going to do
us much good.

Nevertheless, the suggestion has been made that alcohol is not
inherently evil. I think that's the general conclusion that we would
come to. It is subject to abuse.
I thank the chairman for bringing on this hearing so that we can
consider whether this would have any effect upon such abuse.
Thank you,.Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Luken.
Mr. Oxley.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I commend you for calling this hearing today to discuss and, I
hope, put to rest the issue of beer and wine advertising on television and radio, although I sincerely doubt we will be able to put it
to rest with one hearing.
We have heard a great deal about this issue in the last several
months. All of our offices have been deluged with briefing papers
and telephone calls, and all of us have heard from our constituents
on both sides of this important issue.

Unfortunately, however, as is often the case with issues as

widely publicized as this one, the arguments have become emotion.
al and the issue has become distorted. Many times the discussion
seems to focus not on advertising itself but rather on drinking per
se.
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We have already had discussions about the two bills that have
been introduced on this subjectthe first one by my colleague, Mr.
Nielson, and the other one, of course, by Mr. Seiberling, who has
already testified.
I would also comment that the Nielson bill, which I have cosponsored, is I think, a precursor to further legislation. I think it is fair
to say that it would be impossible for us, would be unfair of us
indeed, irresponsible for us to move on any type of ban legislation
or even the type of legislation that Mr. Seiberling has introduced
without coming to a conclusion on the facts of the matter, and that
is exactly what the Nielson bill seeks to do.
I look forward to the panelists' discussion of both of these legislative approaches as well as the total ban, and their views of which
they find to be preferable, or if, indeed, any legislation at all is necessary in this area.
I believe there are some real first amendment problems with an
outright ban and would certainly be interested in the witnesses'
comments as to how that concern can be resolved. This promises to
be a most interesting and informative hearing, and I look forward
to a frank exchange of views on this important issue.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Oxley.
Mr. Moorhead.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to congratulate you for setting these hearings this morning. Certainly the misuse of alcohol and drugs in the United States
has become a major problem for our country, and drunk driving is
the major cause of death among large portions of our population.
I do think, however, that banning television advertising for beer
and wine is not necessarily the most productive way in which we
can attack this problem. I think that ABC and some of the networks, some of the private stations have done an outstanding job in
educating the public on the misuse of alcohol in our country, and I

think that's the point that we have to get across to the general
population.

Most people feel that they can take a drink and be able to

handle it and use as much as they want to without suffering serious harm, but I think each one of us has had in our own family
and friends experiences that indicate that you can't always do that.

I think we will get from this hearing a better idea of exactly
what radio and television advertising do or can do and perhaps
have a little better opinion after our hearings as to what direction
we should take. But frankly, at this particular point I think we
have to have serious penalties for drunk driving, we have to make
sure that people who take others' lives are adequately punished,

and we have to see that the public is educated.
I don't think we need to violate the rights under the first amendment to constitutional freedom of speech and press.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Scheuer.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I, too, want to commend you for holding this hearing. The nexus,
the link between television and television advertising and smoking
and drinking, and especially those 11 million Americans for whom
alcoholism is a crippling and disabling disease, is yet to be explored
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in depth, and I congratulate you for giving this forum over to that
purpose.

There is no doubtit's a truism to state that television is the

most phenomenal education and entertainment tool the mind of
man has ever devised. It is the most powerful invasive device in

terms of invading our minds and almost forming our views and our
opinions and our reactions.
We would be very leery of minds being molded on the subject of
alcohol.

I think one of the things we have to determine is whether there
is a cause and effect relationship, what the scientists call a linear
relationship between television advertising and young people
drinking who weren't drinking before. Is this just a question of inducing young people to switch brands or are they really out to enlarge 0-e pool, not just rearrange the slices.

These are the things that we have to talk about today, Mr.

Chairman.

The problem is large. We suffer in this country almost 60,000
deaths a year through alcoholism, about 45,000 from accident
deaths, another 10,000 or 11,000 from suicides, and the rest from

cirrhosis of the liver. So it is a major problem. And for the 11 million of us who are crippled and disabled by alcoholism from leading
normal, independent, fulfilling lives, it is a pitiful problem both for
them and for their families and for society.
The costs of alcoholism are astronomical, so we are meeting here

on a very, very important subject. Our minds are open, we are
eager to learn, and again, I thank you for the opportunity of enlarging my knowledge on this desperately important subject.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Scheuer.
Let me ask my colleagues to please speak into the microphones.

We have a lot of electronics plugged into a weak strong system,
and you will have to speak directly into the microphone.
Mr. Coats.

Mr. Coxrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have a statement which I would like to submit for the record
and I wish to briefly summarize it so we can get to the witnesses.

As ranking Republican member on the Children, Youth and

Family Committee, I would like to inform this committee that we

have held a series of hearings on the subject of alcohol and its

impact on families. We have been particularly interested in the apparent links between the different types of social behavior and al-

cohol. It is a subject of intense concern not only for members of
that committee, but also members of this committee and all of us
in Congress.

I think it is important that we take the time and make the effort
to thoroughly examine this question.
Of the three basic legislative proposals before us, I don't believe

any of us can with any certainty state that one is preferable. Fcr
that reason I think it is important that we take an in-depth and
detailed look at these various proposals and their impact and
effect.

I want to commend all those communities across the country, in-

cluding Fort Wayne, IN, the community that I represent, and
others for the increased awareness and attention they have been
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giving to the problem. Our local broadcasters have joined with a
community effort to promote a number of initiatives designed to
make young people and families aware of the problems of drinking,
and drinking, and driving.
It is the whole idea of prevention, I think, that is so critical, yet
often overlooked, that we need to pursue. It is one of the strategies,
in fact, the main strategy, that our Committee on Children, Youth
and Family are promoting.

Chairman Miller and I have jointly sponsored a project with
other Members of Congress to show the excellent documentary,
"One Too Many," in high schools throughout the country. Over 40
Members of Congress have received copies of the film to show in
their di2tricts. In my own community, most of the high schools
have received the film and approximately 9,000 students have already seen the film. It is my understanding it is going to be aired
on national TV in prime time this evening.
It's an excellent, excellent film. It comes at a very timely point
in the high school cycle, near graduation. It points out some of the
very serious problems connected with alcohol, and drinking and
driving today. So I think all of us, regardless of the outcome of this
hearing or tita outcome of any legislative efforts that will be made

in the next year or so, ought to be pleased with toe increased
awareness of the potential problems that we are facing and the
need to address these in a constructive way.

I look forward to hearing the witnesses and their evaluation of
the effects of alcohol beverage advertising. I am sure we are going
to continue our work on the Children, Youth, and Family Committee on the same line. I thank the chairman for calling this hearing
today.
[Mr. Coats' prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. DAN COATS

I want to commend Chairman Wirth today for calling this hearing on the subject
of ''beer and wine advertising." Growing attention is being focused on the alcohol
advertising issue. This can be partially attributed to the fact that it is increasingly
apparent that many of the social ills that trouble America tcday are related to alcohol abuse. The potential relationship, which may or may not exist between alcohol
advertising and alcohol abuse, is what I see as one of the principle reasons for holding this hearing today.
Three proposals have been recommended. (1) a comprehensive study of the problem to be conducted by he Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms with findings
ani determinations to be submitted by the Surgeon General and other federal agencies, (2) mandated counteradvertising, and (3) a complete ban on alcohol advertising.
From the subcommittee's agenda for today, I am sure we will get an excellent overview of this issue, and I look forward to hearing from our distinguished list of witnesses.

Mr. Chairman, as the ranking minority member of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, I have seen many of the problems of alcoholism and its
effect on the family. We have taken steps to address thee& problems by exploring

preventive strategies and attempting to objectively measure the extent of these

social ills. Personally, I think the beet avenue is in changing attitudes because attitudes are the key to our behavior. But in order to do that, we must first understand
whether advertising plays a role in the formulation of attitudes that leads to socially undesirable behavior.
At this time, I would like to briefly mention a program that has been initiated in
northeastern Indiana that is an excellent model for alcohol abuse prevention.
Our community has joined an effort by broadcasters to promote Operation Prom/
Graduation in some unique ways. The goal is to get high school juniors and seniors
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to sign cards pledging not to drink and drive during the 1985 prom/graduation
season, nor ride with any student who has been drinking alcohol and driving.
In Fort Wayne, ten radio and all five television stations are working together to
promote this program. Students can then be eligible for discounts at over 100 locations around town In addition, local television and radio stations, plus four associationsfloral marketing, new car dealers, restaurant owners and soft drink manufac-

turersare each contributing cash amounts for an award that will be given to the

school with the large& accident free participation in the program to help offset the
cost of next year's prom and graduation expense.
This effort, led by WTPA-TV Fort Wayne General Manager and Indiana Broadcasters' Association head fki Metcalfe and Bob Elliott, General Manager of WQHK
and WMEE radio, is a i n profile effort. It will also undoubtedly have long-term
impact on the attitudes A the students who participate as well as those younger and
older who become aware of the program.
In addition, the Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD) organization had a
SADD test on May 5th in Fort Wayne with exhibits, slide shows, concessions and a
sock hop.

George Miller, chairman of the Select Committee, and I have also been coordinat-

ing an effort here in Congress to promote the showing of the excellent program
"One Too Many" in high schools across the nation. In northeastern Indiana, many
high schools have already scheduled showings to junior and senior students. This
program will be aired today over the ABC television network. In Fort Wayne, this
will be followed by a special one-hour locally produced program.
During this same time period, a speakers bureau has been organized that includes
broadcasting representatives, MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Drivers), the detoxifi-

cation facility Washington House, the Indiana State Police, the alcohol countermeasures program of the Allen County Superior Court and Indiana Governor Orr's
task force on drunk driving.

It is this type of effort that we are looking forspecific target programs that
really help alter behavior on a voluntary basis and ideas that can help change attitudes Too often we get generalizations and promize- that have good intentions cost
lots of money, but have unintended consequences and don't target those who they
are trying to reach.
This northeastern Indiana effort demonstrates the involvement of many individuals and organizations, all working together as a community effort. I'm proud of
this type of leadership in northeastern Indiana and wanted to share with you the
response and support we have had for these programs.

Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Coats.
Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. No opening statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I hope this hearing will be helpful, but in a different way than many of my colleagues and several of the witnesses
who will testify for us today.

I think this hearing will be helpful in bringing even more public
attention to the very serious problem of alcohol abuse. In the past
few years, with the formation of public service organizations like
Mothers Against Drunk Drivingwhom I applaud and thank for
their effortsthe problem of alcohol abuse has been brought to the
forefront of the news.
Broadcasters and the alcohol industry itself have provided hours

of community service announcements to help their communities
understand and attack the problems of alcohol abuse. Almost every
broadcaster has aired some sort of public service announcement on
this topic in the past 6 months.
I hope that this intense interest and action on the part of these
industries and public interest groups will continue. I look to this
hearing to keep the ball rolling, so to speak.
Beyond this, Mr. Chairman, I have serious concerns with some of
the proposals which have been floated on Capitol Hill. Six months
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ago I was contacted by people pushing for a total ban on alcoholrelated advertising on TV and radio. Now the push is on for legislation guaranteeing equal time for counter advertising.
I am concerned about these proposals not only because of the
first amendment rights involved but also because I don't want to
see well-intentioned public service organizations and members of
this committee choose a course of public policy which may not take
us to our goal.
To me, that goal is not ending consumption of alcohol altogether,

but rather ending its abuse. It is the abuse of alcoholby minors
who drink at all and by adults who overindulgewhich is the problem.

In many other countries, we have seen advertising limitation experiments try and fail. In fact, we have seen an experiment called
prohibition try and fail in this country.
Mr. Chairman, I am very sympathetic to the wishes of many of
the groups before us today. I find the incidence of alcohol abuse in
this country appalling. I sorrow for the victims and families affected by alcoholism and drunk driving. I sincerely want to do something about it. That is why last month I cut a series of public service announcements against alcohol abuse that run in my own congressional district.
Alcohol abuse is a problem which knows no political division. We
all oppose it. Yet, in our zeal to press an issue upon which we all so

strongly agree, we should not take an expensive and hasty step
which may not produce the results we desire.
I appreciate having the opportunity of this hearing and to learn
more on this issue.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Leland.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and commend you for
holding this very important and timely hearing.
In recent months, there have been few issues that have evoked
as much debate in the broadcasting industry and here on the Hill
as has the issue of beer and wine advertising. Earlier this year, it

appeared that legislation would be introduced that would have
banned beer and wine ads from radio and television. I understand
that recently a bill requiring counter advertising has been introduced.

Mr. Chairman, there are few issues that raise as many internal
conflicts as the issue of beer and wine advertising. I remain neutral

on this issue because there are merits on both sides of the issue.
Surely, any action that conceivably could reduce the level of alco-

hol abuse, alcohol dependence, and alcohol-related deaths should be
given serious consideration, and yet the counter advertising proposals that I am aware of raise serious first amendment and logistical
concerns.

I any sure that the panel of witnesses we have here today will

discuss these issues in great detail.

Mr. Chairman, there is one other issue that I hope is discussed
today also. Many ethnic minority format stations are more depend-

ent on beer and wine product advertising dollars than their non-
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minority counterparts. I hope and believe that this is not because
minority coinmunities are being targeted by beverage companies
but rather because other advertisers will not buy time on minority
format stations.
The issue of why advertisers other than beer and wine producers

do not buy ads on minority-format stations is an issue I hope the
subcommittee will have an opportunity to discuss at some other
time, but the level of dependence of minority-format stations on
these ads raises some very serious questions for me.

For example, since beer and wine ads constitute upward of 20
percent of the ad revenue for many of these stations, they would be
under a heavy counteradvertising burden. Since economic reality

will dictate that a limited number of counteradvertising spots or

public service annot'ncements are run, will a requirement of
counter ads spell the death of other types of PSA's?

To the extent a broadcaster is required to carry beer and wine
counter advertising, will he or she reduce the number of PSA's for
the American Cancer Society or the United Negro College Fund or
the American Heart Association? And is alcoholism a greater problem than death from cancer or the level of education of minority
youth or death from high blood pressure or cardiac disease?
Another concern I have about the high proportion of beer and
wine advertising on minority-format stations is the issue of fetal alcohol syndrome and low birth weight. As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, blacks are twice as likely to give birth to a low birth weight
baby, and I am very concerned about this issue, most concerned, I
might add.

Mr. Chairman, there is one other point I would like to make

before concluding my remarks. I have been inundated with material from broadcasters concerning thEir public service contributions

with regard to alcohol abuse. While I have been impressed with
these efforts, I hope they are not just a response to the proposed
legislation, and that regardless of the outcome of legislative battle,
they will be continued with the same level of quality and intensity.
Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling these very, very important hearings. I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses.
Thank yo: , Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you, Mr. Leland.
Mr. Ritter.
Mr. RITTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I commend you for holding these important hearings.

We are all very much concerned with the relationship between
advertising and consumption. That is, what has happened to consumption as advertising has increased? We are all very familiar
with the sophisticated, quite remarkable ads that beer and wine
have on television. What has this meant to the consumption of
products?

Some of the preliminary data that we are familiar with indicate
that while the advertising has increased markedly, the consumption has not. We have heard about the attempts to bar or mitigate
beer and wine advertising in other countries, and the results have
been mixed. I would like to hear more about that, specifically differentiating between alcohol advertising and beer and wine advertising.

r_,
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The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Leland, has already talked about
the other public service announcements that have become quite important on television. How does beer and wine advertising public

service announcements relate to those, and is there a crowding
effect at some point?
I have been very interested in judging risks and comparing risks
between different foods or substances or activities or pollutants in

the society, and I think we don't live in a risk-free society. Substances like coffee contain caffein, which is carcinogenic. Substances like chocolate contain caffein. They also contain other sup-

posedly carcinogenic materials. I refer the public to the Bruce

Ames Science Magazine, September 23rd review article on carcinogens in our natural foods.
Activities like driving and products like automobiles are highly

dangerous things in our everyday life. We are witnessing some
50,000 and above deaths from automobilz-s each year. Some of those

deaths, an overly large portion, are attributable to drunken driving, but then again, we are interested in the relationship between
use and abuse.

What is the relationship between alcohol consumption experi-

ence and advertising and cigarette consumption experience and advertising? What are the differences between the cigarette impact
on health and the alcohol impact on health overall? I think attorney Banzhaf might have some interesting data for us there.
All these discussions I view as quite positive in that by bringing
the subject out into the open, generating understanding, hopefully
we in this Congress and the American people can be better educated and make better decisions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Ritter.

I believe that there are no further opening statements, and I

would ask our first panel to join us at the witness table, if I might.
While they are joining us, I would like to make just one brief an-

nouncement of thanks. Nancy Leach, who has been a key staff

person on the subcommittee for a number of years, handling issues
related to broadcasting, is leaving the subcommittee. She has been

the person primarily responsible for all the logistics of this very
important and large hearing, and I wanted to acknowledge for the
record the great work that Nancy has done.
[Testimony resumes on p. 33.]
[The text of H.R. 2526 and H.R. 1901 follows:]
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99TH CONGRESS
1sT SESSION

. R.

2526

To amend the Communications Act of 1984 to require that, when any alcoholic
beverage is advertised on television, radio, or cable, equivalent time shall be
provided for public service announcements and programming regarding
alcohol consumption and misuse.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA11VES
MAY 15, 1985

Mr. SEIBEBLING introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Communications Act of 1934 to require that,
when any alcoholic beverage is advertised on television,
radio, or cable, equivalent time shall be provided for public
service announcements and programming regarding alcohol
consumption and misuse.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 gives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4

This Act may be cited as the "Fairness in Alcohol

5 Advertising Act of 1985".
6 SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.
7

(a) FINDnias.The Congress fin& that-

26

22

2
1

(1) alcohol is a potentially dangerous and adtik-

2

five drug-and the misuse of alcohol is a national prob-

3

lem which threatens the health, safety, productivity,

4

and quality of life of many Americans;

5

(2) a significant percentage of the United States

6

population, including a high proportion of teenagers

7

and young adults, suffers, directly and indirectly, from

8

problems related to the consumption of alcohol;

9

(3) alcohol misuse is responsible for hundreds of

10

thousands of deaths and serious injuries in this country

11

each year;

12

13

(4) alcohol misuse costs this Nation more than
$100,000,000,000 each year;

14

(5) excessive consumption of alcohol has bean

15

linked to child and spouse abuse, employee absentee-

16

ism, property damage, depression, birth defects, nega-

17

five pregnancy outcomes, liver disease, some forms of

18

cancer, mental retardation, heart disease, and brain

19

damage;

20

(6) there is a frequent association between alcohol

21

consumption and c,ime, violence, and interpersonal

22

aggression;

23

(7) advertisements on radio, television, and cable

24

promoting the consumption of alcoholic beverages asso-

25

date such consumption with happiness, prestige, popu-
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1

larity, professional success, athletic prowess, sexuality,

2

and attainment of a rewarding, glamorous lifestyle,

3

but such advertisements are silent as to the problems

4

related to alcohol consumption and misuse;

5

(8) the public should be warned about the dangers

6

alcohol may pose to health, safety, family life, mental

7

acuity, and social development;

8

(9) while efforts to inform the public about some

9

of the dangers associated with alcohol have increased

10

in number and improved in quality, they are still not

11

reaching a sufficiently wide audience and are not cov-

12

ering a sufficiently broad range of problems associated

13

with alcohol;

14

(10) a very small fraction of the amount of money

15

spent on radio, television, and cable advertisements for

16

beer and wine is spent on public service announce-

17

ments about the adverse effects of alcohol consumption;

18

and

19

(11) teenagers and children spend an average of 3

20

to 4 hours every day watching television or listening to

21

the radio and are influenced by the .?.?wirtisements they

22

see and hear.

23

(b) PURPOSES.The purposes of this Act are

iog 2SX f
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1

(1) to pruvido an opportunity for a wider dissomi-

2

nation of responsible information regarding the dangers

3

of alcohol use and misuse;

4

(2) to increase the public's knowledge and under-

5

standing of the many risks and consequences associated

6

with alcohol use and misuse;

7

(3) to educate high-risk populations, such as preg-

8

nant women, alcoholics, children of alcoholics, and ado-

9

lescents, about the special concerns and risks associat-

10

ed with the consumption of alcoholic beverages;

(4) to help deter individuals from engaging in

11

12

excessive consumption of alcohol; and

13

(5) to help discourage children and teenagers from

14

consuming alcohol and young adults from developing

15

lifestyles which include excessive alcohol consumption.

16 SEC. 3. PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATIONS IN THE CASE OF AL.
17

COtiol, ADVERTISING ON RADIO AND TELEVI.

18

SION BROADCASTS.

19

(a) IN GENERAL.Title III of the Communications Act

20 of 1934 is amended by inserting after section 315 the follow-

21 ing new section:
22
23

"CONDITION ON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE ADVERTISEMENTS

"SEc. 315A. (a) A radio or television licensee shall not

24 permit any alcoholic beverage advertisement on broadcasts
25 by such station unless equivalent broadcasting time is made
26 available for use under subsection (b).
Olt 25X
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1

"(b) Under guidelines which the Commission shall pre-

2 scribe by regulation, a licensee shall ensure that the advertis-

3 ing time provided under subsection (a) be afforded for the
4 broadcasting by responsible spokespersons of messages or
5 other programming regarding the various adverse effects on
6 individuals, and the public generally, that may be attributable
7 to alcoholic beverage consumption and misuse.
8

"(c) Messages and other programming made available

9 for use under subsection (b) shall not be taken into account in

10 determining the extent to which any broadcast station is
11 operating in the public interest, convenience, and necessity.
12
13

14

"(d) As used in this section:

"(1) The term 'alcoholic beverage advertisement'
means any message or other programming-

15

"(A) which is intended to promote the pur-

16

chase or consumption of any alcoholic beverage,

17

and

18

"(B) for which any money, service, or other

19

valuable consideration (as defined in section

20

317(a)(1)) is directly or indirectly paid, or prom-

21

ised to or charged by, the broadcast station licens-

22

ee or any broadcast network of which such station

23

is an affiliate.

24

Such term shall not be construed to include any mos-

25

sage limited to the identification of the sponsor of stny

30
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6
1

program by the use of any business or institutional

2

logogram (as defined in section 399A).

3

"(2) The term 'alcoholic beverage' has the same

4

meaning as given such term in section 158(c) of title

5

23, United States Code.

6

"(3) The term 'equivalent broadcasting time',

7

when used in reference to any alcoholic beverage ad-

8

vertisement broadcast on a station, means broadcast

9

time on such station-

10

"(A) which is of equal duration to that used

11

for broadcasting the alcoholic beverage advertise-

12

ment, and

13

"(B) which is at a time and has an audience

14

size and composition approximately equivalent to

15

that used for broadcasting such advertisement.".

16 SEC. 4. PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATIONS IN THE CASE OF ALCOBOL ADVERTISING ON CABLE TELEVISION.

17

18

(a) IN GENERAL.Title VI of the Communications Act

19 of 1934 is amended by inserting after section 639 the follow-

20 ing now section:
21

22

"ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE ADVERTISEMENTS

"SEC. 640. (a) With nspect to programming carried by

23 a cable system, the cable operator shall not permit any alco24 holic beverage advertisement on such programmili,-g. unless
25 equivalent programming time is made available for use under

26 subsection (b). Subject to section 612(i), the. preceding senOR 2S3I III
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1

tence shall not apply with respect to programming of a

2

broadcast station which is carried by such system or other

3

programming over which the cable operator may not, by law,

4 exercise editorial control.
5

"(b) Under guidelines which the Commission shall pre-

6 scribe by regulation, a cable operator shall ensure that the
7

programming time provided under subsection (a) be afforded

8 for the presentation by responsible spokespersons of messages

9 or other programming regarding the various adverse effects
10 on individuals, and the public generally, that may be attribut11 able to alcoholic beverage consumption and misuse.
12

"(c) As used in this section:

13

14

"(1)

The term 'alcoholic beverage advertisement'

means any message or other programming-

15

"(A)

which is intended to promote the pur-

16

chase or consumption of any alcoholic beverage,

17

and

"(B) for which any money, service, or other

18
19

valuable consideration (as

20

317(0(1))

21

iced to or charged by, the cable operator or any

22

person providing the video programming to such

23

operator.

defined in

section

is directly or indirectly paid, or prom-

24

Such term shall not be construed to include any men-

25

sage limited to the identification of the sponsor of any

elf 2SX X
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1

program by the use of any business or institutional lo-

2

gogram (as defined in section 399A).

3

"(2) The term' 'alcoholic beverage' has the same

4

meaning as given such term in section 158(c) of title

5

23, United States Code.

6

"(3) The term 'equivalent time', when used in ref-

7

erence to any alcoholic beverage advertisement carried

8

on a cable system, means programming time on such

9

system

10

"(A) which is of equal duration to that used

11

for transmitting the alcoholic beverage advertise-

12

ment, and

13

"(B) which is at a time and on a channel

14

that has an audience size and composition ap-

15

proximately equivalent to that used for transmit-

16

ting such advertisement. ".

17 SEC. 5. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENT.
18

(a) ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY TO INCLUDE REVOCA-

19 TION.Section 312(a) of the Communications Act of 1934

20 (47 U.S.C. 312(a)) is amended by striking out "or" at the
21 end of paragraph (6), by staking out the period at the end of

22 paragraph (7) and inserting in lieu thereof "; or", and by
23 adding at the end thereof the following:
24

"(8) for willful or repeated failure to comply with

25

the requirements of section 315A.".

n

2$

I
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9
(b) LEASED ACCESS CABLECASTERS.Section 612 of

1

2 such Act (47 U.S.C. 532) is amended by adding at the end
3 thereof the following:

4

"(i) Any person using channel capacity under this sec-

5 tion shall be subject to the requirements of section 640 of this

6 Act relating to alcoholic beverage advertisements to the
7 same extent and in the same manner as such requirements
8 apply to cable operators.".
9 SEC. 6. EFFECTIVE DATE; REGULATIONS.

10

(a) IN GENERAL.The amendments made by sections

11 3, 4, and 5 shall apply to alcoholic beverage advertising car12 ried on or after the 180th day after the date of the enactment

13 of this Act.
14

(b) COMMISSION REGULATIONS.The Federal Com-

15 munications Commission shall initially promulgate regula16 tions under sections 315A and 640 of the Communications
17

Act of 1934, a added by sections 3 and 4 of this Act, not

18 later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of this
19 Act.

20

(c) CONSULTATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGEN-

21 CLES. In prescribing such regulations, the Federal Commu-

22 nications Commission shall consult with23

(1) the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

24

of the Department of the Treasury; and

25

(2) the Public Health Service.

O
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99TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

.

R. 1901

To provide for a study regarding the radio and television advertising and
promotion of alcoholic beverages as well as other media, and for other parposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
APint, 2, 1985
Mr. NIELSON of Utah ntroduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To provide for a study regarding the radio and television advertising and promotion of alcoholic beverages as well as other
media, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4

This Act may be cited as the "Alcoholic Beverage

5 Broadcast Advertising Study Act".
6 SEC. 2. STUDY.
7

(a) IN GENERAL.The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco

8 and Firearms of the Department of the Treasury shall con9 duct a study regarding the advertising and promotion of alco-

31

2
1

holic beverages by radio and television broadcast stations and

2 other media.
3

(b) SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF STUDY.Such study

4 shall5

(1) examine the extent to which such advertising

6

encourages consumption of alcohol, particularly by the

7

youth and by problem drinkers;

8

(2) examine other promotional practices which _in-

9

courages consumption of alcohol (whether or not con-

10

ducted in connection with such advertising);

11

(3) examine the extent to which such advertising

12

and other promotional practices are subject to private

13

industry self regulation, and if so, the effectiveness of

14

such regulation; and

15

(4) examine the extent to which othor forms of

16

public information may neutralize or reduce any ad-

17

verse effects of such advertising and promotion.

18 SEC. 3. REPORT.
19

(a) REPORT TO CONOBESS. Not later than 1 year

20 after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Bureau of
21 Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms shall complete the study
22 under section 2 and prepare sad transmit to the Congress a
23 report on such study, together with any recommendations for
24 legislation or administrative action.

,t.6
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1

2 (a),

(b) FCC FINDINGS.-With the report under subsection

the Bureau shall submit findings and determinations

3 which the Federal Communications Commission shall make
4 regarding advertising practices relating to promotion of alco5 holic beverages by persons holding broadcast licenses granted

6 by the Commission.
7

(c) OTHER AGENCY FINDINGS.-With the report under

8 subsection (a), the Bureau shall submit findings and determi-

9 nations made by the Surgeon General of the Public Health

10 Service, as well as those made by other Federal agencies,
11 regarding the harmful effects that consumption of alcoholic
12 beverages may have on health.
13 SEC. 4. PUBLIC COMMENT.

14

1...n conducting such study and in the preparation of such

15 report, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms shall
16 provide an opportunity for public comment.

0
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Mr. WIRTH. Our witnesses today are Mr. Michael Jacobson, from

the Center for Science in the Public Interest, in Washington; Mr.

Edward Fritts, president, National Association of Broadcasters; Mr.
Dudley Taft, president of Taft Broadcasting in Cincinnati, representing the Television operators caucus; Professor John Banzhaf,

George Washington University Law School, in Washington; Dr.

Lloyd Johnston, Survey Research Center at the University of

Michigan; Mr. John DeLuca, president of the Wine Institute in San
Francisco; Mr. Barry Lynn, American Civil Liberties Union; and
Mr. Donald Shea, president of the United States Brewers Association.

Perhaps we could start in just that order of witnesses and begin

- with Mr. Jacobson.

Mr. Jacobson, based upon the number of petitions in front of us,
I can see that you have been a very busy individual. We thank you
very much for joining us.
I think all the witnesses are familiar with the rules of the subcommittee in which we would ask you to summarize your testimony in 5 minutes or less. We will include your statements in full in
the record. After your opening statements, we will then go to the
panel for questions.
As you can see, we have a very long morning and early afternoon ahead of us, so your efforts in helping t.s to expedite the proceedings would be greatly appreciated.
We have a timer which will make the appropriate sound if the
high technology of an egg timer works. Why don't we begin with
you, Mr. Jacobson.
Thank you all for being with us.

STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL F. JACOBSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE Pt.IBLIC INTEREST; EDWARD 0.
FRITTS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCAST-

ERS; DUDLEY S. TAFT, ON BEHALF OF TELEVISION OPERATORS CAUCUS, INC.; JOHN F. BANZHAF III, WASHINGTON, DC;
LLOYD D. JOHNSTON, ANN ARBOR, MI; JOHN A. DeLUCA, PRESIDENT, WINE INSTITUTE; BARRY W. LYNN, LEGISLATIVE COUN-

SEL, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION; AND DONALD B.
SHEA, PRESIDENT, UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION,
INC., ACCOMPANIED BY STEPHEN K. LAMBRIGHT, VICE PRESIDENT AND GROUP EXECUTIVE, ANHEUSER-BUSCH COS., INC.,
AND JAMES L. TITO, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, LATROBE
BREWING CO.

Mr. JACOBSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of this committee.
I am Michael Jacobson, executive director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest. My organization has been coordinating
Project SMART, a nonpartisan effort to reform alcohol advertising
in this country.

Project SMART is supported by hundreds of groups, ranging
from the National PTA to Remove Intoxicated Drivers, from the
National Council on Alcoholism to the United Methodist Church.
Americans are outraged that they and their children are subjected to a massive advertising campaign that glamorizes alcohol. They

'( 8 8
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want an end to this fictional depiction of a potentially addictive
hard drug. Some 1 million Americans have signed Project
SMART's petition that calla for either equal time for health and
safety messages about alcohol or an end to the alcohol commercials
on radio and television.

In addition to the 1 million signatures, Lou Harris conducted a
poll several months ago and found that 57 percent of the public
supports a total ban on beer and wine commercials. What is the
purpose of the ads? Listening to the industry, you would think that
the only purpose was to switch people from one brand to another.
God forbid that a 14 year old should see an ad en music television.

The evidence says otherwise. The ads tend to maximize consumption. They also educate a new generation to believe that drinking is
directly associated with fun, success, sex and all the good things in
life.

What do some independent experts say about the alcohol advertising? Professor Mark Albion of the Harvard Business School says:
It's ludicrous to think that companies are only going after current users. Whit
they are looking for is new users to bring into the market.

Les Brown, former media critic for the New York Times, said:
You have to be some kind of simp to believe that large corporations aren't trying
!.o sell a whole new generation on the pleasures of drink.

Today you are going to hear very different views on the intentions and the impact of alcohol advertising, but one thing on which
I think everybody will agree is the need for massive educational efforts to change America's drinking habits.
I would like to show a grief tape indicating some of the major
educational efforts on the public airwaves.
[Video presentation.]

35
At this point in his testimony, Dr. Jacobson presented videotaped samples of typical alcoholic beverage commercials which are
transcribed below.
CGORS LIGHT
STORYLINE

Young man photographing attractive female model with classic
automobile in background.

TEXT
(MUSIC)

When I finish work, I can't
wait to see what develops...

Fairground. Rapid shots of couple
laughing on roller coaster, followed by shot of can of beer
being openned.

..Turn it loose, turn it
loose, turn it loose tonight
...Coors light.

Couple mingling with friends
at fairground, followed by
another shot of a can of beer.

Beer after beer when you're
moving around... Coors light.

Couple sits down at table, and
waitress brings them a pitcher of
beer. Someone hands a bottle
of Coors across foreground.

... Is the one that won't
slow you down...

...Coors light.

Juggler tosses balls to man
who juggles them while g'.r1friend looks on.
Tray carrying six or seven
bottleE of beer passes across
forcgrolnd. Man stops juggling to grab a bottle.

Turn it loose...

Neon "Turn it loose" appears
in corner of screen.

40

36
BUDWEISER LIGHT

TEXT

STORYLINE
Horse running through snow.
"Budweiser Light" transposed
across screen.
Basketball game. Player
shoots a basket and misses.

Budweiser Light

(MUSIC)

Bring out your best!

Player shoots a basket.
Close-up of words "Budweiser Light".

Bring out your best!

Coach sitting in audience.

Budweiser Light...

Player attempts another
basket and makes it.
Close-up shot of can of
Budweiser Light.

Bring out your best!
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37

RICHARDS WILD IRISH ROSE WINE
STORYLINE

Michael Jackson look-alike
and other young people breakdancing.

TEXT
(MUSIC)

Close-up of glass being filled
with ice.
Close-up of bottle of Richards
Wild Irish Rose Wine.
Dancers pushing a cocktail cart
which is carrying glasses and
a bottle of wine.

Wild about the Rose...

Close-up of glass of ice
being filled with the wine
product.
Dancers jumping and dancing in
unison.

Wild Irish Rose...

Michael Jackson look-alike
leaves group, grabs the
cocktail cart, and pushes it to
the center of the group.
Clore-up of bottle of
Wild Irish Rose Wine.

...Wine.
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38

SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR

TEXT

STORYLINE

Close-up of can of malt
liquor sitting beside full
pitcher.

(MUSIC)

S.O.S. and Chi-Lites bands
facing camera, dancing, holding cans of malt liquor.

Our bodies' goin' strong...
So don't say beer - say

Bull crashing through wall.

SCREAMS. SOUND OF WALL
BREAKING UP.

bull.

Dancers disperse. One jumps
up and dangles from a branch.

Bull crashing through wall.
"No one does it like the bull,"
printed across bottom of screen.

:3

No one does it like the
bull!

39
HARVEY'S BRISTOL CREAM
STORYLINE
Distinguished-looking, greyhaired British gentleman
walking towards camera, away
from fancy house, holding
small glass (empty).

TEXT
For years, the English have
been telling you that Harvey's can only be sipped
after dinner in these silly
little glasses.

Man holds glass up to camera,
raises eyebrows with much disdain, and turns toward the
house.

Man approaches front door of
house.

Look here, and I shall expose the truth...

Man peers through key-hole, to
observe party within.
People mingling at a
cocktail party.
Tray of drinks
passes across foreground.
Womaa approaches a man and
smilingly offers him a box
of Harvey's Bristol Cream.

This is an English Christmas party.

Close-up of Harvey's bottle
beside large glass being
filled from off-screen.

...straight up over ice,
or with a wedge of lime.

These people find Harvey's
delicious...

Tray holding bottle, box, and
small,full glass of Harvey's.
Hand reaches in and replaces
small glass with larger one
(also full).

The taste you don't have
to sip to enjoy.
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Mr. JACOBSON. That is only a small sample of the $900 million

per year worth of wine and beer advertising on radio and television. To be sure, as we have seen earlier, broadcasters and brewers
to some extent have recently begun sponsoring public service announcements in some programs. In fact, maybe it is just a coincidence that ABC has a show tonight on drunk driving.
But these voluntary efforts suffer from serious limitations. First,

the public service announcements deal almost exclusively with
drunk driving. Alcohol problems cover a m ..4 greater range, including cancer of the mouth and throat, birth defects, spouse
abuse, and for some people, like children, recovering alcoholics,

some children of alcoholics, people who shouldn't drink at all.
Furthermore, the PSA's are likely to last only as long as the citi-

zen protests and the threat of legislation. For an indication of
broadcasters' true commitment to responsibility, look at antismoking spots. The minute broadcasters were no longer required to run
such spots, they stopped.
Congressman Seiberling's legislation would solve these problems
by ensuring that the public service announcements cover a wide
range of topics, not replace other public service announcements,
and become a permanent fixture in the electronic landscape. We
support this legislation. Millions of your constituents support this
legislation, and we hope members of this committee do also.
Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 196.]
[The prepared statement, supplementary testimony and articles
of Mr. Jacobson follow:]
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Michael F. Jacobsen, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Center for Science in the Public Interest

Mr. Chairman, and member- of the Committee. Thank you for
the opportunity to testify bef,re you this morning.
I commend you
for conducting this inquiry into the need for establishing a balance
of health and safety messages to counteract the badly distorted view
of drinking that is promoted by the massive amounts of broadcast
alcohol advertising.
My name is Michael Jacobson. I am executive director of the
Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI), a non-profit
health advocacy organization that has taken the lead in numerous
prevention policy initiatives to help reduce the enormous burden of
alcohol problems on society. Since June 1984, CSPI has coordinated
PROJECT SMART, a national petition drive seeking either equal time
for health and safety messages about alcohol or an end to broadcast
alcohol ads. Among the hundreds of groups that mffortman=
SMART are the National PTA, National Council on Alcoholism, Remove
Intoxicated Drivers, National P.R.I.D.E., and several major
religious denominations.

PROJECT SMART's original and ongoing objective has been to
balance the decidedly biased commercial portrayal of alcohol use
that is conveyed daily to millions, including young children and
adolescents. This message of alcohol glamorization is carried most
dramatically on the powerful, publicly regulated broadcast media.
Our efforts to reduce the pressures on young people to drink
did not begin with appeals to lawmakers for legislation. On the
contrary, those in the PROJECT SMART campaign and others appealed in
1982 to the alcoholic beverage producers, directly, for voluntary
restraints on the promotion of their products to young people and
heavy drinkers, the two most vulnerable groups of consumers.
Industry's answer was no response at all.
A year later, we formally petitioned the Federal Trade
Commission for similar relief. The Commission, despite a finding
that industry practices target young people, as well as an
acknowledgment of the near impossibility of developing conclusive
evidence demonstrating a causal connection between alcohol
advertising and alcohol abuse, chose to do nothing.
Instead, the
Commission passed the buck to Congress, and principally, to this
Subcommittee.
Today, we present to this Subcommittee signatures from some
1 million citizens concerned about broadcast alcohol ads. A Louis
Harris/Business Week poll conducted last February confirms strong

supportM77Jorms of television advertising for alcoholic
beverages, finding 57 percent of Americans in favor of a ban on such
ads. We believe that an even greater majority supports an "equal
time" requirement, such as the one proposed by Ohio Representative
John Seiberling, whose vision and courage we heartily salute.
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Over a quarter-of-a-century ago Mr. Harold E. Fellows, then
president of the National Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, appeared before the Senate Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce and noted that li uor advertising was voluntarily
prohibited by broadcasters because of widespread public opposition
to it.
Significantly, his testimony suggested that if there were a
"substantial" public expression of disapproval of beer and wine
advertising, broadcasters would take similar action to reguIRW or
ban such commercials.(1) Today, when one million Americans have
formally registered their dissatisfaction with beer and wine ads,
broadcasters conveniently ignore public opinion.
This Committee is understandably concerned that any action
it takes relating to alcohol ads be supported by some evidence that
demonstrates a need for that action. Put another way, does $920
million of broadcast advertising annually for alcoholic beverage
products promote or glamorize drinking in a way that contributes to
alcohol problems2(2) Some things speak for themselves.
Take a look
at a few typical ads -- alcohol is associated with all the good
things in life: sex, friendship, patriotism, health and fitness,
success in sports, and a comfortable lifestyle. Though brand
identification may be an important component of an advertising
strategy, these ads, particularly when viewed in composite, are
really selling something quite different: a lifestyle that includes
drinking as an essential component.
Only the very naive, as former New Jersey Congressman
Charles Wolverton (Chairman of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee) stated in 1954, would believe assertions that the alcohol
industry avoids attracting new users or encouraging greater
consumption of its products.(3) As Les Brown, former N.Y. Times
media critic, recently put it more piquantly:
You have to be some kind of simp to believe
that large corporations, spending millions of
dollars through agencies that are masters of
persuasion, aren't trying to sell a whole new
generation on the pleasures of drink.(4)
Let's face it: all these companies are competing for a slice
of the pie, and so much the better if the pie is a bigger one. It
is hardly a secret that beer and wine companies compete not only
among themselves, but also within a larger beverage market.
Marketing strategies for a variety of new products, among them wine
coolers, light wines and light beers, and creamy liqueurs, obviously
aim at non-drinkers and light drinkers as a means of boosting
consumption. And boosting consumption means higher levels of
societal alcohol problems.
The alcoholic beverage industry and its allies assert that
there is no proof that broadcast alcohol advertising is linked to
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drinking and alcohol problems, and for that reason, no reforms are
necessary.
While conclusive evidence may be extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to ascertain, there are sufficient grounds upon
which Congress could act to lessen the seduction of young people
into a drinking lifestyle.
If there are any doubts about the effectiveness of broadcast
advertising, just look at changes in the retail alcoholic beverage
market since beer and wine -- but not spirits -- started advertising
heavily on radio and television. Beer and wine sales and per capita
consumption have been steadily up.(5) Liquor, which just fifteen
years ago measured half of all alcohol sales, accounts for only onethird today.(6) Since, 1971, per capita sales of beer
rose 22
percent and wine rose 13 percent.(7) By stark contrast, sales of
spirits have dropped 10 percent. Naturally, this trend away from
spirits has been buttressed by other factors, but it is, as liquor
companies know well, illustrative of the significant power of
broadcast advertising.
In 1976 congressional testimony, Mr. Fred Klein, the vice
president of a Chicago advertising agency, concurred with Senator
William Hathaway's point that alcohol advertisers employ "all of the
techniques that (they] can possibly use in advertising ... to sell
as much booze as they can to whatever group they can sell to."(8)
The object of advertising is to sell more products, and media.
expenditures by advertisers indicate that the airwaves are the place
to do it. Seagram's current efforts to air pro-liquor
messages
attests to the commercial importance of the broadcast medium in an
effective marketing strategy.
It
always the
that they,
along with

may be true that
intended targets
by the millions,
the adults, they

young people and non-drinkers are not
of the ads. But it is also undeniable
are incidentally reached, and that,
too are "educated" about drinking.

Over three million young people in this country are
alcoholics or problem drinkers.
Nearly 40 percent of high school
seniors are binge drinkers, consuming five or more drinks at a time,
at least once in the two weeks preceding the annual NIDA High School
Drug survey.(9) Children as young as the fourth grade
are beginning
serious experimentation with alcohol, as well as with other
drugs.(10)
Do youngsters need or benefit from the incessant aos that
glamorize drinking as an essential young adult behavior? Do members
of this Committee believe that broadcasters' response to massive
alcohol problems -- airing messages about drunk driving, and an
occasional dramatic scene about alcoholism -- is a satisfactory
one? Do those messages reach ten and twelve
year olds who are just
becoming hooked on alcohol? Do they reach toddlers who are
saturated with images connecting alcohol with good times and fun?
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There is ample evidence linking alcohol to massive societal
If Congress perceives that Any relationship exists between
the commercial.promotion of alcoholic beverages and societal injury,
then, without question, it can and should act to protect the public
health and safety.
harm.

Voluntary broadcast and alcohol industry codes have been
largely ineffective in keeping ads from appealing to youth or from
sumesting inappropriate drinking habits. The hypocrisy of these
self-serving standards is clearly revealed by the censorship of
distilled spirits, but acceptance of beer and wine ads. Mr.
Stockton Helffrich, former president of the National Association of
Broadcasters Code Authority, in 1976 told Congress that this
difference in alcohol advertising standards was simply the product
of "an arbitrary decision."(11) Beer, not liquor, is the
overwhelming beverage of choice among teenagers and the alcoholic
Incredibly,
beverage most associated with teenage accidental death.
nothing more than an "arbitrary decision" has enabled broadcasters
to reap multi-million dollar annual profits from advertising that
mis-educates our nation about alcohol.
If industry believes its own arguments that broadcast ads
have no effect on consumption or abuse, why not open the airwaves to
liquor as well and increase revenues in the process? Justification
for industry's queer standards can be found only in the pecuniary
fiction that wine and beer are beverages of "moderation."
Broadcasters have a critical role to play in educating
people about alcohol. In small part, they are meeting their public
responsibilities. Especially in the weeks surrounding congressional
inquiries, the American public has been treated to a number of antidrunk driving messages, as well as a few dramatic programs and news
Indeed, the number of these
specials highlighting alcohol problems.
messages has increased as pressure from Project SMART has grown, and
as Congressional concern about broadcast advertising issue has
(It is no mere coincidence that ABC has chosen tonight to
mounted.
air its special show, "One Too Many," a drama about teenage drinking
and driving.) Broadcasters and brewers have refined the art of
positioning themselves as "part of the solution, not part of the
problem."

Despite their transparently self-serving motivation, we
Ironically,
applaud broadcasters on the issue of drunk-driving.
their massive response demonstrates that providing "equal time"
If broadcasters can so gladly
seems hardly a problem at all.
provide time for drunk-driving PSAs, why can't they do the same for
PSAs about the risks of alcohol associated with spousal and child
abuse, drownings, drinking during pregnancy, cancer, and heart
disease, or about the appropriateness of abstinence for teens,
children of alcoholics, and anyone else who chooses not to drink?
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If their concern about America's alcohol problems is indeed genuine,
why then do they continue to focus on only one aspect of Lne alcohol
problem?
When public pressure and threats of legislation wane, how
long can we expect to see even the drunk-driving PSAS? History is
instructive on this matter. Despite the absolute harmfulness
(disputed only by the tobacco industry) of cigarette smoking (which
the broadcasters now argue distinguishes cigarettes from alcoholic
beverages), it took court action and Federal Communications
Commission rulemaking before broadcasters could be forced to provide
free air time to answer ads that promoted a death and illnessproducing practice. And, lest we forget, once the cigarette ads
were withdrawn from the airwaves, the pro-health, anti-smoking
messages all but disappeared.
Unless Congress acts, most alcohol as,/ health public service
announcements, including anti-drunk driving messages -- which are
often relatively low-budget affairs hardly in a league with slick
alcohol ads -- will disappear. Or they will be relegated
principally to the wee hours of the morning. More significantly,
broadcast PSAs will continue to ignore the great diversity of
problems related to alcohol. Persons at high risk, like the 28
million children of alcoholics, the millions of pregnant women,
adolescents and alcoholics, will still get only one main message:
that everyone drinks and that drinking is OK for everyone.

Plainly, the public's broadcast education about alcoh.1
should not be left solely to those who have a vested interest in
selling alcohol. The consequences and risks of alcohol use and
misuse (particularly those concerning high risk persons and
situations) must be an integral part of that education. Vague
moderation messages that promote "responsible" drinking or advise
"knowing when to say when" are short on facts and long on selfserving, subtle Justifications for drinking. Ona public health
scholar commented,
Even the "moderation" messages of the
a:coholic beverage industry play a
normalizing function. Virtually all start
from and reinforce the assumption that some
drinking is always acceptable. The industry
theme in the area of drunk-driving is "Know
Your Limits"--which sanctions some drinking
and driving.(12)
We believe that only by requiring broadcasters to provide
equal time for information about the risks and consequences of
drinking will adults and youths alike be able to make informed
decisions abcut whether and how such and when to drink.
Young
people need ,nformation, but more importantly, they need media role
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models (as well as parents and others) who will promote avoidance of
alcohol for them.
Persons of legal drinking age need regular media
support to avoid drinking and driving. Other young people need help
to resist numerous pressures, including commercial ones, to drink.
Broadcasters have the power to teach them how to "just say no." In
today's media environment, little if any such support is there.
Much has been said of the potential econumic devastation of
the broadcast industry if it is required to provide air time for
information about the risks and consequences of alcohol use. Such
claims are greatly exaggerated.
First, we are not talking, for the
most part, about marginally successful businesses. As a profitmaker, broadcasting is a highly lucrative industry. Second,
revenues for radio and television have been growing by leaps and
bounds, up 17.8 percent for TV and 13.6 percent for radio in
1984.(13) No denying it, broadcasters have been granted by the
public what amounts to a monopoly over a particular frequency.
Demand for access to that medium is strong, and given the media's
ability to reach the consuming public with powerful and persuasive
messages, it is likely that at least some of the costs involved
could be spread to all advertisers.
In 1984, only 3 to 4 percent of all TV and radio revenues
derived from alcohol advertising.(14) Surely, if society expects
lawyers to provide pro bono legal services, and hospitals to provide
some level of free careMT the indigent, then it can hardly be
unjust to ask federally licensed broadcasters to do their share too,
in the public interest. This is particularly apt when they profit
to the tune of millions of dollars from the promotion of alcoholic
beverage drugs that impose such weighty economic, social and
physical costs on society.
Perhaps alcohol producers that use the airwaves might be
assessed by the broadcasters to share the cost of providing "equal
time." Companies would no doubt want to keep their messages on the
air, rather than leave that powerful medium for competitors to
exploit.
It is apparent that if broadcast companies have airtime
continually to promote their own varieties of entertainment, and run
self-serving statements congratulating themselves on their public
service activities (as ABC has done on several occasions during the
last few weeks), then they should be able, without economic
hardship, to air a more balanced view of drinking.
Congressman John Seiberling's "Fairness in Alcohol
Advertising Act of 1985" provides an excellent vehicle to achieve
such a balance. Alcohol historically has been specially regulated
due to its special product characteristics: it is in fact a toxic,
potentially addictive drug product.
Its use and misuse afflict
millions of individuals and families directly, and all of society
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indirectly.
Its unique and controversial nature is apparent:
earlier in this century, the sale, distribution and manufacture of
alcoholic beverages was prohibited. Society's misuse of this
product results in over 100,000 deaths and $120 billion in economic
losses (15) in this country each year.

But, broadcast ads for alcohol portray a very limited and
sanitized version of alcohol use. The public importance of
expanding this abbreviated lesson about alcohol is undeniable, and
utilization of a "fairness doctrine" approach is warranted to insure
a comprehensive airing of pressing public health and safety issues
surrounding alcohol use.
In addition, regulatory measures must also be implemented to
further deglamorize alcohol use, particularly for young people.
To
that end, we call upon this committee to develop and pass
legislation that would:
1. bar the use of athletes and celebrities in ads;

2. eliminate ads that connect drinking with sports or with
other activities requiring a high degree of alertness;
3. eliminate advertising appeals that suggest heavy drinking
or excessively rapid consumption; and
4. restrict the use of 'lifestyle" ads that associate
desirable social, sexual, athletic, or economic outcomes
with the use of an alcoholic beverage.
In summary, this Subcommittee has sufficient evidence before
it today to act to reduce the commercial seduction of young people
into a drinking lifestyle. This Subcommittee has the power to save
lives by assuring that Americans are better informed about the role
and consequences of alcohol use. And Members of this Subcommittee
have the support of their constituents, at least those outside of
the alcoholic beverage and broadcasting industries, to attack our
most pervasive and costly drug problem. We urge this Subcommittee
to proceed without delay to endorse the "Fairness in Alcohol
Advertising Act of 1985," as well as our other recommendations.
Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
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Center for Science in the Public Interest
I. INTRODUCTION

We applauJ Pepresentative Wirth and the Subcommittee for
holding this inquiry into alcohol advertising, and for opening the
examination into the need to insure a balance of information on
and most
radio and television about America's most popular
devastating hard drug, alcohol.
I am the executive director of the (inter for Science in the
Public Interest, a non-profit organization that is supported largely
by our 35,000 individual members living in every state of the union.
Since 1971, CSPI has focused its energies on informing the public
Much
about and solving important health and environmental problems.
of our work has been devoted to improving America's nutrition
policies in order to reduce the incidence of heart disease, stroke,
Our project on alcohc..
cancer, and other diet-related diseases.
policies commenced several years ago when we recognized how a
significant portion of the diet -- that consisting of alcohol -relates to health and social problems that dwarf practically all
others.

Traditionally, efforts to combat alcohol problems have
focu.ed on treatment of alcoholics, an undeniably important
In the past several years, though, many health experts
a-tivity.
have urged that more attention be devoted to preventing alcohol
abuse and alcoholism.(1)
Today's subject of the broadcast advertising of alcoholic
beverages must be placed within the overall context of alcohol
problems in our society. According to government estimates, each
year alcohol contributes to between 100,000 and 200,000 deaths(2)
and results in economic costs of some $120 billion.(3) Alcohol, as
Much
many know, is related to about half of all highway deaths.
less well-known is that half or more of all drownings, cases of
spouse and child abuse, homicides, and rapes are also related to
alcohol.(4) Alcohol affects practically every organ in the body,
and inappropriate use can cause brain damage, birth defects, liver
cirrhcsis, and several gruesome forms of cancer (mouth, throat,
larynx, and esophagus). Alcohol, much more so than cigarette
smoking (L:le other major potentially deadly habit promoted by
advertising), ruins millions of families and careers, undermines the
educational experience of our young, and severely hampers
productivity in the workplace.
Implementing a national program to minimize alcohol problems
A
is sv.,ething that policy-makers are just beginning to address.

comprensive program would consist of massive educational efforts
(in pact utilizing the broadcast media), improved product labeling
(ingredients, warning notices, and calorie declarations), effective
drinking-driving measures (including automatic seatbelts, airbags,
lic.nse revocations, and alcoholism treatment referrals), increased
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excise taxes (partially earmarked for alcohol programs), and reforms
of alcohol marketir.g. Meanwhile, identification and treatment of
alcoholics should also continue unabated. Each part of such a
program would have a modest effect by itself, but the several facets,
implemented together would interact synergistically to yield a
dramatic reduction in alcohol problems in the coming decade.
The importance of this multi-faceted approach to alcohol
problems may be best appreciated by foes of drunk driving. Even
with massive public support, roadblocks, stiffer penalties, and
numerous broadcast public service announcements, the proportion of
alcohol-related traffic fatalities (according to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration) has declined almost
imperceptibly in the past four years.(5) This dismal progress
suggests strongly that as long as millions of Americans continue to
drink to excess, all too many of them will also drive an automobile
while intoxicated. The real solution lies in modifying -- and
moderating -- the role of alcoho, in our society.
II. HISTORY OF EFFORTS TO REFORM ALLOHOL ADVERTISIaG
As members of this Committee probably know, companies
promote the sale of alcohol in practically every way imaginable,
ranging from "spring break" parties on the coasts of Florida and
Texas to student marketing representatives on college campuses to
persuasive television commei,ials. Television and radio advertising
is one of the most important, and effective, components of the beer
and wine industries' promotional efforts. Out of advertising
budgets for all alcoholic beverages that total over $1.2 billion
annually, brewers and vintners alone devote over $900 million to
This represents an increase in radio ad
broadcast advertising.
expenditures of 407 percent and television .3a7TiFditures of 660
percent between 1970 and 1964(6), far in excess of the 167 percent
increase in the consumer price index during that period.(7)

While broadcasters, particularly in recent monthr, have
aired a flurry of public service announcements concerning drunk
driving (and rarely other alcohol-related problems), the quantity,
quality, and timing of the alcohol ads altogether overwhelm the
public service announcements.
(We note that the National Radio
Broadcasters Association claims that radio stations sponsored $127
million of alcohol-related PSAs, programming, and promotional
activities last year, only slightly less than their estimated
revenue from beer and wine ads.
(NRBA Alcohol-Related Public
Service Survey' January 1985)) While well-intentioned, the NRBA's
survey methods are so flawed that the results are highly
questionable (only 20 percent response from stations; self-selected
responders; no means of vertification; among other problems), yet
even this survey acknowledges that stations participating in the
survey broadcast an average of only about two alcohol-related PSAs a
day. Also, what a contrast there is between a boring five-in-du.-
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morning talk show and slick, musical spots that pound away in prime
time.
It is somewhat ironic, if radio and some television stations
really do give almost .qual time to drinking driving messages, that
they would contest iegislation that would insure their interest in
PSAs is not temporary and more comprehensive.
Our efforts to reform alcohol marketing practices began over
three years ago, in March, 1982, when Center for Science in the
Public Interest (CSPI) and 19 other citizens groups wrote to all
major domestic brewers, vintners, and distillers, urging voluntary
restraints in marketing activities, particularly those rimed at
youngsters and heavy drinkers.
(See attached letter, Exhibit I.)
Not one single company responded.
One trade association, however,
to which no letter was even addressed, responded with a summary
rejection.
In light of the alcohol producers' failure to regulate
themselves or to respond to expressions of concern from citizens
groups, in November, 1983, CSPI and two dozen other groups
petitioned the Federal Trade Commi,sion to open a broad
investigation of the marketing of alcoholic beverages.
(See
attached summary of actions requested in CSPI's petition, Exhibit
II.)
The petition called for a ban on all marketing efforts aimed
at youths and heavy drinkers, the two most vulnerable audiences.
Among other actions, it also asked foe warning notices within print
ads and equal time for health messages concerning alcohol to balance
alcohol ads.
Not surprisingly, the FTC las, month dented the
petition, primarily basing its decision on the absence of
conclusive, quantitative proof of a cause and effect relationship
between advertising and abuse.

III. BROADCAST ADVERTISING FOR ALCOHOL AND PROJECT SMART
Inasmuch as the FTC or other federal agencies are unlikely
to undertake major reforms without clear signals from Congress, CSPI
and other groups saw the need to demonstrate the public's concern
about alcohol ads to the President and Congress.
Last June, two
dozen national organizations announced Project SMART (SMART stands
for Stop Marketing Alcohol on Radio and Television), a national
petition campaign calling for either an end to broadcast beer and
wine commercials or equal time TUFgealth messages about alcohol.

Since its announcement, Project SMART has gained the
endorsement or support of hundreds of national, state, and local
groups, ranging from the Colorado Parent Teachers Association to the
Virginia Association of School Psychologists, from Remove
Intoxicated Drivers (RID) to Parents' Resource Institute for Drug
Education (P.R.I.D.E.) The PROJECT SMART petition has already been
signed by almost one million people, a level of support that we
believe will demonstrate conclusively that a broad cross-section Of
Americans is fed up with the drumbeat of alcohol ads.
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The current depth of the public's concern was recently
reflected in a national poll by Louis Harris and Business Week
magazine which found that 57 percent of Americans favor a ban on
alcohol ads on radio and TV.(87.Infortunately, the survey did not ask
about equal time for health messages, PROJECT SMART's alternative
corrective remedy that we think would be supported by an
overwhelming majority.
Although we are concerned about all forms of alcohol
marketing, we are particularly troubled by broadcast advertising.
Broadcast ads are special, because:
(1) they can be so much more riveting and intrusive than
print ads, which sit politely on a page;
(2) radio and TV stations use publicly regulated air waves,
and are licensed to serve the public interest; and
(3) the broadcast audiences include millions of young
children and teenagers who watch and listen to everything adults
tune in on, in addition to the minimal amount of programming
produced specially for them.

Each week, television reaches 90 percent of all teens and 92
Teenagers watch TV 3.5 hours a day and
percent of all children.
youngsters aged 2 to 11 spend close to 4 hours glued to the tube.(9)
Many children spend more time watching television than they spend
These young people
with their parents, their friends, or in school.
are exposed to thousands of seductive ads for alcoholic beverages on
radio and television long before they are even of legal age to
Is it any surprise that we regularly hear stories of 6year
drink.
old children for whom "Miller Time" and beer jingles have become
buzz words? Consider that nearly a third of 4th to 6th graders
responding to a Weekly Reader survey on alcohol reported that TV and
And that only about 30 percent
movies made alcohol seem like fun.
of 5th through 12th graders consider alcohol a drug, compared to
about 90 percent who so identify marijuana. ISee,"A Study of
Children's Attitudes and Perceptions About Drugs and Alcohol," Weekly
Reader Periodicals, Xerox Education Publications, April 1983.1
Kids grow up in a sea of ads that link social, business and
athletic success to the alcoholic beverage of choice. Broadcast ads
play a notable socializing role in children's lives, telling
children time after time, day after day, that drinking is an
essential ingredient of a happy, successful, American life. A
steady barrage of "Miller Times," "Bring Out Your Best," and "This
Bud's For You," serves to provide strong psychological and emotional
support for drinking alcohol. These appeals do not even pretend to
contain basic consumer information about the products. At a time
when alcohol problems and heavy drinking among young people are
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epidemic and when more youths are trying alcohol at younger and
younger ages, increasing their risks of becoming problem drinkers
later in life, these one-sided messages promoting drinking are
destructive and patently out of step with society's efforts to stem
the tide of alcohol abuse.
IV. THE FAILURE OF VOLUNTARY ADVERTISING GUIDELINES
For years, the broadcasting, wine, and beer industries have
claimed that their voluntary advertising codes adequately protect
the public from inappropriate commercials. Such codes, have
provided the shadow of protection without the substance.
The only
code that has worked to the public's benefit, and deserves special
praise, is the generally respected, self-imposed ban on broadcast
liquor advertising. we are frankly puzzled by the hypocrisy of the
broadcasters' self-imposed ban on ads for distilled liquor products
that are little different from oeer and wine. If the networks' bans
reflect a genuine concern for the public's health and safety, surely
they should be extended to other alcoholic beverages, which are just
as likely to be linked with highway deaths, drownings, spousal
abuse, and the raft of other alcohol-related problems.
Also, while
liquor companies run full-page advertisements that point out that
typical drinks of liquor, wine, and beer all contain about the same
amount of alcohol, liquor producers that own wineries still
advertise their wines on radio and television.

The voluntary codes all decry advertising aimed at young
Yet, who would deny the youth appeal of Wild Irish Rose
wine ads that feature contemporary rock music, break-dancing, and a
Michael Jackson look-alike? Surprisingly, only one national network, NBC, refused to run the Wild Irish Rose ads.(10)
This is in
clear violation of the Wine Institute's Code of Advertising Standards that states: Any advertisement which has particular appeal to
persons below the legal drinking age is unacceptable."
Are thcst
Schlitz Malt Liquor spots that use rock or country music much
different? Or the Budweiser Lite ads that depict athletes to sell
viewers on the idea that that beer will "bring out your best?"
Miller Lite's ads use many famous and even recently retired athletes
and are clearly attractive to youths.
(While the retirees may not
look like college kids, children often respect or idolize adults and
their parents' heroes.)
people.

The lack of respect for the voluntary codes as well as for
federal regulations, is well-illustrated by last year's rejection
(as violative of federal regulations) by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms of a series of Budweiser advertisements
featuring car racing and well-known race car drivers.
In a January
27, 1964 letter to Anheuser-Busch, Richard G. Allen, Chief of the
Produtt Compliance Branch of BATF, advised of BATF's "long standing
position that advertisements containing prominent athletes convey
the erroneous impression that the use of the advertised beverage is
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conducive to the development of the athlete's prowess, has
attributed to the athlete's success in his field of endeavor or at
least has not hindered the athlete in his performance." Mr. Allen
also noted that BATF was "unable to condone any advertising for
alcoholic beverages which is linked with the operation of an
automobile, (because) any such promotion is not in the best
interests of the general public...."
Anheuser-Busch agreed to correct the ads, but, less than one
month ago, on April 27, 19n, Anheuser-Busch sponsored the CBS
Sports telecast of the "P.dweiser international Race of L'ampions,"
featuring 12 identical Budweiser emblazoned automobiles and 12
prominent race car drivers, each clothed in a "Budweiser" racing
Now that the program itself has become the promotion, BATF
outfit.
the
may no longer act. So much for Anheucec-Busch's concern for
public interest!

Some ads are aimed at heavy drinkers and encourage heavy
drinking (11), despite brewing industry advertising guidelines that
proclaim: "Beer advertisements should neither suggest nor encourage
music
overindulgence." Watch the Coors Lite ad that features pop
The music says drink "beer
and shows youthful models at a carnival.
after beer, and don't hold back." Another ad for this product
Commercials f.: Harvey's
recommends drinking all night long. (12)
Bristol Cream Sherry tell viewers to drink out of big tumblers
The drinks in the
instead of the traditional tiny sherry glasses.
tumblers contain probably five times as much alcohol. And then
there are the commercials that encourage regular or daily drinking:
"put a little weekend in your week" with Michelob, and reward
yourself after work every day with Miller or Budweiser beer.
This is a sampling of some of the worst alcohol commercials
of recent months that have aired notwithstanding industry's purported attempts at self-regulation (a more comprehensive videotape
is available for the Committee's review). But even if these and
similar ads were replaced, we would still be left with an enormous
imbalance between glamorizing ads and honest information about
of alcohol's alarming
alcohol. Virtually no PSAs inform the public
connection to spousal and child abuse, to suicide, to violent crime,
and to thousands of industrial fatalities and non-auto accidents.
(See attached "Estimated Alcohol Related Problems and Costs."
information
Exhibit III) Much the same holds true in the case of
about the hazards of drinking, even moderately, during pregnancy.
role
models who
Likewise, far too few messages feature young-adult
present non-alcoholic lifestyles. People, particularly youngsters
and adolescents who are shaping their attitudes about alcohol use,
need to be reminded again and again that alcohol is a potentially
dangerous, addictive drug that is causing more damage to our society
than all the other drugs, legal or ,sot, put together.
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V.

EVIDENCE LINKING ADVERTISING AND DRINKING

Any decision to reform alcohol advertising should be based
on broad social considerations, as well as on a rational, commonsense inquiry into its effects. Rather than be stymied by a neverending search for the perhaps elusive "definitive" proof that
industry demands as a prerequisite to action, we should move forward
We would like to
with the best evidence that is available today.
cite empirical evidence that is too often ignored in this debate.
(We note in passing the ironic, even comic, need to demonstrate the
obvious, namely that massive advertising expenditures tend to Doost
overall sales.) Following is some of the pertinent evidence:
* First, a massive natural experiment is being conducl.ed in
the U.S. right now. The question being asked is, "What would happen
to alcohol sales if beer and wine were heavily advertised on radio
and television, but liquor advertising were prohibited!" The
beer and
results of this study, which is on-going, are convincing:
wine have steadily increased in sales and per capita consumption and
have captured a progressively larger share of the alcoholic beverage
At the same time, according to industry's own figures,
market.
liquor sales have declined in nine of the past ten years, despite
heavy print advertising. Since 1971, per capita sales of beer rose
By stark contrast, sales of
22 percent and of wine rose 13 percent.
spirits have dropped 10 percent. (13) Viewed from another perspective, fifteen years ago liquor accounted for half of all retail
sales of alcoholic beverages. Today, liquor accounts for only about
one-third of the sales. Other factors may affect liquor sales, but
this evidence supports the hypothesis that advertising has a significant effect. And it is not surprising today to witness attempts by
the Seagram Company to open broadcast doors to promotions for
liquor. Clearly, Seagrams, as well as other distillers, would like
to use the most powerful and ubiquitous media available to bolster
liquor's competitive position vis a vis beer, wine, and other
beverages.

* Second, after Senate heari.gs on alcohol advertising
(1976), four federal agencies (FTC, BATE, NIAAA, NHTSA) sponsored a
major study on alcohol advertising. The study was supervised by
Professors Charles Atkin and Martin Block at Michigan State
University. They found that exposure to advertising correlated
closely with beer and liquor consumption. They also found that
young people were particularly influenced by celebrities in ads.
The presence of famous comedians, retired athletes, sportscasters,
and alleged wine-tasting experts in so many television ads is worth
Clearly, the time is more than ripe for
mentioning in this regard.
BATF or FTC action. Professor Atkin more recently has reported that
alcohol "advertising also exerts a significant impact on the
frequency and quality of general alcohol consumption." (14)
*

Dr. Paul C. Whitehead of the Toronto Addictions Research
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Foundation has addressed the issue of alcohol advertising. He found
"that advertising can successfully be used to alter market share
and/or total demand under certain circumstances... [and that the)
nature of the advertising and the struc'ure of the industry are in
keepig with the circumstances wherein ..dvertising is most likely to
increase total demand rather than simply affecting preference for
certain brands." (15)
* The highly respected British medical journal, The Lancet,
considered alcohol advertising several years ago and supported a
total ban. The editors of the journal estimated that a ban on
advertising could reduce alcoho: consumption by 13 percent. The
Lancet stated:

A reduction of consumption by 13 percent may
seem modest, but the impact could be considerable. The general view is that a fall in
per capita consumption is reflected in a
greater fall of consumption by heavy drinkers, who of course are those at greatest risk
of alcohol-related harm. The likely reduction of consumption in this category has been
reckoned as high as 25 percent, so a ban on
advertising might save the nation much illness and misery. (16)
* Notably, two Federal Appeals Courts have upheld state
bans based on rational, common-sense evidence. After
rlegislative
reviewing the record, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals concluded:
IT)he advertising ban is sufficiently justified to pass constitutional muster. We simply do not believe that the liquor industry
spends a billion dollars a year on advertising solely to acquire an added market share
at the expense of competitors. Whether we
characterize our disposition as following the
judicial notice approach taken in Central
Hudson Gas, or following the "accumulate,
common-sense judgment" approach taken in
Metromedia, we hold that sufficient reason
exists to believe that advertising and consumption are linked to justify the ban,
whether or not "concrete scientific evidence"
exists to that effect.
(17)

An insistence on quantitative proof demonstrating a causal
connection between alcohol ads and abuse would blind this committee
to evidence of the acculturating effect of ads. For young children,
particularly, these ads form a vision of the world; they help define
choices, formulate norms, create values.
They are signposts that
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point mainly in one direction. That they seem not to create a
society of Pavlovian dogs thirsting for a drink, or that their
operation is not perfectly understood, should not deter this
committee from ensuring that broadcasters at least provide a balance
of information about products that are mind-altering, toxic,
potentially addictive drugs.

Yet additional research could be done in the area of alcohol
advertising, particularly with regard to the effect of saturation
advertising on children, heavy drinkers, and recovering alcoholics.
Advertising's effects on conditioning society to perceive drinking
as an integral part of a satisfying, successful life should also be
Unfortunately, most of the existing research has been
studied.
We would
sponsored by industry, and is therefore highly suspect.
like to see more research, but do not believe that legislators
should postpone action pending scientific proof acceptable to the
While such research inched
beer, wine, and broadcasting industries.
along, advertisers would continue to drown children (and adults) in
a sea of seductive ads that promote a culture of drinking.
This Committee and others interested in getting to the heart
of industry's intentions would benefit immeasurably by inspecting
the unpublished research, internal memos, and -arketing strategies
of brewers, vintners, ad agencies, and broadcasters. New studies,
in all likelihood, would only corroborate the great deal of evidence
that is already privately available. As one case in point, I would
like to note for the record a Coors Company "Marketing/Advertising
Fact Sheet" (July 1982) that states: "The target audience for Herman
Joseph's is male 18 to 34 with emphasis on the 18 to 24- year-old."
Interestingly, this beer contains 10 percent more alcohol than
Coors' regular beer. Even today, as an increasing number of states
raise their legal purchase age to 21, we continue to read in
Advertising Age magazine that wine cooler companies and brewers
persist in wooing 18 year olds, in "21" states and with national
campaigns. Also, at the same time as Anheuser-Busch announced its
much-heralded "moderation" ads featuring ballplayer Steve Garvey,
only trade press mention was made of its complete underwriting of a
new rock group, USA Band, which will tour the country and promote
Anheuser-Busch beers. The demographics of target broadcast
audiences, available from industry sources, would provide equally
interesting indications of the companies' intentions.
VI. RESPONSES TO DEFENDERS OF ALCOHOL COMMERCIALS
The industry's public relations people are quick to oppose
restrictions on alcohol advertising on the grounds that ads merely
switch drinkers from one brand to another, and do not increase
consumption. Such claims are ludicrous. Undoubtedly, broadcasters
would not make such arguments when they are wooing advertisers, nor
would marketers seeking beverage clients concede such a limitation.
As an editorial in Advertising Age magazine (August 7, 1978) pointed
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out, "A strange world It is in which people spending millions on
advertising must do their best to prove that advertising doesn't do
very much!"
As long ago as 1954, Representative Charles A. Wolverton,
then Chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce that was conducting hearings on the advertising of
alcoholic beverages, expressed skepticism of industry's argument:
I realize Members of Congress are often naive
at times, but I did not know they were so
naive that anyone would feel justified in
saying to them that the distiller does not
expect to convert nonusers to the product but
merely hopes to secure a larger share of an
already existing market. That demands a
degree of credulity that I do not possess.
(17a)

Industry's marketing specialists, unlike the public relations spokespersons, cheer efforts to boost beer, wine, and liquor
consumption. For example, the advertising executive for one wine
company said, "I think the whole business is going to try to broaden
its consumer base. We'd like to see Esc capita consumption increase
to 2.5 gallons." (18) Even the current Vice President for Research
of the U.S. Brewers Association last fall reminded brewers and beer
wholesalers that toey were "competing ... with not only spirits and
wine, but non - alcoholic beverages as well ... and beer must be
positioned generically if success in the marketplace is to be
achieved." (19) Anot'ler ad executive, Charles Sharp, said, "/ am
confident that any private enterprise, whether the automobile business or liquor business, is trying to keep their business by
expanding their market." (20)
One NBC executive said, "People are not creating messages
with malice aforethought ..." in broadcast alcohol ads. (21) However, the issue here is not malice.
Rather, it is the irresponsible
comme,cial behavior that sells as much air-time or as much alcohol
without adequate regard to the societal consequences, unintended
though they may be.
Young people watch television all day long, and
broadcasters must simply accept the fact that young people are in
the audience. The word "broadcasting" itself reflects the notion
that the signals are not narrowly targetted, but reach a broad
market. But, beyond the incidental appeals to young people, there
are those that are more direct.
Beer and wine are heavily advertised on youth-oriented late night music and comedy shows, and rock,
soul, and country music radio shows.
The radio ads can be particularly insidious, because they often blend into the programming. In
recent months we have seen reports that brewers and vintners will be
expanding their marketing efforts from sports telecasts, the ratings
of which have been declining, to prime time shows. This time slot
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also has 1argc numbers of youth viewers.
Industry officials have demanded that research prove a
strict causal connection between advertising and alcohol problems.
As discussed above, credible research -- and marketers statements -demonstrate advertising's positive effects on consumption.
Nevertheless, the more relevant question is whether research has
proven that the $920 million worth of radio and television
advertising does NOT increase alcohol consumption and alcohol
problems.
This is the test that society should long ago have
demanded of alcohol advertisers before allowing the purveyors of a
potentially addictive product to hawk their goods on the public
airwaves unbalanced by information about the potential risks
associated with use of these products. It is this same test that
should be applied today in society's efforts to reduce alcohol
problems.
Another of industry's favorite arguments claims that the ads
do not encourage abuse, but rather only moderate use of alcohol.
Sadly, there are millions of Americans for whom Any use might
constitute abuse.
Few, if any, broadcast messages -- ads or psa's - inform pregnant women that drinking during pregnancy may harm the
unborn, or advise the nearly 30 million children of alcoholics of
the increased likelihood that they will suffer problems with
alcohol. Despite numerous warnings on the dangers of drinking and
driving, how often are children and adolescents supported in making
a decision not to drink at all? Adolescent drinking is not only
against the law but is connected to violence, vandalism and other
crimes, poor academic performance, teenage suicide, and an increased
risk of alcohol and other drug problems later in life.
For these high risk groups, more so than for the rest of us,
any encouragement to drink is an invitation to abuse alcohol.
VII.

FIRST AMENDMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Critics of alcohol commercials have called for either equal
time for health messages about alcohol or an end to theTd17
Industry spokespersons have contended a-it a ban on advertising
would violate purported commercial speech 'rights" uider the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, but have been fat less confident
about asserting such arguments in the context of mandated counter
ads.

In 1971, a federal court rejected a similar First Amendment
challenge to Congress' statute prohibiting broadcast :igarette
advertising.
Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Michell, 333 F. Supp. 582
(U.S. Dist. Ct., Dist. of Col., 1971), aff'd mem, 405 U.S. 1060
(1972). In the case of alcohol, UCLA constitutional law professor
Steven Shiffrin has likewise noted: "There is no war between the
First Amendment and common sense.
A carefully drafted statute
prohibiting alcoholic beverage advertisements would not contradict
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any principles of First Amendment law."
i
The constitutionality of alcohol ad bans has already been
affirmed by federal courts. Just last year the U.S. Supreme Court
declined to overturn a decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit which upheld a Mississippi state ban on alcohol
718 F.ad
advertising. Dunagin et al. v. City of Oxford, Mississippi
Amendment chal738 (1983). A similar ban was upheld, over First
Oklahoma
Telecaster
lenges, by the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Ass'n v. Crisp, 699 F.2d 490 (1983) rev'd on non-First Amend.
U.S.
grounds in Capitol Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp,

(1984).

Support for the constitutionality of alcohol advertising
bans has also been voiced by other noted First Amendment experts,
As Professor
including Stanford Law Professor Marc A. Franklin.
Franklin observed in his February 2, 1985 letter to Senator Hawkins:
It is hard to imagine what (U.S. Supreme
Court) Justice, let alone what five Justices,
would vote to invalidate a properly drafted
Congressional statute enacted to reduce the
annual toll of documented harms attributable
to a perceived relationship between alcohol
advertising and alcohol abuse.

In other words, if Congress acts to restrict ads based on "a
perceived correlation between commercials for alcoholic beverages
and the existence of alcohol abuse," the Court would defer to its
(See attached Marc Franklin letter, Exhibit IV)
judgment.
Another First Amendment scholar, University of Texas law
professor Scot Powe, has observed: 'Congress has broad powers to
f I were the broadcasters, I would not
regulate broadcasting ....
place a great deal of reliance on the commercial speech cases
...."(21a)

Of course, ordering equal time for health and safety
messages regarding alcohol is even less constitutionally
troublesome, and is consistent with First Amendment principles that
free flow of ideas.
promote more information" to facilitate the
VIII.

THE CIGARETTE EXPERIENCE

Industry spokespersons also maintain that a ban on broadcast
alcohol advertising would not stop people from drinking, just as
they allege that the ban on cigarette commercials has not prevented
of
people from smoking. For example, National Association
Broadcasters vice-president Shaun Sheehan says that "cigarette
has never
consumption is way up." A ban on cigarette commercials
been held out to be a panacea, particularly when the tobacco
-
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companies have waged massive new campaigns to attract and retain
smokers.
In addition to the noisy introduction of new products and
the unprecedented level of print and billboard advertising that
portray smoking as part of a beautiful, happy, and youthful
lifestyle, tobacco companies even flout the law by cleverly keeping
their brand names on TV screens during tennis matches, football
games, and hockey contests.
The absence of cigarette broadcast ads, with their sexy,
alluring, macho images, has certainly enhanced the ability of antismoking programs to have an impact. People still smoke, but since
the ban on broadcast cigarette ads, smoking practices have changed
Since 1971, the number of cigarettes smoked per
dramatically.
capita has declined by 15.5 percent, and tobacco use has declined by
25 percent per capita (22) (cigarettes contain less tobacco than
they once did.). Per capita cigarette consumption is now at its
lowest point since 1949. Also, daily smoking among high school
seniors declined from approximately 20 percent among boys in 1976 to
14 percent in 1983, and among girls from 17.5 percent in 1976 to 15
percent in 1983. (23) These declines should be contrasted to
substantial increases that likely would have occurred if cigarette
ads had not been banned, excise taxes not raised, warning labels not
required, and educational efforts not undertaken.
Conspicuously missing in this argument against a ban is a
recognition of the media's ability to educate the public. Even
today, broadcasters boast of the effectiveness of their drinkingdriving public service announcements, which they claim have
contributed to the elimination or reduction of drunk driving
fatalities in certain localities ducinl tht at holiday season.
Similarly, and in no small measure, cigarette counter-ads were
central in reducing cigarette consumption and, in helping to change
public attitudes about smoking.
The cigarette experience offers another important lesson
reforming broadcast advertising without
not adequately recognized:
taking other actions will yield only a limited reduction in alcohol
To
reap
maximal
effect
from a ban on broadcast alcohol
problems.
ads, or from an equal time measure, this nation needs to initiate a
comprehensive program, the individual elements of which, as
described above, would interact in a cooperative fashion to have the
greatest impact on one of the most serious health and social
problems of our time.
IX. ALCOHOL AD REVENUES

Broadcasters complain that the costs related to either a ban
or an equal time requirement would be onerous. The historical
evidence is that they will survive and prosper, just as they
weathered the congressional ban on cigarette ads and the voluntary
ban on liquor advertising. According to industry sources, the $170

jis
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million that radio stations receive from the alcohol industry each
year represents slightly less than 3 percent of their total
revenue.(23a) For television stations and cable operators, the
approximately e612 million in alcohol ads represents just over 3
percent of total revenues.(23b)
Moreover, even if a ban were ordered, stations would quickly
replace most of the alcohol ads with other advertising. It is
incredible to suggest, as broadcasters do, that the only advertised
product that sports fans have in common is beer. In fact, stations
are already replacing beer sponsors of sports programs, as brewers
move their sponsorship from sports into other programming. No
noticeable lack of football or basketball contests has resulted from
this shift. Wall Street analyst Alan Gottesman, of L.P. Rothschild,
Unterberg, and Towbin, recently reported that a ban on alcohol
advertising would not disrupt the TV networks.(23c) He found that
network sports advertising revenues derive from a broad variety of
sources, and that the automotive ad category contributed more
revenues than ads for alcoholic beverages. Those other sources
include automobiles, computers, travel, tires, the armed forces,
hardware, tools, and other products. This view is also held by Mark
Albion, i marketing economist at the Harvard Business School, who
foresees only temporary minimal revenue shortfalls if a ban were to
take effect.
Labeling the National Association of Broadcasters'
contentions of impending economic disaster "unbelievably ludicrous,*
University of Central Florida professor of communication, Thomas 0.
Morgan, likened the gulf left by the loss of those (cigarette] ads
... (to] the hole left in a bucket of water when one pulls his hand
out. Other advertisers moved in so rapidly that the industry and
the viewing public barely noticed the absence of cigarette
ads."(23d)
In determining the economic cost of mandated "counter-ads,"
one must examine stations' current voluntary commitment of time for
considerable numbers of drunk-driving spots, at apparently no
overwhelming hardship. Many broadcasters have, in the last few
months, in response to pressure from Project SMART and other groups,
demonstrated a capacity to air public service announcements, and, at
the same time maintain high levels of profitability. Protestations
of financial ruin are exaggerated and self-serving dodges by
broadcasters to avoid public responsibility regarding their drug
promotions.
X. OTHER INDUSTRY ARGUMENTS
One final contention from the industry's trawler of red
herrings is that the Soviet Union, Sweden, and other nations that
have banned broadcast alcohol advertising sill have alcohol problems.
The key question to ask in this regard is whether those
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nations' drinking problems would be greater if their citizen were
barraged with the most sophisticated, seductive electronic advertising assault imaginable. It is naive to predict that alcohol problems would not increase.
Contrary to industry's contentions, the Swedes have not
recently instituted a ban on broadcast ads. They have never permittea such ads. Though they drink one-third less alcohol Mg Americans, Swedes still have alcohol problems. But, unlike American
policy-makers, the Swedes have implemented a comprehensive program
that includes education, steep taxes, drunk driving 'aws, and ad
bans, and seem to be making real progress. The evidence is illuminating:
* per capita alcohol consumption declined 21 percent between
1976 and 1983. (24)
* the percentage of 9th grade boys and girls who acknowledge
drinking once a month or more declined from 39 percent in 1979 to 25
percent in 1981. (25)
* the percentage of sixteen-year old boys who stated that
they consumed the equivalent of half a bottle of liquor or more when
they drank dropped from 40 percent during the 1970s to 28 percent in
1981.

(26)

* the number of people enrolled in public iostitutions for
alcoholics declined from 2738 to 2400 between 1975 and 1981. (27)
:Lance, which has also taken a comprehensive approach, has
experienced similar reductions in alcohol problems as per capita
consumption has decreased over the last twenty years.(27a)

These trends are in sharp contrast to U.S. data that
indicate relatively stable, high levels of alcohol use among high
school students. Indeed, the percentage of high school seniors who
report binge drinking -- five or more consecutive drinks -- at least
once in the two weeks preceding the survey is at an alarming 40
percent.
High school seaior binge drinkers have increased about 10
percent since 1975. (28)
XI. RECOMMENUATIONS

While in recent n nths broadcasters have aired an unprecedented number of drinking-driving PS4s, that temporary e*:vrt is
suspect given that it comes on the heels of public demands for
congressional action.
Major reforms are needed if we want to achieve a 'alance in
the information young people and others receive about alcohol.
Therefore, CSPI and the many other supporters of Project -HART urge
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this Committee to support H.R. 2625, the 'Fairness in Alcohol
Ad.ertising Act of l985" proposed by Congressman John F. Seiberling.
This bill requires broadcasters to provide equal time for public
service announcements concerning alcohol. The PSAs would cover all
aspects of alcohol education, not just drunk driving, and many would
be focussed at specific high-risk populations; adolescents, children
of alcoholics, pregnant women, and alcoholics. With the certainty
of air-time being available, numerous spots would be developed by
private organizations, such as the National Council on Alcoholism
and the PTA, and federal agencies, including the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. While the PSAs need not be placed
directly adjacent to ads, the quality and quantity of air time would
have to equal that of the ads. This approach would insure that the
advertisers' highly biased messages are balanced by truthful and
useful information about the risks and consequences of drinking.

In addition to endorsing 'equal time,' we urge this
Committee to examine other measures that will help deglamorize the
Specifically, we ask
use of alcohol, particularly for young people.
this Committee to support legislation that will:
har the use of celebrities and athletes in ads;

2) eliminate ads that connect drinking with sports or with
other activities requiring a high degree of alertness;
3) eliminate advertising appeals that suggest heavy drinking
or excessively rapid consumption;
4) restrict the use of 'lifestyle" ads that suggest
desirable outcomes in connection with the use of an alcoholic
beverage.

Whatever approach to reforming powerful broadcast advertising is ultimately taken, we urge that legislation also apply to
cable television stations. While, technically, cable is not considered broadcast, there is no difference as far as television vi'wers
It would be an avoidable outrage, if alcoholic
are concerned.
beverage producers were to move quietly from broadcast to cable to
cscape the restrictions.

CONCLUSION

In summary, I repeat that the hundreds of local and national
organizations supporting Project SMART grea,ly appreciate the vision
of this Committee in inquiring into the important issue of broadcast
Nothing but benefits for the American public
alcohol advertising.
can follow. Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.
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March 31, 1982

Dear Sir or Madam:

The undersigned organizations and individuals share a
deep concern about health and consumer problems and policies.
In particular, we are concerned about the massive, complex,
and vexing problems related to the consumption of alcoholic
beverages and the practices of the alcoholic beverage industry.
The harm to drinkers and the rest of society due to cirrhosis, impaired learning, obesity, cancer of the mouth and
throat, drunken behavior, mental retardation, time lost from
work and shoddy workmanship, traffic deaths, and family
violence is enormous. Identifiable economic losses amount
to $75-100 billion per year. In one way or another, alcohol
affects everyone.
Per capita consumption of alcohol is increasing gradually
--about ten percent in the past decade-- and may increase
faster as marketing budgets and availability increase. A
special problem --and of special concern-- is teenage alcoholism.
The recent finding of the University of Michigan's
Institute for Social Research that 41 percent of high school
seniors indulged in binge drinking (five or more drinks in a
row) within a two-week period is truly shocking. Another
government-sponsored study, this by Michigan State University,
*found that one out of eight high school freshmen and sophmores
had drunk five or tore beers in a typical week. The MSU researchers concluded that beer and liquor advertising is especially effective with youths and actually increases alcohol
consumption.
Despite the severity and pervasiveness of alcohol problems, the federal government is reducing its role in prevnt7
ing or ameliorating them. This leaves a void that could be
filled, at least in part, by private efforts, including. those
of industry. Voluntary industry efforts to cope with social
problems are a keystone of President Reagan's philosophy. In
fact, the social responsibility of the industry shall be
measured by what :t does voluntarily in the coming months and
years.
The alcoholic beverage industry has a unique responsibility in preventing alcohol problems, providing consumers with
appropriate information about alcoholic beverages, and aiding
consumers who suffer from alcohol problems. We recognize
that many corporate officials share our concerp about alcohol
problems. Nevertheless, we would like to suggest a range of
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things that your company could do on its own or through
industry-wide cooperation. While none of these steps individually will end alcohol abuse and alcoholism, together
they would have a significant impact.
Voluntarily
of product on every
calorie beverages.
the calorie content
beverages.

list the number of calories per serving
label, as they are now listed on reduced
Many Americans are more concerned about
than any other aspect of their foods and

Voluntarily list on the label ingredients and additives used in your products, as a few companies --such as
Latrobe Brewing Co.-- are already doing. Such lists could
prove life-saving, and would be of interest to all consumers.
Place the following notice on all'labels: "If you
have a drinking problem, call an organization listed under
'Alcohol Information' in the Yellow Pages." Facilitating
treatment of alcoholism should be a high priority.
Beer labels (in most states) and ads do not disclose
the alcoholic nature of the product. Lack of this disclosure
may contribute to the notion that beer is more a soft drink
than an alcoholic beverage. Brewers should note on labels
and in ads: "Beer is an alcoholic beverage."
Review your advertisements and eliminate inappropriate
messages. In particular,
(a) Do not use sexually-oriented messages or illustrations
Such ads erroneously imply that
in your advertisements.
the product will contribute to sexual happiness. The
ads also encourage people to treat others as sexual objects
rather than human beings.
(b) Do not depict current or former athletes in ads. The
use of athletes suggests, if only implicitly or subconsciously, an associatior between alcoholic beverages and
athletic performance. Such ads are misleading.
(c) Do not depict risky activities, such as auto-racing,
skiing, canoeing, and mountain-climbing, that require
mental alertness.
Such ads misleadingly associate drinking alcohol with success in those activities.
(d) Do not suggest in ads that alcohol will contribute to
In light of the millions of
business or social success.
careers and families destroyed by alcohol-related problems, such ads are misleading.
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Cease all marketing efforts that are directed to or
reach sizeable numbers of young children and teenagers.
Specifically, this would include such measures as ending
drinking contests at colleges,
restricting broadcast advertising until after 9:00 p.m., cessation of advertising in
college newspapers, and ending sponsorship of sports events.
Do not depict young-looking people in advertising. It is
vital to discourage alcohol abuse by children as well as adults.
Contribute a sum of money equal to a significant
portion of your marketing budget or your annual sales to an
independent Foundation for the Prevention of Alcohol Problems.
The Foundation would sponsor "advertising" and other educational programs to discourage heavy drinking, teenage drinking, and other inappropriate practices. The program would be
planned by people, including some current and recovered
alcoholics, drawn from health and alcoholism organizations,
government, business and industry, university, consumer organizations, and other sectors.
voluntarily place warning notices on labels of all
alcoholic beverages.
Companies might use one notice --as
proposed by Senator Strom Thurmond and Congressman George
Brown-- or a rotating series of notices as the Swedish government requires on cigarettes and as several members of Congress
have proposed fe: American cigarette packages. The notices
would pertain to birth defects, traffic accidents, cirrh'sis,
decreased life expectancy, loss of mental acuity, and other
problems related to the excessive or unwise consumption of
alcoholic beverages. We would suggest such phrasing as The
'Surgeon General advises pregnant women not to drink any alcoholic beVerages", "Driving under the influence of alcohol is
illegal", and "Smokers who drink alcohol increase their risk
of mouth and throat cancer." The labels of at least one
American wine company touch very lightly on health problems.
This list may seem long, but most of the suggestions are
essentially without cost and easily done, and some might
actually boost your share of the market. Please recall that
the recent Michigan State University study on alcohol advertising showed that consumers thought more highly of ads that
contained a health notice than similar ads without the notice.
(Seagram's ads usually note "enjoy our quality in moderation"
and are a step in the right direction.) The first companies
to adopt the suggested measures would receive a great deal of
favorable publicity. More importantly, though, the cost of
any of these measures should be contrasted to the economic
losses, health damage, broken families, and other consequences
of alcohol abuse and alcoholism. The industry whose products
are related to such enormous harm has a moral responsibility
to help in substantial ways to reduce the harm. Finally, by
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taking voluntary actions now, future governmental actions
could be avoided.
We look forward to your thoughts regarding these suggesIf your company subscribes to some of these measures,
pleara tell us of your experiences. We would welcome working
with you on any of the measures that your company may consider
instituting.
tions.

Sincerely yours,
ue-ftcX-

(signing tor those listed bslow)

Action for Children's
Television
Peggy

Media Access Project
Andy Schwartzman

James Mosher, Alcohol Research Group
American Council on Alcohol
** The Institute of Medical Sciences
Problems
William Plymat
* Center for Science in the
Public Interest
Michael F. Jacobson, Ph.D.
Community Nutrition.
Institute

National Citizens Committee for
Broadcasting
Sam Simon
National Consumers League
Sandra Willett

Rodney Leonard
Consumer Federation of
America

National Women's Health Network
Belita Cowan

StOTTETeck
Doctors Ought to Care
Rick Richards, M.D.

**

Remove Intoxicated Drivers
Doris Aiken

Students Against Drunk Driving
Robert Dupont, M.D. (former
(Fairfax County)
director of National
Kim Richey
Institute on Drug Abuse)
American Council on Marijuana
and Other Psychoactive Drugs

Mary T. Goodwin
** Montgomery County Nutrition
Services
Home House (Boston)
Jack Donahue

Women Against Pornography
Dolores Alexander

Women for Sobriety
Jean Kirkpatrick, Ph.D.

address responses to Michael Jacobson, Ph.D., Executive Director,
Center for Science in the Public interest, 1755 S Street, U.N.,
20009, (202) ...12-9110.
Mashington, D.C.

for identification mimosas only.
Additional Endorsements since letter was sent 3/31/83
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
Candy Lightner
National Coalition on TV Violence
Thomas Radecki, M.D.
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ACTIONS REOUESTED IN PETITION TO TEE FEDERAL 'MADE COMMISSION
1. Commencement of a comprehensive, industry-wide
investigation into alcoholic beverage adertising practices. This
investigation should explore and determine the extent to which
advertising encourages consumption of alcohol and the extent to
which alcoholic beverage advertising may be encouraging certain
highly vulneraole groups, including young and heavy drinkers, to use
or abuse alcoholic beverages.
The F.T.C. should use its powers of
compulsory process as necessary to collect all relevant data,
including the internal records of alcoholic beverage producers and
their advertising agencies and marketing consultants.
In carrying
out thi- investigation, the F.T.C. should utilize any data
previoi_ly collected by re-opening previously closed investigations
of advertising apparently designed to appeal to actual or potential
alcohol abusers (Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Pile No. 762-3111, and
Somerset Importers, Ltd., File No. 762-3112).
2. Commencement of an industry-wide probe of alcoholic
erage promotional practices, other than advertising, directed at
affecting children and teenagers. This inquiry should focus on
industry sponsorship of rock music concerts and performers,
promotions by sports and other youth-hero celebrities, college
sports tie-ins, reduced-price come-ons, student vacation festival
sponsor:hips, college contests or sweepstakes that encourage heavy
drinking, the distribution of T-shirts, hats, toys, and other
paraphernalia emblazoned with alcohol producer logos or product
names, and other promotional efforts.
1-

c

3. Promulga..ion and enforcement of rules that delineate
false, deceptive, misleading, and unfair advertising and marketing
practices for alcoholic beverages. Petitioners recommend that these
rules take into account the addictive nature of alcoholic beverages
and the enormous and often devastating public health and social
consequences associated with their consumption.
We recommend the
following:

a. all advertising and other promotional practices aimed
at or reaching large numbers of children, teenagers,
or heavy dr.nkers should be banned.

b. all remaining broadcast advertising for alcoholic
beverages should either be banned or balanced by an
equal number of announcements highlighting health
consequences of alcoholic beverage conrumption, discouraging inappropriate drinking patterns, and
suggesting alternatives to alcoholic beverage consumption.
r. A11 .,rant nAt And nther nromntienel

7,6

techniaoPa nther

n
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than broadcasting must contain an explicit,
conspicuous notice that discloses one or more of the
hazards of alcohol abuse, including, but not limited
to, drunk driving, birth defects, cancers, cirrhosis
and possible dependency. These notices should rotate
every 30 days, and should be graphic to insure
universal comprehension.
d. any express or implied representations in any
promotional technique, including, but not limited to,
advertising, that link alcoholic beverage consumption
with social, sexual, business success or athletic
prowess, should be prohibited.
e. all alcoholic beverage promotional activities by
athletic, show business or music celebrities should be
banned.

f. alcoholic beverage marketing techniques that encourage
abusive, excessive, or excessively rapid consumption
should be banned.
g. alcoholic beverage marketing techniques that reaute
the incentive for alcohol abusers to seek help to
control an alcohol problem should be banned.

h. alcoholic beverage advertisements or other promotional
techniques that, directly or implicitly, depict
alcohol use in connection with potentially risky
activities, including recreational, workplace and
driving activities should be banned.
i. the use of subliminal techniques in alcoholic beverage
advertising and other marketing should be banned.
In addition to requesting the above rules, the petition also
cited specific ads that are themselves objectionable. as well as
exemplifying types of ads that are objectionable. Products
advertised include Crown Royal Whiskey (Seagram), Steel schnapps
(Heublein), Sambuca Romani (Palmer and Lord), Johnnie Walker Black
(Somerset Importers), Cuervo Tequilo (Heublein), Bolson Ale (Martlet
Importing), Dos Equis beer, Heileman Old Style beer, Miller beer,
Budweiser beer, Jeremiah Weed bou-bon, Seagram's V.O. Canadian
Whisky, Coors Light beer, and Harvey's Bristol Cream sherry.
.

'NOVEMBER 21, 1983
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ESTNATTO ALCOMM-Rft AND PRONfits AND C0575
PROM. Mt

Auto wc.dent fatalities

SO

23,rno Beat's

Sultdes

ms, to 0)

Z1.607 de.sth, yr

Family abuse

dnld abuse

Lis to 33

spouse abuse

tas to GO

is,oco deaths/yr

Accidents, non-auto
industrial fatalities
drownings
falls (fatal)
aviation fatalities
fires
fatalities

iv to 40
up to 68

IV to 70

iv to 40
SO.

50

bums

107,0:0/yr

Violent crime
robbery
rape

up to 72

assaults

up to 70

50

homicides
Medlcal/psychosocial
cirrhosis
pancreat tis
malnutrition
cancc.s of mouth esophagus,
larynx, liver and other organs

birth anomalies (Ind. FAS)'
alcohol dependence
alcohol psychoses (DT's, etc.)
affective disorders (depressive
or manic-depressive psychoses)

up to 93

11,603. deaths/yr

75
3
5
103

12,070 deaths/yr
1,650/yt
5,000 deaths/yr

160

103,000 hospitalizations/yr

TOTAL DEATHS:

15,603 hospitalizatIons/yr

100,000-200,000 per year

TOTAL COSTS: 5116.7 billion per year
THE ECONOMIC COSTS OF ALCOHOLISM AND ALCOHOL ABUSE ARE TOPPED ONLY BY THE
COSTS OF HEAIIT AND VASCULAR DISEASES.

117;77Igures were derived from repots of the National Institute on Akohol Abuse and
Alcoholism

Research Triangle Institute

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Updated Costs to Society of Alcohol Abuse, Drug Abuse, and Mental Illness, 1181
(dollars in sIllions)

Alcohol
Abuse

Drug
Abuse

Mental
Illness

Costs to Seciety 0 Alcohol Abuse. drug Abuse
and Mental illness, 1110
(1 in eilllens)

Core Costs

Core Costs
Direct

Treatment and Support

$ 14.865

$ 2.041

811.445

850.151

Mortality'

11,151

2.416

1,016

21.671

Reduted Productivity

65,182

11.146

4.048

102.176

5.323

405

24,044

25,772

Other Related Costs

Reduced productivity
lest espleysent

Motor vehicle Crashes

2,647

Crises

2.607

6.565

166

41

3

251

311

1.671

677

131

5,111

Other

Mental
152.411

1161.476

1,200
243

20.161
2,117

11.647
1.121

26.021

7.116
21.664

102.172

14.456
54.140

(50.515)'
(4,105)

(21.716)'
(112)

1.111

17.465

Other Related Costs
Direct
doter vehicle crashes
(priperty loss)
Criss'

Direct

Social Welfare Programs

drug
Abuse
$21,451

direct
Treatment
Support
Indirect
Mortality:
Morbidity

Indirect

lost Employment

co
Abuse
171.607

Total

10.111

Crises Carears

0

It.846

Incarceration

2.171

2.425

$81

5.110

870

1.127

(4,454)
(1.145)
(Ill)

(2.5)
(*)

(7,151)
(1,141)
(135)

261)
(24)

Social welfare 'mores
Other

C

Motor Vehicle Crash
(tile less)

$116,6745

Total

155,7475

Incerceratim
Meter vehicle crashes

1.117

11
2,912

517

172

1145

5,541

41
4.2101

201

1.801
46a

8.725
1,484

1,017
8.721
1.156
464

84

(Om less)

10,846
146

21.222

2.147

Crime

045

1.818

Indirect

Indirect
112

(18.542)

21.612
(74.41))
(22,551)

(2(.062)

Victims of Cries,

victims If Crime

0.1221'

70,1

2.115

Public
Private
Property less/damage

2,647

Illness

181,526'

Total

546.116'

554a16'

8150.661

581

872.7755

8241.116
Totals mey net add due to rounding.
'At 6 percent discount rate.
As suggested by the PPS Guideline document, the
pretest value of lest future preductivity duo to 'nem lore mortality as also
calculated mina discount rates of 10 and 4 percent.
The use of a 10 percent

Totals Say net add elm to rounding.
'At 6 percent discount rate

51m total tests to society for each of the three ADM disorders are not omparable,
since the completeness f data 4Oa$1410 for each test categery varied significantly.
for example, the estiute of reduced productIvisy is relatively complete for alcohol
abuse. only partially complete fer drug ewse, and incomplete for mental illness.
'Although colts are hypothesized to Otnir in this categtry, sufficient data are
not available to develop a reliable estieate.
Source

Research Triangle Institute.
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rate decreases indirect casts by the follmlne &mums: alcohol amuse64.841
million, drug abuse1704 elliim, and matal illness-$2,414 eillien. The use
of a 4 perceat rate increases Indirect costs by the fellmine amounts.
alcohol
abuse-4.45S oillion, drug aberse1618 elllim, and metal illness-72.177
11111155.

5Commeats are Indicated in parentheses.
'The total Celt. tO tOCIOty for oath of the three UM disorders are not comparable.
since the cemiletamst of data available fer each cost category varied significantly.
for exempla, the estimete of reduced productivity is relatitely [isolate far alcoael
abuse, oily partially complete for drug Abut*, and lheehOlete for mental illness.
d
colts are hypothesized to occur in this tattler*. sufficient data are
net available to develop a relIable estimate.

hurts:

liasearCla Triangle Institute.
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2870 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94115
February 2, 1985

Hon. Paula Hawkins
Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator. Hawkins,

Several weeks ago, Project SMART asked me to think about
the constitutional!ty of Congressional restrictions on the broadcasting of commercials for beer and wine. I considered they
subject, consulted with colleagues, and concluded that the
Supreme Court would be likely to sustain legislation developed
from an appropriate record.
When I told Project SMART my conclusions, I agreed to
share my thoughts with journalists and others who might have
questioRs.
Project SMART has now asked Me to share my thoughts
with youc'subcommittee. I am, of ciurse, speaking solely for
myself; I have no formal connection cith or financial arrangement
with Project SMART or any other organisation in connection with
this subject.
I have concluded that if the Congress, persuaded by a
perceived correlation between commercials for alcoholic beverages
and the existence of alcohol abuse, were to pass properly drafted
legislation banning the broadcasting of such commercials, it is
.unlikely that the Supreme Court would hold that such legislation
-.violated the Firt Amendment.

Such a statute would come to the Court witha record
demonstrating Congressional acceptance of data tying this advertising to such acknowledged social problems as drunk driving,
other kinds of accidents, and family abuse, not to mention the
ways in which alcohol abuse affects the drinker personally.
Although the Supreme Court has recently extended some of
the protections of the First Amendment to so-called commercial
speech, it has not yet considered any case in which public safety
concerns are offered as primary justifications for the limite on
what would otherwise be protected speech. Such a case would be a
far cry from earlier controversies such as Virginia Pharmacy,
(425 U.S. 748 (1976)), in which government sought to prevent
pharmacists from advertising the prices of their prescription
drugs, or Central Hudson, (447 U.S. 557 (1980)), in which
government sought to bar promotional advertising by electric
utilities.
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If the Court were to approaCh the question of constitutionality
by applying the fourpart test of Central Hudson, the powerful
governmental interest in public saliTi7ToUtid go a long way to
leading the Court to find that the requisite elements were met.
The Court has never applied its commercial speech approach to a
case in which physical safety of others was a serious concern,
much less one with thousands of documented deaths and injuries
suffered by strangers and family members at the hands of those
who abuse alcohol. This situation does not remotely resemble
cases in which the government seeks to reduce the consumption of
energy, or to prevent consumers from making some selfaffecting
decision that a paternalistic government thinks might be short
sighted.
To the extent that the First Amendment in commercial ipeech
cases is seen as protecting the flow of market information to
potential customers for a product, this rationale does not
comfortably fit beer and wine commercials. First, they convey very
little market information to the audience (and some assert that
what they do convey is misleading). Second, more than self
interested market decisions are involved when the purchase and
consumption of the advertised product can so profoundly affect
the very lives of others in the community.
...oduct being regulated, the Court
Because alcohol is r,
may well decide to use r. zpecial standard that would permit
government regulation even more readily than the Central Hudson
approach would permit. No consumer product has haTiiiiipiaiir
history in our country that alcoholic beverages have had. It has
been the focus of deeply emotional debates from moral, religious,
social, and safety perspectives, among others. What other
commercial product has provoked such a spate of federal, state,
and local regulation, or two constitutional amendments because of
its extraordinary impact on the social fabric of the country?

The Supreme.Court is unlikely to blind itself to this unique
history when it confronts Congressional attempts to regulate
various activities connected with the consumption of alcoholic
beverages. In the commercial speech area, and in First Amendment
cases generally, the Court has been quite factspecific. (Indeed,
the Supreme court may be in the process of developing a special
approach tJ alcohol regulation in such cases as California v.
LaRue, 409 U.S. 109 (1972), and New York State plITOW7KGEFontY
v. Bellanca, 452 U.S. 714 (1981)771ThWigh these cases address
state regulations and the repeal amendment, they demonstrate
judicial sympathy with efforts to control perceived evils
flowing from the marketing of alcoholic beverrges.)
Finally, there is the Court's special treatment of
broadcasting. The Court has permitted content regulation in
broadcasting that it would not permit in other. contexts. See,
e.g., the concurring opinion of Justice Powell in FCC v. Pacifica
Foundation, 438 U.S. 726 (1978), observing that during most of
;he day, broadcasters cannot reach adults without reaching
children. 'This, as the Court emphasizes, is one of the
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No to TV beer ads
Amove is afoot in the United States to ban nation-

wide the advertising of beer and wine on

television, on pounds the ads glamorise alcohol
and contribute to the problans arising from drinking.
Te effort is being pushed by a coalition of organizations, led by the Center for Science in the Public Intense.
Earlier this month a Senate subcommittee held bearings
on the issue. The endows r . is worthwhile; orpnitations
and individuals that care about young Americans should
support it actively. Alcohol use results in considerable fi

nancial and toalth problems for America, u a broad
spectrum of the viblic is increasingly realizing.

Getting beer Ind wine ads off TV will not be cast'.
Some analysts are now saying it is unlikely the Congress
can pass a law this year that forbids TV advertising; the
opposition, which includes broadcasters so
atmholic homage Industry is extretztiul.
Hard liquor is not advertised on televisiou, u the re-

stilt of an agreement between liouct manufactures and
the National Association of Broadcasters.
Precedent exists for a ban on beer and wine advertis-

ing Cigarette, advertising has not been shown on TV
since 1970; 'a year earlier
'4.4one! Association of
Broadcasters, under heavy pressure from the Rideral
Trade Commission, speed to end all cigarette advertising on television. In 1971 the United States Supreme
Court held that such a ban was constitutional, over the
objections of tobacco cotnpaniu, which claimed it violated the First Amendment's protection of free speech.
As proponents point out., the iclevision ad drive is a
logical extension of the increasingly successful nationwide effort to combat drunken driving.
Proponents are saying in effect that it is time to attack
a more fundamental item the ad tuing of beer and

wine that seeks to entice the impn. ramble young to

drink by a variety of subtle but insistent massage,
These commercials are shown on television programs
watched by the young, such as sporting events. Particularly reprehensible is the use of sports figures, role models for the young, to sell beer in the commercial,.
The effort to ',Ian these ads from TV cornea when per

capita alcohol consumption has been declinthg in the
ththed States, and the alcoholic boverege
rtitry is
fighting to reverse the decline. Televised i le are not the
onl; effort to woo the young: S. rte breweries are sponsoring highly promoted beer nights on college rampuses,
featuring their own brands. Already alcohol is the No. 1
abuse problem on college campuses today.
Action is warranted to reduce the specious appeal of
alcohol to the yotmg. Banning beer anti' wine ads from
TV would be a good first step.. .
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2870 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94115
February 2, 1985

Hon. Paula Hawkins
Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Hawkins,
Several weeks ago, Project SMART asked re to think about
the constitutiona;.ity of Congressional restrictions on the broadcasting of commercials for beer and wine. I considered the;
subject, consulted with colleagues, and concluded that the
Supreme Court
uld be likely to sustain legislation developed
from an app:' niate record.
When I told Project SMART my conclusions, I agreed to
share my thoughts with journalists and others who might have
questions. Project SMART has now asked me to share my thoughts
with your'subcommittee. I am, of course, speaKing solely for
myself; I have no formal connection with or financial arrangement
with Project SMART or any other on,anization in connection with
this subject.
I have concluded that if the Congress, persuaded by a
perceived correlation between commercials for alcoholic beverages
and the existencc of alcohol abuse, were to pass properly drafted
legislation banning tne broadcasting of such commercials, it is
unlikely that the Supreme Court would hold that such legislation
violated the First Amendment.

Such a statute would come to the Court witta record
demonstrating Congressional acceptance of data tying this advertising to such acknowledged social problems as drunk driving,
other k nds of accidents, and family abuse, not to mention the
ways in which alcohol abuse affects the drinker personally.
Although the Supreme Court has recently extended some of
the protections of the First Amendment to so-called commercial
speech, it has not yet considered any case in which puolic safety
concerns are offered as primary justifications for the limits on
what would otherwise be protected speech. Such a case would be a
far cry from earlier controversies such as Virgiria Phrrmacy,
(425 U.S. 748 (1976)), in which government scught to prevent
pharmacists from advertising the prices of their prescription
drugs, c- Central Hudson, (447 U.S. 557 (1980)), in which
government sought to bar promotional advertising by electric
utilities.
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If the Court were to approach the question of constitutionality
by applying the four-part test of Central Hudson, the powerful
governmental interest in public safety would go a long way to
leading the Court to find that the requisite elements were met.
The Court has never appli.d its commercial speech approach to a
case in which physical safety of others was a serious concern,
much less one with thousands of documented deaths and in3uries
suffered by strangers and family members at the hands of those
who abuse alcohol. This situation does not remotely resemble
cases in which the government seeks to reduce the consumption of
energy, or to prevent consumers from making some self-affecting
decision that a paternalistic government thinks might be shottsighte'i.

To the extent that the First Amendment in commercial speech
cases is seen as protecting the flow of market information to
potential customers for a product, this rationale does not
comfortably fit beer and wine commercials. First, they convey very
little market information to the audience (and some assert that
what they do convey is misleading). Second, more than selfinterested market decisions are involved when the purchase and
consumption of the advertised product can so profoundly affect
the very lives of others in the community.
Because alcohol is the product being regulated, the Court
may well decide to use a special standard that %cild permit
government regulation even more readily than the Central Hudson
approach would permit. No consumer product has had the special
history in our country that alcoholic beverages have had. It has
been the focus of deeply emotional debates from moral, religious,
social, and safety perspectives, among others. What other
commercial product has provoked such a spate of federal, state,
and local regulation, or two constitutional amendments because of
its extraordinary impact on the social fabric of the country?
The Supreme Court is unlikely to blind itself to this unique
history when it confronts Congi.ssional attempts to regulate
various activities connected with the consumption of alcoholic
beverages. In the commercial speech area, and in First Amendment
cases generally, the Cour* has been quite fact-specific. (Indeed,
the Supreme Court may be in the process of developing a special
approach to alcohol regulation in such cases as California v.
LaRue, 409 U.S. 109 (1972), snd New York State LT,Tuor AuthoTity
v. Bellanca, 452 U.S. 714 (".98l). AlTEUgH-TEise cases address
state regulations and the opeal amendment, they demonstrate
judicial sympathy with efforts to control perceived evils
flowing from the marketing of alcoholic ceverages.)
Finally, there is the Court's special treatment of
br adcasting. The Court has permitted content regulation in
broadcasting that it would not permit in other contexts. See,
e.g., the concurring opinion of Justice Powell in FCC v. Pacifica
Foundation 438 U.S. 726 (1178), observing that dtig
the day, broadcasters cannct reach adults without reaching
children. "This, as the Court emphasizes, is one of the
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distinctions between the broadcast and other media to which we
often have adverted as 3ustifying a different treatment of the
broadcast media for First Amendment purposes."
Those wto deny the constitutionality of prohibiting the
broadcasting .f liquor advertising appear to anticipate that the
Supreme Court will adopt a doctrinaire approach to a very new
area of law that it has been developing case by case in contexts
totally unlike the one facing your subcommittee. But the Court
has been sensitive to subtle fact differences in the commercial
speech cases, and to perceived differences between broadcasting
and other media. This sensitivity indicates that the Court will
approach any legislation in this area with great respect for the
Congressional concern and for the way Congress has chosen to
attack the problem.
It is hard to imagine what Justice, let alone what five
Justices, would vote to invalidate a properly drafted
Congressional statute enacted to reduce the annual toll of
documented harms attributable to a perceived relationship
between alcohol advertising and alcohol abuse.
Sincerely yours,
1

rilUkI

ihl 6/4/-11;\*-t-:-

Marc A. Franklin
Frederick I. Richman Professor of Law
Stanford Law School
Stanford, CA 94305
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON O. C. 20380
OPPICIC OP tut SICCRICTARY

April 15. 1985

Michael F. Jacobson
Executive Director
Center for Science in the Public Interest
1501 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Re:

Omnibus Petition For Regulation of Unfair and
Deceptive Alcoholic Beverage Advertising and
Marketing Practices (Docket No. 209-46)

Dear Dr. Jacobson:

This letter is to inform you of the Commission's
determination in response to the above-referenced petition. In
this petition, the Center for Science in the Public Interest,
along with 28 other organizations and three individuals, argues
that even where current alcoholic beverage advertising and
promotion practices do not expressly misrepresent the attributes
of alcoholic beverage products, certain practices are,
nevertheless, deceptive and/or unfair because they portray
alcoholic beverage consumption and/or abuse in an appealing
manner. The petition contends that such advertising and
marketing practices cause incrersed consumption and alcohol
abuse.

The petition seeks a number of Commission-imposed remedies
for these alleged violations of the FTC Act, including rules
banning all alcoholic beverage advertising and promotional
practices aimed at, or reaching, large numbers of ch!ldren,
teenagers, or heavy drinkers, and regulations requiring
rotational warnings in otherwise permissible print ads and the
broadcasting cf public service announcements designed to
discourage inappropriate drinking habits. The petition also
seeks an industry-wide investigation of alcoholic beverage
advertising and promotional practices.
The Commission has determined to deny the petition insofar
as it requests initiation of rulemaking proceedings, commencement
of an industry-wide investigation and institution of enforAment
actions challenging the legality of specified advertising
campaigns. Nonetheless, the Commission will continue its on,oing
review of alcohol advertisement and marketing practices to
identify any that warrant challenge as deceptive or unfair :alder
Section 5 of the FTC Act.
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In reaching this decision, the Commission has carefully
considered the issues raised in the petition, and the enormous
personal tragedy and economic injury connected with alcohol
abuse. It has found, however, no reliable basis on which to
conclude that alcohol advertising significantly affects alcohol
abuse. Absent such evidence, there is no basis for concluding
that rules banning or otherwise limiting alcohol advertising
would offer significant protection to the public. Moreover, to
the extent that many of the alleged industry-wide practices
challenged by the petition are open to legal challenge under
Section 5, they are more appropriately analyzed under the
Commission's unfairness standard than under the standard relating
to deception. The Commission, however, currently does not have
authority to issue rules governing commercial advertising on the
basis of its unfairness jurisdiction. An industry-wide
rulemaking based on a deception theory would be inappropriate
given the lack of evidence of any widespread activity that may
properly be characterized as misleading under the applicable law.

The fact that an industry-wide rulemaking does not appear to
be a viable option, of course, does not eliminate the possibility
that the Commission will bring lawsuits in individual cases where
advertisements appear to be deceptive or unfair. The Commission
will continue to monitor alcoholic beverage ads and will take
action against any that it believes to be unfair or deceptive.
To date, however, despite the existence of some advertisements of
dubious taste or propriety there appears to be little evidence
demonstrating either that ad ertisers of alcoholic beverages have
violated Section 5 or that even if such a violation could be
proven, an advertising-related remedy such as a full or partial
ban would likely be effective in reducing alcohol abuse. indeed,
your petition itself appears to concede that there is little
reliable evidence on how consumers respond to alcohol advertisirg
-- or on whether advertising-related remedies would be effective.
We are not, of course, the only federal agency concerned
with the effects of alcohol advertising. As you are aware, the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of the Department of the
Treasury (BATE) also has jurisdiction over alcohol advertising.
As you also know, SAT! currently is engaged in rulemaking
proceedings that address many of the same issues as those raised
by the petition. In response to SAW' request for comments in
those proceedings, your organization and numerous others
submitted comments similar to the statements and recommendations
contained in the petition submitted to the FTC.
For the
Commission also to engage in rulemaking proceedings would be
needlessly duplicative governmental action. Of course, to the
extent that SAT! proceeds in its consideration of the issues
raised by the petition, the Commission intends to offer BATF
staff its economic and policy expertise.
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In addition to the Commission and BATF, there are other
federal governmental agencies, state and local governments and
many private-sector organizations at both the national and
regional level that are concerned with the issue of alcohol
abuse. These governmental and private organizations are engaged
in activities such as public information campaigns to educate
consumers about alcohol abuse and responsible drinking. Such
efforts, in cmbination with other measures, such as stricter
legal sanctions for drunk driving, can be an effective way to
The
reduce the serious problems that stem from alcohol abuse.
Commission's staff is participating in a program sponsored by the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) of
the United States Department of Justice, which the Commission
hopes will achieve additional study of these efforts and greater
coordination among groups disseminating such information.
Finally, in addition to providing appropriate assistance to
RAT? regarding its rulemaking proceedings, monitoring alcohol
advertisements and marketing practices for deceptive or unfair
claims, and participating in the OJJDP progrim, the Commission
will continue to examine how it can best apply its advertising
and marketing expertise to the important issues raised by the
petition.
By direction of the Commission.

2CR /4'';1714L4
Emily
Secre

0439

Rock
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STAFF OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

OMNIBUS PETITION FOR REGULATION OF UNFAIR
AND DECEPTIVE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE ADVERTISING
AND MARKETING PRACTICES

Docket No. 209-46

March 1985

NOTE:

These recommendations reflect the views of the Commission's Bureaus of

Consumer Protection and Economics. They do not necessarily represent the views of the
Federal Trade Commission or any of its individual Commissioners.

,po
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20550

BOHM or

cortswarmorwrion
MEMORANDUM
March 6. 1965

TO:

Commission

FROM:

Carol T. Crawford,
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Randy L. Gramm, Director
Bureau of Economics

SUBJECT:

Omnibus Petition for Regulation of Unfair and Deceptive
Alcoholic Beverage Advertising and Marketing Practices
(Docket No. 209-46)

We are forwarding our staffs' recommendation that the
Commission deny the petition filed by the Center for Science in
the Public Interest, along with 28 other organizations and three
individuals, seeking specific Commission regulation of alcohol
beverage advertising and marketing. The petition argues that
even where current alcohol beverage advertising and promotional
practices do not expressly misrepresent the attributes of alcohol
beverage products, they 're, nevertheless, deceptive or unfair
because they portray alcohol beverage consumption in an appealing
manner. The petition contends that such advertising and
marketing practices cause increased consumption and alcoh..'
abuse.
The petition seeks a number of Commission-imposed remedies
for these alleged violations of the FTC Act, ranging from the ban
of all alcohol beverage advertising and promotional practice,:
aimed at, or reaching, large numbers of children, teenagers, or
problem drinkers, to requiring rotational warnings in otherwise
permissible print ads and requiring the broadcasting of public
service announcements designed to discourage inappropriate
drinking habits.
The petition suggests several theories under which the
challenged practices may be deceptive or unfair under Section 5,
but offers little or no factual data in support of its theories
or its proposed remedies. Moreover, the petition recognizes that
tne existing research does not demonstrate a causal connection
between alcohol beverage advertising or marketing practices and
increased alcohol consumption or alcohol abuse.
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Under either a deception or an unfairness analysis, the
Commission would need reliable evidence that the challenged
fractices are likely to result in alcohol abuse.' Even evidence
indicating that alcohol advertising increases consumption is
unlikely to be sufficient to support a finding of deception or
unfairness because, obviously, increased consumption does net
necessarily result in alcohol abuse...,
A review of alcohol beverave advertising indicates that the
advertising practices criticized by the petition do not expressly
urge consumers to become problem drinkers.
The challenged
advertising and other practices appear, on their face, as image
promotions signaling the availability of the firm's alcohol
beverage product. Further, our staffs' review of the literature
regarding the quantitative effect of alcohol advertising on
consumption and abuse found no reliable basis to conclude that
alcohol advertising significantly affects consumption, let alone
abuse.
In examining the important issues raised by the petition, we
also have considered what actions were being undertaken by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of the Department of the
Treasury (BATF), which has concurrent jurisdiction with the
Commission over alcohol advertising. Since 1978, BATE' has been
actively engaged in rulemaking proceedings considering many of
the issues raised by the petition. Currently, BATF plans
additional rulemakings to consider the appropriateness of using
athletes, other celebrities and athletic events in alcohol
advertising, and to consider incorporation of the alcohol
beverage industry's advertising codes into BATF's regulations. To
the extent that any Commission activity might parallel that of
BATF, unnecessary and costly duplication and inconsistent
regulation might result.

'

We recognize the enormous personal tragedy and physical and
economic injury connected with alcohol beverage abuse in our
society. Our staffs' inquiry into the effect of public
information campaigns persuades us that thare are ways, other
than by the regulatory methods referred to in the petition, in
Which the Commisuion might constructively help address the
'serious issue of alcohol abuse.
Our staffs' review of the public
information efforts that have been undertaken by many different
groups over the years indicates that such efforts, in conjunction
with other measures, such as more stringent legal sanctions, may
be beneficial. Thus, the Commission might use its expertise
to
1

Many of the alleged industry-wide practices challenged by the
petition would seem to require analysis solely under the
Commission's unfairness standard. The Commission, however,
currently does not have authority to issue rules governing
commercial advertising on the basis of its unfairness
jurisdiction.
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assist in a comprehensive interagency analysis and evaluation of
the existing structure of public information campaigns.
Identifying the types of campaigns that are most beneficial so
that available resources could be focused on such campaigns might
prove to be a cost-effective means of redvelng alcohol abuse.
In conclusion, we cnncur in our staffs' analysis and in
their recommendation that the Commissibn deny the petition. Of
course, in recommending that the petition be deni'd, we do not
intend to suggest that the Commission should not pursue case-bycase law enforcement initiatives regarding alcohol advertising or
marketing practices, when they are warranted. Ws also
wholeheartedly recommend that the Commission participate in nonregulatory efforts such as th'e one described above that might
address the issue of alcohol abuse.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

March 6, 1985

TO:

Commission

FROM:

Bruce C
e and DlOth G. D'Amato,
Staff Att rneys, EdwdRO6T. Popper, Marketing
Consultant, pkVision of Advertising Practices, and

Donald KeenoWBconomist, Bureau of Economics
SUBJECT:

Omnibus Petition For Regulation Of Unfair
And Deceptive Alcoholic Beverage Advertising And
Marketing Practices (Docket No. 209-46)
RECOMMENDATION: That the Commission deny the
above-referenced petition.
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A.

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum analyzes the issues raised by the "Omnibus
Petition For Regulation of Unfair and Deceptive Alcoholic
Beverage Advertising and Marketing Practices' that was filed by
the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI)
others.

and

After extensively analyzing the relevant research, the

staff believes that little, if any, evidence exists indicating
that alcohol advertising or marketing practices deceptively or
unfairly result in alcohol abuse or even increased consumption.
Further, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) is
currently engaging in rulemaking proceedings considering many of
the issues raised in the petition to the Commission.

For these

reasons, the staff believes that further inquiry into the
petition's allegations of industry-wide violations is
unwarranted.

B.

THE PETITION

Twenty-nine organizations and three individuals led by CSPI
have filrl a petition seeking Commission regulation of alcoholic
beverage advertising and marketing.

The petition contends that

3

96
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many of the marketing and advertising practices of the alcoholic
beverage industry have contributed to the indisputably enormous
personal and economic injury connected with alcohol abuse.
According to the petition, the abuse of alcoholic beverages has
contributed to at least one-third of all traffic fatalities,
industrial accidents, drownings, burnings and falls, and over
Additionally, the petition

one-half of all violent crimes.

states that alcohol abuse contributes to many health problems,
including fetal injuries.

The petition concludes that the

estimated costs to society of alcohol abuse, according to
numerous studies, are is high as $120 billion per year.

Specifically, the petition requests that the Commission:

1.

Commence a comprehensive, industry-wide
investigation of alcoholic beverage
advertising, promotional and marketing
practices. This investigation should
explore and determine the extent to
which these practices encourage the
consumption of alcohol and the extent to
which these practices may be encouraging
certain vulnerable groups to use or
abuse alcohol.

2.

Commence one or more rulemakings to
consider proper remedies for any law
violations prevalent in the advertising
and marketing of alcoholic beverages.
In this regard, the petitioners
specifically recommend both bans and
informational remedies. The bans tie
petitioners propose are prohibitio.s on
all advertising, promotional and
marketing practices that:

4

a.

Are aimed at or reach large numbers
of youth or heavy drinkers;

b.

Use athletic, sttow business or
music celebrities;

c.

Depict alcohol use in connection
with risky activities;

d.

Use subliminal techniques;

e.

Link consumption to success;

f.

Encourage excessive consumption;
and

g.

Discourage treatment of alcohol
abuse.

The informational remedies proposed are:
a.

Public service announcements
designed to discourage
inappropriate drinking habits;

b.

Rotational warnings in print
advertising.

3.

Commence case-by-case enforcement
activities against those acts or
practicas that would violate the
proposed bans; and

4.

Prepare an annual report to Congress
concerning the consumption and marketing
of alcohol beverages.
,

in requesting the above Commission actions, the petition
argues that numerous advertising and promotional techniques
currently used to market alcoholic beverages unfairly undermine

5
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both voluntary and governmental efforts to provide consumer
information rah the health hazards and other adverse consequences

associated with alcoholic beverage use and abuse.

The petition

also contends that much of the industry's advertising and
promotion is deceptive because alcoholic beverage consumption is

presented in a positive manner, and therefore encourages abusive
consumption.

C.

The Legal Framework For Analysis

The Commission has the statutory authority to regulate
unfair or deceptive advertisements of alcoholic beverages in or
affecting commerce under Section 5 of the FTC Act.
45 et seq.

15 U.S.C. SS

Both prongs of the Commission's authority under

Section 5 -- unfairness and deception -- have been the subject of
recent policy statements that define tnese grants of a...aority

and provide guidance about their ,se.

The Commission's

enforcement authority is, of course, bounded by the protections
afforded to commercial speech by ti.e First Amendment of the

United States Constitution.

6
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1.

Deception

According to the recent Commission articulation of its
deception authority, the Commission will find deception if there
is a representation, omission or practice that is likely to
mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances, to
the consumer's detriment.'

If the representation or practice

affects or is directed primarily to a particular group, the
Commission examines reasonableness from the perspective of that
group.

2

In cases of implied claims, the Commission will often be

able to determine the representation's meaning through an
examination of the representation itself.3

In some situations,

however, the Commission will require extrinsic evidence to

1

Commission Enforcement Policy On Deception, Commission letter
to the Honorable John D. Dingell, October 14, 1983.
2

As the Commission noted i: Heinz W. Kirchner, 63 F.T.C. 1282,
1290 (1963):

*(a) representation does not become 'false and deceptive'
merely because it will be unreasonably misunderstood by an
insignificant and unrepresentative segment of the class of
persons to whom thn representation is addressed. If,
however, advertising is aimed at A srecially susceptible
group of people (e.g., children), its truthfulness must be
measured by the impact it will wake on them, not others to
whom it is not primarily directed."
3

National Dynamic's, 82 F.T.C. 488, 548 (1972), aff'd, 492 F.2d
1333 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 993 (1974).

10
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resolve the mean!ng of the implied claim to the targeted
audience.

4

In all instances, the Commission will carefully

consider any extrinsic evidence brought to its attention.

5

Lastly, the representation, omission or practice must be

'material* -- that is, likely to affect the consumers conduct or
decision with regard to a product or service.

If the practice is

material, consumer injury is likely because consumers are likely
to have chosen differently but for the deception.

In many

instances, materiality, and hence injury, can be presumed from
th, nature of the practice.

For example, the CommiSsion presumes

that all express clatms are material.

Similarly, when evidence

exists that a seller intended to make an implied claim, the
Comu.tssion will infer materiality.

6

Where materiality cannot be

presumed from the nature or context of the claim, the Commission
may require evidence to establish that the challenged claims are
likely to affect consumer behavior.7

See, e.g., Pfizer, Inc., 81 F.T.C. 23, 59 (1972); Sears,
4
RoiER-k & Co., 95 F.T.C. 406, 510-11 (1980).
Thompson Medical Company, FTC Docket No. 9149 (November 23,
1984), pp. 16-17.
5

The Commission, however, will always consider relevant and
competent evidence offered to rebut presumptions of materiality.
6

7

Commission Enforcement Policy On Deception, at 16-18.

8
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The advertisements and practices challenged by petitioners
do not expressly encourage alcohol abuse.

or are any such

implied claims obvious from an examination of the challenged
practices.

These advertisements and practices, ostensibly appear

as image promotion signaling the availability and quality of the
firm's alcoholic beverage product.

The positive promotion of

these lawful products, however, does not establish a deceptive
practice under the Commission's statutory framework.

In this

context, a finding of deception would seem to require extrinsic
evidence that the challenged practices misrepresent by
implication the attributes of alcoholic beverages or the
consequences of consumption (moderate and/or abusive).

Further,

the materiality of such misrepresentation must be established:
Is the misrepresentation likely to lead to abusive consumption?

2.

Unfairness

While the theory of deception addresses misreading practices
by sellers, unfairness is a broader concept that is used to reach
acts or practices that do not necessarily involve misleading
representations, but nevertheless produce unavoidable substantial

9

98
injury to consumers.8

For example, the market may fail to

provide information that would enable consumers to avoid
substantial injury.

When the benefits of providing such

information exceed its costs, the Commission is empowered to act
to ensure its availability.

The Commission, in 1980, provided specific guidelines to the
public and staff in the form of requirements that the agency must
meet before finding a practice to be unfair.
Commission requires reliable evidence that:
produced by the practice is substantial;

Specifically, the
(1) the injury

(2) the injury produced

by the practice is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to
consumers or competition that the practice produces; and (3) the
injury is one that consumers could not reasonably have avoided.

The Commission's unfairness authority does not extend to
trivial or speculative harm.

An injury may be sufficiently

substantial, however, if it does a small harm to a large number

of people, or a great injury to a small number o(people.

8

In

Commission Statement of Policy on the Scope of the Consumer
Unfairness Jurisdiction, Commission letter to Senators Danforth
and Ford, December 17, 1980. See also, Credit Practices Rule,
Statement of Basis and Purpose and Regulatory Analysis, 49 P.R.
7740, 7742-43 (1984).

10
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addition, the Commission may halt a practice once it poses a
substantial risk of harm even though the harm has not yet
%.

materialized.

The Commission does not currently have authority to issue
rules governing commercial advertising on the basis of a
determination by the Commission that such advertising constitutes
an unfair act or practice.9

Thus, one valuable tool for

examining many of the issues raised by the Petition and providing
appropriate remedies is currently unavailable.

It should be

noted, however, that Public Law tio. 98-166 arguably permits

rulemaking governing marketing practices, other than advertising,
based on unfairness.

In practice, however, product promotion

involves a mix of activities, and the line that separates
"commercial advertising' from other forms of promotion is
unclear.

For example, qr. this case, the petition complains of

certain "marketing techniques," such as alcoholic beverage
industry sponsorship of rock concerts, campus sweepstakes, beerdrinking contests and poster distributions.

In erulemaking to

examine any of these practices on the basis of its unfairness
authority, the Commission would risk running afoul of the intent

9

Public Law Uo. 98-166 restricts the Commission's authority in
this respect.

11
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of Congress.

Moreover, even if the commercial advertising

aspects of these promotions were capable of being neatly
distinguished, a rulemaking to consiaei certain aspects of these
promotions wholly divorced from their commercial advertising

aspects would appear to be an awkward and inefficient
undertaking.

Protection of the principles of consumer sovereignty" rests
at the heart of the Commission's exercise of its unfairness

authorit, 11

In the context of alcoholic beverage advertising,

these principles will not support a finding of substantial injury
solely in the promotion of this lawfully marketed product.

To

hold otherwise would permit the Commission to substitute its own
tastes for that of the marketplace.

Thus, a finding that the

challenged practices are unfair would require evidence that the
practices are likely to lead to abuse.

It is abuse, not

consumption _arse, that leads to unavoidable consumer injury.

Consumer sovereignty" may be defined as the free exercise of
individual purchase decisions in a competitive marketplace.
10
11

See, e.g., Averett, The Meaning of Unfair Acts or Practices"
In Section 5 Of tte Federal Tr"Ae Commission Act, 70 Geo. L.J.
225 (1981).

12
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3.

The First And Twenty -First Amendments

The Commission's authority to regulate acts or practices in

or affecting commerce under either a deceptionor unfairness
theory is, of course, affected by the First Amendment.

Because

of the informational function of advertising, commercial speech
is protected by the First Amendment.

See, First National Bank of

Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 783 (1978).

While the

government may ban forms of communication more likely to deceive
the public than to inform it,12 or commercial speech related to
illegal activity,13 if the communication is neither-misleading
nor related to unlawful activity, the government's power is more
circumscribed.

In these instances, in order to justify

regulation, the government must determine that the regulation:
(1) serves a substantial government interest;

(2) directly

advances that interest; and (3) is no more extensive than
necessary to serve that interest.

Central Hudson Gas & Electric

Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New York, 447 U.S. 557, 566
(1980).

12

See, Friedman v. Rogers, 448 U.S. 1, 13, 15-16 (1979).

13

See, Pittsburgh mess Co. v. Human Relations Commission,
U.S. 376, 388-89 (1973).

13.
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The 10th and 5th Circuit Courts of Appeals have recently
evaluated the constitutionality of partial statewide bans on
alcoholic beverage advertising under the Central Hudson test
described above.

14

Both courts tailed to resolve the issue of

what evidence is necessary for federal agencies to support
findings of fact under that test.

The courts essentially

conclude that because of the 21st Amendment, granting states
special authority to regulate alcohol, state decisions imposing
partial bans on alcohol advertising are entitled to great

deference, and by implication, greater deference than might be

14 Oklahoma Telecasters Assoc. v. Criso, 699 F.2d 490 (10th Cir.
1983), rev'd sub nom., Capital City Cables, Inc. v. Crisp, 52
U.S.L.W7M3-1T9r4T; Dunapin v. City or Oxford, Mississippi, 718
F.2d 738 (5th Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 52 U.S.L.W. 3920 (1984).

14

0

accorded to similar federal actions.15

For example, in Oklahoma Telecasters Assoc.

v. Crisp, the

10th Circuit upheld a ban that included, among other

restrictions, a requirement that Oklahoma cable operators delete
wine advertisements from out-of-state signals transmitted over

15

The relevant section of the Twenty-First Amendment states:
"The transportation or importation into any State, Territory
or possession of the United States for delivery or use
therein of intoxicating liquors in violation of the laws
thereof, is hereby prohibited". U.S. Const. amend. XXI, S2.

While the states have broad authority to regulate alcoholic
beverages under their traditional police powers standing alone,
4isconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433, 436 (1971), the broad
sweep of the Twenty-first Amendment has been recognized as
conferring something more than normal state authority over public
health, welfare and morals. California v. LaRue, 409 U.S. 109,
114 (1972).
Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia have
regulations specifically governing the advertising and promotion
of beverage alcohol. These regulations are in addition
to thocr
enforced by BATF. They generally govern, among other
things, the
nature and content of advertisements in newspapers and magazines
and on billboards, the types and placement of advertising signs
and promotional materials by retail licensees, and the types of
promotional activities in which manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers may engage. Most incorporate the provisions of
BATF regulations, and many contain additional provisions. the
15
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their systems. 16

That court. noted that the record dli not

demonstrate that Oklahoma's advertising restrictions have any
direct effect on the consumption of alcohol.

Nonetheless, the

court found the Central Hudson test did not require such evidence
in the case before it "in I-ght of the additional deference owed
to the legislature as a result of the Twenty-first Amendment."
699 F.2d at 501.

The Oklahoma Telecasters court emphasized:

;Tlhe Central Hudson test is essentially a
balancing test. When the Twenty-first
Amendment is considered in addition to
Oklahoma's substantial interest under its
police power, the balance shifts in the
state's favor, permitting regulation of
commercial speech that might not otherwise be
permissible.
(699 F.2d at 502).''

The Constitution of Oklahoma bars advertising of alcoholic
beverages with more than 3.2% alcohol. Because beer can contain
3.21 Alcohol, beer advertising has been allowed, but advertising
of wine and other alcoholic beverages is prohibited, except for
on-premises signs. Print media within the state cannot carry
alcohol ads (though publications originating outside the state
can do so) and TV broadcasters have had to "block out" wine
commercial: in their network feeds. Cable TV operators were not
required to do this until 1980, when the state's attorney general
ruled that cable companies also fell under the purview of the
16

law.

17
The Supreme Court reversed the 10th Circuit on the narrow
ground that the application of Oklahoma's alcoholic beverage
advertising ban to out-of-state signals carrleJ by cable
operators in that state is pre-empted by the comprehensive
federal regulatory scheme governing signal carriage by cable
television systems.
In weighing the conflicting federal and
state interests at issue, the Supreme Court nevertheless accepted
Oklahoma's judgment "that restrictions on liquor advertising
represent a reasonable, albeit limited, means of furthering
temperence." The Court expressly declined to consider the
question whether Oklahoma's advertising ban constitutes an
invalid restriction on protected free speech. 52 U.S.L.W. at
4810.

16
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In Dunagin v. City of Oxford, Hississiooi, the 5th Circuit
upheld Mississippi's regulations prohibiting most alcoholic
beverage advertisements.

The Court i'dinted out that the Supreme

Court cases reviewing state regulation of alcoholic beverages
under the Twenty-first Amendment:

....employ a presumption in favor of
validity, while ordinarily the burden is on
the party defending a restriction on speech,
even in a commercial speech case....It may
follow that because any restriction on the
advertisement of liquor itself is necessarily
related, rationally and directly to liquor
regulation, restrictions placed upon that
advertisement by the states are consistent
with the First Amendment.
(718 F.2d at 745).

Thus, in Dunagin, although one of the trial courts below had

found that "P)efendants failed to produce concrete scientific
ev ence to substantiate their position that alcohol advertising
artificially stimulates consumption thereof", as opposed to
affecting only brand loyalty and market share, the appellate
court held that the challenged regulation met the Central Hudson

106
test, "since the added ;resumption in favor of validity...helps
to establish the balance in favor of the state, if balancing is
necessary."

D.

728 F.2d at 748, 750.

The Evidentiary Issues Presented In Evaluating The
Challenged Practices
1.

The Issue of Materiality and Injury

As the preceding discussion of the Commission's deception
and unfairness authority indicates, in the context of current
alcoholic beverage advertising, there is a common evidentiary
element necessary to support any of the petition's proposed
industry-wide remedies.

That element is that alcoholic beverage

advertising is likely to lead consumers to abuse alcoholic
beverages, not merely consume them. 18

The petition recognizes

that the technical evidence does not demonstrate that

Of course, express misrepresentations, i.e., drinking
improves your driving, or implied misrepresentations involving
htalth, safety, or other areas in which the ieasonable consumer
would be concerned, would be actionable on a case-by-case basis
under the Commission's deception authority without further
evidence of materiality.
18

18
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,
alcohol advertising is likely to lead to increased consumption,
much less abuse. 19

Appendix A, 'Alcohol Advertising, Consumption, and Abuse,"
offers a detailed survey of econometric literature bearing on the
effects of advertising on industry sales.
studies are considered:

Three main types of

multi-industry studies, which examine

the effect of advertising on industry sales in general; studies
of the cigarette industry; and lastly, studies concentrating on
alcohol.

A number of the multi-industry studies also include

alcoholic beverages among the products considered.

19

-

In an attempt to dismiss the need for any reliable evidence
in support of their regulatory proposals, the petition suggests
that reliable evidence may be impossible to achieve, and
therefore should not be required in support of any Commission
remedy for the alleged ills associated with the challenged
advertising and marketing practices. The petition's attempts to
justify the imposition of regulatory remedies without supporting
evidence is unpersuasive. While the assessment of the
appropriate amount of evidence to support Commission action must
recognize the consequences of failing to act, the Comm'ision
currently lacks the evidence necessary to make an assessment that
the challenged marketing activities deceptively or unfairly lead
to alcoholic beverage abuse.
Further, the Commission lacks any
evidence as to the relative effectiveness of the range of
possible remedies in reducing any perceived injury; nor is there
any data examining the possible unintended consequences of any of
these remedies in restricting the flow of useful information
about lawfully marketed alcoholic beverage products.
19

i2
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Most of the general industry studies have found little
effect from advertising on industry sales for goods in general.
Not all studies support this conclusion and the literature as a
whole suffers from considerable methodological difficulties.

Nonetheless, the preponderance of the evidence indicates that the
industry-wide effect of marginal changes in advertising is likely
to be quite small for most goods.

When it comes to the cigarette industry in particular,
studies again find that advertising has little impact on
industry's sales.

The cigarette industry is a particularly

interesting case study because the 1971 ban on broadcast
advertisements significantly affected cigarette advertising.

The

situation, however, was complicated by the presence of the

Fairness Doctrine, which required anti-smoking messages to be
aired in proportion to the number of cigarette advertisements
aired.

The ban on broadcast cigarette advertisements also ended

the required anti-smoking messages.

These simultaneous

occurrences severely hamper researchers' ability to obtain
reliable results.

The role of advertising has been studied for the alcohol
industry in its entirety and for such components as distilled
spirits, beer and wine.

While there are exceptions, the better

20
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part of the studies indicate advertising has no major impact on
the alcohol industry in general or on its various components.
Few of these studies, though, have addressed the issue of alcohol
abuse.

One study that relies on self reported behavior is that of
Atkin & Block (1980).

This is the main piece of scientific

literature cited in the petition.

It and the other works cited

in the petition are treated in a separate section of Appendix
A.

Tie general conclusion is that the work of Atkin G Block

suffers from methodological flaws serious enough that it cannot
be used to draw any conclusions concerning the effect of
advertising on the total demand for alcohol or on the degree of
alcohol abuse.

2.

Need for Future Studies

Since the prevailing literature has not even resolved the
issue of whether advertising increases total demand for alcohol,
not to mention whether it contributes to alcohol abuse, the
question arises whether further study should be undertaken.

The

petition specifically requests that the Federal Trade Commission

21
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do so.

Most of the studies done so far seem to be the

conscientious efforts of competent researchers, so the fact that
they have not reached definitive or even consistent results does
not bode well for future studies.

The chain of reasoning adopted by most researchers has been
from advertising to consumption and then from consumption to
abuse.

The first link, that between advertising and consumption,

is the one more amenable to statistical analysis and it is here
that most of the empirical studies have concentrated.

This topic

is not without methodological difficulties of its owrr, however.

Most prominent is the severe simultaneity problem that
exists between advertising and the level of consumption or
sales.

The difficulty lies in separating the problematical

effect of advertising on sales from the much more powerful effect

of sales on advertising that results when firms follow a policy
of keeping a constant advertising/sales ratio.

Statistical

techniques exist, however, to mitigate this problem.

Another serious problem is that most studies estimate only
the marginal effects of changes in advertising expenditures
rather than the total effect that would be the consequence of a

22
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ban.

Economic theory suggests that the impact of advertising on

industry sales should be subject to diminishing returns.

Usual

methods of statistical analysis will only uncover the effect on
sales of small changes in the total amount of advertising,
starting from the actually observed level of advertising.

This

effect is likely to be significantly smaller than a similar
change starting from the level of, say, no advertising.

Thus the

marginal impact of advertising obtained by the usual sort of
statistical technique is likely to understate the total effect.

While there have been studies that specifically consider bans,
none of these have resulted in a consensus as to the, significance
of advertising restrictions.

When the substantial work already

done and the meager achievements gained in the face of severe
methodological problems are considered, it is problematical
whether further studies are warranted.

it seems unlikely that a

more striking result will be achieved than the standard one that
the effect of advertising on sales is found to be small or more
often statistically insignificant.

When it comes to the issue of advertising and abuse, the
literature is much more sparse.

Reasons are not hard to find.

The ability to even measure or detect rates of alcohol abuse i.. a
meaningful way is open to question.

23

There is a consensus that
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;.hatever cht economic determinants of alcohol abuse, there is

also a wide range of other sbcial and personal variables that
would need to be accounted for in anY-careful statistical
analysis.

One would need populations, for example, in different

states, that were similar in all these regards, but were exposed
to significantly different levels of advertising, say, through
the presence or absence of state bans on alcohol advertising.
However, whether a state bars alcohol advertising or not is
decided politically by the members of that state, making it
unlikely that the populations of the two states could be
sufficiently similar.

This is all to say that any studies of

alcohol abuse due to advertising are liable to be plagued by
problems of measurement, omitted variables, and sample-selection
bias.

3.

The Issue of Remedies

In assessing the costs and benefits of any industry-wide
regulatory action, the Commission also must measure the relative
cost and effectiveness of any proposed remedies, as well as
examine the unintended consequences of any of these remedies in
restricting the flow of useful commercial information.
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To this
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end, when a ban is being considered, the Commission must:

(1)

measure the extent to which the ban has the intended results; and
(2) measure the cost to consumers of being deprived of any useful
product information as a function of the ban.

In this regard,

any advertising restrictions intended to limit alcohol abuse may
be a blunt and inaccurate fnstrument.

We have seen that the

possible gains of such a restriction in terms of reduced abuse
are difficult to assess; the costs of a ban to the vast majority
of moderate drinkers, although difficult to quantify, appear more
certain.

Alcoholic beverage advertising, like advertising for

other products, clearly assists consumers in identifying those
types and brands that they prefer.

Moreover, as discussed more

fully in Appendix A, there may be a number of other beneficial
effects to alcoholic beverage advertising that would be
eliminated by a ban.

For example, to the extent that advertising

promotes new brand entry, advertising restrictions will deter the
development of new brands.

Thus, it might be more difficult for

new types of low-calorie or low-alcohol drinks to develop a
market.

Knowing this, producers may be less likely to introduce

such brands.

In sum, reliable evidence establishing that the challenged
advertising and marketing practices are likely to lead to abuse,
as well as evidence regarding the effects of any potential
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remedies, is a necessary predicate to Commission
this arec.

regulation in

While it may be possible to gather more reliable

evidence on these issues, it is likely to be a complex and
lengthy undertaking, calling for a major coordinated inter-

disciplinary effort involving experts in medicine, alcoholism,
econometrics, marketing and consumer behavior.

E.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, And Firearms And Its
Advertising Rulemakings
In examining the issue of alcohol advertising, the role of

other federal agencies must be considered.

Along with the

Commission, BATF has concurrent jurisdiction over alcoholic
beverage advertising under the Federal Alcohol Administration Act
of 1935 (FAA Act), 27 U.S.C. $5 201 et seq.

Section 5(f) of the
FAA Act, 27 U.S.C. S 205(f), prohibits "false", "misleading",

obscene", or "indecent" statements in distilled spirits, wine,
or malt beverage advertisements.

Even more broadly, Section 5(f)

prohibits any statements relating to 'irrelevant" matters,
"irrespective of falsity", which the Secretary of the Treasury

finds to be likely to mislead the consumer.

Additionally,

Section 5(f) confers the authority to require mandatory
information "as will provide the consumer with adequate

information as to the identity and quality of the products
advertised."
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The petition argues that BATF lacks the FTC's unfairness
authority to deal with the sort of practices that are the subject
of the petition's requests.

AlthougWthe statutory language of

the FAA Act differs from that of the FTC Act, the authority it
confers on the BATF over alcoholic beverage advertising is
extremely broad.

The petition also contends that BATF's

jurisdiction over beer advertising is limited.

Under Section S

205(f), BATF's jurisdiction in regulating malt beverage

advertising is specifically nstricted to states where the law of
such states imposes similar requirements.

BATF's General

Counsel's Office, however, takes the position that it can proceed
under its statute against malt beverage advertising in any state
that has laws (such as "little" FTC acts) tnat prohibit deceptive
or unfair advertising generally, even though the state law does
not specifically deal with beer.

Lastly, the petitioners argue

that BATF's authority does not extend to trade practices other
than labeling and advertising.

BATE takes the position that its

*advertising" authority can be used to reach all of the
promotional practices challenged by petitioners.
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In the mid-1930's, BATF promulgated regulations under
Section S205(f) .2°

These regulations have remained basically

unchanged until recently.

In brief,*these regulations require

certain limited disclosures concerning ingredients, identity and
alcoholic content, and list specific definitions for uniform
usage of certain trade terms in any advertising statement
relating to wine, distilled spirit or malt beverage products.

In

very broad terms, the regulations also generally prohibit false,
misleading, obscene or indecent representations.

BATF has an ongoing compliance operation that enforces its
current advertising regulations.

According to Bruce Weininger,

Chief, Industry Compliance Division, and Rick Allen, Chief,
Product Compliance Branch, BATF has 15 professionals and 3
clericals that provide voluntary ad preclearance and ad
monitoring for compliance with the FAA Act and the BATF's
regulations.

The staff reviews 300-400 alcoholic beverage ads a

month through its clipping service and provides optional
preclearance advice on 40-50 major alcoholic beverage advertising
campaigns.

This staff also reviews over 6,000 alcoholic beverage

labels a month.

The bulk of the staff's efforts appears directed

20

27 C.F.R. Part 4, Subpart G; Part 5, Subpart H; and Part 7,
Subpart F.
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at ensuring compliance with BATF's specific disclosure and trade
term usage requirements.

The staff, however, also reviews

campaigns to ensure that the images

use of active

athletes, operation of automobiles) portrayed are not "false" or

misleading.21

In 1978, BATF issued an Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking seeking comments on updating and revising its
alcoholic beverage advertising regulations.

The scope of the

Advance Notice is comprehensive and encompasses many of the
issues raised in the CSPI petition now before the FTC.

In the

Advance Notice, the BATE noted that the advertising provisions of
its regulations may he in need of revision due to changes in
advertising techniques and practices, and changes in consumer
education and awareness.

Specifically, the Advance Notice

stated:

"There is need to take a new look at
advertising practices due to the evolution
and refinement of advertising techniques over
the past 40 years.
For example, the question

21

The major administrative rhmedy provided by the FAA Act is
license suspension or revocation. See, 27 U.S.C. S 204. Since
BATF has licensing authority over all levels of the alcoholic
beverage distribution chain, except retailers and malt beverage
brewers, licensing authority provides a potent enforcement
tool.
Additionally, the FAA Act provides for civil and criminal
sanctions.
See, 27 U.S.C. S 207.
29
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o2 whether advertisements are directed toward
certain population groups (i.e., youth) needs
to be examined in the context of (BATF's)
statutory mandate."
Some other issues specifically raised in the Advance Notice
include:

1.

How should the prohibition against any
statement, design, device or
representation which is obscene or
indecent be implemented?

2.

Is advertising based on sex appeal
within the scope of the standard set
forth in the statute, that is, obscene
or indecent?

3.

Should the use of active athletes in
alcoholic beverage advertising be
prohibited? Doe, the use of active
athletes in this form of advertising
imply a connection between the ability
and prowess of the athlete and his use
of the product?

The Advance Notice concluded by seeking comment on any "other
current advertising practices which should be covered as to their
allowance or prohibition."

The BATF, in the Advance Notice,

plainly suggested an expansive view of its jurisdiction over
alcoholic beverage advertising.
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In response t- the 1978 Advance Notice, the BATF received
4,810 comments and 140 petitions containing over 4,000
signatures.

Comments ere submittedloy the general public,

members of the alcoholic beverage industry and trade
associations, members of the advertising industry and media,
attorneys, Federal governmental agencies, State and local
agencies, educational institutions and other interested
organizations, including CSPI.

Many of the arguments made, and

remedies proposed by CSPI, in response to the 1978 Advance
Notice, are similar to those contained in its petition currently
pending before the FTC.

The overwhelming majority of comments

received expressed personal opinions and religious beliefs
concerning alcoholic beverages and did not specifically address
the advertising issues raised in the Advance Notice.

Of the 89

comments addressing the issues concerning advertising practices,
26 argued that advertising should not be youth-oriented, 16
argued that advertisements should not be success-oriented or
depict consumption as being socially acceptable, 10 urged the
prohibition of advertisements that imply excessive consumption, 4
contended that advertisements should no* depict the operation of

machinery, and 12 argued that advertising in youth magazines, or
advertisements shown on television during prime-time should be
bannc

.

A large number of comments also sought mandatory warning
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labels and health hazard disclosures in advertising.

Others

urged mandatory industry public service announcements and a ban
on subliminal techniques and practices..

The record compiled at the Advance Notice stage of the BAIT
proceeding contained almost no empirically-based expert testimony
or research evidence to support these regulatory proposals.

In

December 1980, after analysis of the Advance Notice record, the
BATF issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning revision
of its advertising regulations.

The specific proposals set forth

in this Notice were limited to a relatively narrow set of
concerns.

The Notice proposed certain standards for permissible

use of the terms *light", "natural ", "pure ", *double distilled ",

and "triple distilled" in advertising.

The Notice also

specifically addressed the issues of curative and therapeutic
claims, taste test claims, comparative advertising and
disparaging claims.

Additionally, the Notice proposed to ban

subliminal advertising and to prohibit active athletes from
appearing in advertisements for alcoholic beverages.

In July 1984, the BATE finalized certain of the proposed
rules set forth in its 1980 Notice.

The BATF affirmed a policy

in favor of non-misleading product advertising be it in terms of
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comparative claims, curative or therapeutic claims, claims that a
product is 'pure" or 'double distilled" or "triple distilled", or
representations concerning the results of taste tests.

The BATF

also finalized a proposed rule !muting the use of subliminal
techniques in alcoholic beverage advertising.

The BATF plans to continue actively considering the broad
issues raised by the 1978 Advance Notice.

BATF has publicly

stated that it will consider the use of athletes, other
celebrities and athletic events in advertising in a forthcomiag
rulemaking.

Another rulemaking will consider the incorporation

of various industry code provisions (Wine Institute, U.S. Brewers
Association, and Distilled Spirits Council of the United States)
into its regulations.22

In a speech to the National Association

of Beer Wholesalers (NABW) on October 23, 1984, Tom George,

Chief, Regulations and Procedures Division, BATF, said that he
anticipated publication of these notices shortly. 23

In meetings

with FTC staff, BATF staff have expressed concern that the
Commission not undertake any activities in the area of alcoholic

22

For a discussion of these codes, see, pp. 34-38, infra.

23

In the interim, BATF has urged the industry itself to take a
more serious look at the relationship between its advertising and
marketing practices and alcohol abuse. 'Feds Rap Beer Promo
Tactics", Advertising Age, November 1, 1984, at 2.
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beverage advertising that may be potentially inconsistent with
the outcome of the BATF's proposed rulemakings.

F.

The Maior Trade Groups And Industry Self-Regulation

In addition to governmental regulation of alcohol
advertising, there are a number of trade associations
representing various parts of the spirits, wine, and beer
industry that have advertising codes setting forth ethical
standards of conduct for their respective members.

The most

widely known code restrictions are the prohibition on distilled
spirits ads oh television or radio and the taboo on the actual
drinking of alcohol in commercials.

Some of the codes also

discourage appeals to children, the use of sexuality, the
exploitation of women, and the use of bad taste.

For example,

The Code Of Good Practice, adopted in 1975 by Distilled Spirits
Council of the United States (DISCUS) contains statements like,
"all advertisements of distilled spirits shall be modest,
dignified and in good taste."24

24 DISCUS is an association of the U.S. Distillers who produce
over 95% of the distilled spirits made in the United Stated. The
distilled spirit industry is represented at the wholesale level
by the American Beverage Alcohol Association.
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Further, DISCUS has established a code review board
consisting of five members that considers complaints lodged by
its members or other interested parties.

The findings of the

board are communicated to the responsible advertiser and, if
appropriate, to all members of the Board of Directors of DISCUS.

The Guidelines For Beer Advertising., first adopted in 1975

by the United States Brewers Association (U.S.B.A.), and recently
revised, discourage ads that contain appeals for overindulgence,
links to dangerous or criminal activities, depictions of loss of
self-control, even slightly lewd or obscene material, the use of
young models, and the depiction of unkempt taverns.25

In addition, the U.S.B.A. formulated an advertising review
panel comprised of impartial experts on public opinion, none of
whom is associated with the brewing industry.

The objectives of

the panel are to provide a means of industry self-regulation, to
avoid advertising that might injure the industry, and to seek
withdrawal of undesirable advertising.

25

Any brewer may file a

The United States Brewers Association "represents the beer
industry at the producer's level.
Its membership includes the
producers of 2/3 of all the beer bottled in the United States.
Miller, however, the nation's second largest brewer, is not a
member of this association.
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complaint or criticism with the panel.

The complaint is then

considered by the panel and if upheld, brought to the attention
of the responsible brewer.

The Wine Institute's Code Of Advertising Standards, adopted
in 1978, disallows ads that suggest excessive drinking and the
use of wine in conjunction with dangerous activities and
driving.

26

The code discourages: "any attempt to suggest that

wine directly contributes to success or achievement....Wine shall
not be presented as being essential to personal performance,
social attainment, achievement, success or wealth."

The use of

wine for personal problem solving, social acceptance, or
entertainment is also prohibited.

More specifically, the Code

generally requires that the use of wine be depicted in
association with a meal-type setting.

The Wine Institute

additionally bars strategies that appeal to youth, i.e., young

models, youth music, and celebrities, as well as placing ads in
"youth-oriented media."

26

The Wine Institute represents 95% of all California wineries
accounting for 70% of the national wine market: the balance of
the United States wineries is represented by the Association of
American Vintners.
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The trade association codes are necessarily voluntary; the
association members, however, must agree to abide by the
guidelines of the codes as a conditiOn for membership in the
respective associations.

Although voluntary, these codes as well

as the review panels help industry to avoid practices that might
be misleading, or that otherwise might be objectionable.

The trade associations, along with FTC and BAT? staff and
other organizations, also are actively participating in a program
sponsored by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention of the U.S. Department of Justice (0JJDP)to develop
other voluntary approaches to the problem.

This program seeks to

bring together concerned citizens groups, government
organizations, the media, advertising, entertainment, and the
alcoholic beverage industries to formulate a consensus on how
society can better address drug and alcohol abuse among youth and
adults.

A large part of the joint undertaking currently centers

on the Media Task Force.

This task force plans to collect and

evaluate existing research on both the effects of broadcast and
print alcoholic beverage advertising and on the effects of
broadcast PSAs and print campaigns conveying messages on the
dangers associated with alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

The task

force also plans to review existing advertising and public
information efforts and hopes to develop new public service
approaches and campaigns.

37
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Such undertakings as the OJJDP program provide an important
opportunity to explore how self-regulatory mechanisms in the
....

alcoholic beverage area can be improved to better ensure that
advertisements do not contrin themes or techniques that may
affect youth or problem drinkers.

G.

PUBLIC INFORMATION APPROACHES

1.

Overview

Although we recommend that the petition be denied, we
believe that there are other ways in which government activity
may have an impact on reducing the problems associated with
alcohol abuse:

establishing minimum drinking ages and similar

restrictions on consumption; greater and more certain civil and
criminal sanctions for conduct likely to cause injury -- for
example, driving while intoxicated; and facilitating public
education, counseling and treatment programs.

All of these other

efforts can be supported and enhanced by properly structured
public information campaigns.
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As part of our inquiry into the issues raised by the
petition, we looked not only at counteradvertising or affirmative
disclosures as a remedy for deceptive..or unfair advertising, but

at affirmative information programs regarding health, treatment
and the law.

Our review indicates that a great deal of analysis

is needed in this area.

For example, in 1978, after reviewing,

evaluating, and summarizing the existing knowledge regarding
alcohol and highway safety in the United States, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) found that:

The inadequacy of the designs for evaluation
and of other features of campaign development
has made it difficult to determine the exact
nature and extent of the impact of most
alcohol-highway safety media campaigns.
Preand post-testing has been done for almost all
campaigns, but xgry few of them have used
control groups.

The report concluded, howe4er, that some evidence existed tc
support the conclusion that public information and education
campaigns, in combination with stricter legal sanctions or
improved health treatment programs, have contributed to positive

27

Jones, Ralph K. and Joscelyn, Kent, 8., Alcohol and Highway
Safety 1978: A Review of the State of Knowledge (Summary
Volume), U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, at p. 66.
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changes in behavior.

The impact of the public information and

%

education campaigns, however, could not be isolated from the
impact of the other countermeasures.28

What is clear is that since the early 1970s, public
education efforts using mass communications have been considered
an important part of national efforts to prevent or minimize
alcohol-related problems.

Numerous government, industry, and

voluntary organizations have undertaken such campaigns.

The

following discussion of some of the activity in this area Is
intended to be representative, not exhaustive.

2.

-

Federal Agency Programs

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA), the Department of Transportation and the Department of
the Treasury are the federal agencies that primarily organize and
disseminate public information campaigns.

28

Id. at 67.

40.
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The NIAAA, from early 1972 to 1975, for example, conducted ,a

media campaign around the themes of responsible drinking and
...

awareness of the symptoms, consequences, and treatability of
alcoholism.

All forms of media were used in the campaign,

including radio, television, and print ads.

In 1980, NIAAA joined with BATF to educate the public -- and
women of childbearing age in particular -- about the detrimental
effects of alcohol on the developing fetus.

Less extensive in

scope than the earlier NIAAA campaign, this effort used a
television public service spot and brochures, both to be
distributed via State alcohol agencies.

In addition to the

public education campaigns, the effort also included mailings to
health professionals.

That same year NIAAA launched a nationwide

public education effort focusing on women and youth -- both
considered to be groups at risk for the development of alcohol
problems and underserved by present health-care systems.

The BATF also produced a TV public service announcement
aimed at the middle-class woman concerning Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
(FAS).

An illustrated booklet aimed at young people is also

being distributed in three versions (English, Spanish, and
English for American Indians).

Thirteen states ordered the

booklets for distribution through their retail liquor stores.

41.
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NHTSA, a part of the Department of Transportation (DOT),
also engages in public awareness efforts.

A national media

...

effort that ucgan in 1971 and continues today focuses on drinking
and driving as a major social problem, with the theme that the
problem drinker who drinks excessively and then drives is largely
responsible for alcohol-related highway fatalities and

injures.

In addition to its national media effort, NHTSA also

initiated a program establishing local Alcohol Safety Action
Projects (ASAPs) in communities in many states, combining public
information and education components with other countermeasures
such as law enforc2ment and driver education.

Between 1970 and

1977, DOT committed $88-million to ASAPs across the nation.

In 1974, NHTSA adopted as its national campaign slogan,
"Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk".

This slogan is designed

to encourage people to intervene when they know they should, but
may feel uncomfortable about doing so.

Other Federal agencies also are in-Jived in information
programs concerning alcohol abuse.

The Department of Defense has

developed a number of informational and educational campaigns
designed to combat alcohol abuse on military bases.

The Food and

Drug Administration has produced several articles and a slide
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show for distribution and has featured FAS in an issue of its
Drug Bulletin, which reaches more than a million health care
providers.

In addition, FDA consumer.'affairs officers in 35

major cities were provided information columns about FAS to be
placed in small, local papers.

3.

State And Local Government ProorGms

State and local governments have also become involved in
public education programs.

Many states have initiated FAS

campaigns using their own materials or materials provided by Che
License Beverage Information Council (LBIC)29, the National
Council on Alcoholism, and other private organizations.

eor example, the Pregnancy and Health Program of the
University of Washington has produced several brochures and
PSAs.

The Lrochures, alerting women of childbearing age to a

29

The LB= is a consortium of ted major trade groups in the
alcoholic beverage industry. The ten industry groups are:
Association of American Vintners, Distil.ed Spirits Council of
the United States, Inc., American Beverage Alcohol Association,
National Association of Beverage Importers, inc., National Beer
Wholesalers' Association of Amer,.ca, National Licensed Beverage
Association, National Liquor Stores Association, Inc., United
States Brewers Association, Inc., Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of
America, Inc., and the Wine Institute.
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treatment and education program at the University, have been
distributed in a variety of settings, including state liquor
stores.

Subsequent to distribution of the brochures, the

University noted a significant increase in inquiries concerning
the programs.

4.

Private Sector Efforts

The private sector, via voluntary and industry agencies, has
also participated in alcohol informational campaigns.

Of the voluntary agencies, the National Safety Council (NSC)

has the longest history cf involvement in alcohol-related public
education.

Its

If you drink, don't drive" campaign began

shortly after World War II.

A campaign on drinking and driving

that began in 1970 also concentrated on the problem drinker's
contribution to alcohol-related highway accidents and attempted
to garner support for stricter law enforcement to get the problem
drinker off the road.

NSC continues to disseminate printed

material on drinking and driving.
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Several private organizations such as the American
Automobile Association, the t4arch of Lames, the American Council

on Alcoholism, and the National Council on Alcoholism have
produced films, r .dio public service announcements, and brochures
in English and Spanish.

The liquor industries in both the United States and Canada
have been active in public education campaigns that stress
moderate and responsible use of alcohol.

For example, the

U.S.B.A. and DISCUS are cooperating in safety programs on
drinking and driving with NHTSA and the various states.

The

DISCUS "Know Your Limits" campaign offers specific guidelines on
consumption effects and calls for "sensible drinking".

Besides the activities of the major trade associations,
individual producers have sponsored their own campaigns.

For

instance, a moderation campaign conducted by the Seagram
distillers began i^ 1934 with an ad encouraging the reader to
"drink moderately."

Subsequent ads have concerned such topics as

drinking and driving, the dangers of mixing drugs and alcohol,
the need for people with drinking problems to see their
physicians, and the importance of moderation for young people.
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The broadcasting industry is also involved in alcoholrelated public educational campaigns.

The National Association

of Broadcasters (NAB) has promoted an industry-wide campaign to
encOurage its members and associates to disseminate information
about alcohol use and abuse and highway safety.

For example, the

NAB has made a publication available to its members and
associates entitled, 'Drunk Driving:
Awareness."

Broadcasters and public

This booklet provides NAB members end associates

with a compilation of organizattons which may be contacted to aid
broadcasters in communicating effective drunk driving pSAs to
their audiences.

Severa3 state broadcaster associations are

currently developing and disseminating PSAs.

5.

The Need For Additional Examination

As the above discussion illustrates, the number of public
awareness efforts undertaken to reduce the problem of alcohol
abuse is impressive.

Equally striking, however, is how little is

known about the overall structure of the information being
provided or the effectiveness of any given effort.
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The many public awareness efforts undertaken by Federal
agencies, state and local governments, as well as voluntary and
industry organizations appear to be i'iagmented and
uncoordinated.

No single agency or office at the Federal level

knows who in government and industry is disseminating what
information, where, and to whom.

Moreover, no inventory of

information regarding the relative effectiveness of specific
information campaigns exists.

To the extent that information has

been shared, it has been ad hoc and haphazard.

Thus, an analysis and evaluation of the existing structure
of public informational campaigns in the area of alcohol abuse
and alcoholism and of how this structure may be improved is
needed.

Such an undertaking is likely to require extensive

resources and expertise well beyond those generally available to
one agency, but may net great consumer benefits (by decreasing
alcohol abuse).

H.

Commission Options

The possible Commission responses to the issues presented by
the CSPI petition fall into three general categories.
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1.

Institute Rtklemaking_Proposals To Deal With
The Issues Raised BY The Petitioners

A rulemaking approach is the most comprehensive Commission
response.

It confronts the Commission with the methodological

problems associated with (1) assessing the behavioral effects of
alcoholic beverage advertising and marketing practices, and (2)

evaluating the relative effectiveness as well as the direct costs
and indirect market consequences of the range of possible
regulatory remedies.

This approach would require an unusually substantial and
long-term program commitment.

Since staff currently possesses

little evidence to suggest the presence of the industry-wide law
violations alleged in the petition, engaging in rulemaking
proceedings may not be the most efficient expenditure of the
CoNaission's resources.

Moreover, to the extent a broad

investigation might support a finding that certain industry-wide
advertising practices are unfair, the Commission does not
currently have authority to issue remedial rules.

Additionally,

any industry-wide approach may duplicate or be inconsistent with
concurrent BATF rulemaking proceedings.
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2.

Take Individual Enforcement Actions Limited
To Specific Advertising Campaigns That Deceptively
Or Unfairly Encourage Alconol Abuse.

This option would have the staff undertake individual
enforcement investigations against specific advertising
campaigns.

In recommending that this petition be denied, the

staff does not intend to foreclose the option of pursuing
individual cases where warranted.

As part of our review of the

issues raised by the petition, the staff has reviewed numerous
alcoholic beverage advertisements.

While some of these

advertisements may be distasteful, they do not appear to be
likely investigatory targets.

Of course, as part of the

advertising monitoring program, the staff will continue to
monitor and review alcohol advertisements.

3.

Defer To BATF On The Issues Raised By The
Petition

Since BATF is actively seeking comments and evidence on the
impact of discrete alcoholic beverage advertising practices and
techniques in its ongoing rulemaking activities,

a parallel

Commission examination of the same issues might involve costly
duplication and, ultimately, potentially inconsistent
regulation.

This option entails Commission deference to the

expertise of BATF regarding the issues presented in the petition.
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To the extent that the BATF proceeds to consider the same
alcoholic beverage advertising and marketing issues suggested by
the petition, the Commission could make available its technical,
economic, and other expertise should BATF determine that'such
expertise might be useful in developing and analyzing its
rulemaking record.

This input could probably most effectively be

provided informally through a close working relationship with
BATF.

I.

Concluston And Recommendations

Staff recommends that the petition be denied.

The alcoholic beverage advertising and marketing practices
challenged by petitioners do not expressly urge individuals to
become problem drinkers.

And without extensive, and perhaps

unobtainable evidence, the Commission cannot assume that all, or
even some alcohol advertising has this effect.

Further, the

Commission in exercising its law enforcement mandate, is unlikely
to be able to draw an adequate line between those alcoholic
beverage advertisements that truthfully provide information that
helps to sell this lawful product, and those ads that may
contribute to the problems of alcohol misuse.
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Additionally, as noted prekliously, BATF currently is engaged

in rulemaking proceedings that may consider many of the same
issues as those raised by the petition.

Commission deference to

BATF under these circumstances appears appropriate.

Ultimately, the Commission might make its most effective
contribution to helping to reduce alcohol abuse by lending

its

expertise to a comprehensive interagency analysis of current and

potential public information efforts to inform the public fully
regarding health, treatment and the law.
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74-3.z,"

7
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r

Associate Director
Division of Advertising Practices
Bureau of Consumer Protection

ci

Paul Rubin
Assistant Director for
Consumer Protection
Bureau of Economics

gl4f,
Richard S. Higgins
Deputy Director for
Regulation Analysis/

ConsumerPretection
Bureau of Economics

CONCUR:

Carol T. Crawford
Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection

Wendy L. Gramm
Director
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ALCOHOL ADVERTISING, CONSUMPTION, AND ABUSE
.

The principal purpose of this report is to surrey and evaluate the
existing empirical literature on the effect of advertising on alcohol
consumption. Before undertaking that review, we consider the broader
economic Issues raised by possible restrictions on alcohol advertising: From
this discussion it will be clear why the empirical literature does not
address a number of crucial issues. In part this reflects the fact that the
necessary data are not available.

I. AN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE ON ADVERTISING RESTRICTIONS

Evaluation of possible restrictions on advertising should take into
consideration the benefits and costs of such restrictions and of alternative
policies. These are discussed in the following sections.

A. Benefits of Advertising Restriction

The potential benefit of alcohol advertising restrictions would be a
reduction in alcohol abuse, particularly alcoholism and drunk driving, which

have enormous personal and social costs. However, no theoretical argument 01
empirical evidence suggests that alcohol advertising has a significant effect
on abuse. Alcohol abuse is a complex public health problem. There seems no

reason to assume that advertisements for alcoholic beverages induce significant numbers of people to become alcoholics or to violate the laws against

drinking and driving.
Empirical research has investigated the effect of alcohol advertising on
total consumption. Even if such a link could be established, there would be

no basis for inferring an additional link between consumption and abuse.

This is because, unlike cigarette smoking, consumption of alcohol in moderation by most adults in appropriate situations has no adverse effects and may
have health benefits.I
Even though the problem is abuse rather than consumption of alcohol, we
have reviewed the theoretical arguments and empirical studies concerning the
effect of alcohol advertising on consumption, particularly the effect on
demand.

Economic theory predicts that demand for alcoholic beverages would be
greater with the level of advertising currently observed than in a hypothetical world without any advertising at all. This prediction follows from
1 Gordon and Gordon, 1911., fled that moderate consumption of alcohol slightly reduces the nsk of heart
On the other hand, the Surgeon General has concluded that ak.ohol consumption during pregnancy may
harm tha fetus. Advisory Opinion. V S. Surgeon General, July 15111, cited by Omnibus Petition, p. 9.
disease

I
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advertising's informational role. By providing information about products
and sellers, advertising helps consumers identify more satisfying products.
- In addition, advertising provides a way for firms to build reputations, which

in turn provides incentives to supply high quality products that consumers
wish to purchase. In general, consumers would not respond to advertising if
they did not believe that In so' doing they Increase their satisfaction.
Furthermore, firms would not advertise if consumers did not respond, since
advertising is costly.

lecau.se advertising 'enables consumers to achieve
greater satisfaction from consumption, profitable advertising will tend to
cause consumers to purchase more at a given price. Thus, theory predicts

that advertising will increase total Industry demand.
Although theory predicts the qualitative nature of the relationship

between advertising and demand, it is silent about the magnitude of the
effect. At the level of advertising currently observed, a marginal change in
the level of advertising expenditures may have only a small effect on
demand. In fact, when we discuss the empirical literature later in this
report, we will see that most studies of alcohol and other advertising have
found little or no effect 6 variaticus in advertising on total industry
demand and consumption. While the untformity of this result is striking, it
does not mean that marginal changes In ulvertising have no effect at alt.
Studies could have failed to uncover a relatively small but important effect
because the data were insufficient in quantity and quality to separate the
.i'icat of advertising from other changes that were occurring at the same
time.

-

In any event, because of diminishing returns, economic theory predicts
that the total effect of all advertising on demand exceeds the effect of tae
last dollar, multiplied by the total level of advertising expenditures. This
difference between total and marginal effects is important to keep in mind
because, typically, economists are able to measure only marginal effects.
Econometric techniques cannot measure the total effects of advertising unless
there are real world situations with and without advertising. While some of

the studies reviewed below attempt to analyze the effects of advertising

bans, most rely on variation in advertising expenditures and sales in markets
where advertising was permitted, and thus estimate marginal effects of
advertising on demand.,
In summary, we reach the following conclusions concerning the potential

benefits of restricting alcohol advertising: The bulk of existing empirical
literature addresses the elect of marginal changes of advertising expenditures on total demand or consumption. Little or no effect is confirmed for
broadly defined industries such as alcoholic beverages. This makes it highly
unlikely that a substantial effect exists, but it is possible tLat a small
effect exists that the studies did not find because of paucity of data.
However, these studies on the effects of marginal changes in advertising on
consumption tell us nothing about the effcct of all advertising and do not
2 There are partial advettbing boas for alcohol In few Helm are Canadian PrWil3Call. In principle,
data front them mono Wight ba used to determine tie effects .1 such partni bus at the data level.
illemmer, state ben that spike only M ada originating locally la net comparable to asthma ban. Alan,
than are a number el studies of :he effects of the (Ammo broadcast advertising ban. but it la difficult
te win:sic the effects of the ban and dm almultameue elimination of antlmanoking ads. Them Memo as
Showed in detail below.
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provide an empirical basis to prcdict the effects on consumption of a
broadcast advertising ban or ad content restrictions. The few studies that
- do look at large changes in advertising (specifically, studies of the ban on
ciga:ette advertising on TV) are inconclusive, and rind at most a very small
change in overall consumption. Finally, none of the theoretical or empirical
discussion of effects of advertising on consumption sheds light on the real
Inge, whiel, is the effect on alcohol abuse.
B. Costs ot Advertising Restrictions

While it is nnelear Anther restrictions on slcohol advertising would
yield social benefits, there are convincing reasons to believe that advertis
ing of alcoholic beverages serves socially useful purposes. and that adver-

tising restrictions would have significant costs.
In considering these
costs, it is worth repeating that consumption of alcohol in moderation by

adults in appropriate situations has no adverse effo:..3 and may have health
benefits. Thus, as in the case of other goods, greater information and lower
prices benefit consumers.

Advertising can contribute to the achievcmcat of an efficient allocation
of resources and benefit consumers in several different ways. Most of the

benefits of advertising stem from its role in increasing the flow and
reducing the cost of information to consuraen.
First, advertising provides information about product characteristics

that enables consumers to make better choices among available goods. Such
information can enable consumers to choose the particular products or brands
that best satisfy their preferences. Thus, advertising may lead to expansion

of the market shares of superior brands or brands that catcr to particular
tastes.3 Moreover, the ability of a firm to inform consumers about the
characteristics of its products will increase the firm's incentive to adapt
its

products to

better suit consumer preferences.

This will

encourage

improvements in quality, and innovations such as low alcohol, low calorie
beer and wine. Similarly, advertisements contain a variety of other types of
information that is useful to consumers. For exzmple, firms may inform
consumers about lower prices or speck' often. They may also inform
consumers about the appropriate use of products, such as when to serve dry
rather than sweet wine.

Second, theoretical arguments and empirical studies indicate that advertising increases new entry and price competition and hence reduces market
power and prices in at least some industries! Advertising facilitates entry
by lowering the information barrier imposed ty the :act that consumers have
more experience with established brands than with new ones. Advertising
increases price campetition by making it easier for firms to communicate the
fact that they are offering lower prices or new products. Some indastrics
where there is empirical suppol for this argument are eyeglasses, toys,
3 Them is considerable evidence In the marketing literature that advertising does In fact change market
si.aree. Ackoff and Emshoff, 1013, and Larnbin, 1018.
4 Advertising might act aa a bonier to entry to the extent that it is subject to economise of scale.
Comanor and W Iron, 1914, present the ergument that advertaing may be an entry tamer, Shapare, 1013,
criticism their argument.
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prescription drugs, and legal services!

-

In both cases advertising restric-

tions were associated with higher prices.

Third, advertising facilitates the development of brand reputations. A
reputation, in turn, gives a firm an incentive to provide products that are
of consistently high quality, that live up to claims that are made for them,
and that satisfy consumers. If a 'firm does :not satisfy consumers, it will
not attract the repeat sales that it needs to make its investment in adver-

tising pay off and will lose its reputation!
Two additional considerations should be kept in mind in considering r4
ban on broadcast advertising for beer and wine. First, a ban on one form of
advertising will, to some extent, induce firms to 'substitute other more
expensive or less effective forms of advertising. One would expect a
broadcast ban to increase print and billboard advertising. To the extent
this occurs, the ban wastes resources by raising cost:. Second, to the
extent that beer and wine advertising affects consumption., a major part of
the effect might be to encourage consumption of beer and wine rather than
hard liquor. This is particularly likely f.)r young people, who receive much
of their product information from TV. Thus, a ban on broodcast advertising
^f beer and wine might increase consumption of hard liquor by young people.

C. Alternatives to Advertising Restrictions

In evaluating use of advertising restrictions to deal with alcohol
abuse, it Is important to consider the merits of other forms of...government
intervention that might have equal or greater benefits and lower costs. In
particular, since the problem is alcohol abuse rather than consumption, it
would make sense to adopt policies that focus specifically on abuse. An
example might be stricter enforcement and greater penalties, for driving while
intoxicated.

In the area of information, rather than restrict advertising,
the government might undertake campaigns to discourage drunk driving, to
encourage people with drinking problems to seek counselling and treatment,
and to alert pregnant women to the bzurds of alcohol consumption. Certain

policies aimed at consumption might also be appropriate where the consumption
is highly likely to have undesirable effects. Minimum drinking ages would be
an example.

II. EMPIRICAL LITERATURE REVIEW

The remainder of this report fiurveys and evaluates the existing empiri-

cal literature on the
abuse.

effects of advertising on alcohol consumption and
It covers not only research on alcohol advertising but also studies

Os rfeetudds. sm &dam. 1977, dad /dad, MO; is tors.... Swam., 1973; ea proscription drup,
Keeskits, 1943, promote renpriosi swarth supporting the theory that advertising facilitates Nary in malty industries
Cady, 1971; end is legal 14WIC11, itiCANI ILA, 1914.

tux and Leffler, 1411. Nelson, 1974, argues that advertising help direct comm.. 4 hie....
quality porde. The coneept al advertWag as an ettitient 'signal' et high quality has b..sn explored by
itaidront sad Roberta, 111114, and lahlstront and Laden, 19114.
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that provide a basis for useful inferences on alcohol advertising. After a
brief discussion of hypotheses on the effects of advertising, we begin by
reviewing studies that use data fir many different industries. Next, we

of cigarette acvertising, which are useful on issues
involving advertising bans and anti- consumption ads. Then we survey and
evaluate studies that deal specifically with alcohol advertising. A final
section offers conclusions. At the end are two subappendices. The first
evaluates the studies relied uprn in the CSPI petitiou; the second is ri
consider studies

lengthy annoeeted bibliography.

This review emphasizes empirical studies that test for effects of advertising on consumption behavior. We focus on statistical analyses of real
world data. In the case of studies dealing specifically with alcohol, we
also review experimental studies of the effects of advertising on consumption
under laboratory conditions, even though it is difficult to apply the results
to the real world. However, we have not included studies of the effects of
advertising on consumers' self-reported attitudes because there is no way to
predict the effects of self-reported attitudes on actual consumption.
A. General Advertising Studies

A number of studies use statistical techniques and real world data to
for the effect of advertising on total consumption in each of many
industries over a period of a decade or longer.? These studies generally
estimate the effect of advertising on consumption while using statistical
techniques to hold constant the effects of variables such as industry price
and consumer income. Because price is held constant, the results of these
test

studies can be interpreted as estimates of the effect of advertising on

consumer demand for an industry's product.

We reviewed the most important of these studies as well as other reports

that survey this literature .°
The large majority of such studies found
little or no effect of advertising on total industry demand.
The principal exception to this generalization is a controversial study

by Comanor and Wilson (1974), for which the principal results cover 28
industries during 1948-64. Comanor and Wilson found that advertising had a
significant positive effect on industry demand in 10 industries. This study
and its results have been widely criticized. One problem is the use of IRS
data for advertising expenditures.° Grabowski (1976) used different advertising data and found no impact of advertising on total demand.

All of the studies reviewed suffer to a greater or lesser extent from

problems

in

their data

and methodology, which

limit

their reliability.

Available data on advertising expenditures are likely to be of questionable
7 In most of these studies, this topic is only one el wend issues investigated rather than the
principal focus.
We reviewed studies by Grabowski, 1976, Lambin, 1976, and Wilder, 1974, and surveys by Albion and
Farris, 1961, and Schmalensoe, 1972.
9 Grabowski, 1976, and Schmalenste, 1972.

5
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it is not in the interest of firms to disclose
their expenditures to competitors. The criticism of the IRS advertising data
has been mentioned above. Most data are for annual time periods, while data
for shorter periods might be necessary to uncover any effects of changes in
quality,14 partly because

advertising I1 Also, the typical number of observations, around twenty, is
small for statistical purposes. A larger number of observations might be

required to confirm an effect of ad'vertising on total demanc., particularly if
this effect was small relative to that of other variables. As we noted

earlier, the fact that studies do not find a significant effect of advertising on total demand may reflect the paucity or low quality of data and may
not justify a conclusion that advertising does not have such an effect.
.
Most studies done before abolt 1970 and some done since are also flawed

in their stitistical methodology, which doss not take account of what might
be called "reverse causation.* This refers to the fact that when a given
industry has larger total sales, all firms combined will tend to spend more
on advertising. Thus consumption will tend to be correlated with advertising
expenditures regardless of how advertising affects total consumption.
Failure to deal with this problem would tend to cause a study to conclude
that advertising has a larger effect on industry demand than it in fact

does.

However, since 1970 studies have generally used statistical techniques

to overcome this problem.I2

Another problem with studies that deal with broad industry aggregates is

that they do not consider the effects of advertising by other industries on
the demand for the output of the industry in question. As a result, these
studies will tend to underestimate the effect of an industry's advertising on
its own demand. For example, suppose that soft drink advertising tends to

increase whenever alcohol advertising increases, perhaps because both respond
in the same way to changes in advertising costs. Suppose also that soft

drink advertising partially offsets the effect of alcohol advertising on the

demand for alcohol In this case, the estimated effect of changes in alcohol
advertising on demand for alcohol will actually be an estimate of this effect

net of the offsetting effect of associated changes in soft drink advertising. This will tend to underestimate the effect of changes in alcohol

advertising alone, including the effects of alcohol advertising restrictions.
The significance of the problem:. of data and methodology is suggested by
the fact that some studies have produced questionable results on matters

other than the link between advertising and total demand. Some find that
price increases do not reduce industry sales significantly-Is Some find that
advertising does not affect even firm sales, which implies that firms
10 Bourgeois sad Humes, 1979, for alcohol.

II Selma louse, 1972, pp. 214-11. However, Duffy, 1912, and Hagen and Watmoon, 1913, used quarterly
data for alcohol mut found ao effect of advertising on industry demand.
12 Nevertheless, in the cams of studies that deal specifically with cigarette or alcohol advertising,
men @OM recast .ladles do not we appropriate etatistkal tockniques.

13 Comanor sad Wilson, 1974, Grabowski, 197e Poles, 1971, Schntalenam, 1972 (cigarettes), Hourgeoie and
Dunes, 1979 (alcohol). and Hagen and Waleson, 1913 (wine). On the other hand, in the cam of cigarettes,
Doran, 1979, arrived at an implausibly high estimate of the neponervenets of demand to price.
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irrationally advertise even when doing so reduces profits." Also, some of

the models have proved to be ucreliable for prediction."

Apart from these issues of reliability, problems arise in using the
results of even a reliable study of the type available to predict the effect

of a ban on broadcast advertising or other major regulatory changes. As we
noted earlier, existing studies test for effects of changes in advertising
expenditures within the range observed during recent years. As a result,
they are directly useful in answering Questions about the effect of reducing
advertising expenditures by, say, 5 percent. However, even if one knew that

a reduction of this sort would have only a negligible effect on industry

demand, one 'could not validly infer that a ban on advertising or on broadcast
advertising or a restriction on the content or location of ads would have no
significant effect.
B. Cigarette Advertising Studies

We have reviewed the empirical literature on cigarette advertising and
consumption because the cigarette market provides an opportunity to study
important issues that are not covered in detail in the general and/or alcohol
advertising literature, particularly the effects of an advertising ban and of
anti-consumption ads and other forms of health information. The findings
of the cigarette literature on these topics will be discussed after we
consider the effects of commercial advertising on total cigarette consumption.
1.

Cigarette Advertising and Total Consumption. Most of the large number of

studies of cigarette company advertising have found little or no effect of
changes in total advertising on total consumption. This result is consistent
with that for the multi-industry studies reviewed above.
For example, according to Hamilton's 1972 review of the literature from

the period before the widespread dissemination of health risk information in

1953, early studies found little or no effect of advertising on total
demand. Virtually all recent studies reach the same conclusion."
The cigarette advertising literature also provides some empirical

information on the effect of advertising on consumption through the price of
the product, apart from the effect through total industry demand at a given

price.

Schneider et

al.

(1981)

suggest

that

advertising

raises cigarette

costs and hence prices. By contrast, Porter (1984) concludes that advertising reduces market power and prices. Although the results are contradictory,
they
suggest that predictions about the effects of advertising on total
consumption must consider price as well as demand effects.

14 Schmitt:Ise', tors.
14 Porter, 1994, concerning Ippo lito

1979, and Schneider sig.. 1981.

16 Hamilton, 1972, Selma lentos, 1972, Wilder, 1974, Grabowski, 1976, and Schneider Li j., 1991, find no
significant effect. boron, 1979, tweet gut., 1991, and Porter,.1914, find small effect. Comanor and
Wilson, 1974, find no effect with some statistical techniques and an effect with others, the tectintque that
controls for reverse causation indicates no effect.
7
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Health Information and Anti-Consumption Ads. Studies of cigarette
consumption provide useful empirical measures of the importance of health
risk information in determining consumer demand. Studies deal with three
2.

factors that changed consumer information:
a. In ;953-54, the American Cancer Society reported on health risks of
smoking, and Consumer Reports, Readers Digest, and at least sixteen other
national magazines published articles on the health hazards of smoking.

Hamilton (1972) concludes that this information reduced total demand for
cigarettes, but Ippo lito et al. (1979) conclude that the 1953.54 information
did not permanently affect total demand. Schneider et al. (1911) find that

the primary response to the 1953 health information was a movement by
cigarette smokers to filter cigarettes, which have less tobacco.
In

b.

1964.65, a report by the Surgeon General confirmed the link

between smoking and lung cancer and Congress required a health warning on

cigarette packs and in print ads. A large number of studies find that the
Surgeon General's report reduced total cigarette or tobacco demand.11

c. In 1968, under its Fairness Doctrine the FCC required that an antismoking ad be broadcast for every four pro-smoking ads. These anti-smoking

ads ended when the cigarette broadcast advertising ban went into effect in
1971. Hamilton (1972), Doron (1979), and Porter (1984) conclude that these
anti-smokic3 ads reduced total demand for cigarettes. Lewit et al. (1981)
reach

a

similar conclusion

for teenagers.

By

contrast, Ippolito

et

al.

(1979) find little effect from either the introduction or the removal of
anti-smoking ads.°

The Broadcast Advertising Ban. In 1971 all cigarette advertising was
banned from radio and TV broadcasting. As one would expect, the broadcast ad
3.

ban led to a reduction in total cigarette advertising expenditures. However,
there was evidently an increase in non-broadcast advertising that partially
offset the elimination of broadcast advertising.'
In principle, the

cigarette case

provides an

opportunity to observe

whether a broadcast advertising ban might have a significant effect on
consumption even though most of the studies discussed in the preceding

subsection suggest that marginal changes in total advertising expenditures

would not change total cigarette consumption. Unfortunately, the problem of

estimating the effect of the ban is complicated by the fact that when

broadcast ads were banned there was also a reduction in anti-smoking adver-

tising. As a result, there are statistical problems in separating the
effects of the ban from the other changes that occurred at the same time.

The net effect of the broadcast ad ban on cigarette consumption

controversial.

Four studies suggest

that the ban

might have

is

increased

cigarette consumption, although the reasons for this vary among the studies.
Hamilton (1972) predicted on the basis of his empirical work for the pre-ban
era that the combined effect of the ban and the elimination of anti-smoking
ads mandated by the Fairness Doctrine would be to increase the demand for
17 Hamilton, 1972, Doran, 1979, Ippolito Lg., 1979, and Schneider

1911.

IS Schneider Ital. (1911) could not conclude that the effete was different from sue.
19 For confimmtion for the U.K., me ran fwaarden. 1913. p. 221.
8
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cigarettes.

Doron (1979) confirms this. Lewit a al. (1981) conclude that
for teenagers there was a small decline in smoking participation due to the
ad ban but that this decline was considerably smaller than the decrease in
smoking participation due to the anti-smoking ads required by the Fairness
Doctrine. Schneider a al. (1981) conclude that the ban had no significant

effect on the total demand for cigarettes at a given price but led to an
increase in cigarette consumption because it lowered the price of cigarettes
and ended the broadcasting of anti-smoking ads.
Porter (1984) reached a different conclusion through a complicated

reasoning

process.

He

found

that elimination of broadcast advertising

reduced the total demand for cigarettes at a given price by a small amount,
and that it also increased the price of cigarettes. The resulting tendency
for consumption to decline was partially offset by the end of anti-smoking
ads, but the net effect of all these changes was still to reduce cigarette
consumption by 3 percent.

There is some casual speculation that the ad ban may have increased the
cost and reduced the flow of information to consumers about newly introduced
low-tar brands, or that it may have impeded introduction of such brands, and
hence that it slowed the movement to low-tar cigarettes." However, there is
no systematic empirical evidence on this point.

Evaluation.
The weaknesses discussed in connection with the general
literature also apply to studies of cigarette advertising. In addition,
there is considerable disagreement in the literature on the _appropriate
4.

statistical methodology to use in order to separate out the effects of the
many important changes that occurred in the cigarette market during the
1950s-1970s." As a result, most of the results are controversial.

A final difficulty in drawing lessons from the cigarette experience is
that smoking tends to be more strongly addictive than drinking, with habits
fixed in adolescence or early adulthood. Since these are the same years in
which TV advertising exerts a disproportionate influence, one must be

cautious in leaning upon the cigarette results in order to predict the
effects of advertising restrictions in the alcohol market.

D. Alcohol Advertising Studies

Alcoholic beverages are often divided into hard liquor, wine, and beer
for research and policy purposes. In evaluating the effect of advertising
for, say, beer, it is useful to keep in mind that such advertising might
affect the market shares of individual brands of beer without substantially
affecting total beer demand. Or, the advertising might also affect total
beer demand without substantially affecting total demand for alcohol, if It
led to substitution from hard liquor to beer. There is already a voluntary
broadcast advertising ban for hard liquor.

Another feature of alcoholic beverages that is important to keep in mind
for policy purposes, the principal issues involve underage, hazardous, and excessive drinking. Moderate drinking by adults in non-hazardous
is that,

20 Schneider !lig ,, 19111, p. 510.
21 See, for example, Schneader tut , 1951.
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situations has no adverse effects and may have health benefits.

Studies

relating to advertising and total demand or consumption do not allow reliable
inferences about the impact of advertising on alcohol abuse, since there is
unlikely to be a simple relationship between total consumption and abuse."
1.

Alcohol Advertising and Total Consumptioa

The relationship between alcohol advertising
Behavioral Studies.
total consumption remains controversial in spite of a number of
studies." Most of the available studies that use real world data fail to
a.

and

find a significant positive effect"

The same is true for most of the

that look at the three separate

product groups, i.e., hard liquor,
beer, and wine. That is, most studies dealing with advertising for, say,
beer fail to find an effect on the total demand for beer."
There are significant exceptions to these generalizations. McGuiness
(1930) finds that advertising of distilled spirits increases total demand for
alcohol, whereas advertising for beer and wine does not. Comanor and Wilson
studies

(1974) find that advertising increases demand for distilled liquor and for
wine." However, since there is some evidence that the increase in demand
for one category of alcoholic beverages is a result of substitution from
other categories," studies that use data for the individual categories do
not provide much evidence on whether advertising increases total demand for
alcohol.
b.
Experisteatal Studies.
Unlike the multi-industry and cigarette
literature, in the case of alcohol we reviewed a number of studies that used
self - reported rather than observed data and experimental rather than real

world situations.

A number of these studies found that exposing subjects to different
amounts of alcohol advertising on a single occasion while they arc drinking
or watching a TV show or before going to a restaurant has little or no effect
on their alcohol consumption at the time or when they eat the next meal."
22 llowevwr, two studies of advertising reetrictIons using state data that are reviewed ...low do address
the link batten* advertising restrictions and alcoholism end alcoholrelatecl mortality.

23 Elmo and Hewitt, 1977.
24 Grabowski, 1974, Bourgeois and Barnes, 1979, Duffy, 1942, Hagen and Waimea. 1993.

U Pelee, 1071, for boar; Wilda, 1974, for distilled liquor, for wit liquor, and for wino; Comanor and
Wilson, 1974, for malt liquor; Duffy, 1912, for each of the three categories; Hagen and Watereen, 11M3, for
flab of the three categories.
24 See the criticisms of CeMiller and WUsen above.

27 Bourgeois and Dunes. 1979, Intriligator ail., 1145.

24 Kohn j1., 1944, Kohn sad Smart, 1944, McCarty and Ewing, 1993.
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One found a positive effect." However, such studies do not provide a
reliable basis for predi-ting the effects of advertising in general or the
effects of advertising restrictions. It would not be valid to extrapolate
the short-term impact of a brief exposure to advertising in a contrived

setting to predict the longer-term, cumulative effect of repeated exposure in
the real world.

Atkin and Block (1980) report a positive
a. Self-Reported Behavior.
relationship between self-reported exposure to alcohol advertising and selfreported alcohol consumption." This report differs from the experimental
studies described above in three ways, the first of which would tend to make
the Atkin and Block study more useful and the other two of which make it less
useful.

The first difference is that the experimental studies examine the effect
of a very small change in advertising exposure, while the Atkin and Block
study considers larger differences in advertising exposure levels.

Second, in the experimental studies subjects are allocated randomly to
the high and low ad exposure groups. In the Atkin and Block study, subjects
themselves determine their level of exposure based on such thinp as how many
hours of TV sports they watch. It follows that the group that chooses a high
level of exposure is different in systematic ways from the group that chooses
a low level of exposure. For example, they are probably more sports-oriented. This difference in personal characteristics rather than exposure to
ads could be the cause of the difference in alcohol consumption. _Thus, Atkin
and Block's finding does not allow one to conclude whether ads affect
consumption.

Third, in the experimental studies, the investigators observe and record
the ad and consumption levels. In the Atkin and Block study, the investigators relied on the subject's self-reported recollections, which could be
systematically inaccurate in a way that would distort the results.
These and other shortcomings make the Atkin and Block study inconclusive.

Advertising Restrictions. The province of Manitoba, Canada, banned print
and broadcast advertising of beer in 1974. Ogborne and Smart (1980) conclude
2.

that this ad ban did not affect consumption, but their study can be criticized on the grounds that it did not hold constant many of the other variables that might have affected consumption. In any case, since the ban

applied only to ads originating in Manitoba, it is not clear how much change
there was in consumer exposure to beer ads.

Some states restrict alcohol advertising.

Ogborne and Smart (1980) did

not find a significant effect of these restrictions on alcohol consumption or
alcoholism. Intriligator et al. (1983) found no effect of these advertising
restrictions on total alcohol consumption, but they found that the restric-

29

Brown, 1973, cited in N. Dorn and N. South, 1933, p

30 Atkin 3jsl., 1933. is a sanular study.
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dons reduced alcoholism.31
state

restrictions

on

the

Also, Intriligator et al. did not control for
sale of alcohol.
Since states that restrict

advertising may also restrict sales, there would be a tendency for the study
to overestimate the effects of advertising restrictions.

Diane and Hewitt (1977) conclude from their review that partial bans on
alcohol advertising have had little or'no effect on consumption.

In any event, the nature of local and national advertising is likely to
be different. For example, local advertising inky emphasize information about
price and availability, while national advertising may emphasize brand

As a result, it would be difficult to use the results of studies
concerning state restrictions to predict the effects of a national ad ban.
image.

Cassius Litton sad Abuse.
Intriligator et al. (1913) conclude from a
comparison of different states that average consumption of alcohol has no
significant effect on either alcoholism or alcohol-related mortality (even
though, as mentioned above, advertising restrictions were found to have an

3.

effect.)

Atkin

Cl

al. (1913)

find that higher self-reported exposure to

advertising is associated with not only higher self-reported consumption of
alcohol but higher self-reported hazardous drinking, including drinking and
driving. However, this study is subject to the same types of weaknesses as
the Atkin and Block study discussed above and hence must be considered
inconclusive.

E. Public Infer:Natio Campaigns
Since the early 1970s, mass media public education campaigns have been

directed at alcoholism and drunk driving. Although there are no empirical
studies of the effect of these ads on alcohol consumption or abuse, there is
evidence that public service campaigns affect behavior. We have already
cited the cigarette case.
In a

recent study of crime prevention public service announcements,

Mendelsohn and O'Keefe (1934) find that a significant number of the sampled
population report behavioral changes directly attributable to these ads.
Such surveys based on self-reported behavior are less desirable than ones
based on actual observations, but Mendelsohn and O'Keefe's results are
suggestive. They interviewed a group of people before and after the ad
campaign.

Those who reported being exposed to the ads also reported an

increase in specific activities advocated in the ads.

Mendelsohn and O'Keefe survey the existing literature on the effect of
public service ad campaigns. They cite several earlier studies, dating back

that media campaigns had no effect on viewers.
However, more recent studies have found positive effects; the authors point
to heart disease prevention as an example. They explain the discrepancy
between the earlier and later studies in part by the increase.: role of
to 1940-50, that found

television in society.

31 They (mind that the restrictions Increased the 'mortality rats by much smaller percentage. Again,
these restrictions did net prevent consumer. from viewing ads ongioating outside the state.
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F. Conclusions

The bulk of exi:ting studies of alcohol and other advertising have found
little or no effect of variations of advertising on total industry consump-

tion." However, many of the studies have technical flaws in their data or
methodology or produce bizarre results that make their conclusions concerning

advertising open to question.
It is important to be clear what these results imply.

Since the data
arc for the most part drawn from situations in which the ratio of advertising

expenditures to the value of industry sales fluctuated within a limited
range, at mini this conclusion justifies inferences about the effects of
changes in total advertising expenditures within the usual range. For this

range, the literature does strongly suggest that the effect of advertising on

total industry consumption or demand is not substantial, because if the

effect were substantial it would certainly have been detected by a good share
of existing studies. On the other hand, the literature does not justify a
conclusion that such changes in advertising have no effect on total consumption or demand. Many studies could have failed to uncover a relatively small

but important effect because the data were insufficient in quantity and
quality to separate the effect of advertising from other changes that were

occurring.

In any Case, the existing literature tells us little about the effect of
changes in advertising that are different in type or magnitude from those
that occurred during the periods under study. Suppose, for ttie sake of
argument, that over the past decade variations on the order of 10 percent in
the amount of print, billboard, and broadcast advertising had little or no
effect on aggregate consumption. As we explained earlier, it would not
follow that banning all advertising, or all broadcast advertising, would have
little or no effect.

Furthermore, the problem in the case of alcohol is not consumption but

abuse.

The literature sheds virtually no light on the relationship between

alcohol advertising and abuse.

Whatever the effects of alcohol advertising on total alcohol demand or
abuse, advertising does serve several useful purposes, because it provides
valuable information to consumers. In considering these effects, it should
be kept in mind that consumption of alcohol in moderation by adults (other

than pregnant women) in appropriate situations has no adverse effects and may
have health benefits. Thus, as in the case of other goods, greater information and lower prices benefit consumers.
A final implication of the literature review is that anti-consumption
ads, health warnings, and information about health hazards may have substantial effects on consumption. There is overwhelming evidence that health
information disseminated in a variety of ways has reduced cigarette consump-

tion.

The broadcasting media currently run a significant number of public
service messages concerning the dangers of alcohol abuse. One unintended
effect of restricting broadcast advertising for alcohol might be a reduction
in the number of free public service announcements concerning alcoholism and
drunk driving.

32 Some studies suggest that advertising affects price and hence consumption. Hp *IWO% the direction or
the effect is controversial.
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APPENDIX A-I
DISCUSSION OF EMPIRICAL SUPPORT CITED
IN THE OMNIBUS (CSPI) PETITION.

The CSPI petition for the regulation of unfair and deceptive alcoholic
beverage advertising and market practices cites five studies in support of
the contention that 'certain marketing and advertising practices of the
alcoholic beverage industry contribute to and exacerbate"1 the use of
alcoholic beverages. On closer examination not all of these studies are as
supportive of this contention as would appear from the discussion in the
petition.
The first paper cited is Whitehead's (1983) review of the literature on
the effects of advertising on demand. Whitehead notes studies in support of

both sides of the issue of 'whether the role of advertising is simply to
allocate shares of an existing market or whether it can also increase total
demand' Although his study is cited 'n the petition as being supportive of
the hypothesis that advertising increase industry demand, Whitehead acknowledges an extensive literature showing no such effect, and notes that 'a
causal link between these two phenomena has not been demonstrated."

Two of the five empirical studies mentioned by Whitehead in support of
the notion that advertising increases industry sales are studies by Cowling
et al. (1975) and Taylor and Weiserbs (1978). These are cited independently
in the CSPI petition and are discussed below. The other three studies are
(I) Comanor and Wilson (1974), a highly controversial study called into
question by the subsequent work of Grabowski (1976); (2) McGuiness and
Cowling (1975), n study of cigarette advertising, which has been partially
contested by Johnston (1980); and (3) Bourgeois and Barnes (1979), in which a
positive relationship was found between print advertising and beer consumption. Whitehead notes that interpretation of Bourgeois and Barnes' results
are "hindered by the fact that the advertising for all three types of
beverages is aggregated while their models seek an impact on the three types
of alcoholic beverages individually...3 In addition, Bourgeois and Barnes

found a negative relationship between print advertising and liquor consump-

tion and no significant effect of either print or broadcast advertising on
total per-capita alcohol consumption.
In sum, Whitehead presents no original findings, and although he
discusses several studies that support the conclusions quoted in the CSPI
petition, he cites other evidence that contradicts those conclusions.
1 CSPI petition at 4.
2 Whitehead. at 143.

3 Whitehead. at 134.
14
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The second study cited in the petition is Atkin and Block (19S1). This
study is composed of seven separate reports, six of which are concerned with
impressions and attitudes rather than behavior, and are therefore of little
value in the empirical determination of the effect of advertising on demand.
The relevant report is the field survey which finds a positive relationship
between ''exposure" to alcohol advernisng and alcohol consumption.

There are serious flaws in the Atkin and Block study that render it
entirely inconclusive with respect to the effect of alcohol advertising on
the overall demand for alcoholic beverages. Atkin and Block themselves note

that theirs is an exploratory study that was not intended to be a rigorous
test of any hypothesis.

.

There are a number of areas of difficulty. First and foremost is the
issue of causality, exacerbated by the poor measure of advertising exposure.
Because advertising exposure is self-reported and based on such factors as
the amount of television sports shows viewed, and the amount of attention
paid to alcohol advertising, it is highly likely either that alcohol consumption determines the exposure to advertising (the attention paid to ads), or
that some third factor (such as preferences for sports shows)jointly determines exposure and alcohol consumption. This problem alone is so acute as
to render futile any attempt to reach conclusions about the direction of
causality between the two correlated variables. In addition there are
problems with the sampling technique and self-reporting of alcohol consumption.

In conclusion, the Atkin and Block study is not, and was never intended
be, a rigorous test of the hypothesis that alcohol advertising increases
alcohol consumption. Other results (based on Atkin and Block's remaining
reports) noted in the petition are impressionistic and suffer from many of
the same weaknesses as do the field survey results.
Blanc and Hewitt (1977) is the third study cited in the petition.
However, it is apparently not the correct citation as it has nothing to do
with advertising. Another study of theirs, 'Alcohol and Advertising* (see
to

bibliography), appears to be the relevant article.

in

the alcohol industry of advertising at new 4uyers

(i.e., an intention to

this paper, while

conceding that the marketing research literature indicates some targeting by
raise overall demand and not just induce brand switching), Blanc and Hewitt
nonetheless conclude that a ban on alcohol advertising would not be a
worthwhile remedy to the problem of alcohol abuse. They support this
contention with evidence from countries where advertising bans are in effect
and alcohol consumption has continued to rise.
Lastly, the CSPI petition refers to two general

studies, cited

by

Whitehead, of the effect of advertising on demand for all products (not just
alcoholic beverages). Both Taylor and Weiserbs (1972) and Cowling et al.
(1975) found that advertising (in general) does tend to increase aggregate
consumption.

Taylor and Weiserbs found a positive relationship between current
advertising expenditures for the economy as a whole and current aggregate
consumption, and made some attempt to control for simultaneity--that is, the
possiblity of reverse causation. This is a potential problem because there
are likely to be feedback effects between advertising and consumption. In
other words, not only may advertising increase sales, but ss demand overall
sales increase, firms may increase their advertising campaigns in response.
There are two possible difficulties with Taylor and Weiserbs' results
15
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having to do with the simultaneity problem. First, although Taylor and
Weiserbs adjust for simultaneity bias using two stage least squares, which
will yield consistent estimates (that is, unbiased for very large samples),
it is the nature of annual time series studies to have a relatively small
For this reason we cannot be certain that the measured effect of
advertising on consumption is not biased upward. Second, and possibly most
important, Taylor and Weiserbs' use of annual data may be inappropriate for
sample.

measuring the effect of advertising on consumption. This is because other
studies show that 'tie bulk of advertising's impact on sales occurs within six
months (see Clarke 1976). Thus the effect of measuring advertising expenditures that occur over the course of a year will include the feedback effect
of sales on advertising:This suggests that unless quarterly or monthly data
can be used it may not be possible to measure correctly the relationship
between advertising and consumption. An additional issue that should be
mentioned is whether the simple model employed is an appropriate specification of the consumption and savings functions.
The general study of the effect of advertising on consumption in Cowling
et al. does 112C quarterly data. Again the results seem to indicate a
significant positive effect of advertising on consumption, controlling for
simultaneity bias. They estimate that a ten percent increase in advertising

expenditures would lead to a .46 percent increase in aggregate consumption.
Although this is not a very elastic response,4 the fact that aty, _....
consumption is approximately 30 times the magnitude of advertising expenditures implies that the effect in dollar terms would be nontrivial.

While the results of Cowling it al. and, to some extent, of "Taylor and
Weiserbs, are evidence in support of the petition, a word of caution is in
The implications of results dealing with the effects of economy-wide
advertising expenditures on aggregate consumption for the issue of the effect
order.

of industry-specific advertising on industry demand are not definitive.
Conclusions

In sum, none of the five studies cited
persuasive

evidence

that the advertising

in the CSPI petition contain
beverages causes

of alcoholic

increased consumption of alcohol overall. Two of the studies are reviews of
the

literature presenting

mixed

results

than

the clear

provide

persuasive

at best, rather

support implied by the omnibus petition. Two of the other three studies
suffer from serious methodological flaws and as such should be regarded as
inconclusive.

The

last

study, Cowling et al.

does

evidence that overall advertising in the economy affects overall consumption.

This is suggestive that advertising of alcoholic beverages

may

increase the overall demand for alcoholic beverages, but it is by no means
conclusive with regard to industry-specific behavior.

4 Taylor aged W ferbe vaults yielded as elasticity approximately three times u large.
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APPENDIX A-2

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE EFFECTS OF ADVERTISING
ON INDUSTRY DEMAND

I. GENERAL STUDIES

1.

Albion, Mark and Paul W. Farris (1981), The Advertising Controversy:

Evidence on the Economic Effects of Advertising. Boston, Auburn House.

While there are a number of able surveys in book form (Simon (1970),
Ferguson (1974), and Ornstein (1978)), they have focused primarily on the
concentration issue: whether advertising promotes monopolistic behavior. In
contrast, Chapter 4 of Albion it Farris offers a convenient summary of the
work done on the issue of industry demand - or "primary' demand to use the
terminology in the classical work of Borden (1942). After a brief discus-

sion, the authors conclude:

Our opinion based on the literature review is that the effect of
advertising on primary demand or on the allocation of consumer
spending

across

industries

is

severely

limited

by

the

other

economic and social forces affecting the size of the market. In
the face of negative forces, advertising can probably do relatively
little to conteract the decline of a market. In the presence of
strong growth trends, advertising may accelerate the growth rate,
but it remains to be shown that it is a significant factor in
determining the ultimate size of an industry or market.
2.

Ashley, R. C., W. J. C ranger, and R. Schmalensee (1980), "Advertising
and Aggregate Consum; ion: An Analysis of Causality," Econometrics, 48,
pp. 1149-67.
A shl:y et.

tions) : test

RI. oed quarterly

U.S.

data f.ar 1956-75 (eight, observa-

whether advertising affected agltregate consumption. After
using the Box-Jenkins time-series technique (described below), they concluded
that advertising had no significant effect on consumption. In fact, the
evidence indicated the direction of causality may be from consumption to

advertising.
Ashley et. al. used a five step procedure to determine the d.:rion of
causality between consumption and advertising.
(I) Each ckra series (cInsumption and advertising) was "pre-whitened'
by building single series ARIMA models usii.g the Box-Jenkins procedure. This
removed seasonal variations and trend effi cis from the two data series.
(2)
The cross-correlogram between the residuals of the two "prewhitened' series was computed.
Significant correlations constitute a
17
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'tentative sign that one variable might cause the other.

The additional

steps accept or reject these tentative findings.
For every indicated causation, a bivariate model relating the
(3)
One way
residuals is identified, estimated, and diagnostically checked.'

causation can be identified at this point; if the data reveal joint causation, further steps are needed to unravel the process at work.

(4) From the fitted model of residuals, a corresponding model for the
original data series is derived, checked, estimated, and diognostically

evaluated. This model combines the univariate model from (1) with the
bivariate model from (3).
(5)
Finally, the bivariate model for the original series is used to
generate a series of forecasts for a past-sample period. The corresponding

errors are thcn compared to forecast errors derived from the univariate model
to see if the bivariate model forecasts better. If it does, then the

variable included in the bivariate model can be said to 'cause" the other

variable in a statistical sense.
Ashley et. al. used the first 60 observations to test for causality and
formulate the I'variate and bivariate models. These models were then used
to forecast the final 20 observations. 'The overall past-sample mean squared
error for the bivariate model (past consumption and advertising used to

forecast consumption) is only 5.1% lower than for the univariate model (past
consumption used alone to forecast consumption), and tests suggest that this
difference is not significant at any reasonable level.' Thus, they concluded

that 'past advertising does not seem to be helpful in forecasting consumpWe must accordingly retain the null hypothesis that aggregate advertising does not cause aggregate consumption.' The evidence suggested that
the causality may run in the other direction: from consumption to advertising.
Ashley et. al. tested various definitions of consumption (real vs.
tion.

nominal; total vs. goods only) and these changes did not alter Weir results.

Athley et. al. conducted a purely statistical test of causality.

Their

paper posited no theoretical basis for the link between advertising and
aggregate consumption. They recognized that the high degree of contemporaneous correlation between consumption and advertising does not resolve

whether 'consumption causes advertising, advertising causes consumption, or a
feedback structure (exists) involving both directions of causality' within
each three month time period. The statistical evidence indicated that
advertising does not significantly affect consumption beyond a three month
period.
3.

Comanor, William and Thomas Wilson (1974), Advertising and Market
Power.

Cambridge, Harvard University Press.

This is surely the most controversial of the industry demand studlet and
runs counter to the impression gathered from other studies that advertising
fails to have a significant impact on industry demand. In their Chapter 5,
Comanor & Wilson consider market demand. They take account of both the
simultaneity problem and dynamic lags by adopting a variant of the model of
Houthakker & Taylor (1970). They use both a stock and a flow version of this
model. Finally, they run both single and simultaneous equation estimates.
For the latter, they make an approximation of the nonlinear reduced form
18
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5dvertising equation and insert this in place of the true one in the two
stage least squares procedure.

Data on industry sales and advertising expenditure were gathered from
the IRS Source Book of Statistics on Income. Price indices are taken from
the wholesale price index series of the BLS. For the years 1948-1968 the
analysis covered thirty industries,. including malt liquor, wines, distilled
liquor, and tobacco. For twenty eight of these, including the industries
just mentioned, the equations were found to perform adequately.

After considering both advertising per capita and advertising relative
of all manufacturers, they report results only for the latter.
Other independent variables are the price of the good relative to all
comf,umer goods and income in one of three possible forms: per-capita
to the total

constant-dollar consumer expenditure, per-capita consttnt-dollar disposable
income, and an index of per-capita production of consumer goods.

Although many individual coefficients are not significant in their final
model choices, they find the set of equations satisfactory in a number of
respects. The signs of the price coefficient are generally negative, though
advertising is more frequently significant than relative prices and virtually
always positive. In their words:

This result reflects the effects of advertising upon the inter-

industry distribution of sales. Hence the argument that advertising serves merely to allocate spending between brands within broad
groupings of products is called into question by these results. If

anything, adverthing comes through as a more important determinant
of the interindust, allocation of sales than are relative prices.

Looking at their two-stage estimates, ten of the twenty eight industries
have a significant advertisinii effect, which is always positive. Only six
have a significant price effect, which was always, however, negative. Seven
of the twenty eight industries have a significant income effect, in which all
but one it is positive.

Turning to the ;adividual industries, they find advertising to have no
effect on malt liquor, though it does have an effect on wine and a smaller
one on distilled liquor. Advertising has no significant effect on tobacco in
the

two-stage least squares analysis, though it did
choice, which used ordinary least squares.
4.

in

the final

model

Cowling, K. et al (1975), Advertising and Economic Behavior. New York,
Holmes & Meier Publishers.

This book, among other things, treats two issues we consider here:
first, the effect of advertising on industry demand in the case of cigarettes
and instant coffee, and second, the effect of advertising on aggregate
consumption. The data used, however, are entirely from the United Kingdom.

While the U.K. market for cigarettes may be of some interest, we already have
a large body of literature that explicitly treats advertising in the U.S.
cigarette industry. (This is not the case with the U.S. alcohol industry.)
Aggregate consumption is of limited interest if w e are primarily concerned

with the effect of advertising on an industry's demand.
19.
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aggregate consumption we again have a sizeable body of literature explicitly
examining the United States.

The model for the cigarette stui:i is of the single-equation type and
uses the real price of cigarettes deflated by a general price index, total
real personal disposable Income per capita, press and tv advertising per
capita, and the health effects of smoking, all as explanatory vadat. ,. The
dependent variable, cigarette consumption, is measured by total expenditure.
The data which covers the period 1957 -196g, is in quarterly form, so seasonal
dummies are employed. The method used is ordinary least squares and the
equation being fit is in log-linear form. A lagged dependent variable is
included, as well as a geometrically weighted sum of past advertisirig, to
represent advertising stock.

Cowling et. al. find no evidence that advertising affects the market for

instant coffee, though they do obtain a substantial long-run effect with
cigarettes, whose advertising-sales elasticity they find to exceed unity.

These cigarette results, however, are reported differently in their otherwise
similar article, McGuiness I Cowling (1975). While they again find very
little short run impact of advertising, in the long run they now find that a
ten percent increase in advertising will only lead to a 23 percent increase
in sales. What is more, Johnston (1910) argues that McGuiness a. Cowling
(1975) make a conceptual error in developing their long run elasticities.
When the correction is taken into account, the long run elasticity is some
thirty to forty percent of the original value. Thus, a 0% rise in advertising would, even in the long run, lead to less than a 1% increase in sales.

Cowling et. al. also used quarterly U.K. data for the years 1956-66 to
test whether aggregate consumption was influenced by advertising. They
tested both Keynesian and Friedmanite consumption functions.
C-411ing et. al. regressed current consumption on current income, current

advertising, lagged consumption, the interest rate (Treasury Bill rate) and a

time trend. Their OLS estimate yielded an elasticity between consumption and
current advertising of between .0326 and .0482. These (any) OLS results are

biased upward if consumption affects advertising,

i.e.,

if a fiback effect

exists.

Cowling et. al. controlled for simultaneity by using 2SLS. They found

that aggregate consumption was significantly affected by advertising; the
elasticity between consumption and advertising was .0462.
5.

Grabowski, Henry (1976)," The Effects of Advertising on the Interindustry Distribution of Demand,* Explorations in Economic Research, 3,
pp. 21-75.

Gral , tski's work is in many respects a reexamination of the work of

Comanor & Wilson (1974). He finds their results suspect because of the weak
income effect. He also considers that their results may exhibit bias due to

problems in the IRS data (already noted in Schmalensee (1972)) not also
present in the price and income data. Spurious correlation would appear

between sales and advertising whenever firms changed their IRS classification. In view of this, Grabowski chooses data collected by trade services.
This advertising data includes four major media - network TV, spot TV,
newspapers, and magazines. National income data were obtained from the
Census, whereas interest rate series needed to predict advertising by firms
20
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were obtained using Moody's AAA bond rate quotations. The period covered is
1956 -1972 and fifteen categories of goods are treated, including alcoholic
beverages.

Like Comanor & Wilson, Grabowski considers both ordinary least squares
single equation models and simultaneous equation models. Distributed lags
are introduced. The independent variables are either per-capita or relative
advertising, relative price, and disposable income per-capita. The method of
estimation is two-stage least squares.

In his final results, income appears to be the most important explazatory variable. Prices typically appear with the right sign, but are not
generally significant. Insignificant coeiticients are observed for advertising, save in a few product .pacategories. In particular, advertising is not
a significant variable in explaining the sale of alcoholic beverages.
Grabowski compares his results to Comanor & Wilson and suggests that the

significant differences may be due to the fact that his industries are more
aggregated than theirs. He also observes that his work includes only the
later post-war period and that Comanor & Wilson's results may suffer from a
structural shift in the middle of their sample period (1947. 1964), due to the
introduction of television.

6.

Lambin, J. J. (1976), Advertising, Competition and Market Conduct in
Oligopoly over Time. Vol. 94, Contributions to Economic Analysis,
Amsterdam, North-Hollann.

This work uses a total of 107 individual brands from 16 product classes
and 8 different countries of Western Europe.

Cigarettes are treated for Belgium in the period 1953.69, but since only
one firm is represented, no industry analysis for this product was possible.
The industries that were examined were soft drinks (2 countries), electric
shavers (3 countries), gasoline (3 countries), hair spray (1 country), and
auto trains (1 countn ). In those cases where the advertising effect was at
all significant - soft drinks, hair spray, and auto trains - the author
attributed these findings to thy products being in the early stages of their
life cycle.

Data was generally gathered from company sources, or in the case of hair
The simultaneity problem between
advertising and sales was explicitly treated using two-stages ordinary least
squares.
Distributed lags were included. Lambin's description of his
industry analysis is included under what he calls Finding 22 (pp. 136. 8).
While it is difficult to infer the exact form of his industry regression
equations, the main explanatory variables seem to be absolute advertising and
prices, apparently without any income proxy. In addition to his Finding 22 'Limited empirical support is given to the view that advertaing increases

spray, from a market research firm.

primary demand' - Lambin is able to provide a logical underpinning to this
result with his Finding 10 - ' The order of magnitude and opposite sign of
own and competitive advertising coefficients indicate a tendency toward
reciprocal cancellation of effects in the markets as a whole."
:

,)
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7.

Mendelsohn, Harold and Garrett J. O'Keefe, 'Taking a Bite Out of Crime:
The Impact of a Mass Media Crime Prevention Campaign; National Institute of Justice, February 1984.
This report attempts to assess the effects of the national media

campaign *Take a Bite Out of Crime (Mc Gruff) on consumer perceptions,
attitudes and behaviors. From October 1979 through July 1981, more than

$100 million of documented time and space had been donated, making Mc Gruff
one of the most popular Ad Council campaigns'

Based on a national sample survey of 1200 adults, when asked to
describe any one particular recent public service ad that stood out in their
memory (unaided recall); only 3% mentioned these ads. However, when those
who (after being prompted) recalled the crime prevention ads are added to the
unaided recall group, an estimated 51.7% of the population were reportedly
exposed to the ads.

Within the exposed group, 22% (thus 11.4% of the total population)
responded affirmatively to the question, As a result of these ads did you do
anything that you probably would not have done before if you hadn't seen or
heard them?' Respondents were then asked to specify what actions they took.

Actions reportedly taken included getting new locks for a house or locking
existing locks (34%) and keeping watch on neighbors and reporting suspicious
activity (21%). These two actions were emphasized in the Mc Gruff campaign.

In addition to the national sample, a panel survey of 1,049 adults were
interviewed in September 1979, three months prior to the campaign's onset.
Follow-up interviews were made in November 1981, with 426 of the original
respondents successfully reinterviewed. For these 426 individuals, we have
self-reported data on crime prevention behavior and exposure, both before and
after the ad campaign. Regressions were run with the independent variable
being reported exposure. Statistically significant increases in (1) outdoor
lights on, (2) use of timer lights, (3) having neighbors watch, (4) keeping
watch on neighborhood, (5) reporting to police, and (6) joining prevention
groups, were associated with being exposed to the ad campaign. All of these
activities were specifically advocated in the ad campaign. A list of
non-advocated behavior each failed to have a statistically significant

association with exposure, with most estimated coefficients being near zero
or negative. Thus, one can conclude that those individuals who reported
their exposure to the ad campaign also reported an increase in campaign-advocated behavior. There is also some evidence that they did not increase and
possibly decreased their activities in non-advocated behavior.
This study has the same limitations of any self-reported survey of

behavior, in that one cannot fully rely on self - reported actions. Nevertheless, the results are quite suggestive and not easily dismissed. The use of
the pre- and post-campaign survey adds to the study's credib;lity.
8.

Sturgess, Brian T. (1982), "Dispelling the Myth: The Effects of Total
Advertising on Aggregate

Consumption; Journal of Advertising, pp.

201-12.

Sturgess used

the

Box-Jenkins

time-series technique

to analyze

the

influence of aggregate advertising on aggregate consumption a test of the
so-called "Galbraithian Hypothesis.' Using quarterly data for /969.80 from
22
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the U.K., Sturgess found no support for the Galbraithian Hypothesis that
advertising increases consumption relative to saving.
Sturgess applied the analytical techniques of
Ashley, Granger, and
Schmalensee (1980) to U.K. data. The Se techniques determine
whether
variable 'causes' another in a statistical sense. 'A variable x is said one
to
'Granger cause' a variable y if future values of y can be predicted better
from the past of x and y together than from the past of y alone. Defining x
to be advertising and y to be consumption, Sturges rejected the hypothesis
that changes in advertising caused changes in consumption. A model that
included both past
consumption and past advertising predicted current
consumption worse than one that included only past consumption.

Sturgess's treatment of the direction of causality between advertising
and consumption is careful but purely statistical. His study contains no
theoretical foundation explaining why advertising does not 'cause' consumption. Sturgess emphasized the need for additional,
disaggregated research on
this issue.
9.

Taylor, Lester D. and Daniel Wieserbs (1972), *Advertising and the
Aggregate Consumption Function,' American Economic Renew, 62, pp.
642-55.

Taylor and Wieserbs applied the well-known Houthakker-Taylor stateadjustment consumption model to determine the effects
of advertising on
aggregate consumption and an:estate saving. The structural form of the H-T
model consists of two equations:

(1) q(t)

A + B s(t) + C x(t)

(2) s(t) a q(t) - D s(t)
where
q(t)

consumption (or saving) in time t

x(t)

income in time t

s(t)

a state variable that captures the effects of past habits
and current stocks of non-income variables on current
consumption

A, B, C
D

estimated coefficients

depreciation rate of the state variable

Because s(t) is unobservable, Houthakker and Taylor
model's structural equations to get a reduced form in which manipulated the
consumption, q(t), depends on past consumption, q(t-1), past income,current
and the
change in income, (x(t) - x(t-l)). The structural coefficientsx(t-1),
A,
B,
C, and
D can be determined from the reduced form coefficients.
Taylor and Wieserbs incorporated advertising by including it as another
independent variable in equation (1) above, which becomes,
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(I) q(t)

A + B s(t) + C x(t) + E a(t)

t per-capita. Taylor and Wieserbs
acknowledged that advertising may affect consumption indirectly through the

where a(t) is advertising in period

depreciation relationship (equation (2) above) but rejected this hypothesis
based on their empirical results.

Using annual U.S. data for 1929-68 except for 1942-45, Taylor and
Wieserbs concluded that each dollar of advertising increuesd per-capita
consumption by $4.55 in the short run and $7.95 in the long run. Advertising
reduced the steady state long- run saving rate (saving divided by disposable

income) from 9.3% to 7.0%, according to Taylor and Wieserbs. These long-run,
steidy state figures are derived by placing their estimated structural

coefficients into a Solow-Swan one sector growth model. Based on these
results, Taylor and Wieserbs concluded that advertising clearly affected the
aggregate consumption and saving functions.

This study suffers from several drawbacks. First, it is not clear that
the H-T model is the appropriate specification of the consumption and saving
functions. Taylor and Wieserbs acknowledge that other theoretical structnres
may lead to different results. Yet, other studies (e.g. Ashley, et. al.
(1980)) do not offer a theoretical basis for their conculsions.

Second, the Taylor-Wieserbs approach may not adequately address the
issue of causality: does advertising affect consumption or vice versa? If
consumption also affects advertising, then models that fail to sorrect for
this effect will obtain upwardly biased estimates of advertising's impact on
consumption. Taylor and Wieserbs do attempt to control for simultaneity by
using 2SLS with an ad hoc advertising equation. This specification generated
a weaker impact of advertising on aggregate consumption (advertising reduced

the steady state saving rate from 9.3% to 7.6%), but not enough to alter

and Wieserb's general conclusion that advertising significantly
increased aggregate consumption. The smallness of the sample (35 observaTaylor

tions) implies that this 2SLS procedure may not have produced unbiased

estimates of advertising's effect on consumption.
Third, Taylor and Wieserbs use annual data. Several studies, e.g
Clarke (1976) and Schmalensee (1972), find that between 75 and 95 percent of
advertising's impact on sales occurs within one year. This suggests that

annual data may be unable to capture the true causal relationship between
advertising and sales.
10.

Wilder, Ronald P. (1974), Advertising and Inter-Industry Competition:
Testing a Galbraithian Hypothesis, Journal of Industrial Economics, 23,
pp. 215-26.

Wilder selects twenty seven industries based on IRS data, which like
Comanor & Wilson (1974), include malt l'nuor, wine, distilled liquors, and
tobacco. He use a simultaneous equation model, but without lags, since he
argues that earlier work of his shows that advertising's effect occurs mostly
within one year.

He runs the model in both linear and log-linear form but reports only
Sales, the dependent variables, is measured in dollars.
The explanatory variables in the sales equation are relative advertising,
the linear form.
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absolute advertising, relative price from the wholesale price index series,
and personal consumption expenditures from the Economic Report of the
President. Using a two-stage least squares procedure, he finds that relative
advertising has a positively significant coefficient in only one industry periodicals. Four other industries have a positive and statistically signifi-

cant absolute advertising effect, but these include none of the specific
industries mentioned above. In Wilder's words:
The findings of this study are not generally consistent with the
Galbraithian hypothesis that advertising affects the composition of demand
among industries. These findings suggest that total industry sales for most

of the consumer goods industries studied here are not significantly responsive either to industry advertising relative to the advertising outlays of
other consumer goods industries or to industry advertising in absolute dollar
terms.*
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II. CIGARETTE INDUSTRY

I.

Doron, Gideon (1979), The Smoking Paradox: Public Regulation in the
Cigarette Industry. Cambridge, Abt Books.
Doron's

study

of the public regulation of the cigarette

industry
that estimates the effects of
industry advertising expenditures, the Surgeon General's Report, the Fairness

includes a model for

the

years

1954-1975

Doctrine, and an index of the price of cigarettes that also includes per-capita disposable income. All of Doron's results were significant. The smallest
effect, however, was obtained for industry advertising. At the margin, his
results indicate that six dollars had to In spent on industry advertising in
order to return one dollar in profits. This result causes Doron to conclude
that "Advertising in the cigarette industry is not a means of market expansion but rather a competitive strategy employed by the firms to increase
market share,' and that "...the ban imposed on the advertising of cigarettes
was in the industry's interest.' (Pp. 46-47.)
With respect to the other explanatory variables, Doron estimates that
the Surgeon General's Report caused a reduction in per-capita consumption of

229 cigarettes per year. The Fairness Doctrine, he estimated, was responsible

for a reduction in consumption of 129 cigarettes per year. Although his
coefficient with respect to price is negative, it is not readily comparable
to results of other studies because of the inclusion in the price variable of
ratio that measures per-capita disposable income. Doron calculates the
unusual result that a one percent increase in price would cause an average
a

reduction of about five percent in total sales.

Doron also uses his results to obtain projected effects of the advertising ban on cigarette consumption. He projects that if the ban had not been
imposed cigarette consumption would have been eighteen packages per capita
less.

2.

Hamilton, James L. (1972), 'The Demand for Cigarettes: Advertising, the
Health Scare and the Cigarette Advertising Ban," Review of Economics and
Statistics, 54, pp. 401-11.

For the period 1950.1970, this study principally measures the effects on
cigarette consumption of industry advertising, the 1964 Surgeon General's
Report, and the antismoking coiamercials fostered by the Fairness Doctrine of
1968.

Hamilton's review of

the

literature with respect to advertising

elas-

ticities indicates that prior studies have shown little consumer sensitivity
to advertising. His summary is as follows:
"Schoenberg's (1933) regression advertising coefficient was
not statistically significant for 1923.1931, nor was Basmann's (1955) for
1926-1945. Simon (1967) calculated their implied advertising elasticities as
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only 0.05 - 0.03. Tennant (1950) carefully examined several instances during
1900-194S when cigarette consumption variations (such as more women smokers)
- had preceded, not followed, advertising variations. He concluded that
the market demand for cigarettes had small advertising elasticity. More

recent estimates are few. Though Bass (1969) found significant
advertising elasticities ranging from 0.24 to 0.60, his results are suspect.
Schmalensee (1972) used similar techniques, and he did not find significant
advertising elasticities for 1953-1967. Maiei (1955), Sackrin (1962), and
Houthakker and Taylor (1970) disregarded advertising.' (Hamilton, p. 401.)

Hamilton's own findings with respect to elasticities are consistent with

earlier studies. Long-run elasticities were 0.19 to 0.36;
elasticities were 0.03 to 0.05 but not significant at the 5 percent level.
the

short-run

With respect to the 1964 Surgeon General's Report and the antismoking
commercials, Hamilton's study indicated that both had depressive effects on
cigarette consumption

that outweighed

the smaller

positive

effects

of

cigarette advertising. He estimated that advertising tended to boost per-capita consumption by 95.0 cigarettes per year, while the 1964 report tended to
depress consumption by 252.9 cigarettes per year (2.7 times greater than
advertising) and the antismoking commercials depressed it by 530.7 cigarettes
per year (5.6 times greater.)
Based upon these results, Hamilton, in a further analysis, concludes

that the advertising ban would not promote public health. He argues that this
effect was likely because the intismoking commercials were more effective in
retarding consumption than was cigarette advertising in promoting consumption
and because the ban ended the free broadcast time subsidy given to antismoking cdvertisements under the Fairness Doctrine. He provides some confirming
evidence about the effectiveness of the antismoking commericals by noting
that the cigarette companies, prior to the Congressional ban on advertising,
had nlunteered a private broadcast advertising ban, if in exchange, the
Congress were to give the companies antitrust immunity to agree on a ban and
all federal agencies dropped their proposals for stronger health warnings.

Hamilton noted additional effects of the ban, namely, a reduction in

industry advertising expenditures of ..;13 to 30 percent during the first year
following the ban and an increase in industry earnings of about 30 percent

for the first six months of 1971 as compared with the same period for 1970.
The model is a single equation regression with per-capita cigarette
consumption being explained by per-capita disposable income, the relative

price of cigarettes is derived from CPI data, one index of cigarette advertising expenditure in absolute terms and one in per-capita terms, and finally
dummies for the two health scares and the Fairness Doctrine. The model was
run in both r. linear and log-linear form. Lagged effects of advertising were
introduced. Because of severe multi-collinearity between the price and income
series, coefficients for these variables were estimated using cross-sectional
state data.
3.

Ippolito, Richard A., It. Dennis Murphy, and Donald Sant (1979), Staff
Bureau of

Report on Consumer Respon..te., to Cigarette Health Information.

Economics, Federal Trade Commissic :.

This study of how consumers responded to the adverse health information

about cigarettes found that consumers reacted significantly but gradually to
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publication of the Surgeon General's Report in 1964. The authors
estimate that actual per- capita consumption was 34 percent less in 1975 than
- consumption projected in the absence of the 1964 report, mainly because of
This reduction in per-capita consumption, taken
reduced participation.
together with the reduction in average tar and nicotine content that began in
1953, is estimated to have lowered, per capita intake of tar and nicotine by
the

45 percent by 1975.

Although the study found that Der - capita consumption in 1953 was
approximately 17.6 percent below the level expected, this adjustment, mainly
because of reduced intensity of smoking, did not extend beyond 1953 and may
have been the result either of the initial publication in Consumer Reports of
tar and nicotine tabulations or the end of the Korean War. The study also

coafirms earlier work that economic factors (price, elasticity equal to -.8;
income, elasticity equal to .7) have influenced the aggregate demand for
cigarettes and concludes that per-capita smoking has exhibited
upward trend that is attribute.l to social factors.

a

secular

The study notes that per-capita cigarette consumption is a function of
both the participation rate and average smoking intensity. The authors
estimate that the Surgeon General's report principally affected the participation rate and that the proportion of adults smoking in 1974 was g percentage oints lower than it otherwise would have been. The study also estimated that start rates have been affected by health information, with the
result that the participation rate in 1974 of adults age 29 would have been
.479 but actually was only .394, a gain of 8.5 percentage points in the
proportion of adults who are likely never to smoke.

The authors also estimate a gain to the life expectancy of 29-year-old
adults of about .6 years because of the combined effects of the reduced
proportion of smokers since 1964 and of the fall in the average cigarette tar
and nicotine content since
1953.

The study found little effect from either the introduction or the
removal of the antismoking commercials resulting from the Fairness Doctrine.
4.

7.ewit, Eugene M., Douglas Coate, and Michael Grossman (1981), "The
a Cents of Government Regulation on Teenage Smoking," Journal of Law and
Economics, 24, 545-70.

The authors of this study investigated the impact of the Fairness
Doctrine and t!: advertising ban on the demand for cigarettes by teenagers in
the United States. They also present estimates of the responsiveness of
smoking by teenagers to variations in the price of cigarettes.
With respect to smoking participation, the study

found

large and

significant price elasticities. These ranged from -.97 to -1.43. The authors
note, however, that they were not able to hold constant real family income
and proxies for the amount of discretionary income available to the teenagers. The elasticities, therefore, may be overestimates. With respect to the
quantity smoked by those who do smoke, the study found price elasticities
that ranged from -.01 to -.45. These estimates are also subject to
caution that the authors could not hold income constant as noted.

the

In their evaluation of the impact of the Fairness Doctrine, the authors
found that it had little or no impact on the quantity smoked but did have a
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significant and negative impact on teenage smoking participation rates. With
respect to the effect of the Fairness Doctrine on teenage smoking participa- tion, the study developed seven alternative specifications. For the
entire

period of the Fairness Doctrine, the authors first estimate that teenage
smoking participation was 3.0 percentage points smaller than in the sixteenmonth period prior to the doctrine. An analysis of time trends suggests that
the Fairness Doctrine had its largest impact in the first year of its
existence but was subject to diminishing returns. Also indicated by the

regressions is that while the number of hours per week spent watching
television has a positive and significant impact on the probability of
smoking, this effect is much weaker during the period of the Fairness
Doctrine, indicating that the antismoking commercials were significant in

reducing teenage smoking participation. Specifically, during the predoctrine
period, a one hour per week increase in TV watching raises the smoking
probability by 1.1 percentage points. The comparable increase during the

doctrine

period

is

.3

percentage

points. Finally,

with

respect

to

the
post-doctrine period in which the advertising ban was in effect, the authors
conclude that the ban was not a particularly effective policy instrument but
may have been responsible for relatively small declines in smoking participa-

tion rates.
Lewit et al. use pooled time-series cross-section data provided
by the
U.S. Health Examination Survey to estimate the demand for cigarettes among
teenagers.

The period covered is 1966-194, which
them to study the
impact of the Fairness Doctrine. Each teenager'spermits
behavior is represented
firstly, by whether he participates in smoking, and secondly, by the
quantity
smoked, in one of five categories. While these are discrete variables,
the
authors are satisfied with using an ordinary least squares technique. Prices
from state data of the Tobacco Tax Council, dummies representing len;ath of
time from the introduction of the Fairness Doctrine, the amount of television
watched, along with interaction terms of this with the time .padummies, and
the amount of smoking versus antismoking commercials for each year are all
considered as explanatory variables.
5.

Peles, Yoram (1971), "Rules of Amortization of Advertising Expendi-

tures,' Journal of Political Economy, 79, pp. 1032-58.

The main purpose of this paper is to determine the duration effect of
in the course of this, Peles provides estimates
the
effect of advertising on industry demand in the cases of cigarettes,ofbeer,
advertising, but
and automobiles.

The data used for the cigarette industry are the advertising expendi-

tures in six different

media, -

newspapers,

magazines, spot

television,
network television, business publications, and outdoor displays. The
period
covered is 1952-1966. For cigarettes, the advertising expenditures in
all
the media other than business publications are again used.
covered is )952-1968. This information is all gathered from The period
Printer's Ink
and Advertising Age.

Three different models are run for industry demand, with sales always
measured in physical units. All models are of the single equation type and
of course include distributed lags, since the point is to
the
duration effect. The explanatory variables used in the industry measure
demand runs
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are advertising in absolute terms, the relative price of the good in terms of
the consumer price index, and national private consumption of nondurables.

-

The author concludes that no industry advertising effect can be found
for beer. However, he seems to feel that an industry effect has been found

for cigarettes, though a reading of his table A7 does not make it clear why
he claims this. Indeed, Schmalense (1972, p. 116) concludes that Pe les has
found an advertising effect for automobiles only, though he calls even this
effect Into question, arguing that Pe les has failed to account for the
existing stock of can in his formulation. All in all, Pe les finds the
national consumer expenditure variable, presumably a proxy for income, to be
the most important explanatory variable. Price appeared in both the cigarette and beer results with the wrong sign.
6.

Porter, Robert H. (1984), 'The Impact of Governmental Policy on the U.S.
Cigarette Industry,' University of Minnesota.

This work differs from previous ones in that Porter uses a simultaneous
equations approach, where not only is a consumer demand equation modelled,
but also a producer pricing equation. The method of estimation is two-stage
least squares. The data sources for the most part are those, used by Schneider
et al. (1921). The period of time covered is 1947-1922.

Porter reviews the earlier work by Ippolito, Murphy and Sant (1979) and
"...finds that their equation does not forecast very well out of sample." He
comments further, "An associated problem is that the estimated coefficients
are not robust to changes In sample selection. When a similar equation is
estimated fo: the 1947.1982 sample, ...the trend and dummy variables have
comparable coefficients, but the price elasticity is much smaller in absolute
value

and the income elasticity is negative' He concludes that "(t)tle
problem is that the specification is somewhat arbitrary. The dummy and trend
variables explain most of the variation in InC, yet there is not a good
economic justification for the inclusion of the trend variables.' (pp. 9-10.)

Porter also finds that the equation used by Schneider a al. performs
poorly in out of sample forecasts. He criticizes them for the treatment of
price as exogenous, as well similar treatment of advertising, low-tar and
filter-tip market shares, cigarette tobacco content and the dummy for the
Fairness Doctrine. He rcplaces all of these by instrumental variables. Since
Porter finds that the filter market share does not capture the effect of the
1953 health scare, as proposed by Schneider et al., he introduces a dummy for
this event.

The results give smaller price and income elasticities than other such
analyses, but s larger advertising effect. He finds that as a
result of the advertising ban, prices increased 3-6%. This he attributes to
greater monopoly power of existing brands, since new brands faced greater
barriers to entry. When the effect of the lack of advertising and the rise in
price are set against the end of antismoking commericials, Porter finds the
time - series

ban to have reduced consumption some 3%. Porter cautions, however, mainly
because of the specification of his producer pricing equation, that 'The

quantitative conclusions of this study should be viewed with some skepticism.' Most reliable, he notes, are conclusions in accord with previous
studies, that is, his demand equation estimates.
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7.

Schmalensee, Richard (1972), The Economics of Advertising.
Contributions to Economic Analysis, Amsterdam, NorthHolland.

Voi. 80,

This work is notable because it contains a critical summary of earlier
work in the period 1933.1971, as well as a careful analysis of the cigarette
industry. Papers examined in the summary are those of Schoenberg (1933),
Meissner (1961), Nerlove and Waugh (1961), Taylor (1961), and Pe les (1971).

In Schmalensee's words:

'This fairly exhaustive survey of the literature has not produced an

impressive list of positive results. Most single-equation models failed to
exhibit significant positive advertising coefficients, in spite of the
likelihood that these coefficients were biased upwards. The simultaneous

equations models discussed above were not much more empirically satisfactory. A variety of functional forms have beep employed, but none performed
consistently well:
In presenting

his own work on the cigarette industry, Schmalensee

observes that he chose this industry because good data exist, and because
they are available in the form of the number of cigarettes, so that one has a
measure of real sales. The data on cigarettes sold were taken from Business

and Printer's Ink and covered the period 1955-1967. Advertising data
coming, from Advertising Age were deflated to put them into real terms.
Week

Financial figures for the producer advertising function came from Moody's
Industrials. Schmalensee rejects the Internal Revenue Service Statistics of
Income as being an unreliable source for time-series, due to firms changing
their

industry

classification.

This

is

particularly

interesting

because

these IRS data are used by Comane: & Wilson (1974) in their controversial
study, considered elsewhere.

In order to obtain a consistent estinni 4- of manageable form, Schmalensee eschews two-stage least squares and employs an instrumental variable
technique. He also runs ordinary least squares estimations by way of
comparison.

Six basic models are used to estimate industry demand.

Both

absolute advertising per- capita and advertising relative to the national
average are considered as explanatory variables. Geometric lag structures
are permitted.

In none of the variations run was the price effect ever negative and

significant. Income coefficients were also insignificant. The
explanatory power was provided by the lagged dependent variably
Schmalensee's words:

bulk of the
Finally, in

'In no case did we find any support for an industry advertising effect,
and we were even unable to find any significant impact of advertising on the
sales of individual firms. In no case was the advertising of other firms a
significant variable.'

Because of the rapid adjustment of aggregate advertising to changes in
sales, Schmalensee suggests that time-series analysis based on periods longer

than a quarter may never satisfactorily treat the effect of advertising on
demand.
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S.

Schneider, Lynne, Benjamin Klein, and Kevin M. Murphy (1981), "Govern-

mental Regulation of Cigarette Health Information," Journal of Law and
Economics, 24, pp. 575.612.

The authors conclude that previous studies have underestimated the
response of consumers to publication of the 1953 report of the American
Career Society. They find that the primary response to the 1953 health
information was a movement by cigarette smokers to filter cigarettes with
their lower tobacco-per-cigarette content. By 1964, this resulted in a more
than 15 percent reduction in per-capita consumption of tobacco.

The study Indicates that the 1964 Surgeon General's Report intensified

the consumer movement away from tobacco consumption. By 1971, the two health

reports are estimated to have produced a reduction in per-capita tobacco

consumption of about 25 percent. The study also indicated that by 1971, the
antismoking commercials required by the FCC Fairness Doctrine had further
reduced per-capita tobacco consumption by another 5 percent, for a total
reduction of 30 percent. Overall, the authors conclude that by 1978 per-capita tobacco consumption was nearly 50 percent lower than it would have been
in the absence of the 1953 and 1964 health reports.

In an analysis of the effects of the advertising ban, the authors argue
that the policy actually increased the demand for cigarettes. Their reasoning is as follows: (a) riven the trivial effect of advertising on aggregate
cigarette consumption, the overnmental prohibition of broadcast cigarette
advertising could not have hie/ any significant effect in terms of reducing
demand; (b) the decrease in advertising expenditures led to a lower cigarette
price and hence to increased consumption (the estimated price elasticity of
demand was significant and negative and equal to -1.2); (c) the ban increased
consumption by elimirating the antismoking commercials required by the
Fairness Doctrine.
"...the

In a further analysis of the advertising ban, the authors conclude that
ban substantially increased the cost to firms of introducing new

low-tar brands and the cost to consumers of obtaining information about these
newer brand, thus ..:owing town the moveme:t to these lower-tar cigarettes."
(P. 610).

The study is novel in its handling of the problem of the income elasticity of the demand for cigarettes. The authors argue that the rapid growth
in cigarette consumption in earlier years led to a high predicted income
elasticity. so that slower growth in later years shows in the regressions as
being caused by the 1964 scare or the advertising ban. They find it plausible, ho never, that, the income elasticity nag changed over time, as cigar-

ettes have switched from being a luxury to being a necessity.
They criticize Hamilton (1972) for using extraneous cross-sectional
estimates of income elasticity to treat this problem. They handle it by
introducing an income instrumental variable, reflecting a critical income

threshold after which people switch from other forms of tobacco into cigarBecause this is highly collinear with the income variable,
they replace the coefficient of the latter in their cigarette demand equation
ette consumption.

with the value determined from a separate tobacco demand equation.
They also criticize previous treatments of the health scares

and

advertising ban, arguing the Giese cannot be adequately treated with simple
dummy variables. Since they hold that the main effect of the ad ban must
work through a decreased productivity in the stork of advertising capital,
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they introduce this effect directly into the regression.

Since it is their
feeling that the 1953 health scare may have led to a rise in filter-tip

market share, while the 1964 health scare may have affected low-tar cigarettes similarly, they also introduce these effects directly into the regression.

To capture the remainder of the effect of the health shocks, they

include a term representing tobacco per cigarette. In addition to all this,
they include the real price of cigarettes and per-capita income as explanatory variables, as well as a dummy for the Fairness Doctrine. The data
sources they list on p. 610-613 of their article qt. noteworthy for their
diversity.
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III. ALCOHOL INDUSTRY

1.

Atkin, Charles. Kimberly Neuendorf and Steven McDermott, (1983) 'The

Role of Alcohol Advertising

in

Excessive and Hazardous Drinking;

Journal of Drug Education. 13, pp. 313-26.

This paper reports the results of a survey of 1200 young people (12.22

years old).

They were asked a series of questions concerning attitude
towards thinking. brand awareness, and alcohol consumption patterns. They

were also asked about their media viewing habits, in order to construct an
index of exposure to alcohol advertising. The authors report that those
individuals with higher advertising exposure rates report higher consumption
and more hazardous drinking (e.g., driving) than those with lower advertising
exposures.

The survey suffers from some potentially serious methodological flaws.
For example. as a measure of consumption, the interviewees were asked how
many drinks they normally have, without distinguishing between the types of
drink. They report that the high exposure group averages 4.5 drinks at a
party or bar, whereas the low exposurs averages 2.9. One possible explanation could be that the low exposure group drinks more hard liquor and less
beer and wine. It Is conceivable that one effect of television advertising
is to convince hard liquor drinkers to switch to beer and wine. Such a
hypothesis would also be supported by this data. A second example is the
,nding that high exposure individuals are more concerned about their
4riaking habits than members of the low exposure group. The authors cite
this result as evidence that advertising promotes excessive drinking in
teenagers. However, one could just as easily use the .padata to support the
opposite hypothesis that advertising promotes sociable drinking and not
excessive deviant behavior.
Another problem with this study is the inability of the reader to

reconstruct the exposure variable. The authors used some weighted scheme
that included the amount and tyoe of media exposure, 'the attention paid to
general categories of alcohol ads encountered in the media..., frequency of
exposure to each of nine specimen f.ds pictured in questionnaire... and degree
of attentiveness to the nine ads." Only the first measure - amount and type
of media exposure - appears to be a reliable index of media exposure. For
example, the researchers apparently infer intensity of exposure by assessing
the subject's attentiveness to specimen ads. It is quite possible that their
inferences are exactly opposite from that which they are trying to measure.
Individ Pals who have never been exposed to the ad before may be more atten-

tive than those who have seen the ad many times in their home before the
survey.

The authors reportedly conceted a regression analysis, but do not
specify the variables or form of equations estimated. They claim that the
exposure index is a significant predictor for both consumption and hazardous
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drinking. Unfortunately, they do not provide enough information to analyze
this claim, even if their measure of exposure was accurate.
Finally, the authors report on a study of individual responses to

questions about different advertisements. This is an attitudinal study, and
is thus not consicit:ted here.
2.

Atkin, Charles, and Martin Block, (1980) *Content and Effects of Alcohol
Advertising; Final Report submitted to Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, Federal Trade Commission, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism. and Department of Transportation.

Summary and Critique
Introduction

The Atkin and Block study comprises seven separate reports commissioned
by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, the Federal Trade Commission, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the
Department of Transportation. The seven reports are: (I) advertising
placement and alcohol consumption statistics, (2) content analysis of alcohol
advertising, (3) field survey on the effects of exposure ... alcohol advertising, (4) self-report survey on how advertising influences orientation towards
alcohol, (5) study of individual responses to selected advertisements, (6)
experimental study of respondent's evaluations of various components of
advertising

content,

and

(7)

study

using

self-report

diaries

in

which

respondents describe responses to advertising seen the previous day. All but

one of those reports, the field survey on the effects of exposure to alcohol
advertising, are largely irrelevant to the issue at hand. We are concerned
with the impact or advertising on consumer behavior. It is Atkin and Block's
field survey which attempts to address the issue of behavior, the other
studies being concerned with impressions and attitudes.

The major thrust of Atkin and Block's field survey is their finding of a

positive relationship between ''exposure" to alcohol advertising and alcohol
consumption. The survey was administered td 1,227 people, mostly young

respondents between the ages of 12 and 22.
Quota sampling was used to
provide a "typical cross-st.,:tion of young people in terms of age, sex, social
status, race, community size and other dimensions; In addition, the sample
included a small proportior of adults 23 years and older. The relationship
between exposure to alcoho. advertising and alcohol consumption is primarily
documented in the form of comparisons between the mean amount of alcohol
consumed by those respondents reporting low exposure to ads and the mean
amount consumed by those respondents reporting a high exposure to ads for
alcohol. Their results show a 20 to 50 percent higher mean level of alcohol
consumption among those people who reported a higher degree of exposure to
advertising. Some multivariate regression results are reported in a prelimi
nary draft which were omitted from the final report. These results also seem
to indicate a positive association between advertising exposure and consumption of alcohol, controlling for certain demographic characteristics.
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Comments

-

There are serious problems with the Atkins and Block study that make it
entirely inconclusive in regard to the effect of alcohol advertising on
overall alcohol consumption. The authors themselves make a number of caveats
at the outset *A major disadvantage of this design is the inablility to
infer cause and effect. . . . It is possible that reverse causation may be
operating (e.g., drinking may cause exposure: rather than exposure causing

drinking), or that the two variables are related because of some common
outside forces (e.g., both exposure and drinking are j. * y the result of
Stowing up in s home where the parents frequently drink alcohol).' Atkins
and Block also note that they are relying on reported behavior rather than
observed behavior, and hence there is the potential for measurement error
which would distort the findings.

In fact, not only are Atkin and Block's caveats important in and of

themselves, but there are further problems with the study that reenforce the
need for those caveats. There are five major areas of difficulty: (I) the
sampling technique is problematic, (2) observations are based on self-reporting by respondents to a great extent, (3) the measures of the principal
variables, exposure and consumption, are extremely poor, (4) the issue of

addressed, and (5) the statistical methodology
lacks rigor. I will address each area in turn, although it should be noted
that they are inter-related.
First of all, the sampling procedures used by Atkin and Block may well
lead to biased results. The major source of the young respondents was junior

causality is inadequately

and senior high schools, while colleges and technical or trade schools were
the major sources of young-adult respondents. In order to also sample from
those respondents not in school, other means were employed: newspaper

direct mail to randomly selected households, and
shopping mall interceptions. To obtain a supplemental sample of adults over
23, social clubs members were used. Among the problems with this mode of
classified advertising,

sampling are biases introduced by self-selection in the case of newspaper
advertising, the disproportionate

number

of college students, the

likely

unrepresentative nature of the sample based on social clubs, and the unrepresentative nature of the sample based on shopping mall interception. The

critical difficulty here

is reflected in the following discussion by Donald
Strickland in his critique of the Atkin and Block study:

535 adult respondents who had consumed alcohol within the
past month represents over 95% of the 562 adult respondents from
the field survey, an extremely large percentage of recent
drinkers. Recent national surveys have consistently found that
approximately 32-35% of the adult population are abstainers (Hyman
et al., 1980). Thus, the master sample and several subsamples used
in the substudies contain exceptionally high proportions of
drinkers, most likely because of self-selection bias as well as ti::
disproportionate number of college students in the adult saran's!
(Strickland, Donald E., 'Content and Effects of Alcohol Adverti:
. . .

ing: Comment on NTIS Pub. No. PH82-123142*, Journal of Studies on
Alcohol, vol. 45, no. 1, 1984, page 91.)
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A second area of concern is a general one having to do with the data

observations being largely self-reported by respondents. The problem here is
- that both the advertising measures and the consumption measures are variables

that are not directly observed by the researchers, but rather depend on the

respondents' recollections, perceptions, and truthfullness for accuracy.

It

is well known in the social sciences that this type of data is of question-

able reliability as a measure of behavioral response. Simply put, there may
be a big difference between what people do aid what they say they do. This
problem is especially acute when dealing with such a value-laden issue as
alcohol consumption.

People have a variety of incentives to believe that

their consumption is different from what it actually is, and hence selfreporting of that consumption should be viewed wire some caution.

This brings us to a third, and more specific area of concern: the way
in which the principal variables are measured. The biggest problem lies in
the measure of exposure to alcohol advertising. This measure is a hodgepodge of various unrelated indices; none of which is, by itself, a satisfactory measure of exposure to alcohol advertising. The notion that adding
together a set of unsatisfactory measures wit' lead to a satisfactory measure
is not well founded. Two different measures of exposure are used, one for
hard liquor and one for beer and wine. The measure of exposure to beer and
wine advertising comprises six subindices: (1) the total number of hours
that the respondents mport watching sports events and weekend sports shows
on television between $ and 1 1 p.m. on an 'average day; (2) a measure based
on the mspondent's frequency of reading 10 magazines multiplied by a weight
reflecting the average amount of a -ethol advertising per month in each
magazine; (3) a measure of attention to ads in magazines based on the
question: 'Of all the beer and wine ads that you see when you're reading
magazines, about how many do you look at for more than 3 seconds'; (4) a
similar measure of attention to television ads which asked respondents the

proportion of beer and wine advertisements that they 'watch all the way
through'; (5) a measure of how many times in the last year (my emphasis)
respondents recalled seeing any of four beer advertisements; and (6) the
number of times that respondents reported having seen five other advertisements or any other ads for the same brand in the past year. The indices for
liquor are similar.

The first two subindices suffer from self-selection and self - reporting
That is, it is quite possible: (I) that heavy drinkers are more

problems.

likely to watch sports shows and read magazines with a lot of alcohol ads (in
fact, this is almost certainly the reason that alcohol ads are placed there),
and (2) that heavy drinkers are more likely to say that they watch a lot of
sports shows and read certain types of magazines. This means that to
extrapolate about the effect on alcohol consumption using these indices as
measures of advertising exposure is next to impossible. Tastes in alcohol

consumption, sports shows, and magazines are likely to

be all

jointly

determined by other factors, and there is no reason to think that the effect
of alcohol advertising is being captured here. Furthermore, as Strickland
notes:

Whether these 10 magazines are the ones most read by the respondents is immaterial to the computations, and the fact that eveu
individuals who report reading none of the magazines included may
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read others containing alcohol advertisements
land, op. cit.)

is

ignored." (strick-

The last four subindices all suffer critically from the self-reporting
problem discussed earlier. In each case the respondents are essentially
asked to evaluate their own exposure to alcohol advertisements. The measures
rely completely on the recall of respondents, and given that one would expect
serious drinkers to pay more attention to advertising than would casual
drinkers, a correlation between these measures and drinking is not surprising. Again, however, these variables. are measuring the attentiveness of the
respondents to alcohol advertising, which is in no way an unbiased measure of
exposure to advertising. In sum, even if nothing else were a problem in this

study, the measure of exposure to advertising is so biased that its observed
positive relationship with consumption could not be considered indicative of
any relationship between actual exposure to advertising and actual consumption. It should also be reiterated that the alcohol consumption variables
suffer from being self-reported as well.
ity.

This leads us naturally to the fourth area of concern, that of causalThis is touched upon by Atkin and Block, and is related to the short-

comings both of using cross-sectional data and of the measures employed. In
any cross-sectional study, one in which all observations are taken at the
same point
Nevertheless

in time, attributing causality is technically impossible.
cross-sectional results showing an association between two
variables are often used in support of hypotheses about causal relationships. This is most reasonable when there is a solid theoretical reason to
expect that causation should work principally in one direction. A good
example of this would be the relationship between household income and
household consumption
expenditures. It would make very little sense for

household income to depend on household consumption expenditures rather than
the other way around. In the case of the positive relationship between

advertising exposure and consumption of alcohol, attributing causality based
on theoretical considerations might be done with some degree of confidence if
one were able to in fact meast::re advertising exposure and alcohol consumption

objectively and control for other factors. The major difficulty here is that
the measure of exposure is far from objective and lends itself to a very
plausible theory of reverse causation. In other words, given that the study
is cross-sectional, one cannot determine causality from the data, and given
the measures employed, one theory of causality is as good as another. There

is no more reason to conclude, on the basis of Atkin and Block's results,

that exposure to alcohol advertising causes increased consumption, than there
is to conclude that the more alcohol one consumes, the more one is likely to
obtain exposurs to alcohol advertising.
In discussing causality, it should

be pointed out that a positive
correlation between two variables can be accounted for by other factors, and
it is not necessarily the case that there is any causal relationship whatsoever. It may be the case that both exposure to alcohol advertisements and
alcohol consumption are determined by preferences formed in early childhood,
for example. Although some attempt was made to control for this in Atkin and
Block's preliminary regression models (which were not published with the

final reports), it is not at all clear that
included in the analysis.
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The final area of concern has to do with the statistical analysis

employed by Atkin and Block. The major results of the study are given in the
form of comparing the mean amounts of alcohol consumption for those who
scored above the median for exposure to advertising to those who scored below
the median. Although the differences are statistically significant according
to Atkin and Block, this type of comparison is not as useful for measuring
the strength of a relationship between two variables as a correlation
coefficient would be, nor does it control for 'the effects of other factors as
regression coefficients woulit The preliminary study which went unpublished
did include

correlation

coefficients and

regression

coefficients.

It

is

worth noting that while the degree of correlation is moderately high (.41)
between exposure and liquor consumption, the correlation coefficients
relating exposure to beer and wine consumption are quite low (.24 and .12,
respectively), suggesting a relatively weak relationship. The regression
coefficients, controlling for selected demographic variables, are somewhat
lower for all three types of alcohol consumption. The preliminary study

gives no significance tests in the regression and correlation tables, which
brings into question the validity of the results. Martin Block has stated
(telephone conversation), however,
reported were statistically significant.

that

virtually

all

the

coefficients

Conclusion

The Atkin and Block study is, by its own admission, an exploratory study

that was not meant to be a rigorous test of any hypothesis. Pccause of the
nature of the study, the samnling technique, the ways in which the measures

of exposure to advertising and alcohol consumption were constructed, and the
statistical analysis employed, it is impossible to mike any meaningful

statements about the effect of alcohol advertising on alcohol consumption
based on Atkin and Block's results.
3.

Blanc, H.T. and L.E. Hewitt (1977), Mass Media, Public Education, and
Alcohol: A State-of-the Art Review. Chapter 4: 'Alcohol and Advertising," prepared for NIAAA.

The authors review the literature on alcohol advertising and consumpat the evidence concerning the effect of advertising
that none of that literature can "aid us much in
determining the effect of advertising on total consumption levels, let alone
its effect on abusive or =abusive consumption.'
Instead, most of the
studies cited are concerned with the effect of advertising on the sales of
tion. First, they look
on sales. They state

brand. Later, however, they conclude that "Generally speaking,
it
appears that advertising is not a primary factor in raising consumption
levels of packaged goods like alcoholic beverages, but it may nonetheless
have considerable influence in maintaining levels.'
Next, t1.4 survey the marketing research liter.ture. They state that
"advertising by the alcohol industry aims at increasing sales by attracting
one

three types of purchasers: comp/stay new buyers, new-to-thebrand buyers,
and brand-loyal

customers. It also attempts to increase the level of
purchasing among brand-loyal buyers and to decrease the number of these old

customers who switch to other brands'

Generally, they find that a 20 year
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old "industry principle' not to attempt to increase percapita consumption,

to convert nondrinkers to drinkers, or tc sell to minors, is still opera- tive. For example, they cite a marketing service that suggests targeting ads
to segments of the population that tend to be heavy users. But this approach
is also consistent with the brand-switching theory, i.e. that total consumption is not affected.

The third section of their review analyzes the content of television and

other media

programming.

They cite

several sources

indicating

a

high

frequency of alcohol drinking or other references to alcohol, from 1.4 to 4.0
alcohol 'events per hour on televisit... One study found alcohol was consumed
or mentioned on SI% of daytime soaps and g3% of prime time shows. Beer and
wine commercials are less frequent (from 4 to 13 times less), yet they have a
longer duration per 'event". At the time of their review, only about 3% of
all alcohol messages were public service announcements. Blanc and Hewitt
contend that it is impossible to assess the effect of these alcohol references on alcohol abuse. One can argue that a good deal of the programming
helps to delineate socially acceptable and unacceptable behavior. Or, they
They
may reinforce 'attitudes conducive to indiscriminate consumption'
conclude that "clearly much more research is needed before one can say with
any degree of certainty that alcohol programming increases alcohol consumption.'
Next, Blanc and Hewitt review the existing literature on advertising
bans. They cite the lack of any changed consumption patterns as a result of
two partial advertising bans in Canada. However, since these were partial,

local bans and were for relatively short periods of time, it

is not possible
extrapolate these results to to'...1 advertising bans. They also cite
several cases where homogeneous package goods are sold without any advertising. Alcohol consumption in the Soviet Union has risen steadily sinco 1957,
despite price increases and restrictions on times of sale and amounts

to

purchased, and a total advertising ban. "A similar phenomenon ocurred in
They also cite the successful
the United States during Prohibition.:
marketing of Hersheys candy bars despite the fact that they spent nothing .)c
advertising until 1969. The case of cigarette ad buns is slightly different,
with some studies suggesting total consumption growth may have been dampened
by media r4 bans. One study goes as far as to estimate a 5% drop in consumpHowe
tion if a
: ad ban on cigarettes was instituted (Simon, 1970).

this cstimat., is highly speculative and the author himself has many reserva
tions about its use. Finally, Blanc and Hewitt mention a possible adverse
effect of an ad ban, namely a ''heightening ambivalence about alcohol, that
may increase alcoholic casualties.'

Blanc and Hewitt also consider the 'economic effects' of an ad ban, by
which they mean who will gain and lose from a ban (e.g. ad agencies, alcoholic beverage retailers, etc.). However, these are equity issues, none of
which relates to the merits of an ad ban as a means of controlling alcohol
abuse.

After concluding that an advertising ban

is

not a particularly worth-

while remedy to the problem of alcohol abuse, Blanc and Hewitt examine a few
alternatives. One possibility is to use tax incentives/disincentives tr make
alcohol advertising more expensive. Another potentially promising route is
industry self-regulation. They cite the NAB's "family viewing time' rule
designed to reduce sex and violence during family how. viewing. This rule

stone reduced the number of drinking scenes during these hours.
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they

discuss

public

service

announcements

(PSA)

or

countercommercials.

Although the experts are divided on the effectiveness of existing FBA's, they
- are potentially an important remedy in reducing alcohol abuse

Bourgeois, Jacques C. and Ja'ales G. Barnes (1979), "Does Advertising
Increase Alcohol Consumption?' Journal of Advertising Research, 19, pp.

4.

19-29.

The authors are interested in the effect of various controllable market
print and broadcast advertising, on the per-capita
consumption of alcohol in Canada. They select the period 1951 to 1974 and
examine absolute alcohol consumption, as well as the categories of beer,

'variables, including
wine, and
taxes,

spirits.

Other

the number of liquor

controllable
stores,

variables

considered

are

prices,

the minimum drinking age, and the

introduction of the breathalyzer.
The paper begins with a convenient literature summary, broken down by

the effect of each type of controllable variable on alcohol consumption. The
they themselves formulate is both longitudinal and cross-sectional,
since they consider each of the ten provinces of Canada separately. They
emphasize deficiencies in their data, particularly the advertising measurements.
Extensive interpolation and extrapolation is required in order to
model

obtain a complete data series.

In addition to the controllable variables mentioned, the authors include
a large number of semicontrollable and noncontrollable nonmarketing variables, selected after a principal-components analysis, but for which results
were not reported. Their estimation precedure is similar to that of Lambin
(1976), being in log-linear form. Variables significantly correlated to time
were so regressed, and only the residuals were used as variables. Four
functional forms were finally selected.

Their resuits ',kid a bewildering array of effects of aggregate adver-

tising on the consumption components. For instance, while print advertising
for alcoholic beverages in general is found to have a significantly positive

effect on beer consumption, it has a significantly negative effect on spirits
consumption.

This indicates strong interrelationships between

beer,

wine,

It thus seems inappropriate that advertising should be aggre-

and spirits.

gated across all three products when individual products are considered.
When regressed agaicst total per-capita alcohol consumption, there was
no significant effect of either print or broadcast advertising. It is felt
that this model is more reliable than those for individual consumption
categories.

Prices, on the other hand, were found not to be of signifiance,

though taxes were. The number of liquor stores available was also not
significantly related to per-capita alcohol consumption, but the minimum
drinking age and the introduction of the breathalyzer were positively
related.
It is speculated that the peculiar sign obtained for the latter
mig..t have resulted from the induced increase in home consumption of alcohol. In their final summation Bourgeo,; and Barnes state:

Thus this study produced little evidence to support the claim that
the level of per-capita consumption of alcoholic beverages in
Canada is influenced by the volume of advertising for these
products.
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-5.

Duffy, Martin (1982), 'The Effect of Advertising on the Total Consumption of Alcoholic Drinks,' Journal of Advertising, pp. 105-17.

This paper is similar in terms, of methodology sod data sources to the

work of Hagan & Waterson (1923). Quarterly aggregate time-series data are

used for the period 1963 to 1972 in order to estimate demand for alcoholic
drink in the UK. In addition to overall alcoholic drinking, separate demand
functions for beer, wine, and spirits are estimated. This was motivated by
the fact that the various type drinks appear to have substantially different
price and income elasticities. According to the author, this may account for
the difficulties McGuiness (1920) had in obtaining a stable estimate of the
effect of aggregate alcohol price on aggregate alcohol consumption. While
McGuiness also ran estimates with disagregated advertising, Duffy criticizes
him for not also disaggregating the other variables.

The model is of the log-linear form, with prices, income, and advertising as the explanatory variables. Unlike Hagan & Waterson (1983), no lagged

dependent variable is included, since in a previous paper, the tuthor found
no significant lingering effect of advertising upon consumption. Rather than
seasonally adjust the data, Duffy uses seasonal dummies. He runs both
ordinary least squares and two-stage least squares, though the results do not
vary greatly between the two. For the latter, he specifies firm advertising
expenditures in the manner of Schmalensee (1972).

For alcoholic drink in general, both income and price are 'significant

and of the expected sign, with demand being price- inelastic and income-elastic. Advertising on the other hand has no significant effect. In the
individual categories, Duffy find: that spirits and wine have a high income

elasticity, being luxury goods, and that price has the correct negative
sign. It is still the case that advertising has no effect on either of these
goods.

For beer, on the other hand, income has a lesser effect, while price

becomes of the wrong sign, though insignificant. What is more, beer appears
to be significantly affected by advertising. Duffy finds, however, that this
beer equation is unstable, leading him to suspect a structural shift. He
therefore reruns the model over the period 1971 to 1978. While he obtains

results for spirits and wine that are much as before, the beer equation now
has advertising being insignificant, with income and price significant and of
the expected signs.

Duffy ends with an

interesting thesis: that eliminating advertising

might lead to lower prices and hence higher consumption, if firms being
unable to compete through advertising, resort to greater price competition.
6.

Hagen, L. W. and M. J. Waterson (1983), The Impact of Advertising on the
United Kingdom Alcoholic Drink Market. The Advertising Association.

The booklet begins with a brief survey of prior research as to the
effects of advertising on the economy in general, and the cohol and
cigarette industries in particular. All the citations mentione by Hagen
and Waterson support the notion that advertising has
consumption at these levels of aggregation.
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Hagen and Waterson continue with their own single equation regression of
f.actors influencing alcohol consumption in the United Kingdom over the period

They run their model both for combined alcohol products and for
the separate components beer, spirits, and wine. The independent variables
are price, income, advertising, and atime trend. For advertising data, they
simply uise expenditures in the television and print media, deflated and in
per-capita terms. A lagged independent variable is included, since they
assume a decay rate in advertising stock of '.7. The dependent variable is
measured as expenditure in real terms. The model they fit is of the classi-

- 1961-1980.

log-linear type. By using quarterly data they partly relieve the
advertising-sales simultaneity problem. Because of a marked seasonal pattern
cal

in this quarterly data, they also employ a seasonally differenced model, in
addition to the classical one.

For their combined alcoholic products model, they obtain that both price

and income are significant and of the expected sign, using either
classical

or seasonally differenced

form.

the

Advertising stock, however, is

never significant. They conclude that advertising plays no discernable part
in alcohol consumption in the short or medium term. For their individual
sectors, the main differences are that price is not significant in the wine
mo,iel and income it not significant in the beer one.
7.

Intriligator, Michael D., Hossein Salehi and Stuart 0. Schweitzer
(1983), 'Alcoholism: An Econometric Model of Its Causes, Its Effects
and Its Control," in Economics and Alcohol, edited by Marcus Grant,
Martin Plant and Alan Williams, Gardner Press, New York, pp. 107-27.

This paper is an econometric analysis of alcohol consumption and
alcoholism in 35 states in 1975. The authors specify demand functions for

four variables - beer consumption, spirits consumption, alcoholism and
alcohol-related mortality. Explanatory variables include income, tourism,
urbanization, temperature, religion, consumption of wine, price of beer,
price of spirits, number of outlets, minimum drinking age, alcoholism

rehabilitation expenditures, unemployment and advertising. The advertising

variable was a zero-one dummy depending on whether or not any alcohol
advertising (beyond the national media) was permitted in the state. The
model is simultaneous, in that all four dependent variables are treated as
though they are a so dependent on each other. For example, a higher price of

beer may directly decrease beer consumption, but may indirectly increase

spirit consumption by lowering its relative price.

Furthermore, the net

effect could be an increase or decrease (or no change) in the alcoholism

rate. In a simultaneous model, these net effects can be estimated.
According to their estimates, 'a prohibition on advertising for alcoholic beverages leads not to a general reduction in alcoholic beverage

consumption but rather a shift from beer consumption to spirits consumption.'
On balance, however, they estimate that banning advertising in a state would
reduce alcoholism by 15%, ilthough it would Increase the mortality rate
slightly (less than 1%). The increased mortality rate appears to be the
result of the increased consumption of spirits.

They found little change in alcoholism rates due to a change in the

minimum drinking age, outlets per capita or rehabilitation expenditures.
However, 'Nice and unemployment did have significant effects.
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It is important to realize the limitations of this analysis for assessing the impact of advertising on alcoholism. A ban on advertising in a
- state primarily affects price and availability.
Local retail advertising
enables firms to inform consumers about and compete on the basis of price,
location, hours of operation, stock, etc. This is very different from the
advertising that Is done on television at the national level. Thus, a ban on
local advertising is likely to reduce competition and raise price. It is not
clear that such an effect would result from a national ban on advertising.

Further, the authors do not control for state restrictions on the sale
of alcohol. State restrictions may include ownership (e.g., state-owned
stores; the number of stores an individual can own), hours of operation,
location, etc. Presumably, these restrictions are highly correlated with
advertising bans. The author's ad ban variable may even be serving as a
proxy for state restrictions. This is consistent with other studies that
suggest the availability of alcohol is an important predictor of consumption.
One final comment on this article concerns their comment that 'average
statewide consumption has no significant effect on either alcoholism or
alcohol-telated mortality' This is an important point to keep in mind,
since most empirical studies have looked at per-capita consumption. Although
the average consumer may be price sensitive or tend to respond to advertising
pitches (at least in the short-run), this may not be true for the alcoholic,
or the person predisposed to this disease. Unlike many other studies, this
paper looks at alcoholism and mortality directly.
8.

Kohn, Paul M. and Reginald G. Smart (1984), The Impact of Television
Advertising on Alcohol Consumption: An Experiment, Journal of Studies
on Alcohol, 45, pp. 295-301.

Kohn and Smart conducted a controlled experiment to measure the impact

of beer advertising on beer consumption during the period of television
viewing. Two variables were controlled during a two hour period: (1) the

frequency of beer commercials (0, 4, or 9) and (2) the access to beer (either
immediate or delayed half an hour). The 125 male, college aged subjects
watched an indoor soccer game ostensibly to evaivate its potential fan
appeal.

The results of this experiment suggest that limited exposure to
televised beer commercials briefly stimulates beer consumption...
However, further exposure does not seem to contribute to further
consumption. In fact, over the course of the experiment as a
whole, amount of advertising exposure had no significant effect on
consumption.

Delayed access to beer led to compensatory consump-

tion when the beer became available. The final result was that
the delay had no effect on the consumption of beer over the
experiment at a whole.
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9.

Kohn, Paul M., Reginald G. Smart and Alan C. Osborne (1984), "Effects of
Two Kinds of Alcohol Advertising on Subsequent Consumption, Journal of
Advertising, 13, pp. 34-48.

The authors report on an experiment designed to test the effect of beer

Advertising on consumption of alcohol. Their subjects were males aged 19-45
vOto indicate they drink alcohol. Individuals were contacted at a shopping
mall and (under the guise of marketing research) asked questions about either

various ads for one brand of beer or unrelated questions about the shopping
mall (as controls). Participants were given food vouchers to be :. Id at a
nearby restaurant. Their alcohol consumption was monitored (without their
knowledge) and supposedly unrelated market research interviews were conducted

6-12 weeks later by phone. The results indicated no short-term or long-term
change in alcohol consumption or in brand loyalty.
10.

McCarty, D. and J. A. Ewing (1983), "Alcohol Consumption While Viewing
Alcoholic

Beverage

Advertising,"

Addictions, 18, pp. 1011-18.

The

International

Journal

of

the

McCarty and Ewing conducted a controlled experiment, with 112 subjects,

to test three hypotheses: (1) does alcohol advertising induce consumption?

(2) does alcoho/ advertising prompt faster drinking? (3) are drinkers more

influenced by alcohol when they are drinking? McCarty and Ewing concluded
that ''alcoholic beverage advertisements did not increase either ttie quantity
of liquor poured in mixed drinks or the rate of drinking! The setting
employed by this study was so contrived - subjects viewed and discussed
slides of ads for 30 minutes after mixing one drink and before mixing another
- that generalizations to actual behavior become suspect.

n.

McGuiness, Tony (198G), An Econometric Analysis of Total Demand for
Alcoholic Beverages in the U.K., 1956-1975," The Journal of Industrial
Economics, 29, pp. 85-109.

As the tit
suggests, this work investigated the economic factors
influencing alconol consumption in Great Britain over the period 1956-1975.
Consumption was measured both in terms of expenditure and volume of alcohol
consumed. As with any study reporting the quantity of alcohol consumption,

the individual types of drinks - beer, spirits, wines, and elders - were

weighted by their alcoholic content before being aggregated. he explanatory
variables considered were the real price of drink, real :.icome per capita,
advertising, the number of licensed premises, and a time trend. Aggregate
advertising, which covered the press and television only, was employed in

some estimations, whereas in others advertising was broken into individual
components by the typc of drink.

The model selected was a single equation regression equation, run in
both a linear and semi-logarithmic form. Because the author found little
evidence that current consumption is influenced by past advertising, he chose
not to include a lagged dependent vark5le. Ordinary least squares was used,
with all variables in first differenced form, to overcome multicollinearity
problems. At a later point, the author reformulated the model to account for
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the possibility of simultaneity between advertising and

sales.

In

doing

this, he used price of an advertising message per adult and the interest
rate, two factors in the advertising equation, Zo form an instrumental

variable. This replaced spirits advertising in the demand equation, which he
again estimated by ordinary least squares.
The results McGuiness obtains for total alcohol consumption indicate
that price is significant and of the expected sign, though he finds it
unclear whether income is also a significant factor. The most strongly
significant factor is found to be the number of licensed premises. While he

cannot be sure of the causality between pubs and sales, he argues that there
is a considerable lag in opening a licensed premise, so that the measured
coefficient presumably reflects the effect of the existing number of loca-

tion: on alcohol consumption.

Finally, McGuiness concludes that spirits
advertising has a significantly positive impact on alcohol consumption,
though advertising for other type drinks had no significant effect. The
elasticity of alcohol consumption to spirits advertising is estimated to be

about .2. For advertising in general, McGuiness finds that in 1975 a 1%
reduction in advertising world have reduced alcohol consumption between .2
and 1.0 fluid ounce per adult
12.

Ogborne, Alan C. and Reginald G. Smart (1980), Will Restrictions on
Alcohol Advertising Reduce Alcohol Consumption; British Journal of
Addiction, 75, pp. 293-96.

This article analyzes data from two separate sources in an attempt to
measure the effect of alcohol advertising restrictions on consumption. The
first data set concerns beer consumption in Manitoba, Canada from 1970-1977.
Manitoba banned all beer advertising from electronic and print media in
1974. A time-series analysis of monthly sales showed an increase over time,
the same increase as was found in Alberta, where no ad ban was in effect.
One of the problems with the Manitoba data is that other factors may not
have been adequately controlled. Although the authors claim that per-capita
consumption and alcoholism rates are similar in Manitoba and Alberta, a more

careful analysis would specify and estimate the determinant of demand for
beer before and after the ad ban. Smart and Cutler exclude all other
economic variables likely
prices of related goods.

influence beer consumption: price, income,
It is also possible that demograptlic changes
to

increased consumption and overshadowed any decrease due to the ad ban.
Furthermore, since winc and distilled spirits were still being advertised in
Manitoba, even a properly conducted study would not be able to assess the
effects of a total ad han. Finally, the Manitoba government was unable to
It is quite
control advertising that originated outside the Province.
possible that beer commercials in adjacent provinces were substantially
increased.
The second data set involves per-capita consumption of alcohol and

alcoholism rates for each state in the

U.S.

States were classified by the

of advertising restrictions, degree of urbanization, income and
availability of alcohol. Linear regressions were run with the dependent
variaoies being per- capita consumption and alcoholism rates. Advertising
restrictions accounted for no statistically significant variation in either
degree

per-capita consumption or the alcoholism rate.
46
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tion and availability were positively correlated with alcoholism.

Income and
availability were positive predictors for per-capita consumption.
Although this latter study supports the hypothesis that advertising
restrictions have little effect on consumption, it is possible that state

restrictions are simply ineffective. Again, the problem of adjacent states
and national advertising has not been addressed. One important finding of
this study, however, is that state restrictions on the availability
alcohol can have a significant effect on consumption and alcoholism.
13.

of

Whitehead, Paul C. (1983), Is Advertising Effective? Implications for
Public Health Policy,' in Evaluation Research in the Canadian Addictions
Field.

Whitehead reviews the advertising literature to question whether
government sponsored advertising should be the vehicle to influence consumer
use of alcohol.
Whitehead states that 'there is little evidence that
advertising campaigns have thus far enjoyed much success as parts of efforts

to change behaviour in a manner considered consistent with the primary
prevention of alcohol-related damage. If such campaigns are to be used it
might be worthwhile to consider how they might fit into a larger marketing
strategy and by taking into account some of the known limitations that can be

derived from advertising research generally'
Whitehead notes the correlation between alcohol advertising and alcohol
sales over the past twenty years, but also states that 'a causal link between
these two phenomena has not been demonstrated.' Whitehead makes a general
statement 'that advertising can successfully be used to alter market share
and/or total demand under certain circumstances' Yet, he presents no

evidence that these circumstances exist in the alcohol industry, despite his
contention that they do exist. This survey contains no original research on
the advertising - alcohol issue. Whitehead acknowledges the controversy
between those who find a link between alcohol advertising and consumption,
and those who do not.
14.

Whitehead, Paul C. and Barbara Szandorowska (1977), "Introduction of Low
Alcohol Content Beer," Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 38, pp. 2157-64.

The authors surveyed 76 people who had recently purchased a newly
outlet in Ontario. Of particular interest was whether consumers purchased
the new product to replace consumption of stronger beer, to increase the

introduced low alcohol beer ("Cool Spring") at the manufacturer's retail

situations at which alcohol was consumed, or to become new alcohol drinkers.
In most (87%) cases, consumers used Cool Spring as a substitute for stronger
beer. After noting the possibility that less alcohol may have been consumed
by these people, Whitehead and Szandorowski emphasized the finding that 11.3%
of the 'drinking occasions" involved using Cool Spring where no alcohol had
been previously used.

This study, unfortunately, made no attempt to determine if the quantity
of alcohol consumed changed when consumers substituted low alcohol beer for
other beverages. Absent the latter piece of information, statements regard.
ing the level of alcohol consumed due to the introduction of low alcohol beer
47
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remain purely conjectural. A ban on alcohol advertising could make it more
difficult for new products, such as low alcohol beer, to penetrate the
- market. This study doss not address whether the introduction of such
products increases or dccreascs alcohol consumption.
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Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Jacobson. We appreciate
your adherence to ti ..; time frame, and we had, I think, alerted all
of the Witnesses to the 5-minute rule.
Our next witness, Mr. Eddie Fritts from the NAB, has been very
active in sensitizing broadcasters to this issue, as we have seen,
and I think he has been the lead person in the role that the industry has played in the antidrunk driving campaign.
Mr. Fritts.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD 0. FRITI'S

Mr. Farris. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have a voluminous statement that we would like to submit
for the record.
M:. WIRTH. Without objection and with gratitude, that will be inserted in the record.

Mr. Farms. And I have a very brief statement which I will

present now.

We welcome this opportunity to discuss the issue of broadcast
beer and wine advertising. The overwhelming evidence clearly

shows there is nc linkage between advertising and alcohol misuse.
After reviewing nearly 70 separate studies, the Federal Trade Commission reached the same conclusion and refused to ban or restrict
beer and wine ads.
Responsible ads do not encourage misuse, and without a causal
link to misuse, neither a ban nor mandatory counter advertising,
in our view, is justified. Broadcasters strongly oppose any ban, restriction, or counter advertising measure imposed on beer and wine
advertising.
Settled FCC policy holds that the fairness doctrine does not apply
to product ads. The courts have affirmed this. The memo attached
to our written statement from Prof. Glen Robinson, who was Commissioner at the FCC when it reached this decision, explains the
fallacies of the Commission's cigarette decision in detail.
Once the FCC decided that cigarette ads raised a controversial
issue because of the Surgeon General's report, it was confronted
with numerous demands for counter ads, including the following
actual cases: armed service recruitment ads raised an issue abort
the Vietnam war; high powered car and gas ads encouraged pollution of the environment; trash compactor ads discouraged waste recycling efforts; detergent ads encouraged water pollution; and dog
food ads led to too many dogs, which foul the streets of New York
City.

Once commercials were deemed to raise issues, groups saw issues

in programs as well. Shows that depict women in the home were
sexist, according to feminists. The Daniel Boone series raised questions about the treatment of Indians, and crime dramas raised the

question of gun control. The list could literally go on forever.
Finally in 1974, the FCC called an end to this nonsense. It rejected the earlier application of the fairness doctrine to ordinary product ads, including the old cigarette ads, and this action was upheld
by the courts.
The fairness doctrine was the sole creation of the FCC. This com-

plex doctrine ins always been interpreted and enforced by the
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FCC. Action to legislatively mandate counter ads would for the
first time inject Congress directly into the structure of the fairness
doctrine, a very grave precedent considering all of the issues and
groups waiting in the wings.

NAB has a long-term nationwide commitment to help increase

public awareness of the alcohol misuse problem. We have organized
local broadcaster task forces in all 50 States, and they are working

with local chapters of the Mothers Against Drunk Driving, Students Against Driving Drunk, the National Federation of Parents
for a Drug-Free Youth, the PTA, and others to develop programs
for local involvement on a long-term basis.
NAB's Operation Prom/Graduation project is now well underway
and effective. Working through associations representing car deal-

ers, florists, soft drink distributors, restaurants, and local MADD
chapters, NAB is equipping communities with materials necessary

that they need to organize their own graduation programs, and

they are doing that.
Consciousness is being raised. Just yesterday, the chief judge in
the juvenile court system of Fairfax County, VA, cited a drastic
drop of nearly 50 percent in teenage drug and alcohol abuse offenses in calendar 1984. The judge stated that the drop is consistent with data elsewhere around the country.
Tonight, ABC will air their "One Too Many" program, which
was scheduled many months ago. Tomorrow NAB will provide a
nationwide satellite feed to all radio and TV stations featuring the
Stevie Wonder program, "Don't Drive Drunk," and we will participate in the Kennedy Center press conference with Stevie Wonder
and the Department of Transportation.
With the involvement of all groups in society, we can reduce the
misery caused by alcohol misuse. The Congress can count on broadcasters to contint:e our efforts to increase society's awareness of
these serious problems.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to show a few samples of public service announcements which are being broadcast around the country.
Mr. WIRTH. We have about a minute, Mr. Fritts.
[Video presentation.]
Mr. Frans. Those are samples of locally produced public service
announcements, that one by the Texas Association of Broadcasters
and the preceding one by the Wisconsin Lroadcasters Association.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 274.]

[The prepared statement of Edward Fritts and attachments

follow:]
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD 0. FRITTS
PRESIDENT

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

INTRODUCTION

My name is Edward 0. Fritts. I am President of the National Association of
Broadcasters ("NAB"), a trait association representing over 4,500 radio stations and 850

television stations, including all the major commercial networks and groups. I appreciate
this opportunity to testify before this Subcommittee on the issue of broadcast advertising
of beer and wine.
NAB shares this Subcommittee's and indeed all of society's concern for the

enormous cost of alcohol abuse. Yet, in the urge to do "something" to address this
concern, some have advocated policies that would contribute nothing to reducing alcoholrelated problems while seriously harming broadcast service to the public. I welcome the
chance to dispel some of the many myths and emotion laden allegations which attempt to
link broadcasting to the problems of alcohol misuse. I would also like to discuss some of
the ways in which the broadcast community has contributed to the fight against drug and
alcohol abuse. Through voluntary public awareness and careful attention to advertising
and programming policies, broadcasters have demonstrated great sensitivity to this
important societal concern.

I

IN THE ABSENCE OF A DEMONSTRATED CAUSAL LINK BETII/LbN BEER
AND WINE ADVERTISING AND A'.:4.-0H01. MUSE, NEITHER A BAN NOR
MANDATORY COUNTER- ADVERTISING LEGISLATION IS WARRANTED.

The focus of the current debate in Congress over broadcast beer and wine
advertising has been the charge that such advertising somehow contributes to problem
drinking. The primary policy advanced has been an outright ban of broadcast

advertising. Mandatory counter-advertising has been offerri as a "second best" or
compromise policy alternative. Both assume a causal link between advertising and abuse,
and neither policy alternative is justified in the absence of such a demonstrated link.
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The overwhelming weight of evidence from years of research conducted on this quest:on

solidly supports the conclusion that advertising has no siginificant effect on aicohoi
misuse.'
Mandating beer and wine counter-advertisements in the absence of a causal link to

alcohol abuse arbitrarily singles out beer and wine advertisements as the trigger for
alcohol health messages. Without a causal link, a mandatory counter - advertising law

amounts to government dictating programming content to broadcast what it considers to
be in the public interest. Such action is fundamentally counter to the private
broadcasting system that has operated with minimal governments% intrusion for more
than five decades.

Finally every counter-advertisement ..ongress might require may reduce the
opr.rtunity for airing the many other equals, worthy public service messages which do
not happen to relate to a product whose misuse may produce adverse health effects. The

economic nature of advertiser-surported broadcast programming imposes limits upon the
number of public service announcements a broadcaster can carry free of charge. The

practical result of a counter-advertising requirement for certain product-related causes
tould be that exposure for causes such as the Red Cross, multiple sclerosis, or Ethiopian
famine relief would be accorded secondary status to those product-related causes such as

beer and wine advertising. Clearly this result would not be in the public interest. The
choice of how much airtime to devote to what public service announcement should reside
with the broadcaster, who knows the needs and interests of the local communiti.

This decentralized and flexible system of responsibility, in which daily
programming decisions are placed in the hands of broadcasters, respects First

Amendment freedoms and protects the benefits which flow from those freedoms. In tne
past neither Congress nor the FCC has sought to dictate the selection of PSA's, the

1.

See Recommendations of the Staff of the Federal Trade
Commission in Docket 209-46, the "Omnibus Petitic For
Regulation of Unfair And Deceptive Alcoholic Beverage

Advertising and Marketing Practices," ("CSPI Petition"), p.
13.
See also comments of Dr. Donald Strickland, Associate
Director, Social Science Institute, Washington University,
St. Louis, Mo., submitted to Subcommittee on Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse, United States Senate, February 7, 1985, p.2.
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choice of which has been the sole prerogative of the broadcaster. As the programming
editor, the broadcaster makes these selections based on the neeus of the community.

The result of this system Is that the United States enjoys the finest broadcast service in

the world.
Mandatory counter-advertising legislation would stand this sensible and successful

regulatory structure on its head. Such a law would put the FCC and Congress in the role
of second-guessing the decisions of thousands of broadcasters all across the nation as to

which public service announcement aired at which time period actually best serves the
day - so-day needs and interests of their communities. Broadcasters must have the

flexibility to respond to public issues in terms of their Importance in the community
being served. The Federal Government shouid not attempt to be the arbiter of public
issues for the mot.: than three thousand communities with licensed broadcast is !titles.
II

SETTI2D COMMISSION POLICY HOLDS THAT THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE
DOES NOT APPLY TO STANDARD COMVAERCIAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

The purpose of the Fairness Doctrine is to "ensure that the public will be informed
of the important issues which confront it and of the competing viewpoints on those
issues..."2 Soind reasoning following years of frustrating regulatory experience
convinced the FCC that application of the Fairness Doctrine to commercial
advertisements w's fundamentally flawed and contrary to the purposes of the doctrine.
Appendix A to this statement is a memorandum prepared for NAB by Glen 0. Robinson,
Professor of Law, University of Virginia. Professor Robinson was a member of the FCC
in 1974 when the Commission rejected its earlier application of the Fairness Doctrine to
commercial advertisements. His memorandum clearly establishes that there is no
principled basis for invoking the Fairness Doctrine against specially selected products.
Without question, advertisements for beer and wine present the products in an
appealing fashion. The ads can be upbeat and humorous, the actors attractive. Yet, they

2.

Fairness Doctrine and Public Interest Standards, 48 F.C.C.2d
5 (1974), aft'd sub. nom., NIMIIV.FeL75777-.7d 1095 (D.C.
Ccuit, 0777:7F7f7Uinied 436 U.S. 926 (1978) ("Fairness
Report").
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'-'o not depict overconsumption, or extoll dangerous practices; and they are not targeted
at the underage.

Most importantly, these commercials are presentati.,:, of the brand name in
appealing and arpropriate settings and no more than that. Brewers and vintners use
advertising for brand marketing to increase their mar'cet share at the expense of one
another. A one percent shift toward a particular brand of beer at the retail level
represents $380,000,000.

However, such commercials simply do not amount to substantive discussion of

issues which might underlie those product claims. Nor does the fact that commercials
stress remain silent about potential problems associated with misuse of beer and wane

constitute the "raising" of one side of a controversial issue requiring balanced coverage.
Beer and wine are only two of numerous adver .ised products whose misuse can lead to
problems.

Determinations of the existence of issues of controversy in broadcast programming
have always been left to the FCC, the expert regulatory agency. For the reasons set

forth below, the FCC has rejected the approach of treating simple product claims as
serious discussions of issues associated with the product.

A.

Standard product claims do not rise to the level of Issues of public importance.

From the moment the FCC issued its ruling applying the Fairness Doctrine to

cigarette advertisements, it became involved in a long and futile effort to reconcile the
basic purposes of The Fairness Doctrine with the assertion that product claims contained
in commercial advertisements may suggest, in and of themselves, controversial issues of
public importance. In issuing its 1974 Fairness Report, a three-year reassessment and

clarification of basic Fairness Doctrine policy, the Commission concluded that
application of the Fairness Doctrine to standard product advertisements was a
"mechanical" approach that "represented a serious departure from the doctrine's central
purpose, which of course, is to facilitate the development of an informed public
opinion."3 In the absence of some meaningful discussion, such as an editorial
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advertisement, standard product advertisements would not trigger the Fairness Doctrine.

The Commission's description of its prior "mechanical" approach referred to its
insistence, in the cigarette case4 upon defining the Issue in terms of the "desirability of
smoking", which automatically assumed that all cigarette commercial presented one
side of a controversial Issue regardless of what the commercials actually stated, or
didn't state.
In reversing its position, the Commission stated that " w e believe that standard
product commercials, such as the old cigarette ads, make no meaningful contribution

toward informing the public on any side of any Issue"' and noted that "it seems to us to
make little practical sense to view advertisements such as these as presenting a
meaningful discussion of a controversial issue of public importance."6
The Commission concluded that ordinary product advertisements do not rise to the
level of public issues. In its view:

application of the fairness doctrine to normal product
commercials would, at best, provide the public with only one side
of a public controversy. In the cigarette case, for example, the

ads run by the industry did not provide the listening public with
any information or arguments relevant to the underlying Issue of
smoking and health. At the time of our ruling, Commissioner

Loevinger suggested that we were not really encouraging a
balanced debate but, rather, were simply imposing our view that
discouraging smoking was in the public Interest. 9 F.C.C. 2d. at
953. While such an approach may have represented good policy
from the standpoint of the public health, the precedent is not,at
all in keeping with the basic purposes of the fairness doctrine.
In rescinding its application of the Fairness Doctrine to cigarette advertisements,
the Commission did not intend or believe that the public would remain uninformed about

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Ibid., p.24.

Yiiivision Station WCBS-TV, 8 F.C.C.2d 381 (1967); stay and
reconsideration denied, 9 F.C.C.2d 921 (1967) ("Banzhaf).

ibid.
Ibid.
ibid., p.25.
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important consumer issues. The Commission stated that:

the decision to cover these and other matters of similar public
concern appropriately Iles with individual licensees in the
fulfillment of their public interest responsibilities, and should not

grow out of a tortured or distorted application of fairness
doctrine principles to announcements in which public issues are
not discussed.°

The Commission's 1974 Fairness Report constitutes current FCC opinion and its

reasoning is still sound. Beer advertisement claims can hardly be said to inform viewers

of one side of any issue, important or otherwise. Thus, mandatory alcohol counteradvertisements would not balance any important public issue, contrary to the goals of the
Fairness Doctrine, and would gravely burden broadcasters' First Amendment freedoms.
In the absence of some substantive discussion cf an issue of social importance, standard

beer and wine advertisements do not and should not trigger the Fairness Doctrine.
B.

The precedent set by counter-advertisements opens a Pandora's Box of similar
demands.

Mandatory counter-advertising for alcoholic beverage advertising would set a

precedent generating pressures for equal time for a host of similar products. It must be
remembered that alcoholic beverages are not inherently dangerous. The cost to society
results from excessive or irresponsible consumption.

Thus, the precedent set by mandatory alcohol beverage counter-advertising could
be applied to any number of products which, like beer and wine, are not inherently
dangerous but whose misuse could have adverse health effects. Such products include

automobile safety, over-the-counter medical remedies, soft drinks and sugared foods,
fast foods and dairy products. Numerous advocate groups would come forward to demand

similar counter-advertising legislation. Congress would then be faced with demands for
dictating increasing portions of the broadcast day.
The FCC's 1967 decision to apply the Fairness Doctrine to broadcast cigarette

commercials produced exactly that result. In its Banzhaf ruling, the Commission held

8.

ibid., p.27.
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that "cigarette advertising presents a unique situation"9, inherently dangerous when used

in any amount. For that reason the Commission limited its ruling to cigarette

commercials. Moreover, the Federal Appeals Court for the D.C. Circuit, in affirming
the FCC's ruling, agreed that cigarettes were, in fact, "unique".10
However, the same Appeals Court ruled in 1971 that the cigarette precedent could

not logically be limited to cigarette advertising.II The Court held that advertisements
that extolled the virtues of high powered automobiles and high octane gasoline glorified
product attributes ..zsgravating an existing health hazard, air pollution, and triggered the

Fairness Doctrine. Professe: Robinson notes that "the 'principle' of Banzhaf lies not in

the nature of the product but in the notion that product messages implicitly 'raise'
whatever controversial issues that may surround their use "12

Even before the courts compelleo the Commission to examine advertisements other

than for cigarettes under its :few ruling, other groups came forth with similar demands.
The first commercials targeted for Fairness Doctrine application were spot
advertisements urging enlistment in the armed services, on the grounds that such

commercials implicitly raised one side of the issue of the desirabilitiLof joining the
militar during the Vietnam War13.
One group known as "Citizens Arise Now" (CAN) lodged a complaint aginst trash

compactor commercials that were alleged to imply a negative viewpoint on the issue of
trash recycling.I4 Another group concerned about phosphate-containing detergent

advertisements and their potential effects on the environment, complained about
detergent advertisements.I5 The Sierra Club, concerned about the possible
environmental consequences of snowmobiles, complained about advertisements for

9.
10.

Television Station WCBS TV, 9 F.C.C.2d 943.
Banzhaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082, 1097n. 63 (D.C. Cir., 1968).

11. Friends of the Earth v. FCC, 449 F.2d 1164 (D.C. Circuit,
1971).
12. Appendix A, p. 4.
13. The FCC's decision to deny the request was upheld. Green v.
F.C.C., 447 F2d 323 (D.C. Cir., 1971).
14. Tor773. McGinnis (Citizens Arise Now), F.C.C. 8330-N (1971).
1,.

WABC-TV and WNBC-TV, June 28, 1971.
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snowmobiles." Finally, it even seemed that dogs might no longer be man's best friend as
one citizen in New York City (representing the group "Children Before Dogs") petitioned
for counter-advertisements balancing dog food commercials which encouraged pet
ownership without addressing the concerns that pets led to disease and excessive sewage
on New York City sidewalks.17 As the Commission noted in its Fairness Report , "it is

hard to imagine a product commercial so pure that it would not be viewed as implicitly
raising some controversial issue or resting upon some disputed scientific premise or

remaining silent about negative aspects of the product "18 Of course, many of the
Fairness Doctrine complaints were denied, but only after consideration by the
Commission. Irrespective of the underlying controversy surrounding these issues, the
problem is that such an open-ended doctrine would generate enormous uncertainty in
broadcasters, iho have to determine what their Fairness Doctrine obligations are and
then meet them.

Once the Fairness Doctrine was applied to commercial product advertising, it was
only a matter of logic. to extend it to entertainment programs. The National
Organization for Women (NOW) complained about programs and commercials that
allegedly depicted women as dependent homebodies incapable of assuming serious

responsibilities.19 Other groups complained that the "Daniel Boone" series raised the

issue of the manner in which American Indians were treated." Police dramas were
alleged to raise the issue of gun control.21
Because the Fairness Doctrine could not be contained in its application only to
cigarettes, the Commission in its 1974 Fairness Report admitted the error of its

cigarette ruling and discontinued application of the Fairness Doctrine to standard
product claims. Henceforth, the Commission would apply the doctrine only to those

16. Peter C. Herbst, F.C.C. 8330-0, March 16, 1971.
17. Fran Lee, F.C.C. 8427-C, September 27, 1972.
18. Fairness Report, citing Putz, Fairness and Commercial
Advertising: A Review and a Proposal, 6 U.S.F.S. Rev. 215,
246 (1972).
19. National Organization for Women
20.
21.

v. FCC, 353 r.2d 1002 (D.C.
Cir., 19771.
David Hare, 33 F.C.C.2d 868 (1972).
Thomas E. Mitchell, 34 F.C.C.2d 393 (1975).
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commercials which made a meaningful discussion of a public issue. As Professor
Robinson concluded of the Fairness Doctrine:

Its enforcement by the FCC, its acceptance by the courts, and ultimately
its acceptance by Congress and the public, have rested on the notion that
enforced fairness was a tool to correct clear licensee error or abuse in
treating controversial public issues, not an all-purpose mechanism by which
to shape radio and televhion programs according to administratively
determined social ends.
Any attempt to redirect the Fairness Doctrine toward standard product claims such
as beer and wine advertisements can only return the Commission to the same logical

quicksand from which it extricated itself in the 1974 Fairness Report.

TII

RESPONSIBLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR BEER AND WINE PRODUCTS DO

NOT ENCOURAGE ALCOHOL MUSE.
Broadcasters' contributions to the fight against alcohol abuse are a response to

their obligations under the public interest standard of the Communications Act of 1934
to address serious concerns of their local communities. Credible scientific evidence fails
to find a causal link between advertising and alcohol abuse. Therefore, it does not follow
that broadcasters who air responsible commercial advertisements for beer and wine must

bear the blame for alcohol abuse. Nor does the airing of alcohol advertising generate an

obligation in broadcasters to air counter-advertisements.
Broadcasters staunchly defend their First Amendment freedoms. PSA's and other
alcohol-related public service programming are aired at the discretion and under the

editorial control of the local broadcaster. It is in response to a generalized public
service obligation which respects, to the maximum extent possible, broadcasters'

journalistic freedoms. Counter-advertisements, dictated as to manner and placement by
the government, gravely burden those freedoms. A free society should tolerate no
restrictions upon the responsible adyertisement of lawful products. Beer and wine are
lawful products and broadcasters should be free to air responsible commercials for them.

22.

Appendix A, p.14.
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A.

The preponderance of credible scientific research demonstrates the lack of a
causal link between alcohol advertising and abuse.

Responsible broadcast advertising does not encourage people to misuse alcohol.

Alcohol consumption and abuse behaviors can be related to a complex set of sociological,

psychological, physiological and genetic factors. The research indicates that, compared
to influences such as physiological imbalances, family experiences, or peer Influences,
mass media exposure is generally considered to be among the weakest or non- existent
Influences on alcohol consumption, to say nothing of abuse, which is society's true
concern.

The Federal Trade Commission, in recently denying the CSP1 petition to ban or
otherwise restrict alcohol advertising, found, after an exhaustive review of the
literature, "no reliable basis on which to conclude that alcohol advertising significantly

affects alcohol abuse".23 Thus, the credible scientific research supports the view that
otherwise responsible broadcast alcohol advertisements, in and of themselves, do not

significantly affect alcohol abuse.
B.

Broadcasters ensure that alcoholic beverage advertising is appropriate and
non-deceptive.

Broadcasters, who are responsible for the advertising that is aired over their
stations, exercise that responsibility to ensure that programming is appropriate and nondeceptive. For example, the major networks maintain extensive commercial standards
departments that carefully screen each advertisement for appropriateness before
airing. Advertisements that in any expressed or implied way encourage misuse of

alcoholic beverages are rejected. Few, if any, beer or wine ads are produced for national
or regional use unless they meet the individual network's standards. Moreover, the
station groups or individual stations maintain their own scrutiny of beer and wine ads,
particularly those produced for local use which do not come under the review of the

23. Michael Jacobson, 209-46, p.2 (April 15, 19E5).
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network standards divisions.

In rare instances questionable advertisements may have been broadcast. In fact,
the opponents of beer and wine advertising consistently point to a very small number of

ads in their criticism of all beer and wine advertising. It is to the credit of these
standards departments that when valid complaints about advertisements are received,

action is taken. Through the individual 1tions of responsible broadcast licensees, the
overwhelming majority of beer and wine advertisements are appropriate and in good

taste.
Despite the lack of credible evidence linking alcoholic beverage advertising and

alcohol abuse within ariLage group, critics continue to claim that millions of teens are
bombarded by these commercials during late night and sports programming. According
to A.C. Nielsen data, however, fewer teens watch sports and late night programming
than any other program category or daypart. Table 1 (see P ppendix B) compares the teen

audiences for six television programming types. The data ..re drawn purposefully from
November, 1984, to include the professional and college football seasons. Sports ratings

should be highest during this period. A.'.... Neilsen data doctment that weekend sports

receive the lowest ratings among teens. In fact, of all types of television, weekend
sports programming la, the lowest percentage of teens (aged 12-17) in its audosice.
Critics also assert that television programming depicts excessive or glamorous
drinking. In so doing, they again can point to only a very small number of programs.
Although no connection has been established between the viewing of drinking scenes and

alcohol consumption or misuse, the Hollywood creative community has become

increasingly sensitive to gratuitous use of alcohol in today's television fare. Two years
ago, the Caucus of Producers, Writers and Directors examined the manner in which
alcohol was being used in programs. In their white paper entitled, "We've Done Some
Thinking," the Caucus urged that drinking scenes which are not necessary to the

development of the plot or the characters be cut from scripts.
The results have been impressive. Gratuitous drinking has been sharply reduced in
such programs as Dallas, Magnum,

,P.I. and Hunter. Other programs sich as Hill Street

Blues Cheers and Facts of Life deal seriously with alcohol-related problems and use
recovering alcoholics in lead roles. The Caucus has stied that it will continue to urge
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the creative community to remain sensitive to drinking behavior in television
programming.

Thus, with respect to their advertising and programming policies, broadcasters have
been willing to hear complaints and .o work with groups concerned about alcohol misuse

to improve the quality of matei.al broadcast to the public. Continued reliance on these
efforts, not a ban on beer or wine advertising or mandatory counter-advertising, wail best
serve the public interest.

C.

Experience with advertising bans has demonstrated their ineffectiveness.

Restrictions on beer and wine advertisements will have no effect on the problems
caused by alcohol misuse. Restrictions are the first manifestation of a prohibitionist

approach. History documents that the era of Prohibition was a failure that encouraged
millions of lawabiding citizens to flaunt the law and spawned organized crime.
Several West European countries, as well as the entire Soviet Bloc, either restrict

or ban entirely the advertisement of alcohol beverages, yet they suffer abuse rates far in
excess of the United States. Clearly, the absence of alcohol advertising has not lessened
their alcohol-related problems.
The results of the ban on broadcast cigarette advertising also demonstrated the

futility of advertising bans. Since the ban on broadcast cigarette advertising, cigarette
consumption continues to rise.
Of course, a distinction must be made between cigarettes and beer and wine
because The Surgeon General's Report of 1964 expressed the consensus of years of

medical research demonstrating that cigarettes inherently posed a significant health risk
to the consumer. The same cannot be said for consumption of beer and wine. There is no
link between moderate consumption of beer and wine and

adverse health effects.

Beer and wine are not inherently dangerous products.

Today, the percentage of heavy smokers is greater than ever. Significantly, teens
who have never been exposed to broadcast cigarette advertisements continue to smoke at

higher levels than would be expected for this age group if broadcast cigarette

advertisements actually led to increased smoking. Moreover, the Lu. on cigarette
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advertising led to a dramatic shift of advertising dollars Into print, outdoor and magazine
advertising. Prior to the ban, newspaper advertising expenditures were approximately
$14 million. By 1980, the figure totaled $300 million (a 50% increase when adjusted for

inflation). Prior to the ban, outdoor advertising received approximately $ 7 million in
cigarette advertising revenues. By 1980 that figure had increased to $193,000,000. Over
the same period, magazine advertising expenditures rose from $50 million to more than
$266 million.24

IV

BROADCASTERS ARE SERVING THE PUBLIC INTEREST WITH RESPECT TO
CONCERNS ABOUT MISUSE OF ALCOHOL.

For many years broadcasters have led efforts to inform the public about the
dangers of irresponsible use of alcohol. The history of industry involvement includes
NAB's Radio and Television Codes which contained strict standards governing the

advertisement of beer and wine products. Since the dissolution of the Codex by the
Department of Justice, the networks, groups and individual broadcast licensees have

enforced standards of their own and scrutinized all beer and wine commercials.
Broadcasters also have used their programming policies to promote awareness of

the dangers of alcohol misuse. The growing national intolerance for alcohol misuse,
specifically drunk driving, has been amplified and publicized by broadcasters around the

nation in a variety of news stories, editorials, full-iength public affairs programs and
public service announcements.25 For instance, tonight ABC is broadcasting in prime
time "One Too Many", a compelling drama on high school alcohol and driving.

We are now in the height of the prom/graduation period, a time of well-deserved
celebration for our youngsters. Through NAB every station has been satellite fed
programming suggestions, public service announcements and a wealth of material to

Report to Congr.ss Pursuant to the
Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act for the Year
1980.
25. See Appendix C for examples of typical broadcast editorials;
feature news stories; public affairs programs; public service
24. Federal Trade Commission.

announcements(PSA's); and community outreach programs.
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galvanize our communities to celebrate graduation but to do so in a drug free and sober

fashion. Joining with NAB in this endeavor are the trade associations for the florists, car
dealers, restaurants and soft drink manufacturers. The synergy of this joint effort is
most impressive. The videotape NAB prepared to launch the campaign included
endorsements from the founders of MADD and the National Federation of Parents for

Drug Free Youth. We are working with their chapters on this project.
Broadcasters' efforts have been saluted by Transportation Secretary Elizabeth

Dole, by the Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving. In fact, NAB has been invited to
serve on the National Boards of MADD and the National Commission on Drunk Driving.

These tributes illustrate the breadth of our industry's involvement in programming and
non-programming activities to combat alcohol and drug abuse.

In response to broadcasters' desires for information to plan alcohol-related
programming and public service activities , NAB, at its January, 1984, Board Meeting,

prior to the formation of Project SMART, announced the formation of the Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Task Force to encourage and coordinate the broadcasting Industry's activities
in combating alcohol and drug .abuse. Soon thereafter, nearly every state broadcast

association established a task force to foster state level broadcast activity.
NAB has established a clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination of

alcohol-related programming ideas and activities. The Association has begun a regular

monthly satellite feed of ideas and information from this clearinghouse to our industry.
The industry's input into our clearinghouse has been extensive to date, over 1,000
contributions and requests for information have been received. On December 3, 1984,
NAB distributed by satellite 32 anti-drunk driving and drug abuse PSA's to all member
and nonmember television stations for use during National Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week (December 9-16) and throughout the holiday season.

State associations have produced and circulated PSA's in conjunction with local

chapters of MADD, SADD, PTA. and National Federation of Parents for Drug Free
Youth, as well as business and other community groups. The associations have also
organized awareness campaigns with allied ladustries such as restaurant and automobile

dealers associations. In t' Ashington, the Washington Regional Alcohol Program ("WRAP",

composed of representatives from the Capital Centre, local broadcasters, automobile
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dealers, insurance companies and local tavern and restaurant owners) produced the

designated driver and dial-a-ride programs we witnessed during the recent holiday

season. WRAP plans additional publicity campaigns throughout the year.
Federal, state and local officials have acknowledged broadcasters' efforts. Some
examples follow:
0

nuring the 1983 holiday season there was not a single alcohol-related highway

fatality in Washington, D.C. Area officials cited media exposure as a possible

factor.
0

Last July, the Iowa Department of Transportation reported that alcohol-related

traffic fatalities had declined by more than one half for the first half of 1984, due in
large part to the media exposure given to law enforcement efforts In that state.
0

Authorities in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, which experienced not a single drunk driving
fatality during the holiday season, saluted the media exposure given to the problem

of drunk driving.
0

The State of Washington Traffic Safety Commission announced on January 8, 1983,

that during the period between December 24, 19P and January 2, 1983, there was

not one alcohol-related traffic fatality in that state. The Commission said that the
media's contribution "defied measurement."

V

THE BROADCAST COMMITMENT IS GROWING.

The future commitment from broadcasters to the fight against alcohol misuse will
be even greater. At its January, 1983, Board Meeting, NAB announced the
commencement of an industr y -wide campaign urging broadcasters to pledge airtime to

educate the pubic aboLt these problems. The Association has distributed pledge cards to

all broadcasters for signed commitments tr airtime including public service
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announcements, editorials, pt blic affairs and other forms of programming devoted to the
problems of alcohol misuse.
Thus, It is abundantly clear that broadcasters nationwide, Independently and

collectively through the NAB and state associations, are responding with leadership ano

sensitivity tc the problem of alcohol misuse.

V

RESTRICTIONS ON BEER AND WINE ADVERTISING WOULD SEVERELY
HARM BROADCAST SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC.

To restrict the broadcast advertising of beer and wine in the absence of evidence of
a causal link to alcohol abuse would be an emotional response impairing service to

broadcast listeners and viewers. The loss of revenues from beer and wine advertising
would have a profound effect on broadcast stations, especially radio stations. The
average radio station in 1983 generated a pre-tax profit of 7.29% on revenues of
$587,100. Beer and wine advertising represents apprt.Aimately 12% of radio's national

spot and network dollars. There are over 8,200 commercial radio stations in the nation
serving local communities. Many are having financi.:1 problems at present. Clearly, the
loss of this revenue would have dire consequences for literally hundreds of stations.

Most of these dollars support sports programming. Local and regional play-by-play

accounts for team sportsbasketball, football and baseball coverage would diminish,
perhaps move to pay-per-view or disappear altogether. For instance, in the Washington.

D.C. market, W3LA television carries the Atlantic Coast Conference game of r e week
often on week nights in prime time. These broadcasts are avidly followed by an audience
whose demographic profile is one of predominantly middle age males, many of whom are
alumni or lifetime followers of these conference universities. Without beer advertising

to support the regional consortium of stations that carry these games, this expensive
type of programming, requiring live, on-location personnel and equipment, could very

well prove unprofitable and would force the station to discontinue these local and
regional broadcasts. The station would revert to carrying the national network
entertainment programming.
New advertisers are not waiting in the ..ings. certainly not at the revenue levels
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necessary to su"port this expensive programming. We learned this during the past
football season, with the proliferation of games and smaller audiences.

Ethnic radio stations, whose owners are most often recent minority entrants to the
broadcasting industry, would be the most harmed by beer and wine advertising

restrictions. These products account for about eighteen per cent of ad revenues.

Moreover, minority-formatted stations, which in many cities appeal to a relatively
narrow audience and advertiser base, will feel the loss of any single advertising source,

such as beer and wine, more acutely than more broadly formatted siations. Minority
college sports programs, NAIA and NCAA Division U ind III teams especially, with a
small and specialized audience, depend heavily upon a relatively small number of
sponsors, chiefly bee:-. Restrictions upon beer advertising could jeopardize these sports
programs.

The communications marketplace is experiencing exponential growth with hundreds
of new stations, cable television, low-power TV and other new competition, while the

number of advertisers remains relatively constant. Without beer and wine advertising
revenues, competition can only be diminished and local service, especially the very
popular sports programming, will suffer. Tise public should not be so disserved in the

absence of any factual evidence for barning or restricting beer and wine advertising.

CONCLUSION

Broadcasters are licensed to serve the public interest and have done so with respect

to a serious national problem, misuse of alcohol. Responding to growing concern in their

communities, broadcasters have provided a variety of editorial, news, and public affairs
programs as well as non-programming activities to increase public awareness of this
serious concern.
However, society's concern is with irresponsible or excessive consumption of

alcoholic beverages. Moderately consumed, beer and wine are not inherently harmful and
their consumption is considered appropriate by many in our society. Broadcast
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advertisements depi hese products in a social environment and in a positive light, but
do not encourage overconsumption or extoll misuse. Moreover, considerable ...lentific
research clea-ly demonstrates that there Is no causal connection between responsible

advertisements for beer ant wine and alcohol abuse. In the absence of such a causal link,

neither a ban nor mandatory counter-advertising is justified.
To ignore the scientific evidence and ban beer and wine advertising would severely

harm broadcast service to the public without any benefit to the public. To mandate
counter-advertising in the absence of a causal link arbitrarily singles out beer and wine
ads as the trigger for public health messages and amounts to government dictating

broadcast programming content which it considers to be in the public interest. Such a
law would put Congress and the FCC into the role of second-guessing the daily decisions

of thousands of broadcasters all across the nation as to which public service
announcements best serve the needs of the local community.

Mandatory counter-advertising is fundamentally contrary to the private
broadcasting system that has provided superior broadcast service with minimal

governmental intrusion for over five decades. Most importantly, a mandatory counteradvertising requirement for beer and wine ads would set a precedent for numerous other
groups with complaints about others_roducts which are not inherently dangerous but can
p_insent health risks when misused.

The FCC's experiment with application of the Fairness Doctrine to cigarette ads

ended years later in frustration as the Commission learned that it could not limit the
doctrine to cigarettes and demands mounted for extending the doctrine to other
commercials and programs. Returning the Commission to that logical quicksand by
mandating Fairness Doctrine treatment for beer and wine ads, products that, unlike
cigarettes, are not harmful when consumed in moderation, would open the floodgates to
even more demands for counter-advertisements for similar products.
As the FCC noted in its Fairness Report, broadcasters can be expected to devote

at ration to the issue of alcohol-related problems in fulfillment of their public interest
r sponsibisities. They have done so in a multitude of ways and the Congress can look to
the Industry to continue to fulfill its public service respor.sibilities. The Fairness
Doctrine should not be distorted to manufacture a lire:, between that public service and
the carriage of beer and wine ads in order to ensure that public service. Such an
artificial and awkward measure provides no public interest benefits and only hinders

broadcasters in their efforts to serve their communities.
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This memorandum evaluates legal and yolicy aspects of
proposals to extend the FCC's fairness doctrine to commercial
product advertising on radio and television.

It is occasioned by

proposals directed especially at advertising of alcoholic
beverages; however, there is no principled basis for applying the
fairness doctrine to specially selected commercial messages.
After reviewing the past history of this issue and the
implications of applying the fairness doctrine to product
advertising, I conclude the public interest does not warrant such
an application.

Indeed, carried to its logical end such an

application would present serious First Amendment problems.
Historx

I.

Recent proposals to apply the fairness doctrine to routine
advertising of alcoholic beverages on radio and television
recycle an old controversy.

It has been nearly a score of years

since the PCC's cigarette advertising decision, holding the
fairness doctrine applied to cigarette advertising.

P.C.C. 2d 921 (1967), /WC
1062 (1968),

cart. denied,

R1258-TY. 9

Mit has., Banzhaf Y LCC,
396 U.S. 872 (1969).

405 P.2d

While the

Commission there emphasized its decision did not rugup extension
of the fairness doctrine to commercial product advertising
generally, it soon became apparent

that

the principle could not

be confined to selected controversies or product categories.
Shortly after the court in

hanzhe

affirmed the FCC's

cigarette ruling the Commission was asked to rule that broadcast
spot advertisements urging enlistment in the armed services
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The FCC denied the requests

subject to the fairness obligation.
on alternative grounds:

one, that the issue presented

(whether

the U.S. should maintain an armed force) was not a natter of
important public controversy: two, if an important public
controversy was implicated (the draft, Vietnam), it had been
adequately treated on both sides.

The FCC's denial of the

request was affirmed. am aim 3, ma, 447 F.2d 323 (D.C. Cir.
1971):Rackrit8 y ECC, 44

10.2d 501 (9th Cir. 1971).

lowever,

within a few week, of the decision affirming the Commiesion's
rulings on enlistment ads the court in Itilimbiof the SiLtil Y.

ZCC, 479 F.2d 1164 (D.C. Cir. 1971), held that routine spot
advertisements for automobiles and gasoline were within the scope
of the fairnesu doctrine inasmuch as they implied a message about
the health hazards of automobile pollution -- an issue of
important public controversy.1

Reversing the Commission's

holding to the contrary, the court found no legally relevant
distinction between cigarette ads on the one hand and automobile
or gasoline ads on the other.

If the former implied a message

about health hazards of smoking,

the latter equally implied a

message about the health hazards of pollution.

LtimidasilthmIazth made clear that if the fairness
doctrine were to be applied to product advertising at all, it

1.

Windt of tht Mirth was anticipated in =Ail Store

rilligARRAILLII1011, Enid Alit =IA I. LCS, 43i F.2d 248 (D.C. Cir.
1970) when the court again reversed the FCC's refusal to consider
a fairness complaint directed against a station's broadcast of a
product commercial by a store that was under union boycott. The
court, relying on Banzhaf, found the ads iapliedly raised an
issue pertinent to the controversy between the story and union
even though the ads made no mention of the controversy.
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could not be limited to 'special' cases.

It also suggested that

the potential reach of application was breathtakingly broad.
Virtually any product or service that had a significant link to
an issue of important public controversy could trigger a fairness
obligation insofar as promotion of the product was deemed to
imply a message about the use of the product and hence about any
controversy that surrounded such use.
Concerned that such an expensive application of the fairness
doctrine could drag it into feckless controversies that would not
serve the purposes for which the fairness doctrine was intended,
the FCC in 1974 repudiated its cigarette ruling and adopted a
policy of applying the fairness doctrine only to those
commercials in'!ilh 'are devoted in an obvious and meaningful way

to the discussion of public issues."2

2d 1, 26 (19744 Fairness lop
(1976).

rairnen 42coct. 44 F.C.0

',consideration, 5$ F.C.0 2d 691

The Commission's decision was affirmed in separate

decisions by the First Circuit and the D.C. Circuit.

See public

=treat Isainuah acap Y. FCC, 522 F.2d 1060 (1st Cir. 1975),

gut. guild, 424 U.S. 915 (1971). liatiguila citizens Wm. fat
UnailmLLIDS1E.

sta. daniad,

Z,

567 F.241 1095, 1102-1110, (D.C. Cir. 1977),

436 U.S. 926 (1974).

The Commission dietinguishei routine commercial product
messages from "editorial advertisements," that directly and
substantially" comment on public issues or that 'obviously and
substantially" relate to such issues. Application of the fairness
doctrine to such "editorial advertisements," mil, 141.,
44
(6860), 30 F.C.C. 2d 643 (1971), and
F.C.C. 2d 755 (1973), was reaffirmed in the Commission's 1974
Report, 44 F.C.C. 2d 22-24.
2.

!Wit ham= project,
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II.

lulled Beigniaotationa AA viewpoint'

The wisdom of the fairness doctrine as applied to explicit
discussion of issues of public controversy, while not beyond
The question here is whether that

dispute, is not disputed here.

doctrine should be applied to routine advertising of commercial
products the use of which may be publicly controversial.

The

question is broadly phrased in terms of product advertising
generally and not with specific reference to current proposals to
apply the doctrine to alcoholic beverages.

ZALth

As Windt Qt the

makes'plain the "principle' of minxhaf lies not in the

nature of the product, but in the notion that product messages

implicitly "raise whatever controversial issues that may
surround their use.

It was precisely in recognition of this

point that the FCC in 1974 found it necessary not merely to limit
the reach of the cigarette ruling but to confess error and

repudiate it entirely.

48 F.C.0 2d at 24-26.

To be sure not every product advertisement implicates an
issue of important public controversy.

No doubt the Commission

was on firm ground when in 1972 it ruled that dog food
commercials did not involve a matter of important public
controversy about the health hazards of dogs by implictly
representing that dogs are 'man's best friend.'
Doge, 37 P.C.C. 2d 647 (1972).

4bi1dren Wart

So too when it rejected a

fairness complaint directed against trash compactor commercials
that were alleged to imply a negative viewpoint on the issue of
recycling.
(1971).

aka 5, gcsinnis (Consumers Arise Now), P.C.C. 8330-N

But it takes little imagination to find public
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controversy -- important controversy -- lurking in the background
of the most innocuous commercials.

As Henry Geller noted in an

extensive study of the fairness doctrine prior to the FCC's 1974
Report:

'There are relatively few advertised products whose
normal use does not involve some significant issue:
automobiles (large and small), gasoline (leaded or
unleaded), any type of medication, beer, airplanes,
any product that does not have a biodegradable
container, any foreign product -- the list is

virtually endless.
H. Geller, The Fairness Doctrine in Broadcasting, 85 (Rand, 1973);
ma 'lin Jeff*, Tha Zditozial Responsibility !IL tha Dimadhaststs
111112ctionsi gn FALUILI and Accent, 85 Nary. L. Rev. 76S, 775
(1972).3

For that matter, there is no clear basis for stopping with
product advertisements.

If viewpoints on controversial public

issues may be implied from the promotion of products whose use is
controversial, it would seem equally logical to imply them from
entertainment or informational programs as well.

ramanciia

Advertising and the Fairness

Simmons,

Thi Rai

policy in atassiatina, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 1083, 1115-16 (1975).
National Or anization 12x.

"man

I. tra, 555 !.2d 1002 (D.C. Cir.

1977), illustrates just how expensively the underlying
"principle° of implied representations can be applied.

The

National Organisation for Women challenged the renewal of two
stations on grounds, inter

alike

that their programs and

3.

Affirming the FCC's abandonment of the Banzhaf principle the
court of appeals similarly noted the wide range of products to
which it could be applied as well as the great uncertainty in
determining what ads do or do not trigger a fairness obligation.
Hal HAtimal atimma cmga., supra, 547 P. 2d at 1110.
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commercial ads depicted women as 'incompetent, dependent, over
emotional and irresponsible" whose proper role was in the home
'serving their husbands and children.'

This

555 F.2d at 1013.

biased portrayal allegedly raised a controversial issue of public

importance -- 'the role of women in society.

was placed

Principal reliance

on lanzhst andryiengsal.themmth, for

the claim that

such implied representations fell within the reach of the
fairness doctrine.

(Among the specific program instances were a

number of commercials in which women were depicted either as
essentially household servants or sex objects).
repudiated the principle of

Raving earlier

hinzhaL and &land& a the Meth,

the

Commission had no difficulty ruling that any implicit messages
about women's voles (conceded to be 4!» issue of important public

controversy) did not fall within the fairness doctrine.

It also

found that in any event the issue of women's role had been given
reasonably balanced treatment.
ground.

If the

Banzhaf

The court affirmed on the latter

principle were given full rein, there

would be no end to complaints like NOW's. am

sag, George

IL

corev. 37 F.C.C. 2d 641 (1972) (complaint that children's
programs containing violent incidents triggered fairness

doctrine); Laza Nara, 35 F.C.C. 2d $61 (1972) (complaint that
'Daniel Boone' series raised issue of how Indians were treated);

Thew X,

Birched, 54 F.C.C. 2d 593 (1975) (complaint that

police drama raised issue of gun control).
Of course, not all complaints would be successful; both
licensees and Commissioners have discretion in determining whether
an issue of important public controversy is involved and in
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evaluating whether reasonable balance had been maintained. Ma
I. LCD, 516 F.2d 1101 (D.C. Cir. 1974), sazt. denied, 424 13. 8.
910 (1976).

However, if the fairness doctrine is given a part of

the range of application its active supporters have sought,

licenses discretion could not be sufficient defense against the

onslaught of complaints that a revitalized Imuhal would invite.

III. Ma Domain AL Z/UMW= M a WILL Lila
Slippery slope arguments are noWof course, decisive on
whether to extend a legal rule to new terrain; they merely
describe the domain of the rule and the applications that must be
justified.

When the Commission in 1974 examined the expansive

domain of its cigarette ruling it concluded that the mechanically
pervasive application of the fairness doctrine implied by. its

1967 decision could not be justified.

It was a wise judgement.

There is, first, the problem of avoiding trivial pursuits.
The Commission was rightly concerned that applying the fairness
doctrine t,) implied messages would engage it in endless,

inconsequential controversies over product advertisements (and
even implied messages in ordinary program material).

One need

not imagine the Commission would be overwhelmed by such

task in

order to be concerned about pointless adjudications over the
implicit messages of any advertising slogan the fecund
imagination of viewers or listeners can discern.

Are detergent

ads showing women fussing and fretting over the whiteness of
their husbands shirt collars a statement about the domestic role

of women?

Do automobile ads that promote passenger safety

features imply a message about airbags?

Do cereal ads promote a
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point of view about nutritional needs?

Do ads for toy weapons

contain a message about violence?
Granted the controversial issues themselves may be a matter
of public importance, it is credulous to think the messages that
are derived from the ads are a substantial or meaningful occasion
for deciding whether the issues have been given fair and balanced
treatment.

As the Commission said in its 1974 Report, 48 F.C.C.

2d at 26:

'Dile do not believe that the usual product commercial
can realistically be said to inform the public on any
side of a controversial issue of public importance.
It would be a great mistake to consider standard
advertisements, such as thou involved in Ria'haf
and Friends of the Earth, as though they made a
meaningful contribution to public debate.*
Insistence on "meaningful" discussion has been a standard
requirement of fairness doctrine as applied by agency and
affirmed by the courts in other contexts.

Eel, 24., American

Security =oral kluz. Loynd.. x. rac, 607 F. 2d 438, 450 n. 39
(D.C. Cir. 1979), GeLt. denied, 444 U.S. 1013 (1980).

The FCC's

1974 Report merely aligned advertising messages with that general

requirement, again with the courts' clear approval. Nu National

Citizens gum. HUM 567 F. 2d at 1109-10; public. Interest
Research Cali38,

aura,

522 F. 2d at 1066.

The principle of meaningful discussion rests in part on the
need to avoid placing unncessary burdens on licensees who would
be hard pressed even to know what their obligations are, let
alone meet them, if virtually any program or commercial ad could
trigger a complaint.

Nan American Security Council, mum*, 607 F.
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2d at 450-51.4

Another, equally important, concern is that a formalistic
application of the fairness concept undermines its credibility
and integrity in other cases where its application has always
been deemed most important -- those involving explicit and
substantial discussion of important public issues.

A mechanical

application of fairness obligations not merely diverts the
attention of broadcasters from their public trustee
responsibilities in the development of an informed public
opinion,' 48 P.C.C. 2d at 26, it also fundamentally misdirects
the Commission's energies in overseeing broadcasters.
The kind of administrative monitoring and enforcement
implied by a mechanical application of the fairness doctrine to
covert and overt messages alike would impose excessive costs on
radio and television.

Considering just the impact on commercial

advertising and finessing the impact on regular programming, an
aggressive enforcement of the Oanzhaf principle could
substantially undermine the advertising base of commercial radio
and television.

It seems inevitable that effective enforcement

of the fairness doctrine would require extensive resort to
counter advertising announcements as a means of ensuring
compliance.

Indeed, that appears to be the avowed aim of those

4.

Evidence of the uncertainty can be found in a comparison of
court decisions construing Ikanzbat.
Comiamtganzut, Retail at=

lnamtel and ZliandA a the Zas.th, each finding the fairness
doctrine applies, Pith Arun and Neckrita 3E0 prz, 502 F. 2d 411
(D.C. Cir. 1974), finding it did not. The Court in National
Citizens wit., 567 F. 2d 1101, conceded that the opinions caused
understandable confusion. A careful reading of the opinions
indicates that concession to be an underotatcment.
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who currently propose revitalizing Illnzhat.
twofold effect.

This would produce a

One, such ads would displace regular commercials

and, since it is unlikely the" the counter ads tould be
sponsored, the station would have to bear the opportunity cost of
the displacement.
576 (1963).

UK

=MAR lirorotelkm.inq gib, Ingo 40 F.C.C.

Two, apart from this displacement effect counter ads

would probably cause some advertisers to shift to print media in
order to avoid inviting negative claims about their products.

Industry estimates, prepared in the MO's, of just the costs of
advertising displacement suggest disastrous impact am broadcast
revenues.

Alla

Ala Simmons,

wpm

75 Colum. L. Rev. at 1111.

dal

Jaffe, supra. $5 Ram L. Rev. at 775 (lanshaf 'logic can be

expanded to justify so many demands for free time as to threaten
broadcasting's advertising baleen.
There is, of course, such speculation in any such estimate
-- speculation about the level of administrative enforcement as
well as about how advertisers would

respond.

What does seem

clear is that the economic cuts of faithful enforcement of the
Banakal principle would be very large.

Against those costs must

be weighed the putative benefits of a fuller discussion of the
affected issues of public controversy.

Those benefits, as

suggested earlier, are altogether modest, not because there is no
value in encouraging debate on issues of public importance but
because seizing on innocuous commercial advertising as the
vehicle for such discussion would be clumsy and ineffectual.
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/V.

Constitutional Implicattma

The constitutionality of the fairness doctrine was affirmed
in Rill Lisui lifamfiguliag EQ., US. 3E. PSC, 355 U.S. 367 (1,69),

and we may assume the continued force of that holding despite
recurrent speculation that changes in the technological
conditions that were its central premise might induce the Court
to reconsider the natter.5
However, the Court has never held or hinted that all
applications of the fairness doctrine are immune from First
Amendment scrutiny.

In *mild= the Court was careful to note

that it was not called on to approve every aspect of the
doctrine, 3,5 U.S. at 366.

Lower courts since Yid Lips have

emphasised the constitutional importance of cautious and
conservative applications of the fairness doctrine -applications that, one, allow broadcasters to gauge their
obligations with predictability, and, two, give reasonable
latitude to editorial

Council, aura.

discretion.

SS* AlAw MELIA= Security

An expensive application of the fairness

doctrine to implied as well as axpress messages on matters of
public controis,sy would pessent substantial constitutional
issues insofar as it would impose vague and opmn-ended
obligations that would be difficult even to define let
meet.

alone

SSA MAllasal Call= CG p., Allatif 567 F. 2d at 1110

(noting the uncertainties created by the IAAZI21E2 principle).

5.

The Court itself has discouraged speculation that it would
reconsider on its own initiative, without guilance from Congress
or the FCC. Sat ICC A. LUAU AL KU M IALACI a California. 104
8.Ct. 3106, 3116 n. 11 (1,114).
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The fact that the 'messages' are contained in commercial
advertisements would not, of course, preterait constitutional
scrutiny.

Sal Virginia =LI

Laud Qf Enigma s&

Virginia

canaumx. Council Ian., 425 U.S. 744 WM; Cut=
Sudan Zia And Ilactris Carp. Y. ZublinaLvdri Cnsaissinn,
Citi2n

U.S. 557 (1880).

447

While the Court has indictitt4 that commercial

speech may not warrant the use standards of constitutional
scrutiny as noncommercial speech, it has made clear that,
governmental restriction even of maxmlx"pcomotional advertising
-- with no express or implied viewpoint on matters of public
controversy -- will be examined closely to determine whether the

asserted governmental interest is substantial,' whether the
'regulation advances the governmental interest asserted, and
whether it is 'not more extensive than necessary to serve that
interest.'

Central &Winn Cu, supra. 447 U.S. at 566.

This

balancing test has been applied even to regulation of deceptive
advertising to ensure that remedies are not broader than
reasonably necessary to correct the deception.

snaiiciai

Casni. m. 72g,

Sae,

542 P. 2d 611 (3d Cir. 1976)

(invalidating portion of overbroad FTC remedy).

Application of

such a balancing testis even more compelling in the content of
the fairness doctrine for its application assumes that the speech
involved addresses issues of public importance and controversy -matters wtich rest on 'the highest rung of the hierarchy First

Amendment values.' FCC y. pmagua

mum =dm Nam

104 S.

Ct. at 3118.

Although the Court

,n Central

Hudson dealt with a total ban

on promotional speech, its general insistence on a reasonable

23,3-s.
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balance between benefits and costs appet:: equally pertinent
here.

As we noted the economic costs of such an application,

while difficult to define, are certain to be large were the

Binsha principle given its logical range of application.
Against those costs must be weighed, of course, the benefits of
counter advertising campaigns seeking to tell the 'truths about
the use of automobiles, snowmobiles, sugared cereals, detergents,
lite beer, trash compactors, dogs and (in the name of balance)
cats.

Even assuming a cost-benefit balance might be favorable in

some instances,

there is no clear or principled basis for

choosing among particular applications, we must consider the
aggregate balance of benefits and costs that emerges fro* a
consistent application of the nanzhaL principle, it is distinctly
negative.

V. =glut=
The public concern over alcoholic abuse that underlies
proposals to apply the fairness doctrine to advertisements of
alcoholic beverages is unquestionably legitimate and deeply felt
-- as was the concern over smoking in the 1960's and the concern
over pollution in the 1970's -- and so they are still.

In the

face of such large and vexing social problems the instinct to
grasp for easily defined solutions is as natural as the concern
over the problem itself.

As is the disposition to look to the

media -- particularly the electronic media -- as the key to the
solution:

if the 'vast' influence of the media can be brought to

bear on the problem

.

.

.
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And to problem solvers who are so disposed, the fairness
doctrine offers an alluringly simple, effective means for guiding
the powig of the media to the desired end.

Unfortunately,

experience and reflective thought on the implications of the
solution cast lavish doubt on the assumed simplicity or ultimate
effectiveness of the fairness doctrine as a nostrum for ailments
that are deeply rooted in social habits.

The media may be partly

accountable for those habits; and they may have a role in
correcting those that are socially haraful.

But an aggressive

application of the fairness doctrine would not be a useful tool
in enhancing that role.
The fairness doctrine was never imagined by the FCC, by the
courts or by Congress to be a free-roving mandate to scrutinize
all prcgram content (advertising included), to determine its
public significance or to measure its social responsibility.

As

an enforceable legal duty (as opposed, perhaps, to an ideal of
general social responsibility) fairness in programming has always
been a discrete, limited concept.

Its enforcement by the FCC,

its acceptance by the courts, and ultimately its acceptance to
Congress and the public, have rested on the notion that enforced
fairness was a tool to correct clear licensee error or abuse in
treating controversial public issues, not an all-purpose
mechanism by which to shape radio and telsvition programs
according to administratively determined social ends.
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APPENDIX B
Teen Viewing

1 Viewers

Program Type
General Drama
Suspense & Mystery
Situation Comedy
Adventure
Feature Film
All Weekend Sports

Source:

Teen Rating
7.5
7.4
10.3
10.9
8.7
1.9

%

('000)

1,610
1,590
2,210
2,340
1,860
400

Total

Teen I of
Persons Audience
6.8
7.7
11.0
10.8
9.0
7.0

A.C. Nielsen Co., January 18, 1985

f
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APPENDIX C

EXAMPLES OF ALCOHOL-RELATED BROADCAST PROCRAMMING

The enclosed examples include editorials, news stories, community outreach
programs and public affairs programs on both radio and television.

The cover sheet to each example explains the type of programming and the source.

EDITORIALS
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ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRONE DR2VIN0 clAARzwaffoosE
TITLE:

SU3IECTs

Drinkin7 Driver+
Drunk Iriwin4

SUMMARY:
Snonorto evomonsion of drivers' liconoo olminiotrotiwely.
rather than throndh the Court yotom which allow,
problem drinker+ to
continuo to drioo.
TYPE: Editorial
LMOOTE: 350 words
AU1TEVCE: Adult+
RPONSOR/DRODUCE/:
10/MAT: Script
CONTACT:
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEA/:
Iroodcnot Floc. 11. 1984
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:

STATION: Radio
CALLS. :TTY: NI -A". Chicao0
STATE: IL
RECRIVEh IN
ACCENSIOV NUMIER:

Yes

p59
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WGN Editorial

ROOM' D. P.wawrni
sellsrld elkector

© Copyright 1964. WGN Radio 720AM. 2501 Bradley Place. Chicago IL 60018-312-683-3100

"DRINKING DRIVERS"
Editorial 1164-204
Thursday. December 13. 10614

Because alcohol is involved in some two million motor
vehicle accidents each year. we believe it is
int to
do more to keep drunk drivers off our roads. That's why
we support a legislative request of Illinois Secretary of
State Jim Edgar.
Edgar wants Illinois to juin the nearly two dozen other
states which authorize the licensing authority --- in
Minot*. that's the Secretary of State --- to suspend
driver's II
or up to Om months ADMINISTRATIVELY.
court p
not through
under one of two conditions.
The first condi.i.00n would be the results of a chemical
test whicb show a bleed alcohol level above the legal
limit.
The second condition would be a driver's
to take such a test after being
lice
suspect drunk driving.
t law. refusal to take the test is grounds
Under p
Tor suspension but only after the case tomes to court.
In the meantime. that driver continues to drive. And the
courts. even In cases where a driver IS found guilty.
today take driving privileges away in only 30 per cent of
the cases.
the Secretary of State already can *uspend driving
privileges prior to a court hearing ... if there is an
accident Involving death or serious bodily injury. But.
this still leaves thousands of drivers. people involved in
less serious accidents. behind the wheel.
The possible loss of driving privileges is believed to
t to driving while under
be the most significant det
the influence. Secretary Edgarr s proposal will add
significantly to that deterrence. It phould be given
1 Assembly meets in
prompt consideration when the 0
J

In the meantime. as we head into the holiday reason.
ber this *' If you have to ask yourself if you're too
drunk to drive. you ere!

;

Zagi qt.)"
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ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNI DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE
TITLE:

SAttling Holiday Drtnk Driving

SUATFCT:

Arunk irivinG

SOIshEY:
In sn effort to reduce ONI accidsnti end deaths. 'A traffic,
officers have cose nu with new oporoachum:
unannounced target

sohisty .7..hoctpoints.

TYPE:
Ilitorisl
VEnSTEt 280 worts
AUDINNCE: Molts
S PONg04/PRODOCE11
102.74T:

Script

CONTACT:
IwttinTSSiont

1.141TED:

YEAR:

ArG.,4cmat Nov. 21. 1984
DATnt

COMMITS,
STATION: Radio
CALLS. ITTYI ANYAm. Log Angola,
STATE: CA

f/VCTIVE9 IN NOM:
ACCt:SSION 804.17:9:

Ts,
NE56
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KNX NEWSRADARO 1070

EDIT
SUBJECT:

R

On MINT MINNS
LOS M..{.& CAIMOINSA $008.

MN 013)040400* / CM OVAMO

PoeftraMsee.ftonewfteMM*MiallooftftftwwwWWM

................. on Wks ./ voim ~No le IM ~war,
Newsom.. noworemas .0 oppleind ye Nig**, . Own IM
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140410,1 Cie P440 OM*.
Clow. hisnew. RAZ 1406

Battling Holiday Drunk Driving
84-209

SaoaocAsn November 21, 1904

9:10NM, 12:11, 6:18, 10:18PM
Tomorrow is Thanksgiving Day, which means the holidays are officially upon us. More than a month of family get-togethers, office
parties and good cheer. But KNX urges you to make sure all that
merriment doesn't end in tragedy. This holiday, don't drink and
drive.
This time last year, there were nearly 200 fatal traffic accidents
between now and New Year's as a result of drunk driving. In ah
effort to reduce those figures, California law enforcement has
come u0 with some new'approaches to the problem.
In the San Fernando Valley, for example, traffic officers will be
concentrating their efforts in specific areas rather than spreading
themselves thin over the entire region. Those target areas will
remain unannounced, and the Valley Traffic Division hopes to beef
up its drunk driving arrests by at least 25 percent.
Then, later in the season, the California HighwLy patrol will get
into the act, stopping motorists at designated "sobriety checkpoints" to check for signs of intoxication.
KNX hopes these new techniques are successful in reducing the
carnage of drunk driving, but we're saddened that it takea scare
tactics to call people's attention to a problem that should
require nothing more than common sense. After all, we've %II
seen the results of drinking and driving--in
on news reports or even as eyewitnesses. Anddrivertraininqfilms,
most of us know the
safety tips by heart--carpool with a non-drinker, monitor 'our
intake or take a cab.
This year, KNX hopes we'll all start acting on those recommendations instead of just parroting them. If we do, we can make it a
happier holiday season for everyone.
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ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE
TITLE:

SUBJECT:

Students against Drunk Driving
Drunk driving

SUMMARY:

General Manager cites US Surgeon General report that the lif
expectancy of 15-24 year olds has not improved over the past 75 years
unlike other age groups. Drunk driving is leading cause of death 'o

this age group. Outlines S.A.D.D.'s "Contract For Life" agreement
where to get a copy. Urges use of contract.
TYPE:
Editorial
LENGTH:

AUDIENCE:
All ages
SPONSOR/PRODUCER:
FORMAT:
Script
CONTACT:
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:
Dec 1984
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
STATION: Radio
CALLS, CITY: MCBS AM/FM, New York
STATE: NY

RECEIVED IN HOUSE:
Yes
ACCESSION NUMBER: RE116

.
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WCBS ALL-NEWS 88

Disk me Ida asaliase swiss a( MPS Mks MUM. agressis tbe
opinia of NNW ramesurt se topics of Aug isisrest w

Nattasiity.

an" turn* se their. 14=the bresdasutitselltwid.
whops y vaned Yaw curassts are always valor*.
Junes McQuade. Vice Presideot, CBS Its& Division
General Manager, WCBS Rub

Students Against Driving Drunk
84-28
Hers is Vide President and
General Manager James McQuade.)

(Now a 14013S editorial.

This is National Drunk and Drugged Driving Week. Here are a
couple of startling facts about whi we should all be aware: The
Surgeon General of the United States says that the life expectancy for
every age group has improved over the pest 75 years -- except for
one r- the 15 to 24 year olds; And according to the National Transportation Safety Board, the leading cause of death in that age group
is dkunk driving.
A. national organization of young people called Students Against
Driving Drunk is trying to change those statistics by having young
people enter into a so-called "Contract far Life" with their parents.
It's a simple written agreement. The
people promise to call
home far a ride if they have been
, the parents agree not to
hassle than about the incident then and
, but rather discuss it
calmly and coolly at a later date. The parents also agree to seek
safe, saber transportation home themselves if they've bad too emit to
drink. It's clearly a life-saving agreement on both parties' part.

If projections are correct, in 1985, 27,000 Americans will die
on our highways because of the lethal combination of drinking and
driving. A "Contract far Life" might prove those projectioos wrong.
You can obtain a copy of the "Contract far Life" from the
national headquarters of Students Against Driving Drurik or you can
write to NOS and we'll sent one to you directly. The address is NOS
Radio, 51 West 52 Street, New York, New York, 10019.
Write for a copy of the "Contract for Life" today.
Sign it when
you get it and than honor it. It may very well be the best Adkal you
ever made.

broadcast:

December 12, 1984, 9:50 AM, 12:50, 8:50 PM
December 13, 1984, 1:50 AM
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NEWS STORIES

ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE
TITLE:
SUBJECT:

Drunk driving

SUMMARY:

Six part series

TYPE:* News story
LENGTH:
AUDIENCE: Adults
SPONSOR/PRODUCER:
FORMAT:
Other - letter
CONTACT: Bob McRaney
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:
December. 1984
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
STATION: TV
CALLS. CITY:
STATE: VA

WRIT-TV, Richmond

RECEIVED IN HOUSE: No
ACCESSION NUMBER:
TNI5
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January 3. 1515

roacasto

Mr. John Summers
National Association of Broadcasters
1771 N. Street N.M.
Washington, D.C.
20036
Dear Johns

All of us in broadcasting have been intensely ware of the concern over
the dangers of drunk driving. In accordance with notn the Virginia
Assoqiation of Broadcaster's, as well as the National Association of
Broadcaster's efforts, WM produced a series of public_service spots
ana a telethon on New Years Eve which developed considerable imt hire
in Richmond and throughout Central Virginia.
I thought you might be interested in knowing the details of this
particular project which is only the beginning of our year-long 15115
drunk driving alert campaign. We
be happy to respond to any
questions you might have, but I wanted you to be aware of our efforts
over this past holiday period to focus attention on the evils of
drinking and driving.
Certainly we are all aware of the need to develop
as positive approach as possible to this highly sensitive issue.
For your information.
Sincerely,

Bob McRaney, Jr.

Mc: st
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WAIF/12
THE WWBT "DRIVE SOBER ALERT" PROJECT

WWBT began the "Drive Sober Alert" Project December 9, 1984

which marked the beginning of National Drunk and Drrgged Driving
Awareness Week.
.

Two (2) PSA s produced by WWBT began airing 4-6 times a

day (PSA'sOnattached cassette).
December 26, 1984, the MIST News Department began a six-part
series on drunk driving which aired at 6.00 pm and 11:00 pm ending
on December 31, 1984.
December 31, 1984 beginning at 6:16 a.m., WWBT began the
WWBT "Drive Sober Alert" Mini -thon.

Every hour from 6:10 a.m.

Dezember 31 to 1:00 a.m. January 1, WWBT made available
cut-ins detailing some aspect of drunk driving.

one-minute

The subjects

covered in the cut-ins were:
- New Drunk Driving Legislation
- How to be a good host, Parts I & II
- Who to call for A rile home if you're drunk
- What it takes to to legally drunk
- The Kevin Mahan Story
- Students Against Drunk Driving
- Mothers Against Drunk Driving
- Field Sobriety Test (One Leg Stann)
- Field Sobriety Test (Walk & Turn)
- Field bc.hriety Test (Eye Movement)
- How to report e drunk driver, Parts I & II
- The Liz Ho-e Story
All the cut-ins were written and produced by WWBT.

Information,

in part. was provided by the Virginia Alcohol Safety Action Program
and tho Richmond area chapter of Mothers Against Drunk Driving.
Additionally, December 31, WWBT aired two (1) 30 second
spots broadcastiLg the phone number of organizations that would

--rN)15.
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ALCONOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINCROOSI
TITLE:

Rev. ntnrieo

SW'TECT:

Other-CA.1..111h.: d.mnnerantion dsath of clgck Etnr-DWI

SU1.4PY:

hq Dnrt of new, reynrtnd on cmndlolit gnthwring of nernons
to vtctlss of 'trunk driver..
Report on death
nt Rock
E t nr. and injury of nnaber dun to drinking end driving.

TYPE: Revs eto.y
:IS nni :15
LER1TR:
AUDIENCE: An eves
nPOREOE/PEODUCER:
iORnAT:
Bcrint
CONTACT: Ellen Berk
PEEnInEION:
UBE LIMITED:
YEAR: lacmdcnIt December 10. 19el
FEPTRATION DATE:
COBAFTTS1
ETATI04:

Radio
XAZY-Fa. Dnnvna

CVAE. CITY:
S TATE:

CO

lnrrymn IN 4,104 7.
Yns
hccractn/ utIMBER: 9.24
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7:50 AM M0MS.12-10-84 PM
TRAFFIC OFFICER DON CURTIS:
IrKAZY"

WASHINGTON
YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR A LOT ABOUT MUNK DRIVERS THIS WEEXACCORDING TO CORRESPOWDINT C.D.JACO:

GDRUNK DRIVERS:15
LAST raorpArpur A HUNDRED nor= GATHERED ON THE STEPS Cr THE STATE CAPINOL.IN
DENVER.NOLDING RKD AND WHITE CASDLES.THE RED CREOLES WIRE FOR THOU WHO HAD LOST

fir

LOVED ONES DUE TO DRUNK IfelVLAS.THE WHITE CANDLES WENT TO THOSE WHO SYMPATHIZE
WITH THE VICTIMS AND MAUD'S STAND.

MEANWNILE,DRINKING AND =woo HAVE Arad) UP To
CrTNE SOURCEs34.

num

FOR A DRUMMER:

ITS mum TO GET HARDER TO PINS AHD KEEP A JOR IN THE DENVER AREA.ACCORDING TO
A NEW STUDY BY.MANPOWEIONC.THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT MORE EMPLOYERS WILL SZ LAYING
OFF WORKERS THAN WILL SZ sumo xs THE rasp otirxrsx or air %MARI= DENVER.THE
rams ems FOR SOULDER.IN comnrsr.ruz SURVEY SHOWS Tir
ARMED THC

Arran/

.COUNTRY EXPECT TO HIRE MORE PEOPLE.WHILE JUST TWELVE MOM =Ism TO LAY OFF
EmPLorns.
A NEWLY ELICI-ED STATE SENATOR WAITS TO FULL THE TEETH OUT Or THE UJIVERSITY OF

COLORADO DENTAL SCHOOL.SENATOR ELECT STEVE DURHAM.Or COLORADO SPRINGS.PLANS TO
ISTRODUCE A SILL THAT WOULD PHASE OUT THE CU SCHOOL Or DENTISTRY OVER THE NEXT
POUR YEARS.DURHAM PEELS THAT THE 3313 MILLION SPENT OH 'NIL SCHOOL ANNUALLY COV.I
BE PUT TO BETTER USE EuSEWHERE IN THE STATE'S HIGHER necinor SYSTEM.

TIME...SPOT...00 ON me AND O :40
IN SPORTS.THE BRONCOS ONCE AGAIN SHARE PITS? PLACE IN THE AFC WEST WITH THE
SEATTLE sEiworics THIS MORNING.THAT'S BECAUSE THE NRONCOS TOOK ?3 CHARGERS
16-13 YESTERDAY.WHILE THE SEAHAWKS WERE GETTING :HEIR WINGS CLIPPED SY THE
KANSAS CITY CHIEPS.34-7.AND,THE LOS ANGELES RAMS'. ERIC DICKERSON BROKE O.J.
SIMPSON'S SINLGE SEASON RUSHING RECORD XESTERDAY.AS THE RAMS SEA? HOUSTON.

yFm
RN

2(1

co
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i:SO AM MON.12 -10 -114 PM

TRAPPIC OPPICER DON CURTIS:

,SrEAWN
THIS IS NATIONAL DRUNK DRIVER AWARENESS WEEK...AND ABOUT ONE MEWED PEOPLE DOT
00110 ON THE STEPS OP THE STATE CAPITOL LAST NIGHT.THEY MILD A CANDLELIGHT VIGIL
TO .:OHMSMORATE THOSE YHO HAVE SLED KILLED BY DRIKEING DRIVERS.AND,THERE WILL SE
MORS OP THAT KIND Or CEREMONY AROUND THE COUNTRY TODAY:

0911 SOURCE0236

ArialumaragaidlaNSImpOCIN.I.PligranrienterittlXVING

OVER THE
WITEEND.DRUMMER NICHOLAS DINGLEY.Wt THE PUNK ROCK BAXD HANOI ROCKS,WAS KILLED
SATURDAY NIGHT IN REDONDO STACIS.C/PiLIPCNIKA.DINGLEY DIED WHEN THE CAE INIVNINBH

IN MHZ= HE WAS RIDING CIASH2D...A1D THAT CAR WAS DRIVEN BY MOTLEY CRUX LEAD
SINGER VINCENT WHARTON.WHARTON MAE BUSIED ON A CHARGE OP DRIVING UNDER THE
INPLUENCE.U.S NOW PRE! ON SOLD.
HEANWHILE.IT LOOKS LIKE HAWDATCHY SEATSELT LAWS ARE GAINING MOMENTUM:

WTHE SOUR:W:30
THE HOSTAGE CRISIS AT THE TEHRAN AIRPORT IS OVER.

KA2

-

-
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S:80 AM MON.12-10-84 PH
IF YOU HAD BEN NEAR THE STATE CAPITOL LAST NIGHT,YOU WOULD HAVE SEE AEU? A
.

HUNDRED SEER PEOPLE HOLDING CANDLES ON THECAPITOL STEPS.THEY WERE THERE TO
MARX THE BEGINNING Or EATIMAL LEE DRIVER AWARENESS WEEXAMSE WHO MELD RED
CANTLES BO HAD LOST LOVED OWES DUE TO DRUNK DRIVERS.THOE WITH WHITE CANDLES
WERE SYMPATHIZERS:

8.114E SOURC438
TIE COMBINATION Cr DEEMING AND DRIVING ONO ENDED THE LIFE OP ONE ROCK MUSICIAN
OVER THE WEEENDAED MAY SERIOUSLY DAMAGE.THE LIFE Or ANOTHER.DRUMMIR NICHOLAS

pINGLEY.Or THE TUE ROCK BAND 'AEI ROCES,DIE IN A CAR CRASH IN REDONDO BEACH,
CAL FOREAAVNARDAY NIGHT...RED POLICE ARE BLAME MOTLEY CRUZ LEAD SINGER
TIN= NEL.WHGE REAL EKE IS VINCENT WHARTON.DINGLEY WAS KILLED WHIR WHARTON':
CM WENT OUT dt CONTROL AND CRASHED.POLICE SUBilD THE SINGER OW A CHARGE OP
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE.HE'S BEEN RELEASED OW DOWD.
EANWHILE.THE MOVEMENT FOR MANDATORY SLATBELT LAWS IS PICKING UP STEAM:

IrTME SOURCE230
ORE OF THE TWO AMERICAN HOSTAGES WHO SURVIVED THE HIGHJACKING CV THAT KUWAITI
ARILINE IN IRAN SAYS HE WAS TORUTURE BY MIS CAPTORS.NEW YORK BUSINESSMAN JOH2
COSTA SAYS THE TERRORISTS BURNED HIM WHILE TRYING TO GET HIM TO ADMIT BEING A Cl

AGENT.THE HOSTAGES WERE RESCUED BY IRANIAN TROOPS WHO STORMED THE PLANE ESTERDi
THE SOLDIERS CAPTURED THE HIGHJACXEEMAND Ilea SAYS THEY'LL BE PUT ON TRIAL, II
. PUBLIC.

TEL (REC.RE.):60
IN SPORTS.THE DENVER BRONCOS BEAT THE SAN DEE CHARGERS YESTERDAY.18 -13.TO WIN
RACE A SHARE OF VIRE PLACE Ix THE Arc WEST.THEY'RE TIED WITH THE SEAHAWS.WHO
LOST TO KANSAS CITY YESTZADAY,34 -7.1tICH "ARIAS BECAME THE HERO FOR DENVER BY XI'
THREE FIELD GOALS...INCLUDING A 28 YARDER WITH JUST TWO MINUTES LEFT IN THE GAM

250
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5:50 AM MD11.12-10-04 TX

THE TERROR IS OVER IN TEHRAN.IRANIAN TROOPS IN DISOUISE YESTERDAY

STOMD.THE

HIGHJACKED KUWAITI AIRLZMUt,ON THE GROUORATTEHRAN AIRFORT.THEY RESCUED THE SIN
SNOW REMAINING NOSTAGES,AND CAPTURED THE HIGHJACKERS.TWO OF EWE AMERICANS AIWA
WIRE STILL ALIVE.AND,S0 WERE TWO KUWIATIS WHO WERE mum TO HAVE 11111 KILLED A
FEW DAYS AGO.WE DOW? KNOW MOAT'S SEEN DONE WITH THE mommmus.
FEDERAL AGENTS AND COPS rRom AROUND THE DENVER AREA.TEAMED UP ON SEVENTEEN GAMBL
RAIDS YESTIRDAY.THE RAIDS WERE =SINNED TO SREAK UP A sooloaxtmo OPERATION THAT

ALLOWEDLY DOES mu, A MIAOW 6OLLARS WORTS, WOUSINESS A WEEK.OBOOOOELEVES
PEOPLE WERE *ABED IN SEARCH WARRARTS,BUT NOBODY WAS BUSTED.HOWEVER,THE OFFICERS
DID CONFISCATE QUITE A sty FINANCIAL RECORDS,AND OTTER EVIDENCE OF GAMILINO,ACCO

INC TO DENVER roc= CHIEF TOM comm.
NATIOXAL DRUNK DRIVING AWARENESS WEEK MINS TODAY...AND QUITE A rm. PEOPLE HAVE
QUITE A FEW PLASM FOR IT,ACCORDING TO CORRESPONDENT C.D.JACOs
WISE DRUNK ZRIVIRS 15
MEANWMILE.DRUNX DRIVING HAS LANDED ONE ROCKER IN JAIL, AID ANOTHER IX THE GRAVE*

C= SOURCE 03

IX SPORTS, THE BRONCOS ARE NOW TIED WITH THE SEAHAWKS TOR THE LEAD IN THE AFC wts!
THAT'S BECAUSE DENVER TOOK SAN DIE00,16 13 YEETERDAY,WHILE THE ELVIAS/KS WERE SHOO
DOWN EY THE KANSAS CITY EHIEFS.34 -7.

4N
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAMS

AND
PROMOTIONS

ALCOHOL ABUSE ANO DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE
TITLE:

WMAQ's Drunk Driving Campaign

SUBJECT:

Drunk driving

SUMMARY:
WMAQ worked with BADD committee to develop ways to reduc
incidents of drunk driving throughout the year. Will continue thi
activity.
TYPE:
Community outreach
LENGTH:
AUDIENCE: All ages

SPONSOR/PRODUCER: WMAQ
FORMAT: Other - description
CONTACT: O.L. Wilkerson
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:
1984 - ongoing
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
STATION: Radio
CALLS, CITY: WMAQ-AM, WKQX-FM, Chicago
IL
STATE:

RECEIVED IN HOUSE:
No
ACCESSION NUMBER: RC8
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Company Inc

Mercnancase Man Plaza
Cn4sqo 11 60651 332 061,5555

Lawton Wake,son

Manager Commoraly Maas

February 11, 1965

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to send this information on behalf of WMAQ's
Drunk Driving Campaign. We look forward to including it as a
portion of your presentation.
WMAQ's Drunk Driving Campaign began with station promos over the
Thanksgiving holidays wishing listeners a Nappy Thanksgiving and
reminding them that drunk driving kills. We ran approximately 46
promos over the four day weekend.
After the Thanksgiving holidays WMAQ, in cooperation with the
Illinois Broadcasters Association, aired PSA's using the voices of
gem condemning drunk driving.
our talent endorsing pre-recorded
Those messages were done for the IBA by Peter Faulk and Martin Sheen.
We ran 44 PSA's per week between November 27th and January 2nd.
Relieving the "celebrity" approach to be effective, WMAQ recorded
special PSA's at a concert we were involved in locally. Vs wrote
copy that was recorded by Mickey Skaggs., Merle laggard and Lee
Greenwood at the concert and tagged by our talent in the studio.
"Generic" versions of the artists' voice tracks were offered to the
other members of the Radio Broadcasters of Chicago. These PSA's replaced the IRA /RADD spots in the 44 /wk schedule which put SADD PSA's
in every day part.
We were also involved in a New Years Eve remote from another concert
They did "liners" all evening rewhere our talent acted as MC's.
We also increased our PSA
minding listeners not to drive drunk.
schedule over that weekend and on New Years Eve night.
WMAQ's News Department put extra emphasis on the police crackdown on
drunk drivers over the holidays and underlined accidents caused by
drunk drivers. We also did a half hour Public Affairs program on the
hazzards of driving drunk and the efforts being Bads to recude the
Representatives from five of
number of people who drink and drive.
the most active area groups working on the problem were guests on the
show.

WMAQ worked with a "Broadcasters Against Drunk Driving" committee
formed by the Radio Broadcasters of Chicago to develop ways to help
reduce the incidence of drunk driving, not only during the holidays
but also throughout the year. We will continue to be active with that
committee as they plan new strategies and ve will continue to run a
?SA campaign with fresh copy periodically.
If I may be of any further assistan:e or if you need any additional
information, ve would be pleased to help.
ESincerely,
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ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE
TITLE:
SUBJECT:

Alcohol abuse

SUMMARY: Pennie Wells, Lifestyle Hostess for WFIN, did 5 interviews wit
the Alcoholism council announcing their Support/Therapy groups.
TYPE: Community outreach
LENGTH:
AUDIENCE: All ages
SPONSOR/PRODUCER: WFIN
FORMAT:
Other - letter
Pennie Wells
CONTACT:
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:
Broadcast 10/8 through 10/12/84
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:

STATION: Radio
CALLS, CITY: WFIN-AM, Findlay
STATE: OH

RECEIVED IN HOUSE: No
RC11
ACCESSION NUMBER:
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101 W Sandusky St . Findlay. Ohio 45840 .14191422 4545

On October ash through October 12th. I did five interviews with the Alcoholism
Council announcing their Support /Therapy Croups.

counselors about their individual groups.

I talked with the five different

I ended the week by talking with Jack

Miller. who not only is the counselor for the Adult-Children of Alcoholism Crour.
but the Executive Director of the Alcoholism Council.

During that interview we

talked about Alcoholisa itself.

Fannie Wells
Lifestyles Hostess

riiv-l4

rze

255
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ROCK107

LIVE OXY FOR KAZY/IfirEKBRAU/(

:30

SIFI) BUITE

Air dates. Decerber 18th-28th, 5x per day Fonday thru Sunday 64-12H
This Christmas KAZY & Lowenbrau have a great way for you to help reduce

Demer'a alarming drunk driving rate, and tie have a great way for you to
spend a welt in the mountains

send your ideas and suPsesticns on

ways .to cut dam the drunk driving statistics in our city, all entries
received will qualify to win a week of lodging and lift tickets for 4
people at Crested Butts courtesy of the American Ski Association.... ..our
address is:
ST(P DR 3I DRIVING

KAZY 2149 South Holly

Denver, 80222

Fenerber, freinds don't let freinds drive

drunk,

here's to good freinds

this Christmas, fran lowenbrau and KAZY)

g?r2 13 /4

6

A Group One Station

02. KW
In Denver

ZI49 South Holly Street Donver. Colorsi3 50222 (303) 759-5600

WON!. %WOE
In Dayton

WAEZ WPM VI/JUITV
In Akron
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Ammo:. ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGROGDE
etITT teed. the ?tont Avninet The Drnk Driver in MA

TITI.tt

mODJECTt

Drunk driving
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
CORDON HILL, DIRECTOR
NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
236-7926
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
JUNE 11, 1984

WHIT LEADS THE FIGHT AGAINST THE DRUNK DRIVER IN MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON RADIO STATION WHIT IS ONCE AGAIN TARGETING THE DRUNK DRIVER
DURING ITS ANNUAL SPRING PUBLIC SERVICE CAMPAIGN,

THIS IS THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR THE CBS-OWNED STATION HAS WORKED
WITH GOVERNOR MICHAEL DUKAKIS IN HEIGHTENING PUBLIC AWARENESS ABOUT
THE CONSEQUENCES OF DRINKING AND DRIVING.
STATISTICS SHOW THAT OF THE 643 TRAFFIC DEATHS IN MASSACHUSETTS LAST
YEAR, 225 WERE DIRECTLY RELATED TO ALCOHOL.
WHIT'S CAMPAIGN THIS SPRING INCLUDES A SERIES OF PERSONALIZED PUBLIC
SERVICE ANNOUNCEgFNTS BY DUKAKIS AND TWELVE STUDENTS AGAINST DRIVING
DRUNK (SADD) REPRESENTATIVES FROM HIGH SCHOOLS IN EASTERN
MASSACHUSETTS.
SECRETARY OF PUBLIC SAFETY CHARLES BARRY WAS ALSO A GUEST ON WHIT'S
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM "ENCOUNTER" DISCUSSING THE CONTROVERSIAL
ROADBLOCK PROGRAM AND OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS TO STOP DRUNKEN
DRIVING.
THE THEME OF THE GOVERNOR'S CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR IS "DRIVE YOURSELF TO
THINK°, A MESSAGE THAT WAS PRINTED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF 60,000 OF
WHIT'S "HITLISTS".
THEY WERE DISTRIBUTED TO NEARLY 100 RECORD
STORES IN THE GREATER BOSTON AREA OVER A THREE WEEK PERIOD IN MAY
AND JUNE.

GOVERNOR DUKAKIS IS THE FIRST CHIEF STA% EXECUTIVE IN THE NATION
TO PERSONALLY GET INVOLVED IN THE ANTI-DRUNKEN DRIVING CAMPAIGN.
THE SUCCESS OF THE FIRST YEAR'S EFFORT IN 1983 CAN BE MEASURED IN
THE 25 PERCENT REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF TEENAGERS KILLED IN
ALCOHOL-RELATED TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS OVER PRIOR YEARS.

50-401 0-8S-9
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ALCOHOL AMUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE

Clie(
TITLE:

SUBJECT:

Drunk driving

Booklet describing station's designated driver program and
SUMMARY:
campaign promoting. Copy of letter to Senator Richard Lugar is attached.
Promotion
TYPE:
LENGTH:
AUDIENCE:
Adults
SPONSOR/PRODUCER:
FORMAT: Other - Booklet - button
CONTACT:
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:
1985
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
TV
STATION:
CALLS, CITY:
IN
STATE:

WSBT-TV, South Bend

RECEIVED IN HOUSE:
Yes
TPR24
ACCESSION NUMBER:
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WSBT-TV
TT* MST

WSBT

$$$$$$$ TOOttrAso sour. gmQ.

ONS ISM US SW

January 25, 1985

Mi WNSN 101.5

The Honorable Richard Lugar
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Lugar:
In cooperation with the National Association of Broadcasters
and other local Broadcasters in the South Bend/Elkhart, Indiana
area, the WSBT Stations of South Bend conducted what we feel
was one of the most concentrated efforts ever undertaken by
the Stations in behalf of a single goal: The removal of drunk
drivers from our streets and roads.
Enclosed is a 6J minute video tape that sunmarizes the activities
of our Stations and a brochure briefly outlining all that was
done in our "Designated Driver" campaign.
Knowing you share the universal concern about this problem, I
felt you would be interested in the enclosed material.
From our standpoint, this is not a "one-shot" effort. The WSBT
Stations plan to continue presenting informational annoLncements
and programs throughout the year and, at apprrpriate specific
times within the year, we plan to re-emphasise the "Designated
Driver" campaign.

We are not naive enough to believe this effort will singlehandedly eliminate this problem, but we do believe such a
campaign can and does increase the public awareness of the
problem and, by increasing public consciousness, the WSBT
Stations believe a reduction in the number of incidents can

occur.
Any thoughts or suggestions you might have concerning this
effort would be appreciated.
Sincerely,

;7t:

4f4""1"5.-Z
?.y

E. Berry oath
President E. Gene al Imager

enclosures
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DRUNK
DRIVING:
A National Responsibility . . .
A Local Solution
That's the challenge issued by the National
Association of Broadcasters.

Here's how the WSBT Stations met that challenge...

261
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We designed and produced some 5,000 of these
"Designated Driver" buttons in conjunction
with the St. Joseph County Alcoholism Council.

Most were distributed by beer wholesalers,
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers and Students
Against Driving Drunk to area bars and
restaurants, many of which provided free
coffee or soft drinks as an alternative
for each group's "Designated Driver."

Next...

262
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Specially-produced "Designated Driver" public
service announcements were broadcast by WSBT-TV,
WSBT(AM) and WNSN(FM).

(Soon people were

stopping by our studios to pick up buttons!)

The "Designated Driver" messages rotated with
NAB drunk driving PSAs in what was probably the
most intensive broadcast campaign in the
stations' history.

For example...

263
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During "National Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week" from December 9th through
December 15th, 1984, WSBT -TV's heavy schedule

of drunk driving messages created more than
21/2 million gross audience 'mpressions.

22 Eyewitness News produced and aired a

half-hour documentary as well as a three
part minidocumentary on the subject.

The

station's two editorialsbroadcast two
times apiece that week--addressed the problem:
Eyewitness Midday had five relevant interviews.

Meanwhile, on radio...

264
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WSBT broadcast a schedule of spots that netted
486,500 gross adult impressions.

Live "drop-in"

messages accounted for another 259,000 adult
impressions.

WNSN reached an aggregate of 175,000 sets of
adult ears with its drunk driving schedule.

Then...

265
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"National Drunk and Drugged Driving Awareness
Week" ended.

But not the WSBT Stations' information campaign
--not with the deadly driving holidays still
ahead.

The on-air schedule was intensified.

More buttons were distributed.

Hanukkah and

Christmas came and passed.

By the time the New Year arrived, some
impressive goals had been reached.

All in all...

266
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From December 9th through December 31st, the
WSBT Stations--

'Broadcast over 1,000 messages
against drunk driving--

'Amassed nearly 10 million adult
impressions.

That's an average of

17h drunk driving messages for

every man and woman in our Area
of Dominant Influence.

'Provided in excess of $40,000 to
the campaign In the value of the

air time used and the cost of the
"Designated Driver" buttons.

Civic and governmental cooperation in the
campaign was superb.

South Bend's Mayor

issued an official proclamation urging

observance of "Awareness Week"--while
wearing a "Designated Driver" bu,ton.

And...
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The Holidays are over, but not the WSBT Stations'
commitment to maintaining public awareness of the
drugged and drunk driving problem.

That commitment will continue.

269
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WSBT, Inc.

E. Berry Smith, President and General Manager
300 West Jefferson Boulevard
South B&W., Indiana 46601
(219) 233-3141
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE

TITLE:

SUBJECT:

.'_1427/

Statewide Public Awareness Campaign
Drunk driving

David Lane, WFAA President, headed a press conference of the
SUMMARY:
Texas ,ss'n of Broadcasters, where 90% of Texas' television stations

pledged 100 rating points per week during a

15 week drunk driving

campaign, which will run from mid May until after Labor Day
TYPE:
Public affairs program
LENGTH:

AUIIENCE: All ages
SPONSOR/PRODUCER:
FORMAT: Other - letter, description
CONTACT: David Lane
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:
May through Labor Day 19e5
EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
STATION: TV
CALLS, CITY:
STATE:
TX

WFAA-TV, Dallas

RECEIVED IN HOUSE:
No
ACCESSION NUMBER: TPA54
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MAY 1 0 1985
1148'114/M4TV

Cumn.fteaton Comte
Oszas Togas 73202
214 744 t1131

16.0.1.11.111.

May 2, 1985

Mr. John Behake
President i CLO
Fisher Broadcasting Inc.
100 Fourth Ave. North
Seattle, WA 96109
Dear John:

This letter will bring you up to date on a couple of our
efforts at WFAA-TV.

40:73Hp One Too Many' - We will blitz ",..n air' with promotion spots
4"0 to support the program. All spots have been locally produced
and feature various area leaders and me. We have had screenings
with school officials and civic types. A personal letter
over my signature was sent to school superintendents urging
them to make this show required viewing for their students.
Our news department is producing several series (such as
teenage alcoholism, laxity in enforcement of minimum age
drinking law, etc.) that will air in conjunction with 'One
Too Many.' Finally, we have formed a speakers bureau that
will work with PTA groups and organizations to fill various
programs through the early May period.
Ad

an - I headed a Texas Ass'n. of Broadcasters' committee
TEii-Urganized and held a press conference in Austin on
Tuesday, April 30. We announced a statewide public awareness
campaign on the problems of drunk driving.
The campaign will
stretch from mid-May (before end-of-school activities) through
Labor. Day (end of summer).
90% of Texas' 62 television stations sent us letters of commitment pledging 100 rating points
per week for this 15 -week period.
We have produced six
different PSA's that will be distributed to the participating
stations. Value of air time is estimated at $11 million.

Governor Mark White; Col. Jim Adams, head of Texas Dept. of
Public Safety; and Marinell Timmons, Texas eta:* d'' :tor of
MADD made statements at the press conference and en 'sod
the project.
Over a dozen different news organizations were

TPA s--9
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Mr; John Behnke
May 2, 1985
Page Two

in attendance and the television and print stories were
very favorable. We will compile a report at the end of
the summel and send our findings to every Representative
and Senator from the state of Texas.
We will keep you informed of our progress.
Sincer ly,

a. e-(- (:_-------David T. Lane
DTL/sea
cc:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ward Huey, Belo Broadcasting
James Duffy, ABC Television
Richard Kozak, ABC Television
John Summers, NAB
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ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARINGHOUSE
TITLE:
SUBJECT:

Alcohol abuse

SUMMARY:

Description of 7 shows, all with guest speakers

TYPE:
Public affairs prograa
LENGTH:
AUDIENCE:
Adults

SPONSOR/PRODUCER:
FORMAT: Other - letter
CONTACT:
Hal Kemp, Director of Special Projects
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:

1984

EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
TV
STATION:
CALLS, CITY:
TX
STATE:

KHOU-TV, Houston

RECEIVED IN HOUSE:
No
ACCESSION NUMBER: TPA39
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210

Public Affairs Programs
Alcohol Abuse
5/1/84 - 9/30/84
KHOU Houston

MORNING SHOW. .118/84 - Gracie McClure, Regional coordinator. Texas War on Drugs
and Mark Evetts, Community Relations Manager. Cenikor,
discussed efforts to inform parents about the dangers of
alcohol abuse among children.
NEWSCENTER 11 AT NOON:
5/21/84

Marinelle Timmons, State Director, Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers, discussed the effects on local business
of a recent state court decision upholding the liability
of employers who provide liquor at parties to their
workers, then permit them to drive home.

MORNING SHOW:

5/22/84 - Marinelle Timmons, State Director, Northers Against
Drunk Drivers, discusses the work of her organization
with high school students to acquaint them with the
dangers of alcohol abuse and driving.

MORNING SHOW:

6/8/84 - Dr. Terry Rustin, Houston Regional Council on Alcoholism.
Claudine Henderson, Houston Regional Council on Alcoholism. and Lowell Overby, Director, YMCA Alcohol Abuse
program. 44seussed the groins problem of abuse in the
Houston area, cod discussed their attempts to educate
children of alcololic parents.

THIS WEEK IN GALVESTON: Dr. James &Cloy. Texas AIM University, discussed the
high correlation between drinking and victims of drowning.
7/1/84

MORNING SHOW: 8/22/84

THIS WEEK IN GALVESTON:

Marinelle Timmons. State Director. Mothe s Against Drunk
Drivers, discussed what she perceives it, a need for the
state legislature to pass an open container law and to
raise the legal drinking age in Texas from 19 to 21.
Rev. Grayling Alexander, Alcohol Counselling and
Rec.avery Proiram, discussed the problems of treating
alcoholics in the Galveston sada and pointed out some
new work being done to include the famtliec of alcoholics in treatment programs.

T-101) 3
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ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING CLEARIN-HOUSE
TITLE:

(::;/111

SUBJECT:

Alcohol abuse

SUMMARY:

Series of programs as part of 'America on a Binge" campaign

Public affairs program
TYPE:
LENGTH:
Adults
AUDIENCE:
SPONSOR/PRODUCER:
tetter
FORMAT: Other
Lew Sc Itzer
CONTACT:
PERMISSION:
USE LIMITED:
YEAR:

1982

EXPIRATION DATE:
COMMENTS:
STATION: TV
CALLS, CITY:
CA
STATE:

KTTV-tV, Los Angeles

RECEIVED IN HOUSE:
No
ACCESSION NUMBER: TPA4I
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ANO ASSISTANT SECJIETANT

November 27, 1984

Mr. Shaun Sheehan
Senior Vice President
for Public Affairs
National Association of Broadcasters
1771 N Street, N.V.
Washinaton, D.C.
20038
Re:

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Task Force Congressional Presentation

Dear Shaun:

As I indicated at our last meeting, it is our view
that a Congressional presentation will be best received if
it focuses upon the efforts of individual stations and state
associations.
In addition to the extent possible, our presentation should be targeted to key Congressional decision
makers (e.g., the Texas Association's "Call A Friend" campaign would ba particularly effective for Rouse Majority
Leader Wright).
A couple of years ago, Metromedia Station KTTV(TV),
Los Angeles, California, broadcast a month-long series of
special programs which focused on the subject of alcoholism.
The campaign was entitled "America On A Binge". Transmitted
wtth this letter is a copy of a promotional poster for this
local station series and video cassettes of the following
special programs:
"Can You Pass The Drinkers Test?"
"One Out Of Ten"
"Your Problems Are My Problems."
"Kids 'n' Booze: A "Minor" Problem"
"A Slight Drinking Problem"
"A.A.--An Inside View"
"A.A. In Action"
Additional information about tb.s program series can be obtained from Mr. Lew Schatzcr at Station KTTV (213.482- 7111).

If we can be of assistance in connection with this
project, please do not hesitate to call.
Very truly yours,

reston

Enclosures.

cc:

Task Force Members
Eddie Fritts
John Summers
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ACT7ICA CW A

/ Specials produced by wry

c yal PASS THE DRINKERS TEST - Sunday, April 5, 1611 60Min
Moot:Wm:Farrell denies alcoholism and has, the viers test herself. A.A.
testimanials underscore the significance of each guezticn.
ME OUR CF TEN - Sunday, April 12, 1981 30Min
Intro by vikki Carr. Moraines the drinking habit and 8.69:dated prcblans of
minority groups in Las Angeles.
YCGR DROBLEMS ARE MY PROBLEMS - Wednesday, April 15, Ir'l
:trteris of Alateen discuss problems of alochol abuse en their lives.

BOOZE: A MINOR rRoBLEm - Sunday, April 16, 1:T1
30 Min.
Janet Jackson and Matthew Labarteaux explore the proLers of children of alcoholics
and child alcoholics.

A.7 324 ACTION - Sunday, May 3, 1981
Visit to an A.A. meeting
II

60 min.

*

SPEC/AL SPECTPL, - April 12, 1983
60 Min.
eichAle Lee and led Shackelford co-host this prograr prodiced by wry in association
with the Southern California affiliates of the National taxmen on n c rolisn. nrogrzr
offers positive alternatives to drinking and drug lifestyles. Dr. Joseph M. Cruse,
Medical Director of the Betty Fcmd Center at Eiseihrmx Respital in Rancho Mirage
hosts portions of the program. Appearances by Prosidort Reagan, Claude Akins,
Earhara Eden, Bob Hope, Gareen MacRae, Donald O'Connor, Dr. JcsephMursch, M.D.,
Jason Retards, Rod Steiger, Sally Struthers, Ralph 'site, Carl Weathers, Codger
"itcher Ebb Walsh, Cindy Williams and Adrian Emed.

EDTV EATS WIDE PSh PROJECT
In August, 1984, EFIV's General Manager, Bill White (Vice President of the California
Association of Broadcasters) spearheaded
a state-wide PSA =Taiga on behalf of the
CAB.
PLITV gathered all local xld national DUI spots, close the best of these spots
for a special PSA package. These spots were tagged with the CAB logo. I=
made videc
tape ccpigefforall the stations in California and with the help of the California
Association of Broadcasters distzDkisted this package of PSh's to all the TV stations
in the state...in time for a Labor Day Weekend MI campaign.
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Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Fritts.
Our next witness, Mr. Dudley Taft, is no stranger to the subcom-

mittee. He has worked with us on a series of issues, and Taft

Broadcasting was one of the ;Irst companies into this issue. Candy
Lightner, founder of Mothers Against Drunk Driving wrote to us,
"I wish that all broadcasters would display the commitment and
concern that we found in Taft Broadcasting."
Mr. Taft, thank you again for joining us.
STATEMENT OF DUDLEY S.

.7

Mr. TAFT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I am here today representing the Television Operators Caucus,
an organization of 11 television group operators reaching nearly 50
million television households in the Lnited States.
We oppose legislation prohibiting or restricting broadcast beer
and wine advertising. As explained in my written testimony, such
legislation restricting commercial speech regarding lawful products
which are not inherently lawful would be unconstitutional, counterproductive to many public interest goals, and would have serious
implications for our system of teievision broadcasting and the advertising base that supports it.
Similarly, we believe the application of the fairness doctrine to

mandate counteradvertisements would result in a withdrawal of

beer and wine broadcast ads and would create a regulatory morass.
Last but not least, such restrictions would severely limit broad-

casters' discretion and ability to respond to local communities'
needs and interests.
I would like to take my time today to explain what TOC members have done voluntarily to raise the public consciousness regarding alcohol abuse.

During the last 6 months of 1984, TOC stations averaged 466

PSA's, 26 news stories, and 7 full-length locally produced programs
on alcohol-related abuse. We also worked with community organi-

zations sponsoring speakers at junior and senior high schools,

bumper stickers, free cab rides, designated driver programs as well
as printed educational materials.
Let me cite some examples. As early as 1981, Group W Station,
KPIX in San Francisco, initiated a hard-hitting series of editorials
about drunk-driving tragedies, which drew a response of more than
2,500 letters in support of a new, tough drunk-driving lay:
When the Governor of California signed the bill into law, he recognized that station's contribution to its passage. Metro-Media's
KTTV in Los Angeles in April 1981 produced a month-long series
of prime time specials entitled "America on the Binge" and distributed pamphlets listing facts on alcoholism with names and numbers of local organizations to call for help.
KTTV had a similar effort this spring. Post Newsweek station
WDIV in Detroit in 1983 waged an all-out effort to address alcohol
abuse issues through regularly scheduled programs, special news
series, editorials, PSA's and three locally produced specials.
Our company, in association with Mothers Against Drunk Driving, began planning a coordinated assault on the problem of drunk
driving in December 1983. Beginning on Memorial Day 1984, our 7
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television stations initiated a series of editorials, news stories,
PSA's on alcohol abuse and drunk driving, including 11 companyproduced PSA's which were distributed to other stations around
the country.

The combined total of PSA's on the subject for the 7 stations

during the 6-month period was 7,120. Each station also aired a 60-

minute company-produced prime-time special, the "Taft Drunk
Driving Test," the weekend of December 19, distributing study

guides through schools and other media.

Now let's talk about the results. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration credits public awareness campaigns as one
of the four major contributors to the recent national reduction in
alcohol-related traffic fatalities. At Taft we have tried to research
the impact of our own efforts.
In the Miami area, where Taft station WCIX has worked closely
with traffic safety officials and community groups, there was a dramatic reduction in drunk-driving fa_ ilities and accidents during
the last 6 months of 1984. Dade-Miami Criminal Justice Council informed WCIX, and I quote, "Your station's public service campaign
made a significant contribution to heightened awareness of the serious threat to public heelth."
The commissioner of public welfare in Birmingham, AL, stated
that the efforts of WBRC to ia.rease the focus and public awareness of this problem has contributed to the lowering of alcohol-related fatality and accident rate in Jefferson County, AL.
Other Taft stations have had similar results. Here in Washington, DC, where we have channel 20, alcohol-related deaths were
down 22 percent in a recent 9-month period, and in Kansas City
such deaths were down 14 percent in 1984 compared to 1983, and
down 45 and 31 percent in the last 2 months of 1984.
Similar efforts and results have taken place in other TOC communities around the country.
Now, we don't claim that we are the whole solution. We do believe that our public service efforts are having an impact and we
intend to continue them, but if a ban or counteradvertisements are
mandated for beer and wine, setting a precedent for other lawful
products, cur discretion, our resources and time available to air
and produce educational programs and spots concerning alcohol
abuse and on behalf of other worthy causes will be curtailed.
Broadcasters want to do their part, but we do not believe a ban
or may,datory counteradvertisements to be justified or effective.
What is needed is this kind of locally coordinated and directed
effort by all concerned to enact and enforce laws and provide rchabilitatative services that directly address the probiem of alcohol
abuse and to help the public make educated, informed choices in a
free marketplace of products and ideas.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 297.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Taft and subsequent letter

follow:]
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TESTIMONY OF
DUDLEY S. TAFT
PRESIDENT, TAFT BROADCASTING COMPANY
ON BEHALF OF
TELEVISION OPERATORS CAUCUS, INC.

INTRODUCTION

I.

My name is Dudley Taft, President of Taft Broadcasting
Company.

I am here today representing the Television Operators

Caucus, Inc., an organization of eleven television group
operators, with a combined total of sixty-seven television
stations in forty-five markets, reaching nearly fifty million
television households in the United States (list attached).

The TOC was formed to provide an organization for the
definition, discussion and presentation of positions on issues
of particular concern to television station owners at a time
when the proliferation of program services and delivery systems
has brought about not only a diversity of voices but a

diversity of Interests in a competitive environmen

But on

the issue before this Subcommittee today, the Television
Operators Caucus is united with all electronic media in
opposition to legislation prohibiting or restricting broadcast
beer and wine advertising.

II. EXISTING PUBLIC EDUCATIONAI EFFORTS
The members of TOC agree that alcohol abuse is a
serious social problem fa-ing Americans today.

We have played

an active role in increasing the public's understanding and
a,areness of abusive consumption of alcohol.

As broadcasters,

.e know our local communities and haie taken leadership
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positions in addressing their concerns.

The stations owned by

members of the Television Operators Caucus have waged
aggressive and effective public education campaigns against
alcohol abuse, not just in the past year, but for many
years.
For example, Group W station KPIX-TV (5) in San Francisco
initiated a hard-hitting series of editorials about drunk

driving tragedies in 1981 which drew a response of more than
2,500 letters which were forwarded to state officials in
support of a new, tough drunk driving law.

When the Governor

of California signed the bill into law in late 1981, he
recognized the station's contribution tc its passage.
Metromedia's KTTV (11) in Los Angeles, in April, 1981,
produced a month-long series of prime time specials, entitled
"America on the Binge', and distributed pamphlets listing facts
on alcoholism with names and nunbers of organizations to call
for help.

KTTV had a similar effort this spring.

Post-

Newsweek station WDIV-TV (4) in Detroit, in 1983 waged an
all-out effort to engage all the station's resources in a
concentrated time period to address alcohol abuse issues
through regularly scheduled program:, a special news series,

editorials, PSAs and three locally produced specials.
Our seven Taft television stations, in association
with Mothers Against Drunk Driving 01.A.D.D.),

sponsored a

series of projects aimed at making the public better aware of
the devastating effect of driving while drinking.

Beginning on

Memorial Day, 1984, these efforts Included editorials, news
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stories, and public service announcements, including eleven
company-produced PSAs which ran an average of SO times
per
month on each Taft station.

The combined total of all PSAs fmr

the seven stations during the six r nths was seven thousand,
one hundred and twenty.

The Taft-produced PSAs, which were

distributed by the Taft te:vision group, ABC tnd the NAB for
use on other stations throughout the country, won a New York
International Film Festival Award and were commended by Dr.
Russ Fine, Chairman of Alabama Governor's Task Force on Drunk
Driving, as "among the most moving and clever and creative I
have seen...absolutely sensational:"
Taft's educational efforts also included a 60-minute
company-produced prime time special,

The Taft Drunk Driving

Test," which aired on all seven stations the weekend of
December 29 and was accompanied by printed study guides
distributed to Junior and Senior high schools and through local
newspapers and TV GUIDE.

The stations also participated in

other efforts, such as providing free cab rides on major
holidays, "Designated Driver" programs, the distribution of
bumper stickers against drunk driving and supplying speakers on
the issue.

I speak of Taft's efforts from experience.

But all

the Television Operators Caucus stations have been involved in
creatively using the air waves to raise the public's
consciousness concerning alcohol abuse.

Based on comparable

statistics available from two-thirds of the TOC stations for
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the last six months of 1984, each station, on the average,
broadcast 466 public service announcements, t.enty-six news
stories and seven full length locally produced prograns on
alcohol related issues.

It also should be noted that voluntary efforts within
the industry, notably by the Caucus for Producers, Writers and
Directors, to deglamourize alcohol in programming have resulted
in reducing the unnecessary and gratuitous portrayal of
drinking in entertainment prograns.

Examples include DALLAS,

which has trimmed 70% of drinking shown in the series, and the
LUCIE ARNAZ SH04, a new series from Taft Entertainment
Television.

In short, Mr. Chairman, we believe broadcasters

are a vital part of the solution to the alcohol abuse problem
in this country.

And we believe we have helped make a

difference.

According to a spokesperson for the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, the mayor reasons for the recent

national reduction in alcohol-related traffc fatalities are
the 55 mph speed limit, child safety seat laws and the overall
increase in the use of seat belts, greater law enforcement, and
the public awareness campaigns carr.ed on by governmental,
private and media organizations.
At Taft we have tried to research the impact of Taft
station efforts and have found that in all seven markets
alcohol related deaths decreased from 1983 to 1984.

According

to David Orange, Commissioner of Public Welfare, Jefferson
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County, Alabama, the efforts of Taft station wiSRC-TV (6) "to

increase the focus and public awareness of this problem [drunk
driving) has contributed to the lowering of t!.._ alcohol related
fatality and accident rate for Jefferson County."

Over a

twelve month period, such fatalities and accidents in Jefferson
County declined 40%, compared to a state-4ide figure of 25%.
In the Miami area, Taft station WCIX-TV (6) has worked
closely with Dade and Broward County traffic safety officials,
as well as with community groups such as M.A.D.D., the South
Florida AAA and the South Florida Restaurant Association, to
sponsor a very active public educational program.

In Dade

County, despite an above the national average increase in miles
driven (5% as opposed to 3%), there has a 35% decrease in fatal
DUI accidents, an 18.5% decrease in DUI injury accidents and a
37% decrease in total DUI accidents for the period July through
December, 1984.

These significant declines occurred at a tire

of increased DUI enforcement in Drde County, which would tend
to increase both the number of reported instances of DUI and
public awareness of the consequences of such behavior.

Mr.

Jeffrey M. Silbert, Executive Director of the office of the
Dade-Miami Criminal Justice Council's safety program, informed
WCIX,

your station's public service campaigns... made a

significant contribution to heighten awareness of this serious
threat to public health."
In Broward County, where there has no additional
enforcement ih effect during the second half of 1984, DU-
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deaths decreased by 27%.

The Traffic Safety Director for

Broward County has stated that "it most likely has been mass
media promotions that have been effective in reducing the
number of traffic fatalities in Broward County."
Testimonials such as the ones noted acove have been
reclived by TOC stations throughout the country.

We do not

claim nor seek credit for saving a single life nor for the
statistics.

We simply wish to state that we believe we are

contributing to the solution of a national alcohol abuse
problem.

We are having an impact.

We intend to continue these educational efforts as we
also continue to address other current issues and needs of our
local communities.

But if a ban or counter-advertisements are

mandated with respect to beer and wine ads, setting a precedent
for other legal products, oiir discretion to a:: such public

affairs programs and PSAs .ill be limited by fiat, as would our
ability to air puolic service messages that do not relate to
product abuse, such as PSAs for the United Way, the Red Cross
and other worthy causes.

III.

NEITHER A BAN NOR MANDATORY COUNTER-ADS SHOULD BE
IMPOSED
You have asked for comments on four ma)or questions

which I would summarize as follows:

If beer and wine

advertising Increases alcohol consumption and abuse, should the
Fairness Doctrine oe applied to require co.inter-advertisements
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and how would that affect the economics of programming?

Or are

the voluntary educational efforts of broadcasters and others
adequate in dealing with the problem?
Although many studies have been conducted, to date no
causal relationship between beer and wine broadcast advertising
and consumption has been established.

Moreover, as recognized

in the 'larch 1985 staff recommendations of the Federal Trade

Commission (Docket No. 209-46) on this subject,..."the problem
in the case of alcohol is not consumption but abuse.

The

literature sheds virtually no light on the relationship between
alcohol advertising and abuse."
Without direct evidence that advertising leads to
abusive use of beer and wine, a ban or mandated counteradvertisements is unconstitutional because beer and wine are
products which have not been proven inherently harmful.
Moreover, such restrictions would be counter-productive because
they would provide an illusion of a solution to this serious
social problem.

Such restrictions would have serious

implications for our system of television broadcasting and the
advertising base that supports it.

Finally, as discussed

above, such restrictions would lessen broadcasters' discretion
and ability to serve their local communities.

IV.

EXISTING REGULATORY AUTHORIT1

The Subcommittee has asked its witnesses to address
the question of whether or not the Fairness Doctrine should be
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applied to product advertising.

Before reaching that issue,

I

would like to briefly sketch the existing regulatory authority
relating to broadcast beer and wire advertisements.
Within the limits of constitutional protection of
freedom of speech and the press and the equal protection
clause, and as authorized oy Congress, the Bureau cf Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) of the Treasury Department
regulates alcohol advertising, including broadcast beer and
wine advertisements, concurrently with the Federal Trade
Commission.

BATF revised rules are pending, while the FTC has

found that, absent misleading or deceptive advertisements, the
FTC will not issue generic regulations on the subject.

The FCC

has made the policy decision to concern itself with beer and
wine broadcast advertisements "only in circumstances where a
licensee has been convicted of violation of a [state] law
prohibiting or limiting such advertisements."
Moreover, ultimately, the Constitutional protections of
free speech and press must be honored.

As to commercial

advertisements, these protections only apply to speech which is
not misleading and which concerns lawful activity.

Second, the

government's interest in regulating the speech must be
"substantial."

Clearly, a legitimate state interest exists in

curbing abusive uses of beer and wine, such as
under the influence.

riving while

A legitimate state interest also exists

in curbing any uses of products which have been determined to
be inherently harmful, such as cigarettes.

?88

Such an interest
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does not exist as to nonabusive consumption of 4ine and beer or
other products, where the use is normal, but excessi.e use
might be harmful, such as overuse of butter and other high
cholesterol foods.

Third, regulation of cornercial speech nest "directly
advance" the asserted governmental interest;

it may not provide

only ineffective or remote support for that interest.

The

Supreme Court has explicitly stand that it will closely
scrutinize regulations that entirely suppress commercial speech
in order to pursue behavioral policies, unless the behavior is
inherently harmful.

In 1976, the FCC denied a petition to

restrict the television advertising of over-the-counter drugs.

The FCC relied heavily on expanded First Amendment protection
of commercial speech in deciding that such a restriction would
not be proper because of the lack sf evidence causally linking
such advertising and drug abuse, and because of nore effective
means of addressing the problem of youthful drug abuse; i.e.,
education and rehabilitation programs and the enforcement of
criminal laws.

Because the nonabusive use of beer and wine :s not
unlawful or inherently harmful, the prohibition of beer and

wine broadcast advertising would be an example of an
impermissible control of commercial speech in order to pursue
non-speech related policy.

Furt?ermore, there is no evidence

that regulation of product advertising will :educe the
incidence of abusive behavior.

rinally, because of the
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inelastic nature of the overall demand for these products, it
is not established that a broadcast ban would affect total (as
opposed to brand) consuLption.

Fourth, regulation must not be broader than necessary
to promote the government's "substantial" interest.

A ban on

broadcast advertising of beer and wine fails in several
respects to satisfy this narrowness requirement.

Rather than

preventing all viewers and listeners from receiving important
information relevant ..o consumption of lawful products, the

government could promote its legitimate interests by imposing
penalties on the abuse of these products.

This principle

requires that any restriction must be limited to abuse and may
not extend to an entire class of users, most of whom do not
abuse.

V.

THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE AND COUNTER-ADVERTISFMENTS

It has been proposed that mandatory counteradvertisements should be required under the Fairness Doctrine.
The FCC has developed a set of rules to interpret this doctrine
to require access to the broadcast media for opposing views in
very limited situations:

personal attacks, editorializing and

political issues.

As to broadcast product advertisements generally, the
FCC has declined to apply the Fairness Doctrine unless the
advertisement constitutes advocacy of a position on a
controversial issue of public importance.

50-401 0-85-10
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Thus, the mere
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showing of public announcements for the United Way did not gave
rise to Fairness Doctrine appltcation, despite alleged
controversy about handling of United Way contributions,
because, as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit
agreed, the ads did not take a position on that issue in a
meaningful way.

The FCC, in its 1974 Fairness Report, retreated from
imposing the Fairness Doctrine on commercial speech (as
contrasted to news, entertainment or editorial content) and
requiring counter-advertisements, stating that, "Cw]e believe
that standard product commercials, such as the old cigarette
ads, make no meaningful contribution toward informing the
public on any side of any issue" and that "it seems to us to
make little practical sense to view advertisements such as
these as presenting a meaningful discussion of a controversial
issue of public importance."

In the same report, the FCC also concluded that the
precedent of applying the Fairness Doctrine and counteradvertisement mandates to one product could not logically be
limited and that the Commission could find no way to
distinguish products that would require a grant of access of
"opposing" views from those that would not.

Likewise, if the Fairness Doctrine were to be appl)ed
to mandate counter-advertisements for beer and wine, there
simply is no way to draw a line between these and other lawful
products, as the FCC in the mid-seventies discovered through
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well-intentioned, painful and sometimes ludicrous experience
(such as a complaint that NBC had violated the Fairness
Doctrine by showing dogs in entertainment programs and dog food
commercials when there was evidence .hat dogs carry diseases
harmful to man).

Inevitably, any effort to draw a line will be

challenged not only by those with pet peeves but by others who
will build supportable legal challenges proving that such
advertised products as over the counter drugs, soft drinks,
products with food additives or automobiles also are abused and
raise controversial issues of public, importance under the

Fairness Doctrine.

Moreover, requiring counter-advertisements for
certain, but not all, consumer products would not withstand the
constitutionally strict equal protection scrutiny that applies
to restrictions of fundamental ltherties, such as freedom of
speech.

VI.

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF MANDATORY COUNTERADVERTISEMENTS

The Television Operators Caucus believes that,

ultimately, the economic impact of counter-advertisements will
be the same as that of a ban.

This Is because beer and wine

producers, faced with mandatory counter-advertisements, would
withdraw their ads from the broadcast media.
The end result would be a significant loss of
advertising revenue for both television and radio.
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In 1984
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beer and wine advertisements produced advertising revenue of
8688 million for television broadcasters and 5189 million for
radio broadcasters.

Beer and dine advertisements constituted

the seventh largest product group for television in 1984 and
the second largest national advertising group for radio in
1983.

But the total loss would be even greater, given the law

of supply and demand, as such a significant reduction in
advertising would drive the ad rates down.

No doubt over time some of these revenues could be
replaced

from other sources.

But wit', respect to marginal

television and radio stations, the immediate economic
dislocation will be particularly harmful, especially for many
new, independent and small stations, including minority owned
properties.

The same would be true for ad-supported cable

services, including the Black Entertainment Television Network
(BET), which Taft Broadcasting has helped suppurt, and which
relies on beer and dine advertising for over ten percent of its
revenues.

Moreover, since beer commercials are especially
concentrated in sports programs appealing primarily to men and
since there is a limited pool of advertisers for sports
programs (primarily automobiles and shaving products, in
addition to beer and wine), broadcasters' ability to provide
local sports coverage will decline.

The decline in loca.

sports coverage will in turn have an adverse revenue impact on
the local teams --- whether professional or college --- which

2.3
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currently look to broadcast coverage for a significant portion
of their funds.

The economic impact for broadcasters could be
compounded as other products advertised on television and radio
are challenged as potentially harr!.:1 and companies from still

other industries make business judgments to shift advertising
to other media.

Inevitably, the cumulative effect would be a

reduction IL revenues available to sustain marginal stations,
to support program acquisition and production, especially
locally produced programs, and to finance public affairs
programs and public service announcements.
In short, applying the Fairness Doctrine

to commercial

speech through counter-ads for lat.ful products that might be

abused not only raises serious constitutional questions but may
underrine a nunber of public Interest goals,

including

diversity of ownarslp and prograrning, minority ownership, and
localism.

If, as we believe, counter-advertisements would be

unconstitutional and counter-productive to many public interest
goals, what is the rationale for singling out the electronic
media, especially television, for such restrictions?
In meetings with Members of Congress, our members have

heard concerns that beer and wine ads on television glamourize
the products through the use of sports figures and that some
ads are deceptive, unfair or encourage over-consumption.

With

respect to athletes, let me point out that the BATF already
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forbids the use of current athletes in these ads and is
considering even tighter restrictions.

That is where

jurisdiction over "glamourous" ads for beer and wine belongs.

Moreover, while beer and wine advertising provide major support
for sports programming, Nielsen figures show that less than 3%
of teens are in the sports audience.
As for misleading or deceptive ads, FTC Chairman
Allier has stated that the FTC is "putting beer manufacturers

on notice mat the commission is likely to look in an
increasingly unfavorable light" at ads which "are close to the
margin" of legality.

That is where jurisdiction over

misleading or deceptive beer and wine ads belongs.

In

addition, each station and network carefully reviews ads
submitted for beer and wine advertising before deciding to air
them.

Most apply strict standards reflecting community as well

as product-related considerations, such as those set out in the
beer and wine industry codes.
Yet SMAR7 and its supporters would impose more
stringent regulations over the electronic media.

Why?

As

MesserS. Jacobson and Hacker of SMART have stated, their first
reason "is the sheer power of the broadcast media.

Unlike

print ads, radio and TV commercials reach out and grab viewers
and listeners with sound and action."
If the "power" of television is the rationale for

federal government restrictions, the logic for expanding the
Fairness Doctrine to any lawful but abusable products would
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seem to apply to entertainment programming as well as
advertising.

Indeed, Mr. Chairman, in your letter inviting me

to testify you noted that one concern of your Subcommittee was
"the relationship between abuse of alcohol by adolescents and
the portrayals of alcohol use in television advertising AND

PROGRAMING" (emphasis added).

The logic of limiting

expression based on power or impact would extend to virtually
any program that dramatizes current social issues, such as
child or spouse abuse, incest or abortion, and thereby,
"sound and action",

through

presents a point of view raising

controversial issues of public Importance.

We agree that the broadcast media have power and
impact.

We do not agree that this power and impact justify

lower First Amendment protections for broadcast speech.

Indeed, as Judge David 3azelon stated, "There is no doubt about
the Jnique impact of radio and television.
contrary.

In fact, quite the

We should recall that the printed press was the ONLY

medium of mass communication in the early days of the Republic
-- and yet this did not deter our predecessors from passing the
First Amendment to prohibit abridgment of its freedoms..."
It is because the medium of television has an impact
that advertisers pay to promote their products on the screen.
Yet, research indicates that per capita alcohol consumption has
declined during the recent period v,hen advertising expenses for

beer and 4ine have reached an all time high.

Part of the

reason nay be that broadcast advertising has aided the
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introduction of lower calorie and reduced alcohol content
beverages in response to the increased health consciousness of
the American people.

VII.

CONCLUSION

We recognize the good intentions of those who are
seeking a legislative solution to the serious societal problem
of alcohol abuse through the imposition of restrictions on the
electronic media.

But, as the FTC concluded in its recent

study "there is no basis for concluding that rules banning or
otherwise limiting alcohol advertising would offer significant
protection to the public."

We believe mandated counter-

advertisements against lawful products which are not proven
harmful to be unconstitutional, counter-productive and
unworkable, creating a regulatory morass which the FCC wisely
has avoided since 1974.

What is needed Is a continued and

intensified coordinated effort by all concerned to enact ana

enforce laws and provide rehabilitative services that deal
directly with the problem of alcohol abuse and to help the
public make educated and informed choices in a free marketplace
of products and ideas.
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TELEVISION OPERATORS CAUCUS
MEMBERS AND STATIONS
*BELO BROADCASTING CORP.
Ward L. Huey, President

WFAA-TV
WVEC-TV
KXTV-TV
KOTV-TV
KHOU-TV

(8), Dallas, Texas (ABC)
(13), Hampton-Norfolk, VA (ABC)
(10), Sacramento, Ca. (CBS)
(6), Tulsa, Okla. (CBS)
(11), Houston, Tex. (CBS)

*CAPITAL CITIES COMUNICATIONS, INC.
Joseph P. Dougherty, President, Broadcast Division
WTVD-TV (11), Durham, N.C. (CBS)
KIRK -TV (13), Houston, Tex. (ABC)
WKBW-TV (7), Buffalo, N.Y. (ABC)
WPVI-TV (6), Philadelphia, Pa. (ABC)
WTNH-TV (8), New Haven. Conn. (ABC)
KFSr-TV (30), Fresno, Calif. (CBS)
WFTS-TV (28), Tampa, Fla. (Ind.)
*COX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
William A. Schwartz, President

WSB-TV (2), Atlanta, Ga. (ABC)
WHIO-TV (7), Dayton, Ohio (CBS)
WSOC-TV (9), Charlotte, N.C. (ABC)
KTVU-TV (2), Oakland-S.F., Ca. (Ind.)
WPXI-TV (11), Pittsburgh, Pa. (NBC)
KDM-TV (30), St. Louis, Mo. (Ind.)
WKBD-TV (50), Detroit, Mich. (Ind.)

*GANNETT BROADCASTING GROUP
Jeffrey Davidson, President, Broadcasting Group
KPNX-TV
KOCO-TV
KUSA-TV
WTCN-TV
WLVI-TV
WXIA-TV

(12), Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz. (NBC)
(5), Oklahoma City, Okla. (ABC)
(9), Denver, Colo. (ABC)
(11), Minneapolis, Minn. (NBC)
(56), Boston, Mass. (Ind.)
(11), Atlanta, Ga. (NBC)
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*GROUP W - WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING & CABLE, INC.
William F. Baker, Chairman of Television
WBZ-TV (4), Boston, Mass. (NBC)
K1W-TV (3), Philadelphia, Pa. (NBC)
KPIX-TV (5), San Francisco, Ca. (CBS)
KDKA-TV (2), Pittsburgh, Pa. (CBS)
WJZ-TV (13), Baltimore, Md. (ABC)
*METROMEDIA, INC.
Robert M. Bennett, President. Television

WNEW-TV
KTTV-TV
WTTG-TV
WCVB-TV
WFLD-TV
KRLD-TV
KRIV-TV

(7), New York, N.Y. (Ind.)
(11), Los Angeles, Ca. (Ind.)
(5), 1.7ashington, D.C. (Ind.)
(5), Boston, Mass. (ABC)
(32), Chicago, Ill. (Ind.)
(33), Dallas-Ft. Worth, Tex. (Ind.)
(26), Houston, Tex. (-nd.)

*MULTIMEDIA BROADCASTING CO.
James T. Lynagh, President

KSDK-TV
WAAZ-TV
WBIR-TV
WLWT-TV
WZTV-TV

(5), St. Louis, Mo. (NBC)
(13), Macon, Ga. (CBS)
(10), Knoxville, Tenn. (CBS)
(5), Cincinnati, Ohio (NBC)
(17), Nashville, Tenn. (Ind.)

*OUTLET COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
David Henderson, President, Broadcast Division

WJAR-TV
WCPX-TV
KSAT-TV
KOVR-TV
WCMH-TV
WATL-TV
WPDS-TV

(7), Providence, R.I. (NBC)
(6), Orlando, Fla. (CBS)
(12), San Antonio, Tex. (ABC)
(13), Stocktcn-Sacramento, Calif. (ABC)
(4), Columbus, Ohio (NBC)
(36), Atlanta, Ga. (Ind.)
(59), Indianapolis, Ind. (Ind.)

*POST-NEWSWEEK STATIONS, INC.
Joel Chaseman, President

WDIV-TV
WJXT-TV
WPLG-TV
WFSB-TV

(4), Detroit, Mich. (NBC)
(4), Jacksonville, Fla. (C
(10), Miami, Fla. (ABC)
(3), Hartford, Conn. (CBS)
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*STORER CaNUNICATIONS, INC.
Terry H. Lee, President
WJBK-TV
WAGA-TV
WITI-TV
WTVG-Tv
WJKW-TV
WSBK-TV
KCST-TV

(2), Detroit, Mich. (CBS)
(5), Atlanta, Ga. (CBS)
(6), Milwaukee, Wisc. (CBS)
(13), Toledo, Ohio (NBC)
(8), Cleveland, Ohio (CBS)
(38), Boston, Mass. (Ind.)
(39), San Diego, Calif. (NBC)

*TAFT BROADCASTING CO.
Dudley S. Taft, President
WBRC-TV (6), Birm4...gham, Ala. (ABC)

WKRC-TV (12), Cilcinnati, Ohio (ABC)
WTVN-TV (6), Colt.Fbus, Ohio (ABC)
WDAF-TV (4), Kansas City, Mo. (NBC)
WTAF-TV (29), Philadelphia, Pa. (Ind.)
WDCA -fV (20), Washington, D.C. (Ind.)
WCIX-TV (6), Miami, Fla. (Ind.)
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Mothers Against Drunk Driving
669 Airport Freeway, Suite 310

Furst, Texas 76053

(817) 268MADD

Central Office
CANDI L:GHTNER

May 14, 1985

Fourier

Honorable Tim Wirth
House of Representatives
Rayburn Building, Room 2262
20515
WaslIngton, D.C.
Dear Congressman Wirth:

It has been brought to my attention that the president of
Taft Broaezasting is testifying before your Subcommittee on Alcohol.
I wanted to take the opportunity to briefly outline the outstanding
public information and community education program conducted by
Taft in conjunction with MADD in the past year.
Seven Taft television stations joined with Mothers Against
Drunk Driving to focus public attention on America's impaired
driving crisis. Working under the theme "Station (call letters)
is MADD about Drunk Driving", Taft produced and aired public
service announcements for MADD for local and national distribution.
In addition, each station featured weekly or bi-wceLly newsfeatures
focusing on impaired driving issues, and produced a one-hour prime
time special called "The Taft Drunk Driving Test." Each Taft
station also participated in -cab call" programs, and also
produced and distributed large quantities of bumper stickers and
BAC cards.

Congressman Wirth, I would like to commend Taft for its
wonderful contribution to both the MADD moveme^t and our country.
'..at all broadcasters would display the commitment and
I wish
conce_n tnat we found in Taft.

I appreciate the opportunity to share this information with
Thank you for your efforts to reduce incidents of impaired
driving through your work in Congress.
you.

Sincerely,

CANDY LIGHTNER
Founder
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Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Taft.

Prof. John Banzhaf of the George Washington University Law
School in Washington, is, I believe, the foremost legal authority in
the country on the question of the applicability of the fairness doctrine to product ads.
Professor Banzhaf filed the original petition at the FCC calling
for counterads for cigarette commercials. We know, Professor, that
you have a great number of commitments today, and we appreciate
your being able to come down and join us.
STATEMENT OF JOHN R. BANZHAF III

Mr. BANZHAF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am probably the only witness here this morning wno is neither

for nor against any particular piece of legislation; rather, I was
asked by your staff to see if there were any parallels between my
experience with cigarette advertising, the fairness doctrine, and the
ban and the issues here today and to see if ! could draw some parallels.

I think there are quite a number of parallels between these two
products, tobacco and alcohol, and indeed, parallels which distinguish them from most of the other products to which arguments
might be made.
Both of these products contain very powerful drugs. Many of the
users apparently use these products because of their desire or craving for the effects of the drugs. Both products are strongly addictive, at least to a certain number of people. Both are unbelievably
deadly. The most recent study is that cigarettes kill about 500,000
Americans a year; alcohol about 100,000 Americans a year. The
combined total is 20 times that of all of the other drugs in America, the ones we spend so much money trying to regulate.

By the way, I might add that I wish the broadcasters would

spend as much time on the issue of tobacco as they apparently are
doing on alcohol, since it does kill about five times as many Americans as alcohol.
The costs to society of both of these products are enormous. They
are, so far as I know, the only two products which, both by law and

custom, are restricted to adult consumption. And finally, I think
there are amazing parallels between the ads for cigarettes in the
sixties and the ads for beer and wine in the eighties.
Based upon those similar:cies, I have really three suggestions
that I would make to the committee. The first is this. Both the cigarette manufacturers and the alcohol manufacturers claim that
they do not attempt in their ads to encourage consumption, and
particularly that they do not intend to encourage consumption
among youth. On the other hand, the Federal Trade Commission,
at our instigation, did a major study of the cigarette industry using
their extensive subpoena power.

What they found were document after document where the tobacco industry at least was attempting, had carefully planned and
orchestrated advertising efforts to try to get people to smoke, and
particularly to get young people to smoke. Some of these are laid
out on pcge 4 of my written testimony.
The FTC summarized it this way:
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Cigarette ads usually say that smoking is associated wit.h youthful vigor, good
looks, good health, personal, social and professional acceptance and success, and
compatible with a wide range of qthletic and youthful activities.

I think much the same could be said with regard to alcohol ads.
We also introduce evidence here, and it is in our testimony, of
extensive campaigns aimed at young kids, some as youngwell,
they were saying that they should look forward to starting to wear
a bra or beginning to shave. That will give you some idea of how
young they were going after them.
What I would suggest, therefore, is that one of the best ways to
get to the bottom of this issue would be for this committee or the
FTC or as part of Mr. Nielson's study that subpoenas be issued
along the lines that the FTC used looking for documents describing
ad campaigns, themes, target audiences and so on.
If those documents are similar to those the tobacco industry had,
you will know one thing, and if they are very different, you will
ki_ow the other; but it seems to me that is probably the best and
most logical way to get to the bottom of this. The advertisers have
probably done far more detailed studies than this committee could
possibly do, and I think you should not proceed without having
that documentation.
The second suggestion is that both approaches, the ad ban and
the reply time doctrine, would probably be effective based on the
experience with cigarette advertising. Probably the reply time doctrine would be more effective and would have a much more immediate impact, and I refer you to the chart on page 5 of my testimony, which shows the per capita consumption of cigarettes as it responded to various events, particularly the antismoking messages,
which began roughly in late 1967, and the ad ban, which began in
1971.

Finally, with regard to the two approaches, I think that both are
constitutional, both could be justified rather easily, either under
three theories that I know of. One is that the ads tend to be deceptive because they do not reveal material facts. Two, under a theory
that we submitted, is amicus curiae, which says, very roughly, that
if Congress has the power to ban a product because of its danger, it

would have the power to adopt lesser restrictions, inn-

cluding
cluding reply time, including ad bans, including mandatory warnings.

The third is the analysis laid out by the Duggan court in its consideration of a similar ad ban down south.
In ccnclusion, I would simply note that Mr. Seiberling's proposal
for equal time goes substantially beyond what the fairness doctrine
at the FCC ever required, which was only reasonable time. In the
case of cigarette commercials, we believe that was about 3 to 1 to 6
to 1, and therefore that would leave some leeway with this committee, if ;t were concerned that.there be too much of an adverse economic impact, to simply adjust that ratio. I think even a ratio of 5
to 1, if the cigarette experience provides any guidelines for us, we
would find that there would be a significant reduction.

One of the other advantages of the reply time doctrine is it
seems to me it does not depend on the idea that the alcohol ads
necessarily do affect consumption but is based roughly on the idea,
very consistent with our idea of free speech, that both sides should
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be heard. If both sides are adequately heard and people continue to

drink or, indeed, even drink more, that value would have been
served.

I would be happy to answer any questions at the appropriate

time, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 372.1
[Mr. Banzhaf's prepared statement with attachments and supplemental letter follow:]
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN F. BANZHAF III ON
'BEER AND WINE ADVERTISING: THE IMPACT OF THE ELECTRONIC MEDIA'
HOUSE SUSCOM. ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS, CONSUMER PROTECTION i FINANCE
TUEEDAY, MAY 21, 19E5, 2123 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
BOTH CIGARETTE AND ALCOHOL BEVERAGE MANUFACTURERS DENY THAT
I.
THEIR ADS ARE DESIGNED TO INCREASE CONSUMPTION OR TO APPEAL TO
CHILDREN; BUT SINCE THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY'S CLAIMS HAVE BEEN
UNDERMINED IF NOT DESTROYED BY FORCED DISClUSURE OF INCRIMINATING
DOCUMENTS, THE LATTER'S CLAIMS SHOULD NOT BE CREDITED UNLESS A
SIMILAR INVESTIGATION IS MADE.
BOTH APPROACHEs -- BANNING THE ADS OR PROVIDING REPLY TIME
II.
ARE LIKELY TO REDUCE CONSUMPTION, BUT THE LATTER WILL PROBABLY BE
QuIcrel AND MORE EFFECTIVE.
BOTH APPROACHES -- BANNING THE ADS OR PROVIDING REPLY TIME
ARE PROBABLY CONSTITUTIONAL, BUT THE LATTER RAISES FEWER FREE SPEECH
PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIONS
III.

My name is John Banzhaf.

I am a Professor of Law at the

National Law Center of the George Washington University.

I an also

the founder and Executive Director of the national antismoking
organization Action on Smoking and Health, sosetimes celled ASH.
However, I wish to make it clear that I am testifying here as an
individual, and that my statements do not necessarily represent the
views of my law school, my university, or ny organization.
I also wish to make it clear that I did not cone to
testify for or against any particular legislation, nor as I allied
with any particular group or interest involved in this controversy.
Rather, I am here because I played a major role in causing the
fairness doctrine to be applied to cigarette advertising, in banning
cigarette commercials on radio and television, and in defending the
constitutionality of that ban in court.

(See ATTACHMENTS LA and TEl

I was therefore asked by the Committee's staff to testify because
there are a number of important parallels between the two products,
and because the experience with one may be useful in dealing with
the other.

Indeed, the parallels between the two products are
striking, and serve to distinguish these two product* from virtually
all others.
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1.

loth products contain powerful drugs -- nicotine or alcohol --

which have a significant and immediate effect on the "mdily
functions of those who intent them.
2.

loth products are used in large part because the users

desire or crave the effects these drugs cauwe.

3.

loth products are addictive to a substantial number of

users, and the addiction can be so strong in each case that users
are unable to quit, even where it scans almost certain death.
4.

loth products are unbelievably deadly, with cigarettes

killing some 500,000 Americans each year, and alcoholic beverages
killing another 100,000.

Together they are responsible for almost

onethird of all American deathe from %11 causes; and approximately
twenty times (20001) the number of deaths from all other drugs.
(See ATTACHKENT II(

5.

The costs to society of each of these products is enormous,

and almost certainly exceed the taxes paid.
6.

for these and other reasons, tobacco and alcoholic

beverages are the only two major products which both by law and
custom are restricted to adult consumption.
7.

Finally, to an extent which is virtually unique compared to

advertising for other products, many beer and wine commercials of

the 60's, like cigarette commercials of the 60's, seek to equate the
use of the product with socializing, sophistication, popularity with
members of the opposite sex, and with use by the young adults
children see', to emulate, and to provide a justification (excuse,
rationale) for their use.

In 061, in response to a complaint which I had filed, the
Federal Communications Commission held that cigarette commercials
presented one side of a 'controversial issue of publi., importance,'
and thus tell Within the requirements of the fairness doctrine.

All

broadcasters presenting such ads were required by the FCC to provide
presenting such ads were required by the FCC to provide a reasonable
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amount of time -- not equal time -- to the opposing view, and it was
informally stated that a ratio of one so-called "antismoking
commercial" for every three cigarette commercials would be
reasonable.

After a reaffirmation of its original decision by the

FCC and the courts, Banzhaf v. F.C.C., 405 F.2d 1082 (D.C. Cir.
1968), and after I set up

monitoring system and began filing

complaints for enforcement, antismoking setups begar appearing in
great numbers and cigarette per capita consumption began falling.
Faced with this situation, representatives of the tobacco

industry appeared before the Senate Commerce Comittee and agreed to
take cigarette commercials off the air.

To avoid conflict with the

antitrust laws, they asked for either an exemption from these laws,
or that Congress itself enact a ban which they would, of course,
obey.

Congress chose the latter approach, and on January 1, 1971

cigarette commercials ceased.

The ban was subsequently upheld in

court, in a case in which I participated es amicus curiae, Capital
Broadcasting Co. v. Mitchell, 330 F. Supp. 582 (3-judge, 0.D.C.
1971), aff'd, 405 U.S. 1000 (1972).
Based upon this expe'ience, and ay subsequent involvement
with cigarettes and cigarette advertising, I would like to make the
following observations and suggestions:

I.
BOTH CIGARETTE AND ALCOHOL BEVERAGE MANUFACTURERS DENY THAT
THEIR !OS ARE DESIGNED TO INCREASE CONSUMPTION OR TO APPEAL TO
CHILDREN; BUT SINCE THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY'S CLAIMS HAVE BEEN
UNDERMINED IF NOT DESTROYED BY FORCED DISCLOSURE OF INCRIMINATING
DOCUMENTS, THE LATTER'S CLAIMS SHOULD NOT BE CREDITED UNLESS A
SIMILAR INVESTIGATION IS MADE

A.

Cigarette manufacturers have long maintained that their ads

are designed only to persuade existing smokers to switch to the
advertisers' brand, and that they do not encourage smoking,
particularly asong children.

Yet, when the Federal Trade Commission

conducted an investigation of the tobacco industry in response to

our complaint, their subpoenas uncovered a variety of documents
which clearly indicated to the staff that many of the ads were
deliberately designed to persuade people to begin smoking.
ATTACHMENT 1111

(Ste

This was freqJently done by assuaging people's

worries abcut the risks of smoking, by providing a rationale or a
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Justification for smoking (e.g., as a reward), and by associating
very positive images with the custom of smoking.

To do this, the

FTC staff reported, manufacturers deliberately tend to rely upon
'domineot themes of cigarette advertising [which' are that smoking
is associated with youthful vigor, !poi health, good looks, and
personal, social and professional acceptance and success, and that
it is compatible with a wide range of athletic and healthful
activities."

Couldn't the same be said about such of the alcohol

advertising now on television?
B.

Similarly, the FTC found substantial evidence of attempts

to persuade what one advertiser called "starters" -- teenagers and
e ven pre-teens -- to begin smoking.

They reportedly did this by

' present(ingl the cigarette as one of a few initiations into the

adult world; presenting( the cigarette as part of the illicit
pleasure category of products and activities; (and(
best of your ability .
beer, sex, etc..

.

.

.

.

to the

. relateling) the cigarette t. 'pot,' wine,

The age of some of the potential 'starters' may be

gleaned from the suggestion that smoking be equated with such other
future rites of passage as beginning to shave and wearing a bra.
Needless to say, many of these same themes seem to be found in beer
and wine ads as well.
C.

fortunately. Congress need not be forced to choose between

accepting the self-serving assertions of the alcohol industry that
they would never do what the tobacco industry has rather clearly

done, or finding then guilty by association or because of the
similarity of the two products and their ad themes.

Rather,

simple and straightforward solution would be for this Committee (or
the FTC) to issue subpoenas, modeled after those used by the FTC to
investigate the tobacco industry, to require the production of
documents describing ad campaigns, themes, target audiences, etc.
If the alcohol manufacturers are telling the truth, they would have
little to hide and could quickly, easily, and voluntarily supply the
requested documents and by so doing put this issue to rest.

On the

other hand, if they refuse to provide these document*, even if

guaranteed protection for legitimate trade secrets, Congress can
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simply draw the logical adverse inference that they are at least
trying to persuade people (including young people) to !imbibe, and

sake the further more-than-warranted assumption thst as experts they
probably are successful, at least in part.

BOTH APPROACHES -- BANNING THE ADS OR PROVIDING REPLY TIME -II.
ARE LIKELY TO REDUCE CONSUMPTION, BUT THE LATTER WILL PROBABLY BE
QUICKER AND MORE EFFECTIVE
A.

During the years when substantial numbers of antismoking

messages were presented in prime time -- 1968, 1969, and 1970, -per capita cigarette consumption plummeted, and no other event or
reason would explain it.

Because the FCC did not reaffirm its June

cigarette advertising decision until September of 1967, because many
stations did not seriously comply until I sr: up a monitoring and
complaint system in 1968, and because the FCC did not require until
1968 that the antismokiny messages appear in prime time, the
consumption dip in 1967 is understandably such smaller.

U.S. per Capita doorsill consumption
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4303
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Annual U.S per ca,aaa connurstrum atop:rams by people IS and older

B.

Cigarette commercials were banned effective January 2,

1971, and immediately thereafter the number of antismoking messages
on radio and television dropped dramatically.

Apparently as t

result, per capita cigarette consumption rose during 1971, 1972, and
1973, and did not begin to taper off until 1974.

There seem to be

several reasons to explain both of these phenomenon.
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First, the people leaking the decision whether or not to

C.

take up smoking during those years -- most of them children -- had
grown up seeing and being inflvenced by
commercials.

barrage of cigarette

From their earliest days al/ saw smoking portrayed as

making one sophisticated, sociable, sexy, and adult.

While the

antismoking messages were actively being aired (1967 - 70), they
presented such an effective evintetforce that consumption fell
despite the effects of the ads.
D.

but once the countered, were largely removed, the residual

images of the old cigarette commercials -- present in the children's
minds even though the ads were no longer being broadcast -- were

powerful enough to cause an increase in consumption, despite the bythen-well-known health dangers.

In short, the effects of an ad ban

(cigarettes or alcohol) would not be expected to be fully felt until
kids caking the crucial :scision of whether or not to indulge were
born late enough that they did not grow up watching the commercials.
E.

There has been a dramatic drop in per capita cigarette

consumption during the latter part of the 1970's, and continuing
into the 1980's, but it it unlikely that it was caused solely or
even principally by the ban on cigarette commercials.

Instead,

there are two other major explanations.
F.

The so-called nonsmokers' rights movement began in earnest

in 1973 when the CAB first required no-smoking sections on
commercial aircraft, Arizona pasaCd the first modern nonsmokers'
rights bills, and many other legislatures began holding hearings on
the issue.

The tobacco industry, in

secret survey and report they

made in 1978, clearly indicates that the nonsmokers' rights movement
is today the principle factor in persuading people to quit or not to
smoke (See ATTACHMENT IV(.

Thus, the nonsmokers' rights movement --

by constantly reminding people that the great majority of adults do
not smoke, and that they object to people who Co -- is probably
responsible for 'Bost of the drop in consumption; nd in the absence

of that movement, the ban of cigarette commercials may have hsd
little effect.

Also, the ISE increase in federal cigarette taxes was

also a major factor, particularly in the very big drop for 1983.
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III.
BOTH APPROACHES -- BANNING THE ADS OR PROVIDING REPLY TIM
ARE PROBABLY CONSTITUTIONAL, BUT TEL LATTER RAISES ?EWER FREE SPEECH
PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIONS

A.

Despite tho fact that the U.S. Supreme Court is a number of

cases has recognized that commercial speech enjoys some but not all
of the protections of noncommercial speech, there are several legal
theories under which a ban on commercials for alcoholic beverages Is
very likely to be sustained.

The first is that the Court has always

recognized that speech which is misleading or deceptive can be
banned.

The Federal Trade Commission, along with many experts, have

long maintained that cigarette commercials were deceptive because
they failed to state matericl facts about the extent of the dangers
of using the product.
alcoholic beverages.

A similar rationale can be applied to ads for
In both situations the court can surely

the deceptive nature of the ad, especially when presented to

children, since, regardless of at whom the ads are aimed, they
certainly are seen by and affect millions of young people.
E.

A second theory upon which alcohol ads could be banned is

one I presented to the court as micus curiae in Dunagin v. City of
Oxford, Hiss., 718 F.2d 738 (5th Cir. 1983), which commented
favorably upon It

at p. 7421.

It says in effect that If the

goverment may constitutionally ban a product entirely because -f
the danger it presents to the public, it can and should be able to

adopt less restrictive measures affecting the ads, such as banning
them entirely, requiring various warnings, or requiring reply time.
If such measures are constitutionally proscribed, It would force the

government to wait too long in term of counting evidence before
banning a product, and ironically force it to bat the product
prematurely even where lesser restrictions related to the
advertising (e.g., required disclosures, warnings, etc.) may be all
that is necessary.
C.

(See ATTACHMENT V(

A third theory is that used by the Dunagin court to justify

a total ban on alcoholic beverage advertising. Mesa arguments are
even stronger here, because the proposed law banning alcohol
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beverage commercials could be aimed at broadcasters (who are
regulates., sod have no First Amendment rights to present

certain

kind of advertising), rather Than at the beverage producers Who
would still remain free to advertise their products in a wide
variety of other mediums.
D.

Nevertheless, a reply-time approach avoids many of the

philosophical and Legal problems posed by a commercial ban, and also
eliminates the need to prove cauoation.

the Supreme Court has

upheld the FCC's imposition of fairness doctrine requirements with
regard to the broadcast media, and such

congressionally-imposed

solution to the alcoholic beverage advertising problem would carry
an even greater presumption of constitutionality.

It also does not

prohibit any speech, but rather -- consistent with the classic First
Amendment view that the best answer to objectionable speech is
countervailing speech -- merely assures that both sides have a
reasonable chance to be heard; something which surely is not true
today.

E.

Since the purpose of the reply messages would be simply to

assure that potential drinkers were aware of the arguments against
consumption in some or all circumstances, rather than to reduce
consumption, it is unnecessary for the proponents to establish that
the countermessagee would in fact produce a drop in consumption,
even though that may be the desired result.

Under this rationale --

that licenc-ee awarded a governmental monopoly can be required to
see that on controversial issues of public importance both sides
have a reasonable chance to be heard -- it is largely irrelevant
whether the asnufacturers have

specific intent to persuade people

to drink lcoholic beverages, or to aim their messages at teenagers.
F.

Another advantage of the reply-time approach would be that

manufacturers of new products such as low-alcohol beer and wine
coolers would remain free to effectively promote them as substitutes
for ordinary beer and wine which have

higher alcohol content.
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SUMMARY

I.

Cigarettes and alcoholic beverages are alike in many ways:

ways which distinguish them from virtually all other products.
These include the drugs they contain and which are a major reason
for their use; the huge numbers of deaths, disabilities, and
societal expense which they cause; laws restricting their purchase
by kids; the use of highly suggestive and seductive imagery in their
ads; and large numbers of organizations which are actively concerned
about their use.

On the other hand, alcohol causes far fever

deaths, is apparently addictive to a much smaller percentage of
users, does not appear to be dangerous when used by most people in
moderation, and has risks which have long been known.

Thus, while

it is a judgment for Congress whether the dangers posed by alcohol
beverages and their ads are comparable to those of cigarettes,
exp+rience with cigarette advertising is the closest possible
parallel to the instant situation, and provides valuable lessons.

2.

The first lesson is that Congress should not accept the

unsubstantiated and self-serving assurances of the alcohol industry
that their ads do not help to create a climate in which people are
persuaded to imbibe; particularly when their ads, like their
products, are in early ways so similar to those of the tobacco

Instead, subpoenas seeking the production of advertising

industr).

documents should be required as they were with regard to the tobacco
industry, and any failure of beer or vine makers to cooperate fully
and voluntarily should create the strongest possible adverse
inference.
3.

Experience vitt, cigarette ad clearly indica.es that 6

reply-time approach will produce more of an effect, and produce it
more quickly, than an approach which prohibits the electronic
advertising of alcoholic beverages.

Although both approaches would

appear to be constitutional, the reply -tine approach raises fewer
legal and philosophical objections, and is consistent with the idea
that the beat approach to objectionable speech is countervailing
speech.

The reply-time approach also does not assume -- nor require

its supporters to demonstrate -- that alcohol beverage advertising

encourages consumption, nor that a ban on such ads would necessarily
discourage consumption.
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Data and Perspectives

Addiction Mortality

in the United States,
1980: Tobacco, Alcohol,
and Other Substances
R. T. Ravenhett

At the beginning of the twentieth century, infectious dis-

eases were the foremost cause of death in the world (1,2). Tubesculosis.
smallpox, malaria, diolera, typhoid, diphtheria, tetanus, acreplocoecal. staphylococcal, influenza, and many other infections then caused more than half of
all deaths (3), as they gig do in a kw less developed countries (4). But with
the great progress made during this century in the conquest of infectious
diseases, such diseases now cause fewer than 5 percent of all deaths in the
United States (S) and other highly developed countries (4).
Meanwhile, reflecting innumerable developmental changes, Increased
affluence, and great a:tensions in life styles (6), tie addictive use of =ay
psychoactive substances --- tobacco, alcohol, heroin, cocaine, marihuana, stimulants, hypnotic:, and hallucinogens has made dug abuse the leading cause
of death in the United States, where more than half a million deaths in 19110
were attributable to such practices. This striking fact, however, has been
obscured is the nation's vital records and statistics by the general practice of
certifying and coding addictive disuse deaths according to their numerous anatomic and disuse manifestations, while failing to we Ute addictive practices
underlying such precocious deaths ff).
Insidiosisly, the abuse of hazardous spbstancesthis "enemy within"
accelerates the occurrence of a broad spectrum of diseases ordinarily associated
with advanced age: cancer, arteriosclerotic cardiovascular diseases, and de.
generative diseases of every kind. locavat the pathologic effects one diffuse
in time and place, measurement of
name and magnitude of morbidity and
mortality from the abuse of addictive subsumes has lagged, presetting a unique
chatiesse to contemporary epidemiology, biostaiistics, and demography.
POPULATION AND OEVELOINADIT NMI" $0. NO.
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Method of
With the help of Natitn81 Library of Medicine computers, the literature on
tobacco. alcohol, heroin, cocaine, and other dins was surveyed, and tides,
abstracts, and copies of recent relevant articles were obtained. A printout
of US mortality by every cause in 1910 was *Wailed from the National Queer
for Health Statistics, **facilitate identification of drug-related deaths by discrete
categories. Colleagues in govaineut agencies supplied pertinent publications
and participated in work group discussions of methods and findings.
To make an overall estimate of addiction matality, one must necessarily
make estimates for each substance contributing thereto.

italancil
Inhaled tobacco smoke, a mixture of twAy toxic chemicals and several radio.
isotopes (11-10), is absorbed through the raintoury circulation and conveyed
by the general circulation as a systemic poison to every tissue and cell (11).

'the harmful effects of smoking tobacco we inslaious, protean in awe, and
difficult so measure. Hass, though smoking was suspected of diverse pathogeaic effects during earlier centuries (12,13), the range red magnitude of
these effects remained obscure until well boo the twentieth canny. awaiting
for their discovery the invention (in IMO dike cigarette rolling machine (13),

the epidemic occurrence of lag cancer ad other cigarette diseases several
decades leer, and improvements in medical science, death meads, and
epidemiology.
Although the classic studies of Raymond Tear! during the 1930s clearly
delineated the extraordinary impact of smoking on longevity (Figure 1) (14),

these disquieting findings were soon mend over by blatantly mideading
advertising; and general recognition of the MUM and magnitude of the morbidity and mortality hazard posed by tobacco did sot occur tail the second

half of this anon.
During the 1930s attrition baldly bawd on the tole of tobacco in
causing cancers of the directly exposed tinges of the respiratory system, as
revealed by retrospective epidemiological surveys in clinical eaters (I3-111).

The association of cacao( the Wyse, bronchus, ad bag with lank* was
so obvious and consistent that many epidemiologists were readily convinced
of smoking causation (19-21). But when 8 "umber of matiicians who were

themselves smokers criticized these Indies and &Wisp because dced*
biases inherent in retrospective *dies (22.23). prospective epidemiological
studies were launched that yielded somewhat pealing results in the Me 1950s
and early 1960s. While confirming the dose relationship between smoking ad
cancer of the respiratory tract, ohne soothes °paled a Padoces box by showing
smokers to be dying at an accelerated tele from a great variety of diseases-cancers of many tissues, degenerative cardiovascular diseases, diseases of ties
urinary and digestive systems, ad so ou (24-29).
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FIGURE 1 Tobacco use and longevity
according to Raymond Pearl's 11131 study:
survIvnrshlp of white males after age 10 in the
United States. by smoking habits
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Data from two broad-bred epidemiological studies of excess mortality
from smoking among aduh US males during the 1950s and 1960s we presented

in Tab! ec I and 2. The matched -pair analysis k Hama' Jed (Table I) (26)
provides an incisive view of excess mortality during 3. months among aduh
males in 2$ states who consumed 20 or more cigarettes daily at the time of
enrollment. The more protracted study of US veterans by Itogot and Murray
(Table 2) provides a similar comparison of mortality among "meat maws"
with that among "nonsmokers" during 16 yews of °homeliest, 19$4-69 (2$).
These studies indicated that at least 110 percent Omsk deaths from lung cancer
were attributable so smoking, and that total excess modality among smokers
was more than Ave times the number of lung cancer deaths in the combined
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Mortality dIfferintials betwoen nonsmokers and heavy
smokers among US mates, by matched -pair analysis: number of
deaths from specified cause*
TABLE I
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population of smokers and nonsmokers (Tables 1 and 2). Using lung cancer
deaths as an index of total deaths from smoking, in 19641 estimated that there
were approximately 250,000 deaths from smoking in the United States during
1962 (29); said in 1967 I estimated that there were about 300.000 such deaths
in the United States during 1966 (12).
Because cardiovalculw disease death rates have fallen substantially dur-

ing the last IS yeas (30), while long cancer death tales have continued to
increase (Table 3), the lung cancer index dusts) excess mortality from smoking

must be recalibrated by meant of another broad-puged prospective study of
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TABLE 3 Mortality from cancers of the trachea. bronchi. and lunge. by sex:
Unttsd States. 11150-410

Year

Nee ber Oast%
Ode
Uhl
M.N.
dads

1010

103.80

75 .333

1979
1971
1977
1976

91.431

13.103
71.006

Crate Ms% rem
(so 111130 perriefte)

flask

Partial

41002

hark

Ode

feeds

21.309
23.141
24.010
22.029
30.502
11.627

431

61.6

43 8

46.7
65.8
61.1
62.3
40.5

24.3
22.2

61317

54.931

13.64

27.3
36 0
25.3
34.3
23.7
22.7
21.9
21.0
20.6
19.9

1970
1969
1968

65.10

13367

19.0

32.1

11.312
10.536

114

30.7

50.367

52.801
90.431
41.131

17.7

793

1917
1946
1965
1064

54.407
51.478

43.343
43.174

9.024
1.304

16 6

27.6

WI

36.3

48.03

40379

7.01

13.7

43338

6.929

1%3

13.1
13.1

1'12

43.561
41,376

1961

31129

38.909
36.980
33.312
13.211

25.0
23.9

5,718

14.7

1960
1959
1931

107

30.776

5.163
4.917
4.799
4,444

12.2
14.5
14.8
14.6

1956
1955
1954
1953
1952

29.111

4.30

21.30
19.723

4.123
3.177
3.762
3,741
3.306

15.0
15A
ISA
16.0
17.4
17.8

17.5
16.3
15.4
14.9
13.1

101

31.237
29.333
27.127
26.227
34.117
22.701
30.911
19.740
17321
16.219

20.3

31.302

123 -

33.2
21.4

1930

18.313

14.922

3.311

18.6

12.2

30.11

073
1974
1973
1972
1971

0016
90.510
16.412
82.040
71.173
74.933
72.410

118481

1.1.043

16.40
32.30
31.127
34.798
23.502

45.910
63.413
61.611

30.117

57.01

17.362
13.746
14.942

6.5118
4.0114

NA

421
41.2
39.7
31A
37.0
33.5
34.7
33.2

23.1

22.3
21.2

NA
WA
11.1

,

0.3

573
343
313

21.1
111.5

18.4

163
153
143
133
123

53.4
51.5
50.3

11.9

47.1
43.2
43.1
41.5
40.0
36.7
36.9

11.9

53.4
33.1
32.2
31.3

5.7

30.1

5.2
5.0
4.1
4.7
4.7

21.0
36A

353

113
10.3

9.4
7.7
7.1

6.9
11.4

1.1
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SA
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Society. But meanwhile estimation of local excess mortality from smoking
depends on the laborious task of assembling disparage estimates of excess
mortality by ilisease process; and body system for ppulation subvoups. and
relating these so longierm smoking poems in the United States (fable 4)
(31-33).
Readers should be mindful that all estimates of precocious mortality
from addictive practices are at best rough approximations of actual Maim,
ships. The pathogenic effects of smoking are insidious. with mortality a hoc.
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Peto (36). They used cancer mortality rates observed among half a million
nonsmokers in the American Cancer Society study of men and women in 25
states. 1959-72 (37), as their baseline and estimated that 30 percent of all
cancer deaths in the United States during 1978 (122,000 deaths) Wen attributable to smoking. However. Doll and Peto's estimate is probably lower than
actual occurrence, for the following reasons. First. they disregarded all effects
of "passive smoking," which would surely contribute somewhat to mortality
patterns (38) and would be an important factor for certain subgroups within
the population. Second, they disregarded the findings of the National Mortality
Survey, a follow-back survey conducted by the National Center for Health

Statistics in 1966 -61, which found 3$ percent of all cancer deaths in the
national sample attributable to smoking (39). Third, they disregarded the trend
toward lower mortality rates from nonrespiratay cancer among women during
the 1970s (40,41). (While the age-adjusted death rates for nottrespiratay cancer
of men remained level during that decade, the rates for women dropped from
99.9 deaths per 100.000 population in 1968 to 89.8 in 1981; see Figure 2. In
1966.19 percent of all cancer deaths in the United Stases were from rapiratoty
cancer, compared with 26 percent of all cancer deaths in 1980. These divergent
trends imply an increase in the proportion of all cancer deaths attributable to
smoking during recent year: (42j.) Finally. they disregarded calculations based
on the relative risk of cancer death among smokers and nonsmokers okayed

in the prospective studies of smoking and cancer in the United States by
Hammond (26) and by Rogot and Murray (2$).

FIGURE 2 Ape-adjusted cancer death rates for
females: United States, 1568-41
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Hammond's matched-pair analysis. summarized in Table 1, provides a
clearcut view of the differences in malt mortality for nonsmokers and heavy
smokers. Deaths from all causes among heavy smokers were 2.1 times the
number of deaths among nonsmokers. Deaths from cancer among heavy smokers were 2.72 times the number of deaths among nonsmokers.
These relative risks of death from cancer among nonsmokers (1.00) and
heavy smokers (2.72) can be combined with the percentages of the US population smoking during the last quaver century, shown in Table 4, to provide
a rough indication of US cancer mortality in 1980 attributable to smoking.*

For males. if 53 (percent nonsmokers) x 1.00 (relative risk for nonsmokers) la 53 represents deaths contributed by nonsmokers; and 47 (percent
smokers) x 2.72 (relative risk for smokers) at 128 represents deaths contributed by smokers; then 53 + 128 at 181 represents total male cancer deaths
44.8 percent,
in the United States in 1980 (225,949), of which 81 + 181
or 101,000 deaths, would be attributable to smoking.
Likewise. for females, if 69 (percent nonsmokers) x 1.00 (relative risk
for nonsmokers) an 69 represents deaths in 1980 contributed by nonsmokers;
and 31 (percent smokers) x 2.72 (relative risk for smokers)
84 represents
deaths contributed by smokers; then 69 + 84 aa 153 represents loud female

cancer deaths in the United States in 1980 (190.561), of which 53 + 153 a
34.6 percent. or 66.000 deaths, would be attributable to smoking.'
Hence. from these calculations, the combined total cancer mortality in
1980 attributable to smoking would be 167,000 deaths. But because this calculation is based on the cancer death risk of smoking 20 or more cigarettes
'daily. the actual number of cancer deaths ettributable to smoking in the US
population would probably be substantially less.
The Rogot and Murray study of US veterans (Table 2) (28) provides a
less clearcut comparison of cancer death rates for smokers and nonsmokers
(because many were light smokers, many smokers quit smoking during the
16-year observation period, and because of the lack of matching for confounding variables), but use of that relative risk of cancer death for smoking veterans

(2.12) to calculate total cancer mortality attributable to cigarettes provides a
useful estimate dependably less than actual cigarette cancer mortality.
For males.

53 x 1.00 53: 47 x 2.12 la 100:
S3 + 100 a 153: 53 + 153 sa 34.69:
34.69E x 225.948 male cancer deaths la
78,000 male cancer deaths attributable to smoking.
Decors ably I acne* of sots! amen deaths atm so chddrea. Ilea at *warded *tie thicohassiss.
Also some ci the child deaths (rum amen may be dot so
1 and pets," samba;
t The poethcation (or mutt the same Mauve risks of waolma for ferrules as for min a des dm NOM
Hammel Mortaldy Sumo Wood the adopt flIk$ of samba, bs be "nosily Ise same ampag US min
sod females. 1.70 aml 1.77 "specimen IN/

50-401 0- 85 - -11
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For females,

69x 1.00 li 69; 31 x 2.12

66;
25.9%;
25.9% x 190,561 female cancer deaths at
49,000 female cancer deaths attributable to smoking.

69 + 66 w 135; 35 + 135

Total cancer deaths in 1910 attributable so smoking by this calculation would
be 127,000.
It seems likely that these two values for cancer thads in 1910 *abatable

to smoking-167,000 deaths based on the relative risk from the Hammond
study (26), and 127,000 based on the relative risk from the US veterans study
by Rota and Murray (21)bracket the actual number of cancer deaths in the

United States that year attributablt to smoking. Hence, I prefer die OM*
that approximately 147.000 of the 416..110 total cancer deaths in 19110 (35
percent) were excess cancer deaths caused by smoking dgarems. And because
cancer mortality rates *or caused by smoking have continued to decrease daring

recent years (Figure 2). I estimate that approximately 40 percent of all US
cancer deaths in 1914 are assimilable to tobaccoso the smoking of cigarillo,
laws, and cigars; to the breathing of tobacco smoke gemmed by others; Bed
so die chewing and snuffing of tobacco.
Diseases of the circulatory ovation
Coronary heal disease emerged from relative obscurity during die IMOs. and
mortality therefrom rapidly lammed dining the 1930s and 1940s so assume
first rank among all oases of death in die United States (2). In 19110 coronary

(ischanic) heart disease caused 565.755 dates -511 percent dell data from
cardiovascular disease (911,345) and 21 patent of deaths from all causes
(1,919,141) (5).
Diagnostic isadequacia. obscure cause-ofdesth ostilicatioa, and doggish epidemiology delayed recognitiosi tithe impotent role of smoking in the
causation of coronary heat disease and other arteriosclerotic cardiovascular
diseases. Such recognition was particularly dependent on well-designed pro.
spective epidemiological studies, such as those that emerged during die 1950s
and 1960s (24 -21). As indicated by Hammond thongs (Table 1). excess
cardiovascular disease mortality attributable so smoking constituted 36 percent

of total cardiovascular disease mortality among the matched population of
smokers of 20 or more cigarettes daily and siossmokeri (26). The Rogot and
Murray study of US veterans (21) found that 22 percent of an cardiovescular
disease deaths were excess dediovascalsr disease deaths MGM illoolitis (Table
2). Intensity of smoking is an important determinant of pathologic effects upon

the cardiovascular system. Those smoking 40 or more cigarettes daily have
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coronary heart disease death rates three or four times the rate of nonsmokers.
Coronary heart disease death rates rapidly decline when smokers quit smoking (7,43).
In the Hammond study (Table 1), deaths from all causes among smokers
were 2.1 times the number of deaths from all causes among nonsmokers. and
67 percent of the excess deaths among smokers were caused bycardiovascula
diseases. In the study of US weans (Table 2). deaths from all causes among
smokers were 1.73 times the number of deaths front all causes among nonsmokers, and 51 percent of the excess mortality among smokers was cardiovascular disease mortality.
The 1983 comprehensive report of the US Surgeon General on cardiovascular disease and smoking estimated that "up to 30 percent of all coronary
bean disease deaths in the United States each year" can be attributed so cigarette

smokingabout 170.000 deaths in 1980 (7,43). That publication does not
present an estimate of the percent of tool cardiovascular disease mortality
attributable so smoking, but cites with favor the estimates of Lace and
Schweitzer and of Soden. who "each attributed 23 percent of all circulatory
diseases so smoking"(43).
No one has calculated cardiovascular disease death saes among son:molter: in the American Cancer Society 25-state study, analogous to those
published by Garfinkel (37) ad used by Doll ad Peso (36) for estimation of

Meer mortality attributable to smoking. But we can gain a *session of
excess cardiovascular disease mortality attributable to smoking by combining
relative risks for smokers (Tables 1 and 2) with the percent of the adult US
population smoking cigarettes during the last quarter centuay (Table 4).
For males.

53 x 1.00 so 53; 47 x 2.13 es 100;
33 + 100 es 133 ;53 + 153 si. 34.616;
34.6% x 503,749 male cardiovascular deaths 175,000 male cardiovascular deaths attributable to smoking.

For females,

69 x 1.00 so 69; 31 x

2.13. 66;

69 + 66 ai 135; 35 + 135 am 25.9%;
25.9% x 404,796 female cardiovascular deaths
126,000 female cardiovascular deaths attributable to smoking:
Thus, based on the relative risk of cardiovascular death (2m) observed
among heavy smokers in the Hammond study, the combined total micas

cardiovascular mortality in 19110 attributable to smoking would be 301,000
deaths. Bat because intensity of smoking is an important delarainutt ef atdiovascular disease. and the above risk was for heavy smokets, we ea be
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fairly confident that the actual excess cardiovascular mortality in 1980 attributable to smoking was substantially less than 301.000 deaths.
on the other hand, we use the rehoiv: risk of cardiovascular death
among average smokers and ex smokers observed in the US veterans study by
Rogot and Murray, a much lower estimate of cardiovascular mortality attributable to smoking is obtained.
For males.

53 x 1.00 IN 53; 47 x 1.58 MI 74;
53 + 74 127; 27 + 127 Pt 21.3%;
107,000 male cardiovascular deaths
21.3% x 503,749
attributable to smoking.

For females,

69 X 1.00 IN 69; 31 x 1.58 in 49;
69 + 49 es 118; 18 + 118= 15.3%
15.3% x 484.796 a. 74.000 female cardiovascular deaths
attributable to smoking.
The combined total of 181.000 excess cardiovascular deaths in 1980
attributable to smoking by this formula is probably lower than actual mortality
for several reasons.
I It disregards the number of US veterans who quit smoking during the

16 years, 1954-69. Due to the influence of the first Surgeon General's
report on smoking and health, issued in 1964 (44). among other reasons. the number of veterans who quit smoking during the study period
was considerable. It is known that the risk of death from cardiovascular
disease drops rapidly when smokers quit smoking (7.43).
2 It disregards all effects of "passive smoking."

3 Others have estimated up to 170.000 deaths from coronary heart
disease in 1980 attributable to smoking (43). Surely additional cardiovascular deaths attributable to smokingfrom such diseases as cor
pulmonale. aneurysm of the aorta, hypertensive heart disease. cerebrovascular disease. arteriosclerosis unspecified, thromboembolismwould total far more than 11.000 destths.
Hence. I prefer an estimate of excess cardiovascular mortality in 1980
attributable to smoking midway between the values calculated above-240,000
deaths. or 24 percent of total cardiovascular disease mortality in 1980.

Diseases of the respiratory system
other than comer
The third major category of excess mortality from smoking is comprised of
the noncancerous but nevertheless life-destroying diseases of the respiratory
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system. During earlier decades such deaths were largely classified as emphysema deaths (3). but during the last 20 years a progressive trend has occurred
toward lumping emphysema and chronic bronchitis deaths in the category titled
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases (International Classification of Diseases 490-496) (45). As indicated in Tables I and 2, emphysema is the disease
most distinctively characteristic of smokingwith 15 deaths from emphysema
among smokers for every such death among nonsmokers (24). Although the
smoking connection is somewhat less obvious for other subcategories of respiratory diseases, the relative risk of death from all kinds of respinaory diseases
among smokers in the US veterans study u'lf 4.43 times that of nonsmokers

!Table 2). Again, combining this risk factor with the proportions of the US
adult population smoking during the last quarter centurymen (47 percent),
women (31 percent), combined (39 percent)-1980 excess adult mortality from
respiratory diseases attributable to smoking is calculated thus:
For males,

53x 1.00
53 + 208

53; 47 x 4.43 Ni 208:
261; 161 + 261 w61.7%;

61.7% x (total male mortality from noncancerous respiratory diseases,
64,000 deaths) s 39,000 male deaths from noncancerous respiratory
diseases attributable to smoking.
For females,

69 x 1.00 a, 69; 31 x 4.43 is 137;
69 + 137 2 0 6 ; 1 0 6 + 2 0 6 . 5 1 . 5 % ;
51.5% x (total female mortality from noncancerous respiratory diseases,
43,000 deaths) vs 22,000 female deaths from noncancerous respiratory
diseases attributable to smoking.
Hence, total adult mortality from noncancerous diseases ache respiratory
system in 1980 attributable to smoking is estimated by this method so have
been about 61,000 deaths. Many studies consistently reveal much higher morbidity and mortality rates for smokers from virtually every category of respiratory diseaseemphysema, other chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
tuberculosis, pneumonia, influenza, pneumoconiosis, bronchiectasis, and

asthmawhich is what would be expected from the toxic, tissue-crippling
effects of smoking upon the entire respiratory system. Since a draft of this
paper was presented to an interagency work group, in March 1984, the Office
of Smoking and Health has issued a report on Chronic Obstructive Lung Dikase
that buttresses my estimate of 61,000 excess deaths: "The three chronic obstructive lung diseases /COLD] related to smoking may account for almost

62,000 deaths in 1983, compared to 56.920 deaths in 1982, according so
provisional mortality data recently published by the NCHS. These data are
based on a 10 percent sample of death certificates for the 12 month period
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ending in November ( 1913). This is a dramatic increase from 1970 when
slightly over 33,000 deaths were attributed to COLD" (411).

Demme. of the dloortIve syphon
Epidemiological studies consistently show higher peptic ulcer dirome morbidity

and mortality rases for smokers than for nonsmokers (1.27,47). On the basis
of the approximate average relative risk of death from peptic ulcers among
nonsmokers (1.00) and smokers (2.3) observed in a number of studies (24,27).
the total number of peptic ulcer deaths, both sexes combined, is 1910 attributable to smoking is calculated as follows:

61 x 1.00 et 61: 39 x 2.5 or 95;
61 + 95 es 156; 56 + 156 at 35.9%;
35.9% x 6.115 - 2,200 peptic ulcer deaths attributable to smoking.
or 2,000 after rounding.
Cirrhosis of the liver is closely linked to smoking and alcoholism, which
as synergistically in its production. The relative risk of death from cirrhosis
among smoking US veterans (table 2) was 2.7 times that among nonsmoking
veterans. Combining these relative risks with the proportions smoking, for
both sexes combined, we calculate as follows:

61 x LOD Et 61: 39 x 2.7 air 105;

61 + 105: 166; 66 + 166 NI 39.1%;
39.8% x (total number of cirrhosis deaths in 1910, 30.5113) SI
12,000 cirrhosis deaths attributable to smoking.

For those puzzled by how smoking causes cancer and Pleas of the
gastrointestinal tract, and cancer and cirrhosis of the liver, a brief discussion
of pathogenic mechanisms is in order. When tobacco smoke is inhaled deeply

into the lungs, most of k remains there for a whir. Then readily soluble
components. such as nicotine, enter the pulmonary circulation and me conveyed

by the systemic circulation throughout the body. Less soluble tars caught in
the bronchial mucous lining are moved upward by ciliary and coughing action
so the pharynx, swallowed, and thus enter the esophagus. stomach. intestine,
portal circulation, and Ever. Hence, excess mortality from cancerous and 'accretive diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and cancer and cirrhosis of the
liver are understandable outcomes of chronic smoke inhalation.

Extarnal cameo of ovum
A large proportico of fires in homes and hotels ire caused by smoking. Insurance companies minim 2,500 deaths from accidental fires caused by smoking in 1910 (49). Additionally. smoking contributes to many transportation
accidents through distraction, carbon monoxide intoxication, and ipition.
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estimate that smoking caused about 1,500 excess deaths from accidents other

than 6re during 1980, for a total of 4,000 excess deaths from all kinds of
accidents attributable to smoking.

Miscellaneous and liklefIned Cheeses
As indicated in Tables 1 and 2 and documented in many ir9dies (1,1214,24,27,21), smoking contributes to increased mortality from a broad range
of diseasesinfections; endocrine, nutritional, metabolic, and immunity disorders; diseases of blood and blood-forming organs; diseases of the nervous
system; diseases of the genitourinary system; and so on. I estimate that the
number of excess deaths from such miscellaneous and ill-dell sed diseases in
1980 attributable so smoking cigarettes totaled at least 13,000.

Infant mortality attributable is smoking
In 1980, 45,526 infant deaths were reported in the United States, and because
the main causes of infant mortality in this country am low birthweight and
other perinatal Abnormalities to which maternal smoking contributes in large

measure (50)--smoking was an important contributor to overall infant
mortality.
The Nation! Mortality Survey by the National Center for Health Sta-

tistics in 1980 found that 25 percent of the women in the nationally reptsentalive sample of mothers had smoked regularly during their pregnancies
examined in the sur:sy (52). Hence, of the 3.6 million women who delivered
in 1980, approximately 900,000 women smoked during pregnancy. Because
paternal smoking during pregnancy increases "spontaneous" abortion by 1pproximately five abortions per hundred pregnancies (50), such smoking by
nearly we million women in the United States probably caused approximately
50,000 abortions is 1990.
The overall infant mortality rate in the United States duriag NW was
12.5 per thousand liwt births (5). Based on earlier findings of the dfects of
smoking upon reproduction (5n-52), it is estimated that the infant mortality
rate among infants born of nonsmoking mothers was spproximmely 11.5,

versus a rate of about 16.5 among infants boos of smokin =Ctrs. Had the
.

lower estimated infant mortality rate of 11.5 per thousand births so nonsmoking

mothers applied to all 3.6 millk infants born in 1910, then the total number
of infant deaths in the United States would have been 41,760 Woad of 45,526.
Hence, approximately 4,000 infant deaths in the United States during 1980
were sttributable to smoking.
In summary, as presented is Table 5. 10916.1111C that the total umber
of excess deaths in the United States in 1910 attributable to smoking cigarettes
was approximately 445,080. Addition thereto of deaths caused by the smoking
of pipes and cigars, the passive inhalation of environmental 3obacco smoke,
and the chewing and snuffing of tobacco probably raises the total US tobacco

d-ath toll in 1980 to more than a half millionmore than one-fourth of all
deaths from all causes (1,919,141).
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TABLE S Estimated number of deaths attributable to
smoking cigarettes: United States, 1980
Nombor al

Asesseak de or wore of iimate (1CD .amber)

evade

C1111/37$ (110 -2)5)

147.003

Deems of cimsissey system (310-4551
Comesty bean deem 1110-110

340.=

Other mode diseases
Osman of oneinsory Imam who doe to

170.000
70.000

(410-513)

Emphysema (412)

41.000
13.000

Masi( broodaitia sad mbar vemimmey Menses
Diseases of 4ipessive system (320 -579)

Diseases of maplaps. somosis. dominate (530 -537)
Cineosia owl aka disesaes of dipole* system

41.000
11.000

2.000
12.000

hstaso monaliay (740 -779)

(Caw/ by mama) mooki i. be ledrosipte. sod wee eamyealud
&abilities)

Emmet assn of apaq (11100-E110
Weiss owed by lie sail lames (E11042111)
Oka exidessal Works
Memilseeous sod 01-4efeed domes

Taal

4.000
4.000
3.300
1,300
15.000

413.000

Alcohol
After tobacco, alcohol is the mindaltering substance most abused in the United
States, as in many other societies. While many of its effects are immediate

and readily apparent, many others are subtle, long delayed, and difficuh to
measure. As with smoking. measurement of the carcinogenic effects of alcohol
awaited improvements in medical science, vial records, and epidemiology.
Because alcohol has few, if any, miasmic effects (53). its contribution
to cancer of the alimentary tractmouth. pharynx, esophagus. stomachand
of the liver. is probably mainly a function of the extent to which consumption
of alcohol causes destruction and accelerated turnover of mucosa) and parenchymal cells, thereby serving as a promotive agent (co-carcinogen). Basic
carcinogenic principles (35) imply that such accelerated turnover of somatic
cells is far more likely to result in the evolution of a malignant done if preceded
and/or accompanied by mogul: agents. Hence, addiction to tobacco and
alcohol is far more productive of cancers of the alimentary tract than addiction
to alcohol alone.
Doll and Peto estimated that approximately 3 percent of all cancer deaths

in 1978 were attributable to alcoholwhile noting that this proportion was
not independent of smoking experience (36). Their estimate. if applied to 1910
cancer mortality (416.504'). yields 12.493 cancer deaths from alcoholsgain.
not independent of smoking experience. The 9.260 cancer deaths ascribed to
alcohol in Table 6 are those atuibutabk mainly to alcohol, and are additional
to those previously Aributed mainly to tobacco.
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In addition so its co-carcinogenic effects, alcohol kills by: (1) acute
intoxication; (2) debilitating effects of excessive chronic consumption, causing
alcoholic psychoses, myocasditis, pneumonia, polynetuitis, and so forth; (3)
influencing judgment and behavior, thereby contributing so many deaths from
accidents, homicides, and suicides (53,54). Heavy alcohol consumption during
pregnancy causes the fetal alcohol syndrome, other dysmorphia, and stunting

(reduced binbweight) (534546). Hence alcohol is an important cause of
morbidity and contributes so infant mortality (53). Fortunately, American
women have sharply reduced gestational drinking during recent years (52),
and the number of infant deaths per annum attributable to maternalfetal alcoholism is now estimated to be eaout 1,000about cde-fourth the Number

of such deaths ascribed to maternal smoking.
,
As with smoking, estimates of total excess mortality attributable to alcohol are necessarily somewhat impressionistic (53,57); but the numbers of
deaths, by category, attributed so alcohol in Table 6 were carefully chosen an
the basis of the literature, examination of death categories, and in-depth discussions with key staff of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. The 100,000 deaths ascribed so alcohol represent approximately S
percent of total US mortality in 1990about one-fifth the number of deaths
attributable so smoking.

obit Addistimaiidaitmes
Mortality attributable so abuse of drugs other than tobacco and alcohol occurs
mainly because of: acute drug overdose; debilitative, carcinogenic, and psychic

effects of chronic drug use; behavioral changes and misjudgments owning
whik under the influence of drugsaccidents, homicides, suicides; violence
among drug traffickers; and infections acquired by fat:aye:mu: administradoe
of drugs.
Careful scrutiny of the detailed presentation of US modality provided
by the National Center for Health Statistics (59) identified many categories to
which addictive use of diverse drugs contributed (Table 7). The judgment of
what percent of deaths in ranch category can justly be ascribed to drug addiction

is relatively simple for categories such as "drug psychoses" or "drug dependence," when the dominant role of drugs is the subject's demise was certified
by the attending physician or medical examiner; but this judgment is necessarily
impressionistic for such other categories as isdections, pneumonia, auttkional
deficiencies, accidents, homicides, and suicides. Official mortality records we
a poor guide to addiction deaths due so acute drug overdose. Fewer than 1,000

deaths in the United Stases io 1990 were attributed so drug overdose on
death certificates (511), whereas the medical examiner reports of the Drug
Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) system of the National Institute ea Drug
Abuse identified 3,040 such deaths in 1912 (59). Scam the DAWN reporting
system coven only 26 major communities -- one -third of the total US Fru-
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TAMILS 7 Estimated deaths attributable to addictive substances
ether then tobacco and alcohol: United States. 1150
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cation I estimate that US morality in 1910 attributable so acute overdose
probably exceeded 5,000 deaths. Closely associated with overdose deaths
from intravenous use of heroin and cocaine are deaths from transmitted

infectionsespecially hepatitis II and, weedy, the ase*s) of txq"-ed
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Such deaths now probably aced 1,003
per annum.
.
Chronic use of *up other than tobacco and alcohol 03 doubt contributes
to the increased occurrence of respiratory cancer, drunk obstructive pulmo-
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nary disease, pneumonia, nutritional deficiencies, drug neuroses and psychoses, and so forth. But the numbers of deaths in respective categories
attributed to drug abuse are impressions based on reports of other investigators

who attempted to identify all drug-related deaths in defined populations
(60-65).
In summary, the number of deaths in the United State: . 1980 attributable to addictive substances other than tobacco and alcohol is estimated tr..
have been about 30,000between 1 and 2 percent of tout mortality.

Altogether, mortality in the United States during 1980 attributable to
abuse of all addictive substances probably totaled about 630,000 deaths-500,000 from tobacco, 100,000 from alcohol, and 30,000 from other addictive

substanceswhich was nearly one-third of all deaths from all causes.

Addiction end the develoPilig world
Availability of addictive substances at the local level has throughout history
been the prime determinant of drug abuse behavior (66). Alcohol, a natural
product of fermentation, was the main substance of abuse in most countries
until the age of exploration (beginning in the 1400s) made many more addictive

substarrts internationally availableincluding tobacco, opium, coca leaves,
and marihuana. Addictive substances art alike in that addicted individuals will
pay premium prices to continue their consumption. Furthermore, these substances are relatively easy to transport and store. Hence, as the various addictive
substances were introduced, they quickly became important articles of commerce; and taxes levied upon their sale soon became an important source of
revenue.
Initially, addictive substances were valuable exports of the less developed
countries to the more developed countries. But such trade soon became controlled by the more powerful commercial interests of the developed countries
and by government monopolies.
During earlier centuries, the poorest and least developed countries were
protected from drug purveyors by their abject poverty and remoteness. At least
for tobacco, this is no longer the case. Revolutionary changes in transportation,
communications, and marketing daring recent decades, plus some economic
improvement in many countries, have triggered a massive movement by the

tobacco interests to capture "the last big market "eamely, the countries of
the Third World. Compared with the industrialized countries, whose tobacco
consumption is declining at an annual rate of 1.1 percent, Third Word consumption is increasing by 2.1 percent per annum (67).
Tobacco is now produced in more than 100 countries. Summary statistics
indicating recent trends in cigarette manufacturing are shown in Table $ (6$).
Both production and consumption are increasing rapidly in many Ins developed
countries. For example, during 1978-82, China increased its cigarette Foduction by 52 percent, from 591 to 900 billion pieces. China now ranks number
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As with tobacco, the developing coo:tries should beware that akoboliant
may increase as they ladustrialize and abeniaeas it did in the United Stales
and Europe (66}- -ranks they take farsighted actions to control and moderate
availability and consumption. Alcohol poses a particular hazard when wed by
operators of machinery and high-speed vehicles; but because of lack of mutagenicity, the deleterious effects of alcohol are less insidious than those of
tobacco. Many studies have demonstrated that moderate consumption of alcohol need not subtract from longevity (53,73). Nemec the social adaptation
needed to avoid excess mortality attributable to alcohol may be quite different
from that needed to avoid excess mortality from tobacco. This, for the reason
that tobacco smoke is heavily laden with radioisotopes and other mutagens
(8-10), and the biological principle that there is no threshold below which
exposure to ionizing radiation and other mutagens does not contribute to increased mortality in large populations (74).
Addictive substances other than tobacco and alcohol have also been
extensively abused in many less developed countries, and pose a ongoing

threat. Although the eras imperialistic promotion of addiction that was a
prominent feature of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (66) has waned,
the vigorous and skillful promotional efforts of the multinational tobacco companies, the economic interests of local tobacco producers, and the activities
of national tobacco monopolies are an even greater threat to the health of the
developing countries.

piscusslori
The ubiquitous we of tobacco in American society since its beginning has
wade the perception and measurement of its deleterious health effects exceedingly difficult. Even nonsmokers have suffered extensive health dosage from
the smoking of relatives, friends, and other associates.
The harmful effects of smoking are insidious, and many smokers fail to
understand the ultimate threat to health and life posed by this coonnonplace

and seemingly heap practice. An analogy with the rat poison Weak may
serve to delineate the smoking problem. Warfarin, the leading rat poison dories
the past 50 years, owes much of is continued efketiveness to the fact But its
poisonous nature is ant Immediately discernible to the tat. The that few trues

a rat eats Warfarin, no toxic effects are evident. But with colligated consumption, the rat's blood clotting mechanism fails and the rat dies of internal
bleeding. Howevev, because many surviving rats have eaten Warfarin without
apparent injury, they fail to connect the lowercasing mortality smog rat acquaintances with the eating of Warfarin, and continue sating it until they, he

turn, die.
Likewise the smoking of tobacco owes much of its destructive pow to
the fact that its lethal effects an not immediately discernible. Initial need=
of nausea and respiratory distress usually subside, and many persons continue
smoking during several decades without apparent serious injury or death. And

when serious illness does occur, it assumes such diverse tamscaws of
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the mouth, larynx, bronchus, esophagus. pancreas, liver, kidney, bladder;
leukemia: coronary heart disuse, aneurysms, cerebral vascular disease, emphysema. and so forththat few comprehend the common cause. Just as the
complexity of the Warfarin death puzzle exceeds the intelligence of the rats
that continue eating the poison. so the long latent interval and the complexity
of the tobacco death puzzle make the dangers of tobacco seem abstract and
therefore less real and ominous to the many smokers who begin smoking in
youth and continue the practice until a mortal disease becomes evident decades
later.

The magnitude of the hazard to life from tobacco is beyond the comprehension of almost everyone. Persons who begin smoking during adolescence
and continue smoking 20 cigarettes daily will, on the average, lose about six

years of expected lifetimeor, approximately 3 hours of life lost per package
of cigarettes. Such persons are more likely than not to die of smoking. The 2
millionth death from lung cancer in the United States probably occurred during
1983 (75), which indicates that the total tobacco toll in the United States during
this century now probably exceeds 10 million deaths.
The 485,000 deaths in 1980 attributed to cigarette smoking do not Include
deaths caused by the smoking of pipes and cigars, the passive inhalation of
environmental tobacco smoke, and the chewing and snuffing of tobacco. Hence

the total US tobacco toll that year was probably more than a half-million
deaths. Currently tobacco is an environmental hazard equal to all other hazards
to life combined, one deserving of our utmost preventive measures. Only the
unquantifiable threat of nuclear annihilation poses a greater threat to human
health and life.
Tragically, while trying to defend its own population from international
sources of heroin, cocaine, and marihuana, the United States encourages and

supports the export to many other countries of tobaccoa substance slog
as destructive of health and life. There is urgent need for more effective action
to protect the population of the developing world from tobacco. Ordinarily one
would expect the World Health Organization to lead this action. But during

recent years WHO has devoted less than 1 /1,000th of its resources thereto
despite the fact that tobacco now kills approximately 2 million persons annually
worldwide.
Alcohol has been a social problem for many centuries and will continue

to require appropriate social action to limit its abuse. But because moderate
use is compatible with good health and long life, ii is neither practicable nor
desirable to prohibit its use altogether. The US alcohol mortality pattern,
however (Table 6), provides a basis for anticipating the kinds of problems
with this substance that may accompany development in other countries.
Mortality from abuse of addictive substances other than tobacco and
alcohol is exceedingly difficult to measure, bit the estimate of 30,(100 deaths
in the United States during 1910 attributable thereto (Table 7) seems reasonable.

Again, many of the deaths are linked not only to dims abuse but also so
developmental circumstances such as urbanization and vehicular traffic. But
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the reader should be mindful that the fact that abuse of addictive substances
other than tobacco and alcohol currently causes less than 2 percent of US
mortality is a consequence of their illicit status. legal suppression, and the
general nonavailability of these substances. If heroin. cocaine, and marihuana
were legalized. it is highly likely that the number of users would greatly
increaseperhaps to more than 50 million users of each substance in the United
States: and mortality attributable to their use would increase during subsequent
decades to many hundreds of thousands of deaths each year.

This analysis of US mortality from abuse of addictive substances
tobacco. alcohol. opiates. cocaine. hallucinogens, stimulants. and hypnotics
clearly indicates that addiction is currently the foremost preventable cause of
precocious illness and death in this highly developed nation. Altogether.

630,000 deaths in 1980nearly one-third of all deaths from all causesare
attributed to abuse of addictive substances: 25 percent to the smoking of
tobacco. 5 percent to the drinking of alcohol. and 1-2 percent to the abuse of
other addictive substances.
Such are the unfortunate byproducts for the United States of its pioneering
role in development. Wise leaders in less developed countries should learn

from this experience.
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Excerpts from AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF FOR
ACTION ON SMOKING AND HEALTH in LAMAR OUTDOOR ADVERTISING v.
MISSISSIPPI STATE TAX COMMISSION, No. 82-4076 in the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, filed June 2, 1982.
The case was eventually consolidated, and decided as Dunagin v.
City of Oxford, 718 F.2d 738 (5th Cir. 1983)

ARGUMENT

I. The Broad Police Powers of the States Over
Potentially Bannable Products, Such as
Alcohol and Tobacco, Includes the Power
to Ban Advertising_of these Products
ASH urges this Court to view this case from the perspective of
the product sought to be advertised -- alcohol.

alcohol, like tobacco,

must be considered in a special category of products.

Both nay

generally be sold to and used by adults, although 3ale and/or use by

young people are generally prohibited, and the places where these
products can be sold are often restricted.

In addition, both have

substantial proven health risks, are addicting for at least some people,
and pose real dangers to the public safety and welfare.
therefore bannable under the police power of the states.

Both are
Indeed, but

for historical r-asons, both alcohol and tobacco would almost certainly
be banned if they were new products seeking government approval today.

The States, with a number of exceptions, have generally
decided not to totally ban alcohol or tobacco, but to legalize their use
under significant restrictions and controls.

This "compromise" reflects
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the knowledge that alcohol and tobacco are serious health risks, and
also reflects the fact that alcohol and tobacco are very widely
ingrained in the habits of Americans.

In fact, alcohol and tobacco are

by far the two most widely used and aoused "drugs" in this country, as
indicated in the following chart:

DRUG USE IN THE UNITED STATES:

EVER USED

SUBSTANCE

2

CURRENT USERS
%

NUMBER

1979

NUMBER

%

Alcohol

160,800,000

90%

108,600,000

61%

Tobacco

142,100,000

79%

62,400,000

36%

Marijuana

54,800,000

30%

22,600,000

13%

Cocaine

15,100,000

9%

4,400,000

2,600,000

Heroin

1%

(not listed)

2%

less than
1%

Substantial alcohol and tobacco use were found in all age
groups tested in this survey:
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO USE IN THE UNITED STATES:
(BY AGE GROUP)

age group

ALCOHOL
EVER USED

1979

2

TOBACCO

CURRENT USE

EVER USED

CURRENT USE

12-17 yrs. old

16,400,000

8,700,000

12,600,000

2,800,000

18-25 yrs. old

30,400,000

24,300,000

26,500,000

13,800,000

114,000,000

75,000,000

103,000,000

45,900,000

25 + yrs. old

These figures are estimates developed from the National Survey
The Survey covers drug use by n++,nric over 12
1979.
on Drug Abuse:
years of age. "Current use" is defined as use at ,east once in the
thirty days prior to the survey.
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There can be no dispute today that both alcohol and tobacco
pose :4bstantial health risks to the consumer, are addicting to at least
some people, and create serious dangers to the public health, safety,
and welfare.

These dangers of alcohol were acknowledged by the

plaintiffs below, in their Proposed Finlings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law, at pg. 21:

The potential harmful and addictive qualities of alcoholic
beverages in certain individuals is an unfortunate fact
known to almost everyone .... The Court can take judicial
notice of statistics of rising alcoholism and alcohol abuse.

The dangers of alcohol use were also discussed in the Distri:t
Court testimony of Defendants' expert witness, Dr. Marc Hertzman,

Director of Hospital Services at the George Washington University
Medical Center.

See, Slip Op., at pgs. 5-6.

See also, the District

Court's decision in Dunagin, supra, 489 F. Supp. at 771 fn. 11:

It is a medically known fact that alcohol is dar-vous to
consumers because it causes alcoholism and death due to
heart disease, cancer, cirrhosis of the liver, and accidents of various kinds.
The substantial relationship between drinking and automobile
accidents has recently led to the creation of a new Presidential
Commission on Drunk Driving, established last month by an Executive
Drder signed by President Reagan (April 14, 1982), to "aid the states in
their fight against the epidemic of drunk driving on the nation's
roads."

It is estimated that drunk drivers were involved in

approximately one-half of the 50,000 traffic fatalities last year, as
well as the 750,000 traffic-related injuries.

The American Issue, Jan. -

March, 1982, at pg. 2.
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Similarly, it is accepted today that use of tobacco poses
substantial health risks to the consumer.

This is well documented in

the most rzcent report of the Surgeon General of the United States,

The

Health Consequences of Smoking (1982), where the current Surgeon
General, Dr. Everett Koop, states (pg. xi):
In July 1957, Dr. Leroy E. Burney issued the Public
Health Service's first statement on cigarette smoking:
it identified smoking as a cause of lung cancer.
Each
succeeding Surgeon General has had occasion to issue
additional and stronger warnings. These have linked
smoking with lung cancer, with heart disease y with
chronic lung disease, with other cancers, and with
increases in overall mortality.

With this 1982 statement on cigarette smoking and
cancer, I am joining my distinguished predecessors,
Drs. Burney, Luther Terry, William Stewart, Jesse Steinfeld, and Julius Richmond. Cigarette smoking, as this
Report again makes clear, is the chief, singTe, avow
able cause of death in our societ and the most
mportant public healt issue of our time. (emphasis
added).
The 1982 Surgeon General's report focuses primarily on the
relationship between smoking and cancer.

Summarizing current knowledge,

the report states:

Cigarette smoking is the major single cause of
cancer mortality in the United States. Tobacco's contribution to all cancer deaths is estimated to be 30
percent. ThilMeans we can expect that 129,000 Americans will die of cancer this year because of the higher
overall cancer death rates that exist among smokers as
compared with nonsmokers.... There is no single action
an individual can take to reduce the risk of cancer
more effectively than quitting smoking, particularly
cigarettes....
Cigarette smoking is a major cause of cancers of
the lung, larynx, oral cavity, and esophagus, and is a
contributory factor for the development of cancers of the
bladder, pancreas, and kidney....
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Lung cancer, first correlated with smoking over 50
years ago, is the single largest contributor to the total
cancer death rate. Lung cancer alone accounts for fully
25 percent of all cancer deaths in this country; it is
estimated that 85 percent of lung cancer cases are due
to cigarette smoking. Overall, smokers are 10 times
more likely to die from lung cancer than are nonsmokers.
Heavy smokers are 15 to 25 times more at risk than nonsmokers.... The 5-year survival rate fro cancer of the
lung is less than 10 percent. This rate has not changed
in 20 years. Early diagnosis and treatment do not
appreciably alter this dismal survival rate -- the best
preventive measure a smoker can take to reduce the risk
of lung cancer is to quit smoking, and for a nonsmoker,
to not take up the habit. (pgs. V - VI).

The dangers of cigarette smoking have been acknowledged by the

courts, see, 12., Shimp v. New Jersey Bell Tel. Co., 145 N.J. Super.
516, 527, 368 A.2d 408, 414 (App. Div. 1976), where the Court took
judicial notice of 'the toxic nature of cigarette smoke and its well
known association with emphysema, lung cancer and heart disease."
Numerous state legislatures have also acknowledged the dangers of
smoking in laws banning smoking in certain public areas.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 5 36-601.01 (1974); Ark Stat. Ann.

See, 2,2.,

SS 82-3701 to -

3703 (Cum. Supp. 1979); Colo. Rev. Stat. SS 25-14-101 to -105 (Cum.
Supp. 1978); Minn. Stat. Ann. SS 141.411-417 (West Supp. 1980);
Mont. Laws ch. 368; Neb. Rev. Stat. SS 71-5701 to -5713 (Supp.

1979
1979);

Nev. Rev. Stat. SS 202.2490.2492 (1975); Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 21.

S

1247 (West Supp. 1979); R.I. Gen. Laws SS 23-56-1, -2 (Cum. Supp. 1976).
The Surgeon General, in his 1979 report, stated

that the

health damage resulting from cigarette smoking cost the nation 27
billion dollars in medical care, absenteeism, decreased work
productivity, and accidents.

Id., at pg. vii.

In fact, cigarette
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smoking is the "single most important preventable environmental factor
contributing to illness, disability, and death in the United States."
Id.

The dangers of alcohol and tobacco use are therefore well
documented and accepted in this country.

However, despite these proven

dangers, the states have generally not banned alcohol and tobacco, but
have allowed their legal use under severe restrictions and controls,
including a ban on their use by minors and restrictions on athertising. 3

Given these realities, it is clear that the States need
flexibility to respond to the problems of alcohol and tobacco use.

The

broad police power of the States, which includes the power to totally
ban these products, also includes by implication the power to adopt a
lesser range of restrictions and controls, including a ban on their
advertising.

We believe that the decision in this case flows directly from
the closest case factually, where the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
federal ban on cigarette advertising in the electronic media.

Capital

Broadcasting Company v. Mitchell, 333 F. Supp. 582 (D.D.C. 1971) (threejudge Court), sutzarily aff'd., 405 U.S. 1000 (1912).
3

It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to totally
ban either alcohol or tobacco in this country today. Both are very
ingrained in the habits of Americans, are very widely used, and are
In addition, large and powerful
addicting for at least some people.
industries support these products. Alcohol and tobacco were around from
the very beginning of this country, and have been considered an integral
part of American life for many years. See generall , Consumers Union,
Licit and Illicit Drugs, at pages 209-1

Recent scientific and medical evidence has proven that both
alcohol and tobacco are serious health problems, which justify greater
governmental controls. See, e.g., Peiole v. Cook, 34 N.Y. 2d 100, 104,
312 N.E. 2d 453, 456 (Ct. App. 1974), where the Court stated:
(Cligarette tobacco is now recognized as a substance
nangftrous to public health and, as in the case of
aicohoi. this justifies greater legislative col q751.
added.)
1710-en
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Capital Broadcasting, like this case, involved a suit for
declaratory and injunctive relief challenging the constitutionality of a
ban on advertising a certain product.

In Capital Broadcasting, six

radio station companies and the National Associaticn of Broadcasters
challenged Section 6 of the Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act of 1969,
Pub. L. 91-222, 15 U.S.C. S 1335, which provided:

After January 1, 1971, it shall be unlawful to
advertise cigarettes on any medium of electronic communications subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission.
Sec. 6.

Plaintiffs in their suit requested and obtained a three-judge
district court to hear the case, pursuant to the now repealed
predecessor of 28 U.S.C. Si 2282 and 2284.
Plaintiffs raised two principal issues:

whether the

advertising ban violated the First Amendment's right of Freedom of
speech, and whether the ban constituted an invidious discrimination
against the electronic media, in violation of the Fifth Amendment.

The

District Court's decision rejecting both of these arguments is equally
applicable to the instant case.

With respect to the First Amendment

issue, the Court stated:

Petitioners allege that the ban on advertising imposed
by Section 6 prohibits the "dissemination of information
with respect to a lawfully sold product * * *" in violation
of the First Amendment. It is established that product
advertising is less vigorously protected than other forms
of speech. [citations omitted]....
Whether the Act is viewed as an exercise of the Congress'
supervisory role over the federal regulatory agencies or
as an exercise of its power to regulate interstate commerce, Congress has the power to prohibit the advertising
of cigarettes in any mecia. The validity of other, similar advertising regulations concerning the federal regulatory agencies has been repeatedly upheld whether the
agency be the FCC, the FTC, or the SEC. 333 F. Supp. at
584 (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted).
4

The Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act of 1969 was amended in
1973 to exte,
- prohibition against advertisements to "little cigars"
as well as
ces.
Pub. L. 93-109.
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Finally, the District Court rejected the radio stations' Equal

Protection argument, ruling that a "rational basis" existed for banning
cigarette ads on the electronic media (radio and television), but not in
the print media.

The Court focused on evidence of increased cigarette

smoking, particularly among young children who were particularly
susceptible to the subtle manipulation of advertising in the electronic
media:

In 1969 Congress had convincing evidence that the
Labeling Act of 1965 had not materially reduced th!
incidence of cigarette smoking. Substantial evidence
showed that the most persuasive advertising was being
conducted on radio and television, and that these
broadcasts were particularly effective in reaching a
very large audience of young people. Thus, Congress
knew of the close relationship between cigarette commercials broadcast on the electronic media and their
potential influence on young people, and was no doubt
aware that the younger the individual, the greater the
reliance on the broadcast message rather than the
written word.
A pre-school or early elementary school
age child can hear and understand a radio commercial
or see, hear and understand a television commercial....
333 F. Supp. at 385-86.
The District Court's decision in Capital Broadcasting was

appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court by the petitioners in the District
Court, pursuant to the now-repealed procedures of 28 U.S.C. SS 2282 and
2284.

The Supreme Court did not set the case down for full briefing and

oral argument, but in a brief per curiam order summarily affirmed the
decision of the District Court.

405 U.S. 1J00 (1972).

There can be no doubt that the Supreme Court's per curiam
derision was a decision, on the merits, upholding the constitutionality
of the cigarette ad ban.

As opposed to a denial of certiorari, a

summary opinion by the Supreme Court is a ruling on the merits of the
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case, and establishes binding law on the lower courts.

See, Hicks v.

Miranda, 422 U.S. 332, 345 (1975); Illinois State 3oard of Elections v.
Socialist Workers Party, 400 U.S. 173, 180-81 (1979), Mandel v. Bradley,
432 U.S. 173, 176 (1977).

ASH thus submits that the Capital Broadcasting decision is
compelling authority for upholding the ban on alcohol advertising in
this case.

Other Supreme Court decisions have recognized the broad
authority of government over harmful products.

See, Ohralik v. Ohio

State Bar Ass'n, 436 U.S. 447, 456 (1979):
[T]he State does not lose its power to regulate commercial
activity deemed harmful to the public whenever speech
is a component of that activity. Neithe,' Virginia
Pharmacy nor Bates purported to cast doubt on the
permissibilitTErthese kinus of commercial regulation.
In the recent case of Metromedia, Inc. v. Ritz of San Diego,
U.S.

, 69 L. Ed. 2d 800, 816 (1981), the Court upheld the

constitutionality of an ordinance banning billboards which carry
commercial advertising, on the ground that "billboards are real and
substantial hazards to traffic safety."

See also, Packer Corp. v. Utah,

285 U.S. 105 (1931), where the Court upheld a state statute banning
tobacco advertising on billboards, streetcar signs, and placards.
Packer Corp. involved a statutory scheme very similar to the present
Mississippi scheme for the regulation of alcohol.

Originally, Utah had

totally prohibited tobacco, but subsequently amended its law to allow
the possession and sale of tobacco under strict regulation, including

a

ban on possession by and sale to minors, a requirement for licensing of
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all sellers, and a ban on intrastate advertising.

Id., 285 U.S. at 108-

09.

In Packer Corp., the Supreme Court concluded that Utah's
advertising ban on tobacco products did not violate the Commerce Clause
or deny equal protection.

In language equally applicable to the instant

case, the Court stressed the power of the states to protect their
citizens, especially young children, from the effects of tobacco
advertising:

The State may, under the public power, regulate the
business of selling tobacco products ... and the
advertising connected therewith (citations omitted)

Young people as well as adults have the message
of the billboard thrust upon them by all the arts
and devices that skill can produce. 258 U.S. at 108,
110.

ASH submits that the power to ban alcohol or cigarettes
entirely, necessarily includes the power to ban alcohol or cigarette
advertising, consistent with the First Amendment.

This point has been

made cogently as concerns liquor advertising, Lydick,

"State Control of

Liquor Advertising Under the United States Constitution", 12 Baylor L.
Rev. 43, 43-45 (1960):
The question of "freedom of speech," as it applies
to the advertising of alcoholic beverages, seems to be
But it has been presented as a serious argument
remote.
against the constitutionality of any federal statute prohibiting the advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce....
If the states may absolutely prohibit the manufacture,
transportation, sale and possession of intoxicants, it would
seem logical that they may adopt regulations less stringent
than total prohibition.
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If a state may absolutely prohibit all incidents of
normal commerce when the subject of that commerce is liquor,
or permit them in such degree as the state may deem wise,
then it would seem that an argument against a statute pro-

hibiting liquor advertising which is based on "freedom of
speech" is built on quicksand. A state can forbid not only
the importation of intoxicants but also their manufacture,
sale, and possession. To then conclude that a state cal
do all those things but cannot prohibit the advertising of
intoxicants is to asstaae an illogical possition.... Sales
and adverti sing are so closely rel ated...that it would seem
difficult to believe that the U.S. Supreme Court Would
permit a state to prohibit the sale of liquor.but deny it
the right to prohibit liquor advertising on the ground of
"freedan of speech."

The Supreme Court's decision in State Board of Equalization v.

Young's Market Co,, 299 U.S. 59 (1936), confirms this position.

The

Court held that the power to prohibit the importation, manufacture and

sale of alcohol necessarily included the power to apply a less stringent
regulation to reduce consumption of alcohol: "Surely the State may

adopt a lesser degree of regulation than total prohibition."
Two authors have come to the same conclusions as to

prohibiting cigarette ads. see, Note, Freedom of Expression in a
Commercial Context, 78 Marv. L. Rev. 1191, 1195 (1965); Note, Cigarette

Advertising and the Public Health, 6 Colun. J: L. & Soc. Prob. 99, 107
(1970).

The ban on advertising to promote the public health is not only

appropriate, but may be the most workable method of decreasing

consumption of cigarettes and/or protecting young people from taking up

the habit.
The power granted the federal and state governments
under the police power is said to be greatest when invoked

to protect the public health.

In light of the evidence

showing cigarette smoking to be a health hazard, the police
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power is a proper means by which to decrease cigarette
consumpticn. Although the most direct means of decreasing
consumption would seem to be the outlawing of cigarettes,
experience with the prohibition of alcoholic beverages under
the eighteenth amendment, and examination of the physiological
and psychological motivations for cigarette smoking suggest
Id.
that a general prohibition would be unworkable.
(footnote omitted).
ASH submits that any suggestion that Congress or the States
could not constitutionally restrict, condition, or ban the advertising
of a lawfully sold product would take from the government one of the
most effective -- and a: the same time fairest and most efficient -methods it has for dealing with a wide range of products with possible
problems.

These might include birth control pills, detergents with

phosphates, cyclamates, etc.5

Faced with a choice of either complete

freedom or total ban, governments will naturally hesitate to act where
the evidence is not yet conclusive, although it may already be strong
or even compelling.

Unfortunately, it is often true that the dangers

of newly developed products may reveal themselves only after a
significant length of time and diligent research, and for some period

ASH's argument in this brief focuses only on alcohol and
Whether this argument should be applied to other dangerous
It is
products is a question this Court need not address at this time.
clear that alcohol and tobacco are unique products in our society, which
but for historical reasons would be banned if sought to be marketed as
"new" products today. Alcohol and tobacco are distinguishable from
other products in that they are proven health dangers, are addictive,
and while generally legal for adults, they also have a strong attraction
for children.
tobacco.

Some products involve "fundamental" constitutional interests, such
as the use of contraceptives in the decision whether or not to beget a
child. By contrast, there is no "fundamental" right to consume alcohol
or smoke tobacco.
Thus cases such as Carey v. Population Services International,
431 U.S. 678 (1977), discussed at p. GO, infra, in which the Court
declared unconstitutional a statute whichTaibited the advertising or
display of contraceptive devices, are clearly distinguishable.
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the evidence will be very suggestive but less than necessary to justify

a total ban. Furthermore, by the time the dangers are adequately
established, the use of such products may be so widespread and accepted

that a product ban is impossible and/or would result in severe economic

dislocations.

The only alternative under this either -or assumption

would be to ban the sale of a product until there was enough long-term
evidence to guarantee its complete safety, again, a virtual economic and

practical impossibility.
To leave private enterprise free to develop and promote new
products including drugs, food additives, and substances which may
affect the environment, the Government must be able to make a graduated
response to the danger as evidence against the product accumulates.

This might include limitations on unsubstantiated claims, prescribed
warning in some or all ads, a ban on ads in some media (e.g.,

publications directed to children, restricting advertising to medical
journal s , etc.), or a total ban on al 1 advertising.

Such a graduated

approach would have the advantages, as it does in the instant case, of
decreasing the magnitude of the problem with the least economic impact
and consistent with freedom of choice by consumers.

The either-or

approach, which can do none of these things, can hardly be the only

avenue left on.n by the Constitution to treat this growing variety of
products with possible problems.

It is important to note that any decision striking down the
Mississippi statute on the ground that al cohol ( and by implication
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cigarette) advertising is entitled to substantial First Amendment
protection would cast serious doubt on the ability of state and federal
governments to adopt other forms of graduated response to dangerous
products.

For example, such a ruling would cast serious doubt on the

power of goverment to require disclosures or warnings in ads, such as

the tar and nic,tine disclosures and health warnings which currently
appear in cigarette ads.

Such a ruling would also make it much more

difficult for the goverment to restrict the form or content of
advertising (as is the case of the "tombstone" format required for say

financial ads), or to regulate ads directed toward children or to
restrict adr to certain publications, such as medical Journals.
For all these reasons, we believe that the broad police power
of the States over potentially bannable products, such as alcohol and
tobacco, includes the power to ban advertising of these products.

II.

Alcohol and Cigarette Advertising,
Although Perhaps Categorized as "Com

mercial Speech," are not Entitled to
Protection Under the First Amendment

The United States Supreme Court has made clear in a number of

recent decisions that the states possess the power to ban "commercial

speech" which either relates to an illegal product or is inherently
misleading or deceptive.
A.

The States Can Ban Advertising Which

Relates to an Illegal Product
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order, we must find that the homestead that crezate in Mississippi seeking declaraissue was a "proceeding in bankruptcy" and

tory judgments that Mississippi's intrastate
that the order possesses "definitive opera- liquor advertising ban unconstitutionally
tive finality." Matter of Crozet 666 F2d abridged their commercial speech rights

873, 877-878. We wed not consider the

and asking for an injunction arjaaut enforcement of ban. The United States Dislacking. The district court's order is not a tict Courts for the Northern District of
definitive disposition of the merits of the Mississippi and the Southern District of
former element, for we find the latter to be

homestead issue. Cf. In re Durensky, 519

F2d 1024, 1028-29 (5th Cir.1975) (district

court's order remanding to bankruptcy
court for decision on merits after rejecting
jurisdictional challenge held to lack finality). Accordingly, we are without juridic,
tion to hear this appeal.

Mississippi, 639 F.Supp. 817, split on the
issue. On rehearing, ordered at 701 F24
885, of panel opinion, 701 F2d 314, the
Court of Appeals, Reav ley, Circuit Judge,
held that Mississippi law which banned liquor advertising by local, in-state media is
not in violation of First Amendment protection of commercial speech in view of exist-

APPEAL DISMISSED.

ence of sufficient reason to believe that
advertising and consumption.are linked to
justify ban, whether or not "concrete scientific evidence" exists to that effect.

Judgment of District Court for the
Northern District of Mississippi affirmed,
judgment of District Court for the South-

Kathy DUNAGIN, et al,
Plabitlffs-Appellants,

ern District of Mississippi, 639 F.Supp. 817,
reversed.

v.

Jerre S. Williams. Circuit Judge, specially concurred and filed an opinion in

The CITY OF OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI,

et al., Defedants-Appelbes,

which Tate, Circuit Judge, joined.

The State of Mississippi,
Intervssid-Appellee.

Gee, Circuit Judge, dissented and filed
an opinion in which Goldberg, Po litz, Randall, .ind Patrick E. Higginbotham, Circuit
Judges, joined.

LAMAR OUTDOOR ADVE ZTISING,

INC., it al., Plaintiffs-Appends,

Patrick E. Higginbotham, Circuit
Judge, filed c pinion concurring in dissenting opinion of Gee, Circuit Judge.

v.

MISSISSIPPI STATE TAX COMMISSION, et al., Defendants..Appellants.
Nos. 80-3762, 824976.

1. Constitutional Law fwv90.1(1;
Intoxicating Liquors 4=615
Mississippi law which banned liquor ad-

United States Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit.
Oct. '1, 1983.

vertising by local, in-stte media is not in
violatisn of First Amendment protection of
commercial speech in view of existence of
sufficient reason to besieve that advertising
and consumption are linked to justify ban,

Actions were brought against the Mississippi State Tax Commission, individual
commissioners thereof, Commission's Alcoholic Beverage Control Division, and State
Attorney General by outdoor advertising,

whether or not "concrete :small& evidence" exists to that effect. Mise.Code

newspaper, television and radio business

1972, If 67-1-37(e), 67-1-85.
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ate as 7111 F.24 731 (11163)

2. Constitutional Law c=90.1(1)

burg, Miss., for Lamar Outdoor Advertis-

Intoxicating Liquors X15

ing, et al. in both cases.

Mississippi's ban on liquor advertising
by local, in-state media was no broader than

necessary to pursue its goal of preventing

artificial stimulation and promotion of li-

Richard D. Gamhlin, Hattiesburg, Miss.,
for plaintiffs-appellees in No. 82-4076.

John E. Milner, W. Timothy Jones, Edmund L. Brunini, Sr., Sp. Asst. Attys Gen.,

quor sales and consumption, and, as such,
did not violate First Amendment protection
of commercial speech.
U.S.C.A. Const.
Amend. 1; Miss.Code 1972, §§ 67-1-37(e),
67-1-85.

Peter M. Stockett, Jr., Asst. Atty. Gen.,
Jackson, Miss., for State of Miss. in No.
80-3762 and for defendantsappellants in

3. Constitutional Law X239(1)
Strict scrutiny standard of review was
inappropriate to review of constitutionality

Jackson, Miss., for State of Miss. in No.

of Mississippi's ban on liquor advertie.4 by
local, in-state media under the equal protection clause of the Fozrteentli Amendment

on mere assertion of violat.m

o, First
Amendment rights where Mississippi law
was ultimately found to be unconstitutional

restriction of commercial speech
Const.Amends.

1,

14;

U S.0 A.

Miss Code

1972,

No. 82-4076.

William S. Boyd, III, Sp. Asst. Atty. Gen.,
80-3762.

Gary W Gardenhife, Asst. Atty. Gen.,
Chief, Civ. Div., Oklahoma City, Oki., for
State of Oki. in both escp.

F Edwin Perry, Oxford, Miss., for City of
Oxford, in No. 80-3762.
Bruce Silverglade, Washington, D.C.,
amicus curiae for Center for Science in the
Public Interest.

§§ 67-1-37(e), 67-1-85

Peter H. Meyers, John F. Banzhaf, III,

4. Constitutional Law ci=239(1)
Intoxicating Liquors 4=15
Disadvantage to which economic inter-

Washington, D.C., amicus curiae for Accu-

racy and Action about Alcohol Addiction.

ests of intrastate liquor advertisers were

Appeal from the united States District
Court for the Nor: ern District of Missis-

put by Mississippi law banning liquor adver-

sippi.

tising by local, in-state media compared
with those of interstate media gave rise to

an equal protection issue requiring only
minimal scrutiny and under such deferential scrutiny of economic regulation, challenged classification did not violate equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. U S C.A ConsLAmends. 1, 14; Miss.
Code 1972, §§ 67-1-37(e), 67-1-85.

Holcsmb, Dunbar, Connell, Merkel Toth-

son & Khayat, Dan W. Webb, Grady F.
Tollison, Jr, Guy T. Gillespie, 111, Oxford,

Miss., for plaintiffs-appellants in No. 803762.

James K Child, Jr , Jackson, Miss., Henry

E Chatham, Jr, Jack H. Pittman, HattiesJudge Alvin B. Rubin recused himself and did
not participate in this decision

I. See Fla Stat.Ann

§ 561.42(10)-(12) (West

Supp 1983); Mass.Gen Laws Ann. ch. 138. § 24

Appeal from the United States District
Court for the Southern District of Mississippi.

Before CLARK, Chief Judge, BROWN,
GOLDBERG, GEE, REAVLEY, POLITZ,
RANDALL, TATE, JOHNSON, WILLIAMS, GARWOOD, JOLLY and HIGGINBOTHAM, Circuit Judges.*

REAVLEY, Circuit Judge;
Mississippi is one of several .itt.ces which

significantly restrict liquor advertising by
the local media.' Two suits were filed attacking, principally on First Amendment
grounds, the Mississippi law. The District
Courts for the Northern and Southern Dis(West 1974), Utah Code Ann. §§ 32-7-26 to 28
(1953 & Supp.1981); Okla. Const. art. XXVII,
§ 5 and Olda.Stat,Ann. tit 37, § 516 (West
Supp.1982).
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tricta of Mississippi reached opposite judgments in those cases. Dunagin v. City of
Oxford, 489 F Supp. 763 (N.D.Miss.1980)

The purpose and intent, of this chapter is
to vigorously enforce the prohibition laws

(upholding); Lamar agdoor Advertising,
Inc. v. Mississippi State Tax Commission,

counties voting themselves out from un-

539 F.Supp. 817 (S.D.Miss.1982) (invalidat-

ing)? We uphold the constitutionality of
the Mississippi law.
I. The Mississippi Law
1= the possession and sale of alcohol were banned in Mississippi. The state
then accepted the impossibility of enforce-

ment of total prohibition and enacted a
local option law, allowing each county or

throughout the state, except in

those

der the prohibition law in accordance
with the provisions of this chapter, and,
in those counties, to require strict regulation and supervision of the manufacture,
sale, distribution, possession and transportation of intoxicating liquor....
Id. § 67-1-3. At the time of trial in Lamar
Outdoor Advertising, thirty-five counties
and four judicial districts remained "dry,"
while forty-three counties and four judicial
districts had voted to legalize liqirr. The
wet and dry counties are spread across the

judicial district therein to vote an end to
the prohibition that otherwise continues
throughout the state. Miss.Code Ann.
§§ 67-1-1 et seq. (1973). Mississippi did state in a checkerboard pattern, with the
not drop its objection to intoxicants by en- majority of the population residing in wet
acting the 1966 law; it reannounced the counties.
state policy of prohibition while allowing
Pursuant to its rulemaking authonty
local exceptions under strict regulation.
The policy of this state As reannounced in
favor of prohibition of the manufacture,
sale, distribution, possession and Gansportation of intoxicating liquor
.
.

2. A panel of this court heard the consolidated
appeal and decided the law was unconstitutional Before delivery of that opinion, however,

the 10th Cucuit upheld the Oklahoma law In
Oklahoma Telecasters Ass'n v Crisp. 699 F 2d

490 (10th Cu.1983), cert. granted sub nom
Capital City Cables, Inc v Crisp,
US
, 104 S Ct 66, 78 L.Ed 2d 81 (1983)

Under the procedure of this circuit governing
when a panel proposes to issue a decision that
initiates a conflict with another circuit, the propsed opinion was first circulated to all active
Judges of this court An en bane poll was

requested, and the case was voted en bane

The panel opinion was then published, though
vacated. 791 F.24 314. 335
1.

The regulation provides
No person, firm or corporation shall onginate
advertisement in this State, dealing with alcoholic beverages by any means whatsoever.
including but not limited to newspapers, radio. television, circular, dodger, word of
mouth. Sian,, billboards, displays or any other advertising media, except as follows.
(I) On the front of any licensed retail pack.
age store building, and no higher than the top
of the root of the permitted place of business

at its highest point, there may be printed
without illumination, in letters not more than
eight (8) inches high, the name of the business, the permit number thereof, which may

granted by the local option law, id § 67-137(e), the Mississippi State Tax Commission

promulgated Regulation No. 6, which prohibits most advertisements that "ongmate"
within the state? The plaintiffs challenged
be precede - by the words ''A.B C. Permit No
and the words "Package Liquor Sold
Here". Where the package retail store is
located in a building of more than one story

in height, the top of such sign shall not be
higher than the top of the first story.
(2) A package retail permittee may *dyer.
use merchandise inside the permitted place
of business by means of a display or displays,
signs or placards, or notices, without special
illumination No displays, signs, placards or

notices will be permitted in windows. No
displays, sigrs, placards, notices, shelves,
cow) rs, or other fixtures shall be construct-

ed t r arranged in such a manner as to attract
attention from outside the building.
(3) The holder of an on.prernises retailer's
permit may use the word "lounge", or other

similar words desaipuve of the facilities
available at the permittee's principal place of

business, in letters not more than eight (8)
inches high and without special illumination,
on signs located on the perrnittee's premises.

The use of the word "lounge", but no other
words of a similar nature, will be permitted
on billboards in letters not more than eight
(8) inches high
(4) In other advertising media, an on.prem,

ises permittee may use the word "lounge",
but no other words of a similar nature, in.
eluding. specifically, but not limited to "cock-

tails", "bar", and "happy hour", The word
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this regulation, as well as Mias.Code Ann.

§ 67-1-85 (1973) which prohibits most
forms of liquor sign advertising as well!
The combined effect of Regulation No. 6

741

The state has interpreted its law m mean
that advertisements must origin
within

the state to be subject to its r-gulation.
Hence, television and radio stations in other

and section 67-1-85 is that there are no states broadcast liquor commercials that
billboards advertising hard liquor or -vine in
Mississippi. Local newspapers printed and

distributed within the state are similarly
restricted. Radio and television stations op-

reach in-state viewers and listeners. Newspapers and magazines containing liquor advertisements from other states are mailed
into the state, and newsstands in Mississippi
are allowed to sell such publications. The

erating within the state cannot carry wine state has even taken the position that a
commercials, and must delete such adver- publication printed in Mississippi but mailed
tisements from incoming network program- for distribution in Mississippi from another
ming.
state is not subject to regulation. The state
There are some exceptions to this ban has also interpreted federal regulations to
upon the advertising of alcoholic beverages.

prohibit it from interrupting or deleting

Beer advertisements are generally allowed

wine commercials in cable television trans-

number, and may advertise inside the prem-

Those challenging the advertising ban ar-

in all media.$ A retail package store is missions sent from outside the state. See
allowed under Regulation No. 6 to erect 47 C.F.R. § 76.55 (1982).
II. The First Amendment and
on-site signs with the message "Package
Liquor Regulation
Liquor Sold Here" along with its permit

Bars and restaurants can use the gue primarily that it violates the First
word "lounge" on signs and in other media. Amendment. They contend that this adises.

lounge" must be subordinated by restaurads to advertising placed for the other lackhies offered at the place of business.
(5) All advertising not specifically permitted by statute c regulation Is prohibited
Advertising of any type whatsoever about
which a permittee may be In doubt should be
submitted to the State Tax Commission for
approval

4. The statute provided:
No holder of a package retailer's permit shsP
have any sign, lighted cr otherwise, or ;tintNg upon the outside of the premises covered
by his termit advertising. announcing or advising
the sale of alcoholic beverages in or
on sal,. ',remises. However, on the front of
said premises there may be printed, In letters
not more than eight (I) Inches high, the name
of the business, the permit number thereof,
which may be preceded by ths words "All.0
Permit No." and the words "Package Uquors
Sold Hem." In additios, no alcoholic beverages, price list or promotional matter shall be
kept, stored or displayed In the windows or
other openings of said premises. An open
window space or spaces not exceeding sixty
square feet In area In the aggregate, and an
open space of not exceeding twenty square
Ito Ina front door, may be left open to view.
The commission shall have the power and
authority to adopt and enforce reasonable
rules and regulations to compel compliance
with the provisions of this section.

3T59

It shall be unlawful to advertise alcoholic
beverages by means of signs, billboards, or
displays on or along any road, highway,
strct, or building.
This section shall not be construed so as to
prohibit the conunission from promulgating
rules and regulations permitting the holder of
an on- premises retailer's permit to Indude In
signs located on the holder's premises and in
advertisements of the holder's principal busi-

ness, the word "lounge" or other similar
words descriptive of the facilities available at
such principal place of business, without referring specifically to alcoholic beverages.
Another statute banning liquor advertisements,
MissCode Amt. f 97-31-1 (1972), is limited In
scope to the provisions of the 1966 local option
law, as explained In the panel opinion. 701
F.2d at 317.

S. As the district court In Duna& explained,
section 97-31-1 was amended In 1934 to allow
such advertisements. 469 F.Supp. at 717 n. 4.

While only light beer and wine: of less than
four percent alcohol by weight are expressly
exempted from regulation, see sections 67-1 5(a), 67-3-5, the record Indicates that brand
name beer is generally advertised In Mississippi. Native wines can also now be advertised
on billboards, except as to price, under an ex-

press exception In section 67-145. This exception became effective In Ju.y, 1912, after the

district court decisions in this case, and does
not color our analysis today.
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The Court may or may not choose to
afforded pure commercial speech which exclude from protection the truthful adverdoes "no more than propose a commercial tising of lawful trades or activities which
transaction," Virginia State Board of Phar- the state has so great an interest in abating
macy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Coun- that they are subject to prohibition. It
cil, Inc., 425 U.S. 748, 762, 96 S.Ct. 1817, probably makes no difbrence, however,
1825, 48 LEd.2d 346 (1976) and which is whether this category of advertising is
"related solely to the economic interests of treated as outside of commercial speech
the speaker and its audience," Central Hud- protection or whether the Central Hudson
son Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Gas four-part test, discussed below, is apvertising falls within that limited protection

Commission of New York, 447 U.S. 557, 561,
100 S.Ct 2948, 2348, 65 L.Ed2d 941 (1980).4

plied, because cases of this category likely
present state interests which justify adver-

While we need not so hold, there may be
no First Amendment protection of purely
commercial advertising of those products

is excluded from protection by the previous
opinions of the Supreme Court because that

tising restrictions that pass the latter test
A. The Scope of Commercial Speech as a matter of law.
The state argues that liquor advertising
Protection

which the state could entirely iroscribe

advertising does promote illegal activity
and is inherently misleading. We do not

Or, if by virtue of its police power the state

agree with these contentions.

may prohibit or severely limit a trade or
conduct (e.g., prostitution, hand-guns, ex-

The illegality argument is based on the
fact that nearly half of the counties in the
state are dry, and the fact that even in the

plosive devices, marijuana, pipes and paraphernalia designed to be used with illegal

drugs), the state may be entitled to allow
the trade but restrict the advertising without having to justify the restriction by balancing the state inn rest against the public
interest in the commercial speech. The
Court has not expressly excepted this cote(my of advertising from commercial speech
protection. It has excluded advertising of
illegal activity from the protection. Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Commiwion
on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 388-389,
93 S.Ct. 2553, 2560, 37 LEd.2d 669 (1973).

wet counties, the manufacture, sale and distribution of liquor are only legal in iimited

areasmunicipalities, qualified resort areas
and dubs, Miss-Code Ann. f 67-1-7 (1973)
and even consumption is banned in certain areas of wet counties, such as public
schools and colleges, id. I 67-1-37(g). The
state reasons that liquor advertising would
therefore necessarily relate to unlawful activity. The district court in Dunigxn
agreed:
The Local Option Law does not expressly
forbid the advertising of alcoholic bever-

And restrictions on false, deceptive, and

ages in "dry" areas, bur it is beyond

misleading commercial speech are permissible. Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1, 9, 99
S.Ct. 887, 893, 59 L.Ed2d 100 (1979). Thus
far, the Court has written to place commer-

peradventure that such advertising must
contribute to and encourage violation of
the statute. This is true whether or not

cial speech under protection where "it at

the newspaper is circulated only in a
"dry" county because advertisement of

least concern[r] lawful activity and [is] not
... misleading." Central Hudson Gas, 447
U.S. at 566, 100 S.Ct. at 2351.

liquor is apt to encourage consumers in
"dry" counties to violate the law by purchasing liquor in "wet" counties for

t For a thoughtful discussion of the commercial
speech doctrine, see Jackson & Jeffries. COMraerdal Speech: Economic Due Process and
the First Amendment. 65 Va.Lftev. 1 (1979).

mation concerning the availability and price of
a legrJly offered product is ever a permissible

7. Justly Blackmun, however, has stated that "1

salon* doubt whether suppression of Won

way for the State to 'dampen' demand for or
use of the product" Central Hudson Gas, supra. 447 U.S. at 574, 100 S.Ct. at 2355 (concur

nn
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transportation home. This factor is exacerbated in the case of The Daily Mississippian because its principal readers are
University students, particularly mobile

citizens who come to Oxford from all
sections of Mississippi to attend school.
Some students doubtless purchase liquor
in Oxford to take with them when they
return home or visit with friends or relatives in "dry" counties.
Because liquor advertising promotes activity illegal in a substantial portion of
Mississippi, we hold that the State may
regulate The Daily Mississippian's advertising of it even to the point of an absolute ban.
489 F.Supp. at 771.

If Miss aippi cannot prohibit advertising
because of the general effect upon liquor
consumption, the state will not be entitled

to prohibit advertising simply because it
might stimulate the thirst of a consumer to
the point where he elects to violate the local
option law. The Mississippi laws under at-

tack prohibit the advertisement of what
may be done lawfully in Mississippi, those
laws do not forbid the advertiser's promotion of violation of Mississippi law. The
commercial speech doctnne would disappear
if its protection ceased whenever the advertised product might be used illegally. Pea-

for themselves with Madison Avenue panache and hard sells. A central teaching of
the commercial speech doctrine was
summed up in Central Hudson Gas:
In applying the First Amendment to this
area, we have rejected the "highly paternalistic" view that government has complete power to suppress or regulate commercial speech. "[P]eople will perceive
their own best interests if only they are
well enough informed, and ... the best
means to that end is to open the channels
of communication rather than to close

Even when advertising
. ."
them
communicates only an incomplete version
of the relevant facts, the First Amendment presumes that some accurate informotion is better than no information
all

447 U S. at 562, 100 S CL at 2349 (citations
omitted).

As for the argument that the advertising
will reach young children, "the government
may not 'reduce the adult population .
reading only what is fit for children.'"
Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products Corp.,

, , 103 S.Ct. 2875, 2884, 77
U.S
L.Ed.241 469 (1983) (quoting Butler v Michigan, 352 U.S. 380, 383, 77 S.Ct. 524, 525, 1
L.Ed.241 412 (1957)).

nut butter advertising cannot be banned
just because someone might someday throw
a jar at the presidential motorcade.

The state then argues that liquor advertising is not protected because it is misleading: falsely identifying alcohol with "the

good life" instead of disclosing the personal
and social disasters it threatens, and partic-

ularly affecting the young and unsophisticated children in the public audience.
Again, if Mississippi cannot prohibit this
advertising because of the strength of the
state interest against liquor consumption,
the state will have little success in preventing the advertising merely because it fails

B. The Twenty-first Amendment
If there is any instance where a state can
escape First Amendment constraint while
prohibiting truthful advertising promoting
lawful sales, it would be where the product
being sold is intoxicating liquor. Section
two of the Twenty-first Amendment states:
The trr.nspartation or importation into
any state, territory, or possession of the
United States for delivery or use therein
of intoxicating liquors, in violation of the
laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.
This clause serves primarily to create an
exception to she normal operation of the

to tell the whole truth about its product.
Nearly all advertising associates the pro- Commerce Clause. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S.
moted product with a positive or alluring 190, 206, 97 S.Ct. 451, 461, 50 L.Ed2d 397
lifestyle or famous or beautiful people. (1976). Its effect goes much further !ind is
Our policy is to leave it to the public to cope

very significant to the case before us.
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In Castlewood International Corp v. Simon, 596 F.2d 638, 642 (5th Cir.1979), vacat-

ed and remanded, 446 U.S 949, 100 S.Ct.
2914, 64 L.Ed.2d 806 (1980), panel opinion
reinstated, 626 F.2d 1200 (E.th Cir.1980), we
explained that section two of the Twentyfirst Amendment:
is unique in the constitutional scheme in
that it represents the only express grant
of power to the states, thereby creating a
fundamental restructuring of the constitutional scheme as it relates to one prod-

uctintoxicating liquors. See California
v LaRue, 409 U S. 109, 115, 93 S.Ct. 390
(3951, 34 L.Ed 2d 342 (1972).

There can be no doubt that this was the
desire of those who framed the Twentyfirst Amendment
As originally proposed, the Amendment contained three
substantive sections, the third of which

great deference must be accorded a comprehensive state regulatory scheme.

Clearly, state liquor laws are not immune
from constitutional scrutiny. The Supreme
Court has struck down such laws found in
violation of the Establishment Clause, Larkin v. Grendel's Den, Inc.,

U.S. ,

103 S.Ct. 505, 74 L.E(1,2c1 297 (1982), federal

antitrust laws passed under the Commerce
Clause,

California Retail Liquor Dealers

Ass'n v. Midca Aluminum, Inc, 445 U.S. 97,
100 S.Ct. 937, 63 L.Ed.2d 233 (1980), the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, Craig v. Boren, supra, federal
procedural due process requirements, Wisconsin v Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433, 91

S.Ct 507, 27 L.Ed.2d 515 (1971), and the
Export-Import Clause, Department of Rev-

enue v James B. Bean Distilling Co.,

377

U S 341, 84 S.CL 1247, 12 L.Ed.2d 362
(1964).

provided:

Congress shall have concurrent power

to regulate or prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors to be drunk on the
premises where sold.
76 Cong.Rec. 4138 (1933) Section Three
was oe,eted because of Congressional con-

cern that its grant of concurrent power to
regulate liquor to Congress would be construed to support the supremacy of federal regulation of liquor sales. As Senator
Wagner pointed out, "We have expelled

the system of national control through
the front door .
and readmitted it
forthwith through the back door of Sec.

tion 3" 76 Cong.Rec. 4145 (1933). This
would have been the "ironical result of an

amendment deskrned to restore to the
states control of their liquor problem."
Id. With these concerns in mind, Section
Three was deleted .n the final version of
the amendment.

Thus, any analysis of the validity of a
state statute regulating liquor does not
proceed via the traditional route for testing the constitutionality of state statutes.
We must proceed from a vantage point of

presumed state power and then

ask

whether there are any lir.:itations to that
power, always keeping in mind that
where intoxicating liquors are concerned,

Nevertheless, the Supreme Court
has twice, in examining the interface of the
First and Twenty-first Amendments, given

an unusual amount of deference to state
liquor regulations.
In California v LaRue, 409 U.S. 109, 93
S Ct. 390, 34 L.Ed 3d 342 (1972), the plaintiffs challenged a California regulation ban-

ning nudity, and live performances, films
and pictures depicting certain actual and
simulated sexual acts, in r..ghtclubs and
bars where alcoh3lic beverages were sold.
The Supreme Court did "not disagree with
the District Court's determination that
these regulations on their face would proscribe some forms of visual presentation

that would not Le found obscene" under
Roth v United States, 354 U.S. 476, 77 S.Ct.
1304, 1 L Ed.2d 1498 (1957) and later cases.

409 US. at 116, 93 S.Ct. at 395. The Court
held, however, that the normal analyses of
obscenity under Roth and communicative
conduct under United States v. O'Brien, 391
U.S. 367,
S.Ct 1673, 20 L.Ed.al 672
(1968) did not apply because of the added

consideration of the Twenty-first Amendment. It found that "the broad sweep of
the Twenty-first Amendment has been recognized as conferring something more than

the normal state authority over public
health, welfare, and morals," 409 U.S at
114, 93 S.Ct. at 395, and that "the case for
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upholding state regulation in the area of

Appeals that the statute violates the

the Twenty-V.st Amendment is undoubted-

United States Constitution. Whatever
artistic or communicative value may attach to topless dancing is overcome by
the State's exercise of its broad powers
arising under the Twenty-first Amendment. Although some may quarrel with
the wisdom of such legislation and may

ly strengthened by that enactment," id. at
116, 93 S.Ct. at 996 (emphasis added). The
Court found that the state's conclusions as

to the need for the regulations were not
"irrational," or "unreasonable," and that
"wide latitude as to the choice of means to
accomplish a permissible end must be ac-

corded the state agency that is itself the
repository of the State's power under the
Twenty-first Amendment" Id. at 116, 93
S.Ct. at 396. The opinion of the Court
concludes with the following passage:
The Department's conclusion, embodied

consider topless dancing a harmless diversion, the Twenty-first Amendment makes
that a policy judgment for the state legis-

lature, not the courts.
Id. at 718, 101 S.Ct. at 7301.
The test applied in LaRue and Bellanca is
leas strict than that applied in Central Hudson Gas. First, the former test employs a
rational basis scrutiny, requiring only a rea-

in these regulations, that certain sexual
performances and the dispensation of liquor by the drink ought not to occur at
premises that have licenses was not an sonable or rational means of reaching a
irrational one. Given the added presump- permissible end, ea opposed to a higher level
tion in favor of the validity of the state of scrutiny imposed by the latter test.
regulation in this area that the Twenty- Second, LaRue and Mance employ a prefirst Amendment requires, we cannot sumption in favor of validity, while ordinarhold that the regulations on their face ily the burden is on the party defending a
violate the Federal Constitution.
restriction on speech, even in a commercial
speech case. See Bolger v. Youngs Drug
Id. at 118-19, 93 S.Ct. at 397.
n. 20,
In New York State Liquor Authority v. Products Corp.,
Bellanca, 452 U.S 714, 101 S.Ct. 2599, 69 103 S.Ct. 2376, 2882 n. 20, 77 L.Ed2d 469

U.S ,

LaRue and Bellanca are cases

L.Ed.2d 357 (1981), the Court upheld a state

(1983).

ban on topleu dancing in liquor establishments. Notably, Bellanca was decided after Central Hudson Gas and Craig v. Boren.
Despite arguments that the acts in question

where fully protected speech was constitu-

tionally restricted because the restriction
was incidental to the rational regulation of
liquor. It may follow that because any
did not partake of grass sexuality as in restriction on the advertisement of liquor
LaRue and that there was "no legislative itself is necessarily related, rationally and
finding that topless dancing poses any- directly, to liquor regulation, restrictions
where near the problem posed by acts of placed upon that advertisement by the
;gross sexuality,' " 452 U.S. at 717, 101 S.Ct. states are consistent with the First Amendat 2601, the Court upheld the regulation, ment.
concluding that:

[The elected representatives of the State

of New York have chosen to avoid the
disturbances associated with mixieg alco-

hol and nude dancing by means of a
reasonable restriction upon

establish-

ments which sell liquor for on-premises
consumption.

Given the "added pre-

sumption in favor of the validity of the
state regulation" conferred by the Twen-

Queensgate and Capital Broadcasting
The state .-goes that two rulings by the
Supreme Court have precedential effect
here. The first is Queensgate Investment
C.

Co. v. Liquor Control Commission, 69 Ohio
St2d 361, 433 N.E.2d 138, appeal dismissed,

U.S. , 103 S.CL 31, 74 L.Ed2d 45

403 U.S., at 118, 93 S.Ct., at 397, we

(1982). That case involved a First Amendment challenge to an Ohio regulation that
generally permitted liquor advertising, but

cannot agree with the New York Court of

required that liquor permit holders "not

ty-first Amendment, California v. LaRue,
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advertise the price per bottle or drink of

Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S. 748, 761,

any alcoholic beverage, or in any manner

96 S.Ct. 1817, 1825, 48 LEd.2d 346 (1976)
(upholding drug prescription price advertis-

refer to price or price advantage except
within their premises and in a manner not
visible from the outside of said premises."
439 N.E.2d at 139 n. 1. The regulation was
upheld by the Ohio Supreme Court, and an
appeal was taken to the United States Supreme Court, the jurisdictional statement
questioning whether the regulation violated
the First Amendment. Mississippi argues
that the summary dismissal for want of a
substantial federal question by the Supreme
Court in Queensgate
binds us in this case.

The Supreme Court has declared that
while summary dispositions of appeals are
deg ions on the merits that bind lower federal courts, such decisions extend only to
"the precise issues presented and necessari-

ly decided by those actions." Mandel v.
Bradley, 432 U.S. 173, 176, 97 S.Ct. 2238,
2240, 53 LEd.2d 199 (1977). Queensgatc
did not involve the precise issues presented

here, since the Ohio regulation was more
narrowly drawn than the Mississippi regulation. The Ohio statute only banned certain
price advertisements and might be viewed
as a "time, place and manner" restriction,
unlike the Mississippi regulation.

Nevertheless, we agree with the Tenth

Circuit, which when recently examining
Oklahoma's liquor advertising ban, noted
that "Queensgate manifestly presented an
issue concerning the tension between the
First and Twenty-rust Amendments."

Oklahoma Telecasters Ass'n v. Crisp, 699
F.2d 490, 497 (10th Cir.1983), cert. granted
sub nom. Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp,

U.S. , 104 S.Ct. 66, 78 L.Ed2c1

81 (1989). We also agree with the state

that "e price advertising at issue in
Queensgate lies near the center of the commercial epeech doctrine and is probably as
likely to deserve commercial speech protec-

tion as the "lifestyle" advertisements that
the state alleges the plaintiffs in this case
are interested in displaying. See Bates v.
State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 850, 97 S.Ct.
2691, 53 LEd.2d 810 (1977) (upholding lawyer price advertising); Virginia State

Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens

ing and noting that "[the 'idea' he wishes
to communicate is simply this: 'I will sell

you the X prescription drug at the Y
price?'"

We take a middle road on this issue,
following the approach taken in Crisp, su-

pra,

and Plante v. Gonzales, 575 F.2d 1119
(5th Cir.1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1129,99
S.Ct. 1047, 59 LEd.2d 90 (1979). While the
summary dismissal by the Supreme Court in

Queensgate must "caution us" against finding the Mississippi regulations unconstitutional, Plante, 575 F.2d at 1125-26, we
nevertheless are not relieved of our duty
"to undertake an independent examination

of the merits." Mandel v. Bradley, supra,
432 U.S. at 177, 97 S.Ct. at 2241.

The state and amicus parties also Jinx:,
that the Supreme Court's summary affirmance in Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Mitchell,
333 F.Supp. 582 (D.D.C.1971) (three-judge
court), affil mem., 405 U.S. 1000, 92 S.Ct.
1289, 31 L.Ed2c1 472 (1972), operates as
compelling authority in th:s case. The decision, upholding a federal ban on broadcasting of cigarette commercials, is of limited
precedential value for two reasons. First,
Capital Broadcasting antedated the emergence of the commercial speech doctrine in
the mid-1970's, and was based on the view
that commercial speech was completely out aide the protection of the First Amendment.

Second, the Supreme Court has itself expressly limited Capital Broadcasting to "the
special problems of the electronic broadcast
media," Virginia Board of Pharmacy, supra,
425 U.S. at 773, 96 S.Ct. at 1831, that make

that form of communication "'especially
subject to regulation in the public interest,' " Bigelow v. Virginia, 421 U.S. 809, 825
n. 10, 95 S Ct. 2222, =4 n. 10, 44 LEd.2d
600 (quoting Capital Broadcasting, 333
F.Supp. at 584).

III.

The Central Hudson Gas Test

We base our decision, ultimately, upon

the application of the Supreme Court's
analysis in Central Hudson Gas & Electric
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Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New

York, 447 U.S. 557, 100 S Ct. 2343, 65
L.Ed.2d 341 (1980):
In commercial speech cases, then, a four-

part analysis has developed. At the outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected by the First Amendment. For commercial speech to come
v 'Thin that provision, it at least must
concern lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we ask whether she asserted governmental interest is substantial. If both inquiries yield positive answers, we must determine whether the
regulation directly advances the governmental interest asserted, and whether it
is not more extensive than is necessary to
serve that interest.

B.

Part Three. Direct Advancement of
The State Interest

The dispute begins with the third part of
the Central Hudson Gas test. Does Mississippi's restriction against advertising directly advance the asserted state interest? In

Dunagin, the trial judge, relying en the
expert affil Brit presented or his own
knowledge and common sense, concluded in

a summary judgment that "[t]he purpose of
advertising alcoholic beverages is to promote consumption and thereby stimulate
sales of alcoholic beverages. Increased
sales of these beverages are highly correlated with increased problems associated with
their use." 489 F.Supp. at 771 n. 11.

Other courts facing similar fact situations
have reached the same conclusionthat adU.S. , 103 S.Ct. 2875, 77 L.Ed.2d vertising and consumption are directly
469 (1983), the latest Supreme Court com- linked. In Queensgate Investment Co.. v.
mercial speech case at this writing, the Liquor Control Commission, 69 Ohio St.2d
Court reaffirmed the Central Hudson Gas 361, 433 N E.2d 138, 142, appeal dismissed,
U.S. , 103 S.Ct. 31, 74 L.Ed.2d 45
test as the basic method of deciding com(1982), the Ohio Supreme Court found that
mercial speech cases
"Whe advertising of drink prices and price
A. Parts One and Two. Protected athantages would encourage and stimulate
excessive consumption of alcoholic beveragSpeech and State Interest
We assume, following the discussion es; and advertising prohibition aids the inabove, that liquor advertising in Mississippi terest in preventing that consumption." In
should be treated at the outset as protected Oklahoma Telecasters Ass'n v. Crisp, 699
commercial speech. There can be no ques- F.2d 490, 501 (10th Cir.1983), cert, granted
tion, on the next step, that Mississippi does sub nom. Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp,
at 566, 100 S.Ct. at 2351.
In Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products Corp,

assert a substantial interest, which the state

U.S. , 104 S.Ct. 66, 78 L.Ed.2d

desenbes to be "safeguarding the nealth,
safety and general welfare of its citizens by

81 (1983) the Tenth Circuit found it not

controlling the artificial stimulation of liquor sales and consumption, created by the
advertising of liquor." Whatever the me-

dicinal or social value for those who use
alcohol moderately, alcohol abuse takes an
enormous toll from society and the lives of
many people. Testenuny in Lamar Outdoor
Advertising concentrated un the role alcohol
plays in coronary heart disease, gastrointes-

tinal cancer, cirrhosis of the liver, traffic
accidents,

and occupational and family
problems. The court in Dunagin took judicial notice of these problems.
at 771 n. 11.

489 F.Supp.

365

"constitutionally unreasonable for the State
of Oklahoma to believe that advertising will
not only increase sales of particular brands

of alcoholic beverages but also alcoholic
beverages generally." See also Williams v.
Spencer, 622 F 2d 1200, 1205 (4th Cir.1980)

(agreeing with trial court's judicial notice
that "an advertisement encouraging the use

of drugs encourages actions which in fact
endanger the health or safety of students");
Capital Broadcasting v. Mitchell, 333
F.Supp. 582, 586 (D.D.C.1971) (three-judge
court), aff'd mem., 405 U.S. 1000, 92 S.CL
1289, 31 L.Ed.2d 472 (1972) (noting "close
relationship between cigarette commercials
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broadcast on the electronic media and their holism, testified that there was "a strong
potential influence on young people' ).
correlation between an increase in alcohol
The trial judge in Lamar Outdoor Adver- advertising and consumption." 539 F.Supp.
tising heard testimony from experts on the at 821. The trial court found that "[Olenissue. The advertisers' expert, a professor dents failed to produce concrete scientific
of sociology who has specialized in alcohol- evidence to substantiate their position that
ism, testified that advertising only affected alcohol advertising artificially stimulates
brand loyalty and market share, rather than consumption thereof," and concluded that
increasing overal' consumption or consump- Mississippi's regulation of advertising "does
tion of individual consumers. The state's little to directly advance the government's
expert, a medical doctor and professor of interest in promoting temperance." Id. at
psychiatry who has done research in Alco- 829.s
a.

The thgsee to which an appellate court
should defer to the "fact" findings of a trial
judge as to the latest truths in the social sciences is an interesting question

The argument

can be made that as long as the trial court
applied the right legal test or the appropriate
level of scrutiny, his findings under each prong
of the test, here the Central Hudson Gas test,
and his decision should be upheld on appeaL

The Lamar Outdoor Advertising court's finding
that advertising restrictions do not directly advance Inc state's interests since there is no
scientifically concrete link between advertising
and alcohol consumption sounds very much
like a finding of fact Should this finding be
subject only to a clearly erroneous standard of
review? Clearly not.
In the first place, the issue of whether there
is a correlation between advertising and consumption is a legislative and not an adjudica.
live fact question. It is not a question specifically related to this one case or controversy; it
is a question of social factors and happen gs

which may submit to some partial empirical
solution but is likely to remain subject to omit.
Ion and reasoning. See Fed.R.Evid 201 advisory committee note. That reasoning is the responsibility of legislators and judges, assisted
by scholars as well as social scientists. The
specific issue here was undoubtedly considered

by the Mississippi Legislature when local oplien and the curtailment of liquor consumption
were being studied. Now the issue has moved
to the judicial stage If the legislate e decision
Is not binding at this stage, at leant it carries
great weight. Certainly it cannot be thrust
aside by two experts and a judicial k der of fact.

The writings and studies of social science
experts or, legislative facts are often considered

-

and cited by the Supreme Court with or with.
out introduction into the record or even consid-

eration by the trial court.

Estelle, -

Ey. Barefoot v.
n. 7, 103 S.Ct.

3383. 3397 it 7, 77 LEd 2d 1090 (1983) (validity
of predictions of violent behavior); New York

v Ferber, 458 U.S 747, - n. 9, 102 S.Ct.

3348, 3355 rt 9, 73 LEd2d 1113 (1982) (the
effect upon the child used as a subject for
pornographic materials), Eta flew v, Georgia,
435 U.S. 223.231 a. 10, 233 n. 11.98 S.CL 1029,

1034 n. 10, 1035 n. 11, 55 LEd.2d 234 (1978)
(effect of the size of jury upon deliberation and
verdict). Gregg v. Georgia. 428 U.S. 153, 184 n.
31. 96 S Ct 2909. 2930 it 31, 49 LEd.2d 859
(1976) (the deterrent effect of capital punish.
ment); Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton. 413 U.S.
49. 58 it 8, 93 S Ct. 2628, 2635 n. 8, 37 LEd2d
446 (1973) (the relation between obscenity and
socially deleterious behavior); Brown v. Board
of Education of Topeka, 347 U S. 483. 494 n. II,
74 S Ct 686, 692 n 1 I. 98 LEd 873 (1954) (the
effect of segregation upon minority children).
Furthermore, the decision on whether a regu.
!talon of commercial st.eech directly advances
the state's interest, for e. ample, Is an exercise
of constitutional adjudication wherein appellate
courts play a special role. Applying the legal

tests that have evolved In constitutional law
invariably requires subtle legal distinctions. a
sense of history, and an ordering of conflicting
rights, values and interests The Supreme
Court has often warned that each First Amendment case must be analyzed separately, based
on the particular method of communication involved, and the values and dangers implicated.

Metromedia. Inc v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S.
490, 501, 101 S Ct. 2882, 2889, 69 Ltd.2d 800

FCC v. Pacifica Foundation. 438 U.S
726, 748, 98 S Ct 3026, 3039, 57 LEd.2d 1073
(1981),
(1978),

Southeastern Promotions. Ltd v. Con-

rad. 420 U.S 546, 557, 95 S.Ct. 1239, 1245. 43
LEd2d 4-48 (1975), Joseph Burstyn, Inc v.
Wilson, 343 U S. 495, 503, 72 S,Ct. 777, 781, 96
LEd. 1098 (1952), Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U S.
77, 97, 69 S.Ct. 448. 458, 93 LEd. 513 (1949)
"The protection available for particular commescal expression turns on the nature both of
the expression and of the government interests
served by its regulation." Central Hudson Gas,
supra, 447 U.S. at 563. 100 S.CL at 2350. The
questions raised in such cases involve mixed
questions of law and fact. In this case, for
instance, the extent to which Metromedia, Bellanca. LaRue and other cases temper the Central Hudson Gas test is a legal question.
There are limits to which important constitutional questions should hinge on the views of
social scientists who testify as experts at trial.
Suppose one trial judge sitting in one state
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The plaintiffs in Lamar Outdoor Adver- our society, and it talks here in support of
tising support their standing by estimating Mississippi's concerns.

that they lose hundreds of thousands of
dollars of advertising income by virtue of
the Mississippi restriction. See Metrome-

The approach taken by the Supreme

Court in Central Hudson Gas is worthy of
study here. There the Court found:
dia, Inc.. V. City of San Diego, 458 U.S. 490,
There is an immediate connection be504 is. 11, 101 S.Ct. 2882, 2890 n. 11, 69
tween advertising and demand for elecL.Edld 800 (Justice White, for plurality),
tricity. Central Hudson would not conEA, 101 S.Ct. at 2911 (Justice Stevens, distest the advertising ban unless it believed
senting in part) (1981). It is beyond our
that promotion would increase its sales.
ability to understand why huge sums of
Thus, we find a direct link between the
money would be devoted to the promotion
of sales of liquor without expected results,
state interest in conservation and the
or continue without realized results. No
Commission's order.
doubt competitors want to retain b ad ex44? U.S. at 569, 100 S.Ct. at 2353. The
pand their share of the market, but what

plaintiffs here try to distinguish Central
comparisons? It is total sales, profits, that Hudson Gas by arguing that the electric
pay the advertiser, and dollars go into ad- utility in that case was a monopoly, and
businessperson stops short with competitive

vertisitig only if they produce sales. Money
talks: it talks to the young and the old

about what counts in the marketplace of
believes a sociologist who has found no link
between alcohol shun and advertising, while
another trial judge sitting In another state believes a psychiatrist who has reached the 0990

site conclusion. A similar situation actually
occurred here. Should identical conduct be
constitutionally protected In one jurisdktion
and Illegal in another? Should the fundamental

principles *of equal protection delivered in
Brom: v. Board of Education of Topeka, 347
U.S. 483. 74 S.Ct. 898, 98 LEd. 873 (1954). be
niteiAnned If the sociological studies regarding
racial segregation set out In the opinion's foot-

note 11 are shown to be methodologically
flawed? Should the constitutionality of the
property tax as a means of financing public
education, resolved in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. I.

93 S.Ct. 12711, 36 LEd.2d 16 (1973). depend on

the prevailing titan of educators and sociologists as to the existence of a cost-quality relatioaship in eduction? Does capital punishmeat become cruel and unusual when the latest
regression models demonstrate a lack of deter-

rence? The social sciences play an Important

therefore was not competing for a share of
the market as are the advertisers here. In
fact, however, the Court expressly found

the mailing of unsolicited contraceptive advertisements. It agreed that the government had
a substantial Caterer In aiding parents' efforts
to control the manner in which their children
b.came Informed about birth control. The
Court held, however, that the statute provided
only the most limited incremental support for

the Interest asserted, In part by "reasonably
aasutli( int) that parents already exercise sub
stantial control over the disposition of mall
once It enters their mailboxes." 103 S.Ct. at
2814. In Metromedia, despite assertions that
"the record is inadequate to show any connection between billboards and traffic safety" the

judgment of the Court agreed with the diatmon-sense" belief of local lawmakers and other
courts that billboards do pow substantial traf-

fic safety hazards. 453 U.S. at 509-09, 101
S.Ct. at 2192-93. In lielithra, the Court again
deferred to the "common sense" conclusion of
the state legislature that "any form of nudity
coupled with alcohol In a public place begets
undesirable behavior." 452 U.S. at 718, 101
S.Ct. at 2601. Similarly In Central Hudson
Gas, the Court In another apparent exercise of

Court's recent commercial speech and other
relevant 01.,etth cases indicate that appellate
courts have considerable leeway In deciding

judicial notice found "an immediate connection
between advertising and demand for electricity" and therefore a direct link between the ban
on advertising and the state Interest In conservation. 447 U.& at 569.100 S.Ct. at 2353. See
also Gurick v. Drebus. 431 F.2d 594.599 (6th
Cir.1970), out denied 401 U.S. V..S. 91 S.Ct.

whether restrictiona on speech are Justified. In
none of them did the Court rely heavily on fact
findings of the trial court. In lager v. Youngs
U.S. , 103
Drug Products Corp.,
truce
77 LFA2d 489 (1963). the Court sumac
down 3$ U.S.C. I 3001(02). a law prohibiting

erroneous" under Fed.R.Civ.P. 52(a)).

role In many fields, including the law, but other

unscientific values, interests and beliefs are
transcendent.

Perhaps for these reams. the Supreme

941, 28 LEd.2d 231 (1971) (holding is First
Antendwent case that, "when dealing with
questions of constitutional magnitude. we are
not at liberty to accept the fact trier's findings
merely because we consider them not 'clearly
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that the utility was in direct competition
nothing has been advanced which
with other suppliers in certain markets:
shows that to be palpably false."
Monopoly over the supply of a product 453 U.S. at 508-09, 101 S.Ct. at 2892-93.
provides no protection from competition
with substitutes for that product. Elec-

As in Metromedia, the subject of regulation

kets, such as those for home beating and

Amendment.

industrial power. This Court noted the
existence of inter -fuel competition 45

ban is sufficiently justified to pass constitu-

hereliquor--must be viewed as a matter
tric utilities compete with suppliers of of peculiar importance to state and local
fuel oil and natural gas in several mar- authorities by virtue of the Twenty -first

[1] We conclude that the advertising

years ago, see West Ohio Gas Co. v. Public Utilities Comm'n, 294 U.S. 63, 72, 55
S.Ct. 316, 321, 79 LEd. 76! (1935). Each
energy source continues to offer peculiar

tional muster. We simply do not believe
that the liquor industry spends a billion
dollars a year on advertising solely to ac-

Noting that "[b]ll [boards are intended to,
and undoubtedly do, divert a driver's at-

dence" exists to that effect. Moreover, we
believe that the added presumption in favor
of validity required by LaRue, Reliance and
Queensgate helps to establish the balance in

quire an added market share at the expense
advantages and disadvantages that may of competitors. Whether we characterise
our disposition as following the judicial noinfluence consumer choice.
tice approach taken in Central Hudson Gas,
Id. at 567.
or following the "sccumulated, commonMetromedia is also instructive. While sense judgment" approach taken in Menoting the meager record on the question of tromedia, we hold that sufficient reason
whether the billboard ban directly advanced exists to believe that advertising and congovernmental interests, the judgment of sumption are linked to justify the ban,
the Court continued:
whether or not "concrete scientific evi-

tention from the roadway," ibid., and
that whether the "distracting effect contributes to traffic accidents invoices an
issue of continuing controversy," ibid.,

the California Supreme Court agreed
with many other courts that a legislative
judgment that billboards are traffic hazards is not manifestly unreasonable and
should not be set aside. We likewise
hesitate to disagree with the accumulat-

favor of the state, if balancing be neon.
wry.

The advertisers argued, to the satiesi..
tion of the trial judge in Lamar Outdoor

Advertising, that even if there is a connection between advertising and consumption,
the intrastate advertising ban does no good
because Mississippi residents are "inundated, comcnnnsense judgments of local law- ed" and "saturated" with liquor advertising
makers and of the many reviewing courts in broadcasts, magazines and newspapers
that billboards are real and substantial entering from outside the state. 539
hazards to traffic safety. There is noth- F.Supp. at 829-30.
ing here to suggest that these judgments
We do not find this argument compelling
are unreasonable. As we said in a differ- for several reasons. First, the plaintiffs

ent context, Railway Express Agency,
Inc. v. New York, supra, [336 U.S. 106) at
109, 69 S.Ct. [463] at 465 [93 LEd. 533]:
"We would be trespassing on one of the

most intensely local and specialized of
all municipal problems if we held that

would not be pursuing this case so vigorously

if the market were truly saturated.

They believe that they will find customers
interested in further promoting liquor products.

Second, their evidence that liquor

advertisements appeared in national maga-

this regulation had no relation to the
traffic problem of New York City. It

zines in the Jackson library, out-ofstate

is the judgment of the local authorities
that it does have such a relation. And

state newspapers does not establish that

radio and television broadcasts and out-ofadvertising would not dramatically increase
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if the intrastate ban is invalidated. Again,
the willingness of the fifty-six plaintiffs in
Lamar Outdoor Advertising to litigat.: this
matter suggests otherwise. Third, this argument cuts both ways. The commercial
speech doctrine was created primarily out
of concern in protecting consumers and the
information they receive. If it were true

that consumers are now being inundated
with commercial information about liquor
in contravention of the state's interests, the
values behind the commercial speech doctrine would not be very much threatened.
C.

Part Four:

Extensiveness of The

Regulation

Finally, we hold that the advertising restrict'ons are not more extensive than necessary to serve the state Interest, as re-

site advertising a. some other specifically exempted signs.

453 U.S at 506, 101 S.Ct. at 2292. By
analogy, the state here believes that the
advertising itself represents a hazard to the

health, safety and welfare of its citizens.
The restnctiono permit certain types of informational advertising of use to the consumer such as price advertising inside licensed premises, but bar those displays that
it believes will encourage excess consumption.

We do not believe that a less restrictive
time, place and manner restriction, such as
a disclaimer warning of the dangers of alcoI.ol, would be effective. The state's concern

is not that the public is unaware of the
dangers of alcohol.
See Restatement
(Second) of Torte § 402A comment j (1965)

quired by the fourth element of Central
(sellers of alcoholic beverages not required
Hudson Gas. Again, we must apply this
to warn of dangers, which are generally
requirement in light of LaRue, Bellanca known and recognized).
The concern inand Queensgate. See LaRue, 409 U.S at
stead is that advertising will unduly pro116, 93 S.Ct. at 395 ("wide latitude as to
choice of -jeans ... must be accorded the
state agency").
(2) The state restrictions on liquor ad-

mote alcohol consumption despite known
dangers.*

The advertisers offer, as an example of
constitutional manner and timing of adver-

vertising are no broader than necessary to tising regulation, the prohibition of a billpursue its goal of preventing the artificial board, located by a drive-through bar at the
stimulation and promotion of liquor sales edge of a wet county line, announcing that
and consumption No other types of adverthe bar offers "the last chance to buy mixed
tising are restricted.
drinks for the next 30 miles." That prohiAgain, we find the plurality's opinion in bition would be proper, they say, because
Metromedia helpful:
the billboard intentionally promotes danger[Wje reject appellants' claim that the or- ous consumption and unla ;dui transportadinance is broader than necessary and, tion while driving 30 mile through the dry

therefore, fails the fourth part of the
Central Hudson test. If the city has a
sufficient basis for believing that bill-

county. The mistake of that argument is
that it regards the state interest as being

Indeed, it has stopped short of

bar would be adverse to a policy against

fully accomplishing its ends. It has not
prohibited all billboards, but allows on-

transportation of liquor through a dry county.

opposed only to the unlawful use of liquor.
boards are traffic hazards and are unat- But Mississippi's policy is much broader, s.s
tractive, then obviously the most direct stated in the 1966 statute. it is against the
and perhaps the only effective approach sale and possession of intoxicating liquor.
to solving the problems they create is to &II billboards advertising liquor are adverse
prohibit them. The city has gone no far- to that policy and interest for the same
ther than necessary in seeking to meet its reason that the billboard of the last-chance
ends.

iti

Capital Broascasuns, supra. 333 F SuPP
at 585 rCongress had convincing evidence that

the Labeling Act of 1965 had not tnatenally
reduced the incidence of smoking").
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IV. Equal Protection
The plaintiffs maintain in the alternative
that the Mississippi advertising ban violates

the Equal Protection Clarse of the Fourteenth Amendment, in that it discriminates
against the local media by bannin,7 intrastate advertising while allowing advertising
to enter Mississippi from out-of-state media. The district court in Lamar Outdoor
Advertising agreed, finding no rational link
between the classification and the goal of
controlling the artificial stimulation of the
sale and consumption of artificial beverages.

539 F.Supp. at 830-31.

The plaintiffs ask us to apply the strict
scrutiny standard of review, relying on the
fundamental rights strand of strict scrutiny
equal protection doctrine. The Supreme
Court has limited the fundamental rights
subject to strict scrutiny to those rights

which are explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution. San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411

means chosen to attain itby locating an
unregulated class of advertisers and insisting on an equal protection analysis by the
court.

It is important to recognize that, for
identification with the commercial speech
doctrine and the interests it protects, there
is no classification here on which an equal
protection analysis can be based. Commercial speech has been termed "unique because the speech does not advance any val-

ue implicating the interests of the speaker
in the spee,:h." Note, Constitutional Protection of Commercial Speech, 82 Colum.L
Rev. 720, 750 (1982). The primary interests
protected are those of the listener' the consumerin receiving information. In Virginia Board of Pharmacy, the Court made

clear that the First Amendment protects
the right to receive information, 425 U.S. at
756-57, 96 S.Ct. at 1822-23, and noted that
"(a)s to the particular consumer's interest in

the free flow of commercial information,

U.S. I, 34, 93 S.Ct. 1278, 1237, 36 L.Ed.2d 16
(1973). Freedom of speech is of course a

that interest may be as keen, if not keener

fundamental right that would ordinarily
trigger stnct scrutiny. Police Department

urgent political debate," id. at 763, 96 S.Ct.
at 1826. We do not mean to suggest that

of Chicago v, Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 92 S.Ct.

media advertisers lack standing to chal-

2286, 33 L.Ed.2d 212 (1972). The plaintiffs
reason that., since the First Amendment has
been extended to commercial speech which
concerns lawful activity and is not misleading, stnct scrutiny is appropriate.

lenge commercial speech regulations.

(3) Stnct scrutiny is clearly inappropriate. Ir. this case we have held the Missis-

sippi law entirely legal under the First
Amendment, and parties cannot insist on
stnct scrutiny merely by asserting a First
Amendment right that the court ultimately
finds not to be violated. Furthermore, in
all cases commercial speech is entitled to
only a limited measure of protection under
a different standard of review. Under the
Central Hudson Gas test, the state must
demonstrate a substantial interest which is

by far, than his interest in the day'- ost

See

Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 504 n. 11, 101 S.CL
at 2890 n. 11 (Justice White, for plurality),
544, 101 S.Ct. at 2911 (Justice Stevens, dis-

senting in part). Nevertheless, "Wile First
Amendment's concern for commercial
speech is based on the informational func. [and) there can be
tion of advertising
no constitutional objection to the suppression of commercial messages that do not
accurately inform the public about lawful
activity." Central Hudson Gas, 447 U.S. at
363, 100 S.Ct. at 2350.

right to advertise for profits were funda-

Hence, unlike other areas of First
Ar...ndment protection, the commercial
speech doctrine is concerned prima'ily with
the level and quality of information reaching the listener. From this vantage point,
there is no classification upon which the

mental, then pubes to any particular commercial speech regulation could rely on a

plaintiffs can assert a meaningful equal
protection claim. From the standpoint of

stricter standard of reviewrequiring a

the consumer, all residents in Mississippi

compell.ng state interest any necessary

have access to liquor advertising from inter-

directly advanced by the regulation. If the

15
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state snd intrastate sources, and indeed receive a great deal of out-of-dtee advertising according to the plaintiffs. Thum is no
discrimination against particular classes of
consumers in the state.
[4] While the economic interests of the
intrastate advertisers are at a disadvantage
compared with those of the interstate me-

dia, this fact raises no First Amendment
concerns for the reasons explained above,
and gives rise to an equal protection issue
requiring only minimal scrutiny. Under
such deferential scrutiny of economic regu-

lation, the classification challenged need
only be rationally related to a legitimate
state interest, New Orleans v. Dukes, 427

cation that a state has power to legislate
with respect to persona in certain situations
and not with respect to those in a different
one." Packer Corporation v. Utah, 285 U.S.
106, 110, 52 S.Ct. 278, 274, 76 L.Ed. 648
(1982). Furthermore, with economic regulation, "reform may take one step at a time,

addressing itself to the phase of the problem which seems most acute to the legislative mind." Williamson v. Lee Optical of
Oklahoma, Inc., 348 U.S. 483, 489, 75 S.Ct.

481, 465, 99 LEd. 568 (1955). TM state
could have concluded rationally that local
advertising was the promotion of intoxicat-

ing liquor that was susceptible to regulation.

U.S. 297, 303, 96 S.Ct. 2518, 2516, 49 LEd.2d

511 (1976), and is invalid only if "wholly
irrelevant to the achievement of the State's
objective," McGowan v. Mary;,...1, 866 U.S.
420, 425, 81 S.Ct. 1101, 1104, 6 L.kkl.2d 393
(1961).

Most assuredly there is nothing suspect
about a state discriminating against its own
citizens, in this case advertisers originating
messages within the state. The state ar-

gues that it lacks jurisdiction to control
transmissions and mailings entering its
boundaries from other states, and cannot,
for practical ^ixl legs- reasons, block such
dissemination.. The state has reasonably

chosen to restrict its regulation to those
over which it has control. The Equal Protection Clause does not require "a legislature to enact a statute so broad that it may
well be ineapaLle of enforcement." Midge/
M. v. Superior Court of Sonoma County, 450

U.S. 464, 474, 101 S.Ct. 1200, 1207, 67

V.

We conclude that the Mississippi regula-

tory scheme is constitutionally ;alid. The
judgment in Dunsgin is AFFIRMED. The
judgment in Lamar Outdoor Advertising is
REVERSED.

JERRE S. WILLIAMS, Circuit Judge,
with whom TA'L'E, Circuit Judge, joins, specially concurring:
I.

I agree wholeheartedly with the result
.4:1- Al by the majority. I also am in full
agreement with the Court's reliance upon
the test developed in Central Hudson Gas &
Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission
of New York, 447 U.S. 557, 566, 100 S.Ct
2848, 2351, 45 LEd.2d 841 (1980). The applicatiod of this test properly leads us to the
result. reached by the majority.

It is with regret that I cannot join in the
LEd.2d 437 (1981). We think it exceedingly unlikely that the state could block, jam, majority opinion, however, bemuse of implior otherwise ban all magazines, newspapers, cations it lees in the Twenty-first Amendcable signals and radio and television broad- ment. The majority opinion in Part II B
casts originating from other states that con- dizrusses the Twenty-first Amendment as
tain liquor advertisements, as a practical having. implications justifying unusual and
matter, and in the face of the Commerce wholly unique intrusions upon the personal
Clause, the Supremacy Clause and Pt Flit liberties of American citizens in the regulaAmendment. In upholding a Utah regula- tion of intoxicating liquor. I concede that
tion that banned ciguette billboards while tea--e he: been some indication of this possiallowing cigarette art, crtisementa in inter- ble effect of the Twenty-first amendment
state publications, JUS,..7e Brandeis stated in Cut:x:1U v. LaRue, 409 U.S. 109, 114, 93
that "[ilt is a reasonable ground of classifi- S.Ct. 390, 895, 84 LEd.2d 842 (1972), and in
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New York State Liquor Authority v. Bellance, 452 U.S. 714, 717, 101 S.Ct. 2599,
2601, 09 LEd2d 857 (1981). I view the

Mississippi has a right to feel for its citizens, and the problems that liquor creates
in our society.

doctrine as mischievous and insidious.

The purpose of the Twenty -first Amendment was to remove all constitutional inhi-

bitions as to the state's power to control
intoxicating liquors as against the powers
of the fee :al government, particularly but
not mita. 'tly in the domain of interstate

II.
In one other matter I wish to reinforce
the analysis in the majority opinion. The
Court describes the "ba .4 of the experts"
on the question of whether advertising simply induces people to change brands of li-

and fore'z;4 commerce. It had nothing
whatsoever to do with encroachment upon
the individual liberties protected in the Constitution. The governments, state and fed-

quor or actually stimulates consumption.

eral, had exactly the same powers to control
spirits after the passage of the Twenty-first
Amendment as they had before, as against

analysis. The fact that there was a battle

In recognizing the special problems relat-

It is not for the courts to tell the states
that they no longer have power to place

What this battle of the experts was actually
asking us to do was to engage in the now
outmoded substantive economic due process

of the experts on this issue proved that the
issue was one of legisl-five policy. If the
claims of individual liberty under free- legislate re of the State of Mississippi bespeech, due process, and equal protection. lieves 'just liquor advertising increases liA conclusion that the Twenty-first quor consumption, that is s legislative judgAmendment justifies greater intrusions ment that it has a right to make. And the
upon the constitutional liberties of individu- fact that there may be some experts who
al citizens than would otherwise be the cue think otherwise justifies testimony before
is an insidious doctrine because it holds that the legislative committee considering the
the Constitution places liquor in a totally legislation but does not justify a demand
unique position different from even danger- that this Court resolve that policy decision.
ous drugs and other vice-prone products or To treat this issue as subject to our power
to decide would lapse into the now thoroccupations.
The power to control the production, sale, oughly discredited earlier Supreme Court
advertising, and COM' caption of intoxicat- due process analysis which is exemplified by
ing beverages in ways different from con- the statement by the Court in the notorious
trolling the same soc:41 processes as they Lochner v. State of New York case, 198
relate to food products, automobiles, televi- U.S. 45, 57, 5 S.Ct. 539, 643, 49 LEd. 937
sion sets, and the like is based wholly upon (1905): "Clean and wholesome bread does
the recognition that spirits create special not depend upon whether the baker works
problems which entitle the state to react but ten hours per day or only sixty hours a
with special legislative solutions. This rec- week.... There is, in our judgment, no
ognition has been with us from the begin- reasonable foundation for holding this to be
ning of our society right up to the present. necessary or appropriate as a health law to
It falls in the area of "police power," if you safeguard the public health or the health of
will. It does not depend to any degree the individuals who are following the trade
of a baker."
upon the Twenty-first amendment.

ed to liquor regulation, I have no difficulty
whatsoever in agreeing with the cogent
analysis of the majority opinion that the
control of liquor advertising by the State of
Mississippi does not run afoul of the consti-

reasonable limitations upon the commercial
aspects of ihzinesses which the state properly feels create a high level of social concern. The states can ban the sale of liquor

tutional protections of individual liberty. entirely, just as they can of dangerous
To hold otherwise exalts cor .sercialism drugs. They can limit the sale tr stateabove the genuine concerns the State of owned package stores. They can ration.
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They can prohibit all consumption of intoxi- free flow of market information. I had
cating beverages in public. They can en- suLiosed that it was the province of the
gap in many types of regulations of vary- Congress and particularly a state legislaing stringency To hold that one of those ture to decide whether government ought
regulations cannot be a restriction on comto weigh into that free ex&ange; that is, I
mercial exploitation by way of advertising would not have thought it the role of the
would be a curious and unjustifiable anom- courts to quarrel with a state legislature's
aly.
regulatory pushes and shoves of its own
GEE, Circuit Judge, with whom GOLDBERG, POLITZ, RANDALL and HIGGINBOTHAM, Circuit Judges, join, dissenting.
Judge Reavley's opinion for a majority of

the courtworkmanlike and thorough as
alwaystakes a view of the Mississippi arrangement regulating liquor advertising
with which it is hard to disagree violently.
Even so, I believe that the better one is

economy.

Nevertheless, the cases instruct that we

are to so review and I am reluctant to
express my own doubts, which go to the
very notion of commercial speech, by applying those cases in a less than faithful way.
Doing so substitutes one brand of activism
for another.

I agree with much of the majority opin-

expressed in our panel opinions, reported at
701 F.2d 314 and 335. Since it is there set

ion and much of Judge Williams' concurring
opinion but I suggest that hesitancy about

out in great detail, I see no occasion to

the type of inquiry provoked by the commercial speech doctrine has affected the
weighing of the state's asserted interests.
If the First Amendment is a source of protection for the flow of market information

write further.
For the reasons there expressed, then, I
respectfully dissent.

HIGGINBOTHAM, Circuit Judge, concurring in the dissenting opinion;
I join Judge Gee's dissent. I remain convinced that the panel decision was a correct

application of the doctrine of commercial
speech as developed by the Supreme Court.

I take advantage of the freed m c, dissent
to add this brief separate statement to ex-

press a view I do not see clearly stated
elsewhere.

The immediate turn of this case in the
long view of constitutional principle has
little significance. The case may be little
more than how judges view whiskey, or
how judges apply their own notions of what
is a good and what is a bad law. This
intender., exaggeration is a sufficiently ac-

to consumers it is a remarkable draw upon
First Amendment jurisprudence that turns

that idea into a state's right to keep information pertinent to a lawful transaction
from consumers for fear that consumers
might misapply it. Of course we are Lochnerizing and intruding into the affairs of
a state. I suggest that distaste for the
intrusion has created a reluctance in actual
application to give full sway to the commercial speech doctrine as developed by the

Supreme Court, and was an unidentified
hand on the weighing scale of the majority;
that it was this added weight which separated the majority and dissenting opinions.

it is hard for me to see that Mississippi
has "won" this case. It can ban the adver-

curate description of this type of judicial
review that we are hesitant to cheerfully

tising of whiskey, true enotk2.1, but only
because federal judges answerable to no

admit engaging in it. The point is th:-.1. the
balancing of interests exercise of Virginia

voters have decided that they "agree" with
the Mississippi legislature. In the long haul
this is no win at all. That seems to me to
be a predictable, if not inevitable, consequence of the doctrine itself. This exaggerates, but it is sufficiently accurate that we
ought to be troubled. I am.

Board of Pharmacy and its younger companions reduces the exaggeration to an uncomfortable level.

The efficiency with which a market allocates resources unquestionably depends on a
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Honorable Timothy E. Wirth, Chairmar
Subcommittee on Telecommunications,
Consumer Protection and Finance
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
20515
Dear Congressman Wirth:
RE:

Hearings on Beer and Wine Commercials

I am writing to briefly make two suggestions and one comment growing out
of your hearings on "Beer and Wine Advertising: The Impact of the
Electronic Media," on Tuesday, Bay 21, 1985.
At the Hearings representatives from the broadcasting industry presented
significant amounts of evidence tending to show that they were already
devoting significant amounts of 1-,roadcast time to warning viewers abort
the problems associated with alcohol consumption, and suggesting,
therefore, that additional legislative measures were not necessary.
Opponents strongly suggested, however, that all of this primetime
programming and time for public service announcements was made available
in large part only because the industry was fearful of governmental
regulation, and that the amount of broadcasting time devoted to alcohol
problems would decrease dramatically once the likelihood of governmental
action decreased.
I respectfully suggest that it would be very helpful to the Committee in
resolving this issue if tLe Chairman would write to the three major
networks, Taft Broadcasting, and other stations and broadcasting
entities which submitted :4ese kinds of data, and ask them to supply
information concerning corresponding broadcasts about the dangers of
tobacco products during the same time periods.
Since virtually all
members of the Committee seemed to agree that tobacco was at least as
dangerous as alcohol, and that this judgment applies across the country
!a all broadcast market areas, it would seem logical that at least as
much time would be devoted to this topic as to the dangers of alcohol.
If this is not true, and absent some persuasive explanation from the
broadcasting witnesses, members of the Committee may reasonably make the
inference that the alcohol warning messages are being broadcast largely
to defeat governmental action in this area, and would substantially
decrease in number if no action was taken.
Indeed, in this same letter, the Chairman may ask the broadcasters to
explain any substantial dispbrities between broadcast time devcted to
the problems of alcohol, and broadcast time devoted to the problems of
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Since some Committee members apparently felt that alcohol and
tobacco.
tobacco were being "singled out" and that the inquiry should be somewhat
broader, I see no reason why the letter might not ask for similar data
concerning the dangers posed by several other major consumer products.
Thus, for example, broadcasters could be asked to spell out the efforts
they are making to warn the public about what they believe are the five
(or even 10) most dangerous consumer products in America.
Secondly, prior to acting on my suggestion that subpoenas duces tecum be
issued to compel the disclosure of documents in 't possession orgei
and win, manufacturers and their advertising age--tea concerning
commercials for these products, the Chairman may on his own initiative
wish to write a letter to these potential respondents asking whether
they would be willing to submit these documents voluntarily for
I believe these documents -confidential review by the Committee s'aff.
those showing surveys, studies, plans, advertising strategies, target
audiences, audience composition, etc. -- could be important for the
Committee for at least two reasons.
First, it is only logical to assume that the manufacturers who have
spent -- and are continuing to spend -- billions of dollars on beer and
wine commercials would have developed significant amounts of information
however they can best and most
concerning bow effective the ads
efficiently be targeted, the effects of different ads on different
Since no private researcher could
sigmente of the population, etc.
possibly fund such studies, and, in any event, probably would not have
access to the necessary relevant data, these studies would provide the
most accurate and comprehensive meows of answering the major questions
before this Committee.
At the hearings there was some discussion about whether advertising
plans to attract a particular audience -- e.g., alcohol addicts,
potential alcoholics, children, etc. -- were invidious. Without so
labeling this conduct, it is nevertheless a reasonable presumption -one followed uniformly by the Federal Trade Commission and the many
courts and agencies called upon to review advertising -- that
great deal about
manufacturers and advertisers are presumed to know
the effects of their commercials, and that if they deliberately target a
given population segment that segment is probably being reached by the
Thus, regardless of whether such conduct is invidious or simply
ad.
makes good economic sense, evidence that ads tend to target alcoholics,
potential alcoholics, and children would be an important piece of
evidence indicating that the commercials do in fact have this effect.
In any event, this is exactly what the F.T.C. discovered when it
likewise subpoenaed the same kind of documents from cigare:te
manufacturers and their advertising Agencies. The many similarities
between the two products, and the ways in which 14%4 are +dvertised,
provide some reason to believe that similar documents now lie in the
hands of the alcohol industry. If they do not, the industry has only to
voluntarily comply with the Chairman's request and put this inquiry to
rest. If, however, they refuse to comply, even after being given
satisfactory assurances of confidentiality, the adverse inference that
In such a case, I would
they have something to hide grows far stronger.
suggest that the Committee would be more than justified in making this
adverse inference, or in using their refusal as justification to seek
the information through appropriate subpoenas.
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Thirdly, the question of whether increased advertising for alcoholic
beverages leads to increased consumption and to increased abuse became a
central issue in the hearings.
On this point the language from the 5th
Circuit's en bane opinion in Dunagin v. City of Oxford, Miss., 718 F.2d
738 (1983), ulWrding the constitutionality of local bans on all
advertising for alcoholic products, may be of interest to the Committee.
First, the Trial Court Judge in the Dunagin case concluded that the
'purpose of advertising alcoholic beverages is to promote consumption
and to stimulate sales of alcoholic beverages. Increased sales of these
beverages are highly correlated with increased problems associated with
their use.' 489 Fed Supp at 771 n. 11.
As the Dunagin Court stated at page 747 of its decision, 'Other courts
facing similar fact situations have reached the same conclusion that
advertising and consumption are directly linked,' citing three cases.
At page 749 the en bane Court states, "It is beyond our ability to
understand why huge SUMS of money would be de oted to the promotion of
sales of liquor without expected results, or continue without realized
results. No doubt competitors want to retain and expand their share of
the market, but what businessperson stops short with competitive
comparisons? It is total sales, profits, that pay the advertiser; and
dollars go into advertising oniv if they produce sales.'
Finally, at page 750, after considerft all the evidence and precedents,
the en bane Court stated that 'We conclude that the advertising ban is
sufficiently justified to pass constitutional muster. We simply do not
believe that the liquor industry spends a billion dollars a year on
advertising solely to acquire an added market share at the expense of
competitors.'
If there are any questions, please feel free to call me at 676-7229.
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Mr. WIRTH. Professor Banzhaf, thank you very much.

Our next witness, Dr. Lloyd Johnston, from the University of

Michigan, conducts an annual survey on drug and alcohol use and
attitudes of graduating high school seniors. Dr. Johnston is one of
our Nation's leading experts in this area, and Dr. Johnston, we are
pleased that you could join us today.
Thank you for being here.
STATEMENT OF LLOYD D. JOHNSTON

Mr. JOHNSTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. I appreciate the opportunity to talk with you on this
important subject. Like Professor Banzhaf, I am not part of either
of the coalitions represented here either.

I want to talk to you about two things in the brief time I have,
and I have submitted a written statement for the record. I simply
have to touch on the high points, given the time limitations.
The first has to do with the level of alcohol consumption among
young people in America today, and the second has to do with the
possible connection of advertising to that level of consumption.
By the time they are 13 years old, about one-third of Americans

have started to drink. By the time they are 15 years old, threequarters of young Americans have started to drink. By the time

they have finished high school, virtually all young Americans have
started to drink, over 93 percent, according to the most recent national survey of high school students that we completed in 1984.
We survey about 17,000 students a year and have been doing so
each year since 1975 on representative samples of high school seniors.

Among these seniors we find that about two-thirds are current

drinkersthat is, they have had alcohol in the past monthbut

some other statistics will be of more concern to you. One in twenty
is a daily drinker. These are youngsters 17 or 18 years old.
The statistic which shocks most people, however, is the fact that
40 percent of these students say that in the past 2 weeks they have

had five or more drinks in a row, virtually all of whom I would
assume have gotten drunk. Thirty percent say all or most of their
friends get drunk at least once a week. That is a lot of alcohol consumption.
One of the statistics that is less visible because it is still an article which is still in press has to do with the number of youngsters
ho are using alcohol for psychological coping. Despite the recent

slight downturn in drinking among young people that we have
been documentingand I emphasize that it has been slightwe
are finding a continuing increase in the proportion of young men
and women who say that t .ey are drinking to get away from their
problems, to deal with anger and frustration.
These are coping motives, and it seems to me these people are at

particular risk. The number who say they are drinking for these
reasons has increased by half during the life of the study and now
stands at about one in twenty of young people in the senior year in
high school.

Regarding the lethal combination of drinking and driving, nearly
half in the past 2 weeks have been passengers in a car where the
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driver was drinking. In almost all cases I would respect that is a
peer. A quarter of them have been in a car where the driver was
drunk. About one in five have themselves been driving after drinking five or more drinks in a row. Undoubtedly, they were drunk
drivers.

So there is a lot of drinking, there is a lot of drunkenness, there
is a lot of exposure to drunk driving and there is a lot of drunk
driving among today's American youngsters.

The situation in which they most Jften use is at parties. The

heavy drinking I mentioned to you is largely a party phenomenon.
Seldom are adults present. Their primary reasons for drinking are
to have a good time with their friends and to get high.

Perceived risk has proved to be an important deterrent to the
use of certain other drugs, and particularly heavy marijuana use,
which has declined very substantially in the last 7 years or so. But
for alcohol, there is not very much of a perception of great risk involved, and I don't have time to go into statitics but they are in my
prepared statement.
Peer norms are certainly not very restrictive, as I said. Thirty
percent say most or all of their friends get drunk every week.
Of particular relevance to the advertising issue you are looking

at is the fact that beer is the predominant beverage of use and

abuse among these youngsters. Virtually all of the daily drinkers
drink beer daily. Nearly all of those who had five or more drinks in
a row during the prior two weeks did so with beer.
J think it is important to emphasize that many youngsters, and
adults, for that matter, see beer as somehow a less risky form of
alcohol consumption than other forms of alcohol.

For all three of the major classes of alcoholic beverages, it appears there has been a gradual increase in most usage measures
from 1976 to 1980-1976 is when the study beganbut this undoubtedly followed a couple, decades of increase before that. But
since 1980, there has been the very modest decline that I mentioned.

It coincides, however; with a much greater decline in illicit drug
use, and certainly one has to wonder whether alcohol use would
not have dropped more in proportion to illicit drugs among young
people were it not buttressed by a major advertising campaign. In
fact, it is of interest to note that of the three beverage classes, the
beer consumption statistics on current prevalence of use show the
least absolute and the least proportionate drops from the peak consumption le-els, and only in 1984 did heavy party drinking involving beer begin to show any decline at all.
Consider some of the mecl-anisms by which advertising is likely
to influence consumption in genera' and heavy consumption in par-

ticular. For one, it can influence the perceptions of and expectations about what is normal and expected behavior. You saw on the
videotape this morning the young man saying he thought it was
normal to take 10 drinks in a row.
It can affect the perceived social acceptability of the behavior,
and it can influence the other social connotations of the behavior
and the perceived positive consequences. That's obvious. But it can
also draw attention away from the fact that there are negative con-

sequences, and there is a lung list of them, and it can suppress
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media coverage of or program content about these negative outcomes because the media fear retribution from such major advert:.
ers.
This last effect is abundantly clear and well documented in the

case of cigarette advertising and the print media. I suspect it is
present but more subtle in the case of alcohol coverage in the
broadcast media.

I am reminded of an early NIAAA prevention poster that contained a number of recently emptied beer glasses and read, "If you
drink a lot of beer, you driCt a lot." Such a message, which is all
too accurate, casts a very different light on heavy beer consumption than the rosy one seen day after day in beer commercials.

Note that the electronic media do not carry any messages of
moderation today. Their public service announcements focus

almost entirely on not drinking and driving, and important as this
problem is, it is only one among the many that alcohol causes. In
fact, it is my guess that the primary way in which we will be able
to reduce even drunk driving is to reduce heavy drinking, and I
don't see that goal being pursued by the media's current public
service announcements.

There is more to my statement, but I have exceeded my time.

Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 387.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnston follows:]
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Mister Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to
speak to you today on the issue of beer and wine advertising in the electronic media. My
comments will deal with two aspects of this issue. first, the le els and patterns of alcohol
consumption currently observed among American young people, and second, the issue of
how adverusing may contribute to those patterns.

As you may know. I along with two other social psychologists at the University of
Michigan (Drs Jerald G Bachman and Patrick M. O'Malley) direct the long term series
of annual surveys of American high school students known as the High b(.hool Senior
Surveys or more formally as Monitoring the Future. A Continuing Study of the Lifestyles
and Values of Youth This series was launched in 1974 by the White House Special
Action Office on Drug Abuse Prevention, but has been sustained for most of its existence
by research grants from the Nauonal Institute on Drug Abuse. Since 1975 we have
measured illicit drug use, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, and a number of other

factors in each of the last ten graduating classes of high school seniors, surveying

nationally representative samples of approximately 17,000 seniors in 130 high schools
nationwide each year (Johnston, O'Malley, and Bachman, 1984).
Levels of Use

Several facts to come out of these surveys are worth consideration in the current
deliberations, in my opinion, the first of which concerns the sheer magnitude of the
problem of alcohol use among our young people. Despite the fact that in virtually all
states the sale of alcohol to mirirs under the age of 18 is illegal, we find that nearly all
American adolescents have tried alcoholic beverages by that point in their lives. In the
last eight graduating classes most seniors are 17 or 18 years of age) we have found a
lifetime prevalence of drinking of 93% of all seniors. (Lifetime prevalence of alcohol use for
lower grade levels may be found in Figure 1 attached.! The vast majority of seniors (from
85% to 88%) have had a drink M the past year, and more than two-thirds (from 67% to
7240) have been drinking in just the past month.1

Of more concern is the fact that between 5% and 7% of the seniors in each
graduating class could be classified as currently being daily or near-daily drinkers (defined
as drinking on 20 or more occasions in the past 30 days). But parucularly disturbing is

the syndrome of hera+y party drinking which has become so very prevalent among
American teenagers. When asked whether, dunng the prior two week interval, they had
consumed five or more drinks in a row approximately 40% of each of these ten senior
classes said that they had. about 50% of the boys and 30% of the girls. Four in every ten
of these students' (In fact, more than a quarter of all seniors drank that much at least
twice in the prior two weeks) I must say that I have yet to meet an adult who was not
shocked by these figures.

1Some notion of the current usage statistics for even younger age gr .ps may be
gained from the 1982 NIDA-sponsored National Household Survey on Drug ouse tMJler
et al., 1983). There it was found that among 12 or 13 year olds, 10% had ied alcohol in
just the past month, among 14 to 15 year olds, 23%, and among 16 to 17 ar olds, 45%.
Overall, between a quarter and a third of all 12 to 17 year olds were clasr ed as 'current
dnnkers," using the criterion of one or more drinks in the prior onth. And for
methodological reasons, which I will not try to describe here, I think these are conservatve
estimates A recent Gallup survey says that 77% of all teenagers aged 13 to 18 have tried
alcohol.
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One other statistic on alcohol use which I would like to bring to your attention comes
fiom a scientific article currently in press tJohnston and O'Malley, in press). Despite the
slight downturn in the overall alcohol prevalence statistics in the last couple of years,
which may be observed in Table 1, we are finding that the proportion of seniors who say
they are using altuhul for certain psytholugical coping motives has conunued an increase
which began at least as far back as when the study did. To be more specific, the
proportion of seniors who say that one of their reasons for using altohol is "to get away
from my problems" has risen by half between 1976 and 1984, from 12% to 18% of all
seniors. Similarly, the proportion who say they use to deal with anger and frustration has
risen from 11% to 16% of all seniors. We find these shifts to be troubling.

Drinking and Driving
Regarding the lethal combination of drinking and driving, over 30% of today's
seniors indicated that in just the past twu weeks they have driven after consuming alcohol.
and roughly 45% had been passengers in a car in which the driver had been drinking. The

number who drove a car in that same two-week interval after consuming five or more
drinks in a row stands at a distwbing 18%or nearly one in every five seniors. Even
more tone in every fuun had been a passenger in a car where the driver had consumer
that much again in just a two-week interval.
Males ace about twice as likely as females to be the drunk drivers, but there is little
difference between the sexes in then likelihuod of being a passenger with a drunk driver.

Reasons for Use
Offered fifteen possible reasons for their drinking alcohol, these teenagers most often

chose "to have a good time with my friends" followed by "to feel good or get high." The
settings most often cited as where drinking takes place are ''at a party" followed by "with
one or two other people present." Seldom are adults present. In addition, some of these

youngstersparticularly the heavier drinkersdrink when they are alone, at school, in
cars, at home, and during the daytime hours.

Perceived Risks
Among th- restraining forces we have found to be important to reducing the use of
other substances -in particula- marijuanahas been the belief among young people that
use is harmful to the user physically and psychulugically. This has parucularly been true
in the case of heavy use, where the proportion of seniors who believed regular marijuana
use was dangerous for the user doubledfrom one-third to two-thirds of all seniorsbetween 1978 and 1984. Over the same time interval daily marijuana use fell by i than one half (from 113v to 3%), undoubtedly in large part because of the change in their
belief about the harmfulness of the behavior.

So, how do Amencan youngsters view the risks associated with alcohol use? When
asked how much they thought People risi, harming themselves physically or an other ways

if they take one or two drinks nearly every day, four-fifths of the seniors thought that
there was not a great risk involved here.

Asked the same question about having five or more drinks once or twice each
weekend, the majunty, as many as two-thirds in some classes, thought that there was not
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a great risk Involved with this form of heavy party drinking. Even for having five or more
drinks nearly every day,p136 onethird thought that there was not a great risk.

I think most objective observers would say that many of our young people are
underestimating the dangers associated with these patterns of regular alcohol use.

Peer Norms
When it comes to peer norms regarding alcohol, fully 86% say their friends would
disapprove of their drinking heavily every day, but only about half say their friends would
object to their drinking heavily once or twice every weekend. (In fact, roughly 30% say
that most or all of their friends "get drunk at least once a week.") From onequarter to a
third say their friends would not object to their having one or two drinks daily. Ir. sum,
peer norms are pretty permissive, particularly when it comes to heavy party drinking.

Beer, Wine and Spirits
Up to this point I have spoken about drinking in general, without differentiating
between the three major classes of alcoholic beverages. But for the purposes of these
hearings, these distinctions are important. Table 1 gives selected statistics for beer, wine,
and spirits separately for each of the graduating classes under study. Several points are
worth noting, the first being that beer accounts for the preponderance of alcohol use in this
age group. This fact is particularly relevant when one considers the massive amount of

advertising and promotion of beer to which the age group is exposedparticularly on
televisionand the number of times the imagery of partying with friends is used in it.
Of the daily drinkers in each graduating class, nearly all drink beer daily, whereas
only about a third of them drink hard liquor daily, and considerably fewer drink wine
daily. The story among the heavy party drinkers is much the same. Nearly all of those
who have had five or more drinks in the put two weeks (39% in the Clus of 1984) have
taken that much beer on at least one of those occasions (36% in the same class) vs. only
21% for hard liquor and 13% for wine.

Advertising
For all three of these major classes of alcoholic beverages, it appears that there was

a gradual increase in most usage measures from 1976 to about 1980 (undoubtedly
following on a considerably greater rise in the preceding two decades); and since 1980
there has been a very modest decline in most of the prevalence rates. This coincides by the
way with an even greater decline in illicit drug use; and certainly one has to wonder
whether alcohol use would not have dropped more in proportion to the illicit drugs, were it
not buttressed by a n. nsive advertising campaign. In fact, it is of interest to note that of
the three beverage cla.ses, the beer consumption statistics on current (30 day) prevalence
of use showed the least absolute and proportionate drops from the peak consumption
levels. And only in 1984 did heavy party drinking involving beer begin to show any
decline.

I would like to make a few additional remarks on the issue of advertising and
promotion. It seems clear to me from our data and from other data in the field that young
people today do not have a realistic appreciation of the hazards of drinking, nor do they
have peer norms which would help to protect them from those hazards. Hard partying
with alcohol is an "in" thing, not only in college age youngsters (where, based on our follow
up studies, we know it to be even more prevalent than in the statistics I have given you)
but among our children of high school age. While my general impression is that we are
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just now seeing the beginning of a swing toward more concern and more restrictive norms
on this issue among young people, and perhaps among adults as well, we must recognize
that the massive and sophisticated advertising campaigns, particularly on television, may
do much to blunt this "natural correction."

Consider some of the mechanisms by which advertising is likely to influence

cmsumption in general, and heavy consumption in particular.
1.

It can influence perceptions of, and expectations about, what is normal or expected
behavior. (Is everybody doing it?)

2. It can affect the perceived social acceptability of the behavior. (Is it OK to do it?)
3.

It can influence the other social connotations of the behavior and perceived positive
consequences. (What kinds of people do it? For example, are they all thin,
handsome, vigorous, healthy, effective, socially "in" people? And also, is it fun to
drink? Is it ever not fun?)

4.

Advertising can draw attention away from the fact that there are negative
consequences (like violence, suicide, automobile accidents, many other kinds of
accidents, impaired work performance, family disruption, dependence, disease, and
death from disease).

5.

It can suppress media average of, or program content about, these negative outcomes,
because the media fear retribution from such major advertisers. This is abundantly
clear and well documented in the case of cigarette advertising in the print media. I
suspect it is present but more subtle in the case of alcohol coverage in the broadcast
media.

So, if I were asked what issues counterbalancing messages might address under a
Fairness Doctrine arrangement, it would bc all of these, plus a better understanding of the
nature of the products. I add this last point because I believe that beer, in particular, is

seen as somehow a less serious form of alcohol consumption, and it clearly is the
predominant form among teenagers.

I am reminded of an early NIAAA prevention poster which contained a number of
recently emptied beer glastes and read, "If you drink a lot of beer, you drink a lot." Such

a message, which is

tal

too accurate, casts a very different light on heavy beer

consumption than the rosy one seen day after day in the beer commercials. Note that the
electronic media do not carry any such message of moderation today. Their public service
announcements focus almost entirely on not drinking and driving; and as important as that
problem is, it is only one among the many that alcohol causes. In fact, it
guess that
the primary way in which we will be able to reduce even drunk driving, m reduce heavy
drinking, anti I do not see that goal being pursued by the media's current public service
announcements.

As an aside, I should note that I am not sure whether the bill introduced by
Representative Seiberling, which just reached my office last Friday, would permit the
"balancing messages" by responsible spokespersons to deal with all of these issues, since it

uses language which only speaks of "...messages or other programming regarding the
various adverse effects on individuals, and the public generally, that may be attributable
to alcoholic beverage consumption and misuse" (page 5, lines 4-7; page 7, lines 9-11). I
would think a broader definition of the potential "abuse prevention" message content would
be highly desirable if effective abuse prevention is what is being sought; and I assume it is.
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Conclusion
What we have here, I believe, is an area where industry interests and the welfare of
society are in serious conflict on an issue in which society has a very high stake. Not only
is the user who misuses put at high
of a number of serious outcomes, but so are the
other members of society around him. And how we raise our children to think about this

product has a great deal to do with whether they are likely to become misusers.
Therefore, to have such a lopsided presentation of such a potentially dangerous product
especially to ow childrenas is occarring with much greater frequency today on radio and
television. is not in society's interest in my opinion.

Opponents of legislative restrictions have tried to label the proponents as neoprohibitionists, but I believe this is an inatcurate and unfair characterization. One can
beas I behete most citizens areagainst alcohol abuse without being against alcohol
useand this it seems to me is what the Fairness Doctrine proposal is about. While not a
member of any of the coalaions involved here, I can say as a citizen, as a parent, and as a

social scientist who studs young people. that I believe a Fairness Doctrine approach
constitutes the minimum deg et of got ernment intervention which can be justified in this
case, and I think It long oven ue.

Thank you very much. Mr Chairman, and members of the Committee. I would be
pleasedto try to answer any questions.
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Table 1
Trends In Use of any Alcoholic Beverages. and (Separately) of Beer. Wine. and Hard Liquor:
High School Seniors f.am 1975-1984
(Entries are percentages)
Alcohol
Measure

.....

Any Alcohol
Use In Lifetime
Use in Past 12 Months
Use in Past 30 Days
Daily Use
5 or more drinks In a row
In past two weeks

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

93 2
87 3
72 0

92 6

5 7

93 0
88 1
71.8
6 9

6.0

6 0

92.8
86.8
69.7
5.7

92.6
87.3
69 4
5.5

92
86
67
4

40 3

41 2

41 2

41 4

40.5

40 8

38 7

17800

15500

15900

17500

17700

16300

15900

3
2
9
8

88.8
78 0
62 7
6.0

88.5
76.4
60.3
6.8

89 i
78 4
61 7
6.2

88 4
76.7
59 5
5 3

36.6

38.0

37.6

38

2693
55.4
67.1
34.1
0.7

1976

1977

90 4
84 8
68 2
5.7

91 9
85.7
68 3
5.6

92 5

93

87.0
71 2

87.7

36 8

37

39.4
17100

.

.

.

1979

1978

1975

.

N

1

6

9400

15400

NA
NA
NA
NA

86.9
75 2
59 8
5 8

88

NA

33 0

35

1

72

1

1

87.0
70 7

6
0
2
8

Beer
Use In Lifetime
Use In Past 12 Months
Use In Past 30 Days
Daily Use
5 or more drinks In a row
In past two weeks
.

.

.

.

N
Wine

.

.

.

.

.

.

in past two weskit

N
Hard Liquor
Use In Lifetime
Use In Past 12 Months
Use In Past 30 Days
Daily Use
5 or more drinks In a row
In past two weeks
.

.

62

1

6.7
1

89
77
62
6

0
0
3
6

35.4

88
79
63
6

7
3
7
8

36 4

89
78
62
7

1

36.2

NA

2585

2662

3162

2830

2801

3168

3052

2754

NA
NA
NA
NA

85 4
67 0
34.5

86.7
69.0
37.4
2

71 4
39 5
0.8

86 4
68.7
36.6
0.7

85.8
68.5
37.3

1

85.4
68 2
36.6
0.7

87 9

i 0

87.2
69 3
37 6
0.8

1.0

87."
68 6
36.0
0.8

NA

12 5

13

1

13.5

12.9

13 2

12 9

i'.9

14.3

13.0

NA

2552

2654

3123

2804

2792

3152

3D36

2754

2688

NA
NA
NA
NA

79 8
69 2
44 2

81 3
69.8
45 0

8

82.3
71 7
47 3

83 7
73.3
47.9

82 5

83.7
70.6
45.2

83.8
72.0
46.3

82.1
67.6
42.2

17

1.7

3

i 9

1.5

1.5

1.8

1.7

t.7

NA

19 $

19 9

22.0

22.8

23.0

21.3

23.2

22.0

21.3

NA

2563

2662

3139

2798

2786

3148

3025

2747

2701

.

Use in Lifetime
Use In Past 12 Months
Use In Past 30 Days
Daily Use
5 or more drinks In a row

.

1

77 0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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4

72 4
48.2
1

70.7
44 6
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Note to Table 1. In most years a certain degree of inconsistency is observed when the
daily use figures for beer are slightly higher than the daily t figures for all alcoholic
beverages combmed (of which beer is one component). We have three hypothesimd
explanations for this anomaly: (1) since questions about beer drinking occasions are
asking about a more discretely defined activity, they may prompt a lightly better recall of
events, most of which do m tact involve beer; (2) some small percent of respondents fail
to consider beer to be an alcoholic beverage, desp.te our explicit instructions; and (3)
respondents may be slightly more careless toward the end of the questionnaire, where the
beer questions are located, and the resulting increase in random error would tend to
increase measures of relatively "rare events," like daily drinking. If either of the first two
hypotheses is true, it means that daily use of all alcohol beverages is slightly understated,
not that daily beer use is overstated. The third hypothesis would suggest that daily beer
use is sl ghtly overstated. None of the explanations significantly alters the points made in
the text, however.
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Table 2
Trends in Beliefs and Attitudes about Alcohol. Peer Norms. and Exposure to Alcohol Use
(High School Seniors from 1975 to 1984)
1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1944

O How moth do you think
people risk harming themselves
(physically or in Other ways).
If they

Percent saying 'great risk'
Try one or two drinks
of an alcoholic beverage
(beer, wine, liquor)
Take one or two drinks
nearly every day
Take four or five drinks
nearly every day
Have five or more drinks
once or twice each weekend

5 3

4 8

1

3 4

21 5

21

1

18 5

19 6

63 5

61 0

62 9

63

37 8

37 0

34 7

4

1

3 8

4 6

3 5

4 2

4 6

22 6

20 3

21 G

21 G

21 6

23 0

1

66 2

65 7

64 5

65 5

66 8

68 4

34 5

34 9

35 9

36 3

36 0

38 6

41 7

4

O 00 you disapprove of people
(who are 18 Or older)
doing each of the followings
Percent disapproving
Try one Or two drinks
of an alcoholic beverage
(beer, wino. liquor)
Take One Or twO drinks
nearly every day
Take four or five drinks
nearly every day

21 6

18 2

15 6

15 6

15 8

16 0

17 2

18.2

18 4

17 4

67 6

GS 9

66 8

67 7

68 3

69 0

69.1

69 9

68 9

72 9

88 7

90 7

St 4

90 2

91 7

90 8

91.8

90 9

90 0

91 0

GO 3

58 6

57 4

56 2

57 7

55 6

55.5

58 11

56 G

59.6

Itai.la five or more drinks

(nee or twice each weekend

O HOW AO you think your
Close friends would feel
about you
Percent Saying friends disapprove
Taking one or two drinks
nearly every day
Taking four or five drinks
nearly every day
Having five or more drinks
once or twice each weekend

67 2

NA

71 0

NA

71 0

70 5

69.5

71.9

71.7

73 6

89 2

NA

88

NA

85 5

87 9

88.4

86.6

$6.0

86

55 0

NA

53 4

NA

51 3

50.6

50.3

51 2

50 6

51.3
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Table 2 (Continued)

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Percent saying friends disapprove
O. How many of your friends
would you estimate
Friends Using
Drink alcoholic beverages
% saying none
% saying most or all
Get drunk at least
once a week
'4 saying none

% saying most or all

.

3.3
68.4

4.9
64.7

5.6
66.2

68.9

4.6
68.5

17.6
30.1

19.3

26.6

19.0
27.6

18.0
30.2

32.0

5.1

16.7

5.3
67.7

4.3
69.7

4.5

5.4

68.9

69.0

66.6

16.9
30.1

18.2
29.4

16.9
29.9

16.1

18.5

31.0

29.6

3.9

000

CJI

O. During the LAST 12 MONTHS
how often have you been
around people who were
taking eac.) of the following
to get high or for kicks?
.

.

.

Exposure to Use

Alcoholic beverages
% saying not at all
% saying often

.

N (Approx.)

.

.

.

.

6.0

NA
NA

57.1

5.6
60.8

5.5
60.9

5.2
61.2

5.3
60.2

6.0
61.0

3.0
59.3

6.0
60.2

6.0
58.7

2800

3200

3600

3800

3300

3200

3600

3600

3300

3300
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FIGURE 1
Alcohols 'Trends in Lifetime Prevalence for Earlier Grade Levels
Based on Retrospective Reports from Seniors
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Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Dr. Johnston. We will include
all of your statement in full in the record.
Our next witness is Mr. John DeLuca, president of the Wine In-

stitute in San Francisco. Before undertaking that responsibility,
Mr. DeLuca had a distinguished career in public service, including
service in the Johnson White House.
Mr. DeLuca, thank you for joining us today.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. DeLUCA

Mr. DELucA. Thank you, Chairman Wirth and members of the

subcommittee.
On behalf of the over 500 wineries and thousands of growers who
comprise the wine growers of California, I thank you for the invitation to share our views and experience.
Our members represent over 90 percent of the wineries in our
.

State, approximately 60 percent of all wine, foreign and American,
sold in our Nation, and constitute the largest single voice for wine
in the United States.
The Wine Institute represents a number of large firms, but our
perspective is based on a predominantly rural, agricultural membership whose vast majority are small family operations.
At the outset, I want to acknowledge my personal indebtedness
to Michael Jacobson of the Center for Science in the Public Interest. Every time the vintners in California have questioned the need
for my services in the last 10 years, Michael has launched a new
attack: ingredient labeling, cancer in wine, higher excise taxes, advertising bans. He has assured my professional status, has helped
pass every one of my budgets. He has done more to bring the Cali-

fornia growers and vintners together than even the French and

Italians.
His last performance on "60 Minutes" even got me a raise.
My children and wife especially asked to send you best wishes,
Michael.

As a general principle, we oppose advertising bans or counteradvertising of the kind introduced by Congressman John Seiberling.
As a preferable alternative, we recommend self-regulation or such
regulation petitioned by the industry, which by its nature draws inspiration and strength from private initiative and compliance.
In 1978, without activist, media, or Government prodding or pressure, the California wine industry, years before it was raised as an
issue, voluntarily adopted our code of advertising. You have here
just certain selected segments that have been put on these posters
for your attention, but each one of you has a copy of its entire code,
so rather than, as in the Hawkins hearings where I read most of it,
I ask that you and your staff read it thoroughly.
In bubsequent years, they have voluntarily adhered to the standards. I would like to stress this point. Key members of the coalition, that now comprise the SMART campaign and have brought
you these petitions, have commended our commitment to responsible advertising and marketing practices, and we thank them publicly.

Dr. Luther Cloud, president of the National Council on Alcoholism, wrote in 1978, and I quote:
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By assuring that wine advertising will not be designed to appeal to young persons
and will not glorify or nusrepresent wine use, your industry has distinguished itself
..essing contemporary issues The alcoholism movement is
as a trend setter in
well served by such vo,untary action, and we publicly applaud the Wine Institute
for its initiative and example.

A year later, Mrs. Virginia Spar ling, president of the National
Parent Teachers Association, wrote:
We commend The Wine Institute for its efforts to promote responsible advertising
standards in your field, and we would especially commend eliminating appeals to
young people.

Numerous similar expressions over the years, a small sample of
which is in our exhibits which all of you members have, have acknowledged that we were not just talking but doing something effective in addressing the problems of under age drinkers and high
risk consumers. Our entire educational program, not just our use of
commercial air time and the print media, has opposed the piesentation of wines as glamorous or necessary to social success or endorsed by athletes or other heroes of the young.

California wine advertising has stressed, instead, that wine
should be a moderate accompaniment to food, which research

shows that contributes to salutory drinking habits.
At this point I was going to show you commercials, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. In the interest of time, let me
just briefly describe them to you. We had an Almaden picnic scene,

a Gallo home dining scene, and Italian Swiss Colony restaurant
scene, wine and music by Taylor California Cellars, wine in the

harvest by Gallo, and wire and art by Paul Masson. Perhaps

during the question and answer period they might be shown, but I
just simply want to save my time for other remarks.

Under a self-developed, self-policed code, our members have

served the well-being of this country by portraying wine as a bever-

age of moderation to be used with food in a healthy manner. Numerous testimonials from alcoholism leaders attest to the fact that
the California wine industry has made common cause with them
on the drunk driving issue and is in the front ranks with those who
combat alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

We submit that our advertising does not contribute to the pro::lems of alcoholism, excessive drinking, underage drinking or drunk

driving. We believe there can be no justification for banning or
countering California wine advertising. The fairness doctrine car-

ries an auxiliary principle of common sense. If you act responsibly,
what warrant is there for an opposing warning.
There are individual instances of wine ads that have violated our

code, and we join in the criticism they have received. I see I'm
going to run out of time, but let me just conclude on this point.
They were produced by non Wine Institute members.
I am pleased to announce today the adoption of our code by the
New York and Washington wine growers and the American Association of Wine Grape Growers. I am also advised that the Association of American Vintners, representing 28 States east of the Mis-

sissippi River, this week will formally adopt the Wine Institute
code. In the Far West, wine grower associations in Oregon, Idaho,
and New Mexico are currently considering taking similar action.
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Before the Congress adjourns for Memorial Day, without a new
law or resolution, the wineries of America will have voluntarily
adopted the Wine Institute's code.

In the interest of time, I just respectfully ask that the rest of my

testimony be simply adopted by you for the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. DeLuca follows:]
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Testimony by

John A. De Luca

President, Wine Institute
before
House Subcommittee on Telecommunications,

Consumer Protection and Finance
May 21, 1985

Chairman Tim Wirth and Members of the Subcommittee

In behalf of the over 500 wineries and thousands of growers who comprise the

Winegrowers of California I thank you for the invitation to share our views and
experience on the subject of "Beer and Wine Advertising: the Impact of the Electronic
Media."

Our members represent over 90% of the wineries in our state, approximately 60% of
all wine, foreign and American, sold in our nation, and constitute the largest single voice
for wine in the United States.

Wine Institute represents a number of large firms, but our perspective is based on a

predominantly rural agricultural membership, whose vast majority are small family
operations. We welcome this opportunity to adess your committee and commend you
for providing I forum for the presentation of facts, not widely known or available, and
winch would otherwise not be considered in the formulation of public advertising policy.
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You have granted us five minutes. The melt prudent use of that time is to discuss

with you our voluntary Code of Advertising and to file with you ten exhibits, which

document the support we have received to this initiative as well as others we have
undertaken, such as those dealing with i,.luntary community programs and drunk driving
issues.

As a general principle we oppose advertising bans, or counter-advertising, of the
kind presently being

debated.

As

the preferable alternative we recommend

self-regulation, or such regulation petiti.me% .4 the industry, which by its nature draws
inspiration and strength from private initiativ, and compliance.

In 1977, without activist, media, or government prodding or pressure, the California
wine industry requested the Federal Trade Commission to review a proposed new Code to

assure we conformed with anti-trust requirements. We received a favorable opinion,
although with certain important admonitions I will discuss latck,. In 1978, years before it

was raised es an issue, our members quietly adopted the Cock:. In the subsequent years
they have voluntarily and scrupulously adhered to its standards.

Members of the coalition that now comprise the S.M.A.R.T. campaign have
commended our cuiiimitment to responsible advertising mild marketing practices; and we
thank them publicly. Dr. Luther Cloud, President of the National Council on Alcoholism,

wrote in :978: "By assuring that wine advertising will not be designed to appeal to young

persons, and will not glorify or misrepresent wine use, your industry has distinguished

itself as a trendsetter in addressing contemporary issues. The alcoholism movement is

well served by such voluntary action, and we publicly applaud Wine Institute for 4.ts
initiative and example."
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A year later Mrs. Virginia Sperling, President of the :Rational PTA, wrote, "We
commerd the Wine Institute for its effort to promote responsible advertising standaras in
your field, and we would especially commend eliminating appeals to young people."

Numerous similar expressions over the years have acknowledged that we were not

just talking, but doing something effective, in addressini, the problems of undereged
drinkers and high-risk consumers. Our entire educational program, not just our use of

commercial air time and the print media, has opposed the presentation of wines as
glamorous or necessary to social success or endorsed by athletes or ether heroes of the
young. California wine advertising has stressed instead that wine should be . -.:-...ierate
accompaniment to *:,...d, which research shows contrfoutes to salutary drinking habits. As

the following brief examples of our television advertisements indicate California
wineries have been reaching millions of Americans with tasteful and responsible
messages.

Presentation of California wine commercials.

Under a self-developed, self-policed Code, our members have served the well-being
of this country by portraying wine as a beverage of moderation to be used with food in a

healthy manner. Numerous testimonials from alcoholism leaders attest to the fact that
the California wine industry has made common cause with them on the drunk driving
issue, and is in the front ranks with those who combat alcohol abuse and slcoholism.

We submit that cur advertising does not contribute to the problems of alcoholism,
excessive drinking, underage drinking, or drunk driving. We believe there can be no

justification for banning or countering California wine advertising.
Doctrine carries an auxilliary principle of common sense: If
warrant is ' eie for an opposing warning?
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There are individual instances of wine ads that have violated our Code, and we join

in the criticism they have received.

But they were produced by ncn Wine Institute

members. On this point, I am pleased to announce today the adoption of our Code by the

New York snd Washington winegrowers.

I am also advised that the Association of

American Vintners, representing twenty-eight states east of the Mississippi River, this

week will formally adopt the Wine Institute Coee.

In the Far West Winegrower

Associations in Oregon, Idaho and New Mexico are currently consie4ring t tiring similar
action. In the question period I am prepared to discuss how we police the Code and those

rare instances in eight years which led to the dropping of certain ads.

If our positive record of years of self regulation is ignored a great injustice will be
imposed. The proponents of advertising restrictions and controls have got to come to
grips with our conduct and not their rhetoric. They simply cannot discredit or dismiss it
in the heat of advocacy.

If the Administration and Congress deny the California wine experience other
industries, such as the aut ), salt and sugar industries, mill be dissuaded from responsible

self-restraint. For example, following the May 5, 1985 segment by "60 Minutes" on the
"Campaign to Ban Beer do Wine Ads," the letters in opposition to such controls which
were reprinted on the May 12 progum, drew attention to such problems as obesity and

food commercials and the rcle of automobiles :n our society.
recklessly are dangerous objects.

Automobiles, driven

Today's media advertising for automooiles often

stresses high performance and sportiness. Should we, therefore, ban media advertising of
automobiles?
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CSPI spokesmen in recent months have charged that while wine ads are "innocuous"

wine can be abused; and, therefore, there is need for opposing commenkery. The flawed

logic at work here is that such thinking leads to the conclusion that if a product can be
abused then even its moderate behavior or responsible presentation must be indicted. A

whole array of products, now advertised, are vulnerable to the quagmire contained in
that reasoning. How the federal government handles the issue before this committee will
have obvious implications for many other industries.

In

conclusion, we believe strongly in voluntary self-regulation; but we also

acknowledge that, while wk. constitute the majority, there is not universal vintner
commitment.

We are encouraged by recent developments on the part of American

wineries, and trust there would be similar movement by foreign producers. But to
guarantee total participation Wine Institute proposed in 1979 and 1981
before the CSPI campaign

again long

that the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms make

mandatory our Code for all vintners, American and foreign.

This position emerged as a consequence of the FTC stance that we could not enter
into negotiations with media and vintner organizations to extend the California Code to
the remainder of the industry. We are aware, of course, that the present Administration
is currently debating its regulatory policies as they apply to this subject.

In our view, therefore, the most constructive act that can be taken by your
committee, on the subject of wine advertising, is to assist us in encouraging the
Administration to adopt our Code as a regulation for all wine advertisers.

In this effort, we respectfully solicit your support.
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Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. DeLuca. That will be included in full in the record.
Our next witness is Barry Lynn, legislative counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union in Washington.
Mr. Lynn, thank you.
STATEMENT OF BARRY W. LYNN

Mr. LYNN. Thank you. There are two different sets of reasons ad-

vanced for new regulation of alcohol advertising. The first raises
very serious free speach issues. That is the view of some critics of
current advertising who embrace the idea of generic deception,
that somehow all commercials for beer and wine on television are
inherently misleading. For example, one section of the equal time
bill would declare congressional belief that advertisements promoting alcohol consumption "associate such consumption with happiness, prestige, popularity, and the attainment of a glamorous lifestyle."
Such a legislative finding of implied content or hidden messages
is very dangerous when it is linked to broad governmental regulation. With a few minor changes, that description could apply to vir-

tually any advertisement. After all, no advertising is designed to
convince viewers that use of their product will make them unattractive or miserable.
In fact, New York unsuccessfully tried to make an implied content argument to support a ban on the advertisement of contraceptives. The Supreme Court correctly rejected the claim that contraceptive advertisement covertly legitimatized the sexual activity of
minors.

I think it is always perilous to free expression to regulate speech
on the basis of these very speculative claims of the nearly subliminal influence of certain kinds of speech. This is particularly true
since existing data does not even support the proposition that advertising significantly increases alcohol consumption. It certainly
cannot document the contention that the advertising causes per-

sons to abuse the use of alcohol. Likewise, no data supports the
intent of alcohol producers to have persons actually use alcohol unlawfully or excessively.
Now, the equal time bill also asserts a separate Government in-

terest in simply expanding the universe of information about the
use of the product, including information from those who dispute
any or all of the claims of the alcohol advertisers. This we find to
be a legitimate Government interest even absent any proof that advertising causes antisocial conduct.

But there are several ways to reach this goal. We believe the
best way is through the fairness doctrine which merely obligates
broadcast licensees to devote a reasonable amount of air time to
various viewpoints on controversial issues of public importance.

We believe the fairness doctrine should be applicable to those
product commercials which in fact raise a controversial issue of
public importance in the community in which they are aired.
The equal time bill is a far greater restriction on legitimate first
amendment rights of broadcasters. The public regularly hears the
cries of "wol' from broadcasters whenever the most modest effort
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is attempted to guarantee that they will function in the public interest. But sometimes, just sometimes, the wolf is really there, and
this equal time bill is such a case. This bill might be characterized
as a ban in sheep's clothing.

The fairness doctrine is not an equal time law requiring exact
one-to-one equivalency and dictated form of response. But the rigidity of the response required in this proposed bill eliminates the
very flexibility which makes the fairness doctrine a viable and creative balance between the first amendment rights of broadcasters

and those of the public.
The fairness doctrine is invoked quite properly only where there
is a live controversy. This equal time bill federalizes controversy by

determining that one specific issue must be discussed by local

broadcasters regardless of the form or extent of actual community
controversy about alcohol.

Likewise, the ACLU has generally supported the Cullman rule
that a broadcaster is, obligated to provide free opportunities for response time if paid sponsorship cannot be found.
But the equal time bill again takes the broadcasters far beyond
the requirern:Iiits of Cullman. It creates such extreme sanctions for

the advertising of alcohol that it could become the functional

equivalent of a ban. It will be extremely costly because of its emphasis on precise equivalency. A one to one equivalency approac:.
could present awesome financial burdens, par cicularly for smaller
and minority-owned stations.

The cost of broadcasting the advertising of alcohol producers
could become so high when combined with donating of counteradvertising time that no a1/40}101 ads would be broadcast. In addition,
this bill strongly suggests that the burden is on the licensees to go
out and search for people who can speak of the adverse effects and
guarantee them air time.
So under some readings of this bill, if antialcohol groups decided
that they were not interested in producing counteradvertising, the

alcohol advertisers would not be able to get on the air and we

would have an advertising hecklers' veto.
In conclusion, let me just say that many people sincerely believe
that there are certain images in broadcasting that captivate the
unwary and lead them astray. Nobody would suggest that alcohol
advertising plays no role in alcohol abuse, but there's also nothing
magical about these ads. Literally millions of Americans exposed to
them not only do not abuse alcohol but really never take the first
drink.
We just cannot suspend the first amendment because of the un-

intended impact that some image or idea or commercial might
have on the most suggestible person in the audience who sees it.
Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 412.]
[Mr. Lynn's prepared statement follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF
BARRY W. LYNN
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Chairman Wirth and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) appreciates the
opportunity to testify today regarding federal regulation of
alcohol advertising.

The ACLU is a nattonal non-partisan

organization of 250,000 members dedicated to defending the
principles embodied in the Bill of Rights.

For over sixty years

the ACLU has sought to preserve and strenghten the First

Amendment as a bulwark against all forms of government
censorship.

Although we believe that the broadcast ban on alcohol
advertising advocated by some groups is inconsistent with First

Amendment values, we likewise reject the view expressed by some
in the advertising, brewing and broadcasting industries that
virtually no governmental regulation of alcohol advertising is
justified. Specifically, the ACLU believes that the Congress
should statutorily modify current Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) restrictions on the applicability of the
Fairness Doctrine to commercial product advertising.

This would

then become an adequate remedy where advertising of alcohol or
any other product becomes an actual issue of controversy in a
local broadcast market.

(The ACLU generally feels the Fairness

Doctrine is also applicable to cable television operators.) H.R.
2526, which seeks to mandate "equal time" for counter-advertising
solely about alcohol, goes well beyond the scope of the Fairness
Doctrine and violates legitimate First Amendment rights of
broadcasters.
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constitutional ISanea in Alcohol Advertiqing Begulation
There is no question that this nation has a serious problem

with alcohol abuse, and it maybe manifested in a variety of
ways:

juvenile alcoholism, drunk driving, spouse or child abuse,

and serious alcohol-related diseases.

Nevertheless, the

existence of these problems does not alone justify extreme
measures which would abridge constitutionally-protected values.
There is a 'ong history in the United States of efforts to
regulate alchol.

No other product has prompted two

constitutional amendments.

However, the Supreme Court has made

it very clear that the power of the state to regulate alcohol is
limited by the existence of other constitutional guarantees.
Craig v.

11-2,.= 429 U.S. 190 (1976)

(sex-differentiated drinking

age is forbidden under equal protection guarantee of Fourteenth
Amendment); Wisconsin 2, ConstantineAR 400 U.S. 43d3 (1971)
(strict due process required before posting notices that alcohol
sale should be prohibted to certain individuals alleged to be
alcohol abusers; Larkin Y. Grendel 's Len jag. 103 S. Ct. 505

(1982) (Establishment Clause limited state liquor zoning statute
which effectively gave veto power over bar locations to local
churches).

The Supreme Court cannot accurately be said to have passed
on the issue, of the compatability of alcohol advertising bans and
the First Amendment.

There was a summary dismissal for lack of a

substantial federal question, 103 S. Ct. 31 (1982), in Dueenzaate
InveztMtnt. cDA y, LIZIDI Control gym, 69 Ohio St. 2d 361, 433
N.E. 2d 138, upholding a state restriction on off-premises
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alcohol advertising.

premption grounds,

Similarly, the Court reversed, on narrow
U.S.

(1984), the decision in Oklahoma

Zelesdastera Azzn L. Crisp 699 F.2d 490 (10th Cir. 1983), an
alcohol ad ban effecting broadcasting originating in or carried
over cable systems in the state.

Neither can be said to resolve

the First Amendment claims of alcohol advertisers.
A majority of the Supreme Court in Metromedia. Inc. y, Lily
c.L ,%1.a Ripgp 453 U.S. 490 (1984) was willing to uphold a content-

neutral state ban on billboard advertising, in part because of
the legislative judgement that "billboards are real and
substantial hazards to traffic safety.'

The real concern was

that people would observe the billboards, and not watch the road
in front of them.

There is no comparable danger in looking at

any segment of broadcasting time devoted to alcohol, unless you
are watching it while driving.

The Court's willingness to accept

the legislative judgment about the practical danger of billboards
does not mean they will accept every non-content-neutral
advertising regulation created by a legislative body.

This is

particularly true where the asserted "danger" is not directly
from the regulated material, but only from the particular manner
in which some viewers assimilate and act upon the message in an
advertisement.

During the past year, a coaliti)n of organizations calling
itself "Stop Marketing Alcohol on Radio and Television" (SMART)
has urged Congress and the Federal Trade Commission to craft a
federal ban on broadcasting of all advertising for alcoholic
beverages.

Enacting such a legislative or regulatory ban, or

otherwise inordinately regulating the broadcasting of alcohol
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advertising, would clearly violate the free expression guarantees
of the First Amendment for advertisers and their audience.
Although prior to 1976, the courts had provided only limited
First Amendment protection to so-called "commercial speech", any
simple Constitutional distinction between "commercial" and "noncommercial" speech has been e ..minated in several landmark

decision including Virginia stAte Board Df pharmacy 2, Virginia
Citizens Consumer Council 425 u.s. 748 (1976) (rejecting a state
ban on publishing prices for prescription drugs); and Central
BudsoU STAB And Electric Corp. v., Public Service Cammiszion 447
U.S. 557 (1980)

(invalidating broad regulation banning

promotional advertising by an electrical utility).
Any proposed ban or new federal regulation of any
advertising must be scrutinized in light of the test articulated
in Central jiudsori:

At the outset, we must determine whether the
expression is protected by the First
Amendment. For commercial speech to come
within that protection, it at least must
concern lawful activity and not be misleading.
Next, we ask whether the asserted governmental
interest is substantial.
If both inquiries
yield positive answers, we must determine
whether the regulation directly advances the
governmental Interest asserted, and whether it
is not more extensive than is necessary to
serve that interest.
Clearly, drinking alcohol is a generally "lawful" activity.
Although it is illegal for persons under the drinking age
established by a state to purchase alcohol, it is likewise
unlawful for minors to use other products, including automobiles,
regularly advertised in the broadcast media.

As the Supreme
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Court observed in Butler y, HichiaAn 352 U.S. 380 (1957),

in the

obscenity context, if materials are banned just because minors

might see them "the result is to reduce the aZult population.
to reading what is fit for children".

Likewise, here, those

lawful.,y entitled to drink alcohol may not be denied

information

about its availability simply because the message also Leaches
those who cannot drink.
Individual alcohol advertisements could be "misleading". If

specific claims are made in individual advertisements-"drinking
Brand X will cure baldness" or "drinking Brand Y guarantees a
higher batting average"- which persons feel are untrue, it is

presently possible to file complaints about them with the Federal
Trade Commission.

If successful, this process can lead to their

removal from the media.

It presents no First Amendment problem

to have the burden placed on the advertiser in such a situation
to prove his claim in a hearing which affords him full due
process.

However, some critics of current alcohol advertising seem to
embrace the idea of "generic deception', that all commercials for
beer and wine are inherently "misleading'.
(a)

For example, Sec. 2

(7) of H.R. 2526 notes that advertisements promoting alcohol

consumption "associate such consumption with happiness, prestige,
popularity, professional success, athletic prowess, security, and

attainment of a rewarding, glamorous lifestyle, but.are silent
as to the problems related to alcohol consumption and misuse".
The two elements of alleged misrepresentation are the "hidden
messages' in the ads and the "failure to warns.
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This kind of analysis can become dangerous when linked to
broad governmental regulation.

With a few minor changes, the

description in Sec. 2(a)(7) could apply to virtually any
advrrtisement.

All product advertising suggests that a

particular product iL "good" and that people should purchase and
use it.

No advertising is designed to convince viewers that use

of a product will make them unattractive and miserable.

No

constitutionally or intellectually serious distinction can be
drawn solely on the basis of what is "associated" with alcohol
and what is "associated" with portrayal of virtually every other
commercial product.

The state of New York unsuccessfully tried to make an
"implied content" argument to support a state ban on the
advertising of contraceptives.

The Supreme Court in Carplz 31,

population Services International. 431 U.S. 678 (1977) correctly

rejected the claim that contraceptive advertisements covertly
legitimatized sexual activity of minors.

In the debate over

alcohol advertising, there are frequent claims that the "hidden
message" conveyed is that teenagers should drink, that it is good
to drink while engaging in dangerous athletics, that persons
should drink large quantities of alcohol, on a myriad of other
dangerous

ideas.

Yet, it is perilous to free expression to

regulate speech on the basis of these speculative claims of the
nearly subliminal influence of certain kinds of speech.
Similarly dangerous to free expressions interests is the

assumption that every commercial speaker is obligated to give,
not only

his side of the issue, but everybody else's.

49,8

It is
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impractical and unwise to expect a single speaker, commercial or
otherwise, to be responsible for conceding every "problem"
associated not only with the use, but also the abuse, of his
product or idea.

Mechanisms like the Fairness Doctrine exist

precisely to allow the contrasting viewpoints of other speakers
to be heard in the broadcast media.

The Congress has not

indicated any interest in stopping use of alcohol gar

.sa.

Therefore, there is a government interest in regulating alcohol
advertisements under the ventral Hudson t .'st only if there is

credible evidence that removal of such ads would "advance" the
combatting of abusive use of alcohol.

The ACLU can support so-

called "commercial speech" restrictions genuinely warranted by

a

"public interest in health and safety".
However, existing data does not even support the proposition
that advertising significantly increases alcohol consumption.
Even the 1981 Michigan State University Study by Charles Atkin
and Martin Block which found a 10 percent increase in alcohol
consumption after heavy exposure to alcohol advertising would not
support a claim that all, or even most, persons were influenced
by such advertising.

It certainly cannot document the

contention that the advertising causes persons to abuse the use
of alcohol.

As the Court in Corey indicated, nothing in the

advertisements for contraceptives could "even remotely be
characterized as 'directed to inciting or producing imminent
lawless actions or... likely to make or produce such action'
Likewise, here, no data supports the intent of alcohol producers,
advertises or broadcasters to have persons use alcohol unlawfully
or excessively.

So although there is clearly a substantial
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governmental interest in stopping drunk driving, juvenile
alcoholism, and family abuse, there is no support for the idea
that advertising regulation will address those problems.
The Interest in "Morp Speech"
Sections 2(b)(1),(2), and (3) of H.R. 2526 assert a somewhat
different governmental interest in addressing alcohol
advertising. It is not directly critical of the content of
existing advertising.

Rather, it asserts the value of an

increase in the overall level of information about the use of the
product, including information from those who dispute any or all
claims of the advertisers.

In other %ords, there may be a

separable interest in expanding the kinds of opinions about
alcohol tor other products) which aze available in the broadcast
media, notwithstanding the absence of any "proof" that present
advertising causes anti-social conduct or overindulgence.

This

is an interest with which the ACLU concurs, one we feel broadcast
licensees and cable operators are obligated to recognize as they
operate.

The ACLU is a strong supporter of the intent of the Fairness
Doctrine.

Tnis policy, an outgrowth of the "public trustee"

concept of broadcast regulation, simply expresses two duties on
the part of broadcasters.

First, licensees have an affirmative

obligation to devote a "resonable amount" of air-time to the
discussion of "controversial issues of public importance".
Second, once broadcasters cover one side of a controversial
issue, they must also afford a "reasonable opportunity" for
contrasting viewpoints to be heard.
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In our view, the Doctrine applies to all broadcast
programming, as well as commercial advertising.

In 1967, the FCC

had endorsed this view in regard to the advertising of

cigarettes, in an opinion upheld
10.2 (D.C.

in Hazzlial.

v. F.C.C. Ana EA 2d,

Cir. 1968), cent deniers salu n

F.0 C. 396 U.S. 842 (1969).

TobacoQ Institute yA

The FCC felt that cigarettes posed a

"unique" public health hazard.

Consequently, they rejected a

similar 'fairness" complaint raised by Friends of the Earth, an
enviromental group, that advertisers of large-engined automobiles
raised a "controversial issue of public importance".

The D.C.

Court of Appeals, however, reversed the F.C.0 in priprvia

Eatth y.

pf the

F.C.C, 146 U.S. App. D.C. 88, 449 F. 2d 1164 (D.C. Cir.

1971), finding the danger of air pollution from large cars
virtually indistinguishable from that of smoking.

Faced with the

prospect of more commercial "rairness" complaints, the FCC in
1974 adopted the position that:

"We believe that standard

product commericals, such as the old cigarette ads, make no
meaningful contribution toward informing the public on any side
of any issue".

In the Matter

The &meting gf Public! 'gag=

Undp/ the Fairness Doctrinc. And the Public. Interest Standards nf

the

raunnuligAtionR

Ant 48 F.C.C. 2d 1, 30 R.R. 2d 1261 (1974).

If anything, the Commission has since taken an increasingly hardline against any triggering of the Fairness Doctrine by "
standard product commericials".

such a determination has
appeals courts.

The power of the FCC to make

regrettably, been upheld by two federal

liational Citizens

ammisqinn

f.Q1 RroadcAstinq Yi

ELL, 186 U.S. App. D.C. 102, 567 F. 2d 1095 (1977), cert. denier)
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436 U.S. 926 (1978); public Interelt,Rech Group y. FCC 522 F.
2d. 1060 (1st Cir. 1975).

8 Ban in ShePp'e Clothing?
We believe the Fairness Doctrine should be applicable to
those product commercials which in fact raise a "controversial
issue of public importance" in the community in which they are
aired.

One of the reasons the doctrine works, without voluminous

litigation and without undue intrusion into the constitutional
rights of broadcasters, is that viewers and listeners who reside
within a broadcaster's market are often able to negotiate
reasonable settlements which ensure that difficult issues in the
locality are examined from several perspectives.
H.R. 2526 represents a substantially different approach than
the Fairness Doctrine.

It is a far greater restriction on

legitimate First Amendment rights of broadcasters.

The public

regularly hears the cries of "wolf" from troadcasters whenever
the most modest effort is attempted to guarantee that they will

Sometimes, of course, the

function in the "public interest."
"wolf" is actually there.

This is such a time.

H.R. 2526 might

be characterized as a "ban in sheep's clothing."
It is important to look at how the approach in this bill
di' -ers from the Fairness Doctrine:
(1)

The Fairness Doctrine is not an "equal time" rule.

It

merely calls for broadcasters to provide "reasonable" access for
contrasting viewpoints to bL heard.
mandated any exact equivalency.

opinion in EAdiO Station ZEI1I,

The F.C.C. has never

(In a Broadcast Bureau staff
F C C

2d.

, 47 R.R. 839, a

1:5 ratio was determined to be unreasonable on its face.)

412.
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H.R. 2526 requires "equivalent broadcast time," Sec. 3

(a),

which is defined in Sec. 3 (d)(3)(a) as of "equal duration to
that used for broadcasting the alcoholic beverage advertisement."

Likewise, the :airness Doctrine does not mandate the form in

which any response is to be made. The format of response time is
chosen by the broadcaster, and compliance with the Doctrine can

be demonstrated in the overall program schedule.

poses the considerably more

Section 3(d)3(B) of B R

exacting standard of requiring that the response appears "at a
time and has an audience size and composition approximately
equivalent to that used for broadcasting" the original
advertisement.

The rigidity of the "response" required in the proposed bill
eliminates the very flexibility which makes the Fairness Doctrine
a viable and creative balance between the First Amendment rights
of broadcasters and the public.
(2) Under Section 3(a) of B R

the federal government

decrees that a local broadcaster is barred from presenting any
alcohol advertising unless equivalent time is "made available"
for responsible spokespersons to discuss "various adverse
effects" of alcohol consumption on individuals and the public.

This federal standard is present regardless of the form or extent
of actual community controversy about alcohol.
The Fairness Doctrine is invoked, quite properly, only where
there is a live controversy.

It does not "federalize"

controversy by determining what specific issues ought to be
discussed by local broadcasters.
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(3) The ACLU has generally supported the so-called "Cullman

Rule" as a corollary to the Fairness Doctrine.

This rule notes

that a broadcaster is obligated to provide free opportunities l'or

a response time if paid sponsorship c)' alternative viewpoints
cannot be found.

H.R. 2526 takes broadcasters far beyond the requirements of
"Cullman".

In two ways it creates such extreme sanctions for the

advertising of alcohol that it could become the functional
equivalent of an outright ban.

First, the proposal will be extremely costly because of its

emphasis on precise equivalency.
1974

)hen

During that period prior to

product commercials could trigger the Fairness

Doctrine, broadcasters prophesized financial disaster through the
"donation" of counter-advertising time.

This was at a time when

the F.C.C. had concluded that licensees would be required to air

anti-smoking messages only in a fairly modest 1:5 ratio with
cigarette commercials.
2d 947

(1967).

National arsarkastiag Company 16 F.C.C.

Cigarette advertising resulted in approximately

8% of network advertising revenues at that time.

It is clear

that a 1:1 equivalency approach for beer and wine advertisements

(which may generate an even higher percentage of revenues than

cigarettes did) and "health warning" could present a far more

awesome financial burden.

This is particularly true if the

counter-advertising was essentially gratis,

another likely

assumption in light of the relatively limited resources available

to alcohol critics.

The cost of broadcasting the alcohol
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advertising could become so high that they would simply not be
allowed to air, thus not triggering the statute.

Second, the bill strongly suggests that the burden is on the

licensees to go out and search for people who can speak of the
"adverse" effects and guarantee them airtime.

Section 3(b) can

readily be construed to mandate that licensees "ensure" that the

anti-alcohol time be used, and

Section 3(a)

informs broadcasters

that if it is not used, no alcohol advertising can be aired.
Under this construction of the statute, if anti-alcohol groups

decided they were not interested in producing counteradvertising, the alcohol advertisers would be unable to get on
the air.

This amounts to an "advertising heckler's veto".

this is not the intention of the bill,

If

it should at least be

clarified to condition alcohol advertising on providing the
"opportunity" for use, without requiring that the broadcaster
"ensure" its actual use.

The proposed legislation also contains another anomolous
feature.

Section 3(d)

advertisement"

to

(1) broadly defines "alcoholic beverage

include "any message or other

programmingintended to promote the purchase or consumption of
any alcoholic beverage, and for which."consideration is...paid"
the broadcaster.

It then exempts any message I'mited to sponsor

identification by means of
logogram".

a "business or institutional

This essentially permits beer or wine advertisers to

have bland advertisements as long as they want.

41.5
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penalized, however, as soon as any information beyond brand-name
is conveyed.

Even those commercials which emphasize the low

level of alchohol in their product, or which explicitly

urge

that persons not drive after drinking will still be alleged to
"promote the purchase or ,:onsumption" of alcohol and will warrant

equivalent time.

If the principles embodied in H.R. 2526 are valid for alcohol,

groups will certainly be able to make parallel arguments about
anti-social and dangerous conduct connected to the abuse of other
products including automobiles and over-the-counter drugs.

Those

who see health hazards in the use of sugared cereals, artificial

sweetners, meat preservatives, eggs, laundry detergents, and a

myriad of other proatcts will all approach Congress for
federally-mandated, nationally-imposed "equal time" to promote
their beliefs.

Soon, the nation's airwaves will be so filled

with advertisements and counter-advertisements, there will not be

time for any plrogramming at all.

This result might please many

people, of course, who find current television serials, rock
music, childrens' cartoons, and virtually everthing else on the

air filled with morally offensive images or politically wrongheaded ideas.

There is a strong tendency these days for persons to attempt
to suppress those images they dislike.

One cannot help but feel

that some who promote new federal initiatives against alcohol
advertising really object to the "lifestyle" portrayed there.
This is perfectly reasonable, but such "moral" objections provide

416.
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an insufficient and constitutionally impermisssable basis for

effectively eliminating advertising for a whole class of
products.

Likewise, many persons sincerely feel that certain images in

magazines or broadcasting captivate the unwary and lead them
astray.

No one would suggest that alcohol advertising never

plays any role in alcohol abuse.

However, there is also nothing

"magical" about alcohol advertising.

Literally millions of

Americans exposed to these advertisements on a daily basis, not

only do not abuse alcohol, but never take even one drink.

We

cannot suspend the First Amendmcnt because of the uninteded

impact some image, idea, or commercial has on the most
suggestible person who sees it.

Rigid regulation of alcohol

advertising could deny information about the availability of

products to those who might want them, without demonstrably
reducing the anti-social conduct associated with the abuse of
those product.

Mr. NVIRTH. Thank you very much. And our final witness is Mr.
Donald Shea, who is accompanied by Mr. James Tito, chairman of
the Brewery Industry Task Force, and Mr. Stephen Lambright, vice
president of Anheuser-Busch. Mr. Shea is president of the United
States Brewers Association herein Washington. Mr. Shea.
STATEMENT OF DONALD B. SHEA

Mr SHEA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-

mittee, 4Ve have prepared a lengthy statement which we would re-

spectfully request be incorporated into the hearing record this
morning.
Mr. WIRTH. Without objection.
Mr. SHEA. With me are Mr. Stephen K. Lambright, vice presi-

dent and group executive of Anheuser-Busch Cos., and James L.
Tito, executive vice president, Latrobe Brewing Co. They have brief
presentations for the committee.
Mr. Lambright.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN K. LAMBRIGHT

Mr LAMBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee, thank you. In the interest of time, I respectfully request that
my testimony and that of the Miller Brewing Co. be entered in as a
part of the hearing record. We would like to share with you two
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commercials introduced this year by Anheuser-Busch. These paid
adsand I want to underscore paid; they are not public service announcements--will create at least 500 million prime-time viewer
impressions during 1985 via all of the networks.
In addition, some of the local broadcasters are running them as
public service announcements. I would like to show you these two
ads at this time.
[Video presentation.]

54-401 0-85-14
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"Know When To Say When"

PRODUCT Operation ALERT
FILM NO AUAA1007
"Tavern, Jr."
TITLE

Television Advertising Campaign

STEVE GARVEY: Good friends

make for

good tone.

So when It's Forty time..

and good sense...

know when to say when.

A "minder...

from AnhouswIltutott.

Anheuser-Busch has begun a prime-time network television advertising
campaign urging consumers to be responsible when they drink alcoholic
beverages. The commercials will be aired during major holiday periods
in 1985, and will generate approximately 500 million viewer impressions
throughout the year.

The first two of these commercials, which featured San Diego Padres first
baseman Steve Garvey, aired on all three networks during St. Patrick's
Day weekend.
The commercials are designed to remind normally responsible consumers
not to overindulge during the holiday celebrations, either at home or "out
on the town." Garvey tells viewers, "Good friends and good sense make
for a good time. So when it's party time, know when to say when." The
Anheuser-Busch corporate logo is seen at the end of each commercial.
However, the company's beer brands are not mentioned.

4.19
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Mr. Tiro. Good morning. Since the 1940's, the brewing industry
has had voluntary guidelines. We still need the proper standards
for beer advertisements.

Further, there has been a brewing industry advertising review
panel to evaluate advertising and to help assure the propriety of
all beer advertisements. The voluntary guidelines are revised periodically in order to reflect the changing nature of the brewing in-

dustry and the American society which it serves.
Beginning in February 1984 the brewing industry participated in
yet another update of these standards. To give you an example of

the code, the first of 20 guidelines reads, "Beer advertisements
should never suggest nor encourage overindulgence." To assure
strict adherence to this standard, no depiction of oncamera drink-

ing is permitted.
Another guideline specifically prohibits beer ads from condoning,
either explicitly or implicitly, drunk driving. The code has long discouraged ads directed toward the young. For example, the guidelines state explicitly beer advertising should neither portray nor
encourage drinking by individuals below the legal age of purchase.

And also, no beer advertisement should in any way suggest noncompliance with legal age purchase limitations.

A complete set of the brewing industry advertising guidelines
has been submitted to the committee. Rather than imposing either
counteradvertising or a total ban, we would request that the Congress accept our commitment to vigorous industry self-regulation.
Thank you.
Mr. SHEA. Mr. Chairman, the current controversy over broadcast
advertising of both beer and wine has been dominated by emotion,
conjecture and personal opinion. This discussion has centered more
on the propriety of drinking rather than on whether beer and wine
commercials lead to misuse of these products. These current high
emotions threaten to obscure the facts provided both by the marketplace and by scientific research.
Just last month, the Federal Trade Commission denied a petition
which called for further restrictions ranging from a ban on alcohol
beverage advertising to mandated counteradvertising. In conjunc-

tion with this ruling, the FTC released a comprehensive staff
report which determined that, "The literature regarding the quantitative effect of alcohol advertising on consumption and abuse
found no reliable basis to conclude that alcohol advertising significantly affects consumption, let alone abuse." This FTC staff report
reviewed 66 references dealing with the effects of advertising.

In addition to this scientific research, the marketplace has not
supported the contention that increased advertising expenditures
lead either to higher per capita consumption rates or increased

levels of abuse. As the chart in the front of this room demon-

strates, beer sales have been either level or declining since 1981, a

period when inflation-adjusted advertising expenditures have
grown significantly.

Estimates are that per capita alcohol consumption in 1984 was
2.65 gallons, which is the lowest figure since 1977. This downturn
in per capita consumption represents the longest continuous period
of decline since prohibition.
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In the interest of time, I would conclude by noting that while we
applaud the concern for alcohol abuse presumably demonstrated by
most of the petition, it should be noted that the executive council
of the 13.8 million member AFL-CIO passed a resolution opposing
specious short-term solutions to alcohol abuse, including a broadcast advertising ban or counteradvertising.
In some Orwellian nightmare, the television set may well have
taken control, but in America today, the family remains the most
powerful determinant of drinking and other lifestyle practices.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 468.1

[The prepared statements of Mr. Shea and Mr. Lambright

follow:]
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Testimony

of

Donald B. Shea
President
United States Brewers Association, Inc.
Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.

Thank you

for the opportunity to testify before you this morning.
My name is Donald B. Shea and I am President of the United States
Brewers Association, Inc. (USBA).

Founded in 1862, USBA is our nation's

oldest trade association in continuous existence.

Its membership is

comprised of domestic brewers, beer importers and suppliers to the brewing
industry.
The brewing industry shares the concern of this Committee and the
entire nation about the misuse of alcohol beverages.
obligation to work with responsible

We recognize our

organizations and individuals in the

public and pr.vate sectors in seeking to alleviate the problems attendant
to the excessive or inappropriate use of our products.
The brewing industry shares the belief that educational programs
rather than punitive legislation or regulations provide the more
appropriate method for society to minimize the incidence of alcoholism and
other forma of alcohol abuse.

Industry programs in this area are premised upon the philosophy that
the decision to drink or not to drink alcohol beverages is a personal one
which should be based on accurate information.

Second, it has been and

remains our firm position that persvhb yr legal age who decide to drink
should do so in moderation and under appropriate circumstances.
The current controversy over the broadcast advertising of beer and
wine has been dominated by emotion. conjecture and personal opinion.
result, much of the discussion has centered more on the propriety of
drinking than whether beer and wine commercials cause misuse of these
products.
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Throughout American history, ambivalence has existed over the use of
alcohol beverages.

Earlier in this century, this confusion resulted in

National Pr..thibition.

Today, the current high emotion, surrounding this

issue threaten to obscure the facts provided by the marketplace and
empirical research.

This evidence does not support further government

regulation of alcohol beverage advertising.

Voluntary Advertising Guidelines
There are already a myriad of laws and regulations governing alcohol
beverage advertising administered by state regulatory bodies, the Bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) and the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC).

In addition to this extensive governmental supervision, the

brewing industr

developed two major self-regulatory devices.

Since

the 1940's, the brewing Industry has had voluntary advertising guidelines
which delineate the proper standards for beer advertisements.

Further,

there $e a brewing industry Advertising Review Panel to evaluate
advertising practices and assure the propriety of all beer advertisements.
These voluntary guidelines have been reviewed periodically and revised
as necessary to reflect the cnanging nature of the brewing industry and
the American society which it serves.

Beginning in February 1994, the

entire mait beverage industry engaged in another update of these
guidelines.

In addition, an industry-wide task force was established to

reorganize the panel of experts to serve as the Advertising Review Panel.
To give you an example of this updated Code, the first of these twenty
Brewing Industry Advertising Guidelines reads:

"Beer advertisements

should neither suggest nor encourage over-indulgence."

To assure strict

adherence to this standard, no depiction of on-camera drinking is
permitted.
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Other standards dissuade beer advertisers from portraying beer

drinking before or during the performance of hazardous jobs or other
activities requiring a high degree of alertness.

One guideline

specifically prohibits beer ads from condoning, either explicitly or
implicitly, drunk driving.

Our voluntary code has long discouraged advertisements directed toward
the young.

For example, the Guidelines state explicitly:

"Beer advertis-

ing should neither portray nor encourage drinking by individuals below the
legal age of purchase," and, "No beer advertisements should in any way
suggest non - compliance with legal age of purchase limitations."

A

complete set of these Brewing Industry Advertising Guidelines is submitted
as part of this testimony for inclusion into the record of this Hearing
(Appendix A).

A second

lf-regulatory device, unique to the brewing industry, is

the Advertising Review Panel, established in 1955.

This independent group

of experts from outside the brewing industry considers complaints from
brewers and importers about any advertisement which could be considered to
violate the industry's Advertising Guidelines.

If the Panel determines

that a complaint is justified, the brewer is notified with a request that
the advertisement either be changed or withdrawn.

Compliance is strictly

voluntary in accordAnce with Federal anti-trust laws.

Within the next few weeks, a newly restructured Panel will be in place
to monitor adherence to our recently revised Guidelines.

This Panel will

be comprised of people wiLh experience in a wide variety of fields
including:

advertising, alcohr

education, broadcasting, politics, public

opinion, academia, business and communications.
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Advertising Restrictions Unwarranted
Last month, the Federal Trade Commission denied a petition, filed in

1983 by the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) and se,,eral
other advertising ban proponents, which called for further restrictions

ranging from a complete elimination of all alcohol beverage ads to
mandated counteradvertising.

In conjunction with this ruling, the FTC

released a comprehensive staff report Wh,ch determined that "the
literature regarding the quaatitative effect of alcohol advertising on
consumption and abuse found no reliable basis to conclude that

alcohol

advertising significantly affects consumption, let alone abuse."

In

coming to this conclusion, the FTC staff reviewed 66 references dealing
with the effects of advertising.(1)

The majority of research on alcohol beverage advertising has been
compiled since 1976 when the Senate Subcommittee on Alcoholism and
Narcotics held extensive hearings on the impact of the media on alcoholism
and other alcohol-related problems.

Noting the paucity of scientific data

on advertising's impact, the then Director of the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA), Dr. Ernest P. Noble,

urged the

brewing industry to determine the impact of its advertising.

Dr. Noble

observed:

I think that the (alcohol beverage) industry should
commitments to research and to consumer education.
Government has made a major commitment in this area
Institute which I represent. The beverage industry
similar commitment.(2)

make substantial
The Federal
in the form of the
should make a

Subsequently, the brewing industry became one of a variety of govern-

ment and private entities supporting such scientific investigations.
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One of the earliest of these studies was undertaken at Washing,on
University in St. Louis, Missouri.

The st,....1y,

authored by Dr. David J.

Pittman and Dr. M. Dow Lambert, was a survey of the research literature on
advertising's impact.

Their comprehensive investigation found no

scientific evidence to indicate that alcohol beverage advertising had any
significant impact or the rate of alcohol misuse or alcoholism.

Further,

Pittman and Lambert concluded that the effects of mass media influence on
human behavior have been exaggerated.

Dr. Pittman wrote:

Because of its uoiquitous presence in American society there is a
tendency to over-emphasize or exaggerate the impact of television
viewing on behavior patterns from alcohol use to voting preference in
elections.
7, this simplistic explanation of behavior the individual
television viewer is conceived of as a robot who succumbs as a
conditioned Pavlovian dog to the commands of television messages to
purchase one product or another.(3/

Another Washington University researcher, Dr. Donald E. Strickland,
who is testifying at this hearing, found in several 1982 investigations
(partially funded by NIAAA and USBA) that only marginal changes in alcohol
consumption could be associated with advertising.

More importantly, Dr.

Strickland observed that these "... meagre effects on consumption are
simply not translate:i into effects on alcohol problems among youth."(4)

In 1984, Paul M. Kohn and Reginald G. Smart of Canada's Addiction
Research Foundation published two studies examining the effects of beer
advertising on young men.

The second of these, published in the peer-

reviewed Journal of Studies on Alcohol, specifically focused on the

effects of beer advertising during sports programming on the consumption
patterns of college-aged men.

While watching a videotaped soccer game
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interspersed with beer commercials ranging in number from zero to nine,
the 125 college students had immediate access to beer and soft drinks.

Kohn and Smart found that the "... amount of advertising exposure had no
significant effect on consamption"(5) and concluded that the findings "...

do not support strong concern about the effects of televised beer
advertising on a young, male population, even with ongoing, immediate
access to beer."(6)

This year, the Traffic Injury Research Foundation of Canada (TIRF)
released a report entitled Alcohol-Spectfic Controls:

Implications for

Road Safety, which examined the question of whether alcohol beverage
advertising contributes to the problem of drinking and driving.

The study

came to the following conclusions:

1. There does not appear to be a relationship between per adult
consumption of alcohol and the amount of money spent advertising
it:

2. International comparisons fail to show any relationship between per
capita consumption of alcohol and advertising policies (restrictive
vs. liberal):
3. National comparisons (within Canada and within the U.S.) fail to
show any relationship between per capita consumption and the amount
or form of advertising that is permitted:
4. Results of studies in provinces where periodic bans on advertising
have been introduced failed to show any effect on the consumption
of alcohol:
S. There is no evidence of a relationship between advertising and the
extent of drinking-driving or alcohol-related crashes.0)

The TIRF study's examination of the inter"ational experience with ad
bans is particularly notable.

The authors compared per capita consumption

from 1972 to 1981 In four countries with very restrictive advertising
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policies (Hungary, Denmark, Finland and Norway) to three countries with
fairly liberal advertising policies (Netherlands, Australia, and Japan).
The results showed little difference in consumption rates.

Specifically,

the study found that:

... two countries with reasonably high and similar per capita
consumption one of which prohibits advertising (Hungary), the other
permits it across all forms of media for all beverage types
(Australia); two countries have moderate levels of consumption - one
of these (Denmark) prohibits advertising, the other (Netherlands)
permits it; three countries have low consumption rates - two of these
(Finland and Norway) prohibit advertising, one (Japan) has no
restrictions.(8)

A graph illustrating the above with the United States plotted in by
USBA has been included in Appendix B.

Many proponents of further advertising restrictions, while ignoring
the foregoing investigations, repeatedly cite a 1980 Michigan State
University study by Dr. Charles Atkin and Dr. Martin Block to advance
their claim of a causal connection between advertising and alcohol misuse.
This particular study was analyzed in depth by the FTC staff during their
examination of the CSPI petition.

Their conclusion was:

There are serious flaws in the Atkin and Block study that render it
entirely inconclusive with respect to the effect of alcohol advertising on the overall demand for alcoholic beverages. Atkin and Block
themselves note that.; theirs is an exploratory study that was not
intended to be a rigorous test of any hypothesis.(/)

Available research uniformly demonstrates that parents and peers are
the major influences in shaping drinking habits.

In 1983, an extensive

survey of the available research data by the bipartisan Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment noted:
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The most reliable predictor of drinking among youths is the drinking
behavior of their parents although peers have an important
influence.t10,
Other influences on teenage drinking cited in this study included:
residence in an urban area, divorced and separated parents, poor
parent-child relationship and high socioeconomic statue.

.

is of

critical importance to note that in this exhaustive review of the
available research, not even one mention was made of advertising as a
factor in shaping drinking behaviors.

Consequently, prior to the consideration of restrictions on the
advertising of legal products, it is critical to conduct a thorough review
of the scientific evidence, which in this instance fails to show any
causal connecwn 4...Lween alcohol beverage advertising and alcohol abuse.
We are certair, that every reputable scientific organization shares the

view that available empirical research should not be cavalierly ignored.

Counteradvertising is Unwarranted
In lieu of a total ban on the broadcast advertising of beer and wine,
one proposal being offered calls for the Fairnesa Doctrine to be amended
to apply its equal time provisions to alcohol beverage commercials.

We

believe this extension would be unwarranted because this proposal rests on
the premise that all consumption of alcohol be.erages is dangerous and/or
unhealthy.

In the past, the Fairness Doctrine was applied to only one other
product category, namely cigarettes.

However, while cigarettes have been

determined to be inherently dangerous, drinking beer, wine and liquor in
moderation is not harmful and may in fact be beneficial.
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difference was articulated by Dr. William Pollin, Director of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse in an interview with The Washington Post on
November 24, 1984:

The key comparison we can make is that 90 percent of current drinkers
in this country are quite comfortable and able to control their intake
and thus are not in any sense addicted to alcohol .... The ratio is
almost reversed in regard to cigarettes.
All the surveys show that 60
percent to 90 percent of smokers would very much like to cut down or
quit and are unable to do so.(ll)

Further, there is a growing body of medical evidence which indicates
that moderate drinkers may have reduced risk for the development of
coronary heart disease, the leading cause of death in the United States,
than either abstainers, ex-drinkers or heavy drinkers.

These findings were first documented in the early 1970's by Dr. Arthur
Klatsky and his associates at Kaiser-Permanente Medical Center in
California.

Since that time, Dr. Klatsky has consistently found that

those who drank moderately were 30 percent less likely to have a heart
attack than those who did not consume alcohol beverages.

This association

was independent of age, sex, prior coronary disease, smoking, hypertension, obesity, ethnic origins, and psychological traits.

lulst montn in

a paper presented to the American College of Cardiology, Dr. Klatsky
re-confirmed these findings based on an examination of the health records
of 100,000 patients from 1978 to 1982.
Other researchers from many parts of the world, ranging from Hawaii to
Yugoslavia, have found similar results.

For example, after comparing

heart disease mortality in 20 countries in 1972 with per capita alcohol
consumption, LaPorte et a]. found that "moderate alcohol consumption
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appears to be negatively related to rates of heart disease mortality."

Further, an analysis of United States data for 1950 to 1975 found that as
alcohol, particularly beer, ,onsumption increased, mortality due to heart
disease declined.

These findings were corroborated by the Honolulu heart study of 7,705
Japanese men in Hawaii.

This study by Dr. Katsuhiko Yano and his

associates found that those who drank two ounces of ethanol per day,

particularly in the form of beer, were less likely to die from coronary
disease than nondrinkers.

A complete listing of these studies is included.(12

23)

Application of the Fairness Doctrine
As the Committee is aware, the Fairness Doctrine has its ultimate
roots in the First Amendment, and particularly in the obligations of the

media to encourage broad public awareness of "the vital public issues of
the day."(24)

The chief purpose of the doctrine has been to ensure the

wide public dissemination of information from "diverse and antagonistic
sources"(25) regarding political issues and matters of public policy.
Even within the area of political debate, however, the doctrine has always
sought to balance two competing First Amendment considerations;

the

obligation placed upon broadcasters to disseminate fairly a wide range of
ideas; and the right of broadcasters to select for themselves, without
undue government interference, what they will broadcast.(26)

In a real

sense, the doctrine attempts to vindicate the First Amendment by eroding
one part of the amendment's protection.
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Balance and compromise are
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inevitable, and the problems of compromise are intensified by the fact

that broadcasting is an industry of "scarcity"(27) in which there are
always more people who wish to broadcast than there are frequencies or
time to give them.(28)

To prevent the doctrine from interfering too severely with the rights
of broadcasters, several important restrictions have been imposed upon its
scope.

First, the doctrine is applicable only to "controversial issues of

public importance."

matters that are either non-controversial or

unimportant impose no obligation upon a broadcaster to present opposing
views.

Second, the broadcaster's obligation is to be balanced, but he is

not compelled to present the views or message of any particular individual
or group.

So long as a reasonable balance is achieved, the broadcaster is

free to exercise his First Amendment right to select his programming.
Third, the doctrine has no application to advertisements for commercial
products or services.(28)

The one occasion on which the FCC extended the

doctrine to such advertisements has since been repudiated by the
Commission as "a serious departure from the doctrine's central
purpose."(30)

This position has generally been supported by the

courts.(31)

We believe that the balance struck by the FCC in its 1974 Fairness
Report remains correct, and that it would be wrong to extend the doctrine
to the advertising of beer or any other commercial product.

Pull, such

extension would inevitably require responses to virtually all advertising.

Every advertisement of every product emphasizes the product's advantages
and positive qualities, while ignoring or minimizing its weaknesses.
Every advertisement could therefore be argued to warrant some response.
In addition, a long list of products might be said to justify responsive
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advertising because of asserted health, safety or environmental issues.
Excessive consumption of soft drinks, coffee, tea, eggs, milk, red meat,
sugar and numerous other foods is believed by some to create various
health problems.

The artificial sweeteners in diet soft drinks, for

exami.2e, raise health issues that might be deemed to warrant responsive
advertising.

Similarly, automobiles are associated with highway deaths,

gasoline with air pollution,(32) and aerosols with other environmental
problems.
if misused.

Virtually all drug products have side effects or may be harmful
As these and other products illustrate, every advertisement

of every prouuct can be deemed to raise issues regarding the product's
efficacy, social utility or consequences of its use, all of which arguably
could warrant responsive advertising.

Even the alleged character of the

advertiser, or its labor-management disputes. might be argued to require
responsive advertising.(33)

The simple fact is that no line can fairly be drawn around any product
or group of products, and any decision to open the advertising of one
product to the Fairness Doctrine should open all advertising of all
products to the doctrine.

To do so would, however, swamp broadcasters in

demands for responsive advertising. seriously eroding their First
Amendment rights and cluttering the airways with messages the public
neither needs nor wants.

The public already has free access to very

extensive information regarding advertised products, and there is no
justification for imposing broad new requirements upon broadcasters that
would not appreciably assist consumers in choosing the products they wish
to consume.
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Impact of Advertising on Consumption
A major assumption made by proponents of equal time provisions is that
increases in per capita consumption equate with increases in alcohol
misuse.

This theory has not been borne out by experience in the United

States.

The National institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
recently funded a series of studies in the State of Iowa by J.L.
Fitzgerald and H.A. Mulford.

Over an 18-year period between 1961 and

1979, Iowans increased their per capita alcohol consumption 81 percent,

but there was "little or no change in the prevalence of problem
drinking."(34)

Problem drinking "remained stable whether measured by

liver cirrhosis death rates or by several survey indicators."(35)
latter included:

The

trouble due to drinking in five areas including family,

police, finances, health or on-the-job performance; preoccupied drinking,

which included morning drinking and black-outs; uncontrolled drink-ng, and
problem drinking in the household.

The two researchers came to the

that trying to predict

problem drinking rates in a population based only on one factor such as
total consumption "is nct unlike forecasting a change in the weather based
only on a shift 1.1 wind direction."(36)

The control of consumption theory was also given a 13-year trial in
the United States beginning in 1920 when National Prohibition took effect.

While failing to curtail alcohol abuse, the Prohibition experience createu
significant new problems, the legacy of which still negatively affects
American society.
leaders.

The public lost respect for the law and governmental

Orgarized crime became institutionalized in the United States as

a result of the enormous untaxed profits resulting from bootlegged liquor.
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Contrary to popular belief, the introduction of the electronic media

has not resulted in this nation's highest level of alcohol beverage
consumption.

Historical records reveal that in 1830, long before the

invention of radio and television, per capita alcohol consumption was
seven gallons, nearly two and one-half times today's consumption
level.(37), (38)

Moreover, beer sales have been either level or declining since 1981, a
period when advertising expenditures have reached extremely high levels.

A review of the tables and chart included as Appendix C reveals the trends
in beer advertising expenditures in comparison with beer per capita
consumption.

The chart demonstrates the lack of correlation between total brewing
industry advertiLi7.; expenditures and per capita consumption levels.

Beer

advertising significantly impacts upon individual brands and company
sales, with only meager impact on the total market.

Factors which do

influence per capita consumption include disposable income, price, populaticli s.ze and mix, and related economic and sociological influences.

As the chart indicates, inflation-adjusted advertising expenditures
actually declined in the early 1970's at a time when per capita
consumption increased.

Later in that decade and in the 1980's, there were

dramatic increases in beer advertising while per capita consumption rose
only moderately and then actually declined.

Advertising has enabled individual brewers to increase market share at
the expense of competitors.

A one percent change in market share has been

estimated to be worth $380 million at retail, thereby explaining the
necessity for substantial advertising expenditures in a stable market.
Advertising enables brewers to expand into new territories and increases
competition within the brewing industry.
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An additional study relative to brewing industry advertising and malt
beverage demand was recently prepared by R.S. Weinberg & Associates, a
consulting firm in St. Louis.

The Weinberg report, which has already been forwarded to this
Committee, makes four specific points:

1. Changes in the level of the consumers' demand for malt beverages
through the entire post-World War II period can.be statistically
'explained' in terms of population, age structure of the population, price and income and are indeed independent of changes in the
level of industry advertising expenditures.
2. While the current levels of industry advertising expenditures may
appear to be extremely high, when adjusted for inflation and the
growth of the market itself, current levels of malt beverage
advertising intensity are significantly less than their levels
during the late 1950's and early 1960's.
3. A detailed analysis of measured media spending for specific malt
beverage brands clearly indicates that the increase in industry
advertising intensity during the 1974-1983 period reflects the
introduction of new brands (i.e., the entire light beer product
segment and important new entries in the imported malt beverage and
super premium malt beverage product segments).
4. While malt beverage industry advertising has had little, if any,
measurable effect on total malt beverage demand, advertising
expenditures have been crucial in determining both the product
segment structure and specific brand structure of malt beverage
sales. That is, advertising expenditures determine the distribution of, but not the level of, malt beverage demand. Advertising
expenditures are an instrument for altering the competitive balance
within the brewing industry and have little, if any, effect on the
actual level of industry sales.(39)

Advertising also assists in the introduction and public acceptance of
new products such as lower calorie and reduced alcohol malt beverages.
Brewers have been responsive to the increased health consciousness among
the American public which has led to more moderate diets, more exercise
and more responsible alcohol consumption.

Without the freedom to

advertise on the broadcas medium, the brewers' ability to respond to ne.
public demands and needs would be severely limited.
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One specific charge made by advertising opponents has been that
broadcast advertising has increased illicit alcohol use by young people.
However, the National Institute on Drug Abuse's annual surveys of 17,000
high school seniors, conducted by Dr. Lloyd Johnston of the University of
Michigan, show a gradual decline in alcohol use among this age group since
1979.

Daily use of alcohol in 1984 by teenagers was down to approximately
five percent from a high of seven percent in 1979.

For the first time

since the study began, binge drinking (defined as five or more drinks in a
ro., within two weeks prior to the survey) declined, to 39 percent in 1984
from 41 percent in 1983.

drinking levels among young people

continue to be reason for concern, teenagers have been reducing their
consumption over the same period when advertising expenditures dramatic!Oly increaeed.(40)

Figures prepared by the NIAAA show that overall per capita alcohol
consumption increased and then declined during the past years.

Estimates

for 1984 by USBA, using the same methodology as NIAAA, reveal per capita
consumption to be 2.65 gallons, which is the lowest figure in seven years,
or since 1977.

More recent trends reveal that per capita consumption ha.;

declined by five percent since 1979, or from 2.78 gallons to 2.65.
fact, this downturn in per capita alcohol consumption represents the
longest continuous period of decline since Prohibition.
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U.S Apparent Consumption of Alcohol
(Gallons Per Year)

1973 - 1984

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
19'8
SOURCES:

2.62
2.67
2.70
2.69
2.65
2.71

2.78
2.76
2.77
2.72
2.69
2.65 (eat.)

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1384

1970-1983, Natiolel Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism; 1984, U.B. Brewers ArAociation.

The ability to market products is an integral part of the American
free enterprise system.

Since Repeal, the brewing industry has made

significant contributions to the 1J,Iitul States economy.

Currently, t',

brewing industry in the United States directly employs close to 42,000
people with a payroll of approximately $1.4 billion.

Beer wholesalers

employ an additional 85,000 with a payroll of $1.9 billion.

Brewers pay

$1.2
$1.6 billion in Federal excise taxes on beer as well as an addition:'_
Agricultural purchases amount to over $900
billion in state excise taxes.

million a year and the industry's annual bill for

packaging is over $4.5

billion.
The AFL -CIO recently recognized the importance

of preserving the

brewing industry's basic right to compote in the marketplace.
million member labor organization's Executive

The 13.8

Council passed a resolu'ion

earlier this year opposing "specious, shores -term solutions" to problems

such as alcohol abuse, including "proposals to abolish all
radio-television auvertising of alcoholic beverages and to require
mandatory 'counter-advertising.."
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Alcohol Awareness Pro rams of the Brewin

Industr

Voluntary industry programs are in keeping with our belief that
education provides the best method of reducing the rates of alcohol
misuse.

Every medium of communication is being used extensively to

advance alcohol abuee prevention strategies and to recognize that misuse
of alcohol is a "people" problem.
USBA launched in 1979 a nationwide alcohol awareness program entitled
"Think Twice ... About Drinking."

All materials in this program encourage

those who elect to use our product to drink in moderation, under
appropriate circumstances and in conformance with all legal requirements.

A combination of medical, psychological and sociocultural factors
appear to play a role in alcohol misuse.

We believe that alcohol problems

and the incidence of alcoholism can best be reduced by prevention measures
based on sound empirical research.

The brewers have and will continue to

support research through the Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research
Foundation, established in October 1981, at The Johns Hopkins University.

The brewers of the United States and Canada are the main contributors
towards its support.

Approximately one million dollars in grants are

awarded each year to researchers throughout North America.
has complete freedom to publish all research findings.
being studied by foundation grantees area

The foundation

Among the subjects

the factors influencing the

transition from moderate to excessive drinking; the effects of moderate
drinking; and drunk driving.

Last year, the foundation sponsored the North American Conference on
Alcohol and Highway Safety.

The leading researchers in the field, members

of grassroots groups such as Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD),

1
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Students Against Driving Drunk (SADD), and Remove Intoxicated Drivers

(RID), government representaties and brewing industry personnel from four
countries participated.

The three-day meeting sought to look at all

factors which contribute to the problems of drunk driving.
Part of any "solution" to the problem of alcoholism is adequate
treatment programs.

USBA has encouraged early intervention intc alcohol

problems through distribution of an employee assistance program (EAP)
manual.

Through EAP's, employers can motivate workers to seek help for

their alcohol problems at an early stage.

Targeting the workplace is one

of the best vehicles for early intervention into alcoholism.
The best preventive measure against alcohol misuse is education, and
several USBA educational programs focus on young people.

One of the main groups targeted by USBA's "Think Twice
Drinking" program has been college students.

About

In 1979, we began publishing

On-Campus Review, a periodical which contained a round-up of ideas for
setting up college alcohol education programs.

Our National On-Campus

Alcohol Education Manual grew out of this journal and provides a
cross-section of college programs so that college administrators and
others can choose the elements that best suit their particular school's
situation.

A pamphlet called "Cheers" provides guidelines for the

responsible operation of college pubs.
USBA also assists state law enforcement agencies in preventing sales
to those below the legal age of purchase by educating retailers on the
importance of checking for valid identification before serving
individuals.

The association has distributed thousands of retail posters,

which remind underage people not to attempt to purchase beer illegally.
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During the last two years, we have begun to support prevention
programs aimed at high school students.

Though the brewers do not condone

drinking by this group, like the Federal government, we recognize that the
statistics show that large numbers of young people do drink.

Therefore,

it has been our desire to make them aware of the dangers associated with
illegal consumption.

The United States Brewers Association was the first corporate sponsor
of Students Against Driving Drunk (SADD), a grassroots educational program
for high school students.

Last year, President Reagan specifically

commended SADD for helping to create a "groundswell of awareness and
action" which has helped educate the public about the dangers of drunk
driving.

SADD is successful because two key factors, parents and peers, are
targeted by the program.

In addition to the 15-lesson curriculum on

alcohol misuse, students are encouraged to participate in extracurricular
activities designed to increase awareness throughout their communities on
the dangers of drinking and driving.

Finally, parents are involved

through the SADD "Contract for Life," which provides a mechanism to open
the lines of communication between parents and child on the sub3ect of
alcohol misuse.

USBA is currently distributing a public service announcement for SADD
called "Make the Agreement," which has been endorsed by the U.S. Department of Transportation.

It comes in both 30-second and 60-second

versions.

Copies of the various USBA alcohol awareness materials have been made
available to the members of this committee and to committee staff.

Additional copies a.- available upon request.
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In addition to the Association's own program, USBA is a member of the

Licensed Beverage Information Council (LBIC), which is supported by the
beer, wine and liquor industries at the producer, wholesaler and retailer
levels.

LBIC is far advanced in providing public information on key

behavioral problems through programs such as the national "Friends Don't
Let Friends Drive Drunk" campaign, undertaken in 1983 in cooperation with
the Department of Transportation, and those for young mothers on problems
such as the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.

Individual brewers and beer wholesalers have been actively involved in
promoti.-..j educational approaches for a number of years.

Anheuser-Busch Companies has developed a significant campaign called,
"Know When to Say When."

As part of this effort, Anheuser-Busch is airing

ads featuring baseball star, Steve Garvey, wno tells consumers that, "good
friends and good sense make for a good time.

So when it's party time,

know when to say when
The Buddy System is another Anheuser-Busch program for young adults of
legal age, which discourages driving while intoxicated.

Anheuser-Busch

has also developed a designated driver program called, "I'm Driving." Ore
person in a group of patrons elects not to drink and will be responsible
for driving the ethers home.

This person is entitled to free soft drinks

throughout the evening.

Together with the Miller Brewing Company, Anheuser-Busch supports

a

server training program called T.I.P.S. (Training for Intervention
Procedures by Servers of Alcohol).

Miller Brewing Company supports a wide range of programs in the
alcohol field.

The company was an early and major supporter of BACCHUS, a

national campus program to prevent alcohol abuse among college students.
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The company recently established the AIM (Alcohol Information From Miller)
program.

Miller distributors and employees have made presentations using

AIM educational materials to adult and youth organizations throughout the
country.

Miller recently co-sponsored a designated driver public service

announcement with the National Sheriffs' Association for [showing on more
than 300 television stations.
Adolph Coors Company has promoted nationwide distribution of "Alcohol,

Drugs and You," an alcohol education curriculum designed by the Center for
Applied Prevention Research, as well as a Student Leadership Training
Program created by the Center for Educational Development.

A Wellness-

oriented pilot program was developed for the Colorado School of Mines,
with the help of a grant from Coors.

Student services were expanded to

help young people cope with the pressures associated with the academic
environment.

Coors has also encouraged the implementation of Wellness

programs to prevent problems from developing by teaching employees how to
manage stress better and adopt life styles which promote good health
practices.

The Stroh Brewery Company is a sponsor of the new national Techniques
of Alcohol Management (TAM) teaching program, which is educating retail
servers of alcohol on the best, state-of-the-art techniques to curb
abusive drinking and drunk driving.

In addition, Stroh actively supports

the BABES (Beginning Alcohol and Addictions Basic Education Studies)
program for elementary school-aged children.

Founded in 1979 by Lottie

Jones, Executive Director of National Council on Alcoholism (NCA) /NARCO

Greater Detroit Area and BABES program coordinator Maxine Willis, BABES
uses puppets and an appealing storyline to give information on selfimage, feelings, coping skills, alcohol and drugs.

Stroh encourages their

wholesalers to support similar programs on the local level.
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Through its Young Adult Alcohol Awareness program, the G. Heileman
Brewing Company has adopted guidelines for its marketing to college
campuses, similar to those of other brewers, which insure that the rights
of non-drinkers will be respected and that they will in no way be
encouraged to consume alcohol beverages.

The company refuses to sponsor

competitive beer drinking contests, nor will its promotions imply that
social acceptability is based on alcohol consumption by joung adults and,
to that end, Heileman promotions never offer free samples.
In addition to these brewer programs, the nation's beer wholesalers
are actively involved in local community prevention efforts.

For example,

the National Beer Wholesalers' Association (NBWA) has developed and is
distributing a comprehensive 2nd grade through 12th grade educational
curriculum called "PreverAing Alcohol Abuse (PAA)."

With the assistance

of beer wholesalers across the country, NBWA aims to place the PAA
curriculum in every elementary, junior high and senior high school in the
country.

"Preventing Alcohol Abuse" presents students with a factual,

non-Judgmental approach to alcohol use and abuse that will enable them to
make responsible decisions about drinking or not drinking.
The programs which I have just Outlined are a positive response
towards preventing problems relating to the overconsumption of alcohol.
Effective educational programs in the schools, adequate alcoholism
treatment, continuing resear,h and employee assistance programs in the
workplace can only be widely implemented if all elements of society,
including the alcohol beverage industry, work together to combat alcohol
abuse.

Further restrictions on the brewers' Constitutional right to advertise
a legal product would only unfairly stigmatize all consumption of malt
beverages without reducing misuse.

In some Orwellian nightmare, the

television set may have taken control but, in America today, the family
remains the most powerful determinant of drinking practices.

Such basic

values as individual responsibily and accountability cannot be instilled
by government fiat.
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INTRODUCTION
These Brewing Industry Advertising Guidelines have been developed as a service to those responsible for the advertising of beer. They

are intended to provide guidance which will assist brewers in maintaining the highest ethical standards in their advertising. The brewing
industry first developed voluntary Guidelines on advertising in the
1940s. Over the years, the industry has periodically revised and updated
these Guidelines.

4 4a,
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BASIC GUIDELINES FOR
BEER ADVERTISING
Beer is a refreshing, wholesome beverage meant to be consumed in
moderation. Its origins are ancient, and it has held a respected position
in nearly every culture and society since the dawn of recorded history.
Advertising is a legitimate effort by brewers to make consumers aware of
the particular types, brands and prices of malt beverages that are
available.

Three basic principles which have long been reflected in the policies

of the brewing industry continue to underlie these Guidelines. First,
beer advertising should not suggest directly or indirectly that any of the
laws applicable to the sale and consumption of beer should not be
scrupulously complied with. Second, brewers should adhere to standards of candor and good taste applicable to all commercial advertising.

Third, brewers are responsible corporate citizens, sensitive to the
problems of the society in which they exist, and their advertising should
reflect that fact.

These Guidelines consist of more specific provisions describing the
advertising policies of the brewing industry.

1. Beer advertisements should neither suggest nor encourage overindulgence.
Because beer is a beverage of moderation, advertising should not
portray or suggest its abuse, even in a comical vein.

2. Beer advertising should neither portray nor encourage
drinking by individuals below the legal age of purchase.
3. No beer advertisements should in any way suggest noncompliance with legal age of purchase limitations.

4. No beer advertisements should encourage or condone
drunk driving.
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5. Advertisements should not include scenes of inebriation,
revelry, comical drunks, or any other depiction of beer
drinkers who have in any way lost control of themselves.
Beer advertisements should never directly or indirectly suggest
misuse or abuse of the product.
6. Beer advertisements should make no scientifically unsubstantiated health claims.
If there exists significant controversy in the medical or scientific
community regarding the accuracy of a claim, the making of that claim
without simultaneously re., ealing the existence of the controversy
should be avoided.

7. Beer advertisements should not associate or portray beer
drinking before or during activities in situations which
require a high degree of alertness.
Beer is for relaxation and is not compatible with driving or performing hazardous jobs.
8. Advertising should neither state nor carry any implication
of alcohol strength.
Advertisements should not refer to the "strength" of a beer or boast
subtly of "kick," or otherwise promote its relative alcohol content. Nor
should advertisements include other subtle references to alcohol, such

as puns on words like "spirit" or "proof," or any overt or implicit
association with distilled spirits. Any claim of alcohol content permitted

by applicable law or regulation shall be deemed to be in compliance
with this Guideline.

9. Bee: advertising should not portray sexual passion,
promiscuity, or any other amorous activity as a consequence of drinking beer.
Beer is not related to sexual stimulation, and should not be portrayed in any fashion implying or suggesting that it is.

10. Advertisements should not contain suggestive double

entendres or any other material that might be considered lewd or obscene.
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11. Advertisements should not associate beer with crime,
criminals, or any illegal activity.
Advertisements should not associate beer with any illegal activity or
disreputable circumstances. Men and women portrayed in beer advertisements should be law abiding and mannerly.

12. Taverns or other places portrayed in beer advertisements
should always be depicted as well-kept and respectable
gathering places.
13. Religion and religious themes should never bc employed
in the advertising of beer.

14 Advertisers of malt beverages should not Amproperly
disparage competing beers. Comparisons in advertising
should be objective, truthEl, and significant.
Advertising should address the merits of the products being offered.
It should not characterize competing products falsely or inaccurately or
in a n.:sleading fashion. Comparisons in advertising should be objective
and truthful Consistent with Federa! regulatory policies, comparisons
must be adequately substantiated. Moreover, str.1 advertising should
provide useful and significant information to the consumer.

15. Advertisir% should never suggest that competing beers
contain objectionable additives or ingredients.
These include representations or implicLions that other beers
contain "synthetic additives" or other "artificial ingredients." Because
these words often have pejorative meanings, their use is inappropriate.

No beer may contain ingredients not permitted or appro ied by the

Food and Drug Administration and authorized by the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, rid Firearms.

16. Beer advertisements . mould not make exaggerated product representations.
Beer advertisements should restrict themselves to an honest and
accurate statement of facts. This is desirable in all advertising. Unfulfilled and false daims abor a product do not benefit consumers.
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17. Advertising should not use scienaic or pseudo-scientific
terms to convey the impress ion that a beer has special or
unique qualities if in fact it does not.

18. No beer advertisements in college, campus, or other
media should portray beer drinking as being important
to education, nor should beer advertising directly or
indirectly degrade study.

19. Beer advertising on television should make no representation of on-camera drinking, including sound effects
of drinking.

20. Beer advertising should never show littering.

For further information or additional
copies of this booklet, write to:
United States Brewers Association, Inc.
1750 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
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APPENDIX C
TABLE I

TOTAL BEER SALES AND PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION
IN THE UNITED STATES
Sales
(barrels Er 31 gallons)

Gallons Per Capita
(21 Years & Over)

1970

122,750,000

31.01

71

128,317,000

31.73

72

132,739,000

32.10

73

139,600,000

33.13

74

146,850,000

34.20

75

150,323,000

34.33

76

152,773,000

34.19

77

159,460,000

34.98

7o

166,167,000

35.69

79

172,559,000

36.29

1980

177,935,000

36.85

81

181,917,000

36.76

82

182,330,00

36.15

83

183,809,000

35.83

84

182,766,000

35.11

Source:

U.S. Treasury Department and U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table

II

1970-1984 BREWER CONSTRZT DOLLAR ADVERTISING EXP124DITUFES
(1970 DOLLARS, THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1970

130,316.2

71

135,%85.8

72

122,613.1

73

114,234.9

74

101,585.8

75

107,704.4

76

114,079.3

77

132,263.1

78

159,180.0

79

178,728.6

1980

181,668.6

81

188,737.3

82

196,687.7

83

220,744.0

84 (estimate)

229,900.0

Source: 1970-1983, Leading National. Advertisers and Broadcast
Advertisers Reports, Radio Expenditure Reports, and R. S. Weinberg
& Associates, Advertising Cost Index. 1984, United States Brewers
Association estimate.
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Index

1971-1984 Per Capita Beer Consumption (21 and Over) and
Beer Advertising Dollar Expenditures (Irilla ion Adjusted)
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liners and Broadcast Advertisers Reports, Radio Expenditure Reports nd 11 S Weinberg a Associates Advertising Cost
Index 1984 U S Brewers Association estimates
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY
STEPHEN K. LAMBRIGHT
VICE PRESIDENT AND GROUP EXECUTIVE
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, INC.
TO THE U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE
MAY 21, 1985

Prior to the May 21, 1985 hearing date, a book entitled "Anheuser-Busch Programs
to Promote Responsible Drinking," and a videotape of the two Anheuser-Busch
moderation ads were submitted for the record and are incorporated by reference
h.:7e:-. 1 r espec tfully submit, for the record, the following wr.tten testimony which
sets out the position of Anheuser-Busch Companies in greater detail.

OVERVIEW

Our statement addresses the following questions which were raised in the letter of
invitation to testify
QUESTION I. Is there a causal connection between broadcast advertising
for beer and v- Inc and consumption, and abuse (including underage
consumption and abuse)?

RESPONSE: No Numerous scientific studies have failed to detect any
evidence of a causal connection between advertising and abuse.
QUESTION 2: Should such advertising be banned or aduitionally

restricted by legislation or regulation?
RESPONSE: No. Such government intervention would not only raise
serious Constitutional questions but, if imposed, would do nothing to
reduce the problem of alcohol abuse.
QUESTION 3. Under the Fairness Doctrine, should counteradvertisements

be required for beer and wine product advertising"
RESPONSE. No The Federal Comm.inications Commission and the courts
ha%e ruled since the mid-1970s th:: the Fairness Doctrine should not
extend to product advertising The reasoning behind such interpretation
is as sound coda) as it has been for the past ten years.
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QUESTION 4: Are the efforts of the beer and wine industries and the
broadcast industry adequate in addressing the problem of abuse?
RESPONSE: Yes

These efforts are not only adequate by any reasonable

definition of the term, but effe:tive ... producing positive results
Anheuser-Busch agrees that alcohol abuse it: 2 s:gnificant problem, and we share the
public's deep concern over this issue But history and scientific research have
demonstrated that beer and wine advertising in no v; ay contributes to alcohol abuse
or implies that such abuse is in any way acceptable.

Attempts to redefine the existing and widely-accepted interpretation of the Fairness
Doctrine so that it applies to product advertising, or to enact legislation creating
other type of 'counter - advertising' requirement, raise serious First Amendment
questions What kinds of messages will government allow consumers to see and hear
... and which messages will consumers be force fed?

Such a heavy-handed approach will provide no benefit. tinile it will not reduce
alcohol abuse, it will exact a substantial cost from the affected industries, from
consumers, and from society in general.
We do not question the sincerity of many who criticize our industry on this issue.
We strongly disagree, however, with their interpretation of the available scientific
evidence, with their disregard of the Constitutional safeguards accorded commercial
speech, and with their assessment of the practical viability of the solution they
have proposed

THE EFFECTS OF ADVERTISING

Introduction
A major contention of those who would impose a Fairness Doctrine burden on lacer
and wine advertising is that such commercial messages contribute to alcohol abuse.
In fact, despite literally scores of studies throughout the world, no connection
between advertising and abuse has ever been established.
Earlier this year, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) completely dismissed
allegations that beer and wine advertising contribute to abuse. Following a
comprehensive rn le v. of the available literature in response to a petition seeking to
ban such ads, or to establish a counter - advertising reci irement, the FTC staff
found that:
no theoretical argument or empirical evidence suggests that alcohol
advertising has a significant effect on abuse Alcohol abuse is a complex
public health problem There seems no reason to assume that advertisements
for alcoholic beverages induce significant numbers of people to become
alcoholics or to violate the laws against drinking and driving' (FTC Staff
Report, 1985)
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The primary effect of beer and wine advertising is to help existing consumers
choose among competing brands, rather than to recruit new consumers. For
example, an econometric study by Duffy (1981) on the influence of prices, income
and advertising on the demand for alcoholic beverages that appeared in the British
Journal of Alcohol and Alcoholism concluded:

'We suspect that the main effect of drink advertising is to maintain or, if
possible, increase a brand's market share. Most of the advertising messages
tend to 'cancel out' each other in the competitive struggle between firms, so
that there occurs only a small extension (if any) of total demand for the
product.'
In a 1984 study, the prestigious Traffic Injury Research Foundation of Canada
similarly concluded that "Advertising may have been used as a tool to retain or
strengthen market share -- even so, consumption did not increase in the face of this
very pervasive and intense advertising.'

In fact, no scientific studies indicate that advertising is a primary determinant of
overall
,sorption And even those studies uhich find a stat.stical relationship
concede that it is, at most, a very limited and minor factor.
While advertising may have some marginal effect on consumption, this effect is
minuscule in comparison to such basic factors as demographics, economics and
social norms.

Does Advertising Cause Abuse?

Even if advertising were shown to prompt a small increase in overall consumption,
there is no proof that such growth would lead to increased abuse.
Mulford and Fitzgerald (1983, 1984) studied the results of increased alcohol
consumption in Iowa between 1961 and 1979. Their research, reported in the
Journal of Studies of Alcohol, found that while per capita consumption increased by
81% during the period, problem drinking -- as measured by several indicators -remained unchanged

The researchers found that:
'The nature and magnitude of the alcohol problem is influenced by too many
forces interacting in too complex a manner to be understood or solved by
merely identifying and correcting a biological abnormality or by formal
efforts to control the total volume of alcohol consumed by the population"
(emphasis added)

Even the Centrr for Science in the Public Interest (CSPII -- one of the most vocal
critics of beer and wine advertising -- conceded in its petition to the Federal
Trade Commission that 'the available literature does not demonstrate a causal
connection between advertising and harm'
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And yet, if the effects of beer and wine advertising are so substantial that a
Fairness Doctrine remedy is justified, it should be easy to show a causal connection
between advertising and abuse. The experience of the scientific community,
however, runs in exactly the opposite direction
Real world experience also fails to support the notion that advertising causes abuse.
Certainly, if advertising were a primary contributor to abuse, then its total
elimination should result in less abuse Yet bans on advertising have been Imposed
in a variety of nations and across a wide spectrum of cultural settings and political
systems ... with uniformly disappointing results.
In a co- prehensive review of the effects of advertising regulation on consumption
rates, the Traffic Injury Research Foundation of Canada (1984) closely examined
data from eight countries. The Foundation report concluded:
'Thus, the results show two countries with reasonably high and similar per
capita consumption, one of which prohibits advertising (Hungary), the other
permits it across all forms of media for all beverage types (Australia); two
countries have moderate levels of consumption -- one of these (Denmark)
prohibits advertising, the other (Netherlands) permits it, three countries have
low consumption rates -- two of these (Finland and Norway) prohibit
advertising, one (Japan) has no restrictions
'If advertising has effects on consumption. it is not evident in these data.'

(emphasis added)

Focusing on North America, the government of British Columbia banned
advertising of alcoholic beverages for a 14-month period during 1971-72. A review
of consumption trends during that period "... lent little support for the view that
the B C advertising ban reduced alcohol consumption' (Smart and Cutler, 1976).

Similarly, looking at the beer advertising ban in the Canadian province of Manitoba
during the middle 1970s, another study (Ogborne and Smart, 1980) concluded.
"There is little evidence that per capita beer consumption has changed in any way
since beer advertising ceased to feature in the Manitoba media."
In addition to examining the Canadian advertising bans, Ogborne and Smart also
looked at states in this country which had enacted regulations to restrict newspaper
and magazine advertising They concluded that 'such restrictions should be given a
low priority among the plssible solutions to problems of restraining per capita
alcohol consumption'

Does Advertising Contribute to Underage Drinking?

In the absence of persuasive evidence that advertising contributes directly to abuse
among the general population, some critics contend that such commercial messages
exert undue influence on underage persons - increasing abuse among a unique))
vulnerable group Once again, however, this charge fails to meet the test of
scientific scrutiny
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In a study of 1,187 teenagers, Strickland (1982) found that there was "virtually
no
effect of exposure to televised alcohol beverage advertising on the level
of
consumption among teenagers in the overall sample'

More recently, a study conducted by Kohn and Smart (19E4) at the Addiction
Research Foundation in Toronto, Canada, exposed 125 male college students
to beer
advertisements in a vaiety of controlled situations.
The researchers attack the
notion that advertising has a unique effect on young people.
Our studies ha% both policy and methodological implications.
First, they do
not support strong concern about the effects of televised
beer advertising on a
young male population. even with ongoing Immediate access to beer. Although
moderate advertising exposure did increase consumption, the effect was brief
and evanescent ..." (emphasis added).

The major academic studies linking advertising with underage drinking cited
by
industry critics were conducted by Atkin and Block (1981) at Michigan State
University However, the researchers themselves have been careful to warn that
their findings are 'suggestive and tentative rather than definitive'
The FTC staff assessed the work of Atkin and Block as follows.

'The Atkin and Block study is, by its own admission, an exploratory study
that was not meant to be a rigorous test of any hypothesis. Because of the
nature of the study, the sampling technique, the ways in which the measure of
exposure to advertising and alcohol consumption were constructed, and the
statis ical analysis employed, it is Impossible to make any meaningful statements
about the effect of alcohol achertistrig on alcohol consumption based on Atkin and
Bloek's results' (emphasis added). (FTC Staff Report, 1985).

Furthermore, given the ,ophistication of children regarding advertising, charges of
"enticement" by beer commercials carry little weight. A number of stitdies give
evidence of early and appropriate learnin, with respect to discounting advertising.
Indeed, the ability to recognize persuasive intent in advertising has been shown to
be universally operative by the fifth grade ... an age well before children brgin
experimentation with alcohol or begin to drive (Robertson and Rossiter, 1974).

In this regard, it is worth quoting at some length from a World Health Organization
paper by Marcus Grant, senior scient;st, Division of Mental Health (1984):
.. North American studies St ggest that advertising is unlikely to recruit
drinkers directly from those young people who are non-drinkers. It is more
likely to influence particular .styles and patterns of drinking, for those young
people who already drink One recent study from the United States showed
that young people who were the heaviest drinkers, had also been exposed to
most teln.ision drinks advertisements. and vice versa for the lightest drinkers
However, the amount of advertising influence was shown to be small, and
much less than the influence which friends had on drinking. This suggests
that changes in advertising alone, would nave very little direct impact on young
people s drinking
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In the same study, there was also an interesting relation between advertising
exposure and those who were problem drinkers. they were found to have been
exposed to less advertising than moderate drinkers. This implied that
achersisements might actually inhibit alcohol misuse. by 'finforcing and
encouraging norms of moderate, social drinking.' (emphasis added).

It should be noted that statistics compiled by the University of Michigan in its
annual poll of high school seniors show consumption rates for beer, wine and spirits
to have remained remarkably stable since 1975 - despite large increases in beer and
wine advertising And those changes revealed through the poll are, in fact, toward
less drinking by underage persons (Monitoring the Future Surveys, 1984).
Certainly, much work remains in discouraging underage drinking. But there is no
indication that beer and wine advertising are causes of this problem.
Conclusion

While all agree that alcohol abuse is a serious problem, there is no scientific
indication of a causal connection between advertising and abuse. Therefore,
government m.uipulation of beer and wine advertising offers little hope of
providing a meaningful solution to abuse

THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE AND PRODUCT ADVERTISING

Introduction

Under current interpretations, the Fairness Doctrine clearly does not apply to
product advertising.
More than ten years ago the Federal Communications Commission (FCC1 determined
that the Fairness Doctrine should not be applied to broadcast advertisements for
commercial products or services. In its 1974 Fairness Report, which resulted from a
comprehensive, three-year studs of the policies underlying the Fairness Doctrine
and their proper implen. _cation, the FCC determined that because advertisements
for commercial products or services 'make no meaningful contribution to informing
the public on any side of any issue,' they should not be subject to Fairness Doctrine
implications.

This position has been sustained in the courts
Broadcasting v. FCC. 367 F.2d 1993 (D.C. Cir.

See Nalional Committee for
1977). cert. denied. 436 U.S. 927 (1978).

Since the Fairness Report was issued, the FCC has steadfastly adhered to its position
that the Fairness Doctrine does not apply to commercial advertisements. Although
the FCC's determination does not preclude Congressional review, the decision of the
agency charged by Congress with regulating broadcast, 46 in the public interest
should be given considerable weight
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What Limits Could be Established Under a Broader
Interpretation of the Fairness Doctrine?
There are sound reasons for the FCC's approach. If Congress were to apply the
Fairness Doctrine to advertisements for commercial products or services, then the
FCC, licensees and advertisers would be forced to grapple wit': intractable problems

inherent to the application of that aoctrine.

Almost every ad would be viewed as controversial by some members of society:

o Hig,,way safety advocates could view as controversial a commercial
highlighting the qualities of high performance automobiles

o Certain groups could view as controversial advertisements for birth
control products.
o Some religious groups who object to the use of med:cine could find
controversy in commercials for over - the - counter dn.'s.
o Some groups could find controversial content in advertisements for
almost any food product. In fact, the Center for Science in the Public
Interest has attacked ads for food products which contain sugar, salt,
caffeine, artificial sweeteners and processed flour. If the Fairness
Doctrine is extended to product advertisements, there can be little doubt
that CSPI and similar groups will be back to demand counter-ads for
these products ... and many more
Where, how and by whom would the line be drawn in applying the Fairness
Doctrine to product advertisements? An entirely new bureaucracy would be
required .. one charged with the Constitutionally sensitive task of policing the
marketplace of ideas by regulating the flow of information to American consumers.
Would every commercial be subject to a 'fairness review" before, or after, it is
broadcast? What criteria would licensees or the FCC use to decide which ads or
products are "controversial" enough to require rejoinder ... and who should provide
that rejoinder? How should the broadcast licensee's other news and public affairs
programming that might touch on the product-commercial issue be counted?

As Dean Burch, former chairman of the FCC, has stated regarding the difficulty of
achieving a proper balance:
(t)he road here could lead to a series of decisions with enough variables and
shadings to rival a medieval religious tract' National Brocdc2sting Company
(Wilderness Society. -- Esso) 31 FCC 2nd (Concurring statement, Chairman
Burch)
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Unfavorable Consequences

The current interpretation of the Fairness Doctrine, which does not apply its
obligations to commercial advertisements for products or sere ices, has evolved for a
variety of legitimate reasons.
But perhaps more important than any of the reasons discussed so far is the
potential 'chilling effect' such an approach could have on the free marketplace of
ideas Commercial speech provides the economic underpinnings
for pure speech on
radio and television .. the primary mass communication media in this country.
Extension of the Fairness Doctrine to product advertising would likely drive a
significant amount of advertising revenue away from the broadcast media. It is
doubtful that many businesses would continue their broadcast advertising if the
stations were obligated to seek out 'counter-advertisers "'-ho wish to cttack the
advertiser's product on ideological grounds
This would have a devastating impact on free speech in this country. Without the
diverse and sucstantial community of broadcast advertisers that currently exists,
alternate sources of income would have to be sought out by broadcast licensees
This could result in a shift toward government funding, with all its attendant First
Amendment concerns, or toward an increased reliance on those few advertisers who
are able to :scope Fairness Doctrine liability. Our society's ability to address
controversial issues through the elec,ionic media would be substantially impaired -a result that runs directly counter to the Fairness Doctrine's intent.
The Fairness Doctrine and Advertising for Beer and Wine

The same reasons for not applying the Fairness Doctrine to any product
advertisement in general are also true for beer and wine advertising in particular.

Peer and wine advertisements are not a special case. Unlike cigarettes, beer
wine are not intrinsically dangerous for the consumer. Thus, they should be treated
no differently from other consumer goods which add to the quality of life when
used appropriately.
As the FTC found in its recent response to the petition to ban beer and wine ads or
to require counter-advertising:
"In the context of alcoholic beverage advertising, these principles wiil not
support a finding of substantial injury solely in the promotion of this
lawful!) marketed product To hold otherwise would permit the Commission
to substitute its own tastes for that of the marketplace Thus, a finding that
the challenged practices are unfair would require ev idence that the practices
are likely to lead to abuse. It is abuse, not consumption per se. that leads to
unavoidable consumer injury'

In fact, substantial scient.fic evidence exists which shows that moderate drinkers
derive health benefits from alcohol consumption For example. Dr. Thomas B
Turner (1981), in a review of the literature on the health effects of moderate
alcohol use, reported
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'A number of well designed and executed case-control studies indicate
that the
risk of coronary heart disease, especially
myocardial infarction, is lower in
persons who use alcohol moderately than in abstainers.'

Additionally, a 10 year study by the Kaiser-Pcrmanente Health Plan
in California
(Klatsky, 1981) found that the 10 year death rate for moderate drinkers
(1
drinks daily) was lower than that for either abstainers or heavy drinkers. or 2

It is also worth noting, in the context of a discussion about requiring
counteradvertising to warn people of the dangers of alcohol, that under
Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) regulations, brewers and current
vintners are
prohibited from mentioning the above -- or any other -- positive health effects of
moderate drinking in their advertising.
Although the broadcasters are better al-le to assess the impact of the proposed
interpretation of the Fairness Doctrine on their own industry, we have
no
indication that another advertiser is 'waiting in the wings' to replace the
revenue
represented by the brew ing industry. Our critics would like to have it both
ways -arguing that cs.: industry's advertising expendit.:res
represent an immense sum ,
but one that would not be missed by broadcasters.
Obviously, this is not the
case.

COMMERCIAL SPEECH AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT
Although the Subcommittee's inquiry is on the Fairness Doctrine, per se, 'he
issue
of government-mandated counter-advertising also must be evaluated from a broader
Constitutional perspective.
Since the middle of the last decade, 'commercial speech' such as beer advertising
has been afforded protection under the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
The Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled that it is unconstitutional to restrict
commercial speech unless a substantial goverimental issue is a ectly advanced
thereby, and the restriction is no more extensive than necessary to serve that
interest. See, e.g., Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission.
447 U.S 337 (1980). It is the government that bears the burden of
demonstraiing
that advertisir g restrictions comply with these requirements.

It is highly unlikely that legislative restrictions on beer and wine advertising would
pass Constitutional muster While the federal government has a considerable
interest in reducing alcohol abuse, restrictions on beer and w Inc advertising would
not advance this interest.

Additionally, the Supreme Court has stated that th. tinF, between an advertising
restriction and a substantial government interest must be more than 'tenuous' .nd
that 'conditional and remote eventualities' simply cannot justify restrictions on
promotional advertising Id at 560 There must be an 'immediate connection'
between the advertising and the undesirable outcome that the advertising restriction
is intended to address Id
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Any restriction on beer and wine advertising ... be it an outright ban, or the
imposition of a counter-advertising obligation ... would in all probability fail to
meet this requirement because ,i,..7.: is no demonstrated link between such
advertising and alcohol abuse -- and there is significant scientific evidence that
such a link simply does not exist.

Indeed, the FTC found after considerable study that there is no reliable basis on
which to conclude that alcohol advertising significantly affects alcohol abuse.'
In the absence of such evidence, the Commission said,
'Where is no basis for concluding that rules banning or otherwise limiting
alcohol advertising would offer significant protection to the public." (Letter
from the Secretary, FTC, to the Center for Science in the Public Interest,
April 5, 1985.)

Given the Commission's recent findings, and the substantial body of evidence on
which they are based, government intervention in this area lacks any meaningful
justification Such intrusion on basic First Amendment values mist be vigorously
opposed.

The Seiberling Bill

The bill recently introduced by Repres-ntative John F. Seiberling provides more
than ample illustration of the "chilling effect" that will result from attempts to
mandate counter-advertising for beer and wine commercials.

An impartial reading of this bill makes it clear that no indu ,try would advertise its
products under the provisions it would force on brewers anu vintners.

o The Seiberling bill requires that one counter-advertisement be run ... of
equal length and to an equivalent audience ... for each product
advertis' sent t.iat is aired. Thus, the adv-rtisers' costs at least double.
o Every message encouraging consumers to choose A particular brand of
product must be 'balanced' by messages that say 'using this product,
regardless of the brand, can be dangerous.' Thus, the value of the
product commercial is greatly reduced, and perhaps even eliminated.

o Finally, since the counter-ads mandated 'oy the bill grossly overstate the
incidence of abuse in our society, the advertiser is actually paying to
stigmatize his own product. Thus, the net result of any produ,:t
advertising will be to undermine sales

Clearly, if such a bill were enacted, there is little doubt that a II tz.tr and wine
advertising would disappear from the airwaves However, the problems with
mandated counter-ads in general -- and the Seiberling bill in particular -- go well
beyond the impact on brewers and vintners.
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o Thanks largely to the voluntary actions of b.aadcasters, brewers,
vintners, the news media and concerned citizens groups, 2 sense of
personal responsibility is being reinforced among the vast majority of
our customers. In fact, the public today is better equipped to assess the
potential dangers of irresponsible drinking than at any time in the past.
Gosernment intervention through mandator) counter-advertising would
seriously weaken or eliminate many of these voluntary efforts.
o Counter-advertising simply will not have an effect on chronic abuse.
Chronic abuse is not created by advertising ... and i cannot be cured
by counteradvertising. In fact, to cite chronic abuse AS a rationale for
. 's form of social engineering is a cruel hoax.
o And perhaps most importantly, the imposition of mandatory counter-ads
seriously' erodes not only the First A.mendme.nt rights of advertisers to
honestly promote lawful products, but also the right of consumers to
reeds e commercial information free of government control.
Man.lators counter - advertising, in short, is unnecessary, in:f f'ecIe, inequitable and
Constitutionally suspect.

VOLUNTARY EFFORTS BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The final question raised by the Subcommittee is whether voluntary programs
undertaken by brewers, vintners, distillers and broadcasters are "adequate" to deal
with the problem of alcohol abuse While any determination of adequacy must to
some extent be left to the predisposition of individual obsersers, the follow.ng
points should be made:
o

If
d
.. "aequate
is defined as the total elimination of alcohol abuse, no
effort -- pub is or private -- will ever meet that standard. Our nation's
experience d. ring Prohibition amply illustrates that fact.

o

If "adequate" is taken to mean a demonstration of intent through a
substantial commitment of corporate resources, there is good reason to
believe that industry efforts are in fact adequate. Anheuser-Busch is
proud to rresent to the Subcommittee information on our many programs
which address the alcohol abuse problem, and Mr. Shea, representing the
L.S Bit. ers Association, is providing information on other industry
efforts in this area

o Finally, if "adequate' is taken to mean presiding a particularly
beneficial contribution to promoting responsible consumption ... then
here, too, ndustry efforts can be termed adequate Instances of abuse
are oeciining in our society, and our industry has played a meaningful
role in bringing this about
Certainly, more can and will be done But the fact is that %oluntary efforts
undertaken by the beer, wine and broadcast industries co^:titute a uniquell
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persuasive voice that cannot be replaced by government, or by governmentmandated counter messages.
As the departments of Treasury and Health and Human Services noted in their 1980
'Report to the ?resident and Congress on Health Hazards Associated with Alcohol
and Methods to Inform the General Public of these Hazards'.
'Several communications experts (have) cautioned that the public generally is
feeling 'over warned' by the government. Dr Amitai Etzioni, for example,
wrote 'that growing segments of the public ignore more and more of such
(governmont) warnings because they feel they cannot heed the recent
avalanche of warnings People seem to particularly resent being 'warned'
about negative consequences likely to result from use of products which they
enjoy consuming, which may appear to relieve stress, and about which they
feel personally knowledgeable and comfortable'
That is, government warnings ... or government- mandated counter-advertisements
would by the very fact that they are associated with the government be
discounted by large segments of the population. Voluntary industry actions. on the
other hand, are free from that disadvantage In fact, since such moderation
IIICSS2'
rome from companies that have an economic stake in consumption, they
are u
ely persuasive.

The findings reported to the President and Congress in 1980 are consistent with
those of Mulford and Fitzgerald in their 19E3 study of drinking patterns in Iowa.
The researchers argued that:
. strong negative attitudes toward alcohol misuse, together with some
relaxation of emotionally charged neg,.:: a attitudes toward any drinking at
all, may be the most reasonable explanation of how Iowans managed to
increase their consumption so much without any increase in problem drinking.
Perhaps the climate of attitudes that rrost effectively prevents alcohol misuse
consists of relaxed sentiments, and ev.n indifference, regarding any drinking
at all, but universal, strong, negative. attitudes toward alcohol misuse.'

Once again, the voluntary efforts of broadcasters, brewers and vintners in
promoting responsible consumption make a unique contribution to establishing the
climate of opinion described by Mulford and Fitzgerald
a contribution that
would be eliminated by heavy-handed government manipulation.
In this context, it is instructive to review several aspects of Anheuser-Busch's
efforts to promote the responsible consumption of its products. A comprehensive
discussion of these programs has been provided to the Subcommittee. For the
purpose of brevity, however, let us focus on the con..aunity-level elements of our
programs and the broadcast moderation campaign we have undertaken.
Our voluntary community programs ... impcmented by members of our wholesaler
family ... provide reminders about respr.isible drinking to the consumer at the
point of purchase, where it can have ?lie most immediate impact on behavior.
Importantly, these efforts enlist the support of the retailer, mobilizing his personal
relationship with the consumer in the effort to head of an abuse situation.
Similarly. our broadcast moderation ads are intended to reinforce existing attitudes
in favor of moderation and personal responsibility Just as a beer ad cannot create
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demand for our products where none would otherwise exist,
our roderation ads
cannot imbue consumers with a sense of personal responsibility.
They c.An,
however, strengthen such a sense by urging moderation in a
non-threatening, nonaccusatory way.
Obviously, Anheuser-Busch is not "anti-drinl'ing' But we hae
demonstrated, by our
actions, that we are anti-abuse. And more importantly,
we ha.e demonstrated our
position in a fashion that is more persuasive to our customers
than any governmentmandated counter-ad could ever be.

Brewers, vintners and broadcasters represent a unique and significant
tool in
addressing the problem of alcohol abuse ... a tool that could
if their voluntary efforts to promote responsible consumption be totally eliminated
are replaced by
government - mandated programs. A cooperative effort, combining
the public and
private sectors, .s the best way to address alcohol abuse.

CONCLUSION

While neither Anheuser-Busch, nor any other member of the brewing
would contend that the problem of alcohol abuse is unworthy of the industry,
Subcommittee's
concern, the solutions under consideration offer little hope of providing
a
meaningful benefit.

Our industry, and the advertising that supports our products, is already
regulated. Two federal agencies, and the lavs and regulations of the 50 very highly
control almost every aspect of our industry's operations. Additionally, states,
the
television networks apply their own, very stringent standards to
Clearly additional restrictions, merely for the sake of restriction,our advertising.
are not called for.
Extension of the Fairness Loctrine to cover beer and wine ads, or
other type of
commercial advertising, would open a 'Pandora's box.' of problems.any
Even
importantly for the immediate d scussion, there is no indication that such more
a course
would meaningfully address alcohol abuse.
Enactment of some other type of "crmnter-advertising" requirement would suffer
from the same difficulty, while rais.ug serious Constitutional questions.
Additionally, the coercive intent of the government in adopting such a course
would alienate many consumers .. trading
workable industry programs that are
currently in place for the problematical benefits of heavy-handed
government

interventrA
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Mr. WIRTH. Gentlemen, we thank you all very much. Let me see
if I could start with suggesting that there is some consensus on this
issue that broadcasters believe that alcohol problems are serious
enough throughout the country to undertake a voluntary program
of educational spots and PSA's. SMART and others believe that
counterads ought to be mandated. So do we agree at least going in
that the issue has become whether the voluntary efforts of broadcasters are sufficient, or whether counterads should be mandated?
That is the issue in front of the Congress today.
Do you agree with that, Mr. Fritts?

Mr. FRrrrs. Mr. Chairman, I would agree with your opening
statement wherein you suggested that the burden of proof should
be on the proponents of counterads.
Mr. WIRTH. Let me ask the question again. Has the issue really

become whether the voluntary efforts of broadcasters are sufficient, or whether counterads should be mandated?

Mr. FRrrrs. I think the issue before this Congress is whether
broadcasters are responding to the needs of their local communities. I think evidence has shown that through the National Association of Broadcasters campaigns, the campaigns of Taft broadcasting

and others, this issue has risen to a high level of importance and
concern across the country.

Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Jacobson.

Mr. JACOBSON. I think you put your finger right on it. That is
really the main issue right now, particularly with Congressman

Seiberling's bill before the Congress.
Mr. WIRTH. Any other comments?

We viant to take the next step. If we accept a voluntary counterad solution to a severe problem rather than a legislative solution to a severe problem, then we have to ask what assurance does
the Congress or the public have that when this issue fades away,
that the broadcasting industry will then continue to devote substantial time to running PSA's?
Mi. FRrrrs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to expand on our commitment at the National Association of Broadcasters. As I stated in
our opening statement, we pledge to this Congress and to the subcommittee that we will be ever vigilant in responding to the needs
of the community. As long as alcoholism, drunk driving and the effects of misuse of alcohol are of concern to the local communities in
America, NAB and their stations will be responding to those concerns.

Certainly, this subcommittee has the opportunity at any time in
the future to offer legislation or hold hearings to determine if we
are responding to those community needs.

Mr. TAFr. I would like to add to that a little bit. I think we

should point out and realize that a lot of these efforts that I mentioned in my remarks and othersand you have all mentioned to
some degreehave taken place well in advance of this current initiative. I think it is a recognition on the part of broadcasters that
there is abuse of beer and wine. It is problem and it should be
dealt with.
I, personally, think that coordinated local efforts not necessarily
done in one spot a week or one spot a month, but using all kinds of
different methods to get at the problem, are the most effective way
,
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to deal with this. As we have dealt with these various prublems at

a certain season of the year, not necessarily doing the same

amount every month. I think that is the kind of effective thing we
can do on a voluntary basis.
Mr. WIRTH. There is another approach, such as that of the Wine
Institute; they have developed a code for advertising, developed a
context for the ads, and that presents a framework different from
the counterad approach or the PSA approach.
Now, advertisers have claimed that alcohol ads airing during
sports programs are geared to reach the oiler sports audience. And
the advertisers will claim that therefore, their ads were not target-

ed for people under the age of 21.
So they have devoted a lot of their television advertising 80 or 90

percent, to that kind of sports programming, arguing that that is
for people over the age of 21.
But another advertiser devotes an enormous part of their television ad budget, 88 percent, to the same sports programming, and
that is the Armed Forces. Now, presumably tha Armed Forces are
after that group that is under the age of 21, and I don't think the
Armed Forces predominantly are recruiting people over the age of
21.

Now on the one hand, the advertisers are claiming that alcohol
ads during sports programs are aimed at an older audience, and
that is the context they are gearing for, but the military, recruiting
people out of high school, are going in the other direction. Maybe

context doesn't work.
Mr. DeLuca, do you have any response to that?

Mr. DELucA. Yes. To answer not only this question but your
leading question. You asked whether the alternative was voluntary
or counteradvertising. There is another option before the Congress.
We, in 1979 and 1981, petitioned the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms to mandate the code of advertising. In other words,
there is a third choice. That is, by regulation to adopt a code so
that it is universal, so that it is not just simply the California wine
industry or others who may want to adopt that. And therefore, the
petition before you today by us would be that we ask this committee to assist us in getting the administration to adopt as a regulation our code of advertising for vintner advertising.
And it would answer the question of context, it would answer the
question of volunteerism, and it would be submitted to the Executive Office through the regulatory approach, asking for comments
from the public.
We have talked about how emotional this issue is, and one way

to sort this out is to have public ?articipation in the regulatory
process.

Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Shea, let me ask you what your response is to
Mr. De Luca's suggestion. Second, how do you respond to the advertisers' claim that the revenues going in are going after the over-21

age group in terms of beer, but the under-21 age group in terms of
the Armed Forces.
Mr. SHEA. First, I would suggest that one of the advertisers is
perhaps wasting its money. However, I believe the threshold question which you asked initially, Mr. Chairman, is: Do the ads cause
the problem: That seems to me to be the threshold question before
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this committee if it is to considEr either a ban or mandatory counteradvertising.
Lacking such scientific proof, it would seem to be an ill-considered legislative move to mandate either a ban or counteradvertising.

Moving on to the codes, like the Wine Institute, the brewing industry has had a code since the 1940's for its own product, beer,
which although containing the same ethyl alcohol as wine is a different product and it is advertised differently because it is consumed differently. We have pled -Ted to adhere to that code. And I
might add that participating in the most recent revisions were not
just domestic brewers but beer importers as well.
As far as the final question on sports programming, the advertising agencies and perhaps the networks would be far more qualified
to answer that than I. But 1 understand that the average viewing
age for most sports programming is almost 50 years of age.
Mr. WIRTH. There are a lot of old folks going into the military, I
guess.

Mr. Banzhaf, let me ask you to respond and then I'll go on to Mr.

Swift.

Mr. BANZHAF. I would like to respond to two of the issues that

you have raised. First of all, with regard to the reply time approalh, I think everybody here at this table has taken the view
that the message is aimed at the problems of drinking; that they

have been effective. The broadcasters have taken that view, they
have demonstrated that they are doing them. They have clai--ed
remarkable success with them.
So I think we all assume that if there were more of them up to a
certain point, that they would be effective in dealing with the problem of drinking, and this would be true whether or not the ads
themselves caused the problem. The very fact that they are running out of these PSA's, all of these specials, all of these announcements that they are claiming various drops, that they are cooperating with so many authorities, indicates I think that it is an effective approach to the problem, or at least they so believe.
The question then would be. Should we rely on this or should
Congress require more?

With regard to the question of whether they are voluntary; that
is, whether they were stepped up perhaps because of this issue and
whether they will continue if Congress does nothing, I think per-

haps one of the best indications of this might be with regard to
what they do to the other major product category which is compa-

rablethat is, cigarettes. They are certainly comparable. I think

cigarettes are probably more dangerous.
They have submitted to this committee a great deal of information as to how much they have done with regard to alcohol where
they are under some compulsion or legislative gun. I would suggest,

Mr. Chairman, that they be asked to submit the comparable data
with regard oa cigarettes and tobacco.
So far as I know, not a single network has run a full-time special

on the issue of cigarettes since the Surgeon General's report in

1964. The only exception was a political program CBS ran on lobbying. The level of the PSA's is much lower I believe than those with
regard to alcohol problems. I have no indication of the kind of coop-
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eration they claim here concerning the alcohol problem with
regard to tobacco.

I would ask, Mr. Chairman, that you make that request of the
people who have submitted this data, so that your committee will
have the comparable data that you can make that judgment. And
if there is, in fact, a difference, perhaps they can explain why they
feel the problem of alcohol is so much more important than the
problem of tobacco.
Mr. WIRTH. Gentlemen, I thank you. Clearly, all of you recognize

that there is a problem out there. The broadcasters have approached it one way with PSA's and the educational efforts that
Mr. Fritts has talked about. The Wine Institute has taken a different kind of an approach I think; what I would call a contextual approach. And there is a third approach, saying that Congress ought
to take further steps either legislatively or by urging regulation.
Mr. Swift.

Mr. SWIFT. Thank you very much. I would like to make a quick
comment on what Professor Banzhaf has just said. In noting that

broadcasters carry few or no public service announcements on
smoking. I would point out that they do carry Lung Association
ads. And interestingly enough, even the Lung Association is not
any longer concentrating solely on smoking with its particular
forms of advertising.

I would further suggest that it is the charge of the local broadcaster to respond to a wide range of issues, and if we ask for the
kinds of information that the professor suggested, I suggest we find
out what all the topics are that broadcasters have been responding
to and then, what emphasis they have been making on the cigarette and smoking counteradvertising, in relation to that context.

I would also point out thatas I did in my opening statement

that one of tie reasons there has been an enormous concentration
on alcohol abuse, particularly drunk driving, is not because it is
just something the broadcasters thought up. An organization called
Mothers Against Drunk Driving made an enormous public issue of
it and the broadcasters responded to the issue as it grew in the
awareness of the public. And then you have the "who-is-leadingwhom" kind of effect. But I think it started with citizens; it started
with MADD. Broadcasters responded, and they amplified the message that MADD had.
And if the issue is perceived to have been partially solved or will

go away er simply become uninteresting to the public, I'm afraid
the broadcasters, responding as they do to public concerns, will, in
fact, probably reduce their emphasis of it. I do not think that's anything that is particularly unusual nor anything about which anybody should be suspicious.

Now, a couple of questions. Clearly, if we adopt this bill we are
setting a very significant precedent in the kinds of statutes that
Congress passes. And we ought to know exactly what it is we're

doing. I would appreciate it if any of the witnesses could give us or
direct us to hard evidence of a clear correlation between beer and
wine advertising and abuse of those two products.
Mr. JAcoesor.r. I would like to address that. First, it is not going
to be any single or simple study that can relate advertising expenditures to alcohol abuse. There are a tremendous number of factors
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that impinge on consumption and on drinking behavior. Price, age
distribution of the pop elation, cultural habits, educational programs, a whole wide range of things.

It is appropriate to look at a number of things. One is that question: Does advertising tend to promote sales? The broadcasters
have been very responsible with regard to hard liquor advertising;

they reject it. Hard liquor sales have been declining in 9 out of the
past 10 years. Fifteen years ago, liquor comprised 50 percent of the
alcohol; now it only comprises about one-third.
Mr. Swirl. I want to give you every opportunity and I am sure
that material is in the record or you may submit it for the record.
But what I asked for was a correlation between the advertising and
abuse of the product. I think it is very important to direct this to
abuse.

Mr. JACOBSON. It is a two-step stage. One is, does advertising
tend to promote consumption. And outside of the public relations
people for the beer and broadcasting industries, I think everybody
agrees that it does.
And then the second step is does consumption tend to parallel
abuse. And again, most of the experts in the alcohol field feel that
it does.

Mr. Swirl. You are taking essentially the position that beer and
wine are inherently a harmful product, like cigarettes.
Mr. JACOBSON. The more people drink the more likely it is that
there will be alcohol abuse.
Mr. Swumr. You cannot have it both ways, and you are trying to
create for yourself a situation where you ran flop off on either side
of this as the need comes.
In yGur judgment, are beer and wine, as products, intrinsically

harmful, as most people agree tobacco is? Or are they not? Are

they only harmful when abused?
Mr. JACOBSON. There is no one-word answer for that. For some
people, they are always harmful. Recovering alcoholics. They increase the risk of incidence of alcoholism in young people. Children
of alcoholics.

Mr. Swim:. Does anybody have- Mr. BANZHAF. There is a developing body of evidence concernin

addiction, the characteristics of addicts, whether there is an addi
tive personality that tends to become addicted to tobacco, to al, .,hol, perhaps even to gambling. And I think there is also indicat ,n
in the literature that alcoholics consume a Jery substantial proportion of alcoholic beverages.

So I would like to repeat my earlier suggestion. I think the best
place to look for this kind of evidence would not be in the 1966 literature study since there is no major funding source for this. Very
little money goes into it. But rather, to use the subpoena power of

the Congress of the Federal Trade Commission to get the documents from the advertisers, the manufacturers and so on and look
and see have they concentrated on what kind of ads would appeal
to the addict? Do they have any figures as to how different kinds of
approaches tend to impact on them? And then make a judgment.
Mr. Swirl. Let me ask a question. ThaL idea intrigued me. I
think it is rot a bad idea at all.
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I had a friend who worked fcr an advertising agency and was
talking with a man who produced headache remedy commercials.
And he says, "How come all of those commercials do that [indicating loud, intense visuals]? And, he was told, "Because if we just sell
aspirin to people who occasionally get headaches, we don't sell very
many aspirin. But if we can take the hypochondriac who is always
popping aspirin and give him a headache, then we sell a lot of aspi-

rin.
So I think your point is well taken. Would you then suggest that
perhaps we should go into all the records of the advertising agen-

cies that handle headache remedies and determine what they are
doing?
Mr. BANZHAF. Mr. Swift, I think any argument, any approach,

can be carried too far to too much of an extreme.

Mr. Swim Aspirin, if abused, is extremely harmful to your
Mr. BANZHAF. That's true. Do you know how many people are
killed each year by abuse of aspirin? I don't think anybody here
health.

does, nor do I know of any studies that have been done about the
number of people killed by hamburgers or ice cream or some of the
other examples.

Mr. Swirr. Or the guy who died in England from drinking too
much water. You can carry it to an extreme, but that's not what
I'm trying to do.

Mr. BANZHAF. If you look at the top product killers and see if
there is a problem- Mr. Swirr. Why not the top six? Why not the top seven? Why

not the top 100?
Mr. BANZHAF. Because the 100 is going too far.

Mr Swirr. The question we have to face is. We are being asked,
if we undertake to pass this legislation, to establish a precedent.
The question is whether it's the top five or the top 100, whether
aspirin should be included. All of those are notI'm not trying to
make fun of your suggestion at all. It's just that we're opening a
Pandora's box in which we find all of the questions that I'm asking
you And I think before we open that box we ought to know how
we are going to deal with those questions that will flow naturally
and logically from our actions.

Mr. BANZHAF. It is not that much of a precedent, nor are you
opening the box The Congress already severely restricts advertising for certain di ugs for a variety of financial advertising, the socalled tombstone variety. You have already, with other prod -

ucts- -

Mr. Sim Fr. Because of potential abuse of the products?
Mr. BANZHAF. Yes.
Mr. Swi Fr. Name one.
Mr. BANZHAF. Many of our commercial drugs are very severely
restricted in terms of the advertising claims they can make.
Former Secretary Califano answered your question. He took on

an anticigarette campaign. In response to the question between

cigarettes and drinking, he said he could not see smoking in moderation but he could definitely see drinking in moderation as one of
the major distinctions. His answer was that there is not an inherent danger in terms of the product itself.
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In all of your packets that you have there, you have a symposium by the University of California San Francisco Medical School
called "Wine, Health and Society." You could make the case that
there is just as much scientific and medical evidence building up in
terms of the salutary effects of beer, wine and spirits in terms of

high density proteins, the cardiovascular effects of drinking in

moderation, the effect of wine on diabetes, wine in nutrition, beer
and wine in terms of nutrition.
Mr. DeLueA. In other words, there is a body of literature that

just came out in terms of the American Journal of Medicine in
terms of the salutary effects of drinking in moderation. Now, that
would answer the question whether a product is inherently by

itself bad or good. The whole emphasis here has got to be in terms
of use and misuse, and if there is anything that disturbs our constituents more about the Seiberling it is the blurring between the
distinction between use and misuse.
Mr. Swimr. I have a lot of egg growers in my district, and they
are very upset right now because the Department of Agriculture
insists on publishing things about eggs that talk about cholesterol.
It really bothers them. Is it some terribly wild leap in logic to suggest that if we set this precedent, that people might reasonably and

rationally petition for counteradvertising for eggs, to raise the
issues of cholesterol because, while the egg is healthy in these
ways, it has a downside, it has a lot of cholesterol in it? Cholesterol
we assume is not good for you. Is that an irrational extrapolation
from the precedent this bill would ask you to take?
Mr. DELucA. There is a flawed logic here because you can apply
it to salt and sugar. The flawed logic in this whole approach is that

if a product can be abused and therefore become part of a social
issue in your own country, then its moderate behavior has to also
be condemned.

Mr. Swivr. I would like to ask Mr. Lynn if he feels that my analogy, my egg example, seems exaggerated to you? Do they seem unreasonable or illogical to you? Or are we opening a door with this
precedent?
Mr. LYNN. They : no way sound facetious or irrational. In fact, I
believe it was the (-enter for Science in the Public Interest that re-

cently began a campaign to criticize the commercials of the egg
board, not simply because of the issue of cholesterol, but because
they felt that they were promoting too positive an image of the nutritional value of eggs.
So I think, in fact, there is always an impetus to suppress images
and ideas and commercials that we do not like. Different people do
not like different things. But once you open the box to nationally-

mandated equivalency time, I think you are on a very, very slippery slope very, very quickly.
Mr. BANZHAF. The FTC dealt with egg advertisements. The egg
board was running ads in which it said there was no scientific evidence whatsoever that eating additional eggs increases your risk of

heart attack. There was an FTC proceeding. The FTC issued a
cease and desist order.
Mr. Swimr. That is a different thing.
Mr. BANZHAF. It is an alternative way of dealing with the problem.
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Mr. Swam It is a different issue. I have no problem with making
egg people or beer people or wine people tell the truth about their
product. I don't have any problem with that.
Mr. BANZHAF. If telling the truth means revealing all material
ftcts, that is a justification for a variety of approaches. It is not a
unque thing.
Mr. Swam Do you know what the codicil on an average advertisement would be if the bread manufacturers and the automobile
manufacturers and the tea manufacturers.
Mr. WIRTH. And politicians?

Mr. Swim The disclaimer there would trigger equal time beyond

belief.

Mr. Banzhaf. That is the "parade of horribles" argument, which
we rule out in court, usually.
Mr. Swam I just submit that I have asked a totally independent
witness who does not have any interest in one side or the other if I
have paraded a series of horribles, extremes, facetious, silly and ir-

relevant things, and at least in his judgment, I have not. And the
only thing you have rebutted me with is something that is a different case all together, namely, misleading advertising.

Yes, sir.
Mr. SHEA. As a _ollowup to Mr. DeLuca's comments, I would like

to offer for the committee s consideration, and it is part of our writ-

ten testimony, a comment made in a Washington Post interview
last November by Dr. William Po llin, who then served as the Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse. He said the following:

The key comparison we can make is that 90 percent of current drinkers in this
country are quite comfortable and able to control their intake, and thus are not in
any sense addicted to alcohol. The ratio is almost reversed in regard to cigarettes.
All of the surveys show that 60 percent to 90 percent of smokers would very much
like to cut down or quit aal are unable to do so.

In view of that, I think what we are really talking about here is
the abuse of the product, not the use of the product, and there is
recent medical evidence to which Mr. DeLuca alltulad showing
that moderate consumption may, in fact, not only
neutral but

there may indeed be some beneficial aspects to it.
Mr. Swan. I have overused my time. I want to explore the same
line of reasoning as the ads relate to young people. If anybody can
tell me why adolescents do what they do, every parent in America
would gladly contribute a dollar to that person.
I quit smoking because a little, blond-haired girl reached up and
grabbed my hand and said, "Daddy, I don't want you to die." She is
23 years old now and smokes a pack of cigarettes a day.

She started in her adolescent years, after I had quit, after the

cigarette ban took effect, after both television and the movies substantially deglamorized the use of cigarettes, and still she smokes.
And she started in that mysterious period, that black hole we all
entered about 13 and re-emerge at 19. And no one, least of all, I
think, the adolescents, know exactly wh, they do what they do in
that period. But I have yet to see and Jody that needed a television
ad to get them to start smoking, to get them to start drinking, or
for them to discover sex.
Thank you.
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Mr. WIRTH. This hearing gets more interesting all the time.
Mr. NIELSON. Congressman Swift always puts me in a bad spot.
Can you arrange for me to follow somebody else next time?
Mr. LUKEN. Do you want me to take your time?
Mr. NIELSON. I would like to ask some questions of several of the
witnesses. We have some conflicting evidence today, and I would

like to first commend the broadcasters for the bans that they have
made and the various policies they have established.
I have before me the statement of NAB and also the CBS, NBC,
and ABC. Let me read just a few of them and then ask a question
whether you think these are being followed.
Mr. Jacobson indicated these ads are being put on the air in such
a way that they attract additional consumption, they get people to
start drinking that might not otherwise do it, and I want to see if
they followed these statements.
This happens to be NBC, but the others are similar to it. One of
them says the ac vertising of beer, malt, wine products :s acceptable
only when portrayed in good taste, consistent with applicable Federal and local laws and in conformance with the NBC alcohol products advertising guidelines.
Do you believe, Mr. Jacobson, that the beer ads are being portrayed in good taste, in general?
Mr. JACOBSON. Well, there is a whole variety. I think- Mr. NIELSON. Just yes or no.

Mr. JACOBSON. In general, do I think they are portrayed in good

taste? No. And neither does- -

Mr. NIELSON. That's what I wanted. OK.

Mr. Fritts, a rebuttal?
Mr. Films. Yes.
Mr. NIELSON. All right. The next question. This is the one I have
most difficulty with.
The use of alcohol.: beverages or products shall not be portrayed as being necessary to maintain social status, obtain personal achievement, relieve stress, or as a
solution to personal problems.

In your view, Mr. Jacobson, do you feel that they are violating
that standard?
Mr. JACOBSON. Hundreds of times a year.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Banzhaf.

Mr. BANZHAF. I don't watch television that much. I don't have
any personal knowledge of that.
Mr. NIELSON. OK, another one. "The use of alcoholic beverages
or products shall not be promoted as a mark of adulthood or rite of
passage." Do you thir.k that is violated in some of the ads?
Mr. JACOBSON. Routinely.

Mr. NIELSON. Routinely. Mr. Fritts, would you like to comment
on either of those?
Mr. Fiurrs. I think those are very subjective, but overall I would

say that the networks individually and separately, one with another, have their own serious set of guidelines which they adhere
to. I must also say that in all fairness, a substantial number of

commercials, for not only beer and wine but for a whole plethora of

pr )ducts, are routinely rejected because they don't meet the network standards.
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Mr. NIELSON. Let me make a couple of comments. I saw several

ads today, and some of them saidthey are counter ads and I commend you for thembut one of them said, "I'm not asking you not
to drink." Another one said, "Drink sensibly, use your head," or
"You're reaching the age of drinking, don't do it if you plan to

drive."

Would those suggest violation of the rite of passage or adult activities to you, Mr. Fritts.
Mr. Films. Mr. Nielson, I would suggest that to me they suggest
a responsible attitude and promulgation of a responsible attitude as
one enters the rites of passage.
Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask this question. Why do you put in your
ads always the statement, "We're not asking you not to drink, but
if you drink, dcn't drive." Why do you do that? Why don't you just

simply say, "Don't drink and drive," rather than adding the disclaimer that we're not asking you not to drink, or drinking's perfectly all right but you shouldn't drive if you drink.
Why do you always emphasize we're not trying to ask you not to

drink?
Mr. Films. We don't. You saw two samples of literally hundreds
of various public service announcements.
Mr. NIELSON. Both of them did that.

Mr. Films. Both PSA's did that, but those were selected for this
subcommittee because of the star quality, if you will, of those who
were tr7ing to influence our young people as they approach the
rites of passage. I think that certainly is important.
It is also important to note that historically, 35 percent of the
population has not chosen to partake of alcoholic beverages, 65 percent of the population does, and of the 65 percent which does, 90
percent do it responsibly and in moderation. Those figures, despite
advertising, and young people coming through the rites of passage,
have remained constant and have not increased.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Lynn, you say that advertising does not increase consumption. Mr. Jacobson claims it does, Mr. Banzhaf
claims it does. What evidence do you have to make the statement
that advertising has not increased consumption of beer?
Mr. LYNN. What I suggested was that in the studies, including
the 66 that were evaluated by the Federal Trade Commission, we
cannot say with assurance that there is an increase in consumption. We can show that at most these studies, including Mr. Atkins'

studyand I'm sure he will speak about this latershow that for

some people, they do seem to consume more, at least after they see
heavy doses of advertising. But that is not a very surprising study
and it alone does not justify regulation.
Mr. NIELSON. Let's take an example. Dr. Johnston, do you have a
comment?
Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes. I think this is the central issue in what you

are discussing. It seems to me there is some evidence that advertis-

ing does affect consumption, and certainly there is evidence in
other product areas, like cigarettes. But it seems to meand this
may sound funny coming from a scientistthat we ought not suspend common sense while we wait for a scientific answer. I do not

think there is ever going to be the final answer to this, and the
reason is this.
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In a society in which advertising totally permeates the society,
you cannot set aside an experimental group of youngsters and let
them grow up without beer advertising. It is not possible in this society. That is the only experiment that would really answer it in
the long run. I think the impact of advertising starts when you are
2 years old, when you first start to look at the tube. Kids are
watching that for 10 or 15 years before they make a decision about

drinking.

Mr. DELUCA. Dr. Johnston's reference to the age of 2I was 3
years old as a member of an immigrant Italian family in New York
City when I was first exposed to wine as part of the table. I have
done the same thing with my three teenaged children. At the age
of 3 and 4, each one as part of the table was given a little wine at
mealtime. I submit that was the best education I could have given
my children.
Now, they would have shown up in Dr. Johnston's statistics as
teenagers or even as youngsters drinking an alcoholic beverage,
but in our family, with our culture, with our heritage, that was the
way for thousands of years people have been exposed to this product.

So when you are talking about statistics or advertising, you have

to really get to the whole issue of cultural context. The Soviet

Union does not have advertising. By every account, they are one of
the leading nations in the world in terms of alcohodsm and alcohol
abuse. So when you are probing and going into the question of advertising, obviously you have to look at religious and ethnic and
historical heritage.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Shea, do you want to comment on this?

Mr. SHEA. I would just note that the chart we prepared in the
front of the room demonstrates that beer consumption over the
past 5 years has gone down each and every year, and advertising
expenditures at the same time have gone up each and every year.
So in direct response to your question, there does not appear to be
a connection between increasing advertising expenditures and increasing consumpticl.
Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask a theoretical question and ask you and

Mr. DeLuca and Mr. Jacobson all to answer the question, and
maybe Mr. Fritts as well. Let's assume for the moment that we do

have a scientific study. Most of you have said the studies don't

show any relationship. Some of you have said they do. The reason
for my suggesting we find out for sure before we take any drastic
steps such as to ban or counter advertise is to find out if we could

design a scientific studywhich I admit, Dr. Johnston, would be
difficult to do because of the length of time it takes to handle it
and the voluntary nature of choosing sides and so on, and I recognize those problemsbut supposing we did have a study.
Supposing the study showed that it actually caused people to
drink more, and the increased drinking did, in fact, lead to abuse.
Supposing we established that, unlikely as it may seem to you from
your vantage point. Supposing we had established that. Would you
then object to a ban or a counter advertising campaign?

Mr. DELocA. We approached that question by petitioning the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to go through a regulatory process and to have that kind of information before it, from
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the public, from experts, from scientific melical evidence with
regard to having a regulatory response, not just a legislative response.
Mr. NIELSON. If it showed that, would you then accept the Seiber-

ling approach?
Mr. DELUCA. The Seiberling approach, as I said, is flawed. It does
not make the distinction between use and abuse. In fact, if any-

thing, it blurs it. Again, I get back to the response as far as the
wine community is concerned. We have a code. We think it is a
tough code. We voluntarily have adhered to it. We would like to
see it as a Government regulation even thoughin general we
oppose Gm nment regulations, but we think the issue is so important that it should be mandated rather than voluntary.
Mr. SHEA. You made an important distinction. An increase in
consumption does not necesswily mean an increase in abuse.
Mr. NEILSON. If the study showed it increased consumption and

that that increased consumption caused increased abuse, in that
event, far-fetched as that may seem to you from your industry

standpoint.
Mr. SHEA. Far-fetched, indeed. I would like to clarify what
perhaps, a confusion. Substantial evidence of no causation, which is

apparently what the Federal Trade Commission and what several
subcommittee witnesses are going to demonstrate, is far different
from no evidence at all on the question.
Now, to get to your question directly, that were such a theoretical study to be done, our industry would obviously discontinue any
advertising practice that caused abuse. But in lieu of that or absent

such evidence that advertising in the aggregateor individual
adsare causative of abuse, I don't think that our industry ought

to be denied the right to use any legitimate medium to advertise its
products.
Mr. RirrEE. Would the gentleman from Utah yield?
Mr. NIELSON. Yes.

Mr. RirrEE. I think it raises an inti-resting point. I would ask the
question: what if the study showed that the leading cause of alcohol abuse in teenagers was working mothers? Would we thenand
I'm seriouswould we then formulate legislation to somehow keep
mothers in the home during the formative adolescent years9 Would

we formulate such legislation here in Congress?

What this study could showthis study could be a very interesting study, and I think Dr. Johnston might appreciate this as a soci-

ologistthe possibilities of increasing teenage drunkenness, the

causes of increased teenage drunken driving, for example, which is
the abuse, bottom line, and drunkenness could be myriad, could be
wholly unrelated to advertising.
Then I think we should be prepared here in the Congress, if we

are at all logically consistentwhich is saying, perhaps, too much
for politiciansto move on the outcome of those results.

I yield back to the gentleman.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Fritts, let me ask this. If the weight of scientific e.;.dence on a study were to suggest that beer advertising caused
additional consumption which in turn may have caused more abuse
and the abuse would be far less without the advertising, would you
as an association support the counter advertising or ban?
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Mr. Farrrs. I think it is hard to say exactly what we would support at this point in time, Congressman. I suspect that Congress
would want to probably look very closely at banning the product
itself if, in fact, there was that much abuse and that much concern
and that much harm that it caused. I would say that certainly if
that was the outcome of the study, that the Congress would want
to look very seriously at abuse, at eliminating a legally-sold product.

Mr. NIELSON. Even though we had experience with prohibition
that did not work? We did not ban cigarettes when they cancelled
the ads there. You are suggesting you would go further with this
than we do with tobacco?

Mr. Funs. I think it is interesting to note that smoking has not

stopped because advertising has stopped on radio and television. It

is interesting to see where the smoking dollars have gone. They
have not been reduced. As a muter of fact, they have been in-

creased substantially. They have just gone to other forms of media.
So the proniotional aspects of the cigarette industry have not been
reduced. They have dramatically moved to other media.
Mr. NIELsoN. For your information, the proposal of mine is for
all media, not just radio and broadcasting, which I think is one of
the flaws of Mr. Seiberling's bill: it concentrates only on radio and

television, which is not really fair to the rest of theit's not fair to

your organization.

Mr. Farrrs. We do have concerns about it being discriminatory.

Mr. SwzFr. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Luken.
Mr. LUKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to go into the sophisticated, sexy and sociable issue.
There is a theme that has been running through the testimony of
more than one witness, that there is a corollary between the type
of advertising, the targetting, I believe Professor Banzhaf has said,
which is insidious because we are targetting youths to induce them
to begin drinking because of the sophisticated, sexy and sociable
issue that you have described.

Is that right, Professor? There is something insidious about this
kind of advertising, which is, as you describe in your testimony
even though you don't watch television, you did describe it, that
the dominant themes are youthful vigor, good health, good looks,
personal, socia', and the sex appeal issues.
Mr. BANZHAF. Mr. Luken, you are reading from the FTC description of cigarette ads, which have been off the air for over "0 years.
Mr. LUKEN. That is my point, and you have made that corollary.

You said that if cigarette advertising is a problem because of
500,000 deathsyou made that pointthen alcohol advertising,

beer and wine advertising, which causes 100,000 deaths, that that
would have a similar problem. And in the same context you talk
about the type of advertising, that we should study that.
Isn't that what you said?

Mr. BANZHAF. I think you misread my testimony. I was asked to

address-

Mr. LUKEN. I don't think I did.
Mr. BANZFAF. Let me try to explain it then, if I may. I was asked

to address the question of whether there is any evidence that I can
offer from my experience with cigarettes which might help this
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committee answer the central question of whether or not beer and
wine commercials on radio and television tend to encourage either
additional consumption or abuse.
I have been very frank with this committee that I have no direct
evidence with regard to beer and wine messages.
Mr. LUKEN. You are just repeating that, but then you went on to

say-

-

Mr. BANZHAF. If you would allow me to continueMr. LUKEN. You are repeating what you said. Get to the point.

Mr BANZHAF. The point is very simple. We have two industries
which are very much alike in many ways. They make very similar
claims. With regard to the tobacco industry, those claims were destroyed when the subpoena power was used to find out what was
really going on. These people at this table can put in all kinds of

self-serving statements and codes. I think you will get the

answer- Mr. LUKEN. You said that once and we heard all of that, but
point-

my

Mr. BANZHAF. Then what are you beating the dead horse over,

sir?

Mr. LUKEN. I am pointing out to you that you are saying that
alcohol and tobacco are equal, and I think it has been said over
and over again that they are not.
Mr. BANZHAF. If you will turn to the last page of my testimony, I
say they are not equal. I am far more concerned about cigarettes
than alcohol. I think there are important differences between ciga-

rettes and alcohol.
Mr. LUKEN. Then would you agree that a causal relationship between ads and abuse of a product is a necessary precondition before
a product's advertisement should be subject to a counter-advertising campaign?
Mr. BANZHAF. No, I don't believe so, but let me alsoMr. LUKEN. You are getting into a very subjective area.

Mr. BANZHAF. Let me read from my testimony, if I may, sir. It
says, "On the other hand, alcohol causes far fewer deaths, is apparently addictive to a much smaller percentage of users, does not
appear to be dangerous when used by most people in moderation,
and has risks which have long been known. Thus, I am not taking
a view one way or another. I recognize that there are similarities. I
recognize that there are differences."
Mr. LUKEN. Would you agree that we should disregard this discussion about whether the advertising promotes sociability or sex
appeal or sociability, personability because these happen to be aspects, qualities that youth is interested in? We are not really going

into that aspect of it, are we, to see how it is targeted? That is
what you suggest in your testimony.
Mr. BANZHAF. A central question that I was asked to
Mr. LUKEN. Would you answer that question?

--

Mr. BANZHAF. Yes, sir.
Mr. LUKEN. Are we really going to target that, utilize that as a

criteria?

Mr. BANZHAF. That 'is a necessary step in reaching the conclusion, if you would let me explain it, sir. The question was asked
whether or not the ads lead to increased consumption. The people
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at the table are telling you the ads are designed only to switch
from product to product If you find in memos from the alcohol in-

dustry, as we did with the tobacco industry, that they were designed to encourage the consumption of the product by providing
excuses and justifications for using the product by relating it to a
wide variety of activities, that tends to undermine those assertions.
It is not a final step; it is a step in a connective chain.

Mr. LUKEN. Let me suggest that that is strained and tortuous.
What you are taking is the same kind of advertising that anybody
else uses. I did not hear all of the people here at the table say that
they were only trying to persuade people to go from one product to
another.
Mr. BANZHAF. Why don't we ask them if the ads are designed to

increase consumption?

Mr. LUKEN. It may be inducement to use the product, but there
is a difference between increased consumption and abuse. I think

that is an obvious fact that has been very much clouded, and I
think it is clouded by the testimony that you gave on the subject.

You are going into these issues that we have to go into, such questions as how the advertising is targetted, that this is, to me, getting
down to insidious kinds of a thing.
We are talking about freedom of expression, eventually. It may
be with regard to product. And then when we get around to the

surveys, we are talking aboutmy good friend from Utah is talk-

ing about if this is proved scientifically in a survey. I think the surveys, depending on wha hires them, on attitudes are going to conflict diametrically. It is a common experience.
So we are
going to have any scientific proof in the method

that you sugt,es'.. We are not going to have any scientific proof,
about the type of advertising as to who they target aid come up
with conclusions. Are you suggesting that we will?

Mr. BANZHAF. I suggested that only to urge you to issue a subpoena. Once you issue the subpoena, you can get the data and

judge the result for yourself.
Mr. LUKEN. Get data so we can do our own survey, and then they
can do a survey over here.
Mr. BANZHAF. No, there is a difference between a survey and a
subpoena. They both start with "s," but a subpoena requires people
to give up documents which they may not wish to give up because
they contain information which is adverse to them.

I was also asked by the chairman to discuss the question of

whether or not the ads increase consumption in addition to wheth-

er or not they increase abuse. That is what I was asked. That is
what I am trying to respond to.

Mr. LUKEN. Let me justwe are running short of time. I will try
to conclude.

Mr. Taft, as a consumer in an area that you serve, I can attest to
something that has been testified to, and that is, as a consumer

who views television from time to time, I have felt the influence of

the PSA's not just on the MADD service announcements but on
others as to abuse of alcohol of different types, and also in your
news, not only on your station but on others.

It seems to me that we have been getting pretty goodnot treatmentbut pretty good exposure to the problems of alcohol, as I
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stated in my opening statement. Would you want to comment on
that?
Mr. TAFr. That was the thrust of my remarks. I think a much
more effective job can be done through those PSA's and coordinated efforts in the community using print media, using other kinds of
techniques to have a real impact on this issue. I think if we were
just to sit there with mandated spots, I just don't think it would
have the same kind of impact on the population.
Mr. JACOBSON. I want to touch on this, but I want to get back to

your question to Mr. Banzhaf about alcohol consumption and

abuse- -

Mr. LUKEN. If I had the time, I was going to talk to you about it,

too.

Mr. 'JACOBSON. Use is related to abuse. Every foreign country
that I know of where consumption has gone down, problems have
gone down. France has enjoyed a one-third reduction in alcohol
consumption in recent decades. Their alcoholism rates have gone

down, cirrhosis has gone down. Sweden has found the same.
Norway has found the same. And I think we will find th. same in
the United States.
The second thing I would like to say in response to these ads- Mr. LUKEN. Through controlled advertising?

Mr. JACOBSON. You can't separate it out. I agree with you that
you will never get a perfect study. The Swedes, for instance, have

bannedthey never had broadcast advertising for alcohol. The

Norwegians the same. They banned all print advertising, and sales
went down. There are other things going on in the society. It is not
a one-dimensional thing.
I would like to address the public service announcements. You
have been seeing more, but what do the public service announcements actually say? "Know when to say when." What does that say
to a kid who likes 10 bottles of beer? The ads generally condone
drinking, as Mr. Nielson brought up: you can get drunk; just don't
drive while you're drunk.
Mr. LUKEN. I think they have been all over the lot. The public
service announcement and the news articles that I have been
seeing are a wide variety. The alcholism public service announcements, I have seen those on television. I have heard them on the
radio.

But since you brought up the subject, what you go on to say in
your written testimony but which you didn't get around to because
of time limitations in your oral testimony was that you want to go
on with further controls. You want to bar the use of athletes and
celebrities in such ads. You want to eliminate advertising appeals
that suggest heavy drinking or excessively rapid consumption, and
you want to restrict the use of lifestyle ads that associate desirable
social, sexual, athletic or economic outcomes with the use of an alcoholic beverage.

It seems to me you are getting into a real kind of straitjacket of
thought control here. This is the kind of thing that the ban on advertising of beer and wine would lead to, this kind of Government
control of exactly what kind of advertising will be put out. Now I
must give you some time, and then I will withdraw.
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Mr. JACO' ...ON. There are two things that we are addressing. One

is the cont, at of the current ads, and then the absence of other information. The ads need to be cleaned up. Michael Mondavi, president of Mondavi Winery, said. "I think it's immoral how brewers
are pandering to youth. Sex sells, but appealing that way to you,1
is improper."

Society has rules about the marketing of alcoholic beverages,
more rules than any other product in society. The networks have
rules, the producers have rules, the broadcasters association used
to have rules, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
has rules. The rules tend to be weak and not adhered to. We want
to see them improved.
The second thing is getting across the other side of the story, and

that is what the public service announcements would do, and it
would ensure that the public service announcements will continue
long after you and I and Mr. Fritts are on to other interests. We
want that permanence.
Mr. LLKEN. As far as I am concerned, you have had the last
word.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence.
Mr. Swim.. The other gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Oxley.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Jacobson, you had described in your earlier testimony a

Harris poll. Am I correct in repeating that 57 percent of the people .
polled support a total ban on advertising for beer and wine?
Mr. JACOBSON. Or radio and television.
Mr. OXLEY. On radio and television.
Mr. JACOBSON. That's right.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Fritts, I see your hand in the air.
Mr. Fkrrrs. Because I have a conflicting poll, as someone talked
about earlier. I cite now from the Opinion Research Corp. poll commissioned by NAB to try to get a feel for what is happening in the

country. The poll found that 59 percent of adults approved of
broadcast advertising of beer and wine, 37 percent disapproved, 4
percent had no opinion.
Stronger support for continued advertising was found among

males-67 percentand college graduates-64 percentEs well as
those in higher income groups-63 percentand in metropolitan

areas-65 percent. Opinion Research Corp. an Arthur D. Little Co.,
conducted a national telephone poll of 1,005 adults during March
22-27, 1985.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Fritts, was the question whether they would sup-

port a ban on media advertising for beer and wine put directly to
the respondents? Was that question asked?
Mr. Fkrrrs. Yes, it was. That was the question.
Mr. OXLEY. I misread that. Your answer was whether they supported the concept of advertising in general. Wasn't that- Mr. hurls. No; there is a survey out that shows that 57 percent
of the American public really considers advertising as an intrusion.
Mr. OXLEY. Now, is that the Harris poll you are citing?

Mr. FRirrs. I'm not citing the Harris poll, but the ()pinion Research poll I'm citing is a poll which said: Should beer and wine
advertising be permitted on radio and television?
Mr. OXLEY. Be permitted. Not banned, but permitted.
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Mr. Firms. Should it be permitted. That's answer No. 1. Answer

No. 2 --

Mr. OXLEY. That was the question from your pollster. The ques-

tion from Mr. Harris apparently was in the negative, is that correct, Mr. Jacobson?
Mr. JACOBSON. I believe it was. I might say that the Harris poll

was sponsored by Business Week magazine. And if there is a disagreeing poll, I don't know what one can do
Mr. OXLEY. Well, Mr. Fritts, the Harris poll is, I think, accepted

as a very reliable pollster. They tend to be a little more liberal
than I might agree with, but the fact is that they are a representative polling firm throughout the country and recognized as such.

How do you respond to the fact that 57 percent of those responding
said that we ought to ban beer and wine advertising on television
and radio? How do you respond to that? That puts you on the defensive, doesn't it?

Mr Films Principally because that question was asked after a
series of five negative questions about cigarette advertising, and
then they popped in the question on beer and wine advertising
after the negative connotation had been established.

Mr. OXLEY. What if it was 45 percent instead of 57 percent? Isn't
there a significant body of people in this country who are opposed
to the advertising of beer and wine on television? Would you concede that?
Mr. Firms. I would concede that at least 37 percent, based on
our poll. I would also point out that on radio and television, there
are 100 million viewers nightly. Theee are 100 million beer drinkers across the country out of 240 million Americans, and 35 percent
still choose not to imbibe.
Mr. OXLEY How do you respond to the suggestion that the professor had in regard to subpoenaing the records of the broadcast industry to get a better feel, a better information base that we could
base future decisions on?
Mr. Firms. I am thankful, No. 1, we don't live in a police state.

No. 2, I would say that broadcasters have nothing to hide. I think
we are in transition, Congressmaii, from an 18-year-old drinking
age, where the target audience, or the youth of America, legitimately were at 18 years of age, and now that Congress has enacted
the lawprincipally because of the Mothers Against Drunk Drivingto a 21-year-old drinking age, those strategies are changing.

I think that Anheuser-Busch correctly points out they don't

allow anyone under 25 years of age to appear in any of their advertisements. I think that is rather significant. I think the industry is
responding to the concerns not only of Congress but to the concerns
of their local respective communities.
Mr. OXLEY. Let me ask you this. You commented just a bit ago

about the use of so-called star quality for the PSA's and that is
what was very effective in presenting the PSA's, the quarterback
for the Packers, and some other folks that are well known and
have some degree of recognition, particularly among young people,
athletes, and so forth.
If that is indeed effective, and I saspect it is, why isn't the oppo-

site true, then, that those same people, as we saw in the Michael
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Jackson look-alike ad for that wine and some others, why isn't that
just as effective in encouraging young people to imbibe?
Mr. FRrrrs. Those were but two of several hun2.red public service
announcements that are currently being aired.
Mr. OXLEY. But the idea- -

Mr. FRrrrs. The idea was to make sure that we get somebody

who is a good role model for young people, who has an interest in

the issue and who was willing to speak to the issue, such as the

campaign we are conducting with Stevie Wonder tomorrow.
Mr. OXLEY. OK. So Stevie Wonder is a good salesman for not

overindulging in alcohol. It seems to me you can't have it both
ways. You can't say, well, these guys are great in presenting their
arguments against alcohol abuse, but at the same time you have
people advertising and glorifying the use of alcohol to the same
peer group. Isn't that true?
Mr. FRrrrs. You know, I think as one looks at the total mix of
advertising on television, the Budweiser Clydesdales clomping

through the snow, the Iowa farmers applauding as the torch comes
trotting down on its way to Los Angeles, there is an awful lot of
institutional advertising. Another example is the Coors announcement where the gentleman is on top of the mountain and he talks

about the spring-fed hops and the quality of the water and that
sort of thing.
It is my understanding the Bureau of Tobacco and Firet

-Is has

a study underway, and they will be appearing here later and can

speak to your question.
Mr. OXLEY. OK. Let me just ask elle more question, if I may, and
that is to Mr. Jacobson.

You seem to have backed off on the original premise of your

group, which was to ban the advertising of beer and wine on television and radio. We see these petitions here, many from my State,
many from my district, and just from the logo on there, the appear-

ance is that these people are totally in favor of banning beer and

wine on television and radio.

But you come to us this morning apparently with a retrenched

position now arguing for the Seiberling approach as opposed to the
total ban. Is that because you couldn't get enough support on the
Hill for a total ban?
Mr. JACOBSON. No, we started out suggesting the alternative, and
I hope you will read some of the petitions from your constituents.
Mr. OXLEY. I have.

Mr. JACOBSON. We petitioned the President and Congress to ban
all advertising for alcoholic beverages on radio and television or require broadcasters to give equal time for health messages about al,:ohol. We have always suggested the two alternatives. I personally
feel an equal time approach would be more valuable because good
information about alcohol is not getting out right now.
Mr. OXLEY. So you think that providing the two alternatives is a
more salable approach than the ban, which I assume you feel just

doesn't have the support around here or perhaps in the country

that maybe you thought originally you had.
Mr. JACOBSON. People out in the country, some favor a total ban
feeling it is just inappropriate to have these kinds of slick messages

encouraging people to drink. There are other--
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Mr. OXLEY. Isn't it a fact also that a large portion of the people
who are supporting your cause are basically prohibitionists, are totally against drinking of any kind, and they see this as an opportunity to vent their spleen or to give their views more widespread circulation? Isn't it a fact that a lot of people that support your cause
would really go all the way, again, on the prohibition question and

not just stop with the ban or the alternative that you suggested?

Mr. JACOBSON. If you want to average all the surveys together,
about half the population favors a ban on beer and wine commercials. I can't speak for all of them. Some of them might want to
prohibit the beverage itself. We don't, the National Council on Al-

coholism doesn't, the National PTA doesn't, United Methodist

Church doesn't, the Church of Latter-day Saints doesn't. This is not
a prchibitionist movement w latsoever.
Mr. OXLEY. But you do ha :e prohibitionist support within the
movement.

Mr. JACOBSON. There may be some people; but this is a public
health movement, primarily. Alcohol problems cost our country
$120 billion a year, according to the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. We have got to address that problem and deal
with it. One way is to ban the ads. Another would be to get equal
time. We should have warning labels, massive educational efforts,
a whole range of activities if our Nation is truly interested in mini-

mizing alcohol problems.
Mr. OXLEY. I ar out of time. If Mr. Fritts would like to respond.

Mr. Farrrs. Thank you. I would like to respond, inasmuch as Michael Jacobson has been gathering signatures for close to a year
now. If 50 percent of the people in this country are for a ban, it is
surprising that only a million people or so have signed on to this
project, and I don't make light of those who have signed on to it
because I am sure they are sincere, caring Americans who are sincere for whatever reasons, but I must say that if the attitude is 50
percent across the country, that this effort somewhat pales.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Scheuer.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

A recent Business Week Lou Harris poll reported ,,hat 57 percent
of Americans want beer and wine ads banned from the air waves.
I would like to ask Mr. Fritts a question to clarify what in my
mind is a see.ning inconsistency. F s I understand your position,
you feel that the advertisers have pretty much of al absolute right
to reach the public through radio and television ads, subject to the
right of the networks and the broadcasters to establish some reaLonable standards of 3ood taste and discretion, as they have done.
Mr. Farrrs. Yes, we do. We believe that very firmly, sir.
Mr. SCHEUER. For a product that is not intrinsically harmful and
that is lawful.
Mr. Farrrs. That is correct.
Mr. SCHEUER. I thought that was your position.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to take advantage of the closing words

of Congressman Swift here before, just before he took the podium
when he opened up the door to the subject of sex, OK? Let me talk
to y 3U about con'.aceptive advertising. You have just told us when
it comes to wine and spirits it is the position of your industry that
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the advertiser si.c.uld have an absolute right to advertise a subject
that is legal, that is not harmful, subject to reasonable standards of
taste and discretion and so forth, that they have put together very

well, between the industry reps that we have heard from this
morning and the networks themselves.

Why is there a blanket, flat, absolute ban on contr..ceptive advertising even though the product is not illegal, it is not harmful,
and it is urgently needed in tiiis country. Contraceptive advertising
is fought for by churchesI can give you a whole ream of churches, by minority groups, by the Urban League, by the ?MCA, by a
whole raft of people who feel that the fact that over half of onr

pregnancies in this country are unwantedby the fact that over

half of black infant births are out of wedlock in this countryindicate that there is an urgent and desperate need for contraceptive
informatijn to be gotten out to our teenagers in ways that are in

good tast,e, that are appropriate, and that won't offend people?
Why do you have this dichotomy?
Mr. FRITTS. Our trade associatiGn does not have a dichotomy. We

do not have a position to recommend to stations since the Justice
Department struck down our Code of Practices, and that issue was

°lie which was before that code when it was struck down.
Individual stations have the responsibility for airing either product or public service commercials on issues of importance that they
choose to air.
Mr. S',HEUER. All right. Let me interrupt you because my time is
limited. Your NAB changed its position. Now they are not opposed
to contraceptive advertising.

Mr. Purrs. I did not say that. I said that it was under review by
our Code of Good Practices when the Justice Department struck
down the Code of Good Practices.
Mr. SCHEUER I see.

Mr. Films. We had to sign a consent decree agreeing not to be

involved in any unilateral efforts along those lines. I would say I do
personally know of a number of radio and television stations which
are now accepting contraceptive advertising.
Mr. SCHEUER. That's quite true. There are some independent stations and there are some smallish cable networks that are acceptii:g contraceptive advertiking, but as far as the major networks are
concerned, there is a flat taboo, and they are intercepting and they

are prohibiting the manufacturers of the product, be it beer or

wine or contraceptive material, a legal product, from having access
to the media to reach their public.
Why is it that not a single television network has seen fit to end

this rather medieval taboo when we have an urgent need in this
country to ameliorate the explosion, the explosion of unwanted

teenage pregnancies and unwanted teenage out-of-wedlock births.
Mr. Fiurrs. As you know, Congressman Scheuer, each of the net-

works have their own individual standards and practices department. I can't speak to the reasons and the rationale that they have
used. I am sure that you could discuss that directly with them for a
more appropriate and correct answer.

Mr. SCHEUER. Well, you seem to speak very articulately and with
great fluency, an.! very compellingly, I may say, for the broadcasters and for the beer and wine industry. Can't you speak with equal
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articulateness and thoughtfulness on this subject the ', I'm asking? I
mean you are an expert on that industry.
Why are they hanging back? Why are they trying to go back to
the 12th century, when they have got the most powerful engine of

human education the mind of man has ever devised and when

there is a desperate national need out there for contraceptive information on the part of our young kids? Why are they standing as a
bulwark, closing off the access of television to contraceptive advertisers of a product that is legal and from advertising that is in perfectly good taste.
We have seen example.; of it. Anybody that watches the MacNeilLehrer show saw some examples in the last few weeks of contraceptive advertising. I assure you they were in better taste than advertising for hemorrhoids and crotch itch and jock itch that I am
exposed to every day and, frankly, that I find offPr.sive. But I rec.ognize that it is probably a good thing for other members of our
vast public to know where they can gvt remedies for hemorrhoids,

for jock itch, for crotch itch and the rest, so that's part of lire. I
don't have to like every ad that I see on television.

Why is this industry so squeamish? Why are thsy so pusilanimous and faint hearted about protecting us from contraceptive ad-

verticing when they are such courageous lions charging to the
battie front in demanding that we expose our young kids to beer
and wine ads?

Mr. Farm. Again, Congressman, I would have to defer directly
to the networks f'r their own individual standards and practices
department. Each lne, I am told, has different sets of standards,
and as an industry spokesman, I can't speak to the various differences between those. I do know that a number of commercials
every year, a substantial number or commercials which have been
submitted to the various networks have been rejected, So I don't

know that contraceptive is without some comfort of having friends
in that same camp.
Mr. SCHEUER. Did you, by any chance, see that MacNeil-Lehrer
show that I'm talking about where they showed examples of contraceptive advertising?
Mr. Films. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. SCHEUER. Would you take my word for it if I told you that
you would be happy to have your- Mr. FErrrs. You are presenting a very compelling case, I must
admit.
Mr SCHEUER [continuing]. That you would be happy to have your
12- or 13-year-old daughter see that. I mean it was in such elegant,
exquisite good taste, it was mind boggling.
As I recall, a young man and a young woman, fully dressed, in
sort of an ethereal setting, bouncing across a beautiful field, and
they didn't even show the product. They showed nothing about the
use of the product, and they simply said when you want to engage
in intimate relations, do it at the right time and do it intelligently,
and do it responsibly. That is pretty much what it was about.
Crn anybody object to that?
Mr, DELUCA. Under the fairness doctrine, if we had the contraceptives, could we have wine as an aphrodisiac?
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Mr. SCHEUER. You as an expert ought to know that there is not

you are
an aphrodisiac on Earth, not oysters, not wine, and
making this claim on behalf of your industry, 1 am going to take
you to the Federal Trade Commission tomorrow morning.
Mr. DELUCA. Remember that I am Sicilian.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Scheuer.

Mr. Nielson reminds me that Chairman Dingell would be very
pleased to know of the further extension of the jurisdiction of the
Energy and Commerce Committee.
Mr. Ritter.

Mr. RrrrER. I am going to retreat from such noncontroversial
issues as co itraceptives and get back on something that is really
controversiE 1, beer and wine.

Do I detect that there are some differences in how far the respective wine and beer industries are prepared to go in terms of advertising codes? Mr. DeLuca first.

Mr. DELvcA. If I had had the time with my prepared statement
to have concluded, I would have emphasized that we would be look-

ing to this committee to assist us in getting the administration to
go forward on rulemaking procedures so as to have a regulation
that would adopt our code as mandatory for all vintners.

Mr. RITTER. Do you feel that your code is more rigorous than the
voluntary approaches being taken by the beer industry?
Mr. DELUCA. As Mr. Shea said before, it isn't a question of vigor
cr rigor here, a fact of differences and distinctions. Our heritage is
different, our backgrounds are different. What we have in common

is that we all have alcohol in our products, but once you accept
that and that it can be abused, therefore we are all involved in

terms of the issue of abusive behavior.
Our whole difference in our approach led us, for example, on the
issue of athletes to not use athletes in our code of advertising. Now

this, I would submit, is not better, just a different approach. Our
whole approach has been to go back to our European heritage,

which is to emphasize wine and food and the family approach.
Mr. RITTER. I can see it now: a great big defensive lineman sipping on a glass of wine after a big game.
Mr. DELUCA. Well, they don't.

They don't in our advertising because even though it is a natural
cultural development, people who win "Most Valuable" awards for
football, baseball, basketball, people come to us and ask us for wine
cellars to be put intu their homes, do not appear on our advertising, and that was a conscious choice on our part. But I submit it is
not a better approach, that we are not holding anybody in any in-

vidious comparisons with us. It is our way of making our state-

ment.
Mr. RITTER. Mr. Shea, do you have any comments on the kind of

code that the winemakers have come up with as to how it might
apply to your industry?

Mr. SHEA. I am certain that under John's leadership, that the

wine code is a commendable document for that industry, and I applaud them for it. In our instance, we revised our code beginning, I
believe, in February Jf 19(14 for a different product, which contains
one essential similar ingredient, alcohol.

.
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The one recognition that I think both of our industries have had
is that, while we know that most of the people who use our products do so properly and in moderation, we also recognize they can
be abused. But importantlyand again, John alluded to the use of

athletesI think it is important to note that in beer advertise-

ments, most of the surveys which I have seen indicate that those
retired athletes are recognized by middle-aged America, those who
grew up with these athletes while they were active. It would be impossible for the youth to identify with some of the characters that
you see on those commercials.

Mr. RITTER. Professor Banzhaf.

Mr. BANZHAF. Yes. I wonder, Mr. Ritter, whether an imporant
point may be overlooked here in Mr. DeLuca's proposal. its I understand it, his group would like to have a code which he is then
going to take to a governmental agency which that agency is then
going to adopt and is going to become mandatory both on those
people who are not now members of his group, those who in the
future may change their mind, et cetera, and it seems to me that
that would raise at least as many, if not more, first amendment objections with regard to those who are not voluntarily going along
with it than the other two approaches.
At least the other two approaches are blanket approaches. What
this one is saying is you can do this, you can do this, but you can't
do this, you can t do this, and you can't do that. It would literally
be dictating what can be in the ad and what could not, and I suspect that if Mr. Jacobson came to this committee and said, well,
you should write a law that says the beer people can do this but
they can't do this, this, and this, there would be horrendous howls
of first amendment objection. I wonder why these two approaches

have so many first amendment objections and his approach of
asking the Government, in effect, to mandate what a large group
wants does not have those objections.
Mr. RITTER. A brief answer, please, Mr. DeLuca.
Mr. LYNN. Can I respond? I think clearly the ACLU would have
major problems if any specific industry code were attempted to be

incorporated in Federal regulations so as to proscribe the type of
ads that you could show for any product. We know that industry
codes do, in fact, impinge on free expression values frequently, and
this would just be another unfortunate case of that happening.
Mr. DELUCA. Under the comment procedure, of courseunder
our proposal, everyone would be invited to participate, and in
terms of the Federal Trade Commission, which is why we came to
the ATF in the first place, we had asked for parallel guidelines, we

had asked for voluntary opportunities on the part of others to
adopt our code.

The FTC enjoined us from doing so, so the only recourse we
haveand there are many regulations in the industry that apply
across the country and including foreign winesis through the
rulemaking procedure. So it would be the rulemaking procedure
that would have to he the focus of attention.

Even though we have petitioned that our code be the code that
be adopted, I'm sure ATF would accept codes or accept comments
from all sources, and I think that would get around any of the objections any of these members have now.
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Mr. RrrrER. I would like to comment on another point. We have
heard a lot about glamorizing products, and of course, it seems that

what TV advertising is all about is glamorizing everything, although hemorrhoid medicines might be a good exclusion to that.
We glamorize speed in our cars, we glamorize acceleration, we
pitch the advertisementsmany of the advertisements, not all
toward a young audience.

Fifty thousand people are dying every year from the abuse, to
some extent, the abuse of the automobile. How do you make the
disconnection between deglamorizing beer and wine and the fact
that we glamorize speed and we glamorize acceleration and we sell
excitement in our cars.
Mr. JACOBSON. I question ads for automobiles that show trucks
roaring across canyons and doing flips and automobiles racing at
100 miles an hour, apparently. I do not think those ads are appropriate, either. I think you especially- Mr. RITTER. That is your next step, then.
Mr. JACOBSON [continuing]. We have complained. Our organiza-

tion has filed complaints with the Federal Trade Commission,
Better Business Bureau, and the television networks, the New

York State ati,orney general, about many ads in the past year, and
we have seen action on every single ad regarding deceptive vegetable ads, deceptive ads. Some of those are being taken care of, interestingly, not by the Federal Government but by State governments
and private agencies.
One of your concerns is that you appreciate the difference between the wide range of risks to which A:nericans are exposed, and
you have emphasized that we should not put any great effort on
tl-e chemicals that may cause 1 death in 1 million people or in 10
million people or in 100 million people.

Cigarettes and alcohol are at the other end of this extreme.

Roughly 10 percent of people who drink will become alcoholic. That

has been the common experience in our Nation. Cigarettes kill.
The Cancer Society said smoking contributed to 350,000 deaths a

year. The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism said
that alcohol contributes to between 100,000 and 200,000 deaths a
year.
That is very different from every other consumer product.
Mr. RrrrER. I sympathize with trying to do something about the
problem of :.-.1cohol abuse and its cost in human terms and its cost
in material terms to this country. Someone mentioned $120 billion
in costs in addition to 100,000 foreshortened lives, but I think we
have to differentiate clearly at some point between cigarettes and

alcohol, in that cigarettes, no matter how small amounts of the
smoke is taken into the system, it is dangerous, harmful, it is essentially, to some extent, poisonous.

What we have learned through various medical studies and

health effects studies, epidemiological studies is that small
amounts of alcoholand I address this also to Professor Banzhaf
that small amounts of alcohol are actually salutary in preventing
arteriosclerosis and heart disease.
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We are looking at one to two drinks per day, which can actually
deter arteriosclerosis and heart disease. This should be good news
to a lot of you out there, especially in this town.
There is this qualitative difference between alcohol consumption
and cigarette use as compared to alcohol abuse and cigarette abuse.
I might add it is not only abusive to the individual party, but it is
highly .1busive to those who are exposed to cigarette smoke, and I
might add that one cigarette lit in this room violates everything we
have legislated in terms of particulates and other volatiles in terms
of the Clean Air Act.
So there are some major and substantive differences between the
two, and I think we have to clarify them.
Mr. JACOBSON. Can I address that before Professor Banzhaf gets

to it? First of all, there are tens of millions of people who should

not drink at all in this country because they are under age, be-

cause they have had a drinking problem in the past, they are pregnant or some other problem. So that is important to realize.
The second thing is that alcohol has an acute effect that tobacco
does not. It takes cigarettes decades to kill people, whereas alcohol
could kill the drinker or innocent people in a matter of minutes
through toxicity, a motor boating accident, a fall, spouse abuse.
There are differences. But alcohol has that short-term, mi-d altering effect that cigarettes don't have.
Mr RITTER. But it is the klifferential between use and abuse that
is rather blurred in terms of cigarette smoking. In other words, use
of alcohol, as we have stated and as the medical health effects data
are showing, in small quantities periodically is actually beneficial
to health. This is aside from potential relaxant effects.
All I am saying is that you cannot lump alcohol in the same bailk that you lump cigarettes.
Professor Banzhaf.
Mr. BANZHAF. I certainly agree the two products are different in
many ways. This is what I said in my statement. Not only are ciga-

rettes far more dangerous in terms of total lives taken, as you

point out, virtually all cigarette use is abuse. There is no safe lower
level, whereas with alcohol, there is.

Another important difference that has not been mentioned is
that with regard to cigarettes, the big problem was that up until
1964, we really did not know they were dangerous, so we had a
Surgeon General's report that established that it was important to
get out the information, whereas many, not all, but many of the
problems related to alcohol and alcohol abuse have been known for
a long time. So there are differences.

On the other hand, there are a great many similarities, which I
pointed out, and I think to a certain extent, Congress reasons by
analogy, never a perfect analogy.

Mr. Rirrsx. But in your testimony you basically made the case

for advertising control, although you said you simply were presenting data. You essentially made the case for advertising control of
the alcohol oduct, which we have established has this substantive
qualitative difference between itself and the cigarettes.
I think that this is one of the hurdles that we on this committee
would face in the event of legislation.
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Mr. BANZHAF. I did not argue for it. I tried not to make the case

one way or another but tried to approach both of the bills and to
see what knowledge we might gather from the use of cigarettes.
With regard to the use and abuse, and I think there is an important difference, but I think also that if what Mike is saying is correct, if you increase overall consumption by a certain extent, it will
follow that there will be a certain increase of abuse, so the two are
inexorably linked.
What I tried to point out in my testimony is, as between the two

approaches, the reply time approach and the ban approach, the
reply time approach will probably have more of an effectand
whether this is good or bad or desirable is for youit will have
more of an effect, and the effect will be far more immediate, will
be felt immediately rather than 10 years down the road if cigarettes give us any guidance.
From the point of view of my understanding of the first amend-

ment and the legal issues, it seemed to me that the ban, although
both would, I think, pass constitutional muster, I think that the

ban raises more serious first amendment problemsand I think

here I am much closer to Mr. Lynn of the ACLU. He said it would
be unconstitutional. I think it would be constitutional, but it would
raise far less problems to deal with than a reply doctrine.
The fact, by the way, that the reply time or the fairness doctrine
has previously been the domain of the FCC does not by any means
take it out of the hands of the Congress. The Congress at this point
has a problem. It can assess the magnitude of the problem. There
are a variety of approaches which have been used with a number
of other products. You can ban the product, as you do with various
drugs. Many of these drugs, by the way, produce far less social toll
than either cigarettes or alcohol.
Mr. RITTER. If I could interject for a second, taking this other argument to its conclusion, there are come positive effects of lowlevel alcohol consumption. It is conceivable that you could deter
those positive health effects on heart disease, on arteriosclerosis
and, potentially, stress, which we are finding out more and more is
a potential killer as well.
In other words, again, the lines are not so clear between the fact
of counter advertising and increased health and well-being of the
population.
Mr. BANZHAF. We are on the same wavelength. One thing that
might occur under the reply time approach is a responsible alcohol
organization might say that if you drink only so much per day, it
will probably have the following beneficial effects, one glass of
wine a day, or whatever, that it may reduce your heart attack, may

do this, may do that; however, if you go over a certain amount,

then you are going to lose these benefits and, indeed, you are going
to get this, this and this in addition.
If you are an alcoholic, then even though drinking one glass a
day will help the average person, it will not help you. I think that

would be a perfectly responsible kind of ad that would appear
under reply time doctrine, which I think is another reason to

prefer that over the ban if Congress decides that the problem is serious enough to do something about it.
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Mr. Purrs. I would like to distinguish, Congressman, between
use and abuse in a rather graphic way. A person who drinks 2
beers a day 5 days a week consumes 10 beers at the end of the
week. A person who waits until Friday night and consumes 10

beers abuses the product. Therefore, I think it is difficult to draw a
relationship between consumption and misuse. Point No. 1.
No. 2, it seems that there are a number of radio stations and a
number of television stations across this country who operate in
what are known as dry counties. They do not sell beer or wine or
hard spirits. Under the fairness doctrine, those stations would not
be required to air messages or problems associated with alcohol.
Yet, today they participate voluntarily in our aggressive campaign
to eliminate drunk drivers from the road and to address the issues
of alcoholism in the home and abuse and everything else we have
planned for phase two of our campaign.
Mr. RITTER. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Thank you.
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Ritter, thank you very much, and to all members
of the panel, we thank you for being with us.
It seems to me, in summary, that we could make this as complicated as possible or it seems to me we can also move toward a certain amount of simplification. I think there is another view which

is more simple that has not been addressed overall, and that relates to our responsibility in the Congress and the executive
branch.
It seems to me we have a responsibility to pursue the goal of the

public health, and if, in fact, what has been suggested is truethat

cigarettes are the No. 1 killer, 500,000 people a yearwe have

taken them off the air but we ought to be doing significantly more
than that. Probably we should stop subsidizing tobacco farmers and
we should not lower the tax on tobacco. That is a good common
sense sort of thing.
Mr. RITTER. Mr. Chairman, if you will yield for a moment on
that, would you be willing to ban cigarette smoking from your
hearing room?
Mr. WIRTH. Absolutely. I don't know what the rules on that are,
but it seems to me, leaving that aside, we look at alcohol and what
we are trying to do is figure out how to encourage moderation. Mr.
DeLuca and the Wine Institute appear to have an approach that
makes some sense. Mr. Fritts is after an approach that has apparently had some impact.

There probably are other things that we ought to be doing in
that area. Mr. Jacobson has recommended one. We have a public
health concern that is very different from tobacco. We have automobile accidents that are the third biggest killer in the country,
apparently. Heart disease and smoking go hand in hand, I think,
and maybe, Mr. Fritts, what we might do is to get everybody to
think about automobiles, if they are a big killer, what can we do
about getting automobile companies to put air bags in automobiles.
You know it is going to save a lot of lives pretty rapidly, and it

would be a rational thing to do if we are looking at the public
health.
Anyway, it seems to me that there is a consensus on this public
health concern. In the United States Congress and as a govern-
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ment, the public welfare is our overall concern. It is not to assure
certain revenue flow to broadcasters, not tc assure that more regular beer or light beer gets sold. That is not our concern. Our con-

cern is a broad set of issues of public health, and I think that
should also be part and parcel of our thinking on this issue.
Mr. Fritts.

Mr. FRITrs. One last word. We in the broadcasting industry

would like very much to continue working with you and the Con
gress, not only on beer and wine but also on other health issues of
concern.

Mr. WIRTH. I appreciate that, and I think that those are concerns
that we all ought to have.

I especially want to thankshall we call them our outside wit-

nesses, this morning, Dr. Johnston for coming from Ann Arbor; Mr.

Banzhaf, particularly, I think you got beaten up a little bit today
for a lot ofprobably the wrong reasons, but you are a good lawyer
and professor of law, and I suppose that comes with that profession, doesn't it?
Mr. BANZHAF. I'm used to it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. We thank you all very much for being here, and Mr.
Lynn, as well. We appreciate your help. Thank you ever so much.
If the hearing room could be in order, please.

Our second panel this morning includes Mr. Herman Land, the
president of the Association of Independent Television Stations,
Mr. Howard Bell, the president of the American Advertising Federation, Ms. Ann Kahn, first vice president of the National PTA here
in Washington, Mr. William Drake, Associate Director for Compliance Operations in the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
Mr. Bernard Mann, president of the National Radio Broadcasters

Association in Washington, Dr. Charles Atkin, professor of commu-

nications at Michigan State University in East Lansing, and Dr.
Donald Strickland, assistant professor, Washington University, in
St. Louis.

If we might have our witnesses perhaps in that order, our first
witness of the second panel is Mr. Herman Land, retiring as the
distinguished president of the Association of Independent Television Stations.
Mr. Land, we are delighted to have you here and we will certainly miss you in that capacity.

I am delighted to be able to note that Mr. Land has been designated as the first professor to sit in the Lionel Van Deerlin Chair

of Communications at San Diego State University. As its first occupant, Mr. Land will teach in the sreas of telecommunications and
public policy, an area that he knows so well.
He is the author of a book entitled "Drugs and Your Child" and

brings with him very broad expertise in that area, and Mr. Land,
we have more in common than most know. We now both occupy

chairs endowed by Congressman Van Deerlin
Mr. Land, thank you very much for being here.
I think all of you are familar with the rules of the subcommittee,

and we will include your statements in full in the record. I would
ask you to summarize those statements in 5 minutes or less, and
then we will get back into questions and answers.
Thank you all very much.
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Mr. Land.
STATEMENTS OF HERMAN LAND, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION STATIONS; HOWARD H. BELL,
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION, ALSO ON
BEHALF OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS, INC.;
ANN P. KAHN, FIP.f-'T VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CONGRESS
OF PARENTS A: I) TEACHERS; WILLIAM T. DRAKE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS, DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY; BERNARD MANN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL RADIO BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION; CHARLES K.
ATKIN, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENTS OF COMMUNICATION AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY; AND
DONALD E. STRICKLAND, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL
SCIENCE INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (ST. LOUIS)

Mr. LAND. Thank you for that very gracious introduction, Mr.

Chairman.

In trying to think like a professor, which is a little difficult at
this moment, I searched the record and found the following line
from an observer living in the fourth century who was pretty good
at these things, called Plato. In his later document, "Laws." "Boys
should abstain from all use of wine until their 18th year, for it is
wrong to add fire to fire." I think Mr. Swift was talking about that
point.

But I am still representing Independent Television, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to lay it right out on the table up front that
there are problems if you do anything drastic like passing a ban or

counter commercials.
There are approximately 214 plus stations of this type on the air,
and between 1979 and 1984, some 130 came on the air. The bulk of
them, it is fair to say, are still losing money or are marginal operators, at best. Mandating so-called counter commei cials will, in my
opinion, have the same effect as a ban. It will drive out beer adver-

tising, and that is a mainstay, an advertising category that sup-

ports the sports programming. The average is about 20, 25 percent
of sports revenues, according to our members, in some cases even
as high as 50 percent.
The practical consequence. less sports for the viewer, more loss of
sports in the direction of pay TV, to the detriment of the free TV
viewer.

However, now that that is taken care of, the well-being of the
public obviously comes first here, as it must, so let me go on to a
few observations borne of over 30 years in and around ,.he broad-

cast industry and with some interest in this general question.

These are elementary observations.
Underlying the attacks on beer and wine advertising, it seems to

me, are several presumptions: one, that TV is an all-powerful

medium with which to engineer social change; two, that a so-called
counter-commercial effort will achieve the objective of lowering alcohol consumption; three, that the industry of television cannot be
trusted to do the job on its own; and four, that TV is a linchpin and
that other media need not be involved.
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And as the chairman stated so ably, the nub of the matter being
discussed here is. should we rely on the voluntary efforts of the

concerned industries or should we mandate those efforts in the specific form of the counter commercial?

It seems for me that in order for television to play its role as a
positive social force, a number of conditions are called for, one
being a social consensus as to the goal sought. There is no problem
in this instance, of course, since no one is for drunk driving or alcohol abuse.

Two, a movement within the medium that is in harmony with
the consensus. There are several important components in this
case. One, the PSA's, which you have seen and heard so much of,
which are often brilliantly creative. Two, informational programs
and reports by the networks, whom I am accustomed to fighting
and I am delighted to take time off from that at this momentand
stations.

Three, constructive efforts on the part of the beer and wine industries to effect commercial treatment in the light of agreedon
social goals. Fourth, changes now taking place in the social values
exhibited in entertainment programming.
There is a serious movement within the creative community, particularly in Hollywood, focusing on the value content of our popular programs directed to the deglamorization of alcohol. In the long
run, this can be one of the most significant of the self-correcting
measures.
What we are seeing, then, is an all-embracing creative television
effort by the affected industrieswine, beer, the networks and stations, and the programmersdirected toward a common social ob-

jective. Will it work? No guarantee because it only represents a
media effort and only one medium, however important.

I think we would all agree, nevertheless, that the effort is as-

suredly worthwhile. One caution. If you drive this advertising out
of television, it will, without question, wind up in magazines, newspapers, billboards and the like, and in heavy concentration.
The committee staffs excellent report on background briefly reported the Canadian experience in banning alcohol advertising,
noting inconclusive results in terms of lowering consumption. The
researchers point to continuing advertising in other media as one
of the factors probably involved. The advertising of the cigarette industry is instructive in this regard.
It is important, too, that a media campaign go hand in hand with
the work of governmental and voluntary social agencies in direct
touch with the individuals we are trying to help.
To apply a fairness doctrine treatment here is the same as trying
to climb a mountain of mud. You fall deeper as you climb.
Think, for example, of a wine commercial that touches only on
aroma and taste, one of those brands that wins the taste test. It is
stretching, it seems to me, to charge that such a commercial triggers a controversial issue.
Until now, the issue has been abuse and how to deal with it. The
new discussion appears to be centering on use itself. If even moder-

ate drinking of these products is said to be dangerous, then I

submit we are beginning a brand new debate.
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Now, in the meantime, you have been given an actual commitment by the television industry. Mr. Fritts stated earlier that this
effort will continue. I can tell you that at a board meeting a couple
of weeks ago. our own independent board members talked about
doing special PSA's, and other efforts, for children directly, to be

aired in children's time, which in our case is largely Monday
through Friday.

So, to this observer it is no contest. The creative voluntary efforts of the advertising programming and media participants are
worth nourishing. The nature and record of the broadcast industry
indicate that it will continue to grapple with the problem so long
as it continues to trouble us.
We have a good thing going. My recommendation is that we keep
it going. Thank you.
Mr. LUKEN [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Land, for your
testimony.
We will now have the joint testimony of the American Advertising Federation, the American Association of Advertising Agencies,
and the Association of National Advertisers, Inc.

We will start with Mr. Howard H. Bell, who is president of

American Advertising Federation.
You are here on behalf of whom?
STATEMENT OF HOWARD H. BELL

Mr. BELL. Thank you very much.

I am testifying on behalf of the AAF as well as the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of National
Advertisers.
Mr. LUKEN. And we have your written testimony, which, without
objection, will be received, and you may proceed in any way you
think will be helpful.
Mr. BELL. Thank you very much.

Our three advertising associations together include every segment of advertising. In addition, the Free Marketing Coalition,
with a membership that includes the Station Representatives Asso-

ciation and the American Newspaper Publishers Association,

among others, endorses this testimony.
All three advertising associations share a deep concern about alcohol abuse, and long before the spotlight of national concern, the
advertising community donated its time and talents to public service campaigns to help combat alcohol abuse and drunk driving. All

three associations are members of the board of the Advertising
Council, through which corporations and agencies contribute to develop campaigns and the media contribute time and space.
Our three associations, however, oppose proposals to ban wine
and beer advertising on the broadcast media or require counter advertising, for four principal reasons. First, such restrictions will not
help solve the problems of alcoholism and drunk driving. Second,
such restrictions would be unconstitutional. Third, such restrictions
would injure competition, discriminate against radio and TV broad-

casters, limit the ability to introduce new products, and create
broad and dangerous precedents, as virtually any product can be
misused.
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Four, such restrictions on wine and beer advertising on broadcast
media would be counter-productive. They are cosmetic approaches
to a real problem. They would divert and dissipate society s search
for true and meaningful solutions. There is massive evidence that a
ban on wine and beer ads would fail to help the alcohol abuse and

drunk driving problem, based on the countries where it has been
tried and failed and the preponderance of research data.
We are equally opposed to mandated counter advertising, which
would create dangerous precedents and present a major divergence
from present FCC policy. This divergence would have to be predicated on the misuse of alcohol products, and virtually any product
can be so misused.

As a result, mandating counter advertising would cripple advertising itself. The Federal Trade Commission and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms already have full power to ban any
false or deceptive alcohol beverage ad, and therefore, counter advertising would be targetted to truthful, nondeceptive advertising.

Further, alcohol beverage advertising has not been found to

cause alcohol abuse. In fact, the Federal Trade Commission recently found, after reviewing all the data, "No reliable basis on which

to conclude that alcohol advertising significantly affects alcohol
abuse." And your own Office of Technology Assessment, which was
referred to earlier, here in the Congress made no mention of advertising in looking at and studying all the causes of alcohol abuse.
Senator Hawkins, after her full hearings on the Senate side, con-

cluded that there was no evidence of that abuse through advertising presented.

So, what you are looking at is counter advertising directed at
ads, then, that have not been found to cause harm, and in our
view, counteradvertising would result or be tantamount to a beer
and wine advertising ban, for why should the advertisers utilize
broadcast and cable if such use is going to automatically release a
barrage of mandated counter ads against their products, and at a

very high cost.
If wine and beer ads continue to use broadcast and cable, counter

advertising inevitably will drive public service announcements for
the many other worthy causes off the air, causes for which advertisers and broadcasters annually contribute hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Therefore, we urge Congress to reject H.R. 2526. The FCC, since
its 1974 fairness policy statement, regardless of which party which

was in power, has held that product ads do not trigger the Fairness
Doctrine, and the Congress should not deviate from this view or an
endless array of products may have to be considered controversial.
Now, despite the lack of credible evidence that wine and beer ads

cause alcohol abuse, critics ignore this fact. Michael Jacobson
stated in the Wall Street Journal that "Every ad for alcohol is an
ad for drinking. We are concerned with the most innocuous ads,

and we won't stop until something permanent is obtained."
We think the Congress must turn its back on this neoprohibitionist view. The mere use of alcohol is not controversial, and public
service announcements are not analogous or synonymous with
counter advertising. There is a vast distinction. Public service an-

nouncements are voluntary. They are donated by broadcasters
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based on community concerns rather than contingent on responding to truthful product advertising.
We urge that this issue be dealt with not on a subjective emotional or kneejerk basis. We hope that it will be examined on a factual, objective basis without blurring the use of alcohol, the legitimate use of alcohol and alcohol abuse. We can make progress, we
believe, in combatting alcohol abuse and drunk driving, but we can
do so without impinging upon advertising freedom.
In closing, I would like to show just a couple of .9 x.mples of how
advertising is trying to help in that regard, with your permission, a
couple of spots.
[Video presentation.]

Thank you very much.
[Mr. Bell's prepared statement follows:]

,
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JOINT TESTIMONY OF
THE AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION
THc" AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND
THE ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS, INC.

GOOD MORNING.
FEDERATION.

I AM HCWARD BELL, PRESIDENT CF THE AMERICAN ADVERTISING

I aDULD LIKE TO THANK CONGRESSMAN .aRau Al:D THE OTHER :EMBERS CF

THE TLLLOCMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE FOR PROVIDLZ THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
TCSTIFY TCCAY.

DUE TO THE TIME CONSTRAINTS CF THIS HEARING, I HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED TO
PRESC/r THE JOINT TESTIMONY OF MY G'N ASSCCIATION, AS WELL AS THAT CF THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION CF ADVERTILING AGENCIES AND THE ASSOCIATICN CF NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS, INC..

OUR THREE ASSOCIATIONS TOGETHER INCLUDE EVERY SEGMENT CF THE
ADVERTISING COMMUNITY:

ADVERTISING AGENCIES, CORPORATE ADVERTISERS,

BROADCASTERS, THE PRINT MEDIA, OUTDOOR ADVERTISERS, AND ADVERTISING CUBS.

ALL THREE CF OUR ASSOCIATIONS SHARE A DEEP °ONCE:Zs+ ABOUT THE SERIOUS

PROBLEMS CF ALCOHOL ABUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

LONG BEFORE

:ESE ISSUES

RECEIVED THE SPOTLIGHT CF NATIONAL PUBLIC CONCERN, THE ADVERTISING COMMUNITY

DONATED ITS TLIE AND TALMTS TO PUBLIC SERVICE CAMPAIGNS TO HELP COMBAT
ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING.

ALL THREE CF CUR ASSOCIATIONS ARE MEMBERS OF

THE BOARD CF THE ADVERTISING ODUNCIL, THROUGH WHICH MAJOR CORPORATIONS AND
ADVERTISING AGENCIES DEVELOP PUBLIC SERVICE CAMPAIGNS AN:, THE MEDIA CONTRIBUTE
THE TIME AND SPACE TO RUN THEM.

THROUGH SUCH PROGRAMS, WE ARE COMMITTED TO A

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE EFFORT TO COMBAT ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING.

OUR THREE ASSOCIATIONS, HCIFVER, ADAMANTLY UPROSE PROPOSALS TO BAN WINE
AND BEER ADVERTISING ON THE BROADCAST MEDIA FOR FOUR PRINCIPAL REASONS.
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FIRST, SUCH A BAN WILL NOT HELP TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS CP ALCOHOLISM AND
DRINK DRIVING;

SECOND, SUCH A BAN WOULD BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL;

THIRD, SUCH A BAN WOULD INJURE COMPETITION, DISCRIMINATE AGAINST RADIO
AND TV BROADCASTERS, LIMIT THE ABILITY TO INTROLICE NE4 PRODLCIS INTO THE
MARKETPLACE, AND CREATE BROAD AND CANCEROUS PRECEDENTS, AS VIRTUALLY ANY
PRODLCT CAN BE MISUSED;

FOURTH, A BAN CF WINE AND BEER ADVERTISING ON THE BROADCAST MEDIA WOULD
BE COLVTER,PRODLCTIVE.

IT IS A COSMETIC SOLUTION TO A REAL PROBLEM. LIKE

PLACING A BAND-AID ON A CANCER, IT TENDS TO DIVERT AND DISSIPATE SOCIETY'S
SEARCH FOR TRUE AND MEANINGFUL SOLUTIONS TO THESE TRAGIC PROBLEMS.

THERE IS MASSIVE EVIDENCE THAT A BAN ON WINE AND BELR ADS WOULD FAIL TO

SOLVE THE ALCOHOL ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING PRCBLDS IN OUR SOCIETY.

THE SOVIET UNION AND OTHER EASTERN BLOC ODUNTRIES, FOR EXAMPLE, HAVE
IMPOSED A TOTAL BAN ON ALCOHOL BEVERAGE ADVERTISING IN THEIR COUNTRIES.
THEY HAVE SOME CF THE WORST ALCM:J-1.1SM PRCBLEMS IN THE WORLD.

YET

713E ADVERTISING

OF WHISKEY WAS BANNED IN FRANCE FFCM 1957 TO 1979, YET WHISKEY CONSUMPTION
INCREASED FROM 157,CC0 PRCCF GALLONS TO MORE THAN 6 MILLION PROCF GALLONS
DURING THAT PERIOD.

BRITISH OOLU4BIA BANNED ALCOHOL BEVERAGE ADS, BUT A CAREFUL STUDY OF THE
BAN FOUND THAT "YEARLY A,,,D MONTHLY ANALYSIS Cf BEER, WINE AND LIQUOR SHOED NO
S...7STANTIAL EFFECT CE THE BAN."
DROPPED.

THIS BAN, LIKE THE ONE IN FRANCE, HAS BEEN

WHY SHOULD WE RUN AN EXPERIN1ENT ON THE EFFECTS CF A BAN IN CUR
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COUNTRY WHEN THIS TEST HAS BEEN TRIED IN NIMEROUS OTHER COUNTRIES AND FAILED?

FURTHER, TH-f. OVER/MEM:NG PREPONDERANCE OF SCIENTIFIC STUDIES HAVE NOT
FOUND ADVERTISING TO BE A MAJOR, OR EVEN A SIGNIFICAAT FACTOR IN THE CAUSES OF
ALCOHOL ABUSE.

FOR ALL THESE REASONS, WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT ANY BAN ON TFUTIOJL WINE
AND BEER ADVERTISING IN THE MEDIA WCULD BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

THE SUPREME

COURT HAS RULED THAT TRUTRPUL ADVERTISING CAN ONLY BE RESTRICTED UNDER VERY
LIMITED CIRMASTANCES, AND THAT SUCH A RESTRICTION IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL. "UNLESS
IT DIRECTLY ADVANCES THE GOVERNMENTAL INTERESTS ASSERTED" AND "IS ACT MORE
EXTENSIVE THAN NECESSARY."

CENTRAL HLTESCN GAS AND ELECTRIC CORP. V. PUBLIC

SERVICE COMMISSION CF NEW AORK, 447 US 557 (1980)

BANNING THE BROADCAST ADVERTISING OF BEER AND WINE FAILS BOTH TESTS.

IT

NON'T CURE ALCOHOLISM, OR DETER DRUNK DRIVERS, AND IN ALL PROBABILITY, WILL
NOT EVEN AFFECT CONSUMPTION.

A BAN IS OVERLY BFCAD IN THAT IT DOES NOT

DIRECTLY ATTACK THE FRCBLEIS CF ALCOHOL ABUSE.

THERE ARE A VARIETY CF ALTERNATE MEASURES THAT ARE AVAIIABLE AGAINST
DRUNK DRIVING AND ALCOHOLISM THAT ARE LESS RESTRICTIVE --INDEED NOT AT ALL
RESTRICTIVE --CF oammzRcIAL SPEECH AND ARE LIKELY TO BE FAR MORE EFFECTIVE IN
RESOLVING THESE SERIOUS PROBLEMS.

RAISING THE DRINKING AGE, IMPOSING HARSHER

PENALTIES FOR SELLING OR IMBIBING IN VIOLATION CF SUCH AGE LIMITATIONS,
HEAVILY PENALIZING DR:Nic DRIVING, INCREASING ALOOHOLIS'i TREATMENT PRCGRNS,

AND INCREASING ALCOHOL ABUSE INFORMATION PROGRAMS IN OUR SCHOOLS ARE JUST A
FE4 EXAMPLES.

NCNE CE THESE APPROACHES WOULD VIOLATE THE FIRST AMENEMENT.

BAN ON WINE AND BEER ADVERTISING ON THE BROADCAST MEDIA N)ULD.

5 '3 9
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THE A.A.F., A.A.A.A'S AND A.N.A. ARE EQUALLY OPPOSED TO MANDATED
CO ,TER-ADVERTISING.

COUNTER-ADVERTISING IS NOT A CQMPRCMISE OR A REASONABLE

ALTERNATIVE TO A Beni ON BEER AND ri1i E ADVERTISING. COUNTER -AD VERTISL:G WOULD

CREATE EXTRE4ELY CANCEROUS 051 PRECEDENTS AND REPRESENTS A MAJOR DIVERGENCE
FROM PRESENT FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION POLICY.

THIS DIVERGENCE WOULD

HAVE TO BE PREDICATED ON THE MISUSE OF ALCOHOL PRODUCTS.
VIRTUALLY ANY PRODUCT CAN BE MISUSED.

BUT, CLEARLY,

WILL WE HAVE TO HAVE

COUNTER,ADVERTISLJG FOR THE MYRIAD OTHER PRODUCTS THAT CAN BE MISUSED?

THE

ANSaER TO THIS QUESTION MUST BE NO; OTHERWISE, MANDATED COUNTER- ADVERTISING
WILL DIRECT A SEVERE BODY SLO. AT ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL BR:CAI:CASTING IN
THIS COUNTRY.

-

LET'S EXAMINE THE EMPACT CF COUNTER ADVERTISING PROPOSALS.

FIRST, THE

FEDERAL TRADE coTassioN AND THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS
ALREADY HAVE FULL PCKER TO BAN ANY FALSE OR DECEPTIVE ALCOHOL BEVERAGE AD.
THEREFORE, INEVITABLY, COUNTER-ADVERTISING PROPOSALS WILL BE TARGETED AT
TRUTHFUL, NON-DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING.

SECOND, ALCOHOL BEVERAuE ADVERTISING HAS 1,0T BEEN FOUND TO CAUSE ALCOHOL

ABUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

IN FACT, THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION RECENTLY

UNDWP,OCA.LLY STATED THAT IT FOUND "NO RELIABLE BASIS ON WHICH TO commum
THAT ALCOHOL ADVERTISING SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTS ALCOHOL ABUSE."

THEREFORE,

COUNTER-ADVERTISING PROPOSALS WOULD BE DIRECTED AT ADS THAT HAUL NOT BEEN
FO:.74D TO CAUSE HARM.

IN OCR /1E4, THESE OOL.,41E,-ADVERTISINC PROPOSALS ARE TANTAMOUNT TO A NINE

AND BEER ADARTIsING BAN ON THE BROADCAST MEDIA AND CABLE.
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,.:HY SHOULD THESE
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ADVERTISERS UTILIZE THE BROADCAST MEDIA AND CABLE IF SUCH USE WIL
AUTOMATICALLY UNLEASH A BARRAGE CF MANDATED 00 LATER -ADS AGAINST THEIR

PRODUCTS?

SUCH AN APPROACH IS LIKELY TO DRIVE ADVERTISERS TO UTILIZE ..EDLA IN

NHICH COUNTER-ADVERTISING IS NOT REQUIRED.

IF CN THE OTHER HAND, COUNTER-ADVERTISING IS MANDATED, AND DESPITE THIS
FACT, WINE AND BEER ADVERTISERS CONTINUE. TO UTILIZE THE BROADCAST MEDIA AND
CABLE, THESE MASSIVE COUITER-ADVERTISING MESSAGES INEVITABLY WILL DRIVE PUBLIC
SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR MANY OTHER CAUSES OFF THE AIR.

BROADCASTERS AND

CABLE OPERATORS WILL DE REQUIRED TO FIND TIME FOR THESE COUNTER -ADS.

SOMETHING WILL HAVE TO BE ELIMINATED.
FOR DRUG ABUSE HAVE TO GO?

WILL THE PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

OR FOR SMOKEY THE BEAR AND MODRUFF THE CRIME DOG?

OR PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE NEGRO OOLIECE FUND OR ETHIOPIAN

RELIEF? OR FOR THE NLMEROUS OTHER ISSUES FOR WHICH ADVERTISERS AND
BROADCASTERS ANNUALLY CONTRIBUTE HUNDREDS CF MILLION CF DOLLARS IN DONATED
TIME?

orE BELIEVE THAT A COUNTER-ADVERTISING PROPOSAL DIRECTED AT TRUTHFUL,

NON-DECEPTIVE, NON-HARMFUL ADS IS EXACTLY THE TYPE CF MISGUIDED REGULATION
THIS COUNTRY DOES NOT NEED.

THEREFORE, WE CALL ON THE CONGRESS TO REJECT THE OOLVTER-ADVERTISING BILL
PROPOSED BY CONGRESSMAN SEIBERLING.

THE FEDERAL 3OMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, SINCE ITS 1974 FAIRNESS POLICY

STATEMENT, (48 FCC 2d 1), NO MATTER 'MICH PARTY WAS IN KWER, HAS Hal) THAT
PRODUCT ADS CO NOT TRIGGER THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE.
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IN OTHER WORDS, COMMERCIALS
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THAT MERELY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTIES OF A PRODUCT IN A POSITIVE LIGHT ARE NOT
THEREBY CONTROVERSIAL SO AS TO TRIGGER THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE.

THE CONGRESS SHCJLD NOT DEVIATE FROM THIS VIEW OR AN ENDLESS ARRAY CF'

PRODUCT ADS MAY HAVE TO BE CONSIDERED CONTROVERSIAL.

IN PARTICULAR, WE MUST

DRAW A SHARP DISTINCTION BETWEEN ADS DIRECTED AT AIDING THE PUBLIC IN THEIR
CHOICE CF hHICH BRAND TO UTILIZE V1134 THEY LEGALLY CONSUME WINE AND BEER --

AND THE ABUSE CF ALCOHOL BY SOME LN OUR SOCIETY.

THERE IS NO CREDIBLE EVIDENCE THAT ACNE AND BEER ADS CAUSE ALCOHOL
ABUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.
THIS DISTINCTION.

MICHAEL JACOBSON AND OTHER CRITICS FAIL TO MAKE

MR. JACOBSON HAS STATED IN THE WALL STREET JOURNAL THAT HE

IS OPPOSED TO ALCOHOL BEVERAGE ADVERTISING, HOWEVER INNOCUOUS IT MAY BE,
CHARGING THAT "EVERY AD FOR ALCOHOL IS AN AD FOR DRINKING.

WE ARE CONCERNED

WITH ThE MOST INNOCUOCS ADS AND WE WON'T STOP UNTIL SOMETHING PERMANENT IS
OBTAINED."

THE CONGRESS MUZ, :URN ITS BACK ON THIS NEO-PROHIBITIONIST VIEW.

SINCE THE END OF PROHIBITION, MODERATE DRINKING CAN NO LONGER BE COHSIDERED A
CONTROVERSIAL ISSJE.

THE CONGRESS SHOULD NOT CONSCRIPT FUNDS FROM

BROADCASTERS, ADVERTISERS, AND CABLE OPERATORS TO CARRY OUT AN ENFORCED PUBLIC
EDUCATION CAMPAIGN.

FURTHERMORE, THESE COUNTER-ADVERTISING PROPOSALS CANNOT BE SALVAGED BY
THE CONGRESS MERELY MANDATING THAT SOME SMALLER PERCENTAGE CF ODUNTER-ADS HE
R-TUIRED.

SUCH AN ACTION WOULD STILL CREATE GRAVE PRECEDENTS.
oe

AS TESTIMONY AT THIS HEARING DEMONSTRATES, BROADCASTERS AND ADVERTISERS

ARE oammTED TO FULLY I*-ORMING THE PUBLIC CF THE DANGERS CF ALCOHOL ABUSE
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THROUGH NEWS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND OTHER PROGRAMMING AS WELL AS THE CONTINUED
VOLUNTARY DEVELOPMENT CF PUBLIC SERVICE ANNCCNCEMENTS.

THESE GOOD FAITH EFFORTS CANNOT BE IGNORED.

IT SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED THAT PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE NOT
ANALOGOUS OR SYNONYMOUS WITH 0OUITER-ADVERTISING.
BETWEEN THEM.

THERE IS A VAST DISTINCTION

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE VOLUNTARY, DONATED BY

BROADCASTERS AND ADVERTISERS, AND WHETHER THEY RUN ON THE PODIA IS NOT
CONTINGENT ON RESPONDING TO PRODLCT ADVERTISING.

COUNTER-ADVERTISING, AS PROPOSED BY CONGRESSIAN SEIBERLING, ON THE OTHER
HAND, WOULD REQUIRE GOVERNMENT MANDATED ANNOUNCEMENTS DESIGNED TO ATTACK AND
COUNTER TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING OF LEGAL PRODLCTS.

FURTHERMORE, THESE

COUNTER-ADS WILL ONLY BE TRIGGER-M BY WINE AND BEER ADS RJNNING ON THE
BROADCAST MEDIA AND CABLE.

IF ADVERTISERS REMVE THESE ADS OR BRCADCASTERS

AND CABLE OPERATORS REFUSE TO CARRY THEM, NO ODUNTER-ADVERTISING WILL RUN.

IN CONCLUSION, OUR THREE ADVERTISING ASSOCIATIONS PLIDM TO YOU THAT wE
WILL CONTINUE TO DONATE CUR CREATIVITY AND RESOURCES TO DEVELOP THE BEST
POSSIBLE PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS ADDRESSING IN A dEANINGFUL NAY THE
PROBLEMS CF ALCOHOLISM AND DRUNK DRIVING. FURTHERMORE, WE WILL WORK

COOPERATIVELY WITH OTHER COUPS IN A NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP TO COME TO GRIPS
WITH THESE SERIOUS SOCIETAL CONCERNS.

WE JRGE THAT THIS NATIO,,AL ISSUE NOT BE DEALT WITH ON A SUBJECTIVE,
EMOTIONAL AND KNEE -JERK BASIS, AS THE CRITICS WOULD PROPOSE.

RATHER, WE HOPE

THAT IT WILL BE EXAMINED ON A FACTUAL AND OBJECTIVE BASIS AND THAT THERE WILL
NOT BE A BLURRING CF ALCOHOL ABUSE WITH THE LEGITIMATE USE OF ALCOHOL.

WITH THE VOLUNTARY SUPPORT CF THE BEVERAGE, ADVERTISING AND
COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES, WE TOGETHER CAN MAC PROGRESS IN COMBATTING ALCOHOL
ABUSE AND DRUNK DRIVING IN THIS NATION --AND WE CAN CO SO ;NITHour IMPINGING
UPON ADVERTISING FREEDOM.

THANK YOU.

WE WILL BE GLAD TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
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Mr. LUKEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bell.

Next we are pleased to hear from Ms. Ann Kahn, first vice president of the National PTA.
We have your testimony, and it will be admitted into the records
here, without objection, and you may go ahead and testify in any
manner you please. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF ANN P. KAHN

Ms. KAHN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Ann Kahn, the first vice president of the National PTA.
Our organization represents 5.6 million members throughout the
United States and American parents in Europe.
We are here today to ask Congress to join us in a new education
effort to help prevent our young people from developing a lifestyle
that is dependent on alcohol, and we urge the Congress to pass the
Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act, H.R. 2526, introduced by Con-

gressman Seiberling. I won't go into the details of that since that
was covered earlier.

We do believe that this new initiative will guarantee what we
are looking for, which is a fair presentation about these products,
and do much to counteract the portrayal in the ads that alcohol
and a drinking lifestyle are synonymous with popularity, success,
and happiness.

Our concern is with alcohol use among the young, and that has
reached epidemic, proportions. Studies have shown that alcohol is

the drug of choice for teenagers, and beer is the preferred substance. Our complete statement does carry the statistical data on

that, but most critical is the fact that of the estimated 13 to 15 million alcoholics and problem drinkers in the United States, more
than 3 million of those are under 18 years of age, and that is our
concern.
A Weekly Reader study also found that only 25 percent of young-

sters in the sixth and the eighth grade even recognize alcohol as a
drug. Only 30 percent of high school students were able to identify
alcohol as a drug.

Now, the National PTA doesn't claim that radio and TV ads

alone incite experimentation by underage youth, and we certainly
don't claim that they alone encourage excessive consumption, but
we do believe that the media ads which are not balanced are undermining the educational efforts by parents and schools, and we
contend that broadcasters and advertisers owe a responsibility to
the public which they are not now meeting in dealing with this significant problem of more than 3 million problem drinkers who are
under the age of 18.
We know that television is a very pervasive and influential educator of children. Most of them watch 31/2 to 4 hours a day. We also

know that 6 million children in this country are latchkey children,
and for them, TV is the model for their behavior and, at times, the
only consistent source of their values.
For many children in this country, television, whether we like it
or not, has become a surrogate parent. Advertisers know that they
can reach 90 percent of all teenagers in this country by advertising
on television, and 92 percent of all young children.
50-401 0-85---17
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We are reluctant to depend on the genuine voluntary media selfpolicing, not only because of our experience for 8 years in trying to
remove gratuitous violence from television through that route, but
noting also that shortly after the NAB dropped its voluntary code,

very quickly vodka ads were on a Boston radio station and were

withdrawn only because ,,here was a public outcry.
The network standards and practices also seem unable to screen

out advertising which, if not deliberately aimed at youth, clearly
has an enormous impact on them. Parents cannot screen those ads.

They come at all different times. They are particularly heavy

during the sporting events which young people watch and enjoy,
and the message on those commercials is: You need a drink to
relax, or you really deserve a drink.

Alcohol ads use recognizable athletic heroes, popular comics,

rock stars, and their look alikes. All of these are people who appeal
not to my age group but to the very young, and it is hard to accept

the industry argument that this advertising is not aimed at a

youthful market, really only meant to persuade current drinkers to
switch their brands.

That is hard for us to take, Mr. Chairman, when we note that

beer and wine industries currently spend 100 times more for their
broadcast ads than they spend for some of these fine public service
announcements which we have seen here today. And most of those
PSA ads focus on the exclusive issue of drinking and driving.
What comes across to many young listeners or viewers is that it
is OK to drink, it is OK to get drunk; just don't drive when you do
it. That is not our approach, and we feel that there is rarely any-

thing on these PSA's that deals with the health, the safety, the

family, the societal and the legal consequences of drinking when
you are under 18, and now under 21 in most States.
The PTA is very concerned about this, and we have members in
every State in this country, and that is why hundreds of thousands
of our members and other citizens throughout the Nation joined
the Project SMART petition.
I want you to see something that has come to me just during this
last week, and it shows further evidence of our concern. This :.s a

scroll, Mr. Chairman, that came to me. It is signed bynot signaturesby people who wrote notes to those of you in the Congress,
700 delegates to the California PTA State Convention last month,
calling for equal time for fair messages about the problems associated with alcohol use or misuse, and if that is not possible, a ban
on alcohol ads altogether.
We ask Congress to respond to the will of our membership and

many other adults in this country who are concerned about what
the effect of television advertising on alcohol is doing to the young
people in this country, and we ask you to respond by enacting H.R.
2526, the Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act, and we thank you
for this opportunity to present the views of the National PTA.
[Testimony resumes on p. 524.]
[Ms. Kahn's prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony by

THE NATIONAL PTA
by Ann P. Kahn

First Vice President, National PTA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and Finance, thank you
for this opportunity to speak to you about alcohol advertising on
radio and television.

I am Ann Kahn, First Vice President of the

National Congress of Parents and Teachers (National PTA), the
nation's largest volunteer child advocacy association comprising
5.6 million members in over 25,000 local units in 50 state
Congresses, the District of Columbia and Europe.

The prevention of alcohol and other drug abuse among our
nation's youth is a top priority of our association.

The

National PTA helped form the National Coalition for Drug and
Alcohol Abuse Prevention, now totalling 15 million members.

We

use a portion of our 500 per capita annual member dues to provide

grants to area councils to assist their efforts in developing
effective, local programs for parents and students.

This spring

thousands of our local PTA units availed themselves of National

PTA's free Alcohol and Drug Awareness kits which provided
examples of activities they might use to educate parents,
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students, school staff, and the community during Drug Prevention
Week.

However, the National PTA is also aware that voluntary
efforts, no matter how extensive, will not alone solve the
problems associated with youthful alcohol use.

We, therefore,

have enlisted the support cf pur elected officials at the state

and federal levels to pass legislation to help prevent young
people from getting involved with alcohol.

We have been actively involved in, or led, the state by
state drives to raise the legal drinking age to 21, and were
among those who spearheaded the enactment of the federal Uniform
Minimum Drinking Age Act.

In addition, we have called on the

Congress to require health and safety warning labels on alcoholic
beverages.

The National PTA believes alcohol advertising on radio and
television works against efforts to discourage children and
teenagers from drinking.

Our members' participation in Project

SMART's petition drive to either ban alcohol advertising on radio
and television or require equal time for messages about the
effects of alcohol is a vital component of National PTA's alcohol
abuse prevention initiatives.

Beverage alcohol is a mood altering drug with a high
potential for abuse and addiction.
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In fact, Dr. Robert Dupont,
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former head of both the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the
White House Special Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, has stated
that were alcohol submitted to the FDA today for mass
distribution approval, it would more than likely be listed as a

Schedule I drug because of its high abuse potential, low
therapeutic indications and little medical use.

Were that so, it

would joi2 such other Schedule I drugs as marijuana, LSD and
heroin.

In this respect beer and wine are unique among the many

products currenty advertised over the public airwaves.

The use and misuse of alcohol has reaped devastation on young
people, adults, families and society.

Consider the following:

Alcohol kills 100,000 Americans yearly and drunk driving is
Alcohol does $120

the leading cause of death among teenagers.

billion worth cf economic damage to our nation and is a
contributing factor in 66% of homicides, 50% of rapes, 50% of
spouse abuse, child abuse and neglect, 70% of robberies committed
each year, not to mention its role in juvenile delinquency, all
too many fires, falls, drownings and other accidents, liver and

cardio-vascular diseases, birth defects, certain cancers and
mental retardation.

Consider also:

One out of ten adults in our country is an alcoholic and
approximatey five or six students in each American classroom

3
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lives in a home with an alcoholic or other chemically dependent
parent.

According to the Administrator of the federal Alcohol,

Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration, alcohol is a primary
culprit in the breakup of American families.

The rate of

separation and divorce among alcoholics is seven times that of

the general population; and two out of five domestic relations
court cases involve alcohol.

Moreover, alcohol use among the young has reached epidemic
proportions.

Studies have shown that alcohol is the drug of

choice for teenagers, with beer the preferred substance.
Further, of the estimated 13-15 million alcoholics and problem

drinkers in the U.S., more than 3 million are under age 18.

At

least 90 percent of high school seniors say they have used
alcohol.

According to the latest University of Michigan survey

of high school seniors, 67.2 percent said they drink alcohol
regularly and 5 percent reported daily alcohol consumption.
Morever, younger and younger children are consuming alconol.

For

example, in New York state, 50 percent of junior high school

students report that they have used alcohol sometime in their
lives.

Children as young as elementary school report that they feel
pressure to experiment with alcohol.

A survey released last

month by the Weekly Reader showed that approximately 25 percent
of fourth graders felt some or a lot of pressure to try alcohol
or marijuana.

4
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When fourth and fifth grade s_udents were asked where they
get their information about alcohol, they reported that
information came equally from family and television and movies.

The Weekly Reader study found also that only 25 percent of 6th
graders and 8th graders recognize alcohol as a drug and only 30
percent of high school students identify alcohol as a drug.

We are often told the only purpose of alcohol advertising is to
get

consumers to change brands.

Well respected studies,

however, indicate that alcohol advertising is a factor in
increasing the consumption of alcohol by youth.

Permit me to

cite two studies:

The first, by Kim Neundorff of Cleveland State University,
indicated that among youngsters aged 12-24, exposure to alcohol

ads was th, dingle most important factor in increasing their
consumption.

The other is the Block and Atkins study, the first

comprehensive attempt to determine what correlation may exist
between alcThol use and alcohol advertising.

It states that

because of the intrusive nature and complexity of the ads,
viewers, expecially the youngest surveyed, paid more attention to
TV advertising than to print ads.

That should come as no

surprise since the for ,d, themes and catchy music make those ads

more easily recognized and rememtered by all ages.

And, although

rarely were actors under 21 used in alcohol commericals, the
younger respondents perceived them to be younger than the actors
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actually were and described them as "friendly, funloving,

goodlooking and happy", all attributes most adolescents strive to
acquire.

Mr. ('hairman, we are here today to ask this Subcommittee

and, indeed, the full Congress, to join us in a new education
effort that can help prevent our youth from becoming involved
with developing a lifestyle dependent on alcohol.

We strongly

urge the Congress to enact legislation that would require
equivalent broadcast time for public service messages and
programming about the broad range of effects of acohol use and
misuse.

We support the Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act of 1985,
H.R. 2526 introduced by Congressman John Seiberling (D-OH) on May
15, 1985.

This measure would amend the Communications Act to

require that if radio and television licenses and cable operators

air commercial promotions for alcoholic beverages they must also
provide equivalent time for public service messages about the
broad range of problems associated with the use and misuse of
alcohol.

The broadcast time afforded to responsible spokespersons
would have to be of equal duration to that allotted for alcohol
ads.

The public service messages would be broadcast to an

audience of the size and composition that approximates the
audience that would view and/or listen to the alcohol commercials.

6
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This provision would ensure that countermessages would be aired
during the hours when young people and the general public are
watching television or listening to the radio and not when we've
all retired for the night.

We believe this new initiative will

do much to counteract the portrayal in the ads that alcohol and a
drinking lifestyle are synonomous with popularity, success and
happiness, and thereby guara"cae a fair presentation about these
products.

While National PTA does not claim that radio and TV ads
alone incite experimentation by under-age youth nor that they
alone encourage excessive consumption, we do believe that media
ads which are not fair or balanced undermine much of the. other

educational and legal efforts.

We also contend that, along with

the rights of free speech that broadcasters and advertisers

deserve, they owe a responsiblility to the public which they are
not now meeting.

Is tuere a significant problem?

We believe

that statistics indicating that more than three million problem
drinkers are under age 18 is a significant public problem.
a problem that parents must address.

It is

But it is also a problem

that producers of general programming, broadcasters and
advertisers alike cannot and should not ignore or dismiss by
saying 'the ancient Greeks drank' or 'Scandinavians have a worse
problem.'

Of the total advertising budget for beer, a large percentage
goes to media ads.

Why?

Obviously, because those ads have the
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greatest impact on the buying public, and television is a very
pervasive and influential educator of children. Advertisers are
not unaware that TV alone reaches 90% of all teenagers and 92% of
all children.
daily.

Youngsters aged 12-17 watch 3 1/2 hours of TV

Those age 2-11 watch 4 hours.

Rightly or wrongly, 6

million youngsters in this country are latchkey children for whom
TV is the model for their behavior, at times the only consistent
source of their values.

For many of them, TV has become a

surrogate parent.

Given the rights -- and restrictions -- of commerical
speech, and, granted the right to be financially successful,

advertisers and the broadcast media have a responsibility to
police themselves.

But the National PTA's past experience on the

issue of reducing gratuitous TV violence does not bode well for
the prospect of genuine, voluntary media self-policing.

Indeed,

shortly after the NAB dropped its voluntary code, a vodka ad
appeared on a Boston radio-station and certain beer ads showed
glasses being brought to drinkers' lips.

This practice was not

acceptable previously on networks, but the ads were withdrawn
only after public outcry and pressure.

Apparently not all

brewers or wine producers subscribe to their own recommended
guidelines for advertising, nor do the network Standards and
Practices seem able to screen out all advertising which, if not
deliberately aimed at youth, clearly has an impact on
impressionable, young viewers.

Unlike movies, which are rated

for parental guidance (a system which also was neither
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industry-inspired nor easily accepted), broadcast advertisements
pose a problem for parents.

They come at all different times,

interspersed with all kinds of programming using techniques
Sesame Street discovered were the best way to reach and teach
young children.

During sporting events, which young people as

well as their parents watch and enjoy, alcohol beverage ads
literally bombard the audience.

The messages transmitted are

"You need a drink to enjoy, to relax, to be convivial" or "You
deserve a drink for doing a job well."

With more and more alcohol ads using high energy, MTV-hype
techniques, recognizable athletes, popular comics and rockstar
lookalikes, it strains our credulity to accept the industry
argument that the media's advertising is not designed to appeal
to a youthful market, and is meant only to persuade current
drinkers to switch br-nds.

The purpose of all other advertising

is not limited solely to shifting the market share, but aims to
recruit new users and to increase consumption of products.

Advertisements feature exciting beach parties, combos of jiving
rock groups, rosy-cheeked down-hill skiers, or actor-athletes
making tricky basketball shots.

These make drinking seem

desirable and glamorous to teen and sub-teen minds and add to
their impression that alcohol consumption, per se, is okay, and
probably downright healthy.

Recruiting new users, increasing consumption of products, or
enticing customers to buy your brand are legitimate endeavors.

9
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But because of the indiscriminate nature of broadcasting, such
ads have the potential to create new consumers from among those
who may still be under the legal age to purchase the product.
When increased consumption is encouraged a'

g those incapable

by physical or emotional maturation, of handling those products,

we beliee advertisers and broadcasters are engaging at best in
questionable activity.

The broadcast media claim there already exists a balanced
presentation regarding alcohol's effects.

But the beer and wine

industries currently spend 100 times more for broadcast ads than
is spent for public service annoucements. And although the PTA
welcomes the occasional PSA on the risks of drinking and driving,

most are aired when children or adolescents are asleep for the
night and are no match for the slick repetitive beverage
commercials.

Furthermore, the ads usually focus exclusively on

the issue of drinking and driving.

They ignore the fact that

whether or not one is old enough to be behind a wheel, alcohol
can maim or kill.

What comes across to many adolescent listeners

or viewers is that it is all right to drink, it's even all right
to get intoxicated.

Just don't drive when you do it.

Rarely, if

ever, communicated are the health, safety, family, societal and
legal consequences of drinking.

Parents, schools and businesses, including the liquor, wine
and beer industries, and the media have a stake in and a
responsibility to decrease abuse of all drugs.

10
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problem teen and younger drinkers and, indeed all underage youth
who experiment with alcohol should alarm us all.

The lives lost,

the young minds and bodies broken either by drunk driving or

alcohol abuse not involving automobiles, are a menace to youth
and to society.

The problem of alcohol abuse requires all of us, as adults,
to accept our role in either contributing tc or exacerbating that
problem.

There is also a rising tide of concern about drug

usage, especially among the young.

This concern is exemplified

by the hundreds of thousands of PTA members and other citizens
throughout the nation who have joined the Project SMART petition

drive, imploring the Congress to take immediate action to
counteract the barrage of alcohol promotions on radio and TV by
mandating equivalent time on the public airwaves for the
protection and welfare of our youth, and by providing fair,
factual presentation about alcohol and its effects.

We ask the Congress to respond by enacting H.R. 2526, the
Fairness in Alcohol Advertising Act.

National PTA, our State branches and local members appeal to
the Congress to reduce the incidence of alcohol use and abuse
among our children.

We are actively engaged in that task and

willing to cooperate in every way we can.

Alcohol abuse among

adults is a national problem; alcohol use among children and
adolescents is a national tragedy.

Thank you for this opportunity to present the concerns and
views of the National PTA.
11
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nCALIFORNIA CONGRESS OF PARENTS, TEACHERS, AND STUDENTS, INC
May 15,

1985

The Honorable Ronald Reagan
President or the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C.
20500
Dear Mr. President:

Because they care about young people, over 700 of the
delegates attending the California State PTA convention
last week (May 8-10, 1985) signed a scroll urging you and
the Congress to support a ban on alcohol advertising or
equal time for health messages.

The scroll will be shown
to the House Sub-committee on Telecommunications, Consumer

Protection and Finance of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee on May 21, 1985.
Enclosed are some of the delegates' comments.

As a bill supporting eoual time for health messages
is introduced, we hope you will lend your support to its
passoge and then sign Ft into law.
Sincerely,

5bette

-

Bennett
President

Barbara Emericr
Advocate for
Federal Legislation
.

Enclosure

cc: California Senators and Coporessio,a/ Aepresentctives
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CALIFORNIA CONGRESS OF PARENTS. TEACHERS. AND STUDENTS. INC

QUOTATIONS FROM THE SCROLL SIGNED BY DELEGATES AT THE
CALIFORNIA STATE PTA 1985 CONVENTION
From a student who is a PTSA president: "We want our youth
to grow up to be successful citizens, yet all of our commercials
on TV and radio push alcohol.
There are hardly any health
messages!!!
The sports figures and idols of today's youth are
promoting these horrible habits! Something needs to be done
and urgently. Please hear our concerns.
We are the future.
We are the youth whO are affected."
From c Navy man:
"I am fully committed to this particular
issue and encourage and solicit your own support.
As a U.S.
Navy man, I realize the import of a drug and alcohol
free Navy.
I also realize the import of leadership by example, something
I admire in you.
But the youth of this nation do become the
backbone of our armed services when they enlist or are commissioned.
The most important aspect of this measure is that
it addresses this issue early in the development of our youth.
"With proper support from your staff and the leadership
of yourflreat office, many of the problems that we are experiencing in our society today in the alcohol and drug area may
be lessened significantly and even eradicated completely.
Our
nation, our military, our people will benefit tremendously.
May God richly bless you, sir."
From mothers: "San the seductive advertising of
alcohol and replace with health messages of not
cals to get 'high on life.' Please promote help
addicted to chemical use and especially help for
living with a chemically addicted person."

drugs and
using chemifor those
families

"As the daughter of an alcoholic, I have seen from experience the destruction that alcohol can do to a family. We
need to educate our youth on the hazards of this drug, so that
their future and ours can be a better Place to live.
We do
not need sports figures, celebrities, to glamourize a product
that causes death, disease and/or destructior.
ke need to
show alcohol for what it is."

"my teenage son loves football and idolizes the players.
It disturbs me when the alcohol (beer) ads appear continuously
throughout the football came."

"At our bleb schoolfor the bast 2C years of it being
oper--we have had a death of a teenager every year Iii, the
use 0' alcohol and driving. Please help make up some stancard."
"Wry do we let our kids believe that the only way they
can be sexy, beautiful or rugged is with a (crutch) beer in
our tares?"
"1 Co not favor a ban, but

I

do support health messages."

-M:Rf930 GEORGIA STREET
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75015
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"Please remove trc advertizing of alcohol fro, TV,
Our
children are alredy faced with so many dangers.
Please assist
us with helping our children.
I am sure that your wife would
also urge you to help us since we have so actively supported
the Chemical People project."
"The message to our kids should be 'moderation.'
We can't
convey the message if every Tv commercial screams 'excess is
fun.'"
"Everyone knows commercials work!!
advertise to get more problems."

We don't need to

"Role models are exceptionally important to our young
people and for this reason alcohol advertising is a powerful
force when done by our well known athletes.
It is not in the
best interest of our young people and our future to directly
or indirectly promote drug use."
"My husband, Eagle Scout son, Occidental College Junior,
developmentally disabled 18 year old (Gown's Syndrome) and I
ask you to please use your influence tobon alcohol TV and
radio advertising for the sake of all youth, who are the
FUTURE of our country."

"Please do as much for the problem of alcohol abuse in
our children as Mrs. Reagan has done.
Sne and the children
of our country need your help!"
"Considering the effect that alcohol has on the health
of the user's body as well as the unborn children, we urge you
to support any legislation that may be necessary to stop
making it look attractive to young people, who, once started,
cannot break the habit."

Mr. LUKEN. Thank you, Ms. Kahn. Next we ask William Drake,

who is the Associate Director in the compliance operations of
BATF, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. DRAKE

Mr. DRAKE. Thank you, sir.

Mr Chairman and members of the committee, it is a privilege to
appear before this committee to discuss the issue of alcoholic beverage advertising. I understand that my staff have provided members

of this committee with a substantial amount of information on

ATF's legislative authority and previous policies on alcohol advertising and I will keep my remarks brief.
As the agency responsible under the Federal Alcohol Administration Act for monitcring and regulating alcoholic beverage advertis-

ing, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms is certainly
aware of the public concern regarding alcohol abuse. At every

level, individuals, national organizations, State legislators, the Congress, the White House, and indeed, many in the alcohol industry
have spoken out forcibly against the mounting cost of lives lost and
talents wasted as a result of alcohol abuse.
However, as great as our concern as citizens is, it should be em-

phasized at the outset that ATF's statutory authority is limited

with regard to regulating alcoholic beverage advertising. We can
only do what we are allowed to do under the law.
Thus, ATF cannot prohibit advertising per se, and we cannot
expand our regulations beyond the scope of the law in order to address related social issues.
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ATF's authority with regard to alcoholic beverage advertising is
established by the Federal Alcohol Administration Act. Among
other things, the FAA Act authorizes regulatory action to prevent
deception of the consumer, to provide the consumer with adequate
information on the identity of the product.
In addition, the act provides for the regulation of advertising by

setting requirements for what must be stated, for what cannot be
stated in such advertising. Specifically, the act prohibits any advertising claims that are false, disparaging, deceptive, misleading, or
likely to mislead.
In 1954, a predecessor agency of ATF established a ruling prohibiting active, prominent athletes from appearing in alcoholic beverage advertising. This decision ww, based on the determination that

a prominent athlete's appearanLe endorsing an alcoholic beverage
would give the misleading impression that drinking alcohol is conducive to athletic skill or would not hinder the athlete's performance.

In November 1978, ATF published an advance notice of proposed

rulemaking addressing the advertising regulations. 6ne of the

major issues was whether the earlier rule on athletes should be established as a regulation, be discontinued or be expanded.
This was followed by a notice of proposed rui, making in December 1980 in which ATF made specific regulatory proposals covering
a variety of advertising issues, including the use of athletes in advertising alcoholic beverage.
Two public hearings relating to this proposal were held in 1981.

In August 1984, ATF adopted rules of several issues related to labeling. However, due to complexity and controversy surrounding
the use of athletes in alcoholic beverage advertising, the Bureau
decided to consider that issue separately.
We are currently studying several courses of action in this area.
In doing so, it is clear to us that there are a number of concerns
about alcoholic beverage advertising which are based on broader
social issues than are presently covered by the FAA Act. These
issues are not within our jurisdiction.
It is also clear that more data is needed concerning such issues
as the use of retired athletes, managers, coaches, other celebrities
in alcoholic beverage advertising, and the linkage, if any, to alcohol
abuse.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that ATF has a history of
supporting the efforts of consumers and the industry in control of
alcohol abuse. For example, we have published a Rex Morgan illustrated booklet concerning the fetal alcohol syndrome. We monitor
the moderation campaigns of the industry, such as the industry's
campaign against driving and drinking.
ATF has also joined forces with the industry and other Government agencies in conducting public awareness campaigns on alcohol-related problems, and we are a member of the U.S. Department
of Justice professional group steering committee, which addresses
alcohol and drug abuse among juveniles.
We share this committee's and the public's concern regarding al-

cohol abuse, and we welcome the efforts of the subcommittee.
Hearings such as these will serve to air the various opinions and
approaches to the issue of alcohol abuse in this country and to the
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issue of advertising. They will help to inform all of us with responsibilities in this area.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LUKEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Drake.
Next, I believe, is Mr. Bernard Mann, president of the National
Radio Broadcasters Association.
Mr. Mann, I believe we have your testimony, and without objection, it will be introduced into the record. You may proceed.
Thank you.
STATEMENT OF BERNARD MANN

Mr. MANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

In addition to my responsibilities as president of the National
Radio Broadcasters Association, I own and operate four radio sta-

tions, an FM radio station in High Point, NC, an AM station in

Greensboro, NC, and a AM/FM radio stations in Raleigh, NC.
The NRBA is the Nation's largest organization devoted solely to

the concerns of radio broadcasters and the listening public. Our
2,000 AM and FM stations serve communities throughout the
United States.

Like the other witnesses, I have a longer statement for the

record and will simply highlight our views on proposals to either

ban broadcast advertisements for beer and wine outright or to
mandate counteradvertisements through Federal regulations.

The NRBA and its members, as facts amply demonstrate, are

acutely aware of the alcohol-abuse problem that affects our Nation,
and for a long time, we have been at the forefront of the battle to
combat this national ill. But we strongly oppose the imposition of
an advertising prohibition or mandatory counteradvertising as arbitrary, unnecessary, and counterproductive when beer and wine
are advertised.
We want to make clear that we oppose advertising bans or feder-

ally-mandated counter advertising for a legal product on any

broadcast medium. This is especially so where in this case the ordinary and intended use of the product is not dangerous or harmful

to one's health, where it is safely enjoyed in moderation by millions of Americans and where there is no causal relationship that
has been established between the advertisement of the product and
the perils of its abuse.
Furtheremore, to the extent that those in favor of restrictive proposals cite the visual impact of television commercials, the allega-

tion of such a relationship is even more tenuous in the case of
radio.

Moreover, the industry is already undertaking a broad, effective
campaign to combat alcohol abuse. I want to personally assure you
of the radio industry's profound concern about this vital issue and
tell you what we are doing about it.
We recently conducted the most authoritative survey to date on

the extent of antialcohol abuse programming provided by radio
broadcasters. Over 800 stations responded to our survey. The results have been attached to my written testimony, and they show
that America's stations donated well in excess of $125 million
worth of broadcast time last ye,... for alcohol abuse public service
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announcements and programming as part of our strong public service tradition.
This is an example of celtregulation and responsiveness to community needs at its very best. We listen to our listeners and share
their concerns. Nincty-eight percent of the respondents regulaily
broadcast alcohol abuse announcements, and these were not throwaway spots in dead times. They were evenly spaced throughout the
broadcast day.

Moreover, our members' efforts are targetted at the particular
needs and responses of the local communities that they work in,
and they work with the particular format of these stations. So they
take the form of interviews, discussions, news reports, dramatic

programming and public service announcements.
In addition to our commitment to public service, the NRBA and
its members recognize that such campaigns make sound business
sense. We must be responsive to our communities in order to sur-

vive economically. Imposition of mandatory requirements is not

only unwarranted and unnecessary, but could pi ove counterproductive by hampering our ability to mount the most effective antialcohol abuse campaigns.
There is certainly no basis for imposing one more layer of complex, burdensome bureaucratic regulations dictating how broadcasters must participate in the Nation's antiabuse effort. Radio stations
must retain their flexible ability to respond to their audiences, particular concerns that they have, and to gear their antialcohol abuse
campaigns to their local needs.

Rigid, mandated counter advertising would inhibit or destroy

that flexibility.
Finally, let me thank you for the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to
be here today, and I will certainly be willing to answer any questions.
[Testimony resumes on p. 544.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mann and supplemental letters

follow:]
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STATEMENT
of the

National Radio Broadcasters association

Mr. Chairman, my name is Bernard Mann.

I am the

president of the National Radio Broadcasters Association
("NRBA"), a non-profit trade association comprised of
approximately 2000 AM and FM radio stations located
throughout the United States.

The NRBA is devoted solely to

the concerns of iadio broadcasters and the listening public.
I also own and operate AM and FM stations in High Point,

Greensboro and Raleigh, North Carolina.

My testimony

reflects the NRBA's position with respect to the current
proposals to prohibit the advertisement of beer and wine on
television and radio stations or to require "equal time" for
the presentation of counterbalancing messages.
The NRBA and its members, as facts amply demo,'..strate,

are acutely aware of the alcohol abuse problem that affects
our nation and, for a very long time, we have been in the
forefront of the battle to combat this national ill.

But we

strongly oppose the imposition of an advertising prohibition
or mandatory counteradvertising as arbitrary, unnecessary and
counterproductive when beer and wine are advertised.

We wish to stress several points.

First, the

beer and wine advertising issue uas been presented, and is
perceived, primarily as a television issue.

Therefore,

little, if any, attention has been given to the place of
radio in the beer and wine advertising controversy.

Never-

theless, the controversy has given rise to proposals which
indiscriminately target radio, along with television .
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This

is true both for the proposed prohibition of such ads, as
well as for the concept involving "equal time"
counteraevertising.

On behalf of the nation's radio

broadcasters, we want to make clear that we stand with our
colleagues in television and stt.nr.ly oppose any proposal

which prohibits or restricts the advertising of any legal
product, such as beer and wine, or to compel
counteradvertising with respect to such products o any
broadcast medium, particularly when products such as beer and
wine, when used in moderation as intended,
anyone's health.

are not harmful to

-seer and wine is enjoyed in moderation by

millions of Americans.

There is no proven causal

relationship between beer and wine advertising and the perils

of abuse,1/
We would point out, however, that while we do riot
believe a causal relationship between beer and wine
advertising on any broadcast medium and alcohol abuse has
been established, certainly the allegation of such

a

relationship is even more tenuous in the case of radio than
with respect to television.

For example, those who allege a

causal relationship usualAy cite the potential visual impact

1/
We will not dwell on the lack of a causal relationship
Between beer and wine advertising and alcohol abuse because
we are aware that other witnesses will provide ample
testimony on that point. However, we want to stress that we
fully subscribe to this point o: view and will be happy to
supply the subcommittee with the data we have collected.
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of endorsements by celebrities, of dramatically idealized
romantic situations or of other striking images in TV
commercials.

None of these visual aspects are present in

radio advertising which relies on the spoken word to reach
consumers.

In view of the lack of evidence regarding the direct
public benefits to be derived from any restrictive beer and
wine advertising proposals, the NRBA seriously doubts whether
such "content regulation" would be constitutional.

The

Supreme Court has recently established the principle that
commercial expression, i.e., advertising which promotes the
sale of products or services, enjoys substantial first
amendment protections.

Linmark associates, Inc. v. Township

of Willingboro, 431 U.S. 85 (1977); Virginia State Board of
Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumers Council, Inc., 425
U.S. 748 (1976); Bigelow v. Virginia, 421 U.S. 809 (1975).

While the Court has recognized that commercial expression,
like other forms of expression, is not absoutely protected
from all forms of government regulation, none of the
considerations which have been held to justify the regulation
of the content of commercial expression are involved in the
so-called "curative" proposals under discussion; for example,

the necessity to regulate false or deceptive advertising or
the necessity to protect or promote an important societal
interest which could not be effectively protected or promoted
by other less restrictive means.
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First, the Federal Government's power to regulate
false advertising in interstate commerce is established.

But

the proposed legislation does not purport to regulate beer
and wine commercials which are false, deceptive or
misleading.

Rather, the legislation would regulate all

advertising for such products, regar''.ess of how truthful or
factual that advertising may be.

Second, even assuming that some federal action is
arguably justified, the proposed legislation does not meet
the "least restrictive alternative" test to protect or
promote an important societal interest.
Moreover, there is no showing that legislation is
essential to protect the public concerns involving interests
which could not be more effectively protected by other means
having a less harmful impact on the exercise of free speech,
i.e., the untrammeled operation of the marketplace.-2/
It is common knowledge that alternative means, other than
mandatory legislation, do exist to promote Congress' goals.
For years, radio broadcasters have, on their own, without the
impetus of government regulation, been involved in community
efforts to inform the public of the dangers of alcohol abuse
and, particularly, of drunk driving.

2/
As the Supreme Court made clear in Virginia Pharmacy,
supra, and reiterated in Linmark Associates, supra, a "strong
interest" of government in the products or services which are
the subject matter of advertising is insufficient to save a
regulation which unnecessarily restricts the content of the
advertising from being struck down as unconstitutional.
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In January of this year, the NRBA conducted a
national survey of radio stations to determine exactly what
is being done by radio broadcasters at the local level to
combat the problems of alcohol abuse.
from over 830 station managers.

We received responses

We believe our survey, while

not definitive, is representative of the industry's
performance on these issues.

The NRBA's survey is the most

authoritative study to date on the nature and extent to which
broadcasters are presenting anti-alcohol abuse programming.
The results of the survey, a summary of which is set
forth in an exhibit attached to this testimony, show that
during the preceding year radio broadcasters devoted well in
excess of $100 million worth of broadcast time to
alcohol abuse-related public service announcements and public
service programming.

Of the stations participating in the

survey, 98 percent had broadcast public service announcements
on alcohol abuse.

Moreover, those announcements were not

throw away spots aired in dead time slots; they were
scheduled and aired throughout the entire broadcast

day)/

3/

Because alcohol beverage advertising in association with
sports programm..n? has been raised as an issue of concern,
the NRBA asked The Arbitron Ratings Company ("Arbitron") to
provide preliminary data from a few markets on the age
distribution of the radio audience for such programming. It
had been assumed that this was an area of concern because it
was believed that a large number of teenagers listen to
sports programs. However, the preliminary data has shown
that this assumption is not correct.
Arbitron reported that
statistically a relatively small number of teenagers listen
to sports on radio -- for example, less than six percent of
the radio audience listening to baseball is comprised of
teenagers.
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The imposition of mandatory legislation is not
necessary to encourage broadcasters to continue their efforts
in this area.

Broadcasters have in the past and will in the

future continue to provide the kind of public service
programming responsive to the concerns of their communities.
The record of modern radio public service broadcasting shows
beyond question that we are concerned, involved members of
our communities.

For those who remain skeptical despite radio's
impressive record, we would point out that we must be
responsive to the needs and interests of our communities in
order to survive economically.

We are now running $100

million worth of alcohol-abuse related programming without
legal requirements.

We are geared to responding to the needs

of our communities; we react to the concerns of our
communities.

We fulfill our responsibilities to the public

not only because it is in our commercial self-interest to do
so but because as radio broadcasters we are members of the
communities we serve and thus share in the concerns of those
communities.

No radio station can afford not to operate in

this manner.

Moreover, in view of the long-standing non-mandated
efforts by radio broadcasters to combat the abuse of alcohol,
as exemplified by the results of the above survey, the
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imposition of mandatory regulation is not only
unnecessary, but also could prove to be counterproductive.
Radio broadcasters have been responding on their own to the
particular alcohol abuse concerns of their communities within
the context of their own programming formats -- through
public service announcements, discussion programs, news
reports, public affairs and other public service programs.

Mandated counteradvertisements would be counterproductive
because they would restrict the creativity and flexibility of
individual broadcasters in responding to their particular
communities' needs for alcohol-abuse information in a manner
calculated to be most effective for the local audience.
Therefore, the National Radio Broadcasters
Association urges the Congress to reject prohibition related
and counteradvertising proposals.

We commend the Congress'

efforts to protect the public against the perils of alcohol
abuse.

But we firmly believe that continued self-regulation

-- not a new complex layer of burdensome bureaucratic rules
and regulations -- is the answer to this problem.

The radio

industry's response to the public's concern about alcohol
abuse demonstrates how marketplace forces do work for the
benefit of the pi.blic -- that radio broadcasters do not need

government regulation to assure that they operate as
concerned members of the communities in which they live.
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FIFEEISt
NROA
Radio Survey
On
Alcohol-Related
Public Service Announcements
Programming and
Promotions

Overviee
The NRBA, In the Interest of quantifying the extent of public
service
announcements, programming and promotions by the radio industry the past
year which addressed alcohol abuse and drunk driving, conducted a survey of
radio stations across the United States in January, 1985.

redhOSIRIO=
The survey was sent to a random sample base of 4,000 radio station general
managers as selected by an Independent mailing source, the Radio
information Center, New York, NY. This sample base represented
approximately half of all commercial radio stations in the U.S. (8,470).
The general managers were asked to estimate what their Individual station
had done the past twelve months In regard to anti-alcohol abuse messages
including programming and promotions that deli with drunk driving,
moderation massages, health problems of alcohol abusers and alcoholics,
treatment programs, organizations seeking to alleviate alcohol problems,
student initiatives, and any other relevant topics.
They wore asked to
report the specific daypart placement (drive-time, midday, night, weekend)
and calculate the total commercial value of that time.
The surveys were broken down by market size (Metro: Top 100, 101+ and
Non-Retro) In which all tabulations and projections were based.

faimasalratIralatiDa
In a four week period, 812 surveys were returned
(approximately a 20%
response rate) of which 664 surveys, or 83% Were usable In tabulation.
Averages were celulated pn the three individual market size break-outs and
as a national total. For the estimate of "commercial value," the three
individual market groups were calculated by each category (PSAls, Programs,
promotions), and the percent of stations participating against the station
universe in that group. Those nine separate dollar-value calculations were
then totaled to determine the national estimates.
(See attached
"Commercial Value Estimates.")

National Modio Aroadcesters Association_
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summary*

Public Service Announcements* 98% of all stations surveyed had run public
service announcements in the past 12 months which were alcohol -abuse
related. Their schedules averaged 24 spots per week with 26% of PSA's
running In drive-time, 24$ mid-day, 25% at night, and 25% on weekends.
Alcohol-abuse related PM's represented 19% of the total of all PSAIs run
on any subject. The total commercial value of alcohol-abuse related PSA's
the past twelve months was $97,901,249.

EmgrammIng:
67% of all stations surveyed ran en average of three hours per month In
alcohol-abuse related public-service programming. The programs ran 25% In
drive-time, 24% midday, 11% at night, and 37$ on weekends.
The total
commercial value of alcohol-abuse related programming the past twelve
months was $19,915,150.

Promotions*
24 of the stations surveyed provided an average of 91 hours "on-air" and
41 hours "off-air" In alcohol-abuse related promotions the past twelve
months. The total commercial value of the "on -air" portion of the
promotions was $11,055,519.

Total*

The total commercial value of all alcohol-abuse related public service
announcements, programming and promotions by radio the past twelve months
was $128,871,918.
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Commercial Value Estimates for Radio
Alcohol-related PSA, Programs, Promotions

Market Size

Top 100.

Total Stations
Stations Respond

2,100

Mt

Jaen -Mntrn

IOIAL
8,470
664

1,900
136

4,470

167

96%
2,024
S23,482
547,540,504

99%
1,880
$11,854
S22,295,493

99%
4,425
$6,342

98%

S28,065,252

121,2111,2i4

74%

37%
3,033
$1,993
6,046,077

67%

$6,058
S9,414,132

59%
1,118
$3,986
S4,454,941

% Partic.
1 Stations
Avg. Value
Total Value

26%
545
S12,204
$6,662,838

29%
545
$3,789
S2,063,903

18%
817
$2,85C

22%

S2,328,778

111.054112

DIAL

$63,617,474

S28,814,337

S36,440,107

1128,871,918

361

RSAlc
% Partic.
1 Stations
Avg. Value
Total Value

&Lig=
% Partic.
1 Stations
Avg. Value
Total Value

1,554

519,915,150

promotIoni
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BROA ALCOHOL-RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE SURVEY
January, 1985

PSA Campaigns

A.

Average number of eicohol-related PSA's per weeks
Pen-Metro
23.6
26.5
23.6

1)

10_122
2)

tint-toned Avg.

24.2

Schedule (percentage of total alcohol-related spots)*
Midday __-% Night___% Weekend___%

Drive tIme.....%

Top 10Q- 25.7

22.6 25.0 26.7
23.2 26.7 24.6
Pon-Metre- 25.6 25.8 23.5 25.1
hailanalAmg:- 25.5 23.9 25.1 25.5
101

3)

4-, -

25.1

Total number of alcohol-related PSA's In the last 12 months*
Non -Metro
Igl_t
BetIonal Avg.
700.4
812.4
834.6
797.9

Inn Jo

4)

Total commercial value of alcohol-related PSA time In the last 12
months.
Top 100
blon-YAfrn
NetIonal Avg,
1121i
$23,482
$11,854
$6,342'
$11,564

5)

Of all PSAis co any subject, % which are alcohol related:

Ibp12Q
19.2$
B.

Non -Metre
19.4%

101±
19.2%

hetional An.
19.3%

Public Affairs Programming
Average hours of alcohol-related programming per months
Top 100
Non -Metre
Pelona] Avg,
11111t
4.0
1.4
2.9
2.9

1)

2)

Schedule (percent o total alcohol-related progrems):
Drive tIme_--% Midday___% Nighty Weekend
Tog _aft - 15.0
25.0

ina -

20.1
16.1

Non-Metrm - 34.5 36.9
)rational Avg. - 24.8

10.9
15.6

50.0
41.8

6.7 21.1
24.4 11.0 37.4

3)

Total hours of alcohol-related programming In the last 12 months:
Top 100
Non -Metro
)rational Avg.
11 Mt
46.9
20.1
21.4
27.9

4)

Total commercial vine of Mouri of alcohol-related programming in
the last 12 months:
Top 100
Non-matrn
National Avg.
lila
$6,058
$3,986
$1,993
$3,346

C. Promotions
Tafell on-alr hours of alcohol-related promotions*

1)

11410
18.4

lila
27.3

Nen-metro
17.9

National Avg.
21.2

2)

Total commercial value of on-air hours of alcohol-related
promotions In the lest 12 months:
Nntionnl Avg.
Top 100
Int
kionaelto
$6,003
$2,850
$12,204
$3,789

3)

Total off-air hours of alcohol-related promotions:
Plon-NetrQ
Top 10Q
lant
49.1
21.5
51.0

liatIonal Avg.

41.2

D. Total Commercial Value of all Alcohol-related PSA's Programming &
Promotions Last 12 Months
Ioa_11111

ifl

$63,617,474

$28,814,537

Bonaiira

130,107

Nations* Avg..

$128,874918
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The Honorable Timothy E. Wirth
Chairman
Subcommittee on Telecommunications,
Constmer Protection and Finance
Rayburn House Office Building B-331
Washington, D. C.
20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you again for permitting me to testify on May 21,
I
hope
at your hearing on beer and wine advertising.
the information provided is useful in your and the committee's consideration on this matter.
During the questioning, you expressed both an interest
and a concern about radio's contribution in public service
announcements after the discontinuance of cigarette adverIn that regard, I have enclosed a letter
tising on radio.
from the Vice President for Public Relations of the American
Cancer Society, detailing their view on radio's role in
As you can see,
the continuing anti-smoking campaign.
the American Cancer Society, the primary national organizastrongly
anti-smoking issue,
tion concerned with the
believes that radio did not or has not "dropped the ball"
on the anti - smoking issue and, in fact, continues to be
a major contributor in their efforts.

hope that this added information, in conjunction with
I
my testimony sheds further light on radio's unique role
in dealing with community issues and concerns.

cc: 4. Sarah Berry, The Honorable Thomas Rogers
WYYD
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WKIX
WG1.D
1 MN.1.1..
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AMERICAN
tt,CANCER
SOCIE7Y.

ts/ABCNN.CCFICE

May 31, 1985

Peter Ferrara
National Radio Broadcasters Assn.
2033 M Street
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Ferrara:

During the late 60's and early 70's the anti-smoking campaign
benefitted immeasurably from the counter advertising position
it held. Then when cigarette advertising was dropped from
broadcasting, the fear grew that messages about the dangers
of smoking would drop out of sight and sound.
The contrary took place.
Anti cigarette smoking messages are
carried intensively by radio stations throughout the year.
We are especially pleased with the huge support that the Great
American smokeout receives.
That's the third Thursday in
November when smokers are encouraged to quit for the Day.

Radio is a powerful force in support of this Day. All kinds
of tips and encouragement are provided to smokers to quit by
news personalities, disc jockeys, commentators, phone-in
programs. Some stations prior to the event will provide
guidance on a daily basis on quitting and offer pamphlets
and booklets from the Society.
Here in my office, our staff are on the phone with radio
stations from all over the country providing them with news
angles on the Day for their local listeners.
The Great American Smokeout involved over 20 million smokers
last year.
Some quit part of the time--five million did it
for 24 hours. We couldn't have achieved results like this
without the active wholehearted interest of radio broadcasters.
And that same support continues throughout the year in individual, creative fashion. No wonder adult smoking is down from
a high of 48 percent in the 60's to 30 percent today.
Sincerel

ours,

ving Amer
IR/ js

Vice President for
Public Relations
AM( 1,,1

At,' ;4', .f
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JOHN B SUMMERS
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

June 5, 1985
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The Honorable Tim Wirth
Chairman
Subcommittee on Telecommunications,
Consumer Protection and Finance
Rayburn House Office Building B-331
20515
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:

During your hearing on May 21, 1985, "Beer and Wine
Advertising: The Impact of the Electronic Media," there appeared
to be a sense among several panelists that the 1970 law (PL 91-222)
banning the advertising of cigarettes on the electronic media was
a

precedent for similar action relative to beer and wine.

I

would like to take this opportunity to review what did transpire
during the cigarette issue so persons reading the record in the
current controversy can judge for themselves whether PL 91-222

really stands for anything other than the cigarette industry
preserving and protecting their non-broadcast advertising.

am not going to reiterate the
Let me say initially that
The
inherent differences between cigarettes and beer and wine.
hearing record is replete with testimony as to those obvious
I

differences.

On June 5, 1969, the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
The bill strengthened the then
Committee reported H.R. 6543.
current warning on cigarette labels to read:

The Surgeon General has determined that
Warning:
cigarette smoking is dangerous to your health and ma
cause lung cancer and other diseases. (Emphasis added
H.R. 6543 also extended for six years a provision of the 1965
Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act (PL 89-92) which
prevented federal regulatory agencies from making further
It passed the House on
restrictions on cigarette advertising.
Significantly, H.R. 6543 did
June 18, 1969, without amendme;it.
not propose to ban the advertising of cigarettes on the electronic
media.

546
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The Senate Commerce Committee held a hearing on H.R. 6543 on
The first witness was Joseph Cullman, Chairman
July 22, 1969.

of Philip Morris, speaking on behalf of the nine cigarette
He stated that if granted antitrust immunity his
companies.

industry was prepared to terminate all broadcast advertising by
September 1970. Though not stated as conditions precedent to
such a voluntary move, he urged that the following provisions be
included in the bill:

Prohibition against any state or local healthrelated regulation or prohibition of cigarette
advertising.

No warnings

in

print or other non-broadcast

cigarette advertising.

Retention of the then existing packaging warning:
Cigarette Smoking May Be Hazardous To
"Caution:
Your Health."
Make permanent rather than extend for six years
the provision of the 1965 Act prohibiting federal
regulatory agencies from making further restrictions
on cigarette advertising.

On December 5, 1969, the senate Commerce Committee reported
a version of H.R. 6543 which baoned the advertising of cigarettes
It also changed the yarning on cigarette
on radio and television.
packaging and prohibited state or local health-related regulation
The Senate on December
or prohibition of cigarette advertising.
12th passed and sent to conference a slightly altered version of
the Committee bill. Neither the broadcast advertising prohibition
or the preemption of state or local action was changed.
The Senate/House conference took place on March 3, 1970 and
both houses adopted the conference report by March 19th with only
a minor amendment.
Thus, H.R. 6543 became PL 91-222.

Its provisions:

Banned the advertising of cigarettes by radio,
TV and other electronic media.

Prohibited state and local authorities from

adopting health-related regulations or
banning of cigarette advertising.
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Changed the cigarette package warning to
read:
"Warning:
The Surgeon General Has
Determined That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous
To Your Health."

Precluded the FTC from imposing health-related

regulation on non-electronic advertising of
cigarettes until July 1, 1971 and thereafter
only with close Congressional scrutiny.

When one steps back and looks at the whole scenario it
should be obvious that the cigarette industry fared very well:

They were able to remove themselves from
competitive advertising in the broadcast
media where they were spending 77 percent of
their ad budgets.

They could advertise freely in ull
non-electronic media without fear of state or
local regulation.

They avoided a House version of the package
warning which ..eferred to cigarettes possibly
causing "lung cancer and other diseases."

They obtained tight Congressional controls
over FTC regulation of their print and other
non-electronic advertising.

During Mr. Cullman's testimony before the Senate Commerce
Committee, he was repeatedly asked what the cigarette industry
would do with the ad dollars ($240 million) which would no longer
be spent in radio and television. Though he never provided an
answer to the question, tistory makes very clear where that
money, and more, went:
CIGARETTE ADVERTISING*
1970

Newspaper
0.1tdoor

Magazine

$14 Million

Million
60 Million
7

1980
$300 Million
193 Million
266 M..lion

*Source:
FTC Report to Congress pursuant to the Federal
Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act for the year 1980.
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The purpose of thil letter is not to indict the cigarette
industry.
They did what was in their best interests at tr..:
time.
The NAB Code had called for a phase out of cigarette ads
by September 1973. Moreover, under a since recinded FCC Fairness

Doctrine ruling, every 3-5 cigarette ads aired by broadcast
stations had to be countered by an anti-smoking message.
These
were certainly factors in the cigarette companies' decision.
The questions

for the fair minded observer of this scenario

are:
!1) for whose benefit was the prohibition really enacted
and f2) what precedent did it really set?

Your inclusion of this letter in the record of the May 21st
hearing would be greatly appreciated.
Si cerel

othn

c c:

B. Summers

All Members of Subcommittee on
Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and
Finance
All Members of House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families

Mr. LUKEN. Thank you, Mr. Mann. Very good.

Next we will ask Dr. Charles Atkin, professor, department of
communications, Michigan State.

Do you have a written statement, Mr.

Mr. ATKIN. Yes.

tkin? I believe you do.

Mr. LUKEN. Without objection, it will be received, and you may
proceed.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES K. ATKIN

Mr. ATKIN. My name is Charles Atkin, and I am an independent
mass media researcher specializing in the scientific analysis of the

way that television messages influence audiences, particularly
young viewers.

I have conducted the most comprehensive investigation of the
content and effects of alcohol advertising sposored by several Federal agencies, and I have reviewed the available studies published
by other researchers in this country and abroad.
Based upon my assessment of the existing body of research, I believe that there is sufficient evidence to establish that a connection

exists between alcohol advertising and the public's alcohol atti-

tudes and consumption patterns. I will briefly present five key findings regarding advertising effects.
First, research shows that advertising influences the brand preferences of current drinkers to a significant degree.
Second, advertising also has a broader impact in significantly increasing the absolute volume of alcohol consumption, regardless of
brand.
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Third, advertising contributes to the development of positive
images of drinkers and favorable attitudes toward drinking as an
acceptable, rewarding and attractive practice.
Fourth, there is a tentative indication that advertising has a limited influence on alcohol abuse. Specifically, there is a positive correlation between exposure to alcohol advertising and drunk driving.

Fifth, regarding teenagers, the research shows that the typical
underage adolescent i exposed to nearly 1,000 beer, wine and
liquor advertisements in the mass media each year; that advertising has an important impact on liquor consumption and a modest
impact on beer drinking among teenagers; and that even among
youth who are not yet drinkers, ads seem to increase their intention to drink in the future by creating a positive predisposition
toward alcohol.
One of the primary reasons why alcohol advertising is effective
pertains to the nature of the content presented in the messages.
Beer and wine commercials clearly place consumption in a positive
light by glamorizing drinking through lifestyle portrayals of the
social and psychological benefits of alcohol consumption.

Content analysis studies demonstrate that several themes and

appeals are widespread: So^iability, masculinity, escape, femininity,
attractive characters appearing with the product, along with asso-

ciations between alcohol and elegance, romance and adventure.
The negative side of drinking is almost never depicted.
There are several policy implications that can he drawn from the
scientific literature which may alleviate problematic consequences
of alcohol advertising. I suggest that the most promising approach
would combine restrictions on advertising content and intensified

educational campaigns to discourage misuse of alcohol.
Specifically, I recommend regulation of certain forms of lifestyle
portrayals that glamorize the practice of drinking by linking alcohol to rewarding psychological and social outcomes, especially

when portrayed by attractive, youthful, and famous characters
serving as role models. These appeals seem to promote prodrinking
attitudes and greater consumption levels bt.t are not essential to

the brand-shifting goals of advertisers.
The undesirable side effects of advertising, such as youth drinking, drunk driving, and excessive consumption, can be directly addressed by way of public service messages and counter advertising.
Although the industry has displayed substantial progress with
their voluntary efforts in disseminating drunk driving public service messages over the past few months, there is a need for more
extensive dissemination of opposing viewpoints regarding the negative side of alcohol consumption which would counteract the ;Inttrayals presented in the ads.
Thus, I endorse the concept of H.R. 2526, the Fairness in Alcohol
Advertising Act of 1985, although I think it is neither practical nor
necessary to require fully equal time.
The fairness doctrine should be applied to this case of alcohol for
several reasons. First of all, alcohol advertising influences young
audiences below the legal age for consuming the product. second,
the lifestyle themes portray only one side of the consequences of
drinking without disclosing the detrimental consequences that
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might occur, particularly in the domains of health, safety, job performance, and social behavior.
Third, the public is not sufficiently aware of the detrimental consequences due to a lack of information which could be effectively
provided by the broadcast media.

In the final section of my testimony, I go into a detailed discussion of the issues concerning the causal relationship between advertising and alcohol consumption and abuse. There are methodological limitations associated with each of the techniques that have
been used to study alcohol advertising, and additional research is
necessary to more definitively measure the impact of alcohol advertising.

But I think it is clear that advertising is one of many contributing factors that affect drinking practices, rather than serving as
the sole causal agent in directly producing straightforward behavioral responses. There are some instances where particular advertisements do cause behavior in a direct, immediate, and obvious
manner, but the more significant and long-lasting impact can be
traced to the contribution of advertising to the gradual formation
and change of beliefs and attitudes that fundamentally predispose
people to drink various quantities of alcohol in various situations.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Atkin follows :]
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES K. ATKIN (PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENTS OF COMMUNICATION
AND TELECOMMUNICATION, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY) BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS, CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, MAY 21, 1985.

My name is Charles Atkin, and I am a mass media researcher specializing
in the scientific analysis of how television messages influence audiences,
particularly young viewers.

I have conducted the most comprehensive

investigation of the content and effects of alcohol advertising, sponsored
by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms and three other federal
agencies (Federal Trade Commission, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, and the Department of Transportation).

I have also reviewed

available studies published by other researchers in this country and abroad
examining the subject of alcohol advertising.
Based on my assessment of the existing body of research, I believe that
there is sufficient evidence to establish that there is a connection between
alcohol advertising knd the public's alcohol attitudes and consumption
patterns.

I would like to briefly present five key findings regarding

advertising effects:

1. Research shows that advertising influences the brand awareness and
preferences of current dirnkers to a significant degree.
2. Several studies indicate that advertising also has a broader impact
in significantly increasing the absolute volume of alcohol consumption,
regardless of brand.

3. Advertising contributes to the development of positive images of drinkers
and favorable attitudes toward drinking as an acceptable, rewarding, and
attractive practice.

4. Advertising's influence on alcohol 'buse (excessive, hazardous, and
problem drinking behaviors) appears to occur to a limited degree.
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In particular, there is a positive association between exposure to alcohol
advertising and drunk driving, primarily because advertising stimulates
the amount of drinking, which indirectly results in a greater likelihood
of driving after excessive consumption.
5. Regarding teenagers, the research indicates that the typical underage
adolescent is exposed to nearly one thousand beer, wine, and liquor ads
in the mass media each year; that advertising has an important impact on
liquor consumption and a modest impact on beer drinking; and that even among

,,ith who are not yet drirkers, ads seem to increase the intention to drink
in the future by creating a positive predisposition toward alcohol.
It should be noted that the research producing these findings has
been conducted with all types of alcohol in several different media.

The

basic points are fairly well supported with respect to televisti beer
advertising, but the evidence is far less clear regarding wine advertising
or radio advertising.

One of the primary reasons why alcohol advertising is effective
pertains to the nature of the content presented in the messages.

Beer and

wine k.ommer,ials clearly place consumption in a positive light by glamorizing
drinking through lifestyle portrayals of the social and psychological benefits
of dlk.uhoi consumption.

Content analysis studies demonstrate that several

themes and appeals are widespread. social camaraderie, masculinity, escape,
remininity, and attractive characters appearing with the product.

Somewhat

less frequent are associations between alcohol and eleganze, romance, and
adventure, while fewer ads emphasize social acceptance, sexuality, social
esteem, and success.

The negative side of drinking is almost never depicted.

I believe that several policy implications can be drawn from t "is set

of evidence and trom genera' mass communication effects research.
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to alleviate problematic consequences of alcohol advertising, I suggest
that the most promising approach would combine restrictions on advertising
content and intensified educational campaigns to discourage misuse of
alcohol.

Specifically, I recommend regulation of certain forms of lifestyle
portrayals that glamorize the practice of drinking by linking alcohol to
rewarding psychological and social outcomes (especially when portrayed by
attractive, youthful, or famous characters serving as role models).

These

appeals appear to promote pro-drinking attitudes and greater consumption
levels, but are not essential to the brand-shifting goals of advertisers.
The market share impact could still be accomplished with other types of
content which pr-mote the brand imagery rather than the generic behavior
of drinking.

For example, ads could feature distinctive brand symbols

and consumer information about substantive product qualities, which would
be less likely to have undesirable side effects such as youth drinking,
drunk driving, and excessive consumption.

These problem behaviors can

be directly addressed via more extensive dissemination

public service

nessages and counter advertising, which should be accorded more prominent
placement in order to reach larger audiences.
Broadcasters and the alcoholic beverage industry have displayed
substantial progress with their voluntary efforts in disseminating public

senice messages over the past few months, particularly drunk driving
campaigns; this trend should be accelerated.

However, there is little

indication that these groups are voluntarily striving to provide messages
that present opposing viewpoints regarding the negative side of alcohol
consumption which would counteract the portrayals presented in ads, nor
has there been meaningful self-regulation of advertising content.
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I believe that it is necessary for policymakers to mandate the presentation
of opposing viewpoints and to institute restrictions on the content of as
permitted to be broadcasr.

The basis for the mandating of counter advertising is the fairness
Doctrine, which should be applied in this case for several reasons.

First,

alcohol advertising influences young audiences below the legal age for
consuming the product.

Second, the lifestyle themes portray only one side

of the consequences of drinking, without disclosing the detrimental conse
quences that might occur (particularly in the domains of health, safety,
job performance, and social behavior).

However, this second reason is

less than fully compelling in the absence of definitive evidence that the
advertising clearly produces the misuse of alcohol that results in these
problems.

Third, the public is not sufficiently aware of the detrimental

consequences due to a lack of information that could be effectively proviaed
by the broadcast media.

The application of the Fairness Doctrine to alcohol advertising raises
the question of where the line should be drawn in applying the Doctrine to
other products that are advertised in the broadcast media.

I believe that

only a limited number of products should be subjected to this policy: smokeles
tobacco, proprietary medicine, highly sweetened foods, and dangerous toys.
In each case, vulnerable audiences of young people are widely exposed to
ads that promote the positive consequences of consuming a product that can
have detrimental health consequences whit` are not well understood by youthful
consumers of the product.

The imposition of content restrictions on advertisements raises questions
about the economic implications for advertiser% and broadcasters.

000
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total ban would severely diminish the ability of the alcohol industry
to introduce new product lines, reinforce brand loyalties, and persuade
drinkers to shif: from one brand to another, the recommended lifestyle
regulation would have a minimal impact on these objectives.

Whereas a

ban would substantially reduce broadcaster revenues and probably result
in fewer program offerings in predominantly alcohol-sponsored programming
categories such as sports, the recommended lifestyle regulation would have
minimal impact on revenues and program offerings;

however, mandat d counter

advertising may indirectly produce these outcomes to the extent that
alcohol advertisers withdraw commercials in order to reduce the rate of
mandated message placement, and to the extent that broadcasters have to
replace paid commercial time with free counter messages.
In the final section of this testimony, I will address in detail
the issues concerning the causal relationship bLcween advertising and
alcohol consumption and abuse.

As with all social science research on

mass media effects, there are methodological limitations associated with
each of the techniques that have been used to study the impact of alcohol
advertising (econometric studies and quasi-experiments, experiments,
self-reported effects studies, correlational surveys, along with content
analyses).

Additional research is necessary to more definitively measure

the impact of alcohol advertising, since relatively few investigations
have been conducted to date and there are some inconsistencies
across various studies.

in findings

In particular, it is difficult to isolate the

causal role of advertising in a definitive fashion because of ambiguities
of the available methods and complexities cf the advertising influence process.
The input from advertising operates in the context of other cultural
forces, interpersonal influences, competing and reinforcing messages in the
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media environment, and psychological predispositions of audience members.
Advertising exerts a subtle and cumulative effect that may not be manifested in simple stimulus-response sequences leading to short-run changes
in overt behavior.

Advertising is one of many contributing factors that

affect drinking practices, rather than serving as the sole causal agent
in 0_rectly producing straightforward behavioral responses.

For example,

ads may create mental images of flattering characteristics of the typical
beer drinker, or define a large variety of occasions when drinking is
considered to be appropriate, or reshape perceptions of the social acceptability of consuming large quantities of alcohol, or remind drinkers of
the satisfactions that they obtain from drinking.

In combination with

other influences such as social pressures or personal values, these effects
of advertising may eventually result in a greater likelihood of consumption
or misuse.

Nevertheless, there are some instances where particular advertisements
do "cause" behavior in a direct, immediate, and obvious manier.
a teenager might be tempted to experiment with
that portray an especially glamorous

For example,

drinking after seeing ads

depiction of alcohol use in a social

setting, or an adult may be prompted to go to the refrigerator for a drink
after seeing an ad for a favorite brand, or a heavy drinker might derive
the justification for consuming an excessive number of drinks after seeing
ads depicting the acceptability of excessive drinking.
account for a large proportion of advertising

Such cases do not

effects, however.

Instead,

the more significant and long-lasting impact can be traced to the contribution of advertising to the formation and change of beliefs and attitudes
that fundamentally predispose people to drink various quantities of alcohol
in various situations.
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As indicated earlier, advertising is only one of many causal factors
that may stimulate alcohol use and misuse.

Clearly, the rate of consumption

and alcohol problems vary according to family upbringing, peer eressures,
demog aphic characteristics, personality, lifestyles, legal restrictions,
price of alcohol, and exposure to other media messages such as TV programs
that favorably depict drinking or public service messages that warn against
abuse.

For teenagers, the evidence indicates that the social norms constitute

a primary influence outweighing the impact of advertising; those whose peers
encourage them to drink tend to consume the most alcohol.

The apparent

preeminence of peer influence should not overshadow the important role of
of advertising, however.

Not only does advertising contribute to intrapersonal

predispositions toward drinking, but the advertising effects have implications
at the interpersonal level as well because (a) ads cultivate a more accepting
attitude toward drinking such that an individual will have a more receptive
inclination to follow rather than resist peer pressure, and (b) ads liberalize
the social climate of approval for drinking, such that a pro-drinking norm is
perceived and interpersonal persuasion to drink is more prevalent.
These other determinants of drinking may also serve to obscure the causal
contribution of advertising.

For example, trends over time show that sharply

increasing expenditures for advertising in the 1970's were not accompanied by
correspondingly laile increases in consumption, and LIat more recent increases
in spending have resulted in flat consumption rates.

Nevertheless, it can

be argued that without the impact of advertising on consumption, the level
of drinking would have been flatter in the 1970's and declining in the 1980's
due to the operation of other influences such as smaller numbers of young
adults, 'ncreased health consciousness, more restrictive drinking laws,
drunk driving crackdowns and concerns, increased cost of alcohol, greater
popularity of 'soft drinks, improved public service campaigns, and
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shifts toward more conservative values in society during the 1980's.
The final causal issue involves drawing inferences from correlational
data, such as the finding in my own investigation that amount of exposure
to beer advertising is positively correlated with amount of beer consumption
among teenagers.

In static survey designs, caution must be exercised in

interpreting a positive correlation because of possible spuriousness and
reverse causal influence.

An apparent association between ad exposure and

drinking may be explained by common antecedent variables; in order to guard
against this possibility, I controlled for a large number of potentially
contaminating variables such as sex, church attendance, social encouragement,
and exposure to other drinking-related media content.

The relationship
On

remained significant after adjustment for these spurious influences.
the question of causal ordering, it could be argued that beer drinking

habits motivate a teenager to be exposed to ads, rather than ads stimulating consumption.
ff,:.re active force.

Several considerations suggest that advertising is the
First, of the two variables, exposure is more likely

to be the antecedent one in the life cycle of the adolescent; most young
people will see numerous ads before the time that they experiment with
alcohol or become regular drinkers.

Second, exposure to advertising is

seldom a highly motivated form of selective information seeking; people

are often indi_riminantly exposed to whatever ads they encounter while
watching TV programs, and the entertaining style of the advertising may
attract more attention than the substantive nature of the product.

Third,

the predispositions of those adolescents who have not yet started drinking
seem to be affected by advertising; many more of the highly exposed nondrinkers express an intention to drink in the future, compared to lessexposed non-drinkers.

Since they have not

performed the behavior

presumed to motivate selective exposure, the reverse causal sequence is
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a less plausible explanation for the correlation.
It should be pointed out that the evidence discussed in this testimony
primarily applies to alcohol attitudes and consumption patterns, rather than
alcohol abuse.

To date, only a handful of investigations have focused on

the impact of alcohol advertising on abuse, and the findings are not con
clusive.

There is a need for more extensive research on this topic.

Additional research is also needed to precisely document the degree to
which advertising influences various attitudes and behaviors in different
subgroups of the population, and to specify the types of advertising content
that have problematic effects (e.g., youthful characters, celebrities,
sociability scenes, escape themes, sexuality portrayals, and the implication
of excessive consumption in commercials);

while there are indications that

certain content features produce attitudinal or behavioral effects, regulatory
decisions should be guided by more definitive evidence concerning which
aspects of the advertising portrayals merit priority attention.

Fi,ally,

research would be helpful in identifying whether the inclusion of warning
disclaimers or "drink in moderation" recommendations serve to modify the
impact of ads, and in determining which types of public service or counter
advertising message strategies can minimize the problematic consequences
of alcohol commercials.
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Mr. LUKEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Atkin.
And now we will ask Dr. Donald Strickland, Assistant Professor,
Department of Sociology, Washington University in St. Louis, MO.
We have your testirr ony, I believe, and it will, without objection,
be admitted into the record, and you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF DONALD E. STRICKLAND

Mr. STRICKLAND. My name is Donald Strickland and I am assistant director of the Sockd Science Institute at Washington University in St. Louis.

I would first like to thank the subcommittee for inviting me to
appear before you on such an important issue. Since for the past 7
years I have been conducting research on alcohol advertising and
have written over 25 articles on the topic which have been pub-

lished in scientific journals and books or presented at scientific
meetings, the issue before you today is of deep professional and
personal interest to me.

In today's hearing I will confine my remarks to the scientific
work on the relationship between al. )hol advertising and alcohol
consumption and abuse. While I recogn:7e the larger scope of the
issues under consideration today, my academic experience and expertise do not extend to these other areas such as the fairness doctrine, the effects of legislation on the broadcast or alcohol industries or the like, nor do I consider these paramount concerns from
my perspective, which focuses on attempts to reduce the tragic con-

sequences of alcohol misuse.

Over the past few years, a substantial body of research has

emerged in three areas concerning the impact of alcohol advertis-

ing on alcohol consumption, and to a lesser extent, on alcohol

misuse, the mere central issue for those of us concerned with alcohol problem.
First have been economic analyses of the effects of alcohol advertising expenditures on aggregate or per capitF. consumption. With
some few exceptions, this research, which by now numbers over 20
studies, has found either no effects of advertising on overall consumption or effects which have been uniformly small.
A recent independent review of these kinds of studies by the Federal Trade Commission reached similar conclusions.
Second, a smaller body of evidence has developed out of attempts

to examine the impact of actual bans on alcohol advertising in

some areas Those studies which have examined specifically the results of advertising bans have consistently found no effect of the
bans on consumption nor on alcohol abuse.
Third, there have been almost 20 articles reported in the scientific literature on the relationship between individual exposure to alcohol beverage advertising and individual consumption and alcohol

misuse In the vast majority of those studies in which behaviors
such as alcohol consumption, frequency of intoxication, psychological dependence on alcohol, and negative consequences of alcohol
misuse were assessed, little or no impact of advertising was found.
In studies which have assessed brand awareness, images of drink-

ing, knowledeP of alcohol, advertising recall and the like, these

were often fourh. :elated to alcohol advertising. These outcomes are
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only indirectly, if at all, linked to consumption or to probiem drinking, and are entirely consistent with the processes by which alcohol
advertising affects brand loyalty, brand preferences and, ultimately
market shares within a highly competitive industry.
Further, such findings are no substitute for the more direct evidence from studies of alcohol use and alcohol misuse.
My own research on the impact of alcohol advertising on drinking among teenagers would also support these larger conclusions.
Indeed, a recent paper on alcohol problems of young people written
by a World Health Organization scientists draws on my work and
other North Amezican studies to conclude that "Advertising is unlikely to recruit drinkers directly from those young people who are
nondrinkers," and "that changes in advertising alone would have
very little impact on young people's drinking."
The overwhelming fact emerging from the research on the effects

of alcohol advertising is that such advertising has little or no
impact on those very things which should be our central concern,

namely, abusive use of alcohol and the misuse of alcohol.
As researchers in this field know all too well, establishing the effects of alcohol advertising poses a number of serious practical and

technical research problems. No one study will ever be without

fault, and no one study is likely to answer the major questions with
complete certainty, yet this situation is no different than in other
areas of behavioral research, in which the strength of the evidence

is based on the cumulative findings from many studies.
The preponderance of the evidence from these studies of the effects of alcohol advertisi lg on the abuse and misuse of alcohol has
a quite straightforward Amplication. banning c,r restricting alcohol
advertising is likely to have virtually, no impact on the tragic personal and social consequences of alcohol abuse, and while alcohol
advertising is a highly visible and controversial target, subject to
rather straightforward controls, such controls are likely to prove a
cruel deception in our struggle against alcohol abuse and alcohol
problems.

Let me once again thank the subcommittee members for inviting
me to share these views with you today and for your efforts direct-

ed at developing policies that have a rational scientific basis in
order to effectively achieve our common goal of reducing alcohol
problems.
Thank you again.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Strickland follows:]
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Social Sc'ence Institute
and
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I. EVALUATING RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL ADVERTISING

Scientific Credibility: As a precis to the bibliography which
follows, I would like to discuss some of the issues involved in
evaluating the empirical research. The issues surrounding
alcohol advertising are indeed complex and, in many ways, elude
attempts at definitive scientlfic conclusions.
Nonetheless,
rational dialogue over the role of alcohol beverage advertising
in the creation and maintenance of alcohol problems, and related
policy options, are not helped by the moral biases of personal
opinion nor by sloppy and deliuprately biased pseudo - scientific
research in the area. Clearly, the need exists for additional
scientific research which informs tnesE debates; tne strength of
deeply held convictions, on either side of the issue, is no
substitute for evidence, nor is it a rational basis on which to
anchor effective prevention policy. Objective evaluation of the
existing empirical evidence will assist policymakers in drawing
their own conclusions about the state of the evidence. Since the
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emotionalism surrounding the present debates has produced
name-calling, skepticism, and charges of vested interests by many
of the participants on all sides of the issues, an ojective
review of the empirical evidence by the Subcommittee whose
mandate is to independently establish the Pacts would be most
welcomed.
(:

Aspects of Advertising: Any reasonable dialogue over the issues
of advertising and alcohol misuse must be clear on just which
aspects of advertising are involved. Too often these
distinctions become blurred in the intensity of the discussions.
As a result, global policy recommendations are linked to desired
outcomes with little consideration of the dynamics involved. At
a minimum, current policy options must distinguish between four
distinct sets of research concerns:

(i) The content of alcohol beverage advertising: While this is
the moi-E-1-hen studied aspect of ilcohol advertising, it is
clearly unwarranted to infer the impact of alcohol
advertising from its content.
Such "heroic leaps" are no
substitute for more direct evidence of advertising effects,
no matter how theoretically sound our expectations are.
(ii) The amount of alcohol ad 'iertising:
Although impressive in
the Fia-Tiiude of number of stimuli, potential ads seen in a

variety of media, or industry expenditures on advertising,
such research tells us very little about the actual efforts
of advertising exposure.
(iii) The targeting of alcohol advertising to supposedly
susceptible ,ubgroups: Another common strategy is to infer
the influence of advertising from the market segmentation
strategies of alcohol beverage marketers. Again, such
inferences, especially with respect to alcohol misuse are
simply no substitute for more direct empirical evidence on
alcohol advertising effects.
(iv) The effects of alcohol advertising:
Although this should be
the 1771slue in the debate over alcohol advertising, the
credible scientific evidence on this point is more often
than not ignored in favor of more peripheral and
impressionistic research which is open to the heroic leaps
of infercice. The cumulating direct evidence regarding the
impact of alcohol advertising on alcohol consumption and
abuse primarily comes from three different research areas
and involves scienti,ts in disciplines such as economics,
sociology, communications, marketing, alcohol studies, and
psychology; involves researchers from a variety of
institutional affiliations; and involves research projects
with a variety of funding sources:
(1) econometric analyses
of advertising expenditures and aggregate sales volume in
various countries (U.S., Canada, United Kingdom, Australia,
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The Netherlands, etc.), (2) analyses of the effects of
partial or complete advertising bans on per capita
consumption levels, and (3) individual -level studies of the
effects of actual exposure to alcohol beverage advertising.
A general summary of the emerging scientific research on the
effects of alcohol advertising, requires emphasizing three
important points. First, the findings of these various
studies are remarkably consistent, and argue strongly
against the belief that alcohol advertising is a major
contributor to the use and, more importantly, to the abuse
of alcoholic beverages. Second, even under those conditions
in which an advertising effect has been found, the magnitude
of the effect was substantively trivial compared to other
environmental and social influences, even on so direct an
outcome as consumption level. Thirdly, it is important to
recognize that the few studies which do report an
advertising effect on total consumption, of whatever
magnitude, are not tantamount to finding effects on problem
In fact, research which has attempted to
drinking outcomes.
distinguish consumption from alcohol abuse outcomes suggests
that meager effects on consumption are simply not translated
into effects on alcohol problems.
(3) Attitudes, Drinking and Problem Drinking: It is also important
to realize that findinac concerning individual perceptions,
evaluations, or judgments of advertising messages, or individual
perceptions of the effects of advertising, are often interpreted
In all fields of
as synonymous with consumption behaviors.
behavioral science, ne distinction between attitudes and actual
behaviors related to those attitudes is a commonplace. While of
interest, studies of such attitudinal components as affect toward
ads, believability, brand preference, brand loyalty, advertising
recall, attention paid to advertising, intention to purchase, and
the like are very imprecisely linked to actual consumption
behaviors, especially to excessive consumption which, in my
opinion, should be our primary concern. Such findings often both
ignore the more direct evidence available on actual consumption
behaviors and require a great deal more faith in social science
theories than in empirical facts.
(4) Policy Implications: Our rereing of the empirical evidence is
that reducing the amount of advertising for alcoholic beverages,
or banning such auvert4,ements altogether, is likely to have
negligible impact or level of consumption, excessive consumption,
or outcomes related to the abusive use of alcohol. The bulk of
scientifically valid studies fail to sustain the argument that
alcohol advertising is a primary factor in drinking behavior,
especially problem behaviors related to alcohol abuse.
I
certainly share the view of a number of alcohol researchers that
a preoccupation with alcohol beverage advertising may divert
attention from the real problem of alcohol abuse and alcoholism.
The results of increased control of alcohol beverage advertising
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are likely to be disappointing in the extreme if prevention of
alcohol problems is the real goal behind such policy suggestions;
there is the very r:al danger, however, that such action will
lull us into a false sense of security that one of America's
leading health oroblems is being dealt with rationally and
adequately.

II. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ALCOHOL ADVERTISING EFFECTS RESEARCH

A. Studies of the Relationship Between Advertising Expenditure
and Per Capita Alcohol Consumption/Sales

Ackoff, R. L. and J. R. Emshoff (1975) "Advertising Research at
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. (1963-1968), I." Sloan Management Review
16(2):1-15.
Ackoff, R. L. and J. R. Emshoff (1975) "Advertising Research at
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. (1968-1974), II." Sloan Management Review 16(3):
1-15.

Barnes, J. G. and J. C. Bourgeois (1977) "Factors which Influence Per
Capita Consumption of Beverage Alcohol." Report Submitted to the
Department of Health and Welfare (Canada).
Bourgeois, J. C. an J. G. Barnes (1979) "Does Advertising Increase Alcohol
Consumption?" Journal of Advertising Research 19(4):19-29.
Comaner, William and Thoma3 Wilson (1974) Advertising and Market Power.
Cambridge:
Harvard Pniversity Press.
Duffy, Martyn (1980) "Advertising, Taxation and the Demand for Beer,
Spirits and Wine in the United Kingdom, 1963-78." Occasional Paper No.
8009, Department of Management Sciences, University of Manchester,
Manchester.
Duffy, Martyn (1981) The Influence of Prices, Consumer Incomes and
Advertising upon the Demand for Alcoholic Drink in the United Kingdom:
An Econometric Study."
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16:200-208.

Duffy, Martyn (1982) "The Effect of Advertising on the Total Consumption of
Alcoholic Drinks in the United Kingdom: Some Econometric Estimates."
Journal of Advertising 1'2):105-117.
Grabowski, Henry (1976) "The Effects of Advertising on Inter-industry
Distribution of Demand." Explorations in Economic Research 3:21-75:.
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Press, Inc.

Simon, J. (1969) "The Effect of Advertising on Liquor Brand Sales."
Journal of Marketing Research 6:301-13.
The Effects of Total
Sturgess, Brian T. (1982) "Dispelling the Myth:
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Advertising Expenditure on Aggregate Consumption."
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B. Studies of the Effects of Partial Bans on Advertising
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AV:in, Charles and Martin Block (1981) Content and Effects of Alcohol
Advertising.
Report submitt. 1 to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms, the Federal Trade Commission, the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, and the Department of Transportation.
National
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Atkin, Charles, Kimberly Neuendorf and Steven Mc Dermott (1983) "The Role
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Drug Education 13:313-326.
Atkin, Charles, J. Hocking and Martin Block (1984)
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Brown, R. A. (1978) "Educating Young People About Alcohol Use in New
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Whose Side Are We On." British Journal of Alcohol and
Alcoholism 13:199-204.

Kohn, Paul M., Reginald G. Smart and Alan Ogborne (1984) "Effects of Two
Kinds of Alcohol Advertising on Subsequent Consumption." Journal of
Advertising 13:127-144.
Kohn, Paul M. and Reginald G. Smart (1984) "The impact of Television
Advertising on Alcohol Consumption: A,1 Experiment." Journal of Studies
on Alcohol 45:295-301.

McCarty, D. and J. A. Ewing (1983) "Alcohol Consumption While Viewing
Alcoholic Beverage Advertising." The International Journal of he
Addicticris 18:1011-1018.

Strickland, Donald E. (1982) "Alcohol Advertising: Orientation and
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Paper presented at the 33rd International Congress on Alcoholism and Drug
Dependences, Tangier, Morocco, October.
Strickland, Donald E. (1983) "Advertising Exposure, Alcohol Consumption and
Misuse of Alcohol." Pp. 201-22 in Marcus Grant, Martin Plant and Alan
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Gardner Press, Inc.
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the 80's.
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Mr. LaoN. Thank you, Dr. Strickland.
While you are on your feet, I wonder if I could begin the questioning here, the discussion.
We have had a lot of testimony on just what the effects of beer
and wine advertising are, and you have commented in general on it
in your short testimony, and you seem to be saying that beer and
wine advertising has no effect whatsoever upon the amount of consumption, the total amount of consumption out there.
Is that what you are saying?
Mr. STRICKLAND. Well, I am saying several things. First, I think
that the majority of studies have failed to find an impact on consumption, on overall level of consumption.
Mr. LUKEN. Overall level.
Mr. STRICKLAND. Right.

Mr. LUKEN. We are not talking about individual consumption.
Mr. STRICKLAND. Well, even those individual level studies that

have examined individual exposure to adsMr. LUKEN. I mean if I am sitting watching the ball game and
they put that beautiful, lovely 30-second commercial with an attractive cool bottle of 'Jeer, you think I'm not more likely to drink
it than if they didn't put that on there?
Mr. STRICKLAND. I think if you are, Congressman, it is a margin-

al impact, at best. Some studies, including mine, have found marginal impacts of exposure on consumption, but it is a very small
impact on overall consumption.
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I would also add a second thing, that those impacts on consumption are very, very small in relationship to other more immediate
influences, such as parents drinking, peers, peer group pressures. I
will also add that that is not tantamount to saying those ads have
an influence on alcohol misuse and alcohol abuse, and that seems
to me to be one of the central distinctions that we need to make.
I mentioned nothing in my testimony about impac-i that it does
have. There is a substantial body of economic marketing literature
that shows that it has impact on market shares and brand preference, et cetera, and I don't address that issue in my testimony.
Mr. LUKEN. All right.

Ms. Kahn, the PTA has selected the alcohol advertising issue as
its number one legislative item on the legislative agenda; is that
right?

Ms. KAHN. No; that is not correct. We have a series of matters
on which we expend legislative efforts. This is certainly one on
which we have grave concern and Intend to give a great deal of at-

tention.
Mr. LUKEN. Would you prefer to sae legislation which would ban
the advertising?
Ms. KAHN. Our preference would be for the kinds of counter messages which would bring what we are seeking, which is a fairness

in the information that comes to young people. Our concern, I
guess, is that they hear a great deal about the happy side of it;
they hear very little on television about what has been referred to

earlier as the dark side of it.
I don't know, Congressman, whether you were noticing in the
commercials we saw this morning, the PSA's, many of which are
splendid, that we were getting mixed messages even there. On the
one hand, we got Steve Garvey, who most kids know about, with a
party going on behind him saying, "Know when to say when." On

the other hand, another PSA used earlier by one of the other

people giving testimony showea a young man who had destroyed
his car and his best friend in an alcohol-related accident, and his
comment on that PSA was "I didn't know that I was drunk. I knew
that I was drinking, but I didn't know that I was drunk."
Our concern is that young people, especially, are probably in the

least possible position of being able to make that judgment of

knowing when to say when. Vl'e would like for them, before they
start using alcohol as a party lifestyle, to have some idea of what
the consequences other than just drunken driving may be in their
lives.

Mr. LUKEN. It seems to r e, though, that you there have put your
finger on the problem of any kind of control, any kind of banning
or any kind of control, lat cause on the one hand, the one message,
"Know when to say when," may be effective for some but it can be

criticized as being inconsistent with another message, both of
which are intended honestly and, I think, forthrightly, to be anticonsumption of alcohol, certainly antiabuse of alcohol.

Isn't that the problem that we get into in any kind of a ban, that
it is difficult to really say what is the appropriate measure to accomplish the negative purpose?
Ms. KAHN. I'm sure that there is no one single way. Our feeling,
however, is that if young people, in particular, and probably most
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consumers in general, were exposed to more of the other F.'de of

this coin, that they might really have a different attitude about
whether drinking is just a fun thing to do.
We are not seeking the kind of si:nrle solution. We don't think

there is a simple solution to this. But we are concerned that the
messages which are coming across in most of television's advertis-

ing at this point is really counterproductive to the efforts of parents and schools to develop responsible attitudes about this other
side of the coin.

Mr. LUKEN. OK. Very good.

I would like to ask Mr. Drake a question or two. There has been
some discussion about the BATF being engaged in revising and
strengthening its alcohol advertising rulings, and we haven't heard
from you in this regard here today. Would you discuss that issue,
those regulations? Are they being upgraded, updated and strengthened?

Mr. DRAKE. Yes, sir. We have had hearings, as I mentioned in
my remarks, concerning the issue of advertising. We did come out
with a final decision cn certain aspects of advertising, but because

of --

Mr. LUKEN. What is it? Would you go into that decision?

Mr. DRAKE. The decisions with those noncontroversial issues,
such issues as whether tc call something distilled or pure. Really
noncontroversial issues. The issue we recognized as being controversial was the athletes in advertising. We have developed a pro-

posed rule- -

Mr. LUKEN. Athletes?

Mr. DRAKE. Athletes in advertising of alcoholic beverages. We
have developed a proposed rule which raises the issue of whether
or not we should deal just with athletes, active athletes, athletic
events, or other celebrities. As was pointed out, the celebrity- Mr. LUKEN. Would you be a little more precise as to what that
rule would say?

Mr. DRAKE. Well, the rule right now is under review in the

Treasury Department. Until such time as they really pass off on it,
it is still just a proposed rule within the organization.

Mr. LUKEN. Well, what might it look like?
Mr. DRAKE. W(11, we could raise the question- Mr. LUKEN. Give us two alternatives.
Mr. DRAKE. Should we take the position that managers, coaches,

retired athletes, should they also be prohibited from being in --

Mr. LUKEN. You started out with active athletes are prohibited?
Mr. DRAKE. Active professional, prominent athletes are prohibited. Our position there is that becomes misleading.
Mr. LUKEN. That is not the rule at the present time.
Mr. DRAKE. That is currently the rule at the present time.
Mr. LUKEN. Your rule.

Mr. DRAKE. Yes, sir. That is a revenue ruling that has existed

since about 1954.
Mr. LUKEN. All right. So you are now considering adding-Mr. DRAKE. Expanding that.
Mr. LUKEN [continuing]. Retired athletes.
Mr. DRAKE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. LUKEN. Like Billy Martin, for example, who one day is retired and the next day he is active, and he comes in there, doesn't
he?

Mr. DRAKE. You have touched right on our problem, will they
promise to stay retired. That gets to be our problem. If you work
for Steinbrenner, I guess you could promise anything.
Mr. LUKEN. So is there any other way that- Mr. DRAKE. Well, we also raise the question about celebrities. We
are also raising the question about celebrities, not just athletes, be-

cause there is a question, does the fact that a successful celebrity
advertises a beverage alcohol, does that imply that that success
came from drinking? Does that imply that drinking a beverage alcohol would not negatively impair the success? So we are raising

those kind of questions for a proposed rule.
Mr. LUKEN. Well, much of your authority overlaps with the FTC
in this area, doesn't it?
Mr. DRAKE. Not so much overlaps as much as it is shared. The
Federal Alcohol Administration Act, I think, is one of the primary

laws that deal with beverage alcohol advertising. The FTC, of
course, does have a related responsibility. We work very closely

with them.
Mr. LUKEN. Of course, the FTC couldn't very well prohibit athletes, though, could it.
Mr. DRAKE. Well, I will defer to them on that.
Mr. LUKEN. They would bewell, neither one of us are speaking
technically as experts, but they would be limited to deceptive and
unfair, whereas you have the more general injunction that would
give you the authority, apparently, in this case.
Mr. DRAKE. We also have a quicker solution to an ad in the sense
that we can take an action against the industry member who spon-

sored that ad. We can suspend the permit, basically put them out
of operation for a period of time. That is a very strong penalty. It
gets their attention very rapidly.
Mr. LUKEN. When would those regulations possibly come to frui-

Von?

Mr. DRAKE. That is what I'm not sure about. They still are in
review in the Treasury Department, and I don't know when they

will come back.
Mr. LUKEN. OK. I think I will yield to my friend from Utah.
Mr. N;.::LSON. On this point would the chairman yield?
Mr. LUKEN. I will yield to you for such time as you may want to
consume.

Mr. NIELSON. I was going to refer to your particular question.
Rule 54, 513, has reference to the illustration of prominent athletes
consuming or preparing to consume the advertised malt beverage
are considered likely to mislead the public and are therefore sub-

ject to regulation. That doesn't say current athletes. It just says

prominent athletes.
Mr. DRAKE. We have taken that to mean current professional
athletes, is what we have enforced all the years.
Mr. NIELSON. You don't say pi ominent athletes any more.
Mr. DRAKE. I did in my opening remarks and we still do, but we

also deal with professional. At the time that was written, of course,

the fact of an amateur athlete advertising the beverage alcohol
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product wasn't really considered. It has become now, of course, in
recent yeas, and that is why we have expanded that `o be prominent professional athletes, active athletes.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Chairman, I have a number of questions.

Dr. Atkin and Dr. Strickland are both professors and both ones
who have done surveys and both who have made comments, and
their comments are 180 degrees apart.
Dr. Atkin, for you the study done for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms is convincing. You indicate in several places
several things that you have come up with, namely, that research
shows advertising influenced the brand awareness and preference
of current drinkers to a significant degree, and advertising has a
broad impact on significantly increasing absolute volume of alcohol
consumption, for example..
What about Dr. Strickland's comment that no one study can
prove these kinds of things? Do you concur with what he said?
Mr. ATKIN. My conclusions here are based upon my reading of

the entire literature, studies done by myself and all the other
people who have investigated this area. I agree with him that a

single study is not going to demonstrate conclusively whether there

is an effect or whether there is not an effect. I also agree that it's
very easy to find methodological deficiencies in any single study. So
that is why it is important to continue investigating the area, and I
would support your proposal to do a thorough study and to commission more research to definitively provide answers as to the degree
of effect.

We are basically arguing about whether it is a small effect or a
modest effect or a medium effect, and the question is how big is big
enough? And to do that, you need a greater amount of research to
finally examine that issue.
M". NIELSON. Dr. Strickland, I am a professor of statistics, or was

for 25 years, so let me ask a couple of technical questions now.

One, in your statement you said there is no significant effect of advertising on consumption. That was your statement. On questioning by the chairman, he asked, is there an effect? You said, oh, it's
just a marginal, small impact. Which is correct?
Mr. STRICKIAND. I think you will see my statement says little or
no impact, sir.
Mr. NIELSON. Are you willing to say t ere was no significant
impact?
Mr. STRICKLA.ND. I reviewed some 20 econ metric studies-

Mr. NIELSON. I am going to give you two thoices: either there is

no significant impact or that the inpact 3 too small to worry
about. Which of those two subscribes to your eneral comment?
Mr. STIUCKLAND. It depends on which of th studies you are talk-

ing about, and that is why- -

Mr. NIELSON. You made some broad generalizations on 20 stud-

ies. Would you- -

Mr. STRICKIAND. On those 20 econometric studies, I think I con-

cluded that the research has found "either no effects or effects

which have been uniformly small." Of those 20 econometric studiesas you well know, differing in design, differing in data bases,

differing in a variety of analytic techniquesthe vast majority of
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the studies either found no effect or, when they found an effect, it
was a relatively small effect.
I think Dr. Atkin is right that part of our disagreement has to do
with the magnitude of effects when they are found, the relevance
of some effects. I think that often we cast very different nets with
respect to what is considered relevant evidence. I tried to focus directly on those studies that looked at behavioral impacts. As he
and I have both said before, we sometimes have different emphases. I tend to look more at the behavioral aspects, the alcol'ol abuse

measures, and- -

Mr. NIELSON. Excuse me for interrupting. You have written 25
articles on this subject, so your views are quite Well known. Let me
ask you one question.
Mr. STRICKLAND. Surely.

Mr. NIELSON. Could you design a study which would tell whether

the effects were there and whether they were significant or not?
Do you think you could design something in the difficult subject
matter we are dealing with?
Mr. STRICKLAND. I think you could design it, Congressman; I
don't think you could carry it out.
Mr. NIELSON. There is no point in designing it if you can't carry
it out.
Mr. STRICKLAND. I think that is quite right, sir.
Mr. NIELSON. In other words, you claim that right now, because

of the subject matter and because there isn't enough time, we can't
choose the people correctly and so forth, there is no way to get a
scientific study right now.
Mr. STRICKLAND. No, no. I didn't say that. I think there is a way
to get scientific studies. We have several of them. Whether we can
design and carry out a study that will definitively answer the question is, I think, very doubtful.
Mr. NIELSON. Do you think the Surgeon General really proved
significantly that tobacco is harmful, cigarettes? Do you think he
proved without a shadow of a doubt?
Mr. STRICKLAND. I think his research and the research that was
done outside of the Government agencies accumulated in a fashion
that was compelling. The evidence was very compelling from study
after study after study.
Mr. NIELSON. And as the evidence mounted up, then we finally
took some action; is that what you are saying?
Mr. STRICKLA ND. I think that was part of the response, yes.

Mr. NIELSON. What about Mrs. Kahn's comment that said that
we shouldn't show ads implying there is a reward for doing a good

job, after you have worked very hard on the crane or whatever,
then you now deserve a relaxing drink, or if you have played an

especially good game of volley ball on the beach, you deserve a beer
afterward?
Do you think that gives you the idea of a reward?
Mr. STRICKLAND. Well, I think researchers on this topic have

very different views on that. Whether the product is associated
with good times or whether, indeed, it is promising those good
times is something that current methodologies in research are
unable to determine.
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Mr. NIELSON. What about the phrase in that ad about the volley-

ball game: would teams ever go at it so hardor a soccer game, I
guess it wasthis hard, if it weren't for this lovely beer they are

going to have? Isn't that somewhat enticing?
Mr. STRICKLAND. Well, it may be. I think, though, that in the absence of research that has demonstrated effects of that advertising,
what we may be asking is does this advertising port:ay the product
in a positive light, and that may be begging the question.

Mr. NIELSON. But doesn't it portray in that particular ad as a
reward, as a nice relaxation after a hard game and you are playing

especially hard because you are getting this particular brand of

beer? Doesn't it do that?
Mr. STRICKLAND. I think there are many ways to interpret that

one particular ad out of all the ads that- -

Mr. NIELSON. Oh, there are a lot of them like that.
Mrs. Kahn, would you like to comment on that?
Ms. KAHN. Yes, I would. If that indeed is not what happens, then

I think all of the enormous funds that are being spent on advertising are being misspent because that certainly is the intent. I would
be very interested in following up on the suggestion of Mr. Banzhaf
of getting the material on what is the intent of those people who
design the ads.

I don't think we can really say that with certainty now, whether
or not these ads are intended to develop consumption, whether
they are intended to appeal to young people, whether they are intended to just get people to switch brands. I really don't think we
do have the data to determine what that intent is, and I think that

intent would be very important.
It would be my guess, not as a scientist but as someone who has
worked with children for 26 years, has served on the 10th largest

school board in the country fur 12 of those years, that we would
find that young people are influenced indeed by that kind of a rife
style. Particularly for young people who have problems in other
ways, that is the kind of approach that works well with them.
If you h I had on this panel a pediatrician and a school counselor rather than simply the people who are in the industry, I think
you would have gotten a very different view of how young people
are reacting to the kinds of ads that we see on television and radio.
Mr. NIELSON. Let me probe that question with Mr. Land. You are
the president of Independent Television. You made a comment that

-.-,e would not have the sporting events that we have now if it
weren't for the beer ads, basically. Who watches those sporting

events? Is it strictly those over 21? That was implied by an earlier
witness.

Mr. LAND. That seems to be largely the case. The last information we have would support that. By and large, yes. Sports are basically an adult program viewing choice.
Mr. NIELSON. And yet the lady says that everybody knows Steve
Garvey. How would they know Steve Garvey if they hadn't been
watching television?
Mr. LAND. Well, I guess they know. What I am saying is that
when you ask the question whom is it aimed at, the sports program
is aimed at adults. We know children watch a lot of television.
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Mr. NIELSON. I guess I was different from some. I have been a
sports addict ever since I was 6 or 7 years of age. I can give you the
batting averages in 1933 if you want them.
Mr. LAI To. No, I don't.

Mr. NIELSON. I guess I'm different from some, but most of my
youngsters watched those programs, at all ages, and we just have

to ignore- -

Mr. LAND. I'm not denying that. Children watch everything on

television.

Mr. NIELSON. So the argument that these are appropriate and
proper ads because they are aimed mainly at adults doesn't wash

then, does it?
Mr. LAND. Here is the problem you get into when you start on

that track. You have a medium which is universal. It reaches

across the family. Children watch at virtually all times, and they

watch things they are not supposed to watch. We know that. Every-

body knows it. But every advertiser is faced with that problem.

Every advertiser. Not just those who advertise beer and wine.
As a matter of fact, we know from our own experience dealing
with advertisers and advertising agencies that most beer companies
and wine companies make a special effort to limit the advertising
to programs with a minimum complement of children, and they set
a measure. If it is 40 or 50 percent, they don't want to advertise on
those programs. We know that because during the Monday through

Friday period, Independent Television provides the major children's service in this country, so we run into that all the time.
So it is an attempt. in other words, on the part of ad iertisers to
do a balanced job of advertising, taking into account their main

target audience.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Chairman, do I have time for one more question?
Mr. WIRTH. Yes.

We are going to break all precedent and leave Mr. Nielson in

charge, so everybody keep an eye on him, will you, please?
Mr. NIELSON. That happens to the minority onl' 1,...ely.
Mr. Drake, my bill calls for a study to be ht....idled through your
organization, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. Does
that give you any problem? Would you be willing to take the lead
if that bill were to pass?
Mr. DRAKE. For the agency, yes. The Treasury Department has

not, to my knowledge, had a chance to review that or set upon- -

Mr. NIELSON. I'm not asking whether you support the bill or not.

I'm just saying would you be willing and able as an agency to
handle it if such a bill were to pass.
Mr. DRAKE. Yes, we would. Of course, there would be a resource

concern.

Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask this question. Would you, from your
viewpoint, having to do regulating, would you think it is better to
get all the facts before we dive off into any one direction, or do you
feel that we should decide to ban or not ban, right now, counter
ads or no counter ads, right now. Is there some advantage, I am

saying, of --

Mr. DRAKE. Obviously, I think there is an advantage to having
facts before you make a decision.
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Mr. NIELSON. What about Mr. Strickland's comment that you
can't possibly make a study that will give you the facts? Do you
agree with that?
Mr. DRAKE. I'm not a social scientist so I really can't pass on that

one. I don't know.
Mr. NIELSON. How about Dr. Atkin. What do you think?
Mr. ATKIN. I think that one single investigation would not be sufficient to prove the case, since you must approach it from a variety
of different methods. You mentioned earlier the Surgeon General.

Back in the late 1960's there was a major question about whether
television violence influenced teenagers, and what he did was to
commission about 30 investigations from people using experimental

techniques, survey techniques, a variety of different approaches;
and gradually there came to be a consensus as that evidence accumulated.

So I think a 1-year or 2-year crash study of that nature would
probably not provide ar answer that would be close to definitive.
Mr. NIELSON. Are you aware that my proposed bill does ask for
public ,omment and a review of the current literature, as well?
Mr. ATKIN. Yes.

Mr. NIELSON. And I certainly would want to use you and Dr.
Strickland because you have looked at a lot of them over the years.
I guess I'm supposed to keep going until Mr. Wirth returns, so
let me ask Mr. Bell something.

The American Advertising Federation, what do you think the
aim is on these ads? Some have said earlier that they are just to
change the percentage, to convert from one brand to another.
Others have said they are to increase consumption. What is your

view?

Mr. BELL. Well, the generally accepted marketing strategy

within the beer and wine industry tends to relate to brand choice,
primarily, and that is a major battle that goes on in that industry.
It is a highly competitive industry. The targeting of those consumers, mature consumers who are customers for those products, obviously the prime consideration of the competition is to attract more
of the share of that existing market.

So that is the primary purpose. In fact, it has been suggested
that a market share change of 1 percent could result in hundreds
of millions of dollars of difference in revenue for competitors, so
brand share is a primary objective. That is not to suggest that increasing consumption among potential customers is not ar. objective, although it doesn't seem to be the primary marketing objective in a mature market for a mature product, which is what we
are talking about here with beer and wine.
They are targeting at the mature audience, and it turns out that
that is a much older audience than even some had suspected, as a
lot of research suggests that the people watching, as has been discussed here, that the people watching the baseball games and the
sporting events are generally not the young people.

But it doesn't matter. They are not targeting at those young

people anyway. But I do think there is some increase in consumption that results from the advertising, but it is among the group
that they are targeting who might be potential users of the product; and if ycu are not a potential user of a product, no amount of
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advertising, however effective, is going to force you to use that
product or do something that you don't want to do.
Advertising is often attributed with characteristics that it doesn't
have, that it can force people to buy things or do things that they
don't want to do against their will. That is simply not the case. The
customer for a given product is one who is in the market for that
product, and they are targeting those people specifically, and of
course, they are not targeting the young people.
Mr. NIELSON. Let me pick on Dr. Strickland one more time.
You claim there is no overall relationship between exposures to
and impact of alcohol ads, but you did have some research where
you subdivided your population, and you found that among youth
who related to the athletes they were watching, there was a significant impact. Would you explain that?
Mr. STRICKLAND. Sure. In one of the analyses that I did, which I
later published in one of the journals, I looked at a group of individuals who had scores on a particular orientation scale that said
they had a particular orientation toward advertising. That is, they
highly identified with what was portrayed, what was going on, and
in fact, sort of lived vicariously through that. And indeed, amongst
that group, I did find an effect of exposure on consumption.
The magnitude of that effect was very small. When I further investigated whether that effect further translated into abusive behaviors, the sorts of behaviors like frequency of intoxication, et
cetsra, that I examined in my work, I found absolutely no effect on
those abusive behaviors.
So yes, in that one case, which is amply described in one of the
articles I wrote, I did find an impact on consumption, marginal
impact, small impact.
Mr. NIELSON. Mrs. Kahn, would you like to comment on that
saize question? Then I will return it to the rightful chairman.
Ms. KAHN. I think our point of view has not been necessarily
whether one side of this or the other side of it is really proven in
the research. I think over the years we certainly know that the research data on all of this is going to be ambivalent, and more research data will probably continue to be ambivalent, depending on
how the questions are asked and who asks them.
Our concern is that all of this discussion has really somewhat ignored the young people that are caught up in this, the 3 million
young people who are at risk because of what is happening in their
lives as the result of use or abuse of alcohol. I don t think that the
research data needs to surpass common sense in understanding
that the inclination to drink for problem drinkers is always there,

and the lack of information on the television except in the one

regard of drinking and driving is simply abysmal.
Those young people do not have access to all of the other kinds of

things that happen that affect their lives as a result of this. So
really our request is not for additional research but for the additional responsibility on the part of everyone in this to begin to
effect some balance, some fairness on television where young
people are seeing right now a very unbalanced picture of what the
results of drinking may do.
Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Bell.

Mr. BELL. May I comment on that?
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Mr. NIELSON. If the chairman will allow it.
Mr. BELL. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, I just want to point out that, first of all, I think

there is a tremendous amount of information available in our socie-

ty today about the dangers of drinking and driving and alcohol
abuse and the misuse of this and other products, and I think it is

wrong to suggest that their only exposure to information about society is in product advertising or programming on television.
There are all kinds of influences in our society, and I think we
are, including young people, today a better-informed society than
ever before in history because of modern technology.
I would also say that when you talk about the influences here, I

think we can't overlook the fact that there are all kinds of other
influences on the young people today, and they are well informed
on the dangers of these products from their peers, from what they
observe within the society as they look aroundand they are not
blind to what they seeparticularly they are influenced by their
own homes and by their school systems.

I think the Parent Teachers Association has a wonderful opportunity, and we applaud their efforts to help improve the education-

al process in this country and promote awareness among young
people, and I know that the broadcasters and advertising industry
would like to work with them to do that, and we are' doing that.
The point is there is a lot of information available new, so to suggest that we need more remedies and more Government action because young people don't know the dangers of alcohol or drug
abuse is, I think, incorrect.

Mr. WIRTH. We could work with you, if we could.
Excuse me. If the gentleman would yield.

Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest I have two

statements here in my packet that I haven't heard any representatives from, and I would like to ask unanimous consent to have the
Freedom of Expression Foundation testimony of Craig R. Smith,
and the Public Communications, director of the Church of Jesus
Christ Latter-day Saints, entered into the record.
Mr. WIRTH. Without objection, it will be included in the record at
the appropriate point.
Mr. Bell, we could work with you on that. As you heard from the

earlier panelI think you were here for thatthere was a lot of
discussion about cause and effect and what you all know about
what works and what doesn't work in advertisements. We could

work with you in this regard.
Mr. BELL. We would like very much to cooperate in every way we
can.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you.

It seems to me, going back, Mr. Drake, and this is not a question
for you but rather a comment on the whole process going on in the
administration: It is my understanding that one of the basic goals
that we should be pursuing is the goal of the public health. I don't
think that there is much disagreement with that, and one designs
various Government programs to get from here to there. and regu-

lation or deregulation is a means to an end and not an end in
itself. Yet we see this administration, with a lot of pious claims
about its concerns about the abuse of various drugs and alcohol
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and so on, pulling back what it was doing at the Department of the
Treasury, at BATF, because they say the goal is deregulation.

I don t think the goal is deregulation; the goal is the public

health in some way. And once again, to talk in this simplistic fashion --i'm not taking that out on you, Mr. Drake, it is not your
policy, and I recognize thatI hone it is not, anywayit just seems

to me that there are broader public policy goals and that regulation or deregulation is a means to an end and not an end in itself.
Mr. DRAKE. I am glad that wasn't a question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTH. I don t think that would have been fair. I recognize

that.

-

Let me ask you, Mr. Bellgoing back to the advertisers for a
minute do you agree with what was suggested earlier, that the
smoking problem is bigger than alcoholism, in terms of a health
problem?

Mr. BELL. I think there is a distinction between the smoking

question and alcoholism.

Mr. WIRTH. I'm not making that distinction. Just in terms of
numbers of people. Let's put it that way. The numbers of people
who die from lung cancer are significantly larger than the num
bers of people who die from alcoholism.
Mr. BELL. That is my understanding, yes.

Mr. WIRTH. And it is like 500,000 people a year die from lung
cancer, and 100,000 people a year die from alcoholism. Are those
generally those figures?
Mr. BELL. That is what I have heard. I'm not a research expert,
but I know there is a tren_endous amount of problem in that area.
Mr. WIRTH. Now, tell me, if that is the case, and if advertisers
are, as they proclaim, concerned about the public interest and the
public health and so on, are there five times as many PSA's and
education ads related to Pwoking and the health effects of smoking
as there are now related to alcohol and the health effects of alcohol?

Mr. BELL. Are there more announcements about

Mr. WIRTH. No; I mean if one were to look at relative balances,
one would say that if the problem is five times as big, therefore we
ought to have five times as many PSA's on smoking as there are on
alcohol.

Mr. BELL. I think, again, you have- Mr. WIRTH. Are there any PSA's on smoking?

Mr. BELL. My understanding is that there are. There was some

suggestion that maybe there were not, but certainly this is a

matter that the individual broadcaster and other media determine
on their own judgment based upon the degree of concern with that

issue in a given community. I think that right now the greater
degree of public concern that has been raised has been with the
question of abuse of alcohol, and drugs, and so forth.

Mr. WIRTH. Before this came up a year and a half ago, were

there a whole lot of PSA's and education efforts related to smoking
and health?
Mr. BELL. I think that actually in terms of radio and teavision,
probably not very much because, in fact, when the Congress saw fit
to ban the advertising and remove the necessity for counteradver-
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tising, that certainly removed some of the incentive on the part of
broadcasters on this issue.
Mr. WIRTH. That is a terrible admission, Mr. Bell. I thought that
the reason broadcasters were doing this was out of their deep concern for the public interest and public education and so on. What

you are just suggesting is that the only reason that people were
doing this, in terms of alcohol, was pure self-interest to defend
against the possibility of regulation. That is the logic of what you
are saying.

Now, I think you probably want to reconsider that and say yes,

indeed, we are concerned about the public interestmaybe it is
unfair to pick on you. I'm not picking on you. I should ask Mr.
Mann from the radio broadcasters how much they are doing in

terms of advertising related to the public health problem of smoking, if in fact it is correct, what you all are saying, that you are
concerned about PSA's and educati--1 programs because there is
this problem out there.
Mr. MANN. I think that is a very important differentiation, and
the whole key is that, yes, there is continuing effort on the part of
radio broadcasters, with the American Cancer Society, with the
Lung Society in their local communities because this is not a dead
issue, this is a continuingly important issue. And broadcasters, particularly radio broadcasters, who are sensitive to things that are
going on in their community, cannot ignore the enormous difference between those people who are suffering from the effects of
smoking and ignore that issue completely.
Mr. WIRTH. With that, then, Mr. Mann. do you air many, many
more times the numbers of PSA's related to smoking as a health
problem than alcohol as a health problem?
Mr. MANN. We air an enormous number of commercials for the
Cancer Society and the Lung Society. I can't tell you offhand
whether the stations around the country add an equal number or
an increased number for one over the other.
Mr. WIRTH. Can you get us those numbers, or can you get us a
rough approximation of what that is?
Mr. MANN. I will do my best, sure.
Mr. WIRTH. Do you see what I'm driving at?
Mr. MANN. Of course.

Mr. WIRTH. I applaud what the broadcasters are doing in the
area of the PSA's and education and so on related to alcohol. I
think that is terrific. But I think that we also have to recopnize

that there is a good deal of skepticism around as to whether that is
being done because of the pressure that is brought to bear by various public-interest groups related to alcohol. When that pressure
goes down, will the PSA s and the education program go down? To
counter that, it seems to me it would be incumbent upon the broadcasters and the advertisers to be able to say, no, in fact, we are continuing this effort and we have for some time.
Mr. MANN. That is the key, what you just said, for some time.

We are not Johnny come latelies in this battle. For a long, long
time, public service announcements on drunk driving and alcohol
abuse have been running on radio stations across America.
Mr. WIRTH. I would hope we would see that continue. I think
that that is very important, to have that happen, and I think that
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we ought to be able to see from advertisers on television and so
onand I don't remember seeing that now for a long timereally
good advertisements like the ones that we have seen this morning
and others on drunk driving. You know, we no longer have these
kinds of ads on smoking. The smoking problem is significantly
worse in the United States, isn't it?
Mr. MANN. I live in North Carolina, so we don't run too many of

those spots.

Mr. WIRTH. I am sensitive to that. Joe Califano and the North

Carolina delegation got along famously, didn't they?
Mr. Bell, you wanted to jump back into that. I'm sorry. I wanted
to get Mr. Mann as a broadcaster. That is probably fair.

Mr. BELL. I cr nnot speak for the broadcasters and I was not
trying to suggest vhy or what their motivations were. What I was
trying to suggest was that various issues from time to time in the
community become more intense than others, despite the fact that
they may all be of equal concern, and you have to make judgments
and decisions between which of the issues at a given time you are
going to give the most attention to.

All I am saying is that in terms of decisions with respect to

airing public service announcements, public affairs programming,

and other things the broadcasters from time to time make those
judgments based on the amount of debate and discussion Which
exists and concern which is expressed for them.
In the advertising industry, however, there are some $700 million

a year contributed by the Advertising Council, for example, not
just to one given type of public-service cause but to a wide variety

of causes, and this does include the treatment of lung cancer,

American Cancer Society, and all of these othez issues, and those
annoucements do run on the air and in newspapers, magazines,
and other media.
But the question is always for the broadcaster, the advertiser: to

which particular public service cause are you going to give the
most attention at a given moment? That is not suggesting that the
others are not important. It is very difficult to make that judgment.
Mr. WIRTH. I appreciate that. My own perspective would be that

the broadest issue here is the public health, and the more that can
be done to encourage people to take care of themselves, we as a
country are going to be better off. We are going to save an awful
lot of money. The health care cost bill is going up very, very rapidly And if you can discourage people through advertising not to
smoke, or if you can encourage people in certain ways not to drink,
and drive, and so on, we are all going to be better off, and then we
can get into a series of other issues related to the first amendment.

It seems to me that the first goal ought to be that you all, I
think, share and should continue to press as you have in the past
on those public health concerns.
Ms. Kahn.
Ms. KAHN. I am a little bit concerned that we do not choose up
sides depending on which side has the most deaths, and listening to
that today bothers me somewhat, although we have been very
much involved in trying to reduce young people smoking as well as

young people drinking. I think you have to look at the broader
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problem in terms of alcohol than just whether a fewer number of
people die as a result of that.
From our perspective we are concerned because we know that
five or six students in every classroom in this country are living at
home with an alcoholic or chemically dependent parent. We know

that in court cases, that of every five domestic relations court

cases, two of those are alcohol related. We know that the divorce
statistics among alcoholic families are seven times as great as they
are among normal families.
It is those statistics that draw the parameters of the problem for
us, as well as how many actually die in alcohol-related accidents,
although that, too, is simply devastating. We hope that this broader damage to the American home and the American family will
not be skipped over simply because there is not an immediate statistic at the end of it that shows that a large number of people are

dying.

Mr. WIRTH. That is a very good point, Ms. Kahn. I don't think
anybody would disagree with that, that there is an overall set of

problems in the country related to alcohol, as well, that show up in
a lot of damaging fashions.

Let me ask you again, Mr. Mann and Mr. Bell, do you have a

sense of what percentage of public service ads aired now, related to
alcohol, are on topics other than drunk driving, going to what Ms.

Kahn was suggesting? The risks of alcohol, physical damage,
family problems.

Mr. MANN. We have done a survey which we have shared with
the committee, and the topic and the specific aspects of the topic
was not a part of the 5 _.rvey, but it would be an interesting thing
to try to delve into to be able to find out a little bit more specifically what time some of these public service campaigns and promotional annoucements have been rur .
Mr. WIRTH. Going to Ms. Kahn's point that this is a very broad
problem with which I am sure you agree. If it is a very broad problem, then the publ:, service advertisements and the education campaign and so on should go very deeply to the problem that drinking
and driving is a part of it, and other parts of it are the items that
Ms. Kahn so eloquently pointed out. You do not disagree with that?
Mr. Bell or Mr. Land.

Mr. BELL. We also showed the alcoholism campaign that has
been running for several years now featuring very prominent
people discussing this from their own personal experience. The information I have is that the alcoholism campaign of the Ad Council
on National Media has resulted in an expenditure of around $40
million, so quite a bit of money has been expended on that, on that
one subject.
Mr. WIRTH. It is important to do. We would commend all of you

for doing that. It is extremely important.
Mr. Land.
Mr. LAND. I sympathize very much with Ms. Kahn here and her

concerns, but what strikes me here is that we are talking about

how to approach the problem, and we are in a democratic process
with the various elements involved, from the advertiser, the advertising agency, the broadcast industry, the programmers, and so on.
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We heard earlier today Mr. Fritts make a public commitment to

you that the industry, led by NAB, would continue an all-oust

effort in this direction. That commitment is important, and I committed independent television stations. I invite Ms. Kahn to deal
with us because our concern is the children. That is our special
area of service,
So I would urge the PTA and other concerned organizations to go

to the broadcasters, to go to the advertisers and educate them to
the job. That is really what has to go on. The broadcaster simply

cannot be Solomon like in everything. He has to make judgments in
choosing among competing social issues and social problems. He
cannot be the practicing sociologist in every case. So cases have to
be made to him as well.
I think in the long run that process will lead more effectively to
a kind of effective media handling and social handling than any of
the regulatory formulas suggest.
Mr. WIRTH. Let me add one final question. I think this goes to
you, Mr. Land, more than anybody. One of the things, in the time

that I have been on this subcommittee working with you and the
independents, one of the things we have all been concei ned about,
is the encouragement of diversity in American broadcasting, to
have as many channels out there as possible.
If one believes in the first amendment, the first amendment provides that people should be able to choose for themselves and that
Government shouldn't interfere. Now should there be some concentration of media that interferes, and therefore we want to encourage as many outlets as possible. Therefore, we have all worked to
encourage independent television stations, and they have increas-

ingly done better and better and betteras Mr. Murdoch's purchase might suggest, doing very well indeed.

My memory of the revenues going into independents suggests
that independents are more dependent upon beer and wine ads

than are network affiliates; is that correct?
Mr. LAND. To a considerable degree, and here is why. You have,
first of all, about 130 stations coming on the air between 1979 and
the end of 1984. It takes many years, as you know, for one of these
stations to go into the black and earn some profits. Many of them
are now in highly competitive situations in large markets and have
entered into many small markets where heretofore we thought it
was impossible to enter.
So I can say, I think, with some security that for the most part,
they are either marginal or losing money at the present time, although I hope that picture will change. For many independents,
the sports service has always been and continues to be an important element, enabling them to provide the diversity of which you

speak because they have the time in prime time and daytime to

devote the 2- and 3-hour blocks to professional baseball, and so on,
on a daily basis.

It just so happens that because of the particular orientation
toward primarily the male adult of these programs, the largest

single sponsor category is beer. We are having a survey now completed which I hope to submit at a later date. It is not completed,
but the early findings show that 20 to 25 percent of the revenues of
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these programs come from beer advertising. In some cases we find
a startling figr fe, as high as 50 percent.

So you can see, at least in those casesand of course, they are
not universalbut in those cases the well-being of the station can
really be tied in with the retention of the advertising. The only
problem there is, I will admit and am glad to admit, that the public
health comes first.

Mr. WIRTH. The reason I bring that up is it seems to me that
there is another competing public policy goal that we also have to
be considering, and that is diversity in broadcasting.
Mr. LAND. I would hardly disagree with you.

Mr. WIRTH. This is another goal that may, in fact, be impinged

upon or threatened or whatever. Certainly, it is a variable that
ought to be considered in all of this debate.
Mr. LAND. Certainly.

Mr. WIRTH. And independents are more fragile economically.
They may be more dependent on beer advertising because they are
more dependent on sports offerings to get theniselves launched and
going. It would suggest that there are other kinds of thinking that
ought to go cn, perhaps, related to independents.
Mr. LAND. I would agree.

Mr. WIRTH. Do any of you have any comments you would like to
make in closing for the good of the order?
Ms. Kahn.

Ms. KAHN. If I might. I was pleased that everyone seems to
thinks these other questions that I have raised are important.
Where I find that we cannot quite bridge the gap at this table is

that those are the very kinds of questions that we would perceive
should be aired as part of the counter messages.
I do not believe it is true that most people, either adults or young
people, are aware of the impact on American family life that the
use and abuse of alcohol has, and when we talk about children who
are living at home with alcoholic parents or families that are into
the domestic relations courts, those are the kinds of things that we
think need to be shown in counter messages, and we do not see
those in the PSA's.

We see the PSA's directedand I'm glad to see them go in
that directionbut I would like to not see them stop there at

simply the connection between alcohol and driving. These other
areas are areas that also desperately call for the kinds of counter
messages done as well as many of the ones that we see today can
be done, and we would like to be a party to seeing those kinds of
messages reach families in this country.

Mr. WIRTH. I would bet that this message went out loud and

clear through Mr. Bell and Mr. Mann, and I would suspect there is
somebody here from the NAB who has been listening to that, and

Mr. Fritts will hear that plea, Ms. Kahn. I do not think there is
anybody here who will disagree with that. Getting from here to
there is the problem.
Mr. Mann, do you want to confirm that?
Mr. MANN. I don't have any problem with what Ms. Kahn said,

but I would want to make certain that before this meeting was
over, that I made the point of saying that all day long, we have
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been talking about television and not necessarily radio, and Dr.
Atkin's survey entirely leaves out radio.
Ms Kahn's remarks entirely discuss television, and although we
in radio feel very sensitive to the responsibilities, we also have concern about being put together because the two mediums have
really nothing to do with each other.
Mr. WIRTH. Do any others have final words you would like to end

with?
Mr. Drake, you are going to carry our message back to the Secre-

tary and the administration as well, right?
Thank you all very much for being here. We appreciate your patience and support.
[Whereupon, at 2:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned]
[The following statements were submitted for the record:]
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The

First Amendment was adaed to our Constitution to protect
1

free

the

marketplace

marketplace
spend

restriction

Any

ideas.

must meet severe constitutional tests.

on

that

So I want to

my allotted time today looking at those tests and how they

apply

to

commercial

Foundation
and

is

a

speech.

firms

now

Freedom

dedicated

the electronic media.

of

researcLing

time

doctrines

The

Expression

of

broad-based coalition of unions, corporations,

telecommunica.ions

deregulation
of

of

the

to

equitable

It has spent a good ,..,i1

the implications of removal of the content

imposed

statute

by

through

the

Federal

Communications Commission.
One

those

of

Doctrines

is

Subcommittee.

suggest

that

content

under

doctrines,

consideration

Before
members

such

a

use

the

for

so-called

exparded

use

Fairness
by

this

is implemented, I strongly

of this committee note that the rationale
2

for

the

imposition

of the Doctrine has been severely eroded
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More

important, had the Founders of this nation foreseen the

possibility
afforded

of electronic publication, they certainly would have
protection

it

along

with tne prirted press under the

3

First

Amendment.

Scarcity

of communication channels was not

4

an

for

issue

the

the Founders.

approximately

Surely, they would have protected

10,000

radio

stations

and

nearly

1,200

5

television

stations

in

existence toddy.

!hat's why it seems

unfair to single out broadcasters for advertising bans.
In

upheld

carried
of

against
denied

U.S.

cigarette

broadcasting

of

Appeals for the D.C. Circuit

advertising

time

to devote a significant

the

to

presentation of the case

cigarette smoking. Banznaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082, cert.
842

U.S.

3:..6

dispensed

with

(1968).

industries

advertising]

which

qualifies

Banzhaf

case

basically

by

might
as

opened

held

In the Banzhaf case, the court

the First Amendment arguments of the tobacco and

broadcasting

barely

Court

an FCC ruling that required radio and television stations

which
amount

the

.J.68,

that

arguing

that

conceivably be chilled by this ruling

constitutionally
a

if

"the speech [product

regulatory
an

protected

can

of

advertisement

worms
raised

speech."

because

The
it

an issue of

public importance, the Fairness Doctrine would be applied.

ice

Public

interest

FCC's

cigarette

Doctrine

should

groups

moved

precedent.

quickly to take advantage of
They argued that the Fairness

apply to all otner product advertisements ,ilacn
2
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raised

important

high

test

and

controversial issues, including those for
6

leaded

gasoline

7

snowmobiles

,

and

,

trash

8

compactors.

designed

group

One

volunteers

recruit

to

even

argued
for

that

advertisements

military service raised a

9

controversial issue.
In

1969, Congress passed the Public Health Cigarette Smoking
among

which,

Act

cigarettes
public

service

infmrma*.ion

from

radio

:.,n

the

thins,

other
and

prohibited the advertising of
With

television.

announcements

exception of the

that oroadcasters put on the air,

on both sides of the debate over smoking was removed
public

ad ertising

view.

Although the controversy over cigarette

subsided,

the

regulatory

situation

regarding

advertising in general remained uncertain and inconsistent.
"Issue"

advertisements

Ideas
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a

issue.
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and
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delineate
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Commission
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Mary corporations,
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sponsor both product and

Commission policy, however, is vague when
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public-at-large.
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a
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a
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have the courts clarified the delineation between .ssue and

product
'.led

advertising.

In

a recent case, a public Interest group

a complaint wnich alleged =net tne three television networks

:iolated

tne

"balance

the issue" raised in 60-second spot announcements for the

United
with

Way.
the

"works

Doctrine wnen

they re:ected a req.:est to

These announcements showed a football player visiting

United Way and ended with "thanks to you" the United Way

for

which

all of us."

the

that

Fairness

The complainant argued that tne manner in

United Way distributed its funds was controversial, and

the ads implicitly endorsed the proced_re.

Appeals

for

the

not

controversial,

the

broadcast

side

an

of

C.C.

that

The U.S. Court of

Circuit ruled that the United Way ads were
the

Fairness Doctrine applied only when

statement amounted to advocacy of a position on one
ongoing controversy, and that statement obviously and

substantially addresses the issue in a meaningful way.
To

avoid the time an

decision
accept

to

vital

a

snould

tneir

represen=s
a

have

The

rignt

to

American

public

participate

in

recognizes
the

that

free flow of

A recent poll indicated that 85% of the public thought that

corporations
present

The public is therefore denied access to valuable and

information.

corporations
ideas.

expense of defending before the FCC their

air issue advtrtisements, broadcasters often refuse to

them.

important

10

be

allowed

to

use television advertising to
11

views

on

con:roversaal Issues.

Corporate America
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policy.

To deny
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corporations,
out

on

tne

large and small, the right to use -alevision to speak.
vital

issues

of tne day is to deny all Americans tne

opportunity to sample an important source of information.
In

summary,

under current rules, businesses are allowed to

advertise

their

advocacy,

even in purchased advertising time, triggers the Fairness

Doctrine.

In 1974, the FCC refined this distinction.

these

and

pro,iucts

the

product's

-erits,

out

issue

It wrote that

rulings apply the fairness obligation to those advertisements

"which

are

devoted

in

an

obvious

and

meaningful

way

to

the

1.2

discussion of public issues."
Let's

take

Chairman
his

of

the

commercials;

engines;

which
not

but

he

if

in point.

Chrysler

Lee Iacocca,

the irrepressible

Corporation, can talk about his cars in

ha

can

he

wants to talk about mandatory seat belt laws,

talk

about the merits of tneir Japanese

favors, or air bags, which he opposes, most stations wil.

run

respond

case

a

his
to

commercials
Iacocca's

for fear of being asked for free time to

paid

advertisements.

And those complaints

nave required a full hearing by the FCC to reacn resolution.
Under
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Information.
is

the

giving
: ;ay,

of

should
lives

no

the

public

is

deprived of useful

In the case of Lee Iacocca's commercials, the public

deprived

there

circumstances,

13

of

information

be

would

help them decide whether

seat belt laws--laws which would undoubtedly save

many

little

that

of the victims to '.rich tnis committee will be
amount

of

attention. In tne case of the United.

station owners would re riglt to sny away from ads wnicn would
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Who

them

to

loses

from

in

the

be

hauled

before the FCC on a fairness complaint.

that case? isn't it the child that receives benefits

United

Way

program? Isn't it the handicapped person wno

receives rehabilitation treatment from a united Way program?
That's
supports

why

Freedom

t.:-.e

of

Expression

Foundation

repeal of the so-called Fairness Doctrine.

strtngly

And that's why

Senator

Proxmire, who had it codified in 1959, has changed his mind
14
and wants it removed from the books once and
for all.
He is not
15
alone; the effort is bipartisan.

Banning Beer and Wine Advertisments
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be restricted?

We believe such a ban would violate the

advertising
Constitution
to
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to
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public.
(1964),
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marketing
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advertising

comes
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deprive consumers of information important

choices.

Our nation has always been committed

that

more

information, not less, is available to the

New

York

Times

Supreme

Court

Company

reaffirmed

that we are a nation committed

public

on

issues

v.

this

Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254

proposition

when it

to "the principle that debate

should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open."To

take

advertising options away from consumers is patronizing at best
and unhealthy at -,,orst.
The Supreme Court said it best in 1976 in
Virginia State Boar:2 of ?har -acv
v. Vircinia Citizens Council
"iPleople will p.--.-ve their k7own
test interests if only tney are
:
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enough

informed,

and... the best means to tnat end is to open
16

channels cf con-unication rather than close them."
It

law

essential

is

this committee to carefully examine case

as it ;as developed on the issue of commercial speech.
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that was provided in commercial speech. Said the Court:
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v. Cnristensen, 316 U.S. 52, 54

v. Virginia, 421 U.S. 809 (1975), the Supreme Court

Court

information

Valentine

We have

the Supreme Court concluded that the First Amendment

simply did not apply
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for

his

interest
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most urgent political

debate." 425 U.S. at 763.

Finally, in Central Hudson Gas v. Public
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U.S.
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S.Ct.
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The
is

to excessive consumption of alcohol in this country

not to punish the innocent cons-mer wno uses advertising to help

him

make

rational

needs.

acout the marketplace and his health

Rather the solution to the problem is to punish or treat

those
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who

abuse alcohol with remedies t:-.at nave proven successful.
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producers.
d;.scourages

0
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The
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wn:.ch

code

of the
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overindulgence."
part

the

these

of

public

and

citizen

narmful,

by this hearing, but more important,

competition
Only

in

educate

enjoyable

provided,

or

tnan is government regulation of

tne open marketplace of ideas can the

nim

or

herself on 4nat is healthful, or

painful.

Once

tnat

education

has been

it .s up to the individual to make the rational choice in

free society.

unless

policing efforts show good faith on

affected

healthy

expression.

private

is

those

self

efforts are much more in the tradition of American individual

liberty

a

These

The government should not infringe upon that right

it has clear and ample evidence to prove that the individual

being

deceived,

or

by

his

choice,

endangers the freedom of

others.
It

is

Amendment
solve

the

clear
rights

of

means

cons

ers

otter

and

than

restricting

broadcasters

I

respectfully

suggest

the

First

are possible to

problem,of drunk driving and alcohol abuse.

alternatives,

Expression

that

Given those

on benalf of the Freedom of

Foundation that we emorace tnem wnile enhancing what the

Founders called the free marketplace of ideas.
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In Footnote 11 the Court stated:

The prevailing rationale for broadcast regulation
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of cahle and satellite television technology, communities
now have access to such a wide variety of stations that
the scarcity doctrine 11, obsolete.

See, eg., Fowler &

Brenner, A Mar%etola_e Aorrcach to Broadcast Peculatior,
60 Tex. L. Rev. 207, 221-27; ,1982).

We are not prepared

however, to reconsider our long-standing approach without some signal from Congress or the FCC that technological
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rules have Impeded, rather than furthered, First Amendment
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
wi CHURCH 09ESUS CHRIST "LATTER-DAY SAINTS

CONTACT: BEVERLY CAMPBELL
(202)662-7480

STATEMENT OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
BEFORE THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HAY 21, 1985

Many authorities, including the U.S. Public Health Servic:- and the
Secretary of Health and Human Services in their most recent reports to
the Congress have recognized that alcohol is the most widely used and
abused drug in America. It is ironic that there are restrictions on
advertising and marketing of most drugs but none to discourage
consumption of alcohol, where in excess of $1 billion is spent annually
on advertising heavily directed at youth.

Since alcohol and advertising industries have not been able to
institute adequate self-regulation, many citizens and organizations are
now proposing restrictions on alcohol advertising.
Our youth, America's greatest national asset, are the hope and future
of this great country. They deserve our best efforts to protect them
from drug abuse. Existing scientific evidence of the far-reaching
harmful effects of alcohol abuse requires that the public interest be
protected by measures to restrict the excessive advertising of this
tragically abused drug.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints joins with
others calling for a ban or stringent curtailment of alcohol
advertising on all media.

National Pass Building. Suits 995

14th and F Struts, N W

Washington. 0.0 20045

202 662-7460

Two Uncoln &mu Broadway at 65th Strut New York, NY 10023 212 5801919
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COMMENTS CONCERNING CHURCH STATEMENT TO
U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
ON ALCOHOL ADVERTISING

The decision of Church leaders to encourage congressional action to ban or
stringently control advertising of alcohol products, mirrors a growing
national concern for the dramatic increase in teenage alcohol consumption.
A recent Gallup poll reported this week that:
'A major social trend among teenagers in this country is
reflected in their increased consumption of alcohol. Three
years ago, 41% admitted taking an occasional drink of some
alcoholic beverage. Last year, according to a Gallup poll, 59%
of those aged 13-18 said they had used alcohol more than once,
and 17% admitted trying alcohol men. Only 23% said they never
touched the stuff, while is wouldn't comment.
"Drunk or drug-impaired driving is the chief cause of death
among Americans aged 15-24. Among teens who drive, 24% admitted
that they had driven a car after using drugs or drinking.
One
in three also admitted to having ridden with a drunk driver of
the same age.
As regards drug use, the Gallup survey revealed that 27% of all
American teenagers admitted using marijuana but that the
percentage zoomed sharply to 395 among those over 15.
In short,
substantial porticos of our teenage population can be classified
as users of marijuana and drinkers of alcoholic beverages.*

Prime Time Television is "saturated wi.h alcohol" but viewers rarely sce the
negative effects of alcohol abuse.
Drinking is overwhelmingly portrayed as
both socially desirable and relatively without negative consequences.
While national efforts to control drunk driving are conmendable, it seems
ironic that we place so little emphasis upon efforts to prevent the tragic
consequences that are inherent in the rising tide of youth who begin to drink
at an ever earlier age.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

The National Cable Television Association appreciates this opportunity

to provide the Subcommittee with its views on the role of advertising in
alcohol abuse.

NCTA is the principal trade association representing cable

operators in the United States.

Its members operate more than 2100 systems

nationwide, which serve more than 70% of the nation's 38 million cable
subscribers.

NCTA shares the concern of the Subcommittee over the problems associated

with alcoholism and alcohol aouse.

However, in the effort to remedy the

problem of alcohol abuse, sole have looked to the censorship of advertising
or regulation of programming.

He strongly disagree with these approaches.

The current debate in Congress centers around the charge that

advertising is a major contributor to alcohol abuse.

Some interest groups

opposed to this advertising have asked Congress for an outright ban of
broadcast and cable commercials for alcoholic beverages.

As an alternative,

these same groups have recommended that counter-advertising be required by

federal

Suppression or regulation of speech inherently is constitutionally
suspect.

The Supreme Court has =de it abundantly clear that commercial

speech, such as the beer and wine advertising in question, is fully
protected by the First Amendment.

Mr. Justice Blackmun has succinctly

described the state of constitutional law in this area:

599
"The Court recognizes that we have never held that commercial :.peach may

be suppressed in order to further the State's interest in discouraging
purchase:5 of the underlying product that i3 advertised.

Permissible

restraints on commercial speech have been limited to measures designed

to protect consumers frco fraudulent, misleading, or coercive sales
techniques.

Those designed to deprive consumers of information about

products or services net are legally offered for sale consistently have
been invalidated.".1/

Clearly, a ban on beer and wine commercials would be an unconstitutional

prior restraint on the protected speech of advertiser3.2/ Similarly, the
intrusions into the editorial decisions of broadcasters and cable operators
which would be forced by mandatory counter-advertising would abridge the
guarantees of the First Amendment.3,/

.1/

Central Hudson Gas v Public Service Commission of New York, 447 U.S.

558, 5714 (1980).

2/ See, !...,r example, Virginia state Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Council,

425 U.S. 749 (1976).

31 See, fc, example,

1.'..

I

I.

412 U.S. 94

tetun

( 197 3) .

,-

604
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Even if the proposed restrictions on alcoholic beverage advertising did
not founder on the shoals of the First Amendment, they should still be
rejected by the Subcommittee, for they suggest an unwise and unsound policy.

The proponents of the alcohol advertising restrictions have attempted to
ride the coattails of the cigarette advertising ban to justify the intrusion
they seek on protected speech.

Yet the situation with cigarettes was

completely different than that which confronts the alleged connection
between alcoholic beverage advertising and alcoholism, alcohol abuse, and
drunk driving.

In upholding the FCC's restrictions on cigarette commercials, the D.C.

Circuit Court of Appeals found those rules permissible primarily because of
the unique, intrinsic danger to public health posed by cigarettes:

"The danger cigarettes may pose to health is, among others, a danger to
life itself

.

.

.

.

(I)t is a danger inherent in the normal use of the

product, not one merely associated with its abuse or dependent upon
intervening fortuitou... events."V

V

Banzhaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082, 1097 (1968).

6 15
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The interest groups seeking restrictions on alcoholic beverage
advertising have failed to demonstrate any danger in normal use of ..lcohol

that is similar or even remotely comparable to the dangers recognized by the
Court in the normal use of cigarettes.

They have also failed to demonstrate

beyond mere allegation that there is a causal relationship between alcohol

advertising and alcohol abuse.V

The proponents of the restrictions focus attention on alcoholism,
alcohol abuse, and drunk driving

serious and emotionally-laden problems

we would all like to do something about.

Then they talk about advertising

of beer and wine, and ask the Subcommittee to suspend logic and accept their
intuitive perception that the former is caused by Lhe latter.

Sound public

policy simply cannot be justified by this kind of capricious reasoning.

5/ One apparent explanation for the failure of the interest groups proposing
advertising restrictions to present evidence to support their position is
that the :acts available tend to demonstrate that there is no connection
between alcohol advertising and alcohol abuse.

(See, for example,

recommendations of the staff of the Federal Trade Commission in Docket 20946, "Omnibus Petition For Regulation of Unfair and Deceptive Alcoholic
Beverage Advertising and Marketing Practices.")

-606
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One of the principal reasons for the adoption of the First Am( 1dment is

that restraint of speech must not be based cm a political decision or
majority vote.

If the Subcommittee were to accept the flimsy justifications

offered by those seeking restrictions on alcohol commercials, it well could
be faced with requests from other groups seeking similar restrictions on

advertising of legal -- but controversial -- goods and services ranging, for
example, Iran ads for proprietary drugs to ads for abortion services. I:. is
precisely to preclude submitting free speech to referenda that the

Supreme

Court already has drawn clear lines of protection around such ads.f1/
The cable industry shares the concern of this Subcommittee with the
problem of alcohol abuse.

We stand ready to work with the Subcommittee to

find a meaningful response to alcohol abuse. But as H.L Mneken said in

another context, "It is possible to be against trying a can of Dr. Quack's
cancer salve, and at the same time not be in favor of letting Uncle Julius

die." Ho credible case has been made that the elimination of beer and wine
advertising would result in any alteration in alcohol abuse. We further
note that the placing of restrictions on advertising or the requirement for
counter-advertising may reduce efforts which should be directed towards
curing and preventing alcoholism and alcohol abuse.
The House Committee on Energy and Commerce, through its Subcogr'_ttee on

Health and the Environment, has addressed the issue of alcoholism on a
number of occasions in recent years.

A consensus appears to have developed

that alcoholism is a disease that needs prevention and treatment.
Suppression of constitutionally protected speech is not a response to

the need for prevention or treatment, but is a sacrifice of liberty with
nothing to be gained.

fz/

See Virginia State Board of Pharmacy, id., and Jligalcirginja, 421

U.S. 809 (1975).
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MARYLAND-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-DELAWARE
BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
The

Maryland-District

Association,

Inc.

(MDCD),

of
by

Columbia-Delaware
its

counsel,

Broadcasters

hereby respectfully

submits for consideration by the Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and Finance, its Comments or the issue
of the broadcast of beer and wine advertisements.

MDCD is a trade association representing radio and televi-

sion stations throughout the states of Maryland, Delaware, the
District

of

Columbia

and

Northern Virginia.

Its

membership

ranges from the licensees of small radio stations in communities

such as Frostburg, Maryland and Bethany Beach, Delaware to the
owners of major television stations in Baltimore, Maryland and
Washington, D.C.

Whether small or large, radio or television,

however, the MDCD members stand united in their opposition to any
ban,

restriction,

or counteradvertising measure imposed on the

broadcast of beer and wine ads.

MDCD shares the concerns of this Subcommittee over the toll
exacted by alcohol abuse in our country.

We have all witnessed

the tragic statistics reflecting lives lost or disabled in automobile accidents involving drunk drivers.

We have also witnessed

the devastation of individuals and families that must daily cope
with the disease of alcoholism.

Indeed,

it is fair to say that

all of us have, at one time or another, been personally and dis-

turbingly affected by alcohol abuse,

be

workplaces, or on ou, nation's highways.

it

in our homes,

our

MDCD urges the distin-

guished Members of this Subcommittee to recognize, however, that
this national tragedy cannot be cured through Congressional mandate.
not

The answer to the pervasive problem of alcohol abuse does
lie

in

restrictive

legislation

affecting

the

responsible

604
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broadcast of commercial advertising.

The proponents of legislation that would ban broadcast of

beer and wine advertising, or as

a

"compromise"

alternative,

mandate 'equal time" for counterachertising, assume a causal link

between advertising and abuse.

A preponderance of the evidence

demonstrates, however, that responsible advertising does not enIndeed,

courage the misuse of alcohol.

following a recent and

the Federal Trade Commission

exhaustive review of this issue,

found "no reliable basis on which to conclude that alcohol adver-

tising significantly affects alcohol abuse.' 1/

The same study

revealed that on the spectrum of factors that influence alcohol
consumption (as opposed to abuse), mass media exposure was con-

sidered to be among the weakest or non-existent of influences.

The MDCD membership has,

moreover,

consistently endeavored

to

ensure that the beer and wine advertising broadcast over their
stations is appropriate, responsible and not deceptive.

Indivi-

dual stations scrutinize the advertisements to ensure that they
are in good taste.

Those member stations that are network af-

filiates further benefit from the extensive and careful screening of advertisements for appropriateness by the networks' commercial standards departments.

Since credible evidence does not

show any causal link between responsible beer and wine
tising

and

alcohol

abuse,

c.ad

as

the

MDCD

membership,

adverlike

See Recommendations of the Staff of the Federal Trade
1/
Commission in Docket 209-46, the Omnibus Petition for Regulation
of Unfair and Deceptive Alcohol Beverage Advertising and Marketing practices,' p. 2.
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other broadcast groups, continues to ensure the appropriateness
of such advertising, MDCD urges the members of this Subcommittee
to find that there is no justification for legislative imposition
of a ban or counteradvertising measure on beer and wine ads.

MDCD would further direct this Subcommittee's attention to
the experience of broadcasters, the Federal Communications Commission and the Courts in the cigarette advertising controversy
of the late 1960's and early 1970's.

In an unprecedented 1967

decision, the FCC held that the Fairness Doctrine, which requires
that broadcasters ensure that the public will be informed of com-

peting viewpoints, was applicable to cigarette advertisements. 2/

The Commission found that these commercials raised a "controver-

sial issue," triggering the Fairness Doctrine, but stated that
"cigarette advertising presents a unique situation" in which the

product promoted
amount. 3/

is

inherently dangerous when consumed

in any

The courts rejected this limitation on the applica-

bility of the Fairness Doctrine to ads as artificial, however,
and the FCC was thereafter bombarded with requests, from all manner of advocacy groups, for counteradvertising. 4/

associations demanded presentation of

waste

For example,

recycling

ads

to

counter trash compactor commercials, environmental conservation
ads

to

counter

car,

gasoline

and

detergent

promotions,

2/
Television Station WCBS-TV, 8 FCC 2d 381
and reconsideration denied, 9 FCC 2d 921 (1967).

(1967); stay

3/

Id. at 943.

4/

Banzhaf v. FCC, 404 F.2d 1082 (D.C. Cir., 1968).

610
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anti-Vietnam War announcements to counter Armed Services recruitment ads. 5/

Realizing it 11..d opened a veritable "Pandora's Box"

with its 1967 decision, the Commission reversed itself in 1974,
stating: "we believe that standard product commercials, such as

the old cigarette ads, make no meaningful contribution toward
informing the public on any side of any issue." 6/

that the obligation of

a

licensee

It concluded

to address issues,

such as

health and smoking, arises from "public interest responsibilities, and should not grow out of a tortured or distorted applica-

tion of fairness doctrine principles to announcements in which
public issues are not discussed."

Some ten years later, this reasoning is still sound.

Stan-

dard beer and wine commercials do not inform viewers, one way or
the other, on an issue of public importance.

Current efforts to

legislatively mandate counteradvertising to such ads thus fly in
the face of the Commission's well-reasoned 1974 decision to leave

to the discretion of the broadcast licensee selection and airing
of public service announcements.

Should Congress not heed the

Commission's example, it will soon find itself inundated with de-

mands for legislatively mandated counterads to almost every product that is the subject of commercial advertisements.

5/
John S. McGinnis (Citizens Arise Now), FCC 8330-N
(1971); FCC Ruling on WCHS-TV, WAHC-TV and WNHC-TV, June 18,
1971.
See also Peter C. Herbst, FCC 8330-0, March 16, 1971, and

Fran Lee, FCC 8427-C, September 17, 1972.
6/ Fairness Doctrine and Public Interest Standards, 48 FCC
26 5 719717,-ailld sub nom, NCCH v. FCC, 567 F.2d 1095 (D.C. Cir.
1977), cert. denied, 436 U.S. 926 (1978).
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MDCD would also urge

the

Subcommittee

to

recognize

that

broadcasters have long acknowledged and acted upon their public

interest obligation to address

the dangers of

alcohol

abuse.

Most recently, the MDCD membership has been participating in the
NAB-sponsored effort "Drunk Driving: Operat'on Prom/Graduation."
program,

This

consisting

of

public

announcements

service

ami

promotional materials targeted to high school students and their
parents,

advises

of

the

dangers

alcohol-impaired

of

during the celebratory prom and graduation season.
continues
(MADD)

to

participate

with

Mothers

in public awareness campaigns.

ted herewith as Attachment A.

Against

driving

MDCD also

Drurf.

Driving

See MDCD Brochure submit-

The public service efforts of MDCD

on this score were recently cited by the Honorable Michael N.
Castle, Governor cf Delaware, who praised MDCD for contributing
to safer state highways during the 1984 Holiday season.

Washing-

ton area MDCD members also annually participate in the Washington
Regional

Alcohol

Program

"designated driver"

and

(WRAP),

sponsors

"dial-a-ride"

of

the

successful

programs during

Holiday

seasons.
In

fulfilling

their

responsibilities

as public

trustees,

broadcasters have sponsored public service announcements and par-

ticipated in community public awareness efforts that address the
problem of alchol abuse.

Unlike cigarette smoking, alcohol con-

sumption is not inherently dangerous and

the broadcast efforts

have thus been geared towards educating the public about respons-

ible and appropriate use of alcohol.

The beer and wine adver-

612
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tisements similarly do not encok-age overconsumption or condone
misuse, but depict the products' uze in a reasonable and responsible fashion.

To restrict or ban such advertisements thus would

be detrimental to public education about responsible alcohol use

and would once again surround the issue of alcohol-related problems with a disturbing and unhealthy silence.

The alternative

of mandated counteradvertisements would replace licensee discretion in fulfilling public service responsibilities with an unwar-

ranted and unworkable Congressional mandate.
any

link between responsible beer

In the absence of

and wine advertisements and

alcohol abuse, there is no justification for legislative adoption
of these measures.

MARYLAND-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-DELAWARE
BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
By

Alfred C. Cordon
By

7"--*
Dennis J. Kelly

By

IIattic

eutet._

kiQ

Marie Riordan K plan
Its Counsel
CORDON 6 KELLY
Second Floor
1920 N Street, NW
Washington, DC
20036

June 4, 1985
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TESTIMONY
of

Jay H. Feaster, Special Assistant to
The General Counsel
The American Legal Foundation
I.

INTRODUCTION

My name is Jay H. Feaster and I am Special Assistant to the
General Counsel of the "mc.rican Legal Foundation ("ALF" or
"Foundation").

At this time, I would like to thank Congressman

Wirth and the membe.s of this Subcommittee for inviting ALF to
present written testl,Aony for the record on the important topic.

of "Beer and Wine Advertising:

The Impact of the Electronic

Media."

The topic at hand has been a hotly-debated one, sparking
studies on both sides of the issue.

However, the results of

these studies have been inconclusive as to whether a causal
link can be established between media advertising and the use
and abuse of alcohol.
lar expertise in

1/

As a law center, ALF has no particu-

his area and therefore will not comment on

whether such a causal link, if any, exists.
ALF foes have expertise in issues concerning the proper
application of the Fair .ess Doctrine, and it is in this regard

that ALF offers the following testimony.

The Foundation firmly

1/ ALF draws the Subcommittee's attention to recent Senate hearings conducted by the Senate subcommittee on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse, as well as the recent FTC decision to dismiss a petition .. SMART (Stop Marketing Alcohol on Radio and Television), which called for a ban on alcohol advertising or, in
the alternative, to mandate counteradvertising, as evidence
that empirical studies have led to inconclusive results.
(Subcommittee Hearin,: held February, 196a. FTC deciclun
announced Aril 15, 1985. See, Broadcasting Magazine,
April 22, 1985, pp. 102-03.)
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believes that an extension of the Fairness Doctrine to cover
the commercial advertising of alcohol is both dangerous and
unwise, and would directly contravene the intentions of the
Federal Communications Commission ("FCC" or "Commission") in
applying the rule.

ALF urges that the Subcommittee resist

pressures to force broadcast licensees to ban the advertising
of alcohol on television by applying the Fairness Doctrine to
such advertising.

II.

INTERESTS OF THE AMERICAN LEGAL FOUNDATION

The American Legal Foundation is a national non-profit
public interest law center that engages in litigation and the
administrative process in media related matters affecting the
broad public interest.

ALF represents the viewing interests of

approximately 40,000 supporters nationwide.

ALF devotes all of its resources to cases and issues
relating to the media.

It is dedicated to ensuring that the

media act in a fair and responsible manner in reporting the
news to the public.

In order to achieve its goals, the Foundation has appeared
before a wide variety of forums, both legal and non-legal.

Through these and many other legal and administrative proceedings, as well as through public appearances, scholarly writing,

and debates, ALF has continued to meet its commitment to serve
the public interest.

It is in furtherance of that commitment

that ALF offers the following testimony.

-3-
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III.

COMMENTS OF THE AMERICAN LEGAL FOUNDATION

In addressing whether the Fairness Doctrine should be

applied to the commercial advertising of alcohol, it is
important to remember what the Doctrine does.

The Doctrine

requires broadcasters to provide a reasonable opportunity for
the discussion of con.:.icting points of view on controversial
issues of public importance.

The goal of the Doctrine is to

preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth
will ultimately prevail.

Red Lion Broadcasting Co., Inc. v.

FCC, 395 U.S. 367 (1969).

ALF believes that pure commercial advertising, minus a
"meaningful statement which obviously addresses ,..r advocates a

point of view on a controversial issue of public importance,"
is not the type of ..,roadcasting speech designed to be regulated

by the Doctrine.

The FCC adopted that exact standard in its

Fairness Report, 48 FCC 2d 1, 23 (1974), and noted that "if the
ad bears only a tenuous relationship to the debate, or one drawn
by unnecessary inference, the Doctrine would clearly not be
applicable."

Id., at 24.

As defined by the FCC, it is obvious that the Fairness
Doctrine was not intended to, and should not now, apply to
commercial advertisements for alcohol.

The issue in question

in ads for a particular brand of beer or wine is just that:

an

advertisement for a certain brand name, and not a statement by
the brewing industry advocating alcohol abuse.

Advertisements

for beer and wine are not in any way meaningful or substantive

-4-
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statements on a controversial issue of public importance.

To

decide otherwise, and say that an ad for "Brand X or Y" is
actually a statement on a controversial public issue, is to
subvert the original purpose of the Doctrine and cloud the
actual issue.

The FCC, by its own admission, made just such a mistake with
regard to the decision to apply the Doctrine to the old cigarette ads.

See, Banzhaf v. FCC, 465 F.2d 1082 D.C. Cir. (1968).

According to the Commission, the issue became the desirability
of smoking, and not the content, purpose and function of the ads
themselves.

Fairness Report at 24.

The fact that there was a

controversial issue underlying or surrounding the entice industry was enough to trigger application of the Doctrine.

The Commission has gone out of its way since that time to
note what an erroneous and unwarranted decision it had made.
"A mechanical approach...was a substantial departure from the

Doctrine's central purpose, which is to facilitate the development of an informed public.

Standard product commercials, such

as the old cigarette ads, make no meaningful contribution toward
informing the public on any side of the issue."

Id. (emphasis

added).

If this Subcommittee decides to apply the Fairness Doctrine
to standard commercial advertising, such as beer and wine ads,
there is no logical and meaningful place to draw a line.

All

commercial advertising will be drawn into the Doctrine's web.
For example, in light of protest movements calling for

disinvestment of U.S. companies in South Africa, the Doctrine

-5-
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would have to be applied to any and all commercial product
advertisements made by such companies, or to travel advertisements to South Africa.

Time would have to be allotted for "the

other side" to point out why the American people should not
support companies doing business in/with South Africa.

Application of the Doctrine to beer and wine ads would also
lead to its application in situations involving commercials for
bread, cereal and other wheat products.

Surely the issue of a

grain embargo with the Soviet Union is important and
controversial.

Ads which advocate the sale of wheat products

would be viewed as making a "statement" about such embargos,
and the other side would have to respond.

Before these possible applications of the Doctrine are
dismissed as too unrealistic, the Subcommittee should review
the case of Friends of the Earth v. FCC, 449 F.2d 1164 (1971).

In that case, which followed immediately after the FCC decided
to apply the Doctrine to cigarette commercials, a scenario
similar to those just posited was raised.

The U.S. Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia noted that once the
Doctrine had been applied to the cigarette ads, the Court had
no choice but to extend the application to other similar situations.

Id.

When television stations began broadcasting adver-

tisements stressing the value of large automobile engines and
high-test gasoline, the Friends of the Earth filed a petition
requiring the FCC to apply the Fairness Doctrine to such commercials.

The court held that such an application of the

Doctrine was correct in light of the cigarette case ruling.

-6-
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Reasonable time had to be provided by the broadcast licensees
for messages pointing to a relationship between automobiles and
air polution.

It must be noted however, that the ads in ques-

tion were for specific brand name automobile, such as the Ford
Mustang and Chevrolet Impala, and not for larger engines or
high-test gasoline generally.

The FCC realized the dangers involved in haphazardly
extending the scope of the Doctrine beyond its intended reach.
Thus, in the 1974 Fairness Report, the Commission noted that
extension of the Doctrine had placed broadcasters and the FCC
in the undesirable position of attempting to "balance two sets
of commercials which contribute nothing to public understanding
of the underlying issues."

Fairness Report at 26.

It was this

recognition of a serious problem which prompted the Commission
to say that, "...absent some meaningful or substantive discussion...the usual product commercial cannot realistically be
said to inform the public on an
of public importance."

Id.

side of a controversial issue

Application of the Fairness

Doctrine to beer and wine commercials would place the FCC and
broadcasters squarely in a position they do not need or want to
be in.

Further, it would put them both in a position from which

the FCC has worked diligently to extricate them.

ALF does not believe that this Subcommittee could intend to
repeat the failures of the past by applying the Fairness
Doctrine to beer and wine advertisements.

if such a course of

action is taken, the mythical Pandora's box will be a reality
for broadcasters, the FCC and the public.

-7-
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application of the Doctrine to cover such a situation as the
one presented here could actually harm the public interest.

Finally, ALF notes that the FCC is not the only organ of
government to realize the fact that standard product advertisements should not be covered by the Doctrine.

In deciding the

Banzhaf case mentioned earlier, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit noted:

Promoting the sale of a product is not ordinarily
associated with any of the First Amendment.
As a rule
it does not affect the political process, does not
contribute to the exchange of ideas, does not provide
information on matters of public imnportance and is
not... a form of self-expression.... Accordingly,
even if...such commercials are protected speech, we
think they are at best a negligible part of any
exposition of ideas, and are...of slight social value
as a step to truth....
Banzhaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082, 1101-02, D.C. Cir.

(1968) quoting

Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942).
The evidence clearly indicates that product adiertising,
such as commercials for particular brands of beer and wine, are

not statements of any kind about important, controversial issues.

Beer and wine ads sell a product.

They do not make a

statement which should be brought under the guise of the Fairness Doctrine.

To decide otherwise involves overhauling the

purpose of the Fairness Doctrine, stretching its applicability
to an absurdity, and trivializing those genuine controversial
issues of importance where the Doctrine is properly invoked.

-8-
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CONCLUSION

IV.

ALF is one of many conservative organizations in support of
the Fairness Doctrine as it presently exists.

See, In the

Matter of Inquiry into Section 73.1910 of the Commission's
Rules and Regulations Concerning the General Fairness Doctrine
Obligations of Broadcast Licensees, Gen. Docket No. 84-282,
September 6, 1984.

However, ALF cannot in any way advocate an

extension of the Doctrine to cover the commercial advertising
Such an extension is a dangerous

of beer and wine products.

course, and a course which the FCC, the group with the most
hands-on experience with the Doctrine, once embraced but has
since rejected outright.

This Subcommittee must learn from the

mistakes of the past rather than repeat them here.

ALF believes that the Fairness Doctrine should be applied
to commercial advertising only when such ads make or present
some meaningful and substantive statement, or address and
advocate a point of view on a controversial issue of public
importance.

Beer and wine advertisements, as they presently

exist, do none of the above.

There is no need for the Fairness

Doctrine to make them into something they are not.

Respectfully submitted,

ast r
Ja H.
Sp
ssistant to the
Ge er 1 Counsel

American Legal Foundation
1705 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 857-0240
May 21, 1985
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF
ALAN G. EASTON
VICE PRESIDENT, CORPORATE AFFAIRS
MILLER BREWING COMPANY

I would like to thank the members of the House Subcommittee
on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and Finance for the
invitation to provide testimony for the record on the subject:
"Beer and Wine Advertising:

The Impact of the Electronic Media.

The underlying issue is clearly one of great social and
economic significance.

Alcohol abuse in its many manifestations,

specifically including underage consumption, is an extremely
serious problem deserving of the most careful analysis by the
Subcommittee, Congress as a whole, the pertinent regulatory
agencies and, in fact, our society at large.
The challenge facing the Subcommittee is that the issues
involved are, at the same time, both simple and complex.

The net

effect of abusive consumption of alcohol on society is simple and
devastating.

It is abundantly seen and readily quantified.

In

sharp contrast, the causes are highly complex, often judgmentally

assessed, and multifaceted.
For precisely this reason, it needs to be recognized that
the relatively simple task of identifying the socioeconomic
effects of the problem does NOT translate to a rationale for
simplistic solutions.

Equally important, the emotional public

reactions quite properly evoked by the devastating effect of
abusive consumption of alcohol do NOT provide a justification for
either deliberations or actions based on emotional assertions
rather than facts.

624
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What are the facts?

There are several specifically

pertinent to the subject before the Subcommittee.
First and foremost, abusive consumption is an extremely
serious problem and must be treated as such.

There can be no

tolerance for ulterior motives and hidden agenda among those
striving to influence the debate.
Second, alcohol abuse is a long-standing problem faced by
virtually all Western cultures for many centuries.

It existed as

a major social concern long before broadcast or any form of
advertising became prevalent.

It is a centuries-old problem

despite the relatively recent discovery of it by certain social
engineers and moral entrepreneurs.

Throughout' those centuries,

the single lesson learned is that controls on the product and/or
its presentation and availability do not work.

The American

public recognizes this and, in fact, broadly identifies the
productive approach.

In the 1984 Gallop Attitudinal Survey,

almost 80 percent of a large representative sample of adult
Americans agreed that

an alcohol education program is the most

effective way to combat alcohol abuse.'

The AFL-CIO, in a policy

statement from its Executive Council, opposes bans or mandatory
counter advertising and instead "advocates programs to increase
public understanding of the real causes of alcohol abuse..."
And, a host of highly qualified experts in the field of alcohol
abuse treatment reject the concept of controls (including an
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advertising ban or mandatory counter-advertising) and instead
support an educational approach as the only viable long-term
solution.

Third, the vast majority of Americans who consume alcohol do
so responsibly and in moderation.

Thus, the core concern is not

Consumption per se but abusive consumption.

There are those,

however, who suggest that there is a correlation: that if total
consumption is forcibly reduced through governmental
intervention, abusive consumption will somehow follow.

Belt in

the real world, the reduction would occur among those who are
already 'consuming responsibly and moderately while those who

exhibit the flaw of abusive consumption will continue to do so.
Fourth, beer and wine advertising is designed to este,lish
and reinforce brand preferences among consumers who elect to
drink.

This is documented by the real world experience of

recent sears.

At a time when beer and wine advertising

expenditures have increased significantly, both total and per
capita consumption has declined.
Fifth, there is no scientific evidence which supports the
assertion of a causal relationship between beer and wine
adve-tising and abusive (including underage) consumption.

To the

contrary, there is a massive body of scientific evidence
indicating that advertising specifically is not a significant
causative factor.

4 ,
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This fifth critical fact deserves elaboration.

The existing

body of research on the relationship between bear and wine
advertising and either absolute consumption or abusive
consumption is extensive and has been compiled by social and
other researchers with eminent qualifications.

With the single

exception of the Atkin and Block study (relied upon heavily in
the pleadings from the Center for Science in the Public
Interest), the conclusion of this research is that there is an
absence of a meaningful causative link. As to the Atkin and Block
study, no less than the Federal Trade Commission has concluded

that: There are serious flaws in the Atkin and Block study that
render it entirely inconclusive...*

In fact, during the course of the past year, the staff of
the Federal Trade Commission made extensive analysis of the whole
range of literature surrounding this public policy debate,
specifically including that cited by the Center for Science in
the Public Interest in support of its 1983 petition seeking an
advertising ban and/or mandatory counter-advertising.

Having

done so, the FTC found '...no reliable basis to conclude that
alcohol advertising significantly affects consumption let alone
abuse."

Still, the leading advocate of an advertising ban and/or
mandatory counter-advertising -- the Center for Science in the
Public Interest -- dismisses a substantial amount of the
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scientific research on the basis that it was funded, at least in
part, by alcohol industry interests.

it is ironic that a

self-proclaimed 'Center for Science" rejects the eminent
qualifications and both the ethical and academic independence of
such as the American Council on Science and Health, Duke
University, the University of Colorado at Boulder, the Social
Sciences Institute at Washington University-St. Louis, Johns
Hopkins University Medical School, the Kaiser-Permanente
Foundation and a litany of others solely on the basis of funding
szurces.

This is especially so when one recognizes that CSPI has

yet to spend one penny to fund research; perhaps suggesting that
it is consciously avoiding the likelihood that research it might
fund would produce precisely the same conclusions.

In this

connection, it is interesting to note that CSPI originally
endorsed and participated in the formation of the National
Partnership, a comprehensive effort to attack the problem of
alcohol and drug abuse developing under the auspices of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the U.S.
Department of Justice, but later dismissed this effort as 'a
diversion."

Nonetheless, there seem to be certain social researchers in
whom the CSPI places stock.

One, in particular, is Dr. L.D.

Johnston of the University of Michigan who testified in support
of CSPI before the February 7, 1985, hearings held by the Senate
Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse chaired by Senator

628
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Hawkins.

Dr. Johnston's testimon:: focused particularly on the

issue of underage consumption, and certain of his findings are
especially pertinent to the question of causal relationship.
Dr. Johnston has, over a period of years, researched the
experience with alcohol of high school seniors.

The base numbers

involved are unacceptably high; there is a serious problem of
underage consumption.

However, in the five years of 1980-1984,

Dr. Johnston's own data showed:

- the use of any alcohol ih the preceding 12 months
was down 2.2 percent;

- the use of any alcohol in the preceding 30 days was down
6.7 percent;

- the daily use of any alcohol was down 20 percent;
- the consumption of five or more drinks in a row in the
preceding two weeks was down 6 percent;

- the percentage of high school seniors disapproving of
trying one or two drinks at all was up 8.8 percent;
- the percentage of those disapproving of one or two drinks
on a daily basis was up 5.7 percent;

- the percentage of seniors reporting that they associated
with peers who did not drink at all was up 13.2 percent.
Again, the base numbers are unacceptably high, but it must
be asked how these positive trends can be occurring during a
period of rapidly increasing beer anti wine advertising if, in

'629
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fact, there is a causal relationship.

The simple conclusion must

be that the alleged causal relationship does not exist.
Failing to demonstrate a causal relationship between
advertising and abuse as justification for an advertising ban,
events since the February 7, 1985, Senate Subcommittee hearing
indicate that the emphasis of the social engineers now is
shifting to proposals for so-ralled counter-advertising on radio
and television; in short, applying the Fairness Doctrine to beer
and wine advertising.

In examining this new emphasis, it must be

asked -- in the absence of a causal relationship between
advertising and consumption per se or abusive consumption -- what
is being countered?
Counter-advertising, as in the case of an ootrigilt

prohibition of alcohol beverage advertising, represents an
attempt to impose harsh punishment on the basis of allegations

that smply cannot be supported by evidence. The hidden agenda of
such p,.uposals is obvious:

to make broadcast advertising '..or

beer and wine so 'xpensive to both advertisers and broadcasters
as to force a substantial portion of the commercials off the air.
The proposal represents an insidious, back door version of a
ban.

It constitutes an unwarranted form of censorship.
Beer and wine are entirely legal Lroducts, but fall within a

special category of produ,.s which have the potential for being
abusively consumed. A long list of products from automobiles to

630
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aspirin to kitchen knives also fall in this category.

In

considering the proposals of so-called counter-advertising for
beer and wine, we must be prepared to also deal with "Big
Brother" opening "Pandora's Box.'

Will "public interest' zealots

move to require that grocery store ads for red meat, dairy
products, eggs, salt and sugar be followed by counter ads
featuring people denouncing those products for their potential
ill effect if consumed excessively or abusively?

Will automobile

and tire ads that feature high performance be followed by counter
ads?

What about aspirin, over-the-counter sleep and diet aids,

sporting goods, power tools and so on?
The reality is that there already exists a massive flow of
information to the public at large upon which it may base
judgment about alcohol beverages,

There is an absolute

bombardment of news coverage from all of the media, talk shows on
radio and television, lengthy documentaries and feature stories,
public service announcements, special programs for organizations,
government-supported educational initiatives, state and local
citizen council activity and so on.

In reality, the Center for

Science in the Public Interest and other activists owe their
celebrity status to the media, particularly television.

It is

significant that alcohol beverage critics loudly excercise their
First Amendment right to free speech out want to curtail so;:eone
else's.
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A massive educational effort already exists.

Miller Brewing

Company, along with others in the industry, conduct national
education programs to warn people of the dangers associated with
abusive consumption.

We contribute large sums of money to

organizations that research problems relal-1 to alcohcl, others
that treat alcoholics and still others that educate the public.
Miller and others are quick to cooperate in initiatives such as
the National Partnership.

Miller and others in the industry are committed to
constructive solutions to alcohol abuse.

There is ample evidence

that these combined constructive solutions are working.
Society's non-acceptance of drunkenness has increased sharply.
The drunk at a party is no longer funny and there is public
condemnation of drunk driving and other abusive behavior.
Americans are at long last reaching a mature consensus on the
individual's responsibility when choosing to drink or not to
drink alcohol beverages.

Still, the Center for Science in the Public Interest and
others are trying to convince Congress and the American public
that there is an alcohol beverage-caused crisis in America.

But,

as Professor Dwight Heath at Brown University said in a February
25, 1985, Wall Street Journal article, '...the data point in lust
the opposite direction.'

Dr. Heath goes on to say: 'Clearly

there are sociological and psychological factors involved in the
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new temperance movement that do not respond to cold scientific

facts."
The zealotry involved is dramatically evidenced in the
statement of one advertising ban proponent.

Admitting that

advertising plays a 'relatively minor" role in influencing young
people as to alcohol consumption, and acknowledging that parental
role models and peer pressure are the principal influences,
Michigan State University Professor Charles Atkin said
nonetheless:

"It's easier to regulate advertising than parents

and peers."

It other words, the plea is to do what's easy rather than
what's right and constructive.
Seen in the light of reality and reason, proposals by CSPI
and its allies are ludicrous.

At Miller, we pledge our efforts

to work with others to reduce alcohol abuse and urge the
rejection of counter-advertising or any other form of censorship.
Thank you for considering my comments.

*Complete text in Representative Silvio Conte's Insert into the
March 7, 1985 Congressional Record--attached.
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In direct proportion to per-tspita consume'
Don of alcohol There is a strong ' common
sense' appeal to such a view. and Its enun
elation by a Trench atatlatician In the 150a

is often cited In the scientific literature.
even though In the ensuing Years It has
been discredited by numerous sell does
stunted exceptions.
gratcTra awl saws

Mr. CONTE Mr. Speaker, in recent
The emotional a.peal is more direct. often
months there has been much discus
sion of the question of whether beer focusing on the death and suffering of chit
and wine advertising in the broadcast dren Involved in traffic accidents the pay
chic
pain of aclient SIMI,. or abused
media should be restricted or men spouses.
airnilu damages that are at
banned. A recent article In the Wall tributed toand
alcohol. Interest croups have
Street Journal discussed this issue. proliferated, and they have demonstrated
along with others relating to the ques- how rapidly some changes can be made.
tion of factors influencing alcohol use Their political Impact was clearly demon
and abuse As the article points OUL st,sted In the med.a hype that accorumnied

"It is a truism that the root of moat

awning of an amendment to the Surface

totalled 'alcohol problems' Iles in indi- Transportation Assistance Act, shish sill

deny federal construction funds to any
vidual drifters and not in the bever- soon
that has not raised the minimum legal
age " The article also raises questions, state
sac f r purchosing alcohol to 21 This oc
based upon the experience of other cur.-4 within a tea days after President

countries L-1 trying to control alcohol
consumption. of the usefulness of re-

stricting adtertIsers' free speech as
long u they do not misrepreser.t their
products.

I commend this article to MY col

leagues attention as a useful addition
to the debate on alcohol-related issues.

The article follows
/From the it ail Street Journal Fib 25
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In Duns Non- Donninm
(By Dwight P Heath)
More than 50 years after the repeal of
Prohibition there is a strong and trotting
movement for Incrust:1s control, over the
distribution and consumption of alcoholic
beverases. In the U.S u well u much of the
rest of the world. Rejecting the Neo.Prohl
Intionlat label that is used by gone detest

ton spokesmen have recent], bey= to
refer to a New Temperance Movement
Unlike 110el of the temperance movements

of the put century shiers were motivated
by strong religious convictions, the new

movement expresses concern about costs to
national health. social *Ware and the econ

rim) This is en Interesting social p tome
non In the U.S. ',huh rightly or wrongly
has generally been viewed as a bastion of In

Undual freedom sometimes to the point of
over permissiveness and self Indulgence

A loose coalition without an overarching
organization this movement has son both
popular support and legislative changes in
recent years using a combination of Intel
!tenni and emotional appeals. depending on

Reagan. oho champions minimal resale

thin had cooed to oppose It
Other accomplishments of the movement

tion has actually been diminithIng since

IPSO When dealing with social customs, ft
helps to set them Ina historical perspective

With that viewpoint, one must wonder
about this eountrra first $0 rears In coin
mutton with the put 50 years. Between
130 and 1140. the average adult consumed
nearly three times as much alcohol as be.
tscen 130 and 1580. as the acsoropenilng
graphs show

While no one should doubt that there

were broken families, accitknts, damaged
fliers, lost Soto and other alcohol related
problems In those Mb' years of our repots
lie. they seem to have been far lees Pun,
lent than In recent history. In &simile: vein
although the number of traffic fatalitlea

far higher than It should be, the rate of

such deathswhether In relation CO number

of miles driven. 'Unties registered or driv
era licensedhas declined .tell431), since
such records were first compiled more than
50 sears ago There is a special Irons to the

fact that the campaign against drunk drie

are the incrussinglY stringent state 1.-s .vg h., become .ncasineb to( lenses
satirist driving while intoxicated 1DWII At during the past few mars, when traffic fa

teat

states now Impose Jell sentences for

(skittles have been dropping Clearly there

chologicat factors in
a first offense and full), 41 for a second. are sociological and
Navy fines, license suspension and other voiced in the New Temperance Movement

Judicial penalties are often underscored by that do not respond to cold scientific facts.
It Is a truism that the root of most soinformal social sanctions such as having
cent ittions prominently reported In newsPa tailed alcohol problems lies In individual
pers Both police and civil libertarians are drinkers and not In the beverage Most Os
anablvelent about frequent cells for Udder tematic surveys agree in that nearly two
enforcement of DWI last Increasing spot thirds of adult Americana drink and that
only about 101. of drinkers suffer In any re
cheeks at roadblocks. etc.
Musachusetts has banned happy hours.' meet from drinking
ladles nights' and other promotional die
It is almost se If People were shifting the
counts that had become customary at many blame when they Insist that beers and wines
public drinking establishments, and other are too dangerous to be advertised on radio
considering
restrictions or tele.laion Distilled beverages never hay*
stj'I'eilu'illi7on shop lass are being enforced been so advertised. thanks to a voluntary
and new ones enteted, to penalize bartend agreement among the producers and Inc
en, restaurateurs and others for negligence porters I Rich advertisers make an easy
In sen Ina drinks that result in a customer
target and it mar be comfortable to blame
diminished capacity and damage CO others
hidden persuaders for enticing a child
A few Juries have recently held a host re chose parents have net taught him about
apornible for demages caused by a friend
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David Cleary
RR 2 Box 80
Tavares, Ronda 32778

May 17, 1985

Tstimony prepared for delivery to the May 21 hearing
of the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications,
Consumer Protection, and Finance.

My purpose here is to register five basic points about alcohol
advertising and packaging, with special emphasis on its impact
on young people.

Point #1:

Current r,omotion of all leading beverage alcohol products
is UNTRUTHFUL and DECEPTIVE, because it suggests that the
product can be used in a carefree way with no constraints,
and there are no warnings -- in the advertising or the
packaging -- of any dangers of misuse.

Beverage alcohol is a drug with at least four serious health hazards:
-

Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol

is addictive.
should never be mixed with other drugs.
can be harmful to people with diabetes and heart problems.
can cause birth defects when used by pregnant women.

The most logical place for essential detail about these hazards Is
on the container.
A container is a medium of communication. The user
of a product is more likely to see information on the container than
in any other medium.
In addition to container (label) warnings, alcohol advertising should
be asked to temper its urge to drink in a carefree fashion, and should
be required to carry appropriate health warnings.
Without health warnings addressed directly to the consumer, the
advertising and packaging of beverage alcohol will continue to be
UNTRUTHFUL and DECEPTIVE.

Point #2:

On Television, the principal target of alcohol advertising
is children 2-11.

When I say "target," I am not referring to what the alcohol industry
says it is aiming at -- I am referring to the people being hit.
(CONTINUED ...)
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-2 Every week, according to The Television Bureau of Advertising,
television reaches:
-

92%
91%
90%
88%

of
of
of
of

all
all
all
all

children 2-11.
women.
teens 12-17.
men.

(Media note:

radio, according to Arbitron, has a weekly reach of:
717% of all teens 12-17.
- 95% of all men.
- 95% of all women.)

Along with the television coverage figures, please remember the
companion fact that children are the most impressionable viewers.
Professor Marshall McLuhan and other media analysts have been telling
us for more than 20 years that the average child learns more from
television than from any other single source -- and today's average
child spends nearly four hours a day watching television.
Every television viewer is exposed to as many as 5,000 alcohol commercials
every year.
On the electronic media, alcohol commercials have virtually automatic
access to every have and every child -- and the coverage is not
controllable, it is indiscriminate. The impact of alcohol advertising
on television is concentrated most heavily on children 2-11.
And even children not old enough to read can understand the message
of an alcohol commercial. They generally perceive the message as:
"This is a happy thing to do." Cr:
This is part of being a happy,
successful person." Or: "This is a good way to be more popular
with girls/boys." The perceptions, by design, are all positive
and there are no warnings of any danger of misuse.

Point #3:

The only purpose of advertising is to SELL SOMETHING.
Advertising does its lob by a) recruiting triers,
b) converting triers into users, and then c) converting
users into heavier/more regular users.

The frequently-heard argument that "advertising only switches users
from one brand to another in an existing market" is nonsense.
If it
had any validity, Ford and GM would still be swapping Model I buyers
and the 2-car family would not exist.
Next year will be the centennial of the proof that advertising can
sell goods on a steady, predictable basis.
Mail-order merchant
Richard Sears proved it conclusively back in 1886.
The world's largest (and perhaps most scientific) advertiser,
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-3Procter & Gamble, has this to say: "Advertising is the most effective
and efficient way to soil the consumer.
Advertising can and does
create nem markets. It can do this more rapidly, more intensively,
and less expensively than any other method of selling the consumer."
Wnat the alcohol industry says about its advertising is contradicted,
of course, by the industry's marketing actions.
In its January 31/85
Special Report on Wine & Beer Marketing, Advertising Age noted:
"New brands and extensions of existing brands have been appearing on
retailers' shelves at a record pace *** New light beers, low-alcohol beers,
low-price beers, superpremium beers and malt liquors have been coming out
of the major breweries as though the industry were booming ..."
In all of those introductions, the first purpose of all promotion was
to recruit triers.

Point #4:

The basic ingredient of television advertising is IMAGERY,
which enhances its effectiveness among children.

When cn advertising agency prepares a television commercial, it usually
begins by developing a prospect profile, based on both demographics and
psychographics. From the prospect profile canes the choice of message,
presentation technique, action, music - and the media specifications
for the target audience(s).
In trying to develop a message, the agency creative people run into an
immediate "generic" problem in alcohol advertising. Alcohol is alcohol.
Beverage alcohol is a liquid with such characteristics as color,
carbonation, flavor, bouquet, and thirst-quenching ability -- but all
beers and all wines are pretty much the same. Creative people soon
turn to psychographics (lifestyle considerations) and create an
action-and-music image of their product closely associated with the
audience they want most to attract. This positioning of the product
is more important than any facts that can be stated about it.
This kind of image approach, with no specific facts, has been used in
behalf of beer (in my own experience) since 1951.
Ironically, the Federal Trade Commission has stated (statement of
James C. Miller III to Senator Paula Hawkins, Feb. 7/85): "Advertisements that merely create moods or images are not susceptible to FTC
law enforcement initiatives."
Without its "moods and images," television wo.ld not be television.
The mere appearance of a product on television is enough to create
curiosity and a desire to try.
And a child doesn't need to know
how to reed to get a good idea of what an alcohol commercial is
trying to tell him.
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Point #5:

The appeals used in alcohol commercials
are appeals of high interest among children.

Sports celebrities, cowboys and other folk heroes, military heroes,
supermen, and animals have long been desirable elements in advertising
aimed at children.
Among older children and teens, sexual prowess is
a highly effective appeal.
Little kids follow the examples of the big kids.
Today's little boys
want to grow up and be like the sports heroes, supermen, etc. -- and the
yuppies they keep hearing about.

Cne of the earliest marketers to children (since 1904) is the Brown
Shoe Company, maker of Buster Brown shoes.
Early in the 1970s, Brown
marketers said
"With all their television, kids of six today are
smarter than they used to be at 12."
In my own experience, patriotic themes have also proved to be highly
effective with children -- and the reason is both simple and obvious:
the subject matter ties in with what they have learned at school -starting with the first time they stood up and recited the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag. I therefore think ;t is simplistic to believe
that child appeal can be eliminated simply by eliminating sports celebrities from alcohol commercials.

***
In my opinion, Congress should take these actions:
1. Require appropriate health warnings on beverage alcohol containers
and in beverage alcohol advertising in all media.

2. On the indiscriminate electronic media of television and radio,
either initiate a ban on alcohol advertising or require epual time
for health messages.

***
My qualifications for expressing opinions about alcohol advertising
are as follows:
. Retired V.P. and partner, Young E. Rubicam, Inc., now active es
a marketing consultant. 11G is the world's largest advertising
agency, buys more TV time than any ether agency, and has for more
than 50 years been a leader in researching the effects of advertising
on the consumer.

- Author of a marketing casebook, GREAT AMERICAN BRANDS:
the Success
Formulas that Made Them Famous -- selected by the7Wrican Library
Association as one of its 1982 Books cf the Year.
- Former member of the board of the Tampa Area Council on Alcoholism.
# # #
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STATE OF NEW YORK

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM ANO ALCOHOL ABUSE
IBAWASHINGTONAVENUE ALSANY,NEWYORKI2210

ROBERT V SHEAR
DIRECTOR

May 20, 1985
Representative 'rim Wirth, Chairman
Subcomnittee on Teleconnunications, Consumer Protection and Fina'ce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE:H.R.2526
Dear Congressman Wirth:

Please include the following comments in your Subcommittee' record on H.R.
2526, introduced by Representative John F. Seiberling. This bill would require
that health warnings an prevention messages be given television broadcast time
equivalent to that used Or advertising the sale of alcoholic beverages.

I would like to offer ms' commas in support of H.R. 2526. I believe the
approach proposed by Representative Seiberling is the more appropriate, and
more desirable alternative to a ban on alcohol advertising in this medium. It
is also my belief that such a requirement is the ONLY acceptable alternative to
a total ban of such advertising from broadcast television. My lesser measures
seem unlikely to protect the American public from the clearly damaging effects
of the continuing unbalanced television portrayal alcohol use as universally
positive and beneficial.
The current unrestricted exposure of the American people to televised images
of alcohol use in association with economic success, health, fitness, and
patriotism, can only enhance the dangerous misperception that alcohol use is
uniformly desireable and safe, subject only to responsible use by the
consumer. This patently inaccurate image of alcohol, is a powerful, in fact
overwhelming force in opposition to the necessary efforts of government to warn
the public of the hazards which are associated with the use of alcohol in
certain high risk populations and situations, and in intoxicating quantities. I
believe that such unlimited and unbalanced messages in support of alcohol use
also contribute to an atmosphere of weakened respect for the laws of the states
which control the sale and distribution of alcoholic beverages, and impede
public understanding and support for efforts of govexlimmt to provide help for
the victims of alcohol problems.
I would wish to emphasize that I do not assert that television advertising
per se causes alcohol-related problems. Rather it is my belief that the effect
of high levels of positive alcohol advertising creates an inaccurate and
mdsleading impression of the nature of alcohol and its effects. It is this
misunderstanding of alcohol, uncorrected by appropriate warnings and more
complete information, that creates a cultural environment that is tolerant of,
and to some degree causative of alcohol problems.
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Following are more detailed presentations of the three concerns rderenced
above. I hope these thoughts will be useful to you in the work of your
Subcroadttee, and .ill lend encouragement to your favorable consideration of
this bill.

MACY ON EFFORTS ID PREVENT ALCCOOL PFCBLEMS

Alcohol advertising emphasizes exclusively positive associations in
promoting the use of alcoholic beverages creating an image of alcohol use as
normal, safe, and beneficial. As the study of alcohol problem has become more
advanced, it has became possible to more easily identify groups suffering from,
or at unusually high risk for alcohol problems, for whom the advertising image
of universal safe drinking is a dangerous, possibly life-threatening myth. It
has not, however, became possible to reach these groups with needed Jennings,
because goverment and social agencies cannot afford the cost of ccenercial
television advertising.
The high risk groups to which I refer include women who are pregnant, whose
use of alcohol during pregnancy may result in irreparable damage to a
developing fetus. They include Native Americans, who die from alcohol-related
causes eight times more frequently than the general population. They include
the children of alcoholic families, whose potential genetic predisposition to
alcohol addiction places them at four times the normal risk of alcoholism even
if they are raised outside of an alcoholic family environment. In the present
environment of unrestricted, unanswered advertising of universally beneficial
alcohol use, these populations receive the same televised encouragement of
regular alcohol use that reaches the low -risk, healthy user, and the already
dependent alcoholic.
Clearly the general thrust of alcohol advertising is to increase the sales
of alcoholic beverages. Yet there is no question that as alcohol consumption
increases in the population, so do the prevalence of numerous alcohol-related
problems and illnesses. A generalized urging to the American people to drink,
without efforts to contain unsafe levels of use, clearly is detrimental to the
public health. Still, in the current environment, only the marketers of
alcoholic Leverages can afford to regularly place their message before the
American people. Messages designed to discourage intoxication, or regular heavy
drinking never appear.
New York State experiences in the range of $8-10 billion of the annual loss
to the U.S. economy of $116 billion resulting from alcohol use. In our efforts
to reduce this loss, and the attendant suffering of our people, the state is
currently at work on a major planning effort to address the prevention of
alcohol problems. Unless we are given the means to provide our citizens with a
balance to the non-specific urging to use alcohol that is regularly broadcast
into their living roans, we have little hope of effectively reaching the public
with the health warnings and prevention messages that would make continued
alcohol advertising less destructive to our efforts to inform and educate the
public.
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impAcr ON STATE LAWS REGULATIM AVAILABILITY CF ALCCHCL
Regardless of the extent to which this effect is intended by the
advertisers, high levels of unbalanced alcohol advertising clearly exert a
powerful force in shaping public opinion and policy. The sheer volume, and
unrelentingly positive tone of alcohol advertising has certainly helped to
establish a generally favorable image for this drug in the public eye. In fact,
there has been until recently a clear, continuous trend in pUbi c attitude
toward more liberal treatment of alcohol ,-1..1114L-atl, y,;:urring during a
historical period that has seen continuous increase in alcohol consumption, and
in the prer4.;c
alcohol-:elated problem
illnesses in the United
States. In most states accross the nation, this trend has been accompanied by
generally relaxed restrictions on the availability of alcoholic heverages, and
deterioration of the states' alcoholic beverage control activities. Were the
public regularly exposed to messages that accurately represent the hazards and
costs associated with alcohol uae, public recognition of the need for effective
alcohol controls might well have remained firm enough to avoid the continuing
increase in alcohol-related problems that has persisted until very recently.
In New York State we have seen such a progressive disregard for our
alcoholic beverage control laws, that their violation is widely considered
normal and acceptable. It has become so common for adults to violate the legal
purchase age requirements, that many communities organize efforts to subsidize
the safe transportation of intoxicated teenagers, on the assumption that the
laws restricting provision of alcohol to underage teenagers will be broken.
Very often we have seen that such approaches have been supported by the
advertisers of alcoholic beverages, such as the recent Operation
Prom/Graduation sponsored by the National Association of Broadcasters. The
material for that project includes a variety of suggested ideas to be supported
by local broadcasters, including Dial-a-Ride programs, and a recamended speech
on the subject, with one-third of its content addressed to the prevention of
controls on alcohol advertising.
Parents who wish to exercise their legal right to determine if their
underage children use alcohol often find their efforts thwarted by an attitude
of disregard for for the state laws that protect this right. Many parents,
including the one third of American adults who themselves abstain from alcohol,
find themselves, their children, and their communities continuously affected by
the atmosphere of liberalization that has impacted our Alcoholic Beverage
Control system. When seeking to bring an end to liquor law violations by
state-licensed sellers of alcoholic beverages, many communities have found
their ABC structure weakened by budget cutting and inattention during the years
of liberalization of alcohol controls. This erosion of public respect for and
adherence to our state laws clearly has been a major factor in the increased
availability of alcohol to the very young, and cannot be dissociated from the
attendant problems.

As we seek to raise public awareness, particularly as we work to legally
limit access of alcohol to youthful drinkers, there is little question that the
image of alcohol engendered by frequent, heavy, positive advertising has made
our task more difficult. The perception of alcohol use as a generally safe and
3
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harmless form of recreation, the denial of which would be an unreasonable
"punishment" to young people, clearly has been a major roadblock to our efforts
to raise the purchase age, and continues to interfere with our efforts to
promote conpliance with and enforcement of our Alcoholic Beverage Control Law.

There seems little reason to doubt that the advertising that motivates
purchase of alcoholic beverages also promotes an atmosphere of acceptance of
alcohol among the general public as well as policy makers. Commercials
associating alcohol use with positive images that are unrelated to the product,
such as the current campaigns relating alcohol use to American patriotism,
provide a powerful message to citizen and legislator alike that these products
have a natural place in the lives of our people. It is noteworthy that such
messages are curentlty not even subject to equal time provisions under the
Fairness Doctrine, despite the fact that these campaigns are being waged during
a period in which the federal government is considering administrative and
legislative action to limit television advertising of alcohol.

IMPACT ON TREATMENT At,D REHABILTIPLTION EFFORTS

Just as the atmosphere created by advertising affects public attitude and
policy with respect to alcohol controls, the advertising portrayal of alcohol
use as safe and beneficial also helps to perpetuate the myth that alcoholism
and alcohol-related illnesses are the self-inflicted result of "irresponsible"
use of alcohol. Because the television viewing public is almost never exposed
to modern knowlege of the hereditary aspects of alcoholism, and is rarely given
a message warning of the addictive properties of this drug, it is impossible to
perceive through television the inherent risk of addiction in alcohol use.
Lacking a means of acquiring an understanding of this risk, it is not
surprising that a substantial portion of the American people persist in
prejudices and misunderstanding of alcoholism and alcoholic people.
These common misperceptions help to perpetuate a social environment in which
alcoholic people are exposed to discrimination and ridicule, tending to enhance
denial and render more difficult our efforts at early identification and
intervention. The continuing stigma surrounding alcoholism also contributes to
a political environment at the local, state, and national level in which the
victims of alcohol-related illnesses continue to be denied fair and equitable
treatment by their social and governmental institutions. Despite progress made
5n recent years, many health care professionals and institutions are still
reluctant to treat alcoholic people, and many insurers remain unwilling to
cover treatment of alcoholism on the sane terms as other illnesses. Few
governments at any level support alcoholism treatment efforts in proportion to
their efforts in other human service areas.
Just as it is unreasonable to expect that public policy on alcohol controls
could be unaffected by the advertising barge of alcohol as safe and beneficial,
it is equally unlikely that public pone_ on the treatment of alcoholism is not
similarly affected. The presentation of alcohol use as uniformly harmless and
enjoyable can only support by implication the prejudice that those who get into
trouble with alcohol do so through some fault of their own. Clearly this
inaccurate prejudice lends an image to the alcoholic person as "less deserving"
of public synpathy and assistance than those who become ill from exposure to
4
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other toxic substances whose properties are better and mcre widely understood.

COICLUSION
T balance out the innacurate and unreasonably positive image presented by
alcohol advertising on television it will be necessary to assure that other
messages, providing accurate and objective information also be presented.
Limited amounts of documentary programming and occaisional fictional portrayals
cannot suffici,:tly overcome the general advertising message of encouragement
uo drink, or the positive association of alcohol use with attractive concepts
ai'd values. By assuring adequate time be made available on television for
ga.copriate health warnings and prevention messages, H.R. 2526 will make it
poss.ble for the millions of children and adults who watch television to be
exposed to the information they need to safely use or avoid alcoholic
beverages. Unless such a measure is passed by the Congress, there appears no
alternative to a complete ban on television advertising that will assure thc
necessary protection of the public.
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